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Filmo owner

T/?£

commands all known
movie making resources
When

you purchase a Bell 6? Howell Filmo
Camera and Projector you become allied with
the world's leading authority on producing fine
motion pictures.
Most movies featured in
best theatres the world over

Bell

& Howell Cameras

are

made with

and equipment,

as they

"What you

have been for twenty -one years.
Allied with Bell

&

see,

you get"

Howell, through Filmo

ownership, you command
amateur cinematography

all

the resources for

known

fine

to professional

movies.

Filmo Camera
all

itself is

adaptable to practically

conditions of light, speed and distance pro-

vided for in Bell
costing

& Howell

up to $5000.

Filmo Projector combines compactness and
beauty with a dazzling array of superior features.
Accurate to one ten' thousandth of an inch.
Filmo Library
usual films for
rent

LL

BEJr

professional cameras

offers

home

hundreds of exclusive, un-

entertainment. Purchase or

them from any Filmo

^Automatic

Motion Picture
Camera and Projector
Library Accessories

dealer.

Filmo Accessories, for use with Filmo Camera
and Projector, equip the amateur for getting
every effect known to professional
movies.

Our

long established personal

you on any
movie problem. Join the
service department assists

Filmo family.

Make

bet-

ter movies.

VrYlt6

for

new

descriptive Filmo

Booklet, "Home Movies of the Better Kind."
Bell &? Howell Co., 1828 La rchmont Avenue,

Chicago,

111.

~Nevo

Tor\,

Hollywood,

Low

don (B. 6? H. Co., Ltd.) Established 1907.

These Dealers <v. the leaders in their cities
—will RENT you new 16 M* M* releases
low sum

for a surprisingly

PITTSBURGH

LOS ANGELES

United Projector

Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

SAN FRANCISCO

&

Film Corp.

LONG ISLAND
Home Movie Service

Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

213 Steinway Ave., Astoria

REPUBLIC OF MEXICO
American Photo Supply

—

Co., S. A.

(An

12

Eastman Kodak

how he

is

made.)

NEW YORK

BROOKLYN

C. Cullen

Maiden Lane

Frederick

Loeser

&

Brown &

Co.

PROVIDENCE

Earle, Inc.

Starkweather

&

Williams, Inc.

WESTERN CANADA

BUFFALO

Regina Films, Limited

Buffalo Photo Material Co.

Regina, Sask.

SPRINGFIELD-WORCESTER

NEW HAVEN-BRIDGEPORT

The Harvey & Lewis Company

The Harvey & Lewis Company

WATERBURY
Curtis Art

CITY

Camera Stores, Inc.
Park Avenue at 41st

Gillette

PHILADELPHIA
Williams,

Stores, Inc.

article in this issue

tells

NEW YORK CITY
Wm.

BOSTON

"Felix" a Horns Film
Library Star.

Mexico, D. F.

NEWARK

PLAINFIELD

Company

Schaeffer

Mortimer's

& Company

103 Halsey St.

Initiating the idea of a rental service of up-to-date 16 M.M. releases,

ies of a variety of subjects, you can
rent new, wholesome pictures ex-

through retail stores, Home Film
Libraries meets the demand of the
constantly growing home movie
public for a convenient, reasonably
priced library that permits home
projection to be enjoyed to the full
without excessive cost.
The leading photographic dealers

cellently reproduced and adapted
especially for the children. The
reels furnish from 12 to 15 minutes

listed above have been established
as distributors with exclusive franchises. From their complete librar-

See the dealers in your city or
write us direct for a catalogue of

—

entertainment.
include
Subjects
comedies, animated cartoons, westerns, animal dramas. The rental fee
is

most reasonable.

new

Home

releases.

Film

Libraries
INC.

100

EAST

42nd

STREET,
16

M. M.

NEW YORK CITY
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Herbert Abraham,
City,

is

New York

of

President of the Ruberoid

Company and an advanced amateur technician of wide experience.

Joseph Dombroff

is

Manager

of

Willoughbys, New York City, and
thoroughly conversant with every
phase of the photographic industry.

Grace D. Elder,

of Chicago, Illinois,
Secretary to the President of the
Bell
Howell Company.
is

&

Ross F. George, of
ton,

is

Seattle,

Washing-

a leading American author-

on hand lettering and allied
He is inventor of Speedball
Pens and author of authoritative
ity

arts.

texts.

Ralph Young,
California,

* ainl

It

Let

Contributors
previously
announced in this column are: Don

Bennett of the Stanley Educational

Film Division, New York City;
Warren Boyer, photographer, of
Westport, Conn. ; Weare Holbrook,
author, of New York City; Walter
D. Kerst, Technical Consultant of
Amateur Movie Makers; Franklin La Varre, cinematographer, of
Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc.; Carl
L. Oswald, of Agfa Products, Inc.;
Sterling W. Sutfin, Assistant Pub-

timed pictures. For with the Dall'

meyer Ultra Speed Lens you need only one'third
the light required by the regular Filmo lens.

New MICROMETER Mount

$54.00

Manager of

the Remington
and Marguerite
Tazelaar, author, of New York
licity

In

San Francisco,

member

Other

Don't "put up" your Filmo for the winter. Poor
light conditions need not stop you from making
clear, perfectly

of
a

of the firm
of Lothers and Young, and a distinguished photographic artist.

f-1.9

is

Typewriter Co.;
City.

DALLMEYHZ

TjV listing the Pillars of the
League in our December anniversary number there was
*•

ULTRA-SPEED LENSES

omitted, through one of those
strange and unusual in Ama-

—
—

teur Movie Makers
errors
which every now and then cause
us all, by the perversity of circumstance, to appear to over-

300% Faster
Compare

the two

lenses

at

the

and you will readily see
that the Dallmeyer Ultra-Speed

look our best friends, the name
of one who is not only a pillar
of the League, but a veritable
foundation stone of our organization. I wish to record here
Mrs. George C. Kolb, as a

right

lets in three

times as

Ideal

much

light.

for

Close-ups

founder member of the AmaCinema League and to express to her our sincere grati-

^3*^

teur

tude for her interest and practical aid in the early days of
our great adventure in amateur

Sole United States Distributors

HERBERT & HUESGEN
18

Six

EAST 42nd STREET

{near

Qrand

Central)

CO.

^ .NEWYORK

cinematography.
ton,

Managing

—Roy W. Win-

Director.

You can driv<
the bh

•>

With

"BIGtim^c^^
ji new Bell & Jfowell Library Rental Feature
>LL

PROJECTOR
The

projector that

means

greatest en-

your home movie films.
You may now obtain it fully equipped
with variable voltage resistance and
ammeter, geared rewind and speedy
automatic rewind feature for $236.
Very quiet. Runs backward, forward,
stops on single frames and does everything you want a projector to do
and as only a Bell & Howell unit can
do it. Write for particulars.

joyment

of

—

Laughs, laughs, laughs the world's greatest theatres (first run houses)
have rocked with the merriment created by these greatest of funmakers. The antics of Lloyd Hamilton, Felix, the Cat, Lupino Lane,
"Big Boy" and many other comedy classics are now immortalized in
16 mm. film ready for your Filmo Projector, through the new
Bell & Howell RENTAL LIBRARY.

—

A Filmo dealer near you will have these films for rental new releases
from the well known EDUCATIONAL PICTURES, "The Spice of the
Program." They are one and two reel comedies, rented to you on a
twenty -four hour basis at a very nominal rental. Through this low
cost plan you can keep your entertainment ever fresh, new and laugh-

—

provoking.

FIRST RELEASES NOW READY
New releases every week

Felix
the

CAT

2m—

No.

1 Reel.

FELIX,

THE

CAT,

No. 457—2

"PEDIGREEDY"

in

Felix "crashes" an exclusive barn-yard night club
and goes away back to the Ark for ancestors. Rental
(24 hour) $1.25.

No. 1836—1

Reel.

HOLD THAT BEAR,

in

Reels.

LUPINO LANE

"Monty

of the Mounted"
Northwest Mounted Policeman,

Monty, the recruit
cuts some thrilling capers in tracking down Black
Joe, the desperado. But he gets his man
and the
girl. Rental $2.50.

—

No. 1032—2 Reels. "BIG BOY"
in "Grandpa's Boy"

Cameo Comedy
Featuring Phil Dunham and four funny assistants.
A mixup that includes a girl, a hated rival and a
bear that tears men's pants but eats out of the
girl's hand. Don't miss this one. Rental $1.25.

The baby actor "Big Boy" in a plot which involves
a dignified millionaire and an undignified dog.
great juvenile comedy. Rental $2.50.

Reel. THE PRINCE OF
WHALES, Life Cartoon Comedy
A riot of fun on a sea-going ship. Whales are sighted
and chased — and do some chasing in turn. They are

No. 24.33—1 Reel. FELIX, THE CAT,
Ducks his Duty
War has been declared. But Felix prefers peace.
He gets married to avoid war and finally seeks

No. 1861—1

trapped in a fashion only a Cartoon Comedy
could depict. A sure-enough laugh. Rental $1.25.
finally

No. 1863—1 Reel.

A

peace on the battlefield. Try to look serious while
you watch this one. Rental $1.25.

NORTH OF NO-

No. 1841—1 Reel.

WHERE,

Life Cartoon Comedy
Tom Bones and Nibbin take some hair tonic into
the Arctic and get some fast repeat business for their
barber shop.
Rental $1.25.

A

No. 369—2

Reels.

scream from beginning to end.

LLOYD HAMILTON

in "His Better Half"
In which Hamilton dons feminine attire as a bogus
bride and makes the hit of his life. Rental $2.50.

If

HOUND,

Wallace Lupino is the hero of an Alaskan melodrama. Bathing beauties, circus lions, dog biscuits,
a dwarf, some pepper and a lazy dog create laughs
by the yard. Rental $1.25.

Late

December

releases

Christy two-reel comedy

fill

out coupon and mail

& HOWELL CO., 1828 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago,
me

111.

complete information on releases for the new Bell
Library and send name of nearest dealer who can supply me.
Please mail

—

include No. 741
"Uppercut," and No.

Lyman H. Howe Hodge Podge "A Merry-goround of Travel." Many more great things to come.
1952,

your dealer cannot supply you,

BELL

THE MOVIE

Cameo Comedy

&

Howell Rental

Name.
Address
City.

.

.

State

Seven

THE NEW FILMS

SPEED
SPEED
SPEED

for

Home

& Howell, Chicago,
Bell
ment in this issue of a

new Filmo

release again marked the Ganz Service, in
that the first negative to arrive in New

outstanding

York by aeroplane was secured and 16mm

which

prints were dispatched to the home field
at the same time the film first appeared
on Broadway, thus providing a pre-release
of one week for the "Reel of the Month

111.,

RENTAL
development

Library is an
the Library

in

Projectors

announce-

field

home projector owners on the New
Year.
To be released as "Big Time"

greets

The Wollensak

CINE VELOSTIGMAT
[^

1.44 times faster than f 1.8
1.60 times faster than f 1.9

/*1-**D

1.11 times faster than f2.5
5.44 times faster than f 3 .5

~i

FOR

EXTRA ILLUMINATION
in MOVIE MAKING
Cloudy, dull days and poorly lighted
interiors are no longer barriers to correctly timed movie films.
Just attach
one of these high speed corrected
anastigmats to your Filmo or Victor
Cameras, and other sub-standard makes,
and you are prepared to make movies
under all lighting conditions.
1"

Focus /1.5 in Micrometer
Focusing Mount
$50.00

2" Focus

/1.5

Micrometer

in

Mount

Focusing

$75.00

Comedies, the first series is selected from
the pictures of the Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., famous short subject producers, their product being familiar as
"The Spice of the Program." This also
marks the release for the home field of
the product of another great producing organization. Included in the first issue are:

Club" members, and enabling all Lindbergh fans to have this film in their homes
on Christmas day.

Home Film Libraries, Inc., New York.
N. Y., prominently feature their three series of animated cartoons, among them,
"Krazy Kat," "Alice," and Pat Sullivan's

Hamilton," "Lupino Lane", "Big
Boy", "Life Cartoon", "Cameo" and "Felix
the Cat Comedies".
They will be rented
through Filmo dealers everywhere at a
nominal rental of $1.25 a reel for a 24 hour
period.
The Filmo Library sale films fea-

"Lloyd

ture the well known Bray "Bobby
Series of animated cartons.

"Felix."

Kodascope Libraries especially feature
four releases of the last sixty days: "The
on Main Street", "The Spanish
Dancer", "Manhandled", and "The Night
Club".

King

Bumps"

Pathegrams, distributed by Pathe Exchange, Inc., and the DeVry Corporation
note among their releases: "Will Rogers in
Paris", "The Iron Nag", featuring Billy
Bevan, "Love's Last Laugh", and Alice
Day in "Gooseland". The Westerns include
"Ride
Em High", featuring Buddy

Amateur Movie

Service, Baltimore, Md.,
announces as its major films of the month:
"Atlantic City Pageant of 1927," "The Fair
of the Iron Horse," and "Little Red Riding Hood."

The Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc..
Chicago, 111., name as leading features of
the month: "Down the Danube," "Up To
Date Alpinism," and "Teak Logging With
Elephants."

Roosevelt.

Cine Art Productions, Hollywood, Cal.,
advertising:
"Ruins of Pompeii,"
are
"Vesuvius," "Around the World in Four
Minutes," and "The Adventures of 'Tony

Library, Inc.,
N. Y., through its distributors, releases "Outside the Law", starring
Lon Chaney, and on January 15th, "California Straight Ahead", featuring Reginald
Denny, will be ready for amateur pro-

the Cub.'

Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland, Ohio,
"Ascending Pike's Peak", "Feather
River Canyon", "Yosemite Valley", and

lists:

"Sundown Dancer".
Show-at-Home Movie

New

"

Empire

Safety Film

Company,

Inc..

New

York, N. Y., stresses among its current releases: "Raid Over London" and a
new series of Zobelogs, photographed by
Myron Zobel in far corners of the world.
Especially noted are Number 7 and Number 19 ,"The Honolulu Hula" and "Cock
Fighting" in the Dutch East Indies.

TELEPHOTO LENSES
FOR CINE KODAK

William

{with fl.9 lens equipment)

Why

be handicapped with your short
focus lens when Telephotos will greatly
increase your range.
lense of this
type will give three to six times greater
magnification than the regular lens.

A

3" Focus f4.5
cusing

in

jectors.

Stone Film Laboratory, Cleveland,
Ohio, announces: "Around the World in
Thirty Minutes", which shows high lights
of the Belgenland World Cruise. Sectional
releases may be had of 100 ft. reels.
Vitalux Movies (Automatic Movie Display Corporation), New York, N. Y., include: Bobby Vernon in "All Aboard",
Dorothy Devore in "College Capers", and

Ganz Company, New York,

N.Y., announce a "Lindbergh in Mexico
City" film for both the "Reel of the
Month Club", and for its "Highlites of the

News, Number

8," release.

Speed

"Going

the

Animal

Fair", a

McCrory

AMATEUR MOVIE
GRAFT

$65.00

Micrometer

in

f3.3

to

Carton.

in this

Micrometer Fo-

Mount

324" Focus

J.

York,

A New Book

85.00

for the Owner or
Owner of an Amateur
Movie Camera or Projector.

Our Other Movie Apparatus Includes

This Book will be found invaluable to those
wishing to get that professional touch and

Focusing

6" Focus f4.5
cusing

Mount
in

75.00

Prospective

Micrometer Fo-

Mount

CINE VELOSTIGMAT /1.8
PORTRAIT ATTACHMENTS
VIGNETTERS COLOR FILTERS
Let us

tell

finish

Manufacturers

of

New

In

Heavy Paper Cover

Lenses

1.50

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT

York

Photographic

$1.00

In Cloth

(or direct)
and

Cameron

Shutters for the past thirty years.

SB—^ftuTuBUSHlNGfJlc
MANHATTAN
CAMEKUH

Eight

Boo^ you will find both
and instructive.

interesting

HUDSON AVENUE

Rochester,

taking or projecting their pictures.
phases of Amateur Cinemato-

all

A

you more about them.

Wollensak
OPTICAL COMPANY
980

when

covers
graphy.
It

BEACH.N.Y.

Publishing Co., Inc.

MANHATTAN BEACH,

N. Y.

The Most

The

ARROW

PORTABLE

Popular

Beaded Screen

HOME
MOVIES
Via Coupon!

A

Convenient Time Saving Idea.

Through the Use

Composed

of millions of tiny round

glass beads, firmly

of

WILLOUGHBYS

face. In dust-proof

SCREEN No.

—you

SCREEN No. 3

comedies,

for

etc.,

showing

Books contain from

5 to

at

mahogany

case.

Size 33"/2 x3^x4 ins.
with picture surface of 22x30 ins.
Weight 6 pounds. Price $15.

SCREEN No. 2

obtain the newest, most popular movie dramas,

a

1

MOVIE LIBRARY
may

embedded on

strong fabric. Surface is washable.
Affords exceptionally brilliant sur-

Size 45'/2 x4'/2x5 j ns
with picture surface of 30x40 ins.
Weight 15 pounds. Price $25.
.

Size
57x4%x5 ins.
with picture surface of 39x52 ins.
Weight 18 pounds. Price $35.

home.

57 coupons and are priced at from

$12.50 up. All you need do

in

is fill

and tear out coupon to

rent your choice of movies for a 24'hour period.

Among

the

many

films available

such

STARS

now

are those featuring

as

REGINALD DENNY
HOOT GIBSON
LAURA LA PLANTE PATSY RUTH MILLER
NORMAN KERRY
SNOOKUMS
ANDY GUMP and numerous others
newest releases featuring the most

Also Filmo Library
comedies,
NEW SUBJECTS ARE BEING ADDED WEEKLY

cartoons, etc.

interesting

The

WORLD WAR

FOR SALE
BURTON HOLMES' TRAVEL

SERIES

SERIES

"AMERICA GOES OVER"
2,000 feet

of

at the front.

Send

actual,

—U.

S.

thrilling

scenes

Gov't Release.

GANZ' HIGHLITES OF THE

NEWS

KODAK CINEGRAPHS
PATHEGRAMS
VITALUX

for illustrated circular explaining the rental proposition

on the

WILLOUGHBY MOVIE LIBRARY

Schneider

XENON
V

Also Available are the following:

FOR RENTAL

New

focus

A

highly corrected anastigmat lens

of very good definition and high

speed selling at an unusually low
In focussing mount to fit
Filmo camera and does not have to
be specially fitted.
price.

Price, complete

ready

to attach

$

O

J

S

?H 50
i

U/IUOCJGHByS
110

West 32 n-d St.,Newyork,N.y.«*
Nine

—

D

on't miss

HALF THE FUN
fi

your Christmas camera can give you

^let

Fotolite be your

Sunlight for Interiors
Fotolite

YOU'VE

Models
No.

Hand

5

shown

lite,

at right,

wired

:omp!etely

will

and

equipped with
special
Watt
500
bulb,

One

No.

5

lite,

held

by

Foto-

heavy

nickel'plated

stand (see left of illustration at top
of page), complete, $16.00.
Stand
is
8 feet high; tilts lamp in any
position; folds into 24'inch space.

Two No. 5 Fotolite lamps, as described above (see right of illustration at top of page), complete with
bulbs, $28.00.
Beautiful carrying case, for two
three lamps and stands, $7.50.

of

or

Lamps

Required
FOR
Group up

—

F

3,

2 lamps
of
4

Group

posure

—

Group up
3

LENSE

standard

to

6,

exposure

standard

ex-

lamps

3

FOR

—

1-8

to

F

to

3-5

3,

fun

posure

of

—

4
4

to

camera — a

don't miss half the
give you.
But you

you have proper lighting

fright" of the arc lamp. You get all
the brilliance of a 20 ampere arc and
all the convenience of 3 incandescent
Fotolites.

sends a steady, lustrous glow
over the subject before your camera
Fotolite

rainy days, dark, dreary days, and
at night
you can flash on Fotolite's
cheery rays, start your camera clicking,
and chase gloom from the house with
lively, wholesome fun. The records of
family events, the children, parties,
dances, amateur plays, social affairs of
every kind
you can store them away,
like treasures, in the beautiful films

—

—

—

vivid, iife-like
Fotolite makes possible
films that you will want to look at over
and over again.

Fotolite gives brilliant, radiant lighting,
which has earned the unstinted praise
photographers. And
of professional
now it is available to amateurs at small
cost!
With Fotolite you eliminate the
sputtering, the spar\s and the "light-

the delicate tones, exquisite
shadings, colorful high-lights which are
the secret of the most beautiful profesIndoor pictures with
sional pictures.
outdoor clearness pictures at home
with professional beauty! For a small
fraction of what your camera cost,
Fotolite practically doubles the fun you
can get out of amateur movies!
creates

—

Ask your

—he

dealer to

show you

Fotolite

demonstrate it for you.
If he can't supply you, order direct.
The two Fotolite models are described
will gladly

at the left.

lighted

them

Start

now

to take correctly-

and you will cherish
Get your Fotolite today!

pictures,

for years!

LENSE

standard

exposure

lamps

Group

can

it

unless

On

$6.

Number

—

the

Now

for indoor "shooting."

$10.00.

price

Without bulb,

got

beauty!

Foto-

6

standard

108 East 16th Street,

New

York, N. Y.

ex-

lamps

Testrite Instrument Co.

Fotolite
The Sunlight
Ten

for

Indoor

Pictures

CINETORIALS
New

THE way

of us

—

Year's Resolution

we, ye, them

—

editors

(This high-hat plural always did

is

hard!

spell trouble,

we are essentially democratic and simThere have come to our ears rumblings, all
too plain, of discontent about what we have been
saying here. We have been accused of "plugging" for
League memberships in this page which is supposed
because

ple.)

to be devoted to higher things.
/

.'

J

—

we do believe in League

Well in the first place,
memberships and we are even

a

member

ourselves

absurd; the more you get tangled
But, we are a good sport. We make

(isn't this plural

up with

new
I

I

J

it!).

resolutions.
I

We

strongly advise you not to join the Amateur
if you want to stand by that New
Year resolution to keep firmly away from anything
pleasant and enjoyable. If you are going to strictly

Cinema League

discipline yourself, and if you want to "cleave to
the dime and let the dollars mature while they may"
you are going to take your old five dollars and put
it out at interest and have a nice new nickle next

Christmas.

But

—and

this

is

—

not "plugging,"

it's

we bet you'll lose that
just what "we" really think
nickle down a sidewalk grating. Of course, we hope
you don't, but

We

and a

Challenge for 1928

We

Drop

HPHIS

the 'Wire Curtain

not safe but the stage manager said he'd
* drop the vegetable net quickly. We hazard the
statement that the amateur has not yet analyzed the
is

motion picture and arrived
as to just

at

any

definite conclusions

what

constitutes the heart of cinematics.
There are many earnest amateurs who are working
toward this goal, but we cannot help feeling their

work which we have seen reveals that many have
strayed into the by-paths of the "arty," and become
bogged in the cinematic morass of half or very nearly
still pictures, expressed with a mechanism intended for
motion. That, we believe, is the crux of the problem. There is a very real danger of the seeker for
cinematic truth overlooking the basic thesis that the
cinema must have motion first and foremost. And
secondly the truly cinematic must be that which
cannot be so well done in any other artistic medium.
The motion picture is capable of eliminating time
and space, it can mirror the inmost convolutions of
the human brain, its miracles are endless in their
potentiality. But how much of this has yet been
demonstrated by those best in the position to experiment and create the amateurs? No, we must still
wait for an amateur reel that will be cinematic
throughout. But speaking of vegetables, we particularly resent rutabagas.

—

Page the Professional

Mount

Pegasus

our conscience
NOW,
have turned over

this and we
and advised you
all not to join the League and us are all happy; let's
away to more lofty sentiments.
is

a

clear

new

about

leaf

THOK that matter, we still wait for a professional
* short subject or complete photoplay that is
The

wholly cinematic.
of a very "arty"

motion

to keep

carefully maneuvered replica
photograph with just enough
from being completely static in-

still
it

trudes into the best of the professional short sub-

Cine'Salon

TPHE

Club Editor has asked us

to "plug" a bit for

•*
his pet idea.
He is one of those single-track
enthusiasts and he believes that these United States
will, before long, be thrilled from Lake Mompolaboggog to Santa Iznyriaga by the first Cine-Salon.
He explains that a cine-salon is an exhibition of the
best amateur films of the world, of the year
further
genitive phrases fail us.
And why not? There is
a new art in films. This art is finally in the hands
of individuals. Let us drag out the work of these
individuals from the seclusion of their modesty and
let the world see what a motion picture really is.

—

What Is

MOW,

It?

you ask one!

We

have been driven out of
three clubs, five bridge parties and one and a
half dinners because we insisted on asking everyone
present whether the motion picture is an independent
art or whether it isn't. We are collecting our ideas
and we promise an explosion in a few more months.
This is an invitation to the slaughter. If you have
any ideas, we crave their exposition.

L^

but not cinema.

And

in the photoplay,

jects.

It's art

when

the unlimited possibilities of the camera could

express

all

that

of the character,

is

going on in the minds and hearts

we

find suave

and

prettily

groomed

closeups of the beautiful screen star, registering every-

thing from the first pains of appendicitis to a grouch
because her ensemble, just come home from the modiste's, does not match her latest hair, and of the
manly hero expressing desire under the rubber tree
in the palatial sanatorium.

Why

Crab?

\y/E

dodder.

^*
in

It's

unsafe for an editorial writer to

have opinions. But,

enough

if this

page does not bring

protests for us to write six others

on the

opinions about it, we shall propose a
Grouch Contest to the editorial board. We were a
cheerful writer when we could sing the virtues of
League membership. It's plain to be seen that, shorn
of that right, we languish glumly in our sanctum.
Yea, we languish
And How!
dissenting

—
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Photograph by Ralph Young

Hfogonh ICxph iUramttr?
Rare Charm

Is

Expressed with the Utmost Simplicity in

Keen Appreciation

this

Study Because of a

of Photographic Values

Photograph by Walter D. Kerst

ATMOSPHERE
Is

Achieved

may be defined as the
VALUES
varying
of
flected

this

Study by Delicate Manipulation of Values

VALUE

The
intensities

in

VALUES

of

reproduced, for the range of tones in

By Walter D. Kerst

light re-

most scenes is far greater, from deepest shadow to highest light, than can
be registered by the silver emulsion
of the film. For example, assuming
that we are photographing the sun,
with its millions of candlepower of
light, the brightest value we have at

through the lens to the

from objects in a scene.
The light is the brush of the

film

cine-

matographer, the silver emulsion of
the film the pigment which he applies, poorly or skillfully, depending
on the knowledge he has of the medium with which he is working. It
is

3 am an Amateur.
3 atrtue nrttljpr for
rrmnn of

the values registered by this silver

emulsion with which we are concerned in this article. For upon
knowledge of them depends much of
the success of our efforts.
The ribbon of film that runs
through the amateur's camera is a
non-inflammable
substance
called
acetate of cellulose, on which a
gelatin, holding in suspension minute
particles of silver bromide, has been
coated. This substance, after being
acted on by light of varying intensities, is reduced to a metallic silver by
the action of chemicals, and forms
the tones of the image we project on
the screen. These areas of metallic
silver range from black to white,
their differences depending on the inof the light reflected from
each point of the actual scene, the
color of each point, and the length
of time the light is allowed to act.

uiealth,

nnr

our

ttjr

clear cellulose

arrntrr nf union*.

3 mork

for tljr jnu, nf tlje
nntng to firto rrlraar
from ttje humnrum, ann

3

command

tljr

—

to represent

it is the
of the positive film

which, in turn, lets through all the
light from the projection bulb to the
screen, a value far removed from the
sun's actual intensity. Likewise, black

an nutlet for mu, oratrr

known substance,
presents a value far deeper than any
that could be rendered by the silver

tn rxnrraa mnarlf.

of the film.

nrntur? alnng untrnn

—

natna rlnarh tn
urnfraatnnala fnr ernnnmtr reaanna.
uattja

3 am

ttjr

leatnm tn

ttjr

in-

ouatrtal lump.

3 am

an Amatrur.
(Sart £. (Douialii

tensity

velvet, the blackest

So we see that we have

to re-adjust
scale of value, making them
relatively true to the actual scene, so
as to get a satisfactory representation

our

of the scene photographed.

first

It is very often not desirable to
impress the actual values of a scene,
but to falsify them for more pleasing

pictorial

For this
amateur has certain

representation.

falsification, the

There are very few cases where
the actual values of a scene can be

At

glance this might seem to be a great
handicap, but in reality certain advantages are to be gained.

things at his
use of color

command, such
filters,

as the

which change
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1

tone rendition, the adjustment of exposures so as to give certain definite
values to certain parts of a scene.
For example, in shooting an autumn
scene consisting of a tree in brilliant
red foliage against a background of
rich green, the red, on non-color sensitive motion picture film, without a
filter, would be reproduced as dark
gray, even black, while the green
would register itself much darker in
value, than its actual value translated

taken for the entire scene. This is not
a plea to discard meters. For the
amateur who works only occasionally, a meter will teach him more
about the correct judgment of light
than he could learn in any other
way and will save him hundreds of

into monotone. Now assume that a
panchromatic film is used, with a

feet of wasted film. But it must be
used with judgment. It is not foolproof by any means. Remember, light
is a most intangible quantity, and it
could hardly be assumed that a mechanical device, by itself, would completely and correctly, every time, cap-

color

ture that elusive quality of light.

in

filter that

this

gives full correction,

particular instance, the red

and green, when translated

into their

In judging the exposure of any
scene before shooting, it must be realized that light, of all different intensi-

coming through the lens

ties,

is

the

film,

amount

instead

of

one

to

definite

light from the entire
therefore see that each
scene receives a series of different exposures. The delicate adjustment of
exposure is most necescary if we wish
to secure excellent pictorial representation. To illustrate, let us assume
that we are shooting a scene showing
a figure in white, in brilliant sunlight, walking along the shore of a

scene.

of

We

pond surrounded by trees through
whose leaves the sun's rays are shining, flecking the waters of the

pond

missing and all the values of the
scene completely out of line. On the
other hand, if we expose for the
shadows only, our highlights will
bring down so much silver that we
will get halation and a negative so
dense in the highlights that no detail will print through to the positive.
Therefore, a compromise must be

is

made, and an exposure given that
would render enough shadow detail
and still obtain some gradation of
tone in the lighter values. Some values must be sacrificed and an exposure given that will register a pleasing scale of tones.
A plan that Avould teach one much
about values and, incidentally, cultivate the habit of observation, is to
study a subject for pictorial possibilities at varying times of the day
and, if possible, the year, under varying light conditions. Observe how the
morning and evening sun's slanting
rays change the intensity of the reflected light from that of a brilliant
noon-day sun; how a clouded sky
will give a softness and subtlety
of tone differentiation, which will
have an emotional response in its
audience, suggesting calm and quietude.

A

most interesting short sub-

could be filmed, because of this
ability of the medium of cinematography to render beautiful tonal qualities in monotone. Visualize the moods
ject

of a beautiful lake, in all

its

fury, all

calm, from dawn till sunset; how
with delicate tracery of gray tone on
its expanse, the wind-swept clouds
pass above it; how it mirrors nature
in its bottomless depths! All this is
capable of pictorial representation if
the values are carefully adjusted for
the scene. From the preceding it is
its

Photograph by Robert C. Bruce

A DELICATE TRACERY OF GRAY TONES
correct

monotone

values,

are

(Continued on page 56

AN EXTREME RANGE OF VALUES

the

same. Full color correction would
thus show this scene as a gray indistinguishable mass. So we see that
the tones must be falsified for pic-

Photograph by Robert C. Bruce

representation.
Our original
shot gave us tone values utterly false

torial

and unsatisfactory, and so we choose
a filter that gives a slight correction,
but falsifying the tones, and giving
Photograph by Burton Holmes

us a satisfactory image on the film.

The adjustment of exposure for the
registration of good values requires
great skill and much practical experi-

FROM SILHOUETTE TO DISTANT

ence for successful achievement, but
should be pursued relentlessly by the
amateur who wants to improve his
filming. It might be said, that there
is no such thing as one correct exposure for a scene. If the values, in
every scene photographed, were carefully studied before shooting, some
compensation could be made which
would give a better image than if the
reading of an exposure meter were

as if tipped with molten metal. In
such a subject we have a tremendous
tone range from shadow to highlight,
with many intermediate values. Such
a scene taxes to the utmost the ability
of the emulsion to render a pleasing

Fourteen

SUBTLETY

pictorial

representation.

If

we

ex-

pose for the highlights our shadows
will have no deposit of silver on the
negative,

and we will get a contrasty
which the shadow detail

positive in

THE END

RAINBOW

of the
Possibilities

of Color Motion Photography
for the

By Carl

Amateur

L.

Oswald

OF HISTORIC INTEREST
Scene from the First Color Photoplay Toll of the Sea

Photograph by Metro Goldwyn Mayer

WITH

home a development
promised for the near future, the
question of when colored movies will
be possible for the amateur becomes
Mr.
still more reasonable inquiry.
Oswald, who is an authority on color
photography, analyzes the problem in
.for

enormous
THE
number

increase

in

the

of amateur cinemato-

graphers has brought with it an
demand for information on

insistent

problems relating to the
making of pictures; and this is as it
should be. The amateur works for
the joy of the doing and, in the
case of the motion picture, for the
lasting reward of results which he
can view in after years with amusement and satisfaction. Beyond this,
however, the efforts of the amateur in
the motion picture field, as in all
other fields, lead to advances which
the commercial organizations cannot
afford to anticipate by the establishment of experimental laboratories.
Therefore, the questions of the amateur always merit careful considera-

talking motion

pictures

this

the

important contribution.

all sorts of

tion and, so far as

is

of the

the matter
is

possible, helpPhotograph

most common inquiries

Metro'Goldwyn-Mayer.

by

BABY BATHED IN COLOR
An

Intimate

Scene

in

Natural

Hues.

color motion pictures practical and,

when

will

I

be able to make

in my camera?"
Many of
these questions originate in the fact
that the inquirer has seen color in

them

some of the productions currently
shown on the professional screen and
he is pardonably curious to know
the how and wherefore. To such in-

than in the

is

not quite so simple. It
agreed that the

quite generally

most satisfactory methods, up to date,
have all used some modification of
the "two-color" separation method,
in which the red and blue of the
spectrum are combined with yellow
to embrace the three necessary pri-

received by those of us who try to
be of help to the beginner is: "Are
if so,

less trouble

hands of the professional because
the amateur is not likely to be burdened with expensive studio equipment purchased solely with the requirements of black and white photography in mind. Rather, the amateur is forced to work with daylight
or, in some cases with portable lights

With
of the arc or mazda variety.
any of these illuminants color photography is simplified and the next
Here
consideration is the camera.

ful replies.

One

should give

mary colors in such a manner as to
make them printable on the two sides
of a positive film in the form of an
orange-red and a blue-green image
respectively. This requirement

we can

say that there is no
physical reason why color movies
should not be made available for the
amateur but the question of cost is
likely to be a deterrent for some time
quiries

come.
Strangely enough the color motion
picture, in the hands of the amateur,
to

makes

necessary a camera having two distinct but synchronized mechanisms,
operating in conjunction with a lightsplitting device to enable the camera
to record both color separation negatives
simultaneously.
Building a
camera such as this for 16mm film
{Continued on page 56)
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SILVER CRAFTSMEN
on the

~»V*

r

SILVER

:.

SCREEN

/

"

By Don Bennett

SOMETIME
technical

ago Mr. Walter Kerst,
editor

to see

reel

"Fine Arts in Metals," a

picture

Company,
dence, R.

five

made for the Gorham
Silversmiths
of Provi-

I.

Now, Mr. Kerst is a very critical
cinematographer, but when the last
reel had been run off, he delivered
himself of this comment, "That is the
most beautiful industrial film that I
have ever seen or heard of. It's wonderful.'' Of course I agreed with him
and asked him if he thought that
League members would like to see it
in their own homes. He thought that
you would and also thought that you
would like to hear how it was made.
It

was suggested

Company

that

they

to

the

make

Gorham
this

film
available to owners of 16 mm. projectors. This proposition had never
before been attempted, so far as I

know, with

either

the

amateur or

standard film, but they agreed that it
was a worth while form of distribution and authorized the making of a

number of prints of the three reel
version on 16 mm. stock. All the details of distribution have been arranged and Amateur Movie Makers
has been selected as the medium for
reaching the greatest number of amateurs. There is no charge for the use
of this film except the actual shipping
expenses. You can determine what
this cost will be by applying to your
local express agent or postmaster, for
the rate on a

package weighing seven

pounds.

On page 47 you
pon. Fill

Sixteen

it

out

Photographs by Stanley Educational Film Division

Amateur

of

Movie Makers, indicated that he
would like to see some educational
films. I made arrangements for him

will find a couit at once.

and mail

BIRTH OF "THE VINE"

A

WHEN

Scene from a Film Version of the Modeling of a Masterpiece

the

Gorham Company

decided to re-create on the
silver screen the beauty of
Gorham metal ware, the work of
craftsmen known all over the world
for superiority of design and execution, the Stanley Advertising Company was honored with the assignment. When all preliminary arrangements had been completed, a production unit went to Providence. This
unit included B. K. Blake, a director
famous in the educational field,
Frank Zucker, a cinematographer of
note and an expert on lighting and
composition, their assistants and a
staff of electricians.
A production
schedule had been worked out beforehand which allowed the picture to
be "shot" without disrupting the normal routine of the Gorham plant.

Thousands of feet of film were made,
showing graphically the creation of
large and small statuary in bronze,
and tableware in silver. The subjects
range from a tiny statue, only eleven
inches high, called "The Vine," by
Frishmuth, to a life sized
Hart and his horse,
from teaspoons to silver waiters three
feet in diameter. By a lavish use of
dissolves, processes that require days
to complete are shown on the screen
Harriet

statue of "Bill"

few seconds. An instance of this
the modeling of "The Vine" where
Miss Frishmuth starts with a lump of
modeling clay and works it up to the
finished statue. This required several

in a
is

hours but on the screen it is all shown
in a few minutes. We follow "The
Vine" through all its stages and see
finally as a wonderful piece of
it

bronze statuary,

now adorning

Grand Central Art
York City.

Galleries in

the

New

Another place where we shortened
time was in showing the making of a
sugar bowl. This starts as a flat sheet
of sterling silver and, under the
hands of the craftsman develops in
form and design until it is a thing of
beauty. The artisan, using hundreds
of

hammers

special

shapes and

sizes,

works

of

different

this flat sheet

cup shape, then closes the
the lid will be in the
finished article, brings up the relief
of the design, fills the bowl with
first

into a

mouth where

pitch, then executes the delicate

work

created by the designer. This process
actually requires three weeks but, by
the use of the dissolve, it is shown
on the screen in less than three minutes. The sheer beauty of his bowl,
as it develops before the eye, holds
one spellbound.
The creation of a new series of silver tableware is shown in detail, specializing on the development of a
teaspoon; first the plastilene model,
then the handmade silver model, the
making of the steel dies, the punching and forming of the blank, the
impressing of the design by the steel
die and the many polishings and
scourings the spoon receives before it
is packed. As the picture unfolds, we
realize that the romance of the ancient crafts and guilds has not departed from our modern life because
these Gorham Craftsmen are devoted
to the same principles and methods
that prevailed centuries ago, ever
since man learned to work with sim-

The work

pie tools.

of these

men

does not vary a whit from the principles

smiths,

laid

and

down by

ancient silver-

their lives are dedicated

the creation of beautiful objects

to

for you

and me.

A

part of this film that will appeal to every housewife, is the closing scene, where we see the silver
tableware and objets d'art, that were
created in the previous scenes, dis-

ture

from the viewpoint of cinema-

Lighting of the closeups
was accomplished with only one or
tography.

two lamps and will reveal to the amateur what possibilities there are with
only limited equipment. The long
shots of course required more illumination, but few amateurs will be

is

and most exquisite

cious

effect of all, the table

selection of color in
after treatment of the
positives.
general

A

with
set
completely
Gorham tableware and
decorations. Now every

woman

all the scenes in this

worthy of study. Mr. Zucker
is noted for his beautiful camera effects and it can be truthfully said
that he uses no trickery in accomfilm

You might also study the effects
gained by tinting and toning of the
prints. Much of the beauty
has been enhanced by judi-

in a home. A charmdining room, beautiful

furniture,

composition of

plishing such perfect work.

played
ing

upon to take similar scenes
and therefore you need not worry
over your lack of equipment.
The

called

tone of bronze prevails
all through the parts of
the film depicting the
work in bronze and a
silver blue tint colors
the silver section.

delights in find-

ing an error in the
movies, and they will
find one in this scene.
The butler discovered
it, too, and corrected it,
but let's see how many
women will discover it
before he does. This
scene is of interest to
every amateur from a
cinematographic viewpoint as it was taken in
a home, not in a studio. You
can study this scene and see
how easily a room can be

This

film was not
primarily for
adults, because it has
great educational value
for
the
children as
well.
Few children

made

know

the steps necesthe manufacture of the knives and

sary

in

forks which they use every
day and this subject is one
feature of the film. Children

perfectly lighted.

While we are on the subject of
lighting, it might be well to suggest
that you study each scene of this pic-

CASTING
But

this

time

BILL

HART

not for a "Western" but for
a Life Si?e Statue

it

is

interested in modeling will find much
of interest to them in the scenes
showing the development from the

drawing of the designer
model, which

They

will

will be useful to

THE CREATION OF BEAUTY

A

Craftsman

at

Work on

a

Silver

to the first

made of
discover new
is

them

plastilene.
tricks

that

in their

own

modeling.

Showpiece

(Continued on page 47)
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SYNTHETIC CINEMA
WHEN

By Weare Holbrook

Teabone Literary and Sunday Afternoon
Hiking Society decided to
the East

make home-talent movies

for

Drawings by Alan Dunn

the

Armenians,
director,
Feeber
Mr.
appointed
they
because he had been a second lieutenant at Plattsburg and owned a pair
of leather puttees. Also, he had a
the starving

of

benefit

more than

Mae had

a per-

ella

a

"

which has been cut off
"Without a shilling," added
Mr. Feeber.
"As soon as she sees it, she
realizes that here is the man of
her dreams or at least part of
She picks up the leg
him.
and-

—

al-

at great

—

Webster's

Can't you

dier's leg

pains
to call a "shanaybacking her
rio"

ways

I doubt whether
can lay his hands

nurse," continued Louella Mae complacently. "Many months laier, on the
battlefields of France, she finds a sol-

scenario

(which she was

and

man

on a single battleship.

fectly gorgeous idea

for

"We

make it a Kentucky mountain feud?"
"And Phylia becomes a Red Cross

other-

Lou-

fifty,

the property

wise known as the
laurel-crowned poet
of South Walling-

ford Avenue.

"

"Listen, Mr. Feeber protested.

Mae Hod-

Louella

Feeber,

waking up with a start.
"The World War," replied Louella
Mae. "Herman enlists and is sent

can't possibly get together a cast of

project had been instigated by

kins-Prouty,

"What war?" inquired Mr.

overseas

camera.

The

"

comes the war

Un-

abridged against

all

Hollywood and hoi
polloi)

"It is called
'Love's Awakening,'

" she explained

as she

showed Mr.

Feeber

the

script.

"The heroine, PhyArmityge,

lia

is

a

nervous, high-strung
orphan with a fondness for one-legged
She is the
men.

ward

—

of an eccentric

millionaire
"A sort of psycho-

pathic ward," suggested Mr. Feeber.
"
who insists

—

must
marry a one-

that she

legged man or
be cut off without a shilling.

A

handsome
young brush

salesman

"ORVILLE LANDED

AMONG

named Herman Delashmutt comes to
sell her some

THE KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
WITH DAPHNE ON TOP OF

brushes, and
she falls in
love with him,

Mr.
"Really,"
interrupted
Feeber, "don't you think that's
a bit gruesome? Besides, where
are we going to get any loose

but as he has
legs, she

two

realizes

that

her passion
hopeless.
continues

Eighteen

is

He
t

o

HIM".

on her, however, and every time
she buys a brush from him.
At last, when all his brushes are
gone, they say farewell, and he goes
to Cincinnati. This is very sad. Then

call

he

calls,

legs?"

"Old Mr. Entwhistle has an

arti-

limb," Louella Mae confided.
"And I'm sure he'll be only too glad
to lend it to us, if we tell him it is

ficial

—
for a patriotic cause.
Well, as
I was saying, Phylia picks up the leg
and sets out across No Man's Land
to find the soldier to whom it belongs
—like the Prince with Cinderella's
.

And when

slipper.

many hours
it

.

at

after

last,

of searching, she finds
guess who

owner of the leg

the

.

—

ding gown, and the happy couple did

work on

a Jack-and-Jill down the stone steps.
Orville landed among the Knights of
Pythias, with Daphne on top of him

Awakening." Within forty-eight hours
the film was ready for showing. It
went something like this:

when the battered, blushing
bride was removed, it was discovered
that he had sustained a fractured
collar-bone in the cause of art.

"LOVE'S AWAKENING"
From earliest childhood,
Phylia Armityge had been taught
to worship a one-legged man as
her ideal.

—and

Upon

is!"

"Old Mr. Entwhistle," said Mr.
Feeber.

consciousness,

Mr. Feeber closed his eyes. "The
he said presently.

six of spades,"

"Mercy, no!" exclaimed Louella
Mae. "You're not even warm."
"You're not so hot yourself," retorted Mr. Feeber. "Who is it, then?
I give up."

"Why,

it's

Herman Delashmutt,

man

she has always loved!
they get married, and Phylia inherits her fortune."

Orchestra

Wooden

so

!

of

false

until the filming of the final scene

scene,

from

a spectacular standpoint. It depicted
the triumphal climax of a military
wedding, with Daphne Ginsberg and
Orville Timmins as bride and groom,
coming down the steps of the First
Presbyterian Church beneath an archway of crossed swords held by the
drill team of the local lodge of the
Knights of Pythias dressed in uni-

borrowed from the Teabone
Post of the American Legion. The
crowd of wedding guests about the
church was made up of everyone who
might otherwise have been offended
forms,,

being gjyen

a

shot of a pair
of rubbers, size 9^,
on the front porch.

Orch. Cue: "Ten
Fingers and Ten
Little Toes."

Title:
But for the
sake of seeing herman,
Phylia buys a brush
every day, to soothe
the pangs of unrequited

part in the

picture.

But as Orville (playing the wounded
hero, with one leg strapped up out
of sight, in the Lon Chaney manner)

hobbled out of the church, his crutch
snagged the train of Daphne's wed-

LOVE.
Scene:

TEN LITTLE FINGERS AND TEN LITTLE TOES.

Medium

shot of

a pile of assorted brushes.

departed, leaving Mr. Feeber and the
assembled company in the First Pres-

byterian lurch.

teeth,

Everything went along fairly well

and the most important

Medium

•Little

cast-

which were declined with thanks.

not

LEGS.

Scene:

ing were simplified by
Louella
Mae HodkinsProuty, who selected her
niece, Daphne Ginsberg
(weight 185 pounds ringside), to enact the role of
Phylia, and Orville Timmins, who volunteered to
play opposite her in the
role of Herman, the brush salesman.
Old Mr. Entwhistle very generously
donated the use of his leg, and also

at

And by the terms of her

TWO

pected denouement, and
he was still rather dazed
when the first rehearsals

set

the

Scene: Closeup of legal document
and beaded purse (empty).
Orch. Cue: "Poor Little Rich Girl."
Title: One rainy April afternoon, Herman Delashmutt, a handsome young brush salesman,
calls at the armityge manPhylia loves him at
SION.
FIRST SIGHT, BUT, ALAS HE HAS

two principals

his surprise at this unex-

them a

of

LESS.

exWhereupon

was some time before

offered

off.

"March

Cue:

toys

wooden

Soldiers."

Title:

Mr. Feeber recovered from

commenced.
The difficulties of

child's

FATHER'S WILL SHE MUST MARRY A
ONE-LEGGED MAN OR REMAIN PENNI-

the

And

of

soldier with one leg broken

sentiments
the

Close-up

scattered on floor. Iris out on

was through with
the movies forever, and
Daphne, whose
left eye was already in mourning, added that
those were her
actly.

Title:

Scene:

Orville announced that

he

"No, no," protested Louella Mae
impatiently. "I mean, in the story."

It

recovering

a revised version of "Love's

It

began to

Title:

look

as

if

"Love's

Awakening" might never reach the
screen
and in the meantime the Armenians were starving. For several
days Mr. Feeber was in a quandary;

—

wasn't much better than the lurch,
but anything for a change.
it

Then one evening he dropped
new German

a theatre to see a
ture.

on teardrop on a brush.
Orch. Cue: "Lonesome Blues."

Iris out

He marveled

at the

into
pic-

deftness

Then cruel fate separates

THE LOVERS, AND THEY SAY FAREWELL.
Scene: Closeup of picture postal of
Cincinnati, 0., with inscription, "Having a fine time. Wish
City Hall,

you were here. Hermie."
Orch. Cue: "Beautiful Ohio."
Title: The grim shadow of war
LOOMS ON THE HORIZON, AND HER-

MAN

ENLISTS.

Scene: Closeup of can of salmon.
Orch. Cue: "Over There."

with which the director had made use
of symbolism and suggestion
eliminating unnecessary details, and leaving much of the action to the imagination of the spectator.
A closeup
of a slowly turning door-knob gave
an effect of impending menace more
terrifying than a whole mob of "extras" disguised as desperados; there
was more pathos in a crushed rosebud on the floor than in a dozen hysterical heroines dripping glycerine
tears.
Mr. Feeber felt inspired.

Than

The following day he dismissed the
members of the cast and, with the
help of the property man, commenced

goodness! *

—

Title: While Phylia becomes a
Red Cross nurse.

Scene: Closeup of bottle of iodine

and box of C. C. pills.
Orch. Cue: "She's More Like a Pal
a Mother."

On the shell-torn

Title:

fields

of France.
Scene:

Medium

shot

of a lot of

mud.
Orch. Cue: "Madelon."
Title: Phylia finds a leg which
some poor soldier has lost. Oh,

(Continued on page 56)
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lit*

DANCE DEMONS"

A
>

o

^°

OPJEUNC

^EVER'
Ql Whirlpool
COULD

TITLE SUGGESTIONS YOU
MAKE YOURSELF.

dOAN

your own

is the first of a series of artides containing a few suggestions from a professional standpoint
,

By Ross

*-

which will make

titling

more

F.

George

preciates

We

esting for the amateur. Copyright by
Ross F. George.

ANY

picture is emphasized by the importance the big producers place on
this side of the art. After a motion
picture has been shot, the art staff is

These
spend sev-

called in for

by making his own titles. There are
few hobbies that develop a sense of
balance and proportion like the art
of titling. The further you ride the
more interesting this hobby gets.
And for those fortunate enough to
possess a camera with which double

eral hours in the projection room
with the directors working out the

ties

in

made

the possibili-

and atmosphere

illustration

are limited only by ability, time, or
knowledge of the art.

We

letterers

its

and

initial
artists

run.

titles.
These must radiate the
proper feeling and "fit in" or become

art

important

any

immediate

achieved.

The

lettercraft,

*-

will find the Art Title Back-

ground on the facing page ideal
The lettering

for your marine films.
is purely suggestive.

the

eye

the

keep

mind

in

ods.

In this

we

first article

shall try

it

is

"main" or "lead" title, as
The production of con-

called.

versational

known
cussed

as

or

descriptive

"sub-titles"

will

titles

be

dis-

later.
first

quesis

the

important one of tools

and materials. The best
of these need not be ex-

than

and

tried to

and handicaps of the

amateur movie producer both in time
and in equipment, so we have used
only the simplest mediums and meth-

all

Any

pensive.

it

fair-sized

slant top desk will do, as
this will

design,

trains

we have

Perhaps the

fundamental
of

articles

the limitations

tion to get settled

practice of

principles

ama-

this so that the

not underrate the impor-

tance of the art side of titling when
it is worthy of the same study and
execution that the picture received.
However, in the preparation of these

tion of the

"^ZOU

results

involving as

titles.

to confine ourselves to the prepara-

far

is

more

does

title

grow by doing and

development

this

good

mention

teur will

a lot of real enjoyment and a profitable education in the art of lettering

exposures can be

movie when the titles are cleverly
and artistically handled and I notice
that the average theatre patron ap-

inter-

ambitious amateur who
has a movie camera, whether
it be small or large, can get

&

ART TITLES

r HIS

r

CR.AWFOR.D

CEORCE K ARTHUPo

Lettered by the Author

MAKING

Of

CMirik, wlUxj,

permit of a free

arm movement and
in more graceful

the

hand into closer harmony
and a finer sense of technique,
grace and tone

ing. If

result
letter-

you do not possess

a slant top desk, an old

kitchen

table

will

serve

No one will discount the importance of
these elements in the production of motion picture

by resting the
two back legs on a low
box or against the base-

titles.

board.

quality.

The value

—

some
of

of
the

The pen styles referred to by
the author of this article are various types of Speedball Pens, of
ivhich he was the inventor.

An

adjustable

let-

board

can
be
quickly made by hinging
two drawing boards together and using a can or
tering

of working

into the art titles
the atmosphere

Note

the purpose

a part of the picture itself, and nothing is left undone that will enhance
their effectiveness. Personally, I get
a lot of added enjoyment out of a

a small box to regulate the slant. Do
not tilt up the board too far as this
will cause your ink to puddle at the
base of the letters. A yard stick

Twenty-one

-

tacked on to the lower edge of the
desk prevents the cards from sliding
off and proves helpful when laying

thin letters. It is seldom desirable to
use a pen larger than size 3 for title
lettering. Size 4 is the best for gen-

them

eral work.

mostly to the complete absence of a

Four-ply black railroad cardboard
cut into quarter sheets 11 x 14 can be
used for art titles and slide lettering.

for

There are many different blacks,
most of which are only dark grey
even though they appear black to the
eye. And where double shooting is
necessary it is safer to rub down

Use white ink specially prepared
pen lettering. It should be
stirred well before using because any
good opaque ink has a tendency to
separate a little.
The heavier and

which is so helpful
with the pen. Until you have trained
your hand to behave, there is a nervous, uneven effect that makes the
letters hard to read and brands them
as the work of an amateur. It takes
from two to three years to develop a
good brush man and only a few

usually the best covering pigments

really "arrive" then.

out.

with
a little black or
red ink before attempting to letter
them. This is not

will settle to the

"feel of contact"

For these reawould hardly be fair to recommend the brush to anyone not

sons

bottom after the jar

has stood some time. Where

it is

de-

it

these cards

hard

to do.

Slant Position of hand when,
making Italic lettes with

either the. Stule'Cor
Stjlel)"^'

Just

his

it

sible

to

sire to letter their

own cards
find

SHOW NG -HOW -TO -HOLD- THE -SPCePBALL-PCN-

possecure
dark red railroad
card this extra
coating
should
not be necessary.
Where pictures
or
scenes
are
worked into the
is

GOTHIC ALPHABET CLIPPED FROM THE SPEEDBAU. TEXT BOOKS"-

a

•

indicate direction of strokes

numbers

the

order

in

which they are

the

and

.

made: Note- When

— — elements
— ,—
,

joining circular

exercises

—
strokes-

Th"-- letters were

made

i

OVERLAP

signed to develop
the control of the
hand. Practice
these in the order

with the style"LV' round point Speedball pens.Broken strokes show construction

the copy is
usually laid out
filled

chalk and
in with a

small

brush.

Where pen
ing

Use a

FIRST TRY THESE 'ELEMENTARY
>

the scene should

be airbrushed or
sprayed
with
shellac to give

a

lettering

>

IIIIW/#IIII

Some

the
nice effects are obtained

this

thrown enough out of focus to
and add imaginative

interest to the finished title.
soft

chamois

is

used to rub

the chalk lines after the copy

The use

is

off

dry.

of a red pencil to lay out

black cards is recommended because
red has the same photographic value
as black and does not have to be
erased before shooting.

Always allow a
around the card, at
your T-square
more. Use a Style
of

letters

liberal

margin

least the

width

and preferably
D pen for heavy
and a Style C for thick and

Twenty-two

As

ink.

soon as you can

control your
hand on these
Gothic

THE GOTHIC ALPHABET

AND SUGGESTED

soften the tones

A

tering

practice

the lettering sharply, the illustration
is

2 round

strokes

you can tackle the

panel away from the
picture with corks or spools, etc. In
this way, when focusing to bring out

by spacing

>

NMNM VAVAVA WXWX KYZYK

it

sur-

upon

scene.

PRACTICE EXERCISES ^ WITH^STYLE"B" PEN*

= = ==HHHHEEEBE

face, or the copy
can be done on
an
appropriate
panel and mount-

ed

>

size

point (Style B)
pen. Work with
a careful, even
stroke on any
white (coated)
card or paper,
using black let-

letter-

desirable,

is

making

a full line of each
exercise or group.

ing,

with

de-

",

,

.

shown,

letter-

this

lesson offers

some constructive

)

Arrows

and

little,

first

1

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES
OF LETTER CONSTRUCTION/

will

worth

it

while to practice

I

background
on
the same
sheet
with

command.

Those who de-

moisten a small
rag with India
ink and rub it
over the surface.

When

gifted with unusual talent unless
he had the advanof
tage
supervised practice at

alphabet

shown with them.

EXERCISES

The Gothic
shown

sirable to use the ink a little thicker

alphabet

than ordinary, the addition of a few
drops of alcohol will considerably
increase its flowing qualities and produce a more opaque letter. Never allow the ink to dry on the pen because
this clogs the feeders and prevents a
free flow. It is advisable to keep an
old tooth-brush handy and scrub off
the crusted ink occasionally with

the simplest for the beginner to learn.

of the card.

water.

the desk (see illustrations for sitting

If you desire to try a brush (No.
4 Red Sable show card) on your lettering, pour some of the liquid off of
the ink and use the thicker pigment
from the bottom. A brush requires
heavier ink to keep it from splitting
and to help it to hold its shape after
it has been worked out on the pallet.

takes a long time to learn how
manipulate a brush cleverly, due

It

to

All

its

is

first

because

it is

elements are of uniform width

and can be made
with the Style

B

in a single stroke

pen.

Work on a slanting desk with the
card held at a slight angle so that the
natural downward pull of the arm
will be in line with the vertical axis
Sit erect

and for holding the

and close

different

to

style

pens). Rule three guide lines about
a half inch apart for each line of
lettering.

Dip the pen deep enough into the
ink to fill both reservoirs and then
drain off the surplus by drawing it
across the neck of the bottle. Hold
the pen like you would a pencil,
(Continued on page 49)

FEATURING
FLEAS, ANTS
and FLIES
And

the Denizens

of a Waterdrop
The Romance of the
Tolhurst Microscopic Films
By Grace D. Elder

good looking
and interestingly shy, in the
well-known manner of scientists,
Louis H. Tolhurst of Los Angeles is
one of the world's few very few

BESIDES being tall,

—

—

LOUIS H. TOLHURST, MICROSCOPIST

microscopists.

And what,
microscopist?

you may

ask,

is

A

On

a piece of glass one inch by
two, Tolhurst has staged, and screened, some of life's most thrilling
dramas. Love, hate, wisdom, indus-

are paraded before the fascinated observer, with an intensity and
try, all

others bring up the young.
startling
feature of Tolhurst's studies is the
accurate revelation of the ant's amazing strength, which has no equivalent
in

human

life.

The microscopist's almost too realphotographs of the well known,

istic

beyond the capabilities of
any human movie star.

veracity

And

without the aid of the micros-

copist the stage

would appear

to

fur.

But to see the

arranges and films this unusual "act"
with consummate skill.

One of Tolhurst's "stars" is Bill,
the trained fly. His antics amaze and
delight, for he does nothing less than
lie on his back on a pedestal and
juggle tiny furniture with his feet!

—

hold

Unbelievable, of course but
proof's in the picture!

but an empty drop of water.

Not

a single actor of possible millions would be seen!

at a
sec-

ond) with a cool light of intense brilliance. This latter

world of the

makes
graph

microscope

it

scientist.

father presented

possible to photo-

insect
life
without
cooking the tiny performers.

birthday.

on

From

His

him with
his

a

twelfth

that time for-

ward every spare moment
his boyhood was devoted

Not only has this clever
young scientist made it pos-

of
to

improvised laboratory.
Here he discovered marvels

his

sible for us to see the un-

beyond his imagination, and laid the
groundwork of a career which was

He has fixed upon the screen
fascinating life drama of the
seemingly ordinary, even repulsive

seen.

the

"bug." The flea, the ant, the fly, all
play their parts with never a shade

the

And the man who is giving
us this knowledge of science
in sugar coated doses was
educated to be a lawyer! It
was a happy piece of luck
which gave him a never-tobe-forgotten glimpse of the

Tolhurst is the inventor of
the combination of the microscopic
picture
motion

camera (which operates
speed of 32 exposures a

thing propel

little

a miniature motor car is to fill one
with unalloyed admiration. Tolhurst

to

THE PRISMATIC EYE OF A FLY

for the
law, and actually practiced, his heart
was never in it, and after a year's

Magically Used by Tolhurst as a Lens in

One

of artifice.

make him famous.
Though Tolhurst studied

of His Films

trial

The civic efficiency of an ant settlement makes an attention holding reel.
Governed by a queen, the ants are
divided into gangs. Some of them

but elusive, flea leave one with divided feelings. The equipment of this
insect

is

clean the streets, others "farm." Still

comes

to

certainly

efficient

when

it

holding on to any available

he gave

to the

more

it

up.

lucrative

He

then turned
of garage

work

managing, for he needed much money
in his scientific experiments.

In fact,

(Continued on page 48)
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technical Reviews

to

Aid

the

Amateur

Wild Geese

Sorrell

Tiffany-Stahl
Directed by

Phil Stone

{Max Dupont
Earle Walker
Jos. A.

Cinematic Moment:

If

sider that truly cinematic

Dubray
we con-

which no

other artistic medium can do so well,
then the night scene in which the
grim farmer is seen gloating over his
corn crop as he passes between gigan-

lantern held high to reveal
each precious cob, is truly cinematic.
The theatre could never approach
tic stalks,

this stark realism.

Still

&

Son

United Artists

photography

express the fine grada-

could never
tions of covetous pride revealed by
In short, for a
his mobile features.
brief space of time this film breathed
cinematic essence.
Tinting and Toning: Color added

intense

motion,

not

formalized

or

used geometrically, an example to
amateurs of how a film may be given
an exciting quality and a very real
emotional appeal by filming crowds
which are available to him so frequently.

Rapid Camera Work: An enerand mobile camera followed a
basket ball game, keeping the pringetic

cipal characters well in focus without
giving the appearance of a carefully

arranged closeup. This is very pracfor an amateur hand-held
camera.
ticable

Herbert Brenon
Photographed by. James Wong Howe
Director

.

Explanation by Suggestion This
:

photoplay
which is reviewed elsewhere in these pages from a nontechnical point of view) offers an
admirable example of briefing an
explanatory portion of the scenario.
We are asked to understand that the
juvenile has been offered and has
partially indulged in a gay week-end
in London.
Here is the continuity:
close-up of two champagne coolers;
long-range shot of a row of dancing
(

{Continued on page 47)

further strength to this scene.
The
cornstalks were blue in the shadowy

blue of night. The lantern, with its
yellow glow, cast a warm light on the
This is an outgrain-miser's face.
standing example for study of the
value of color emphasis.

Scenario: The story of "Wild
Geese" is of the new school,- which
It is life, one
gives truth its due.
DIFFICULT

SHOTS

SCENES (ABOVE) FROM "THE LOVELORN,"
(LEFT) FROM "THE CROWD" AND (BELOW)
FROM "ROOKIES."

AS SOLVED
BY THE PROFESSIONAL

kind of
the

and its genuineness feeds
of this movie-goer for
pictures of equal merit.
life,

desire

more

The Fair Co-ed
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Directed by

Sam Wood

Photographed by
John Seitz
Crowd Effect: The crowd scenes
give an extremely vivid sensation of

Twenty-jour

Photograph by United Artists.

A NOCTURNE FROM THE CINEMA, SCENE

IN "SORREL

AND SON"

PHOTOPLAYFARE
Reviews for the Cintelligenzia
Sorrell

& Son

THIS
best.

United Artists release,
directed by Herbert Brenon, is
the existing photoplay at its
It offers the universal appeal of

parental and filial devotion and interests the most simple playgoer; it
is directed with an understanding and
a delicacy that lift it to the high level

son, finally gets employed as a porter, educates the son, who becomes

only of himself but of the universe.
it lacks, entirely and completely,
any descent to the vulgar or to boobcatching "hokum". It is a photoplay

And

and complex man or
modern world can see

that a cultivated

woman

of the

without irritation.

drama
or of Galsworthy and Edith Wharton
in current literature. It is what James

an English world war veteran captain

Joyce terms "dramatic", in that it is
produced by an artist conscious not

He makes

of

Shaw

or O'Neill in spoken

Amateur

Movie Makers

Sorrell

& Son

returning, a wounded invalid, to find
a deserting wife and a jobless world.

offers this

view department for the benefit

a pal of his six year old

new

re-

of those

photo-playgoers whose interest in the cinema
coincides with a constitutional dislike for anything, on stage or screen, which painfully dots
every "i" and crosses every "t" so that the
"play faring man, even though a fool, will not
err therein."
These criticisms are designed to tell the intelligent movie fan of those photoplays which
will appeal to the intelligent person. Wherever a photoplay also appeals to the great

audience of Mr. and Mrs. Everybody, this
department will cheerfully record the fact,
because we believe that art can be produced
which will have charm both for the simple
and the complex.
Here is no effort to state the social, educamoral, ethical or religious values of the
pictures reviewed. All of these things are
tional,

gives us the story of

a

rises to something
pre-war economic and

famous surgeon,

like his: former

and then makes a gentlefrom a world of physical
suffering, aided by an overdose of
anesthetic given him, sorrowfully, by
the son. He is shown to us as exsocial status

man's

exit

traordinarily decent to his disreputable wife, patient with an impossible
and amorous employer, restrained

and wisely friendly with

his son

and

(Continued on page 53)

These reviews try to indicate
aside.
photoplay entertainment for fairly critical
persons of good taste. Neither are these notes
written from the standpoint of cinematic in'
terest, which is covered specifically in "Critical Focusing." We subscribe to the belief that
the photoplay has only begun to be truly cinematic and that it is still too much under the
domination of the spoken drama's technique.
If any screen play does emphasize the true
art of the cinema, that will be noted with
whole-hearted approval.
laid

But, taking the photoplay as it is and as it
develops from day to day, these reviews will
give the answer to the discriminating person's frequent question, "What movie shall I
see?" This critical approach, purely in behalf
of the intelligent audience, we believe to be
particularly suited to the readers of Amateur

Movie Makers.
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FILM -FLAM
Edited by

Poem

of the

Month

TO ANY MOVING PICTURE DIRECTOR
You may cut, you may title
The film as you will,
But the flavor of hokum
Will cling to

it still.

—

Life.

By Any Other Name

THE

month's most valuable

son in showmanship

is

les-

Dumb

German

gotta new scen•*-' ario here called 'Justice'."
Cameraman: "Sure, I know. Slow

Friends

scientists

related to those boys who go
about putting drops of nicotine on a

become "Trapped in the Toils,"
while "Our Trip to Paris" would of
course be "Nests of Iniquity."
And the neighbors would fight for
the chance to so much as sit on your
windowsill if you told them you were
showing "Slaves of Sin" or "PasHow could they
sion's Puppets."

know you made

these

Maine woods

summer?

last

reels

in

the

really

ain't

a

it

as an epic.

—Princeton

Tiger.

Triumph!
PORTLAND, Oregon, has recently
* distinguished itself by an achievement
tongue) have been showing
to animals with very distressing results. Most of them were bored.
The cats and the owls alone seemed
to take them seriously. Oh, well, come
to think of it, cats and owls aren't
such bad company.
dog's

movies

all too rare in American communities it has actually succeeded
in laughing its censorship board to
death! At the same time it effected a
saving of $20,000 a year
The decision to fire the censors
came as the result of continued ridicule by both the press and the com-

—

munity

One Meets So Many People
HOLLYWOOD film actress has

A

for faces.

Eve.

Oft on a Rainy Night

T TUMBLE reminder to movie pal* -^-ace directors— "They also paid
admissions
discussion, H. I.
N. Y. Sun contributes the following:
'Uncle Tom's Cabin' has now
been placed in the movies, and what
puzzles cinema students is what powerful influences were brought to bear
to prevent the magnates from calling
it 'Sex Versus Souls,' 'The Whip of
Dishonor,' or something like that."
All of which reminds us that over
in Europe they frankly call it the
Sinema.

Post.

:

memory

To which

New York

Yes, Usually
1TVIRECTOR: It

vertise

remarried her first husband.
Either the supply of husbands is running short at Los Angeles, or else the
lady presumably had an indifferent

Phillips

stuff."

*—' drama, and you couldn't call it
a comedy or a spectacle
Producer Guess we'll have to ad-

the

easily

motion

(probably

afforded

producing company
which retitled its film "Annie Laurie,"
"Ladies From Hell," when they found
that the first title didn't seem to produce spontaneous combustion in the
box office.
The obvious suggestion to the amateur is that he too, re-issue his old
films under more incandescent titles.
Thus, "Deep Sea Fishing" could

by

Not Such

SOME

—

So It Is!
pvIRECTOR: "We

Creighton Peet

who

only

stand

in general, which entirely
failed to see that the changes the

board was making were a
fit

to the

community"

as

"vital beneit

intimated.

The public stood for the tinkering
a long while, but when the mention
in a subtitle of the word "guts" was
changed to "intestinal stamina," and
the somewhat childish gesture of
thumbing the nose was declared to be
a cardinal sin, then Portland abolished the censors and went to the bad,
whooping and cheering.

and

wait."

in the

'

"Now When
Operated
HPALKING
-*•

success.

I

tribute to our sunniest

most vocal climate is evidenced in an agreement between the
Universal Film Company and a firm
state's

is

Judge.

THE salaries of many Los Angeles
film stars are to be severely cut.
circumstance several forthcoming divorces are to be very quiet
this

Punch.

Twenty-six

In Chicago, on the other hand, it
now proposed to have the movie

censorship board appointed by Mayor
Thompson himself. Which makes
things look pretty black for the
struggling British film industry.

On—"
movies will never be a
There's too much com-

Saving Grace

affairs.

A SILENT

**

Was

petition in the audience.

In

Brrr-r-r-r-r!

which recently contracted to install a
heating plant for its studio stages.
The understanding was that if the
actors' breaths showed on the screen
in the finished pictures, Universal
would not have to pay for the installation. Which seems fair enough.

Westward Ho! And don't forget the
earmuff s

Titles in

Movie dom

WHEN

you think of Mae Murray you think of a tall prince.
When you think of Gloria Swanson you think of a tall marquis.
When you think of Estelle Taylor
you think of a long COUNT.

—

Life.

FILTERED

Beauty of Hawaiian

SKIES

Photographs by Franklin LaVarre
of Burton Holmes Lectures,

Inc.
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Animated MOVIE MAKING
for

AMATEURS

By Marguerite

Tazelaar

Illustrated by

PAT SULLIVAN
STUDIOS

r~T'HIS
*•

ACCORDING

to Pat Sullivan,
creator of Felix the Cat cartoons, the amateur can make

animated movies by providing himself with proper equipment, and by
choosing the right kind of scenario

article

treats

in

a general

way

of the principles on which
animated cinematography are based,
and of the steps necessary for the

preparation of the drawings as far
as the actual

work of photographing

them. That step will be discussed in
detail in a later issue of the magazine.

or story.

While

it

is

necessary to recognize

certain limitations in making animated pictures, they may, on the other

hand, serve as a vehicle for particular types
of entertainment which
nothing else suits so well.
The amateur, Mr. Sullivan believes, should choose at the outset

comic strip or a mechanical
device for his animation. The comic
strip, such as Felix represents, hinges
either a

on burlesque or take-off for

its

ef-

and often achieves a sharpness
and satire in which living actors fail.
For purely educational purposes the
animation of complex or detailed
types of machinery serves as no
other medium can. It shows step by
step the details of a machine and the

fect,

way

it

works.

Most of the equipment the amateur needs he can make himself. He
must have, first of all, a camera that
will enable him to expose one frame

because when he comes to
photograph his drawings, he will
need for each change one or more
at a time,

single exposures according to the acFor instance, a man rubbing his
head necessitates a single exposure,
tion.

then double, then single again, in
order to get the movement smooth

Twenty-eight

and

walking normaltwo exposures for each drawing.
If too many drawings are made, the
life-like.

Felix,

ly across the screen, takes

picture lags;
is jerky and
right amount

if

too few, the picture
To hit upon the

this is screened the

amateur will find

many

points where he can correct his
faults and thus build up his films,
by degrees, to perfect animation.
The first step is the making of an
animating stand on which to place
the drawings as they are being made.
This is simply a wooden frame,
rather like a triangular box on which
the cover is at a slanting angle to the
base. In the centre of the cover a
hole is cut, about 12 by 9 inches in
which a piece of glass is inserted.

gained only
good plan is to

Beneath it is an electric bulb. The
paper or celluloid upon which the
drawing is to be made is now placed

a short film for the first attempt, judging as best one can the
requirements of the drawings. When

over the glass and attached to the
frame by brass pins. The animating
stand will have, of course, the same

stiff.

is

from experience.

make

an

A

art,

dimensions as the title stand. After
the electric light has been switched
on in the animating stand, the amateur is ready to begin his drawings,

which he will later place on his title
stand to be photographed. Next, the
camera or title stand must be obtained. This may be horizontal or
vertical, as

shown

an accompany-

in

ing photograph. In the vertical stand,
the camera is supported above the
drawings (see "Animation Data,"
Amateur Movie Makers, August,
1927, page 35). The drawings are
placed in a frame similar to the animating stand already described, with
the exception that the frame is perfectly
to

flat,

the

stand

so that

camera

may

it

will lie parallel

lens.

be used

A

if it is

horizontal
more con-

Learning

How with
PLATE

Felix

I

THEed important
cartoon are

making of an animatgraphically shown in these
photographs and those on the following page,
which were especially made for Amateur Movie
Makers in the Pat Sullivan Studios, home of the
famous Felix, by Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., distributors of Felix the Cat Cartoons.
steps in the

Above:

PAT SULLIVAN

Creator of Felix

MAKING THE
OUTLINE

DRAWING
IN PENCIL

OUTLINING THE
PENCIL SKETCH
IN INK

FILLING IN THE

OUTLINE
This Completes

Any

Single

Drawing

Twenty-nine

The basis of construction is
the same, the only difference being

venient.

camera is placed at one end
of a base board and the stand to hold
the drawings parallel to it at the
other end. The size of the stand and
distance of drawings from the cam-

that the

tunnel through the earth to China, at
the drop of a hat.
If mechanical type of animation is
to be made, such as the inside of an
engine or a piston, there is no story,
of course. Drawings need simply to
l»e made of each movement of the

mechanism.
Now comes the actual work of
making the drawings. The amateur
must decide first which portions are
to be stationary, that is, to be used
for backgrounds, or scenery, and
which are to be straight action drawings. Of course, the action drawings
will always be those in which movement is shown, which means generally, the action of the central figure

era are governed by the type of camera the amateur uses and the distance he must place the lens from
the drawings to insure proper size

and focus on the

across

the

screen.

The

stationary

film.

With reference

to the plan of his
drawings, Mr. Sullivan says, that, first
of all, the characters must be determined upon. He has found after
years of experiment that a small,
doll-like figure is best for an animal
character. He should have a head
about the size of a nickel, a pear-

be used, but never three 01
four because of the difference in the
density

being
stand.

forage.

according to Mr. Sullivan, to use an animal as a central
It is better,

character or hero, for this gives him
the power to do things people can't

and

burlesque the human race,
Such a hero can go to
Mars in the twinkling of an eye, or
to

Thirty

between the celluloids and
when the two are
photographed on the title

the paper drawing

it

necessary to plan a story for
him. Felix is motivated always by
his desire for food and comfort. He
is the most ingenious cat in the world
when it comes to finding means to
these ends. He can make a black-jack
out of his tail, or a fiddle, or an airplane. He can pull lanterns, sealingwax or kettles out of his pockets, but
never food; for this he must always

generally.

drawing is made. Therefore Felix
walking across the bridge will mean
a set of drawings, each showing progress in his movement, and all made
on paper.
All drawings should be made in
black ink, and it is better, as was
noted before, to make the central
character in solid black. \^ hen other
figures are used (this will make the
picture more complicated for the
amateur) the same rule will be followed as that already laid down
stationary figures, or objects, must be
made on celluloid, and moving
figures must be made on paper.
In the illustration showing Felix
reading about card tricks, the head
is drawn
on paper and the eyes,
hands and book on celluloid, because in this closeup his head remains in the same position through-

Two may

now

do.

movements of the central
are always made on paper,
and for each movement a separate

figure,

drawing is saved in this way.
Sometimes two celluloids need to
be used in making up backgrounds.

gives solidity, other characters will
vary.

is

straight action drawings, that

the

out the scene while his eyes rove up
and down the pages and the book
changes positions. Much labor in

shaped body about the size of a dime,
legs and feet that resemble rubber
hose, squatty, thick, and stubby. He
should be black in color for black

Having figured out a character,

The
is

making up the backdrawings,
grounds, must be drawn on celluloid.
They should also be drawn high on
the screen so that the central character can pass below or above them.
For instance, when Felix walks
over a bridge in front of a schoolhouse, the schoolhouse is drawn on
a celluloid screen, and is drawn high
on the screen, leaving the lower portions of it empty, unless a few scattered objects are put at the extreme
lower edge, such ac- stones or a bit of
shrubbery. In this case Felix will
pass between the schoolhouse and the
shrubbery as he walks over the
bridge.

Mr. Sullivan estimates that an inanimated story could be
told in about 75 feet of 16 mm. film.

teresting

This footage should be divided into
approximately twenty scenes, which
means the average scene would be
about three and one half feet. To
give an idea of the amount of work
which this will involve it should be
(Continued on page 49)

ILLUSTRATING
celluloids, the

the labor saving use of

book and hands, in
remain stationery

stance, are to
are drawn on the

celluloid.

This

this in-

so
is

they
then

superimposed over each of a series of drawings of the head only which are so drawn for
each exposure as to provide animation of the
ears, eyes, etc. This device saves making the
complete drawing each time.

THIS

picture shows the celluloid,
which was detached in the above
picture, in its proper position on

the

brass

pins,

drawing beneath

completing the paper
it.

TWO

celluloids are to be used above

the paper drawing in this instance,
each of them having fixed portions
of the cartoon. One of them, having
served its purpose, will be removed
shortly, and the photographing will continue with the other.

THE

camera

stand

illus-

trated in this picture is
of the vertical type, with

the camera shooting down on
When Felix
the drawings.
reaches this stand, all that remains is for him to be photographed, draiving after drawing, with or without celluloids,
in the rotation indicated by
the drawing numbers.
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MOVING DRAMA
As

Interpreted by the Roosevelt High School
Camera, G.lbert Carr, directing,

Amateur Movie Club of Des Moines, Iowa, with Charles Luthe
Clarence Cooper and Charlotte Thomas in the Bood light

at the

AMATEUR CLUBS
The Film Exchange

Edited by Arthur L. Gale

THIS

department tries to point
out, each month, a specific service to the cause of amateur
cinematography which amateur clubs
are in a particularly advantageous
position to perform. This month, we
suggest the development of
an international film ex-

members,

Here, evidently, is the
basis for an initial amateur film ex-

change.
In the early days of the
Amateur Cinema League, an
effort was made to build up
an individual film exchange
among amateurs. Since many
movie makers have only one
reversed print of their films,
which they guard jealously
against possible loss, practical and sentimental reasons
have so far operated against
the success of a film- ex-

change.
Clubs are in existence all
over the world; interchange of their
films will bring about an easy and
intimate knowledge by the people of
one nation about the habits and customs of another. That greatly to be
desired international sympathy can
best be built up by visualization and not by propaganda or political argument.

The

an

amount
filming

clubs

are

scheme

free print of
tion, the

to

rr-

is

pro-rated

among

all

the

club

come

it
among the
clubs of the civilized
world. We suggest that
every club write into
its budget a provision
covering a print of

Margaret Ervin of the Motion Picture Club of the Oranges
in its Latest Photoplay

to

its

films to be

League head-

quarters, there to bea part of the International Club

Film Exchange.

ANNE HOW OF "AND HOW!"

next produc-

circulate

sent

and are pro-

its

League undertaking

each of

of impersonal

this

That club
the League a

practical.

has offered to

increasing

Thirty-two

by

it

make

the initial step to

ducing film lengths of sound entertainment value and photographic interest.
The cost of an extra print of
such club productions is slight, when
it

so impressed

has set
up the machinery to develop
a world-wide club film exchange. To the Little Film
Guild, of Philadelphia, must
go the honor of having taken

selves to exchange.

Amateur

is

this possibility that

change between individuals.
Then, too, many films made
by amateurs are very personal and do not lend them-

doing

Cinema

Amateur

League

If this is

a club film library

done and

thus provided,
the League will pay all expenses of
its

circulation.

is

mem-

Lions TV Everything!

the best shots of various club

ORIENTAL

bers and projected at the club's December 6 meeting.

banquets, tribal war-

fare and wild lions proved surmountable obstacles to the Zutto

A

the

director,

Moroccan

Harry

effendi

in

Zutto,

the

made by

record,

a

club

the flood season, proved so valuable

This film, as yet untitled and un
named, is based on a true tale told
to

film

member, of the water pounding the
Holyoke dam at a crucial moment in

Players, of Philadelphia, whose latest release is now in the cutting room.

were immediately

that 18 duplicates

requested by

by a

the

company owning

Orient.

of

directors

the

dam,

the

to illus-

trate graphically the severe test given

Elaborate props were required and
assembled.
Costumes were devised
in spite of discouragements.
From
the photographs in this month's
Amateur Clubs, one can see that this
film, of professional magnitude, has
been completed because of amateur
ingenuity
and persistence.
Harry
Zutto directs this club, Philip Moss
is production
manager and G. C.
Zollers, secretary.
This club carries
a League membership, through its

the structure.

and cutting superpermanent dramatic division is in formation. Three comedies produced by the Motion Picture
Club of New Haven were shown at
the last meeting of the Massachusetts group.
These club interchanges
are on the increase.
Payette,

visor.

THE DESERT'S COME TO

BROAD STREET
The Zutto Players
a

of Philadelphia

cooperative

Those Active Anzacs
first

film

of

imthe

Movie Club of Western Massachusetts that its members have voted to
establish a monthly newsreel cover-

a

dustry

is

New England

members

ing the events of the western part of
their state. Members in the different
cities and towns in the club's territory will film news events of inter-

These films will be assembled
club headquarters in Springfield
for showing at club meetings and
copies of these joint productions will
be available to members.
This active club is also assembling
the cast for its first photoplay, a
short
comedy, "Home cooking."
Robert White is dramatic director for

to in-

est.

excellently illustrated in

of the

at

cinema saga. The
Movie Club of West-

ern Massachusetts were not slow to
realize the unusual cinematic possibilities of the floods in the Connecticut River valley.
film more than

A

1500

feet

long was assembled from

editing

A

Are Filming

Tale of the Sheiks

So successful was the
promptu"

*

tech-

Edwards
and Ray Winans, cameramen, Andrew Phillips, title writer and Arthur

secretary.

Visual Propaganda
TPHE value of amateur films

William H. Mitchell,

this film,

nical director, William G.

HpHE

antipodes are again

*- fore with the projected

to

the

amateur

movie club for Auckland, New Zealand. R. G. H. Manley, of that city,
has laid extremely well thought out
plans for this organization, the primary purpose of which will be amateur photoplay production.
An extensive prospectus has been prepared,
setting forth detailed purposes and
noting future difficulties to be overThe organizers intend the
come.
Auckland Club to be the first of a
chain of clubs in the Dominion that
will produce amateur photoplays for
international exchange. We have already recorded the live Mosman Cine
(Continued on page 57)

CAMERA AND CAVIARE
Russell Ervin

Is

at

the

Camera; Alfred Fontana

at

the Plate.

Production in the Oranges,

(New

A

Still

from

"And How,

Jersey)
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WHO

LIW/HOr

A

W7E TURN to "Who's Who" when we want to locate the leadSo, the movie amateur searching for the
of the world turns to this section of
dealers
high class cinematic
Because he knows that leadAmateur Movie Makers.
ers in national

life.

Why?

ing dealers will have Amateur Movie Makers in their place of
business. If you are a member of the Amateur Cinema League

ii Fitch, 45th St. and Madison, New York City
Washington Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
J. F. Adams, 459
A. S. Aloe Co.. 513 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
Amateur Movies Corp., 2114 Sansom St., Philadelphia °a.
The American News Co., and its Subsidiaries, 131 Varick Street, New
York, N. Y.
^_
American Photo Supply Co., S. A., Av. F. 1, Madero 40, Mexico D.t.
Anderson Supply Co., Ill Cherry St., Seattle, Wash.

Abercrombie

Army

cV

Navy Co-Operative

Society,

Ltd.,

41

Chowringhee, Calcutta,

Reid S. Baker, Inc., 1322 F St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
E. S. Baldwin, 32 Maiden Lane, Albany, N. Y.
L. Bamberger tV Co., Market St., Newark, N. J.
B. (i G. Shop, 1104 Main St., Lexington, Mo.
*Bass Camera Co., 179 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

f

Beckquist Photo Supply House, 885 First St., Muskegon, Mich.
A. L. Bollinger Drug Co., Frankfort and Stilz. Louisville, Ky.
Book Shop, 119 N. Michigan St., South Bend. Ind.
H. Boozer, 173 E. 6nth St., New York, N. Y.
J.
Z. T. Briggs Photo Supply Co., 916 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
H. W. Brown 6? Co., 87 Wisconsin St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Bueschers, 10602 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
E. S. Burtis, Stamford-in-the-Catskills, N. Y.
Camera Exchange, 7 Auburn Ave., Atlanta, Georgia.
Central Camera Co., 112 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Cinema Supplv Co., Inc., 804 Eleventh St., Washington, D. C.
City Camera Co., 110 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
*Clark Cine-Service, 2540 Park Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Aimer Coe 6f Co., 18 So. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Aimer Coe 6? Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Aimer Coe 6? Co., 105 No. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Abe Cohen's Exchange, 113 Park Row, New York City
Columbia Photo Supply Co., 1424 N. Y. Ave., N. W., Washington,

D. C.

Columbus Photo Supply, 52
Co-Operative
Paul,

Photo

Supply

Minn.

E.

Gay

Co.,

St.,

Inc.,

Columbus, Ohio
381-383 Minnesota

St.,

5t.

*William C. Cullen, 12 Maiden Lane, New York City
Curtis Art Co., 25 West Main St., Waterbury, Conn.
Third St. Arcade, Dayton, Ohio.
Dayton Camera Shop,
Floyd A. Dennis, Pendleton. Ore.
Grand River W., Detroit, Mich.
424
Shop,
Camera
Det'roit
Devoe r>> Raynolds Co., Inc., 34 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
St., Lowell, Mass.
77
Merrimack
Donaldson's,
H. F. Dunn Motion Picture Co., 366 Sigourney St., Hartford, Conn.
Tenn.
Nashville,
Geo. C. Dury (i Co.,
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 183 Peachtree St., Atlanta, Ga.
Ave., Baltimore, Md.
Park
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 22 3
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 38 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 North Wabash Ave., Chicago. Ill
1

Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
*Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
D. C.

Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,
Stores,

1128 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohi<
318 Brady St., Davenport Iowa
626 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
808 Locust St., Des Moines, Iowa
Inc.
1235 Washington Blvd., Detroit, Mic
Inc.
643 So. Hill St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Inc.
427 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Inc.
112 South Fifth St., Minneapolis, Mi
Inc.
213 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Inc.
Madison at 45th St., New York Cit;
Inc., 419 So. Sixteenth St., Omaha, Neb.
Inc., 1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Inc., 606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Inc.
345 Washington St., Portland, Ore.
Inc., 545 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
Inc., 1415 Fourth Ave., Seattle, Wash.
Ltd., 610 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.
Inc., 607 Fourteenth St., N. W., Washini

Inc.,
Inc.,

Inc
Inc

K. Elliott Co., 126 Sixth St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Erker Bros., 608 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
Farre 6r Serra S. en O, P. O. Box 166, Santiago, Cuba
Jos. C. Ferguson, Jr., 1804 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Film & Slide Co. of Canada, Ltd., 104 Drummond Bldg.

B.

Mont

Que., Can.
Film y Slide Co. of Canada, Ltd., 156 King St., W., Toronto,
Ford Optical Co., 1029 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Fowler & Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd., Cleveland, Ohio
Fowler 6r Slater Co. 347 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.
Fowler cV Slater Co. Union Trust Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Fowler Gr" Slater Co., 156 Larned St., W., Detroit, Mich.
Fowler ii Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave., Youngstown, 0.
Fox Company, 209 Alamo Plaza, San Antonio, Texas
Franklin Printing cr Engraving Co., 226 Huron St., Toledo, Ohio.
Frasher's, Inc., 158 E. 2nd St., Pomona, Cal.
Francis A. Frawley, 104 Main St., Bangor, Me.
C. Freeman cV Co., 376 Main St., Worcester, Mass.
J.
Fritz cr Hawley, Inc., 816 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.
S. Galeski Optical Co., 209 Granbv St.. Norfolk, Virginia
Gall & Lembke, Inc., 7 East 48th St., New York, N. Y.
W. D. Gatchel rV Sons, 431 Walnut St. W., Louisville, Ky.
Gift and Art Shop, 115 W. Bridge St., Owatonna, Minn.
"Gillette Camera Store, 117 Park Ave., New York City
Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave. &r W. Water St.,
waukee, Wis.
Gloeckner ii Newby Co., 9 Church St., New York, N. Y.
Gross Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404 Sixteenth St.. Denver, Colo.
Edwin A. Hahn, 111 Columbia St.. Utica, N. Y.
Haines is Essick Co., 122-128 E. William St., Decatur, 111.
Hammond Photo Service. 2115-21 Sixth St.. Meridian, Miss.

]

AMATEUR MOVIE
$3.00 a

Year (Canada

$3.25, Foreig

AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS SENDS A HEAR
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or a subscriber to Amateur Movie Makers, visit these dealers.
They are service agents, in their localities, for amateur cinematography. If you are not a member or a subscriber let these
dealers tell you why you ought to be. The newsdealers in this
Visit them to secure your
list are leaders in their business.
magazines.
general

y

Photo

y

Radio Shop, 116 East 10th

St.,

Kansas City,

New

Mo.

Store, 110 N. Spadra, Fullerton, Cal.
Ltd., 386 George St., Sydney, Australia

Drug

s

igtons,

Harris y Co., 30 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
8-10 East 4th St., Sterling, 111.
(f Lewis Co., 865 Main St., Hartford, Conn.
y y Lewis Co., 849 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.
y y Lewis Co., 1503 Main St., Springfield, Mass.
rom y Sanders, 702 Church St., Evanston, 111.
119 New Bond St., London, W.I., England
;e Hcaton, Ltd.,
18 East 42nd St., New York City
rt y Huesgen Co.,
y Kaye, 239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
jlu Photo Supply Co., P. O. Box 2999, Honolulu, T. H.
Hoster, Winterthur, Marktgasse 57, Switzerland
Art Co., 124 Seventh St., W., Cincinnati, Ohio
Hudson Co., Department 290, Detroit, Mich,
417 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.
s Supply Co.,
34 S.Prairie St., Galesburg, 111.
5 Camera Shop, Weinberg Arcade,
ohnson Sporting Gds. Co., 155 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
lart,
r

641 Penn St., Reading, Pa.
anns Dept. Store, Dept. 62, Fifth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Green, 116 W. 11th St., Erie, Pa.
Aktieselskab, Vodroffsvej 26, Copenhagen, Denmark

ider Kagen,

y

(Australasia)

Pty.,

Ltd.,

379 George

St.,

Sydney, N.

S.

W.

;

.ustralia

Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles. Cal.
t Cine Picture Co.,
564 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.
:ber Co., 24 W. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Camera Shop, 109 S. Washington Ave., Lansing, Mich.
n-Wolfe Dept. Store, Kodak Dept., Lipman-Wolfe Bldg.
Port:

land,

Ore.

Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Newsstand, Times Bldg., New York, N. Y.
Inc., 600 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
:,
E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.. San Diego, Cal.
Photo Shop, 1555 Monroe St., Corvallis, Ore.
i Healy, Wabash Ave. at Tackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
vlclntosh (Sheffield) Ltd., Change Alley, Sheffield, England.
y Fuller Co.., 36 East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
Marlow Co., 1807 Main St., Dallas, Texas
lis Photo Supply Co., Memphis,
Tenn.
Jolitan Motion Picture Co., Film Exchange Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Meyrowitz, 1516 Washington Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
Meyrowitz, Ltd., 1A Old Bond St., Cor. of Picadilly, Lonm, W. I., England.
Meyrowitz, 520 Fifth Ave., New York City
Meyrowitz, Inc., 358 St. Peter St., St. Paul, Minn.
Photo Supply Co., 242 N. Bayshore Drive, Miami, Fla.
s Photo Service, Rhodesbilt Arcade, Lake Wales,
Fla.
ler's, 300 Park Ave., Plainfield, N. J.
Murphy, Inc., 57 East 9th St., New York, N. Y.
w

y

J.

Farley,

I

AKERS

York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton

St.,

New

York, N.

Nichols, Inc., 731 So. Hope St., Los Angeles, Calif.
y Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi, Kyoto, Japan
Parrish y Read, Inc., 308 Market St., Camden, N.
J.
Pathescope Co., 260 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
Photoart House, 212 State St., Madison, Wis.
Photoart House of Milwaukee, 220 Wells St., Milwaukee
*Pickup y Brown, 41 East 41st St., New York, N. Y.
Pinkham y Smith Co., 15 Bromfield St., Boston 9, Mass
B.

B.

J.

Osawa

;<?

Wi;

*C. F. Ray, 296 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
C. F. Ray, 296 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Regina Films, Ltd., Banner Bldg., 11th Ave., Regina, Sask
Can.
Red Cross Pharmacy, 51 E. Flagler St., Miami, Fla.
Rugen Typewriter ii Kodak Shop, 295 Thames St., Newport, R. I.
Schoenig ii Co., Inc., 8 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 73 5 Market St., San Francisco, Cal
J. H. Seamans, 7052 Jeffery Ave., Chicago, 111.
Shain's Drugs, 119 W. Maple Ave., Birmingham, Mich.
Shaw Supply Co., Tacoma, Washington
Sheffield Photo Co., 6 Norfolk Row (Fargate), Sheffield, York's,
England
Smith y Butterfield Co., 310 Main St., Evansville, Indiana
Starkweather y Williams, Inc., 47 Exchange Place, Providence, R I
E. W. Stewart y Co., 939 Commerce St., Tacoma, Wash.
Tampa Photo y Art Supply Co., 709-11 Twiggs St., Tampa, Fla
Twelfth Street Garage, 81— 12th St., Wheeling, W. Va
F. W. Twogood, 700 Main St., Riverside, Cal
Wm. F. Uhlman. 716 Francis St., St. Joseph, Mo.
United Camera Stores, Inc., 14611 E. Jefferson, Detroit, Mich.
"United Projector y Film Corp.,' 228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y
Visual Education Equipment Co., 208 Wright Bldg., Sioux City
Iowa
H. F. Waterman, 63 Park Row, New York, N. Y.
Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn
,

Watry y Heidkamp,
Webbs Photo Supply

17

W. Randolph

St., Chicago, 111.
94 So. First St., San Jose, Cal.
Worcester, Mass.
* Williams, Brown y Earle, Inc., 918 Chestnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
*Willowghby Camera Stores, Inc., 110 West 32nd St., New York,' N. Y.
Winstead Bros., Inc., 244 Pine, Long Beach, Cal.
Zimmerman Bros., 330 West Superior St., Duluth, Minn.
Zimmerman Bros., 380 Minnesota St., St. Paul, Minn.

L.

B.

Store,

Wheaton, 368 Main

St.,

*Stars indicate dealers who are securing the maximum
benefit of manufacturers' and distributors' national advertising by registering their names with readers
of

Amateur Movie Makers

through its advertising columns
and thus increasing their local and trade territory sales.
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1128 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Oh:
)18 Brady St., Davenport Iowa
626 Sixteenth St., Denver. Colo.
808 Locust St., Des Moines, lot
12)? Washington Blvd., Detfoit, Mich.
64) So. Hill St., Los Angeles, Calii.
427 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.
112 South Fifth St., Minneapolis, Minn.
21) Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Madison at 4!th St., New York City
419 So. Sixteenth St., Omaha, Neb.
1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
)4! Washington St.. Portland, Ore.
!4i Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
141! Fourth Ave., Seattle. Wash.
610 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.
607 Fourteenth St., N.
Washington,
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tsbutgh,

Pa.

166, Santiago, Cuba
it
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
104 Drummond Bldg.,

Que., Can.
Film ty Slide Co. of Canada, Ltd., 1S6 King St., W., T
Ford Oprrcal Co., 1029 Sixteenth St., Denver. Colo
Fowler ty Slater Co.. 806 Huron Rd., Cleveland, Ohio
Fowler t> Slater Co., )47 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Fowler ty Slater Co.. Union Trust Bldg., Cleveland.
Fowler ty Slater Co., 156 Lamed St.. W. Detroit Mich
Fowler ty Slater Co.. 7 Wick Ave., Youngstown 6
Fox Company. 209 Alamo Plaza, San Antonio. Texas
branklin Printing ty Engraving Co., 226 Huron
St., Toled
Frashets, Inc., 1S8 E. 2nd St., Pomona,
Cal.
Francis A. Frawlcy, 104 Main Sr.. Bangor.
Me.
^ Co " 3 ' 6 Ma,n Sl • Worcester, Mass.
i
Frit: 6r Hawley. Inc., 816 Chapel
St.. New Haven, Conn
S. Galeskr Optical Co.. 209 Granbv
St.. Norfolk. Virginia
Gall & Lcmbke Inc.. 7 East 4Sth St.,
New York, N. Y.
D. Gatchel ty Sons. 4)1 Walnut St.
Ky.
Louisvill
Git and Art Shop. 115 W. Bridge St.. Owatonna, Ml
Park
Ave..
New York City
J17
mbel Bros.. Kodak Dept.
.sin Ave. ty W.
Water St

O
O
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W

Atcade. Dayton, Ohio.

Camera Shop, 424 Grand Rivet w.. Detroit, Mich
Dcvoc (' Reynolds Co., Inc., )4 E. 42nd St., New York. N. Y.
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Hanky Photo ty Radio Shop. 116 East 10th St.. Kansas City, Mo.
Hardy's Drug Store, 110 N. Spadra, Fullerton, Cal.
Harringrons, Ltd., )86 George St., Sydney, Australia
Ralph Harris ty Co.. )0 Bromfield St.. Boston, Mass.
Ray Hart. 8-10 East 4th St., Sterling, 111.
Harvey ty Lewis Co., 86! Main St.. Hartford, Conn.
Harvey ty Lewis Co., 849 Chapel St., New Haven. Conn.
Harvey ty Lewis Co., 1503 Main St.. Springfield. Mass.
"Hattstrom ty Sanders, 702 Chinch St., Evanston, 111.
Wallace Hcaton. Ltd., 119 New Bond St., London. W.I., England
Hctbett ty Hitesgen Co., IS East 42nd St., New York City
Htrsch ty Kaye, 239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
Honolulu Photo Supply Co., P. O. Box 2999. Honolulu, T. H.
Alb. Hosier. Wrntctthur. Marktgasse !7. Switzerland
Huber Art Co., 124 Seventh St., W., Cincinnati, Ohio
J. L. Hudson Co., Department 290,
Detroit, Mich.
Hyatt's Supply Co., 417 North Broadway. St. Louis, Mo.
Ihnois Camera Shop, Weinberg Arcade,
)4 S.Prairie St..Galcsburg. 111.
Iter Johnson Sporting
Gds. Co., 1!! Washington St., Boston. Mass.
Alexander Kagen, 641 Penn Sr., Reading, Pa.
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»C. F. Ray, 296 Filth Ave., New York, N. Y.
C. F. Ray, 296 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Regina Films, Ltd.. Banner Bldg..
lth Ave., Regina, Sask., Can,
Red Cross Pharmacy. II E. Flagler St.. Miami. Fla.
Rugen Typewriter if Kodak Shop, 2"! Thames St., Newport. K. I.
Schoenig ty Co., Inc.. 8 East 42nd St.. New York, N. Y.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co.. 73! Marker St., San Francisco, Cal.
J. H. Seamans. 70!2 Jedery Ave.. Chicago, III.
Shain's Drugs. 119 W. Maple Ave., Birmingham, Mich.
Shaw Supply Co., Tacoma, Washington
Sheffield Photo Co., 6 Norfolk Row (Pargatel Sheffield. York's, Englant
Smith ty Buttetfield Co.. 510 Main St., Evaiisville, Indiana
Starkweather tr Williams, Inc.. 47 Exchange Place. Providence, R. I.
E. W. Stewart ty Co.. 9)9 Commerce St.. Taenia. Wash.
Tampa Photo ty Art Supply Co., 709-11 Twiggs St.. Tampa. Fla.
Twelfth Street Garage. 81— 12th St., Wheeling. W. V...
P. W. Twogood, 7111. Main St., Riverside, Cal
Wm. F. Uhlman. 716 Francis St., St. Joseph, Mo.
United Camera Stores. Inc.. 14611 E. Jefferson, Detroit, Mich.
•United Projector fy Film Corp.. 228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y
Visual Education Equipment Co., 2118 Wright Bldg.. Sioui City, lov
H. F. Waterman. 6) Park Row. New York. N Y
Watkins Bros.. Inc.. 241 Asylum St.. Hartford. Conn.
Watty ty Heidkamp. 17 W. Randolph St., Chicago. Ill
Webbs Photo Supply Store, 94 So. First St.. San Joic, Cal.
L. B. Wheaton, 368 Main St., Worcester, Mass,
Philadelphia, Pa
•Williams. Brown ty Earlc. Inc., 918 Chestnut St
•Willowghby Camera Srorcs. Inc.. 110 West 12nd St., New York, N. V
Winstcad Bros.. Inc.. 244 Pine, Long Beach, Cal.
Zimmerman Bros.. 330 West Superior St.. Dulutli. Minn
Zimmerman Bros.. 380 Minnesota St., St. Paul. Minn.
I
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York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton St.. New York, N. Y
B. Nichols. Inc., 751 So. Hope St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Osawa ty Co., Ltd.. Sanjo Kobaihi, Kyoto, Japan
Parrish cj Read, Inc., 308 Market St., Camden, N.
J.
Pathescope Co., 260 Trcmont St., Boston, Mass.
Photoart House. 212 State St.. Madison. Wis.
Photoart House ol Milwaukee. 220 Wells St.. Milwaukee, Wis.
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AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS SENDS A HEAR^f W Y EAR S GREETING TO ALL OUR DEALERS

T.hirty-j ivc

PHOTOPLAY ]\|AGAZINE
was the

first

national magazine to recognize the im-

portance of the movie amateur.

monthly department for the amateur cinematographer has been the talk of movie
Its

interesting

enthusiasts everywhere.

This department

PHOTOPLAY.
its

accurate

films

—

is

Its

and

is

one of the regular

Shadow

Stage

features of

Department— with

fearless reviews of all professional

of service to everyone going to

motion

no other way can you guarantee

yourself

pictures. In

an entertaining evening in the
Every month

theater.

PHOTOPLAY

offers all the

news

and gossip of the film world. It presents fresh slants
upon the new, as well as the established, personalities
of the screen world.
If

activities

PLAY

you must follow the
of the professional movie maker. PHOTOthe one magazine for you.

you are a
is

real amateur,

PHOTOPLA Y announces an extension of its
Amateur Movie Contest.
This contest was scheduled to close on December 31, 1927. At the request of hundreds of

$2,000

interested amateurs, the closing date has been
moved to February 15, 1928.

Full contest rules
issue of
T birt y-six

may

PHOTOPLAY.

be found in every

HOW

to

TRAVEL--CINEMATICALLY
By

THE

W.

Sterling Sutnn

amateur is,
most helpful guide
to fellow amateurs, and Mr. Sutfin,
whose latest cinematic wanderings
have been in Northern Africa, in this
article shares much of the knowledge
gained by long familiarity with ama-

ditions are

teur filming.

cut

experienced

after all, the

TO

travel cinematographically is
something of an art, but, happily, one of the simplest of all

arts to master.

you intend to
pictures solely for your own
pleasure and for the pleasure of
your friends a camera using smaller

As
make

to

equipment,

if

standard film
be admirable.
Not only is the cost
less but the weight
and bulk of equip-

SHRINE OF THE

of thickness.

GONDOLIERS
An effective Cine

is

Processing

Composition

cut

positives brought
United States, but I have
never had any difficulty bringing film
into
in

possible

you ob-

to

DOMES OF
MARSEILLES

quite

amount of
footage for a good
price
a price

Interesting

will

far

more

by

Rigging

offset

the increased

of

visualize

standard

shades

film.

The

faster

A

your

better.
In these days of
remarkable development of
amateur cinematographic equipment
high-speed lenses have been so surrounded with fool-proof devices that
they may easily be used by amateurs.
An /. 1.9. lens will do all that a
slower lens will do and at the same

lens

the

really

make picture-making posunder nearly every condition
The
of light you will encounter.
frequency of rain, in Europe particularly, and the fact that the average
traveller visits a place but once
makes it imperative that you either
get your pictures the day you are

CAUGHT
UNAWARE
Natives in the
Pottery Market of
Kairouan, (Tunisia)

sible

there, regardless of the weather, or

go without them.
telephoto lens

is

a useful addi-

tion to your kit but be sure to ex-

periment with
since

you are

it

before leaving

likely to expose

home
many

all in

grey.

monotone

filt-

er is

helpful

this

connection.

the

spot
to

you see the first
Also, take along a
color filter. If there are fine banks
of clouds you will often get beautipicful pictures by using a filter

reels of film before

one projected.

—

tures

it

of

in

Often you will at
once realize that

time will

A

the

in

however vivid the
color you must

easily

cost

every-

is

than

so

United States. But your pictures will
be in black and
while
only
so

the Frame of

—

will find that color

—

Made More

certain

which

You
where

CATHEDRAL

a

sell

Officers are inclined

Standard-width film undoubtedly
should be developed abroad, and
should be sent home in bond.

If

tain are of startling
is

and Customs

be lenient if they are fully convinced that you are an amateur and
intend to make no commercial use of
your films.

camera using stand-

it

the

to

films of commercial
value, then you will
probably want a

interest

home

be done at

and of lc a foot on

in a position to get

the pictures

may

or abroad. There is a duty of 2c a
foot on exposed but undeveloped film

down. However, if
you are going to a
spot in the world
little frequented
where you will be

ard-width film.

definition appreciably.

—

will

appreciably

down

16 mm. film can be obtained more
cheaply in the United States than
abroad so it is a good plan to buy
your stock of film here. Your films
may conveniently be placed flat
along one side of a suitcase thirty
100 foot rolls take up only an inch

than

ment and films

normal remove it for it
no doubt true that while a filter
makes certain pictures possible, at
the same time it has a tendency to
is

which would be merely

flat,

hazy streaks with uninteresting patches of sky, without one. Also use your
filter when there are great extremes
between sunlight and shadow, a condition you will find to be the usual
state of affairs in the tropics. But
do not abuse your filter when con-

—

charm of a
is

solely due

color

— and

color
does not
photograph. A flower market showing flowers alone makes a very dull
picture, but photograph a single old
flower girl proudly arranging a bouquet while she bargains with a customer and you have made up for

your loss of color through action.
Needless to say the key to an interesting picture

is

action.

Too many

merely photograph famous
buildings and cathedrals and as a re-

travellers

sult bring

home

far less effective pic-

tures than those they could

buy on

{Continued on page 59)
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Your Valuable Originals;
Project Cine-Kodak Duplicates

Protect

ALL

your movies are interesting to you and to yours. They
-**-are interesting, else you would not have made them. But
some of your films are of more than passing interest; some, indeed, will become absolutely priceless, as the years go by.

These valuable

films should be preserved for posterity.
quite
possible
to enjoy these films today, at the same
It is
time preserving them for future showing. Cine-Kodak Film
and the reversal process make this a very simple matter.
None but an expert can tell the difference between a CineKodak original and a Cine-Kodak Duplicate. Frequently, he
is

deceived.

The marked

lack of graininess peculiar to Cine-Kodak
just as apparent in Cine-Kodak Duplicates. The
reversal process, by which Cine-Kodak Duplicates are made,
eliminates this undesirable grain, and produces clear, sharp,
originals

is

sparkling screen images that retain all the quality apparent
in the original. Between the original and the Duplicate, in this
very essential quality, no difference whatever exists.
In making Cine-Kodak Duplicates, it is not necessary to
print from a negative. Expensive steps are done away with,
and a very substantial saving results. No other method or ma-

can compete with Cine-Kodak Film and the reversal
home movie field. They provide the most economical means known of securing both original and duplicate.
Go through your movie library today. Select those films
that are of unusual interest to you films that will be of untold value to your children and your children's children.
Have Cine-Kodak Duplicates made of them, at once, and
store the originals for safe keeping through the years.
terial

process in the

—

Cine-Kodak Duplicates

cost but $3.50for 50-foot lengths,

and $5.00 for

100-foot lengths.

Order through your dealer

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.

Thirty-eight

Y.,

The Kodak aty

CLOSE UP

Work for Advanced Amateurs

the most elaborate amateur
EVEN
cameras are purposely made

Thus on taking

By Herbert Abraham

to

With

operate as simply as possible.

Illustrations by the

Author

The constant speed mechanism and
the fixed-focus lenses supplied with
these instruments, leave but a single
variable factor, namely, the diaphragm. This serves to reduce the

problem of taking moving pictures to
its simplest form. It becomes merely
a question of varying the diaphragm
to compensate for different conditions
But the very simplicity

of lighting.

of the instrument serves to introduce

some

compensating

and limitations

disadvantages

in its use.

To obtain clear and sharp pictures
on a 16 m.m. film, it is of primary
importance that the object should be

—

otherwise, the proexact focus
picture will appear blurred
and hazy. With a fixed-focus 1-inch
in

jected

lens, critical

obtained

yond

if

sharpness can only be

the object

is

located be-

a predetermined distance

from

known as the "hyperfocal
Professionals aim to take
pictures with the greatest possible
degree of sharpness, or as they express it, the image is photographed
with "circles of confusion" not exceeding 1/1000 of an inch. Expressed
in other words, this implies that each
individual light ray is photographed
as a dot measuring not more than
1/1000 of an inch in diameter. However, in good amateur work it is possible to obtain fairly sharp images
with circles of confusion approximately 1/500 of an inch.
The figures given in Table 1 furnish some idea as to the minimum
distance from the camera
(i.
e.
"hyperfocal distance") that an object may be photographed to obtain
pictures in sharp focus.
the camera,
distance."

Thus the larger

the diaphragm that
used, the further away from the
camera the object must be. This
makes it practically impossible to use
the fixed-focus lens to take "closeups", unless the object is taken in
the strongest sunlight with the smalis

diaphragm or stop. Even under
the most favorable lighting conditions
lest

permitting the use of an / 16 stop,
the object must be at least 5.8 ft.
from the camera to obtain maximum
sharpness, or 2.6 ft. away to obtain
fairly
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is nearer
another complication will arise, in consequence of its
being photographed out of center.
This is due to the fact that the viewfinder tube is parallel to the axis of

than 4 or 5

Etprtv ot T"ocu,3 IS Li.!.
(Ccrelt ol Cow£usi»>* 'As»Uf).
D.«U-£e Ob.

msl

IS--I"

tape, otherwise the chances of obtaining the proper focus will be provokingly remote.

a 1-in. lens giving a circle of
confusion of 1/500 of an inch

z*±

4

ft.

Table 2 shows the depth of focus

]

P.

objects closer
the latitude becomes even
smaller, so that is becomes necessary
to use a range finder or measuring

than 3

for

4.1

IC-fc

will be blurred.

On photographing

being used, when the
depth of focus will permit of con-

8

23.2, Ft

image

diaphragm

'/too'-)

46

prepared

are

introduces another complication the
operator must estimate the distance
of the object being filmed. This is
not always as easy as may at first
appear, unless the object is sufficently far from the camera, or unless
the light conditions permit a small

.

OroUVaA* "Wo**;

some
when

this limitation,

specifically requested, to furnish the
lenses in focusing mounts. But this

e ffo*UiSu>K

UskC

Fig
P. a^

1—

the camera, or within a range of .7 ft.
If the subject is closer than 2.7 ft.
or further away than 3.4 ft. then the

Moreover,

results.

manufacturers

'<>*

H^cY^otaZ,

good

To overcome

a close-up of a person
estimated to be 3 feet from the camera, using artificial illumination requiring a stop of / 1.8, sharp focus
will be attained if the subject is actually between 2.7 and 3.4 ft. from

It will be noted that the depth of
focus is reduced under the following
conditions:
(1) The nearer the object is located
to the camera, and

(2)

The
is

larger the
used.

diaphragm

that

Thirty-nine

The focusing microscope consists
of a tube A (Fig. 1) which conveniently slips inside of the view-finder
tube as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3
respectively, where it is held in place
by screwing on the eye-piece B. When
forward rim C is exthe same plane as the outer

in position, its

actly in

rim of the threaded receptacle in
which the lens is ordinarily attached
camera. The focusing microprovided with a ground glass
located in the same plane as the

to the

scope

is

camera

film, a reversing lens

midway

between the ends, and the adjustable
eye-piece B projecting a short distance to the rear of the camera. This
eye-piece, similar to the eye-piece of
an ordinary microscope, serves to

magnify the image so that it appears
approximately the same size as
though viewed with the naked eye.
Moreover, the image is seen right side
up and not reversed in other words,
precisely as viewed by the eye. The

—

eye-piece
it? elf

B may

be adjusted to adapt

to the particular eyesight of the

user, so that the

image will appear

perfectly clear.

Any

lens intended to be used with

camera, regardless of its focal
length, will screw into the front of
the focusing microscope, which will
accommodate itself to equal advantage with the usual 1-in. lens, the
2-in. lens, or any of the various telethe

distance scale engraved on the rear
side, where it can be readily viewed
when the camera is in operation. One
of the lenses E projects the image on
the ground glass in the focusing mic-

roscope where it is viewed by the observer. The second lens E slides in
and out of a grooved light-proof ring
F, which is screwed into the threaded
lens receptable of the camera. When
the object is in sharp focus to the eye
through the focusing microscope, it
will register equally sharp on the
film. There is no chance or guess

work involved.
the

If

screw

D

moves towards or
the camera, the focusing
slowly turned to the left

object

away from
is

or to the right, as the case

may

be,

so that it may be continuously mainlittle practice
tained in focus.
makes this a simple operation.
If the user has two lenses which do

A

not happen to be "matched," they
may be attached to the camera and
focusing microscope respectively as
illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows a

Taylor-Hobson-Cooke

1-in. / 3.5 lens

attached to the camera, and a Taylor-

Hobson-Cooke

1-in.

/

1.8

lens

at-

tached to the focusing microscope.
The object is first brought in sharp
focus to the eye through the focusing
microscope, whereupon the other lens
is set at the same distance marking.
To use the "compensating-base" G
(Fig. 2 and 3) it is attached to the
camera and in turn screwed on the
tripod. By moving the lever H, the

camera is shifted a distance to the
right or left equal to the distance between the axes of the finder tube and
the lens, namely, l 1/^ inch. The focus-

The foregoing

figures show the
accurate centering, as
without the use of the compensatingbase the picture would be chopped
off li/4 inches at the left and extended an even distance to the right, thus
being entirely out of center at close
ranges.

Now

us consider some of the
attendant upon the use of
the so-called telqphoto lenses. In the
following discussion the writer will
confine his remarks to a 4-in. lens,
for the dual reasons that he has
found this focal length to give the
let

difficulties

most satisfactory all around results,
and also because the same comments
would apply to lenses of any other
focal lengths recommended by the
manufacturers of the camera, including the 3%-in. and the 6-in. lens.
In using telephoto lenses great difis experienced in obtaining
proper focus when the object is closer
ficulty

than 50 feet to the camera. The reason for this will be apparent on referring to Table 4 and comparing
the depth of focus of a 4-in. lens at
any given distance with the corresponding figures for a 1-in. lens in
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at / 4.5, with the object 6

have a

17.1
3.65 ft.), as against 0.45 feet
(i.e. 6.25 less 5.8 ft.) for a 4-in. lens
with the same stop and distance respectively. In other words, at stop
/ 4.5 the depth of focus at 6 feet will
be about thirty times greater with a
1-in. lens than when a 4-in. lens is
used. This general fact makes it even
ft.

(i.e.

less
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also illustrated in Fig. 1
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focus.

A most convenient attachment—
although somewhat more expensive—

a 1-in. lens at ranges
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Table 3 gives the horizontal and
vertical distances covered by the picture

F
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bitrary shifting of the object to the

photo lenses supplied for use with
the camera. As the lens is focused on
an object, the image is cast on the
ground glass, where it is viewed
through the eye-piece. It is thus a
simple and positive means of determining when the object is in sharp

F8

10*1?

oo

ni

film.

right.

Ft-3

lai-S*

oo

III

is

the object is photographed. The base
finds a ready use in taking close-ups
inside 5 to 6 feet of the camera, and
assures the object being exactly cen-

FSF

I4«.0 3

M-:

374

fc

3» B

done while the camera is at the
extreme right of the base, whereupon
it is shifted to the extreme left and
ing

of

necessity

(Continued on page 54)

January
Bell

calls for these

& Howell aids

to Better Movies
—

January means many wonderful playtime outings to be
kept alive in movies shown where the easy chair is comfy
and warm. Make your efforts bring finest possible results
by using Filmo equipment and the accessories that make
for professional accuracy. Note those listed here and see
a Filmo dealer. Mail coupon for detailed information.

Amazing

New

Filter for

Releases

Your Filmo Library

for

Snow

Scenes

over your lens snaps up your
snow scenes absorbs the excessive ultraviolet rays and results in pictures clear,
sharp and true to life. For use with TH-C 1

This

in.

F

filter

—

For

3.5 lens, price $2.50.

F

1.8 lens in

focusing mount, $4.50. For either 3% or
6 in. telephoto lens, $5.00. Mark coupon.

Halldorson

Arc and
Mazda
Lights

Bray Studios Cartoon Comedies

—

You've seen them in the big movies these Bray Studios
Cartoon Comedies of Bobby Bumps and his dog Fido.
Now they are yours, with a lot of other good things, in
exclusive Filmo Library releases. Following are the bare
listings. Mail coupon for detailed descriptions.
Collapsible lamps exactly suited to the re-

Bobby Bumps' Dog Gets the Flea-Enza
Bobby Bumps in "Caught in a Jam"
Bobby Bumps Starts to School
Bobby Bumps' Fight
Bobby Bumps in "Before and After"
Bobby Bumps Goes Shopping

quirements of interior cinematography. The

lamp shown above is a carrying case
when folded. Furnishes steady blue-white
light. Price complete $65.00. Cinema Mazda
Light with 1000 watt lamp may be had
arc

with tripod for $37.50, or with mount for
table or chair use for $31.00. Mark coupon
for further descriptions.

One hundred

foot 16

mm.

B

& H Crystal Pearl
Bead Screens

&

Bell
Howell Crystal Pearl Bead Screens
are available for every need and every purse
in five types
five sizes each, ranging in
price from $7.50 to $40.00 each. The Minusa
Box Portable is a "theatre surfaced" screen,
of handy collapsible type, really underpriced
at $21.00, in 3' x 4' size. Mark coupon.

—

$7.50 each

reels

General
M-107—The

Tale of a

Lamb

Beautiful scenics of sheep herding.

M-105—The

$7.00

A

story of sheep

Fair of the Iron Horse

life.

$7.50

The development

of railroad locomotives from primitive
types to the gigantic power horse of today.

—
M-102 — The Jungle Circus
The
M-102 —Jungle Vaudeville

Christmas Among the
Santa Claus and a heavy snowstorm

M-101

Animals.
visit

.

.$7.50

the zoo.

$7.50

wild clan gathers for an exhibition of animal gymnastics.

$7.50
The Owl Monkey opens with a horizontal bar act. Other
animals add to the fun. The Chimpanzee shows unbelievable

intelligence.

"A

Selective Color Screen
For Filmo Projector. Shown here attached. Problue, green, amber, pink
vides four color disks
for giving your movies color tints. Very ef-

—

—

fective.

The

price

is

only $6.00

New Living

A
^
Natural History

Twelve additions to the animal

series that al-

ready is the talk of the country. Price $12.50 each.
D-40 — South American Monkeys D-46 — The Tortoises
D-47— New-World Lizards
D-41— Wild Cattle
D-42— Primitive Mammals
D-48— Salamanders
D-43— Prairie Dog and Woodchuck D-49 —Visiting the Bees
D-44— New- World Cat Animals D-50— The Giant Spiders

D-45 — Tropical Opossums
H.

D-51 — Defenses of the Sea

>*.

S.

—Some Rocky Mountain Wild Folk
M-10k — Conquering Cypress

RB-6

.

$7.00

Indispensable to "seeing America first" in movies.

See

how

giant trees are taken from cypress

$7.00
swamps of

Florida.

Rewind and
One

Splicer

every movie maker
you examine film, cut out unwanted portions and make a splice that is velvet
of the first accessories

requires.

smooth.

With

A

it

A

fast rewinder too.
beautiful accessory. Price, for 16 mm. film, $14.00.

B

& H Character
Title Writer

A miniature movie stage on which almost anything can happen. The camera, clamped firmly in
place, films animated cartoons, signatures and
titles in infinite variety, using pictures from magazines. Complete with lamps and carrying case,
$45.00.

BELL

& HOWELL

CO.

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send full information on items
checked: DArc Lamps D Mazda Lamps
D Screens D Rewind and Splicer C New
Library Releases Q Color Screen Q Title

Writer

MAIL THIS

Name.

for complete information

City

D Filter.

Address.
.

Stale

F or

t

j

-

on

BLOCK BOOKING for HOME FILMS
EVERYONE

from

the

government,

States

United
through

producers, distributors and exhibitors, down to the elusive but assuredly numerous ultimate consumer
has been interested in photoplay
block-booking.
The movie industry has reached an

agreement on this moot point, which
it hopes will give producers a fair
revenue, exhibitors a freedom of
choice and the public quality pictures of the kind they want. We learn
that block-booking is good business
for all three.

Hence,

it

not surprising to find

is

that block-booking, to all intents

and

purposes, has recently been established as a method of distribution to the
home projector field. This is a natural
development,
because
the
amateur industry has been looking
for a distribution system for films
that

will

part of

clarify

and

service to

its

stabilize

home

users.

By Joseph Dombroft
if these owners are
and steady users of

projector owners,
to be consistent

the library offerings.
It is just here that the block-booking plan enters the home field. In the
recent conferences of the motion pic-

producers contended
that the cost of production is considerably lessened if bookings can be
made over a yearly period and that
assured distribution enables them to
make the increased investment required for quality pictures. Exhibitors held that yearly bookings placed
an unnecessary hardship upon them,
unless thev had a ranee of choice in
ture

industry,

in

The coupon system is merely a
convenient method of contracting for
a block of films. However, it has the
advantage of giving the purchaser
a tangible delivery order for a whole

A

vear.

and

at

home

to their families

be

available

for them.

The

must be moderate and withreach of the great number of

rental fee
in the

Mrs. A. Harry Moore, wife

Nee

and

of picture, it naturally follows that
the producers must find it profitable
to release good reels; a ready market

must

THE GOVERNOR'S LADY
Jersey,

is

Governor of
a Cine Fan
of the

Amateurs

will support firms
that offer films of this type. In order
to make it possible to secure this type

Forty-two

seller.

This
system

home

shown

carries off something de-

return for his advance payoffers a ready bookkeeping

ment. It
system, of advantage both to buyer

Amateur movie makers and amat-

friends.

He

finite in

field.

projectors are primarily interested in securing films of high
quality and clean and wholesome plays
or motion picture subjects that can be

at

photographically.

majority of these films are reductions
from standard productions that have
been used in the theatres of the country. Eventually we can look forward
to special productions for the home

eur

costly films

must contain provision for substitution of a wide range of subjects for
the weekly releases. This is possible
if the distributor backs up his block
offerings by a fairly large catalog of
good films, not necessarily late releases, but films of sound general
interest, well made, artistically and

combina-

lengths.

more

Such a block-booking system, to
appeal to the home projector owner,

possible to secure
the rental of regular releases featuring productions in from one to four

and

offer

other indication of library offerings

now

film

(or shorter periods if he so desires)
plan his entire year's program and
film rental budget. This system is
one that insures to the producer, or

than price.

approaching when every projector
owner will want films from film lib-

reels,

out a coupon system, whereby it is
possible to rent 800 feet of 16 m.m.
film for a minimum of $2. A subscriber to this library is assured of a
new release every week and can, for
a total yearly fee fixed in advance,

same low rental. The purchaser,
once convinced of the general reliability of a block-booking producer,
is relieved of the concern which he
might have if he were guided by no

rental systems. While film rentals
are still in their infancy, the time is

these

Based on this belief in block-booking as the solution of the too chaotic
home library conditions of the past
year, one of the libraries catering to
the home projector owners has worked

the

hand.
Present indications, I believe, point
to the growing popularity of film

of

theatrical

can also stand for

sionally

beyond those they make
themselves. Amateur Cinema League
members and Amateur Movie Makers readers have demonstrated that a
market, and a generous market, is at

tions

it

If this prin-

the

this

of subjects

hundred foot

exhibition field,
the home field.

for

The

been the wide increase of film print
sales and rentals. It is evident that
home projectors owners are liberal
print users and that they want plenty

is

sound

is

and predictable
vearly income. Within the security of
these advance bookings, the producer
can not only provide a good grade of
standard releases but can also occa-

outstanding feature of the year 1927,
the home movie industry, has

It

ciple

his agent, a definite

for

raries.

than proposed changes.

weekly bookings. These two divisions
of the industry then agreed on a
mutually acceptable formula that retains a modified block-booking as a
trade practice of the motion picture

They

decided that the
modified block-booking serves producer, exhibitor and public better
industry.

and block-booking
only one of the methods

coupon
is

now in use for film distribution to
home projector market. Others

the

are
operation that are serving the
effectively and excellently.
public
This system, however, offers so many
advantages in the way of stabilizing
this whole business that it suggests
a wider adoption by both the industry and the public.
in

Every reputable producer and
dealer wishes to maintain the public's
confidence unimpaired not only in his
{Continued on page 49
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Dealers

Cine-Nizo, Model B,

16mm.

THEnew

16mm. camera, a
German product by the

Cine-Nizo

firm of Niezoldi & Kramer,
Munich, Germany, is now offered to
the amateur cinematographer.
This camera, said to be the smallest
16mm. camera made, measures four
and three-quarters by four and threeeighths by three inches, including a
spring motor, and weighs 45 ounces.
A new idea in 16mm. camera construction is the use of metal film
magazines, which are easily loaded in

a darkroom in a few moments time.
The use of magazines eliminates annoying edge fog. The capacity of
the magazines

is

33

feet.

The camera may be hand cranked
at the normal rate, or for trick work
one frame
feature

is

at a time.
An exclusive
the ability to change over

from hand crank

to spring

THE CONVENIENCE OF SPEED
Is

illustrated

in the

design of this

De Vry

vice versa without the necessity of
releasing the spring tension.
The

New f 2 Lens

De Vry

motor exposes 15 feet of film with
each winding.
Zeiss or Heinkel

THE

Screen

are supplied in fixed focus
or focusing mounts. A direct viewfinder and footage meter are also
included.
lenses

made by Jos.
Schneider & Company is now
Xenon

f

2 lens

being nationally distributed for use on
Filmo cameras by Burleigh Brooks,

New York

of

City.

In the construction of this lens, six
elements are used in the half-cemented
form. Tests revealed the absence of

coma and well-nigh

perfect color cor-

rection for the spectrum.

feature

makes

This

latter

this lens particularly

valuable for use with panchromatic

The correction for spherical

film.

aberration is such that the lens can
be used at an angle of 55 degrees at
full aperture and 72 degrees stopped
down to only f 3.5.

A feature

of this lens

is

a patented

adjustable focusing mount, worked
out by Mr. Brooks. It is known that
in fitting high-speed lenses there are
often slight variations in the focal
point of the lens and in the mountings, causing the lens to register improperly with the film.
On this
mount there is a knurled knob that
enables anyone to properly focus the
lens for the infinity point after the

screwed into place. The infinis then placed in position
and the adjustment locked by means
of small screws. This automatically
places the focusing scale for all other
distances in the proper position. Another adjustment permits the focusing
and diaphragm scale being placed so
they will be most easily seen.
lens

ity

A
An

PROFESSIONAL AS

Screen

motor or

AMATEUR

amateur cinematographer is the hero of a
professional motion picture, the Pathe Serial,
"Mark of the Frog." Frank Miller plays the
amateur and J. Anthony Hughes, his son

is

marker

JUST

Quick-Set

pull

up the

lid

—screen

is

automatically rigid as soon as it
reaches its full height," the De Vry
Corporation says of its new Quick-Set
screen. "Time for set-up, one second.
To take down, press button in the
middle of each side support pull
both supports towards the center uniformly, and screen cannot wrinkle.
The Quick-Set comes in two surfaces

—

Lumiday

(metallic),

(crystalline)

.

in three sizes:

and

Beaded

The screen is supplied
22 by 30, 30 by 40,

and 39 by 52 inches."

Film Clip and Motor

Rewind

A

SIMPLE,

effective film clip has
been devised by Mr.
J. W. Robbins, manager of the motion picture department of Williams,

recently

Brown &

Earle, Philadelphia, Pa.
ordinary piece of %-inch wide
adhesive tape,
inches long, is
taken and one end folded back threequarters of an inch so as to prevent

An

3%

sticking.
The other end is
on the film leader, covering
about three-quarters of an inch of the
leader.
The adhesive tape remains
on the end of the leader at all times
and by simply pressing down on the
center portion of it, it will hold fast
the end of the leader. To take off the
film, it is only necessary to take hold
it

from

stuck

Forty-three

HOME THEATRE
MOVIES

AThrill a Second for
Sportgmen-Foui* Bisf
Specials

Now Showing
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Quality Prints

Guaranteed
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Comedy^
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-
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130 West 46 tk Street,

Comedy

"ONLY A

BUTCH FR BOY

1SMIUE

AUTOMATIC MOVIE
Forty-four

CARTOON COMEDY

"animal fair!'

DISPLAY

fl 7.

go

1

Pretty Girls/

Pajamas/
Chafing

Dishes!

Tne Principle!

#

7.50

CORPORATION

New York. City (6Vya,rvt 63*l)

of the folded end of the adhesive,
which is always loose, and peel it off.
In addition to using this with the
leader strip, the film, instead of being inserted into the hub of the projection reel, may be fastened to it by

means of the tape, a much simpler
and quicker operation.
a coincidence that
It was quite
some time ago Mr. Robbins, and Mr.
W. Woodcock, of Charles Willoughby,
Inc., New York City, although working separately, came upon the idea of
having the Filmo projector rewind
its own film by motor power, with no
attachments other than an ordinary
Filmo projector spring belt. All
that is necessary is to slip off the top

and bottom

on the projector,

belt

place the extra belt around the top
pulley, bringing it down in a half
turn around the shaft connected with
the motor. Simply turn on the starting switch and you will find that it
Of
does a nice job of rewinding.
course, this method applies only to
those Filmo projectors that have the
shaft projecting. The projectors are
now being supplied equipped this
way, with an extra spring belt for
rewinding.

error the fol-

lowing paragraph in the Showat-Home Movie Library advertisement
in

December Amateur Movie Mak-

ers should have been placed beneath
the name of the Metropolitan Motion
Picture Co., Film Exchange Building,
Detroit, Michigan, instead of beneath
the name of Regina Films, Ltd., where
it appeared: "Dealers and home projector owners please communicate
with them for complete details." The
Metropolitan is exclusive agent for
Show-at-Home Movie Library for the
State of Michigan.

Dealer Enterprise

Film Progress

AT

along

a meeting of the

American Col-

the

ment which has come
is

to

our attention

that of dealers reprinting special

from Amateur Movie Makers and sending them to the list of

articles

local citizens to

would

articles

whom

the particular

directly appeal.

Arti-

on the use of cine equipment in
medical and surgical work have so
far proved most popular for this purpose, the reprints being sent to all of

cles

territory.

many

special

articles

in

Amateur

Movie Makers which would apply
as directly to other specific groups,

and

obvious that this clever
sales plan should be followed whenever an opportunity presents itself.
it

is

Among

the

pioneered in this

who

have
salesmanship have

dealers

fa-

making, will be
to help you film

tiful scenes.

Eastman Kodak Company, and

several other representatives of that

working plans
Mr. Eastman offered
the technical resources of his company and the cooperation of the
School of Medicine and Dentistry of
Rochester for experimental efforts.

company, and
were adopted.

initial

15th,

1927, in the

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, in
New York, a medical film, "Infection of the Hand," the first of this
series, prepared under the supervision
of Dr. Finnegan, head of the educational department of the Eastman
Kodak Company, was given a private
showing to a group that included
Will Hays and Dr. J. B. Squier,
famous surgeon. A group representing the public was invited, its representatives being Roy W. Winton, Lee
Hanmer, and Walter D. Kerst, of the
Amateur Cinema League.
The picture shown, which depicts
important methods of operations for

most modern methods of surgery, be-

most interesting plans

the

amateur

cember, 1916, the committee met in
Rochester, New York, with Will H.
Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America; George Eastman, head of

However, there have been

of the

in

the development of the cinema as an
adjunct to medical teaching. In De-

treating hands,

for extending sales of cine equip-

Wells,

many strange and beau-

of Surgeons in Montreal
some time ago, a committee was
formed to formulate procedures for
lege

the doctors within the dealer's trade

/"\NE

Gardner
movie

expected to be of
great value to surgeons who treat men
and women who are injured in accidents in industrial plants. This will
teach surgeons everywhere the most
modern ways for saving hands and
fingers that under many conditions
would be amputated.
It is expected that many other medical films will be produced, with the
cooperation of some of the foremost
surgeons of the world. Such films
will be of untold value to student
surgeons, opening up to them the

^-^

CRUISE
mous expert

office of the

•*-

Make*Vbur Own
Movies of this
MEDITERRANEAN

ing them a copy of Amateur Movie
Makers, if they would like to read
the medical article in question.

On December

A

Correction
nPHROUGH a proof

been the Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,
of Baltimore, Md., and Butler's, Inc.,
of Wilmington, Del. Another interesting variation of this plan has also
been evolved by Kelly & Green, of
Erie, Pa., who mailed several hundred postcards to medical men offer-

is

preserving for future generawork of eminent surgeons of
the present day.
The showing was concluded with
the projection of classroom films
sides

tions the

made by

the

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany for visual

instruction

public schools of the country.

in

YOU

come

on this cruise which a
Movie-Makers will take to
leaving New York February
8th.
The party will go on James Boring's Third Annual Mediterranean Cruise sailing on the White Star
can

along

limited number of
the Mediterranean,

Liner S. S. Doric.
Every travel comfort has been
arranged by experts so that you can devote full time
to filming the quaint customs and thrilling beauty of
the colorful Mediterranean countries. As much or as
little companionship of other Movie Makers as you
want.
Expert filming advice from Gardner Wells.
And the whole 62 day cruise for one reasonable fee.

A
No

Cruise

other

You Can Never

part of the

world

is

more

Forget
attractive

to

Movie Makers than

the Mediterranean. Blue
Beautiful remnants of past
civilization.
Strange and wonderful natural scenes.
Odd peoples with interesting habits and dress. Every
hour will have its thrill. And each thrill can be recorded in your camera to entertain you and your
friends when you return.

traveling
skies

and a

sun.

faithful

Think what a diversity of scenes this itinerary will
you:
Madeira,
Gibraltar,
Granada, Algiers,
Blidah, Tunis and Carthage, Malta, Athens, Constantinople,
Beirut,
Damascus,
Jerusalem,
Cairo,
Luxor, Syracuse, Naples, Amalfi, Capri, Monte Carlo
and the Riviera.
And you can stop over in Europe
if you wish.
give

Send

Now

For Full Details

Reservations are going fast.
So decide now to
join Gardner Wells and his party of Movie Makers. Mail the coupon today for full particulars.

Gardner Wells

JAMES BORING'S
TRAVEL SERVICE, Inc.
DEPT. M-271
45 Astor Place,

New York

City

"Assistants to the traveling movie maker"

gardner wells,
James Borings Travel Service,
DEPT. M-271
45 Astor Place,

me

New York

City.

Movie Makers'
Mediterranean Cruise under your personal direction, sailing from New York, February
Please send

details of the

8th, 1928.

Name
Address

the
City

State

Forty-five

Pathex Rental Service
A

Burton Holmes'
Film Reels

of

Travel

9mm.
month by

EDITED

TITLED

and

BY

Eight

Burton Holmes
100 Foot Rolls
For your 16m.m. Projector

SOLD OUTRIGHT
$7.50 Per Roll
Last Month's Releases
Surfing at Waikiki.

Kauai, Hawaii's Garden
Island.

Hawaiian Shores.
'"Great Waters"

of

Versailles.

Nine Glories of Paris.
Paris From a Motor Car.
Cafe Life in Paris.
Parisian Markets.
Trip on the Seine.
Canals and Streets of

A

Amsterdam.

Diamond Cutters

of

This Scenic of Accelerated Clouds can be used
Intersperse with your own Scenics.

Amsterdam.
Going to Volendam.
The Cheese Market of
Alkmaar.
Fjords of Norway.

THE BURTON HOLMES

Iguassu.

The

New

York

Way

to

Complete Catalogue on Request

Rolling Into Rio.
The Great Cataracts of

Called

LECTURES,

Broad.
Fifth Avenue and the
Forties.
Yosemite Vistas.

7510 N.

ASHLAND

AVE.,

Inc.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Waterfalls of the Yosemite.

LATEST MODEL

yEPT
Double Spring
Adjustable Speed
Direct Focus on Film
35

mm

Motion Pictures
Snap Shots
Time Exposures

DEALERS:
California,

Hollywood

Kinemart, Inc.
1426 Beachwood Drive
California, Los Angeles

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
510 South Broadway
San Francisco
Hirsch 6? Kaye
239 Grant Avenue
D. C, Washington, ?i. W.
Cinema Supply Company
804 Eleventh Street
California,

Georgia, Atlanta

Bass

Chicago

113 Park

McCarty

130

West

296 Fifth Avenue
Hew Tor);, Hew Tor\
Willoughby Camera Stores,
110 West 32nd Street

The Fowler & Slater Co.
806 Huron Road

Row

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
Williams, Brown S Earle
5

918 Chestnut Street
Washington, Seattle
Anderson Supply Company
1 1
Cherry Street

Projector Corporation T,
46th St.

-

New

York, N. Y.

Pathex

for

is

Amp

Arc

Actin orator,

portable,

light for a closeup.

Steady Pictures
TPHE Stedistrap, a strap
*-

designed
support the camera to give

to

tripod-like steadiness

when

the cam-

held in the hand, is offered to
amateurs this month by the Home

era

is

Movie Service Company, Norwood,
Ohio.

The Stedistrap passes around the
neck and across the shoulders of the
cameraman.
It
is
adjustable for
various heights and is made in two
styles. Model A has a leather cup to
take the end of the average tripod
when folded. Model B has a socket
instead of a cup and comes with a
supporting rod fitting this socket on
one end and a camera screw on the
other.
By simply lifting the camera
from the supporting strap it can be
used in the usual way.

New 15mm.
TPHE
*-

Hypar

/ 3

Lens
lens,

of

focus, will be available to

15mm.
16mm.

amateurs in the near future. This
lens, a product of the C. P. Goerz
Company, opens up new possibilities
for shooting sporting events, interiors
in cramped quarters. The angle
of the standard one-inch lens, which
is about 24 degrees, is increased by
this lens to 38 degrees, with no loss
of sharpness to the corners of the
film.
The depth of field is greatly

and

increased,

making focusing an easy

matter.

York Camera Exchange

109 Fulton Street
Tor\. Hew Torlj
C. F. Ray

Ohio, Cleveland

?{ew Yor\, H?w Tor\
G. Gennert, Inc.
24 East 13th Street
Hew Tori;, 'Hew Tor\
Herbert & Huesgen Company
18 East 42nd Street

{Wyko

New
Hew

Inc.

Abe Cohen's Exchange

Camera Company

Forty-six

Tor!;, Little Falls
E. Abbott

Hew

179 West Madison Street
Illinois, Chicago
Central Camera Company
112 South Wabash Avenue
Kansas, Emporia
Eckdall 6»

Pinkham & Smith Company
292 Boylston Street
Michigan, Detroit
Metropolitan Motion Picture
Co.
2310 Case Avenue
F.

Tor\
Photo Supply Company

323 West 37th Street
Hew Tor\, Hew Yor\

Massachusetts, Boston

Hew

York, j^ew

Medo

501 Burrell Building
Tor\, Hew Tor\

Eastman Kodak Stores
186 Peach Tree Street
Illinois,

\ew

Maryland, Baltimore
Eastman Kodak Stores
223 Park Avenue

'HE

film

an extremely
compact, continuousfeeding eight ampere arc light of
high efficiency, designed to meet the
requirements of the amateur, will
soon make its appearance on the market.
It will burn continuously up to
a maximum of forty minutes. At
/ 3.5 one lamp will give excellent
I

*

THE LAKE OF LUCERNE
DOWN THE DANUBE
GLIMPSES OF VIENNA
PICTURESQUE SALZBURG
ALPINE VISTAS FROM THE ZUGSPITZE
UP TO DATE ALPINISM
TEAK LOGGING WITH ELEPHANTS
REYKJAVIK CAPITAL OF ICELAND
THE CITY OF ALGIERS
A CLOUDLAND FANTASY

service

being opened this
the Bailey-Cole Electric
Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

'

January Releases

RENTAL

**

J

Syndicated
amateur
now,
AND
movie making has reached
at

length,

that

high and important estate where it
will be given its proper recognition
in the newspapers generally.
As has been noted in these columns

upon

other occasions, there are al-

ready easily a half-dozen or more
newspapers in the country now offering regular amateur movie departments edited by their own staffs. But.
with the offering of a regular syndicated service on the subject, begin-

ning with the first of the year, it is
expected that the number of such departments will take a big step forward.
The new service on Amateur

Movies

Hobby

known

is

"The

as:

—Amateur Movies" and
King

fered by

Broadway,

'Reel'

Editors' Features,

New York

is of-

1170

City.

Cooperation
A mateur

Movie Makers is being
boomed by Fowler and Slater,
of Cleveland, Ohio, who are putting

**

•on a special

scriptions

campaign

to secure sub-

magazine.

for the

They

are arranging a special direct by mail

campaign designed

to secure as a
reader every amateur movie maker in
the Cleveland district.
This is the sort of cooperation from
progressive dealers which has made
the League and the Magazine so successful, not only as service agencies
for the amateurs of the country, but
as business builders for the industry

and

the nation's dealers.

Amateur Movie Makers

will be
provide other dealers with
subscription material for such sub-

happy

to

scription

We

activity.

hope many

dealers will see the practical value
of such cooperation.

Bead Screens
"TpHE Arrow
*•

word

that

installations

Screen Company sends
it has just completed

of

its

bead screens

homes of Carl Laemmle, Marion
Davies, Colleen Moore and Estelle
Taylor. The company also declares
that fully half of the studios in Hollywood are using these screens in
their projection rooms.

**

powder applied over it. It will not
rub off on clothing and is not affected
by perspiration. It can be easily
removed with soap and water or cold
cream. This liquid form of makeup

many prominent

stars in

•*-

'HE

facilities

of

Several very large and magnificent
originally executed by Joseph
Urban could be used by those amasets

which wish to
go into production on an elaborate
There is lighting equipment
scale.
available for all types of work, and
experts in camera work, scenarios
and directing are on hand to advise
the amateur, should he so desire. Full
service could be furnished at modteur photoplay groups

erate cost,

if

the rental of stage

IT

completely

equipped for the production of

all

kinds of filming, is now available for
use for amateur cinematography. The
studios in question are the Cosmopolitan Studios, in New York City,

is

NOT often
THAT something

This announcement should be of
amateur photoplay groups
which want to film their productions
in a professional atmosphere in a
professional manner.

BUT now
ALL

FREE
IN

SILVERWARE
FINE

ARE

learn

OF

AND

you tear out the coupon on this
page and send it in immediately. You
are afforded an opportunity to see
beautiful photography of beautiful
objects, a picture that you will want
to view many times. The writer has
seen this film on innumerable occa-

reels in length

the

MOST

beautiful

INDUSTRIAL film
EVER produced

AND

all

ONLY
JUST

for

the shipping costs.

fill

in

THE coupon
AT the bottom

sions, but never tires of looking at
its sheer loveliness, beauty and ro-

on

the courtesy

the

THREE

suggest again

into a story

made.

GORHAM COMPANY
WE offer
FINE ARTS IN METAL

from

the whole film.

mance woven

and other

metal pieces

THROUGH

see beautiful tableware, Dad will like
the machinery, and the authentic
glimpses into a big industry, and the

me

homes

A real picture
SHOWING how

So you see, this film is interesting
the whole family; Mother will

let

their

OWN

(Continued from page 17)

children will enjoy and

amateurs

HAVE opportunity
TO see absolutely

SILVER CRAFTSMEN ON
THE SILVER SCREEN

to

new

IS offered;

interest to

cellu-

loid.

WITH

a preferred

DATE

and the name of

YOUR

projector.

THAT'S ALL.

CRITICAL FOCUSING

(With profuse apologies

to

KCB)

(Continued from page 24)
.

.,1

,

..

.i

girls, in silhouette, the

i-.

i

j-

white bodies„

»

•

•

a professional

movie studio,

and

space was more or less continuous,
the cost would be considerably less
than for single jobs.

°u

A mateur Studio
I

and machine

ki,.„i,
WoK, black
showing against a completely
background, with the whole row of
.
ii
9j
i
.1
i
«
moving rhythmically, alponies

the professional field.

4

vaults and a carpenter
shop fully equipped.

that

who want

to

used by

Free Film

large aquatic pool for water scenes.
In addition, there are three cutting
rooms, two projection rooms, three
dark rooms, two fireproof storage

In closing,

photograph their subjects in
makeup will be interested in a new
liquid makeup manufactured by Cameron & Ross, of New York City.
This liquid, which serves the same
purpose as grease paint, is applied
with a sponge and rubbed in with the
tips of the fingers until dry, and then

is

In this huge studio there are four
each 200 feet long, varying
in width from 57 to 80 feet, with a
height of 40 feet. There is also a
stages,

in

the

Liquid Makeup
A MATEUR cameramen

operated by the International Film
Service Company, Inc.

•

Stanley Educational Film Division, Inc.,
'
G
220 W. 42nd St., New York City. Dept.
r
'

^ METAL
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show the film
myy home on

" FINE

ARTS

,

in

l6mm

use a

projector .

most as some wierd machine might
closeup of a point of light,
arc against complete
blackness, dissolving into, first a cigarette, then cigarette and holder, then
. ,
,1
,
i
?
these and a woman s arm, then into
full closeup of juvenile's mother and
function

making

Name

;

an

Address

••••••-•••••••
y "
understand that the only charges are to be
AMM-J
for shipping both ways)
"

'

'

'

(I

.
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JOS.

SCHNEIDER & CO. XENON SUPER SPEED

f 2.

lens for the Filmo.

The only

lens of this high speed where definition and covering power is not sacrificed in order to obtain speed.
Exquisitely fine and brilliant detail to the extreme corners
of the picture, wide open.

A

unique arrangement permits each lens to be readily adjusted to each individual Filmo camera and insures perfect
registry.
of the focusing and diaphragm scale
being turned to the point easiest seen and locked in place.

Another device permits

Let your dealer demonstrate this lens and be convinced that
at last possible to obtain high speed and fine detail
is
with the same lens.

it

XENON,

25mm., /2 lens, in adjustable
mount for Filmo

focusing

$37.50.

FREE TRIAL GLADLY GIVEN.
Write for the new catalog of accessories for the Amateur Movie Maker.

BURLEIGH BROOKS,
/fn

n

n

Sole Agent, 136 Liberty Street, N. Y. C.

n

n

n"

"

i;

nA

n ~"m

ri~~

R.ENO
RALPH
PARK AVE. NEW YORK.
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juvenile having supper together. This
last complicated dissolve is poignantly cinematic. These are all possible, for amateurs, using fadeins and
fadeouts instead of dissolves and using short footage to express action.

Closeups of Details This photoplay gives us a number of examples
of one of the things that the cinema
can do, which the spoken drama cannot do, and which still photography
cannot do without undue emphasis.
Wherever the thoughts of the actors
can be indicated by a shaking hand
or a wavering foot, we have a closeup
of very short footage.
The spoken
drama cannot focus attention on one
part of the actor's body without ridiculous posturing. Here the cinema is
supreme.
:

THE PIONEER ART TITLE BUILDER AND FILM EDITOR

presents^

FEATURING FLEAS, ANTS

TWO UNUSUAL FEATURES
SEND $3.00 with any portrait MAIL me $2.00 withor copy
3
(10
exact

{Continued from page 23)

and

I will

make an

reproduction ready to splice
into your family reel.
Photos returned in perfect condition as
received

for

less

titles

I will make you 3
of the smartest
you've ever tried, entirely

words) and

ART TITLES

HAND LETTERED.

PHONE WISCONSIN

4020,

EXT.

3

ENO'S ART TITLES!

SHOOT NATURE

with your

CAMERA

Let Nature Magazine be your
guide to wild life and its habits.

Each

issue

is

a lesson in photo-

graphy.

The

illustration here was taken
one
of the American Nature
on
Association's Expeditions that
have brought back many photo-

graphic

prizes

and fascinating

stories.

AND

operate his
picture machine
a minute at the
Some of the
series will give
unusual scope.
to

FLIES

microscopic motion
costs Tolhurst $2.40
very least!
titles

of Tolhurst's

you an idea of their
For instance, "Our
Ant Gang," "Bee Bread" and "The
Fly's Eye." Regarding this last, Mr.
Tolhurst has accomplished the remarkable feat of photographing.
through the fly's eye, which is prismatic in character and multiplies the
object seen through
sands of times.

it

perhaps thou-

Other titles in this singular library
of films are "Grunion
the Mystery
Fish," "The Fleamobile," "Tickle-

—

Trained Fly" (we have already
you something of the wonderful
little "Bill"), "The Sea Urchin," and
"Living Stars." "Living Stars," as you
Bill,

told

may

guess,

the life story of the

is

deep sea star

fish.

Though some of Tolhurst's films
are known in the theatre, it is only
recently that they have become available in the 16 mm. field. Their instant popularity is a fine tribute to.
value.
interest
remarkable
this most unusual work in
scientific enlightenment for the general public, Tolhurst has fulfilled
Edison's purpose in inventing the motion picture machine, an enviable
pinnacle, indeed, for any man to.
their

Nature Magazine

is

a 70-page

monthly, profusely illustrated in
halftone and color.

Send

for a

Sample Copy or

CLIP THIS

AD

Through

attain

Final Version

and attach three dollars for one
including
membership
year's
send
it to
Nature Magazine, and

IT

seems there were two Irishmen

named Ole and Sven, who had
just seen the widow drop her mite
in the collection box.

American Nature Ass'n
1214— 16th

ST.,

WASHINGTON,

D.C.

appropriate

"Bedad

an'

counseled Sven.

Chaney."

Forty-eight

Ole started to

it.

Life.

bad cess, lay off,"
"Thot mite be Lor*

BLOCK BOOKING FOR

HOME

FILMS

{Continued from page 42)

own

products, which is a relatively
simple matter, but in the whole group
of film subjects offered to home users.
He is eager that this phase of the

switch over into the professional
ranks, and especially if he should hit
upon a character whose antics take
the public's fancy.

MAKING YOUR OWN ART
TITLES

amateur business should be regular-

GOERZ
LENSES

(Continued from page 22)

ized as early as possible in order that

film users

may

film offerings.

not be doubtful of

We

all

know

that film

rentals to home users will greatly increase in number and that a field for
special home productions will open

as this

number

increases.

The whole

concerned. Home blockbooking offers a practical step forward and there is every indication
industry

that

it

is

will

become more and more

general.

Make

(Continued from page 30)

with the vertical strokes
downward, then the oblique strokes

downward

(

left to right

and right

to

and then combine them. Now
make a few lines of horizontal
strokes (left to right) then combine

that

there

are

forty

"Because

THEY SATISFY
Their crisp definition and remarkable covering power makes

these with the vertical in the order

them the standard lenses in almost every branch of the photo-

shown and you

graphic

letters

frames to a foot of 16 mm. film, so
each average scene would require
about 140 exposures, although this
does not mean there must necessarily
be 140 different drawings or parts of

are being used by thousands of professional and
amateur movie makers.

a complete line of each exer-

cise, starting

left)

ANIMATED MOVIE
MAKING FOR AMATEURS
remembered

keeping its marking tip flat on the
paper while making a stroke. Work
with a full arm movement, maintaining an even pressure on the pen.
Rest an instant at the finish of each
stroke to insure sharp terminals.

will

have the various

built with straight elements.

As soon

as

you can handle these you

will be ready for the circular exercises

and

Start

letters.

with

a

few

lines

of

half-

circles to the left, carrying the stroke

well past center. Now add the circular stroke to the right about half
size and gradually increase its diameter until it equals the size of the first
element.
In this way your strokes
will just grow into a perfect letter O.
Note how the two strokes are lapped
over each other at the start and finish.
This is done to give a clean stroke
and to eliminate breaks or joints.

For 16 m/m and standard
width amateur cameras we
make lenses in a wide variety of
speed and focal length, and all
these lenses can be supplied in
our precision focusing mounts,
so necessary for really accurate

work.

To

VIGNETTERS
REFLEX FOCUSERS
FINDERSGOPE and
FOCUSING BASES
MASK BOX and

Practice often the circular arm exusing the left movement first
and then the right.
After O, the

Q

is

combining
drawings, as has been pointed out
above. For such a seventy-five foot
story the total number of exposures
required would be 3,000. This program can, of course, be varied with
the individual plan. In beginning it
would be quite sufficient to animate
one scene only, splicing this short
piece of film into any reel for convenience in projection.
Mr. Sullivan advises against over
production for the amateur. He says,
the motive or skeleton of plot should
always be in mind before work on
the

picture

should

starts.

be decided

The

location

upon,

and the

whole thing written out for clarity.
The animated movie has become
possible only during the last decade.
It was Mr. Sullivan, in fact, who perfected it and made Felix famous in
the animated field. It is still difficult
to secure experts in this work. The
amateur experimenting with animated cartoons may eventually find rich
awards awaiting him, should he

next in order.
these circular

TITLE-DEVICES

Then by
elements

with the straight strokes you will get
all the letters of the alphabet.
The letter S and the figure 8 are
about as difficult to learn as any.

Note the illustration of an arm exercise which develops the figure 8
stroke very quickly. To further simplify the construction of these two
characters, two helpful diagrams are
shown. You will see that the center
stroke of the letter S is more or less
straight, while the top and bottom
elements are only parts of the letter
O. Also note the similarity of the S
and the 8 in the second diagram and
also note how closely the figure 8
resembles two ovals placed one on
top of the other.
As soon as you can handle these
exercises, try the entire alphabet and
various combinations of words and
sentences.
Do not attempt to work
too fast. Next learn the figures. You
will then have a splendid foundation
for the Roman alphabet which is universally used in some form or modification on practically all movie titles.

we

the super-critical worker

offer various devices such as

ercises,

letter

art.

for

Filmo and Victor cameras,

designed by our experts to
facilitate
exact focusing and
all

positioning of the object and
the

for

improvement

of

the

finished picture.

Our newest product

is

the

Wide Angle Hypar F/3
OF ONLY

0.6"

(15MM) FOCUS

for the Filmo Camera,

opening up a new

field in tak-

ing sport pictures, landscapes,
interiors and movies in cramped
quarters.

We

ivill

gladly send you our

and

our

if you have any
problem ive offer
experience and help to

solve

it.

literature

special optical

C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
319-AEast 34th St., New York, N. Y.
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As you

practice, study the action

of your pen. If

produces a ragged
stroke perhaps you are not holding
it

A few comments on
Little Sunny
Sunny

"Little

Of

my

all

the

is

artificial

ideal

artificial

lamps,

yours

lamp.
the

is

handiest."

"It

in

and the best

around

all

Little Sunny is a wonderful
Together with a more powerful

think

"I

giant.

(20 amp) arc light it serves beautifully to
up shadows in taking groups, etc. For
and genre at homes I use Little
still life
light

Sunny only."
Dr. George Richter,
"Little Sunny is splendid.
pleased. It's equal to any

Mo.

St. Louis,

I

am more

$140

than

light."

Geo. Barrett, Cleveland, Ohio.
"This little lamp is the best thing of its
kind I ever had, don't know how I could
get along without it."

Paul Fallen, Mt. Oliver, Pa.

Sunny

Little

pulls 8 amps.,

works on A. C.

The aluminum

or D. C. 110 volts.

reflector

and handle fold back for compactness. Uses
6.4 mm. x 6" carbons, size folded 7 x 5 x 2J/2
inches, weighs with 15 feet of cord 50
ounces and costs $ 1 5 complete with cord and
six

double carbons; 6
If

you don't

ft.

folding stand $2.50.

Little

li\e

Sunny, you

can return him within 10 days and
we'll cheerfully refund your money.

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438 Rush

Street

D& tftllc

You

will also save much time and
by studying the construction
of each letter before you apply the

effort

our shop."

Sanborn Studios, Lynn, Mass.
little

tip glides flat

Waukesha, Wis.

S. O'Brien,

corker

a

is

marking

over the paper. There is a tendency
at first to use a finger movement
which raises the lower side of the
marking tip off of the paper before
the stroke is completed, resulting in
a ragged lateral stroke or a poor terminal. This should never happen
with an arm movement. If you have
failed to drain off the surplus ink or
if the pens are crusted with hardened
ink and need cleaning your work
will not be uniform. "A good workman knows his tools." Time spent in
learning the latitude and limitations
of your pens is most profitably invested.

Warren
lamp

so that the

it

-

lOizariti

Chicago, Illinois

y

/ZftUrcraft*

(ft

Drawing^LetteringPenS

pen. Draw out the strokes with a
pencil in their consecutive order, retracing them with the pen. Note
where they start and where they ter-

minate and try

ment

in a single

bered

arrows

to

complete each

ele-

movement. The numindicate

their

order

and direction. When you handle
your pen properly it will not be necessary to "patch up" strokes.

Good spacing

is

as important as

ART

find it necessary to fit them closer
together and where straight letters
occur together more space must be
allowed between them. Note also that
all the letters do not consume the
same space. E-F-L-P-S-T are considerably narrower while
and
are
proportionately wider. The circular

W

M

letters C-D-G-0 and Q look best
when allowed full width.
After you have become familiar

with the construction of the alphabet
with the larger pen practice it with
the smaller sizes, ruling the guide
lines a little closer together.

Those who are interested in learning how to letter will have all they
can handle in the way of practice
this month if they master the use of
the pens and the construction of the
upper and lower case Gothic as made
with the Style B pen. Time spent
learning the fine points of the Gothic
will make it easier to learn all the
other alphabets. On a basis of comparative construction there is quite a

marked

the
between
similarity
Gothic alphabet and the Roman.

To avoid disappointing
will

want

to take

up the

those

who

lettering of

art titles at once we have included in
the illustrations a plate showing the
Art Title Roman and Italic alphabets
designed for the Style C or Style

D

TITLE

ROMAN

ABCDEFGHIJRLMNO

PQKST U VWXYZ &$%$,
(Designed for

Shh

"G*

C

AHjD>>

St\ih'<D'(§pii<Lhall

abcde -^^ ijkimnopqr st
u9Wxv2;ia345676c90?!
w xy xj)
133 G3D6^GMjX£MK09QjlS riWWX^
ah

c

d aj g hij\ilmnopc[rsluv
c

good

letters.

construction

While practicing
strive

to

letter

equalize

the

space between the letters themselves.
After you have completed a full page
of copy hold

it

away from you and

with half closed eyes to see
if there are any dark spots or holes
in it. When a page of lettering is
properly executed it will have an
study

it

even tone over all. Where circular
letters appear side by side you will

Fifty

pens. This will serve as a guide and
will be shown in constructive form
have shown,
in the next lesson.
also, a group of the simplest forms
employing mottled or stippled ef-

We

background. The
photos are blended into the mat.
Various methods of handling these
and others will be discussed in other
fects to soften the

and the use of pastel effects,
mats and cutouts will be
shown and explained.

articles

silhouettes,
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the best and most

important dealers
in each section are
falling into line It is

we make

with a genuine and pardonable pride that

announcement.

Movie Library

The aim and

desire of

this

SHOW' AT-HOME

w

are pleased to announce the addi-

'E

only the best and most dependable

dealers in each section of the country

Now home projector

owners can

ing with any accredited

is

fast

becoming a

SHOW-AT-HOME

vice corporation.

courteous and

SHOW-AT-HOME

Pickup

ser-

Movie

ST., N. Y. Largest Photographic
in America.

Goods Establishment

EAST 41ST

41

why

That's

Willoughbys
WEST 3 2ND

110

your bank or public

reliable as

world's foremost department stores to the
growing quality group of SHOW-ATMovie Library representatives
which includes

representative

—dependable,

—

store of

HOME

feel absolutely secure in deal-

a stable, sure, substantial house
fully stocked at all times

fact.

York

GIMBEL
BROTHERS

to weld together into one solid rock-ribbed dis-

tribution organization

New

tion of the

Known

Favorably
graphic

Goods

are

ST.,

& Brown
NEW

wherever

YORK.
Optical

Well and
and Photo-

Sold.

Library leads in quality of pictures, in service to users, in en-

Metropolitan Motion Picture Go.

tertainment values.

FILM EXCHANGE
BUILDING,
MICH. Exclusive Agent for the State

DETROIT,
of

Michigan.
com-

Dealers and home projector owners please
municate with them for complete details.

Home

Erker Brothers
Projector Users are cordially invited to write to

OLIVE STREET,

608

most

west's

SHOW-AT-HOME
INC.

Ye

Little

MAIN

457

MOVIE LIBRARY,

prominent

clusive

ST. LOUIS,
Photo Supply

Photo Shoppe
NEW ROCHELLE,

ST.,

and

artistic

MO.

Mid-

House.

N. Y.

Ex-

Photo Supply House.

Regina Films Ltd.
finngmg

730

r

ll)orlds fiest J'hotoplaijs to the

REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA.

preside,

-

how and where

Movie Library

their

in

NEW YORK

they

may

obtain

Agents
for
Manitoba,
Alberta and British Columbia and
possessors
of
the most
complete Show'at'Home
Movie Library in the world.
Sasketchewan,

CITY

SHOW-AT-

Leavitt Cine Picture Go.

community.
3150
564

WILSHIRE BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CAL.;
ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.;

MARKET

SAN DIEGO, CAL.
the

DEALERS
PLEASE NOTE!

State

of

Exclusive

distributors

for

California.

We

are sending our authorized representative
on a get-acquainted trip which will take him to
every part of the country. Please communicate

with

us

so

his calling

that

we may add your name

to

list.

In addition to our regular releases these
Super Features are ready
Skinner's

Dress

Suit

PROJECTOR

USERS ATTENTION!!

Your copy of "The Greatest
the Greatest Pictures for Your
will mail it to
ready.
is
Or ask your dealer.
request.

Everywhere!
Stars

in

Home"
you

—

on

We

Outside the Law
ring Lon Chaney

star-

starring Reginald Denny
and Laura La Plante.

Priscilla

Lorraine of the Lions
Norman Kerry
and Patsy Ruth Miller.

California
Straight
Ahead Reginald Denny
and Gertrude Olmstead.

starring

HOME

Au-

Show-at-Home

thorised

FIFTH AVENUE

for complete information as to

HOME

the

—

and

Dean.

"The City of Stars,"
foot trailer is now available for
demonstration purposes.

For Dealers Only

new 500

There's Never a Dull Hour in the Home That
Uses SHOW- AT- HOME* Movie Library*
Fifty-two

PHOTOPLAYFARE
{Continued from page 25)

CULLEN'S

courageous in the face of great odds.
Nowhere, in the play, are characters
or situations so overdrawn, for emphasis, as to seem caricatures to the

member

intelligent

of the audience.

The scenario is convincing and
good taste, throughout.
This photoplay has
cinematic,

truly

much
that

in

that

in

offers

it

cannot be secured
by still photography or by spoken
drama. These are spoken of in Critical
Focusing in this number of Amateur
tion

are

of

photography

action and direchighest order; its
admirable.

BLACK

$26

BLACK

$22

TAN

$25

TAN

$28

Allowance on old

Allowance on old

case

case

Its

the
is

This is a photoplay for the educated and the simple; it is written
for adults; it is clean throughout, because the director has approached
his task with a clean mind.
It is
particularly suited for non-theatrical

showing.

The Way

of

All Flesh

TPHIS Paramount Famous

These cases have become the standard of discriminating Fiimo owners
over the world.
They combine practical convenience with the finest
example of the leather-maker s arc.

all

Made of heavy sole leather with plush lining. Compartments for 4
100-foot Cine films, telephoto lens, fast lens, color filters, finders, etc. Very
little larger than the regular Filmo case but convenient to the last degree.
Duplex Case is identically the same but made specially to carry the
Filmo camera with Duplex Finder attached, a decided advantage. Slightly
more space for additional accessories or film.

Schneider

Lasky
by Victor Fleming, is eminently a photoplay for the
"hokum" weary movie goer. It tells
a straightforward story which is a
-

*•

Duplex

Regular
is

artistic effects that

Movie Makers.

Camera Cases

Special Filmo

2

f

High Speed Lens

for Filmo

-

release, directed

l

Focusing

in a fashion that
eliminates useless detail and employs
the best devices of the cinema to do it.

tinctly "star-play".

It just

misses an

over-emphasis on unusual
camera
angles and on the naive distorting
efforts

that

mark much

of

German

photoplay technique.

The chief excellence of this photo
melodrama, aside from the technically cinematic things that have been

with

Mount

convincing plot,

It is predominantly Emil Jannings
and has the weakness of any dis-

25mm

A d justable

mount

$37.50

A remarkable high speed lens in which definition and covering power
have not been sacrificed. Unusually free from coma, which is so common in
high speed lenses. Its color correction powers make it particularly valuable
for use with the new Panchromatic Film.
Adjustable focusing mount
removes all possibility of variation from proper register with the film.
A most efficient lens at a price that
speed lenses!

Home

Filmo and
We

are the

sets

a

new low mark

for

high

Film Rental Libraries

downtown

previously reported in these pages,
is its fidelity to its milieu.
It is a
realistic and an interesting record of
the life of a Milwaukee GermanAmerican, promoted slowly from

rental headquarters for the Filmo
Film Libraries, Inc.
now maintain a rental
service that embraces the very best and widest selection of films for home
entertainment.

humble

employee to bank cashier,
who has struck an apparently indestructible routine of home, bank,

scenics,

Turn-Verein, with gentle
beer-induced high lights. Sent on a routineshaking business trip to Chicago, he
falls a stupid victim to the old-fashioned "vamp" of the most obvious
type. He runs the whole gamut of a
conventional ruin, is reported as

Our 48-hour developing service has won us many friends among the
movie ma\ers. 7\[o charge for this extra service.

dead and mangled by a railroad train
and enters on a typically Teutonic
life of retribution. He keeps anonymous, avoids an Enoch Arden return and walks off into the darkness
of a snowstorm after refusing to enter
the home of his successful son and

Libraries

and the

exclusive

Complete pictures:
educationals

quired, and

we

We

Home

help you in

dramas,

animated cartoons,
no red tape, no deposit reselecting by showing the films in our projection

comedeis,

— everything.

No

newsreels,

fuss,

room.

CULLEN
12

New York

Maiden Lane

We

City

Gortlandt 8424

have the most complete

line of

amateur movie appa-

ratus in the financial district.

Fifty -three

failing to

after

disclose himself to

his family.

Here
here

"hokum"

EMPIRE FILMS
GUARANTEED PERFECT PRINTS
//.

the

all

melodrama and
for

possibilities

most extreme degree.
Yet this photoplay avoids all the pitfalls and gives us melodrama that
seems to us inevitable and convincing. The theme may bore us but the
treatment is dignified and admirable.
If we can separate manner from matter,

to the

which, supposedly, the intelligent

movie goer has learned
shall enjoy the

manner

do,

to

of

"The

we

Wav

of All Flesh."
It

All on Safety Stock, 100

certainly

is

are

reels

unquestionably a play for

is

intelligent

adults.

The

director's

mind has been

clean throughout and
one finds no appeal to the salacious
for its own sake. It is an honest
"thriller" done with fine scenario,
directorial and cinematic technique.
It is recommended for non-theatrical

$4.50
Our

showing.

latest releases:

ZOBBIPCS
SOUTH SEA ISLAND

JAPAN SPECIALS
No.
No.
No.

2.

The Land of the Geisha
The Life of a Japanese

3.

Sacred Beauties of Japan

1.

4.

SPECIALS

Girls

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

PANAMA CANAL SPECIAL
No.

The Panama Gateway

On

6.

The Honolulu Hula

ROMANCE

the Beach at Kaikiki

7.

No.

8.

Rubbing Noses

Dancing Daughters of

No.

14.

No.

Eat 'Em Alive
16.
South Sea Kitchen
17. Why Dressmakers Go

No
No

The Boomerang

NEW ZEALAND

usual 1-in. lens.
As it is not only difficult to obtain
an exactly matched pair of telephoto
lenses, but also an extra expense, one
telephoto may be used in the following manner. The telephoto lens is
first screwed into the focusing microscope, brought to sharp focus, then
carefully unscrewed (without disturbing the focus) and transferred to the
threaded lens receptable of the camera,
when used in this manner, the
compensating-base must also be employed, for the reasons alreadv

OF

Samoa

AUSTRALIAN SPECIAL
No.

ISLES

SPECIAL
in New Zea-

No.
No.
No.

land

1?.

A

18.
19.

20.

Broke
Man's Paradise
Cock Fighting
Black Bottom

Each reel a complete picture. New film,
fresh subjects never before shown on any
projection
screen. Made especially for 16

i

mm

i

more imperative to emplov a more
positive means of focusing with telephoto lenses than when using the

A
A

SPECIALS
5.

{Continued from page 40

Chasing the Cannibals
10. Kannibal Kids
11.
Cannibal Holiday
12.
South Sea Coronation
13. The Tattooed Chief
9.

THE FAMOUS

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
No.
No.

CLOSEUP WORK FOR

ADVANCED AMATEURS

>

stated.

Also:

WAR PICTURES — CHARLIE CHAPLIN — SCENICS
COMEDIES — CARTOONS — LINDBERG — TOM MIX
All 100

ft.

reels at $4.50

ASK YOUR DEALER

EMPIRE SAFETY FILM
BRYANT 5437

EMPIRE SAFETY FILM
723 Seventh

New

5736

-

A

CO., Inc.

Avenue

Me An

consists

Empire 16 mm. Subject Catalogue

...

Address
State
I

Fifty-jour

Am

far

more convenient telephoto

attachment

known

Please Mail

City

City

2180

York City

Name

Inc.

New York

Avenue

723 Seventh

CO.,

Also Interested In Your Laboratory Service

is

illustrated

as the reflex

of

a

|

Fig.

Goerz-Dogmar

4,

This
4-in.

attached to the "reflex
focuser" (K). The latter is operated
by causing a small prism to be introduced between the lens and the
film. The prism is attached to the
/ 4.5 lens (J)

knob (L) by which
I

in

focuser.

when

it

is

slid

into

focusing, and off to
one side while the picture is being
position

The prism

filmed.

reflects the

image

ground-glass,
where it is viewed under magnification through the adjustable eye piece
(M). Accurately controlled focusing

at

right

angles

to

a

thereby becomes possible. The device operates similarly to a reflex
camera, in which the mirror is replaced by the small prism. Fig. 5
shows the lens and reflex focuser attached to the camera.

socket head so as to point in a downdirection, as would be used in
photographing small insects or other
objects on the ground. The writer

ward

has obtained some excellent results
with this device in photographing

and other

caterpillars

ants, spiders,

small insects under conditions which
would have been impossible with the
ordinary telephoto lenses. There is
no difficulty whatever in obtaining
objects in sharp focus even when located as close as 8 inches to the lens

diaphragm.

Get the Most Fun
from your

Home Movie

Projector

There's Adventure

Comedy
in

.

.

.
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.
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Drama

Kodak Cinegraphs

MOVIES

of famous explorations

into the four corners of the

Table 5 shows the horizontal and

world. Gripping
educating.
Hollywood's renowned comedians in
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vertical distances covered by a picture using a 4-in. lens at various

ranges from infinity to 8 inches.
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and make your selecWrite for our list of the most
recent Cinegraph releases.
in today

tions.

Eastman Kodak
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lot'
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l1
inches, etc. These serve to
increase the extension of the lens in
accordance with the increase of effective focal length, up to 8 inches and
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screen with your i6m/m projector.
There's a wide variety to choose from.
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star actors

leases are here for

IJSt

focused.

with extension tubes measuring

Ion.

15"

guesswork in focusing, and at the
same time assures the object being
correctly centered on the film. However, should it be necessary to pam
the camera to follow a moving object, this can be readily done through
the view finder in the usual way,
after
the
once been
object has

The

TVeU

U^> +o

Moviedom's

actresses at their best.

All the very latest Cinegraph re-
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thus give a range of focus from infinity up to within 8 inches of the

diaphragm.
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TABLE

5

In close-up work of this kind it
should be borne in mind that the
diaphragm markings are altered as
the focal distance of the lens is increased. The "stops" as engraved on
the lens are only strictly correct when
the lens

is

focused at

infinity.

They

HUMIDIFYING

represent in each case the equivalent
focal length of the lens divided by
the diameter of the diaphragm aperture.
As the focal distance is increased, it follows that the correct

SOLUTION
for

Motion Picture Films
will
keep your films
good condition continu'
ally if applied occasionally to the pad
in the humidor can.
Dry and brittle films may be softened
by moistening the pad and allowing
them to remain a day or so in the

This

solution

flexible

Corrtdruvl

ot Sto-pS

otop

F&6

O

6 shows the reflex focuser
equipped with two of the extension
tubes N and 0, and the camera attached to the tripod by a ball-andFig.
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STANLEY

A.

TOMPKINS

350 Madison Avenve
New York City

6

F if t y -f iv

number is increased. This
made clear from Table 6.

stop

be

A correction of this kind should
always be made to determine the
proper stqp for close-up work when
using a telephoto lens.
The attachments described in this
article will prove of considerable
value to the camera user who aspires
to be more than an amateur. They
will not only eliminate guess work
to a large extent, but will extend the
range of the cine camera and en-

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE
for MOVIE MAKERS
A

complete

An

and editing

titling

exclusive

personal

service.

border

supplied

FREE
with

We

make

all

Art

titles

of

all

orders.

title

will

kinds of animated, trick and
highest quality at reasonable

prices.

Pioneers in reduction printing from 35
mm. to 16 mm. negatives or positives.
Films rented, sold and exchanged.
Get
our rental prices.
Complete stocks, always, all makes Cameras, Projectors and Accessories.
Phone for a demonstration in your home,
no obligation of course.

—

able the non-professional user to apmany of the best professional results.

proximate

ESGAR MOTION
PICTURE

THE END OF THE
RAINBOW

SERVICE, INC.
12804 Superior Ave. Tel. Glen 2362
Cleveland, Ohio

{Continued from, page 15)

would increase the bulk somewhat
and would increase the cost considerably.

SERVICE
New
experts will gladly
give you instructions and denv
onstrations on all kinds of equip-

ment.

We

have a complete line of
Cameras, Projectors and acces-

sories.

Inc.

no serious drawback, as most amanow is sent to some distant

OPTICIANS

teur film

600 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
Near 58th

Street

TELEPHONE PLAZA

6001

Underwood
Titling

&

Editing Service

Pathex 9m/m Film

for

TITLES

— TILTING — EDITING

Photographs Reproduced
Write for samples and price

list

The C. R. Underwood Company
3838 Kennerly Ave.,

St.

NEW
DeVry 16 mm.

Louis,

Mo.

The

Projector

$85.00
Liberal Allowance on Old Projectors

<r^>
Cine Kodaks

Pathex

PICKUP
& BROWN,

Inc.

OPTICIANS

DeVry
Motion

41

Picture

NEW YORK,

Accessories

EAST

41st ST.,

N. Y.

Phone
Murray Hill 0041

Write or phone regarding

SHOW-AT-HOME
MOVIE LIBRARY SERVICE
Fi

f t

y

-

s i

x

judging the probable de-

Nevertheless, it is a fascinating thing to look forward to as an
achievement which will add to the
beauty and charm of an already absorbing hobby. When we, in later
years, can re-create on the screen our
visit to the Grand Canyon and can
see the lovely strata of color as we
first saw it
or when we can retain
the charming color of long dead gardens or other memory-laden spots
then indeed have we achieved the
true pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow.
color.

—

Having produced a camera of the
type described, it now becomes necessary to provide means for developing and printing the positive. Here
the maker of the equipment or the
film must supply the means because
the machinery needed to make a color
print can be produced economically
only when it can be used to print
enormous footage. That, however, is

Our movie

LUGENE,

difficulties

difficulty of

mand, together with the expense involved in preparatory work have
more than likely been strong forces
against embarking on the field of

involved are relatively slight.

York City

in

The mechanical

are available and there can be little
question but that the manufacturers
have already given the matter a considerable amount of thought. The

;

point for finishing.
With the print finally finished, the
next problem is one of projection,
and again the amateur has the advantage over the professional.
One of
the real troubles of all motion picture color prints to date has been the
difficulty of securing sufficient transparency to give a brilliant screen
image in the theatre where projection
distance is usually extremely long.
Projection distance and image size in
connection with amateur machines
are relatively small and brilliancy is
correspondingly increased. Further,
almost all amateur projectors have a
higher projection efficiency per unit
of illumination than do the large
theatrical machines.
One of the difficulties to be expected involves exposure.
All exposures in any color process must
be accurate, but exposure tables are
so easily available that comparative
charts for quick computing of exposure by any method are easily prepared. Another difficulty which the
amateur may encounter is the question of lighting.
Contrasty lighting
is to be avoided always in photographic color work, as some of the
early experimenters discovered after
considerable labor.
However, the
general data concerning the production of pictures in a pleasing scale of
colors approximating those of nature

THE VALUE OF VALUES
{Continued from page 14)

evident that a theoretical and practical knowledge of values enters into
every type of cinematography. In the
film just depicted, it is its very life's
blood.

Only an attempt has been made
here to urge the cinematographer, beginner or advanced, to think about
this question of values. It is a subject
that is so vast and has so many ramifications that a complete issue of this
magazine could not do justice to it.
Suffice to say, in closing, that sincere

thought and determined effort to
achieve masterpieces in monotone,
through the medium of light and silver, will fully repay all the effort
expended.

SYNTHETIC CINEMA
{Continued from page 19)

Scene:

Medium

shot of Mr. Ent-

whistle's artificial limb

wrapped

in

a khaki puttee.

Orch. Cue: "Just Tell

Them That

You Saw Me."
Title: Phylia sets out across
Flanders Fields in search of the

soldier who lost the leg.
Scene: Feminine footprints in the

mud.
Orch. Cue: "Boots, Boots, Boots!"

"Phylia!" "Hermie!" she
her Cinderella man, and he

Title:

finds
is

minus a leg.
Scene:

Medium

print and the
the mud.

mark

shot of one footof a crutch-tip in

Orch. Cue: "Hero Song from The
Chocolate Soldier."
Title:

Scene:

Came the dawn.
Medium shot of

a pair of

and a single shoe, 9%C,
outside door of hotel bedroom.

slippers, 4A,

—

Cue: "Yes,

Orch.

Sir,

She's

My

Baby."

Thus Mr. Feeber, with sounding
brass and tinkling symbols, adopted
the light Teutonic touch, and went
the Germans one better by eliminatAnd in an era
ing actors entirely.

REEL
THE MONTH

OF
V

distinguished by meatless beef stew,
nicotineless cigarettes, painless den-

y

h.

CLUB,

—

and childless marriages what
could be more in keeping with the
synthetic spirit of the times than

tistry

y

drama?

actorless

AMATEUR CLUBS
{Continued from page 33)

Club. The Auckland group are fortunate in having a photographically
intriguing harbor, with many yachts
which will provide the milieu for the
first production.

Stars Orbit Enlarges
TPHE

Amateur Movie Club of the
High
School,
Des

•* Roosevelt

Moines, Iowa, lost its star in the middle of production of its last release

"Framed".
Mary Currier left for
Los Angeles to become secretary of
her cousin Richard Dix. But Director Charles J. Luthe, jr., undaunted,

Lindbergh and Ambassador Morrow in the Foreign Relations
After his Successful Flight from Washington to Mexico City

Estrada,

Office

A VIVID THRILLER OF

carried "Framed" to a successful
conclusion and now has it in the
club's cutting room. This photoplay
tells the story of an awkward country youth's visit to city cousins who
plan to have fun with him.
In a
series of amusing incidents, the country lad triumphantly turns the tables
on city sophistication.
Twenty-five
members of the club took part under
the direction of Mr. Luthe. Clarence
Cooper, Charlotte Thomas, Mary
Carrier, Gilbert Carr, Harry Martin
and Frederick Bauder, took leading

Here is a film bound to be one of the most treasured possessions of thousands of
amatuer projector owners
an authentic eye-witness log of Colonel Lindbergh's
flight from Washington, D. C, to Mexico City.
close-ups of
Thrilling scenes
Lindbergh tuning his plane
making up his flight map
pulling the Spirit of
St. Louis from the mud for a bird-like take-off
a comprehensive animated map
showing the course of his plane
his arrival in Mexico City
and the glorious,
rousing welcome given him by our neighboring Republic.

roles.

owners

distance of only six feet from the
subjects, analyses of cloud motion
filter

experiments occupy the

at-

Motion Picture Division of the Cleveland Photographic
tention

of

.

.

the

its

phic studio in which its members
conduct experimental work.
The
Motion Picture Division has experiments under way in nearly every
phase of amateur motion picture
making. Lighting studies are to be
taken up next. Pictorial composition
with movies occupies the attention of
one of its members while J. Sydney
Green, member of the League, has
just

his

completed a 2000 foot film of

own

business operations.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

LINDBERGH IN MEXICO WILL BE RELEASED AS HIGHLITES OF THE

NEWS
film).

NOW

.

No. 8 (single pictures obtainable at retail stores for $7.50, 100 feet, 16 mm.
This reel will come to all members of The Reel Of-The-Month Club who join
and to those who now know the benefits of a membership.
.

.

JOIN THE REEL-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
The Reel O-The-Month Club
of home projectors
.

the

is
.

.

solution

to

a

vexing problem

that

confronts

how to get the choice, outstanding reels without
The Club sends you the best reel of each month
first

day of each month)

.

.

for the

.

—

duration

Lindbergh's

Highlites No. 1
Lindbergh's Hop-Off on his great Atlantic voyage.
arrival in Paris and the big welcome.
Lindbergh en route home after

his

famous

Lindbergh's rousing New York welcome.
Commander Byrd's memorable
Maitland's flight over the treacherous Pacific.
The inter-collegiate boat races.

flight.

2.

The ring

classic

.

.

Sharkey-Dempsey fight.*
Parachute jump from dizzy heights

hop.

the

.

thrills furnished
Thrills in the air.
3.
by an interpid airman and his fearless partner.
4.
The heavy-weight battle
Dempsey-Tunney bout.**
A reel of thrill of thrills
fire on a storm tossed oil tanker and a rescue
5.
on a mountainous sea
thrills and spills in a series of hair-raising rodeo stunts
the steeple chase ... 40 horses in the sport of kings
big auto classic, cars
in death defying race
accidents and intense excitement.
Anti Aircraft guns at Fort Tilton, N. Y.
6.
Big moments from
7.
Highlites of the Army-Navy and the Yale-Harvard game.
the gridiron classics of 1927.
A filmed record of crucial moments of the two big foot.

.

.

.

.

according to

chairman,
Lloyd Dunning, League member. This
prominent photographic body owns a
completely equipped cinematograSociety,

.

.

FORMER RELEASES OF THE CLUB

film studies, produced at a

**^

and

...

the trouble of viewing inferior films.
(delivered to you by postman on the
of your membership.

Advanced Amateurs
OPIDER

LINDBERGH'S
FLIGHT TO MEXICO CITY

.

.

ball

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

games of the year.
IS THE TYPE

OF FILMS THAT THE REEL-OF-THE-MOXTH CLUB
PROVIDES FOR ITS MEMBERS EVERY MONTH.
*Sold in New York State only.
THIS

**Sold in Illinois only.
Fill out the membership application blank printed below and send to
Club address, or ask your dealer to forward your application for membership.
AND REMEMBER, THE REEL-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB IS NOT A RENTAL

Join today!
the

SERVICE

.

.

.

YOU OWN EVERY FILM THAT YOU RECEIVE.

APPLICATION
Reel-of-the-Month Club,
507 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Gentlemen: Please accept this application for membership in the Reel-of-the-Month
Club.
Enclosed find check for ($20) 3 months' membership
($75) for 12 months'
membership.
In return you will send, postage prepaid, one 100 ft. 16mm reel on the
first of every month.

Write on white margin

NAME

ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

Fifty -seven

Under

HPrlE formation

Take the Shake Out
of Your Pictures

—

Dome

the White

of a Washington,

D. C, amateur motion picture
club is well under way, according to
information from its prime mover,
•*-

USE

John W. Thompson, of that city,
Amateur Cinema League member.
The outlook for this club is decidedly

STEDISTRAP

bright as the national capital has a
large movie making population. The

organization meeting was held De12.
All officers have not yet
been elected nor has a name for the
club yet been chosen. We congratulate
Washington in that it does
"choose to run".

cember

Freedom

movement with

of

of

steadiness

tripod,

a

STEDISTRAP's

the

that's

great feature.

TWO MODELS
A —To Take End
B

— Complete

of

Tripod when Folded.

with Supporting Rod.

Price #5.00

Home Movie
2120

SLANE

Everything for

Service Co.

AVE., Norwood, O.
the Home Movie Maker.

noted composer and director of the
Rochester Community Orchestra, Dr.
C. E. Mees, world-wide
cinematic
and photographic authority, Eric T.
Clark, director of the Eastman Theatre, Dr.
Sibley Watson, Professor
Clarence H. Moore and Mrs. Harold
Gleason, Amateur Cinema Leaguer
and amateur scenarist, a new amateur motion picture club has come
into being in Rochester.
This club,
designed to realize the full possibiliof

in.

such organizers as George

motion pictures as a medium

community expression, plans

to

NOW READY

cover all phases of amateur cinematography; it will conduct experiments

The

and give its members the benefit of
exchanging both films and ideas; it
plans the production of at least one
photoplay a year. These are to be

first

400 feet of

T

new departures from
tional.

cal

Follow the

"BELGENLAND"

ON ITS
WORLD CRUISE
Released on 100 foot reels
$7.50 each

FOOTBALL
Stanford

vs.

California

Your dealer has them

for sale

or for rent

Stone Film Laboratory
"Exclusive 16
8807

m/m

Productions"

HOUGH AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Many

conven-

especially

for

of the organizers of this

promising body were connected with
the production of two notable amateur photoplay achievements, "Fly
Low Jack and the Game" of the
Rochester Community Players and
"Mauve Passion" of the faculty of
Rochester University, this being a
satire on a number of things that
these
producers found
collegiate
worthy of humor.

Calif ornians Circularize

A TWO

page circular

letter

plaining the purposes

Amateur Movie Makers
nia, signed by Charles

S.

mile radius

in

central

Morris,

California.

There are some 2500 amateurs in

who should provide

a projection room and
production are promised.

this

a solid

photoplay

Hartford Players
TPHE

* teur

Hartford, Connecticut,

Ama-

Picture Players, organized in
September, are now shooting the interior scenes of "Mischievous Betty",
from a scenario written by club mem-

Louis Tamiso is president,
Steven Tamiso, secretary and Virginia Perry, treasurer of this earnest
group.
bers.

Hamlet Left Out
completely cine-

**• matic that is, telling its story
in a way that nothing but motion
pictures could achieve
is under way

—

at Colgate University,

Y.,

Hamilton, N.
under the direction of Howard

E. Richardson.

"A Day

in College"

—

presents twenty-four hours not of
the James Joyce, type, however
out
of the life of a Colgate student, without giving pictures of any faces. The
whole film will consist of closeups of
hands and feet and it will follow the
hero, in this way, through his entire

—

day.
Continuity will be
indicated by clock closeups.
The
purpose of this film, aside from its
being a distinct cinematic experiment,
is to enable the spectator to identify
himself completely with the hero
and live, in imagination, the collegiate routine, without disturbing this
identification by seeing on the screen
a face, not his own. This is the type
of amateur experiment we may expect
increasingly from clubs.
collegiate

Devry Program
HPHE

Movie Makers Club of Chicago was given a complete program in December by the DeVry Corporation with talks by H. A. DeVry,
-*•

president, A.

P.

Hollis, advertising

manager and author of "Motion Pictures for Instruction" and R. V.
Weart, illustrated by unusual amaAt an earteur camera screenings.
lier meeting, the Movie Makers viewed "Hey Hay", produced by the Motion Picture Club of the Oranges and
"A Trip Through Film Land", depicting the manufacture of motion
picture film.

ex-

the
of Califorof

chairman of the organizing committee, has gone out to more than 600
Bay City amateurs. San Francisco
will be the headquarters of this new
body and the club will cover a fifty

region

Fifty -eight

written

settings

them.

the

Mr. Goossens promises musi-

A

venture.
a film exchange,

fine

letter,

—

** Eastman, film magnate and
prominent member of the Amateur
Cinema League, Eugene Goossens,

ties of

this

A PHOTOPLAY

Rochester Pundits
VV7ITH

backing for

monthly news

Siegfried

CARRIED

Does Comedy

on simultaneously with
serious film "Repentance",
its
the Amateur Motion Picture Club
Siegfried, of Jersey City, N. J., has
"Don Carlos's Studio" under way.
This tells of the adventures of two
tramps posing as motion picture directors in a rustic community. Carl
Ihrig plays Don Carlos and C. Petrovitch plays Von Wonder. This club

had a gala meeting December

AGTINORATOR
for
of

17,

screening several photoplays produced by other clubs.

Introducing the

making INTERIOR MOVIES
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

PRICE

ARROW PORTABLE
Motion Picture Screens
(Patent Pending;

Montreal En Route

THE

Canadian amateur mois under way in
Montreal, under the guiding hand of
Colonel L. J. Des Rosiers, with the
assistance of J. Purkess and others.
A capacious hall in the Mechanics
first

tion picture club

Including

Adjustable

Metal
Tripod of
Collapsible

Type

Institute has

$16.50

been provided for the

meeting.
The club intends to
its own studio eventually.

first

own

How to

Cinetravel

GARDNER

WELLS, world cine
and member of the
Amateur Cinema League addressed a
special meeting of the Philadelphia
Amateur Motion Picture Club, December 1. Mr. Wells spoke illuminatingly on planning one's travel
shots and outlined difficulties of cine
travel and how to overcome them.

Screen Ready for Use

traveler

Combines EXTREME PORTABILITY, COMPACTNESS, SIMPLICITY, HIGH EFFICIENCY, and is a valuable adjunct to the equip'
This 8ment of the Amateur Movie Maker.
Ampere Arc Lamp, continuous-feeding, produces
a steady,
quality.

brilliant

white

Burns continuously
if desired.
quate, for

V.

house

With F

light

rich

in

actinic

for as long as 40 minutes,
3.5 lens, one lamp is ade-

close-ups.
Operates from any
lighting outlet and one circuit

accommodate

many

as

as

3

110
will

lamps.

PROJECT YOUR MOVIES
in

Unlimited color effects
at your fingertips.

A

Supplied for Kodascope Models
or B, or
for Filmo and De Vry 16mm. projectors.
At'
taches to your machine in ONE SECOND without marring finish.
or

your
write

dealer
jor

us

for

a

demonstration,

descriptive

literature.

MFD. & GUARANTEED BY
American Cine Products Co.
Argyle & Sawyer Aves., Chicago, 111.

SAVE MONEY
16

mm. Cameras and
Bought,
16
5 5

mm.
mm.

RAY—296

Projectors and Films
Exchanged or Rented

Sold,
Films Developed and Printed
16 mm. Titles Made
Negatives Reduced to 16 mm.

5th Ave.,

New

York, N. Y.

You Can't

teur

at all better dealers, or

Leonard Cor dell
1636 N.Washtenaw Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

Case for Carrying

in

surface and will not glare like the silver metal'
lie surface.
Can be easily cleaned with soap
Complete with dustproof mahogany
and water.
finished
case into which it is drawn by a
metal spring.

PRICES

Ho.

1

in.

2

Ho.

M. KOTLIK, active AmaCinema League member in

in.

Ho.

—Weight />x3 / x4 —
/2x5 —
—
Weight
— 57x4 / x5 —

3

in.

Size

33 1
6 lbs

1

Size

45'/;>x4

,

15

lbs

Weight 18

4
lbs

European associations,
the Bund der Film-Amateure Deutschlands (German Alliance of Film
Amateurs) and the Club der Kino(Austrian
Amateure
Oesterreichs
of two

In Stockholm, Sweden, Waldemar
Thyssel is making preparations for
the first Swedish amateur photoplay.
Sioux City, Iowa, promises a club

picture surface 22x30

$15.00
30x40
$25.00
surface 39x52
$35.00

picture surface

picture

At Your Dealer
MANUFACTURED BY

Arrow Screen Company
6725-55 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, California

Cine- Amateurs' Club), their headquarters being in Berlin and Vienna,
respectively.

4

3

Size

Vienna, Austria, reports the formation

SCHEIBE'S
Photo -Filter Specialties
Endorsed by AMERICAN

SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

soon.

Students of the Cleveland High
School,
in
Georgetown,
Seattle,

Washington, have produced

"Over

roduce novel

The Goal Line", written by Melvin
G. Winstock.
The production is

screen effects.

sponsored by the Georgetown Parent
Teacher Association.

HOW TO TRAVEL

make perfect movies
without the help of The
Cine Miniature monthly
monographs. Subscribe
for them today — $2.50
per year or 25c per copy

Four

Earth's

Corners

CARL

any color of the

RAINBOW with the
Automatic COLORATOR

See

From

Screen Rolled

Composed of millions of tiny round glass beads,
firmly embedded on a strong fabric in a pure
white composition.
Has a wonderful reflective

CINEMATICALLY
(Continued from page 37)

penny postcards. As a matter of fact,
most postcard pictures are taken
from some angle inaccessible to the
average amateur cinematographer.

You

will get far

more

interesting

vistas and long
photograph unknown nooks of world-famous build-

pictures

if

you forget

shots

and,

ings,

incorporating a bit of native

instead,

Also with a cine camera it is
quite possible to take unusual pictures showing close-ups of the carvings of a doorway or even the whole
set of arabesques on a dome through

Ask your

dealer, or write to

GEORGE H. SCHEIBE
PHOTO -FILTER SPECIALIST
1027 \V.78th

St..

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

FILMLAB PRINTS
have come

to

be known as

The Best Obtainable
Ask your dealer for them and obtain
better results without extra cost.

life.

130

WEST

New York

City.

46th

STREET

Tel.

Bryant 4981

fifty-nine

it because
beginners have a strange impulse to
"climb buildings" and sweep the
landscape with every shot. Until the
beginner learns to hold the camera

amazing memyou have ever made pictures there your very appearance in
the bazaars, with or without a camera, will cause a group of street
Arabs (literally "street Arabs" in
this case) to follow you wherever
you go.
There are many places in foreign
countries where photographing, particularly motion picture photograph-

which takes experience, his
panoramas are likely to be failures.

useless to attempt to get official per-

pointing the camera straight upwards and panoraming very slowly.

—

Make

close-ups generously they are
the very spice of a travel film, or any
film for that matter.

A

word

as to

panoraming. Ama-

warned against

teurs are

rigidly,

THE W.

&

B.

E.

"PILOTLIGHT"

But panoraming

A

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.
Makes

operating your projector a
pleasure.
No extra wires needed.
Just pull the switch and the L ght
When and Where yyou
is
there

need

—

j)
)

it.

Easily attached to
in a few minutes

your machine
and projector

can be packed away in case with'
out detaching.

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

or Direct

WILLIAMS, BROWN & EARLE, Inc.
"The Home

of

Motion Picture Equipment"

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

Chestnut

918

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

THREE GOOD REELS
Atlantic City Pageant of 1927
Strikingly Beautiful Film.
Including the Baby
Parade, Bathers' Revue, Selecting Miss America.

The

Fair of the Iron Horse

Spectacular Historical Pageant showing the History of Transportation since the days of the
Indians.
Interesting, Amusing, Instructive.

Little

Red Riding Hood
A film the children

Delightfully Acted.

will be

wild about and grown-ups will enjoy too.

Price $7.50 each.

$21.00 for all three.

Postpaid

AMATEUR MOVIE SERVICE
853 N.

Eutaw

St.

Baltimore,

by no means
impractical with a hand camera and
it is only through panoraming that
you will be able to get certain pictures. Suppose a donkey laden with
water jars comes into view suddenly
and your position is not advantageous it means panoram or no picture. Keep the donkey in the center
of the finder and follow him with
the camera. You will find that you
can move the camera in a case like
this with far greater speed than you
could possibly use while panoraming
a distant view since the camera is
centered on an object which, though
is

Md.

moving, in practical application
standing

is

still.

When photographing people in
other countries, if you let them know
it they will stand stock-still, so accustomed are they to the warnings of
owners of ordinary cameras, and if
you speak the magic word "cinema,"
they will move all over the place, invariably out of the lens range and
you will soon find yourself panoraming if you are to keep them in the

The best way is to let them
you are using an ordinary
"still" camera and while they are
getting ready to be photographed,
photograph them.
Naturalness is a prime requisite if
your film is to be interesting. In
making street scenes it is well to partially secrete yourself in a door-way
and make brief shots of the people
passing or sit down and have your
shoes shined^or sit at a table in
picture.

think

—

sOiHomeMovie

front of a side-walk cafe.

You

will

probably waste a few feet of film
through little accidents, people passing in front of the person you are
photographing, sudden changes of
direction, and that sort of thing, but
a few wholly natural pictures are
worth a reel of stiffly posed ones
particularly if you want to give your
"lookers" an honest picture of native

TicenarioBook

life.

20

Amiable and Workable Scenarios
with Complete Directing Notes.
Second Printing $2.50 at all dealers

Brief,

—

—

RICHARD MANSON,
535 Fifth Avenue

Sixty

Publisher

New York

City

When making street scenes you
must work fast. The moment people
know you are taking motion pictures
you will find a small crowd gathering and chances for further natural
pictures in that street are gone.

In

certain places, such as in the souks

of Tunis, people have

and

ories

if

ing, is strictly prohibited.

will be

It

mission, but small tips to the guards
are usually enough to obviate some
of the "strictness." One rule must

always be observed however and that
make your pictures inconspicuously. Fussing around will not be
tolerated, so it is well to plan what
you want to take in advance, make
your exposures quickly and get out.
The element of excitement adds
much to the game. Photographing
is to

interiors of most mosques is
fanatically prohibited, but it is pos-

the

sible to

make

these pictures

if

you

choose your time carefully. I have
made photographs in mosques in
Tunisia totally unobserved through
visiting them on fete days when all
the population was congregated in
the market place of the town
leav-

—

ing the mosques deserted.
In

Moslem

countries there

often

is

an objection on the part of the Arabs
to being photographed. Sometimes
will cover their faces with a
handkerchief or they will run from
the camera which, after all, is as
fascinating a picture as you could
get! It is well not to go against this
objection when it is pronounced, but
their objection is often only a demand for payment in advance. The
canny Arabs have too often been
fooled by tourists who took their
pictures and gave them nothing.
Tossing a few coins in the street will
always give you a picture. Of course
no one would photograph a beggar
without putting a few coins in his
bowl.

they

You

will find that the great

which assemble

crowds

in foreign countries

when an event of unusual interest
takes place will make it difficult to
get pictures unless you have a vantage point and hold it for hours. It
is possible, however, to get right in
the crowd, hold your camera in the
air,

and

heads.

over

their

When you have your

films

shoot

blindly

developed you will invariably find
you have an interesting strip of

that

—

pictures of things which you
did not see yourself!
film

When you

return

home and

see

your films run off it is well to take
out the shots which are of so unique
a nature that they can never again be

ASKED and
ANSWERED

duplicated, splice them together temporarily and have a duplicate film

you may again
made.
visit the scene of your present travel
film and may want to incorporate
these unusually good scenes in the
new film. In any case they are preIn the future

served permanently.

Writing the
films

is

as

titles

as the actual

taking of the pictures. It is in this
part of the game that you can make

Much

distinctive.

of the success of a travel
upon the titles; observe

film depends

any professional

travel film

and you

will see that the title usually paints

a word-picture
scene appears.

before

Following are a few
are interest-stimulating
picture being seen:

the

actual

titles

which

without

a

A JOURNEY TO THE LAND OF
1000 YEARS AGO.
WITHIN THE WALLS OF THE
HOLY CITY OF KAIROUAN.

TUNIS—WHERE EAST MEETS
WEST AND THE EAST IS
THE VICTOR.
THE ANCIENT STREETS OF
ORIENTAL SOUSSE.
Sequence is an important thing in
editing your films; like most people,
you undoubtedly will find a hodgepodge of non-related subjects when

you

Are

Q.

and editing your

much fun

your pictures

Edited by Dr. Kinema

light

made

titles

made

—than
R.

better

A. Providing you have enough arillumination on your title
card and proper exposure given, your
titles should be the same in quality
when shot by either method. When
the title card is in bright sunlight,

down

stop

to

/16,

you pure white

which will give
on a dead

black ground. In artificial light, one
must, as a rule,, use the lens at about
/4 or /5.6, to insure correct exposure,
and there is a greater chance for error in focusing. A small stop in-

maximum

sures

It

is

a

title

good idea

to follow your
with a sub-title, "PHOTO-

Q.

scenes on a beach or
bathers in the water. Should I use a
color filter?
W. A.
A. Due to the extreme intensity of
the light on beaches, caused by reflection from the sand and water, the
film is overexposed because smaller
stops than /16 are not provided on
the average amateur camera. This
over-exposure flattens out the contrast in the picture. Generally, this
type of shot calls for a stop of /16
with a two or four times filter.

.

.

.

.

.

interior "Shots" easily made with this
Get yours now.
highest high speed lens.
60 page Cinema Catalog free!

Order To-day!

BASS

CAMERA COMPANY
West Madison

179

Chicago,

Street
Illinois

-

SUBSCRIBE

cAmateur

TO
(£7Y(.akers

<£M.ovie

THREE DOLLARS THE YEAR
105

West 40th

Street,

New York

City

CINE ART
OUR NEW FORMAT
In harmony with our

this

first

comes

Movie
issue

of

Home

Volume

to

"RUINS OF POMPEII"

A

great Picture showing Pompeii as it
looks today after being uncovered from
its grave of nearly two thousand years!

No.

128.

Length 100

in its typographical enrich-

ment by providing more

lib-

eral margins, and permitting of more generous use
of white space, with its attendant beauty.

The

Editor.

BROADCASTER
YCL«

f FIENDS

FOOL

plug the adapter
in
the detector tube
socket of any radio,
conceal yourself in another room with the
microphone and broadcast anything you want
the sky's the limit.

Just

—

Cinema League.

Fun? Try
It's

the

it!

New Idea for a Radio Party

HomeBroadcaster
Price $7.50 Complete
$1 with order. Balance to postman on delivery

BROOKLYN METAL STAMPING CORP.
724 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Price $7.50.

feet.

"VESUVIUS"

A

Belching forth his infernal fires.
spectacular picture of the eruption during 1926. On the same reel are scenes
of Pompeii.
No. 129. Length 100 feet. Price $7.50.

AROUND THE WORLD

IN

FOUR

MINUTES"

A

6E YOUR CWN

Library Releases
for January

ef-

improve
Makers,

you in an enlarged form, which will aid
III

particularly
if you intend to lend your films to
other
members of the Amateur

in interest.

to use.

—

,"

ture plays, the travel film, capably
photographed, interestingly titled,
and skillfully edited is hardly second

.

In fine
$50.00.

when taking

GRAPHED AND EDITED BY

For those of us who cannot produce and photograph amateur pic-

by

Your

sharpness.

Amateur

main

light.
Fits the Filmo!
the master lens
Wollensak
micrometer mount. Ready

more

times

maker.

I have gotten very flat results

creative pleasure.

you have photographed a walled
city, follow your title with a picture
of the city walls, then show people
entering the gate. Take your audience inside the gate and show them
the city. This is the order in which
you would prefer to see a city
although it is usually true that your
pictures as you took them will show
the city "inside-out." Also, when you
leave one town for another, depart
on a title, or you will leave your
audience stranded in the city you
have just visited!

5

Made

letters

forts to constantly

If

those

L.

tificial

run off your films. To see
a well-balanced film emerge from
your mass of random shots is a new
first

in direct sun-

quality
in artificial light?

of

picture that gives

virtually every land.

A

you glimpses of
wonderful travel

film.

No.

130.

Length 100

feet.

Price $7.50.

THE ADVENTURES OF "TONY,
THE CUB"
A series of Animated Cartoons, one
Each a complete story.
"Adventures of Tony," Reel

each month.

No.
No.

201.
1.

Price $7.50.

Write for complete list of subjects.
Let us place your name on our mailing
list for data on new subjects to be released each month.

All Leading Dealers

Now

Sell

CINE ART FILMS
1442 Beechwood Drive
Hollywood, California

Sixty-one

Our Birthday

PHOTOPLAYS
HOME

For

The Latest

"GINE-NIZO
MODEL B

use

BOUQUET

—
—
Comedies, Cartoons, Westerns, Animal Dramas,
—75c each.

Complete Library
Rental Basis.
m.m. Subjects 12-minute length

16

Three world records: The smallest

—the

etc.

Park

A venue

Regional

HOME

ON

Store

Library

of

lightest

—lowest

in price.

16 m.m. Movie Camera with motor

the first anniversary of the

founding of Amateur Movie
Makers, which was observed
with our December issue, it was our
honor and pleasure to receive many

FILM LIBRARIES

16"

drive.

NIEZOLDI & KRAMER
MUNCHEN 23 GERMANY

letters expressing hearty friendship
for the magazine and the Amateur
Cinema League, with congratulations
on the year's efforts and achieve-

While praise is always warmimport of many of

ments.

ing, to us the real

these kindly greetings

TITLES

•

Complete editing and

A.E*S

YESTERJAYt serv

cc.

(

6

mm.

titling

2540 Park Ave.

and the great

their

in

I

CAdillac 5 260

DETROIT, MICH.

industries

building.

As the Theatres
v

-THE PROFESSIONAL KIND

FA'ADAHME,inc

and appreciation of the value
of mutual service is a signal example
of the spirit of cooperation which has
placed America in the forefront of

145 W.

45

L. B. Jones, Vice-President

Eastman Kodak Company, came
always 'Hats

off'

ESTABLISHED 1887

to the pio-

who blazes the way. Amateur
Movie Makers entered a new field
when others were afraid. In twelve
neer

months

Laboratory Finishing

Sports Afield
America's First Outdoor Monthly Magazine

this felicitation
"It's

BRYANT 6796

ST. N.Y.

READ

the nations of the world.

BMbHJ n jjHm
SB EH BUB
•Hffl IHIlHv

Send for illustrated
catalogue

PLAIN & ILLUSTRATED TITLES

interest

FROM

& LEADERS

ANIMATED

which the

have built and are now
This realization of mutual

amateurs

CLARK CINE-SERVICE
|

]

or stand-

Cinematography.

ard.)

lies

demonstration of the cordial relationships existing between the amateurs
of the nation, as represented by the
League and Amateur Movie Makers,

its courage and foresight have
Congratulaalready been justified.

the

for

famous

best outdoor
writers as

stories

by such

BOB BECKER

CAL JOHNSON — EDGAR A.
GUEST— EL CAPITAN—JOE GODFREY, JR.— OZARK RIPLEY.

tions."

of the

Highest Quality

FROM

J.

H. McNabb, President of
Howell Company, comes

the Bell &

Reduction Printing
from

35mm.
16mm. by the

narrow width

to

mm.

28

this greeting:

or

pioneers of the
field.

Thirteen

years of experience in our own
carefully planned Motion Picture Laboratory, with the finest

machinery and equipment and a
large force of skilled specialists,
enables us to do the best wor\
in the shortest time

imum

and

at

min-

cost.

Capacity One Million Feet
per Month

Dupe

Negatives

(35mm.)
on special duping stock
by the firm which has made millions of feet of the finest

dupe

negatives ever produced.

The Pathescope Co.
33

of America, Inc.
W. 42nd St., New York
Laboratory, Long Island City

Sixty-two

"May

be privileged to express to

I

Amateur Cinema League and the
amateur movie makers all over the

the

world my hearty congratulations on
your first birthday, which has been

marked by
ber of

the

first

anniversary num-

Amateur Movie Makers?

must be very gratifying to the
of the League to look back
over issues of this excellent magazine
from its first issue to the last, and to

Our

50,000

Readers Say

that Sports Afield's Departments are
the best in the field
including

—

FISHY FISH STORIES

WATERCRAFT—MOTORCAMPING

officers

BINOCULARS FOR SPORTSMEN
CAMPS. RESORTS tf TRAVEL
AT THE TRAPS
KENNEL AND LAIR

observe the steady, healthy growth,
culminating in a 1927 anniversary
number twice the size of the first

Fish Foto Contest
thousands of new
readers if you have any photos
of your catch, send to us for entry

issue.

blanks.

"It

"I congratulate the League officials
upon their commendable year's work,
which has contributed so much in
giving the movie amateur enthusiasts
ao helpful a publication.

gratulate

upon

also the

And

I

con-

League members

their splendid cooperation, with-

out which the League could not have
shown this remarkable progress.

Our #2,000.00

has

attracted

—

Our Advertisers Get Results
Send $2.00 for
with

each

you

a

1

—

year subscription
we will send

subscription

Gold

Autostrop

Razor

Complete.

Sports Afield Magazine
542 South Dearborn
Chicago,

III.

Street,

Set

—

:

MOTION PICTURES
of every description
Shots and stock scenes of most

anything

LARGE CATALOG LISTING
of short subjects for the home in
standard or 16 mm.

Arrangement

Special Exchange

"Please accept my cordial good
wishes for the Mew Year. Your splendid spirit of cooperation will inspire
its own tribute from the industry in
perfected home movies, and by the
perpetuation of ties through that
modern family album, the amateur

NIGHT
MOVIES

movie

that

film."

THE

Metropolitan

DeVry Corporation extended

good wishes through Mr. A.
P. Hollis, Advertising Manager, who
its

Motion Picture Company
108-110 West 34th Street
New York City

wrote

"Amateur Movie Makers seems
have arrived full-orbed, like Minerva from the head of Jupiter. There
were no painful appeals and years of
slow grinding.
to

GRIZZLY BEAR
The most thrilling sport America has to
offer the Camera Operator or Big Game
Hunter

found

in

films.

splice,

and

Dealers

cement prepared for use on your

supply

we

you, send 25c in coin
will mail you a bottle.

write

discounts,

for

or

use letterheads.
service.
Special
film editing and

titling for others.

We

also

make negative from reversible film,
and duplicates. Write us about
fade in and out titles, we make

contact prints
dissolving and

them.

CINEMA PRODUCTS
Elm

405

16

Street

N. Y.

Buffalo,

M.M. Picture Films
100

FEET TO ROLL

Reduced from standard negatives

business from all over the world, and
in this connection, a recent order
from the Far East leads me to the
belief that the product in question
is destined for the Palace
of the

SUNDOWN DANCER
AND MANY OTHERS
Price (outright) $6.00 per roll

Three

rolls for $15
Postpaid anywhere in 0. S.

REYNOLDS

165 E. 191st Street

Free

Cleveland, Ohio

30Day Trial— Why pay $125?
BUY DIRECT FROM FAC-

TORY—SAVE

Use

1u

Leoti's

$40
Portable Arc

Lamp (New Type)
Your
Try

Cuts

Light
it
30

Bills

"

il

Lightest Weight, Most
Powerful
lamp made; quick as a flash;
5 times faster than any incandescent lamp using same
amount of current.
Works
from
any
ordinary
lamp
socket.
For amateur and
professional moving pictures,

home
and

portraits,
studio use.

commercial

Price with case, $80. Write
.

...

LEOTI'S ELECTRIC CO.
Dayton, Ohio.

"Really, my interests are so tied up
with those of this young publication
that in sending a greeting to it, I am
simply wishing myself good luck.
Notwithstanding that, my congratulations in the fullest

now

available to the amateur.

John G. Marshall
ATLANTIC AVENUE

1752

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

V

X

A

Complete
Laboratory
Service
TVS

NEGATIVES

DEVELOPED
FIRST PRINTS

AND REPRINTS
IN ANY
QUANTITY

ON STANDARD
OR 16mm
^

STOCK

FREDERICK

F.

WATSON

SHERMAN STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.

Y.

The KINO-PANO
TRIPOD and TOP
This new tripod has met with the
highest approval of every dealer
and camera owner who has seen
it.

By

far the

most

rigid of

any four

pound

tripod

on the market.

An

instrument of preConstructed of
highest grade material
throughout.
Revers-

birthday occasioned
OUR
prophecy
the future from H.

this

cision.

for

Neuwirth of the Testrite Instrument

ible tips.

Company:

"We feel secure in our belief that
New Year, more than ever before,

Tripod, $35.00, complete with Top.

the

will bring happiness to all

j

74

measure possible."

first

in

Half.
days, if
not
greatly
pleased,
trial
costs nothing.
I

flare

The leading professional

Mikados.

Produced by

M.

sec-

at

Movie Makers.
"Your magazine has brought us

ASCENDING PIKES PEAK
FEATHER RIVER CANYON
YOSEMITE VALLEY

ERNEST

— 30

onds and up.

A. C. Hayden Company,
through Mr. Hayden, President,
wrote: "My conception of advertising
used to be that if it created an initial
interest in a product it had done its
duty and that the actual sale would
have to be completed by personal
contact, but Amateur Movie Makers
has educated me in that regard.
It
has built up my business. It is the
only advertising medium I have ever
used that creates the demand and
sells the product.
In fact, the A. C.
Hayden Company has not yet had to
employ a single salesman, and we
therefore credit our large cinematic
business entirely to our messages
to the amateurs through Amateur

What You Wanted

Also toning, tinting and title
rates on titles to persons doing

METEOR FLARES

THE

is

any film.
if
he can't
stamps and

over.

will provide the light

ingly ever since."

Makes a rapid and permanent
far superior to a cement made for
Only 25c a bottle at your dealer or

safety

was

is

once as an unquestioned gift of
the gods, and has been using it amazit

Revels to ke, B. C.

film

Corporation

the party

of the larger adver-

and use
and from the beginning the
returns have been satisfactory.
"As for the amateur, he accepted

MUNRO,

Just

first

service

its

or
J. H.
Secretary Board of Trade

new

the

next

at night

we would love to film
day we have the light but

tisers to see its possibilities

TODAY

A

DeVry

"The

among

the

Interior of
British Columbia, hunting the famous
"Silvertip" Grizaly, the most ferocious
and one of the most cunning animals of
the family; shots at Grizzly with either
camera or rifle guaranteed; rates reasonfor particulars.
able; write
is

So many events happen

Top

amateur

movie makers because of the greater
knowledge and additional mechanical
aids which help the amateur operator.
"We wish for you all, happiness
and health in 1928."

only, $17.50.

F.O.B. Los Angeles,
Calif.

K.

W. Thalhammer
FREMONT AVE.

123 SO.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

Sixty-three

JOINING

in these friendly greetings,

Mr. Sidney Delmar of the
Projector Corporation wrote:

MR. CINE DEALER-,

"It is

progress

now time to contemplate the
made by Amateur Movie

Makers during

This

is

a message

You!

to

Wyko

existence.

the

Its first

first year of its
birthday has just

been observed.

AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS
amateur.
that

It

MUST

it

and

sories

is

the magazine of the movie

has no other mission in
kee.p

available to them,

films

But through the fact

life.

amateurs advised of
it

all

services,

acces-

has developed into a

builder of business for cinematic dealers which has no rival.

Why,

then, do you not take into consideration the fact that

AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS,
medium,
to the

although

it

is

NATIONAL

a

own bailiwick as it is
distributer who is backing you

as valuable to you in your

is

manufacturer or national

up by national advertising

magazine through which he

in the

can best aid you,

AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS
Take advantage

of the

money

that

is

make

found

youth

itself in its

—and

all in

the space of a year.

"May we, therefore, extend our
heartiest congratulations to your magazine, and wish you many happy
returns of the day."

/CHARLES BASS

of the Bass Cam^-* era Company, Chicago, wrote:
"This morning I received the

number of Amateur Movie
Makers. It seems like yesterday
when the first number reached my
desk, and here the first year has
rounded out its course, and with what
mingled feelings of surprise and entwelfth

being expended in your

behalf by manufacturers and national distributers to

"For a yearling, it is a very lusty
youngster. In fact, it looks to us as
though it had cut its teeth, learned to
crawl, tested its legs, and suddenly

their

goods known to the amateurs!

thusiasm

ADVERTISE to

WHERE

your local cinematographers

those goods are on sale!

I glanced through the remarkable contents. To me who has

devoted eighteen years dabbling with
the tools of the movie makers, both
professional and amateur, to me who

has read reams upon reams of technical articles pertaining to the motion
picture industry, thousands of periodicals dating from the very infancy

Warning!
Destruction ahead—
Proceed at your own peril!

of the motion picture industry, I am
rather proud to say you have hit the
keynote and blazed a trail which
makes the course of the amateur

movie maker

easy, indeed.
In all
industries there is a leader, and I am
rather proud to say that Amateur

Movie Makers
Will you continue to endanger the existence of the especially prised
original direct positives in your collection by repeatedly running them
through your projector? How can you ever replace precious views of
loved ones gone beyond recall? Events of historic import cannot be
re-enacted for your benefit. One showing may injure these pictures
irreparably.

Don't take chances!
direct positive,

Let

SUPERLAB make

now, before the damage

is

done.

a negative from your
It is a

safeguard you

cannot afford to overlook.

SUPERLAB

prints

as the original,

Our

from

—and

duplicate negatives are always as good

often better!

laboratories offer a comprehensive, up-to-the-minute professional
service to

the amateur movie maker.

year.

Inquiries

have been mailed

SUPERLAB

It is available

through your dealer.

Write us for further information.

a leader in

is

its field.

"While it is not in order to speak
in mercenary terms on occasion of
your first birthday, may we add that
our advertisements which appeared
in each issue of Movie Makers have
been a financial success from the first.
"Members of the Cinema League
from every part of North America
have visited our store during the past
for

our

to us

from the four
Keep up the

literature

corners of the earth.
You are on the right
track.
You are giving the amateur
what he needs. Your technical departments are superior and more practical than any ever published, and the
price for the magazine
a modest two
bits
makes the best buy on the news

good work.

—

—

stand.

Superlab Corporation
233 West 42nd
Wisconsin 4020

St.,

New York City
Laboratories, Palisade, N. J.

"More power

you and success!"

WflLLOUGHBY'S
**

City

sent

a

New York

of

cordial

message
through Joseph Dombroff Secretary
,

"Greetings

Makers on
Sixty-jour

to

to

its first

Amateur Movie
anniversary. Ever

since the

we

issue

first

all

felt

INDEX OF

the

magazine was destined to play an important part in the development of
amateur movies. The magazine has
made wonderful strides and has been

ADVERTISERS

a great source of satisfaction to those
of us who have been working for its
growth and prosperity.

"Amateur Movie Makers is the
courier that goes into the home of
every 16 mm. enthusiast, carrying the
message of Amateur Cinematography.
not far distant when
the home will not be complete unless
an amateur movie camera and pro-

"The day

is

jector are in

it,

and Amateur Movie

Makers, with its
three pages, and

first

issue of thirty-

at this writing over

double the number, will be just as

much

a part of this necessary equip-

ment.
"Best wishes to Amateur Movie
Makers, and congratulations on your
May your life be
first anniversary.
ever so long."

ROBERT

CULLEN

S.

of William

C. Cullen, New York City, addressed the following salutations:

"On

the date of your
day, allow me to present
ments and best wishes.
"I feel that

first

my

birth-

compli-

Amateur Movie Mak-

ers has done more toward bringing
manufacturers and dealers together on common ground with the
movie amateurs than any other
agency. William C. Cullen has made
many friends whom we would not
have met had it not been for your
magazine.
the

"May your good work

continue as
it has in

effectively in the future as

your

first

RALPH
Art

year of movie making."

R.

ENO, maker

of Eno's

Titles, writes:

"As a pioneer

in the building of

Art Titles for the amateur, I feel
indebted to the good offices of
the A. C. L. It has been my pleasure
to be associated with the A. C. L. from
its very birth.
The League has certainly done a splendid work.

much

"It has been

my

pleasure to have

advertised in Amateur Movie Makers from the very first issue. Words
fail to express my appreciation of
that magazine.

The valuable

assist-

ance it has rendered, the courtesy I
have received at the hands of its man-

agement and the straightforwardness
of its methods surely are a credit to
the League.

"I doubt not that I am voicing the
opinion of its thousands of friends
when I wish Amateur Movie Makers the happiest of birthdays and, if
possible, even greater success."
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ing your pictures a most pleas-

ing modeling
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plasticity
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sense of form
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.

a distinct

advance in present day lens
construction

.

In this

.

.

—

latest

^Rfa&mat

of the

.

series
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M

Formula

of Dr.

Rudolph

the fastest lens in the

world
these

are

qualities

of

para-

mount importance and value
in so speedy a lens!
1 in. in

for

focusing mount

FILMO

or

VICTOR

$54.00
2

in. in

for

focusing mount

FILMO

or

VICTOR

$85.00

W

Wollensak Optical Company
Wyko Projector Corp

and

(f:4

Rudolph has actually attained
an increase in depth, giv

—or write
HUGO MEYER & CO.,
At your
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dealer

40th St.
Works:

Goerlitz,

to

Inc.

New York
Germany.
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Sixty-five

—

The

largest

16

mm*

film library in the world

KODASCOPE
NEARLY FIVE HUNDRED

LIBRARIES,

SUBJECTS ALREADY AVAILABLE

(500)

Ranging From One

Inc.

to

Seven Reels

in

Length

OVER ONE THOUSAND DIFFERENT 400-FOOT REELS
READY FOR YOU TO RUN
The most popular

stars,

such

as:

JOHN BARRYMORE
WALLACE BEERY
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

MAY McAVOY

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

NORMA SHEARER
GLORIA SWANSON
CONSTANCE and NORMA TALMADGE

EMIL JANNINGS

POLA NEGRI

JACKIE COOGAN
BEBE DANIELS

RIN-TIN-TIN

RAYMOND GRIFFITH

will play for

you

in their

most popular successes any night you wish.

an adequate number of duplicate copies and an established
organization, offer you a program service that you can depend upon.

World'wide

distribution,

Descriptive catalog of 176 pages furnished gratis to subscribers

KODASCOPE LIBRARIES
Are Established At:
Atlanta, Ga., 183 Peachtree Street
Boston, Mass., 260 Tremont Street
Buffalo, N. Y., 228 Franklin Street
Chicago, III., 137 North Wabash Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1407 Walnut Street
Cleveland, Ohio, 1126 Euclid Avenue
Detroit, Mich., 1206 Woodward Avenue
Kansas City, Mo., 916 Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal., 643 South Hill Street
Minneapolis, Minn., 112 South Fifth Street

And
S

i

xty

-

s i

in Thirty

New

York, N. Y., 33 West 42nd Street
Philadelphia, Pa., 2114 Sansom Street
Pittsburgh, Pa., 606 Wood Street
San Antonio, Texas, 209 Alamo Plaza
San Francisco, Cal., 241 Battery Street
Seattle, Washington, 111 Cherry Street
Toronto, Ontario, 156 King Street, W.
Montreal, Quebec, 104 Drummond Bldg.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 205 Paris Bldg.
Vancouver, B. C, 310 Credit Foucier Bldg.

Foreign Cities All Around the World

x

C.

L*ZELL NORTHROP PRESS.

N. Y.

ADJUSTABLE^ FOLDING STANDS

^ CURTAINS^ PROJECTORS

Price of Stand

PROJECTOR STAND,

any model.

Price without

Humidor,

HUMIDOR

All Humidors attachable to Stand.
in bottom to condition all Films.
Price

$30.00.

Special

Stand alone $16.00

cloth,

Curtain

dark

green back, does not

$18.00

show

Moisten felt
$12.00

with

CURTAIN STAND
and CURTAIN

ft.

wrinkles.

and 3x4

either

sije

Curtain alone either

4x5

size

$14.00.

ft.

HAYDEN AUTOMATIC PANORAM
Automatically take those beautiful Panoram Pictures that fit
in so wonderfully with outdoors views.
Any one can operate

Price,

it.

HAYDEN VIEWER,
may be
Projector. The
Films

inspected

SPLICER

and

#35.00

AND REWIND

viewed

picture right side up.

without

the

use

of

Picture enlarged four

Film removed, inserted, cut or spliced. Rewind either
one frame or high speed either handle turning
away from you.
Price, $35.00

times.

direction,

HAYDEN SELF-THREADING REEL
The wonderful new Self'Threading

device comes on all our
and seven inch, no additional charge. Upper
showing the little fingers taking hold of end of
Price, 7 inch, 75 cts.
Price, 5 inch, 50 cts.

Reels, both five
half of reel
film.

HAYDEN SPRING

FILM CLIPS

This holds the loose end of film, taking up expansion and
contraction of same, and preventing curling. Note in lower
picture the clip holds a short piece of film and also the self'

threading fingers shown closed around the hub.
Price each, 25

cts.

TABLE TRIPOD
Very handy when you want to set your Camera on a table or
box, fits any Standard Camera Socket and Cine Camera.
Price, $2.50

TO THE CUSTOMER,
Class Dealer,

Go

Best service comes from the High

to him.

TO THE DEALER, We

offer you the same guarantee on
our goods as you would expect from any High Class Manufacturer. Only by pleasing your customers can we please you.

//

not available through your Dealer, write the Manufacturer

A. C.

OUR NEW

24

HAYDEN CO., Brockton, Mass., U.

S.

A.

PAGE BOOKLET NOW READ Y— L ET US SEND YOU ONE FREE

Ready

Kodascope, Model
The new

B

self- threading projector

that you will

want

on sight

T^ODASCOPE, Model B, the latest and greatest in
-L^ home projection, is ready ready to bring to your
home a new realization of personal movie enjoyment.
For Kodascope, Model B threads itself! The operator

Humorous and novel effects are easily produced by
running the mechanism backward. The motor does
not have to be stopped just a turn of the switch does

merely slips the film into a slot and clicks on the switch.
That's all there is to it
the film streams smoothly
through and winds itself snugly on the take-up reel.
And when the show is over, presto! the mechanical
rewind quickly spins the film back on the supply reel.

merely

—

—

—

—

the trick, instantly.

When you want

a "still" picture,

and it's done.
However, mere words and pictures cannot begin to
do justice to Kodascope, Model B. Go to your dealer's
today. See this great new projector. Use it. Learn
whv it is known as <c the projector that's almost human."
shift a lever,

Kodascope, Model B, complete with velvet-lined fibre carrying case, two ^OO-foot reels, one humidor can,
one extra 200-vcal/ lamp, one splici)ig outfit and an oiling outfit, is priced at $joo.OO.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.

Y.,

The Kodak City
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Mirror IS4pvi«/-Galdpa^o/ Note/From AGneDiarq
phqcfrin^ With

A Shutter-* Cinematic Compo/rtfion
2fi

Ira

The

ARROW

PORTABLE
Beaded Screen

Now**
Screen Rolled in Case for Carrying

for only

$

12^

Composed

of millions of tiny round
beads, firmly embedded on a
strong fabric. Surface is washable. Affords exceptionally brilliant surface. In
dust-proof mahogany case.
glass

you can join the

SCREEN

WILLOUGHBY

No. 1 Size 33</2 x3'/$x:4
picture surface of 22x30 ins.
pounds. Price $15.

SCREEN

No. 2 Size 45'/2 x4'/2 x5 ins. with
picture surface of 30x40 ins. Weight 15
pounds. Price $25.

SCREEN

No. 3 Size 57x4%x5 ins. with
picture surface of 39x52 ins. Weight 18
pounds. Price $35.

MOVIE LIBRARY

s=\

This $12.50 entitles you to rent for a 24 hour period each,
Ten Reels comprising 400 feet each. All of these are popular

movie

releases

made from

reduced to the 16
Included are such

mm.

your

Home Movie

The Willoughby Movie
low

fast as they are

trated

Library gives you these pictures for

price of $1.25

4.

for each reel

—a

per reel

NEW

YORK
in

^

great

etc.,

now

explaining

available.

our

to see

some of the many

Or, write for our

rental

proposition

illus-

on the

WILLOUGHBY MOVIE LIBRARY.

MOVIES

For your 16 mm. Home Projector. A Valuable Addition to Your Home Movie Library.

Keel

1

—New

York

$7.00 per reel
Skyline,

Statue of

Lower Broadway,
Woolworth Building,

Liberty, Battery Park,

Trinity Church,
City Hall and Municipal Building.

Keel 2

Movie Department, and ask

circular

$

FORMERLY,

made.

home show.
dramas, comedies,

Only

stars as

and new releases as

Visit our

A

Projector.

REGINALD DENNY HOOT GIBSON
LAURA LA PLANTE SNOOKUMS
NORMAN KERRY
LARRY SEMON
ANDY GUMP
BIG BOY
LUPINO LANE
LLOYD HAMILTON
PATSY RUTH MILLER

the wonderfully

NOW

the original theatre production and

size for

with

ins.

Weight 6

—New

ton- Square,
Street,

York Skyline, WashingWashington Arch, Wall

Sub-Treasury Building, Morgan's

Bank and Stock Exchange.

—

Keel 3 Theatrical District Broadway.
Night Scenes of Broadway, New York
Public Library, Park Avenue, Lowei
East Side and Metropolitan Museum of
Art.

—

tl/ILCftJGHByS
110 West
32

Sixty-eight

n-d

St..Newyoi*,N.y.**

Reel 4 New York Skyline, New York
Bay, Pennsylvania Station, Grand- Central Station, Fifth Avenue, Soldiers and
Sailors Monument, Grant's
Patrick's Cathedral, Central

College
Poe.

Tomb,
Park,

St.

City

and Cottage of Edgar Allan
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(Vitalux

Movies),

feature this

month "The Animal Fair" (a McCrory cartoon), "Sweet Revenge" (a Christie comedy),
"Hunting Wild Turkey in Maryland" (a Field
and Stream subject), and a release from Florida, the Enchantress Series, "Tarpon Fishing."
Bell & Howell, Chicago, 111., announces for
their Filmo Rental Library: two Christie Comedies, "Uppercuts" and "Soup to Nuts"; two
Felix Comedies, "Two-Lip Time" and "Trifles
with Time"; two Hodge Podge Travel Stories,
"A Merry Go Round of Travel" and "The
Story Teller"; a Larry Semon Comedy, "The
Cloudhopper", and a Cameo Comedy, "In
Deep." The Filmo Sales Library releases include six new Bray Studio Comedies, "Red *
Riding Hood," "Bryce Canyon National Monument," and "Zion National Park."
Cine Art Productions, Hollywood,

California,

invite attention to a 100 ft. subject, "Ruins of
Rome," a companion to the Pompeii and Vesuvius films, and to the' new release, "Tony's
Punctured Romance," in the series of animated
cartoons being produced especially for 16mm.
projectors, one of which will be issued each

month during 1923.

Empire

Safety

Film

Company,

Inc.,

New

York, N. Y.,

calls attention to the new series
Zobelogs, Myron Zobel photography, which
will take the amateur to many out of the ordinary spots in the world.
Stress is laid on
Nos. 7 and 19. Then, also, there is the "Raid

of

Over London."

Fowler Studios, Los Angeles,

California,

an-

nounces releases to the amateur world for the
first time through Amateur Movie Makers, and
offer one film "Mojave Desert" without cost
other than carrying charges.
Their golf reel,
"MacDonald Smith Coming In Ahead At The
3rd Annual Los Angeles $10,000 Open," also
figures in the opening announcement.

Wm.

J.

Ganz

Co.,

New

York, N. Y., announces

the "Official Pictures of President Coolidge at
the Great Pan American Conference" as the
current "Highlites of the News," and this historical picture has also been chosen as the
February "Reel of the Month Club" release.

Home Film

Libraries, Inc., New York, N. Y.,
plan to release 5-reeI features within the next
few weeks which they will rent for the same
price as their present shorter features. Among

Projectors
current

their

offerings

attention

CITY

is

drawn

to

James Oliver Curwood's "Broken Silence," and
'"My Lady of Whims," with Clara Bow and
Donald Keith.
Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc., Chicago, 111.,
have ready for the amateur projector "Canals
of Venice," "The Damascus Gate," and "Two
Ends of a Rope."
Scientific
International Educational &
Film Library, Hollywood, California, offers
as

leading

its

feature

the

"Beautiful

Floral

Parade As Held At Pasadena, California, Jan
uary 2nd, 1928."
Libraries, Inc., present as their
"Pictures That Please": "The Covered
the Front" (Beery-Hatton),
"Grass," and "Miss Bluebeard" (Bebe Daniels). Amateurs may also look forward to early
release of Larry Semon Comedies, in one and

Kodascope

latest

Wagon," "Behind

two

reels.

Neighborhood Motion Picture Service, Inc.,
New York, N. Y., this month inaugurate the
release of educational courses to the home
of which eight complete courses are now in
"Film Lessons in Nature Study,"
readiness.
reel course, is featured for February.
Full details of this educational plan
are announced in the pages of this issue.

an eighteen

Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

(Pathegrams),

New

York, N. Y., pushes Westerns particularly this

month and calls attention specially to their Leo
Maloney film, also introducing a new reel
"Hygiene" (known as "Stretch and Keep
In the comedy line is "The Jolly
Well").
Jitter," featuring Ben Turpin. "Winter Sports"
is the Grantland Rice Sportlight feature, and
an addition to the Smith Family.
M. Reynolds, Cleveland, Ohio, includes in his February offerings to the amateur
"Rough Weather" and "Sundown Dancer."
Stanley Library, New York, N. Y., lists
there

is

Ernest

first
offerings: "The Nonsensical
its
Reel," originally edited and titled by
Bert Green, "America Fights for Freedom," a
war film, "Chicks," showing the first day in
the life of a baby chick, "Hey, Hey, Ukelele"
(Sophie Tucker and others), "Net Results,"
a tennis instruction film with Vincent Richards, and "A Day in a Studio," showing
These
amateurs how the professionals work.
films have been edited by Don Bennett, well
Makers.
Amateur
Movie
known to readers of

among
News

Show-at-Home Movie Library, Inc., New
Y., follows its plan of two superThis has resulted in the
features a month.
releasing of Skinner's Dress Suit (starring
Reginald Denny and Laura La Flante), "Lorraine of the Lions" (starring Norman Kerry
and Patsy Ruth Miller), "Outside the Law"
(with Lon Chaney and Priscilla Dean), "California Straight Ahead" (Reginald Denny and
York, N.

Gertrude Olmstead), and "The Still Alarm"
(Wm. Russell and Helene Chadwick). Westerns and comedies, 2 reelers, are released one
each week.
Stone Film Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio, has
for the sport lover or alumni college clubs
football films "Pittsburg vs. Stanford," and

"Pennsylvania vs. California." Other releases
are "Around the World in Thirty Minutes" and
a special filming at Pasadena of the "Tournament of Roses of 1928."
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Hot and Heavy!

This Is

AM prompted to write on receipt
of the

I

tell

November number. To

you the honest

truth, I

am

getting darned tired of the magazine.

Look at that cover. I never would
buy at a news stand any magazine
with such a nightmare of a cover.
Next: I read one page and "Continued on page 64." That is about as
far as I get with an article. Most of
them not so far and many not past
the title.
fault with

know this is a common
"common magazines." but

I

Movie Makers

is

your

magazine. We want it to intimately reflect your wishes, and to
fulfill your thought of what the magazine of the world's cine amateurs
should be. This department has been
instituted to provide a clearing house
for ideas, to guide us in fulfilling the
needs of our readers, and to provide
a stage for discussion between amateurs.
It is our sincere hope that
many constructive criticisms will be
directed to this department. Address

THE VIEWFINDER, Amateur Movie

Makers, 105 W. 4Qth

St..

New

York, N. Y.

I am growing increasingly disgusted
with the practice, especially since a

of better periodicals have
stopped the practice and read right
through like a book. At least three of

—come

to think of

—

H

&

.

it,

SUK

L«f

t,
a_ /ho[j

A

xt\
tt>/J-

for or reading the tail

article.
Often I glance
over the ads first and that would be
more convenient if they were all together in the back pages. I think hobbyists all do about the same.

that brings

me

was started for. But
I don't care "what the cat brought
Amateur Fummadiddles.
in" for
Looks as if I got into the wrong pew.

that

is

what

it

"Lastly, we waste too much space
tooting our own horn as a magazine

and a society. If we can't have a normal healthy growth without such a
racket,

we'd better

quit

trying

to

grow and admit we are grown up alFranklin
ready." Paul
Johnson,
League member, Altadena, Calif.)

We recognize that tastes in covers
naturally vary. However, we find
more enthusiastic comments in favor
Seventy-jour

WW
at" /77tSlrLU*ii,

inent place in our library and
being read by a large number of
our members. Incidentally, we want
to congratulate you upon its makeup and upon its quality." Karl A.
Baumgaertel, President California
Camera Club and Editor Camera

From Abroad
will be interested to

ULO

Art*.

/jOU.

Wsn\

.

Wsndti 0(a*d A.

know

have purchased about
four hundred and sixty dollars worth
of accessories and finished films
that

I

from a number of concerns

to the next

grouch. The ads are all catering to
the beginner or at least to the 16
m.m. user. I know they are in the
vast majority, but some of us have
long outgrown 16 m.m. We may
come back when 16 m.m. negatives
and printing become well established
and the cameras more versatile. Today I saw one of the new
cameras and was almost tempted to
buy one. Haven't time to use it
though, just now. Then our magazine caters almost entirely to "Amateur Movie Makers" and not to
KlNEMATOGRAPHERS. Well, I suppose

From an Authority
YOUR magazine occupies a prom-

YOU

end of an

"And

—

Craft.

the practice and are greatly improved
for it. I like to read the ads but not

when hunting

SCHOO
C£s>-Lua<*y

can remember at least six I take
either never had or have discontinued

I

only find one fault with the
magazine, and that is they are
too small, because when I get them
I do not let them go until I have read
everything in them, even to the ads.
I think your magazine is the very
best thing that could be put out, and
here is hoping it will last forever."
R. Hodgkins, Los Angeles, Cal.
Thanks.
•*•

is

number

the periodicals

The Other Side
"T CAN

since I

have been abroad for the past six
months. Every dollar's worth was
purchased because of their advertisements which appeared in Amateur
Movie Makers, my only means of
getting the latest

news of the indus-

try's progress."

"JUST
But
ica,

It

Whether Sixteen

Leo E. Levy, Antibes, France.

A NOTE"

Exemplifies the Interest of
or

Sixty,

Young Amerin

This

New

International Sport

Requests

HERE are a few items
There
of our covers than protests.
are several very practical reasons for
carrying over articles, and this publishing practice is followed by the
largest and most popular magazines.
In answer to a considerable demand
Amateur Movie Makers has begun
to publish regularly a series of articles especially designed to interest the
advanced amateur, which we hope
will serve you experienced cinematographers, although the majority of
our articles must continue to serve
the average amateur who is in the
vast majority. We have declared a
moratorium on tooting our own horn
as our particular New Year's resolution. Lastly, let us have more genuinely sincere letters like this from
others of our members and readers.

We

want them and need them.

see

azine:

some dope on

How

to get

moon

I'd like to

in the

mag-

light effects

on stops,
and actual

in movies, with exact data

light

conditions,

etc.,

photographs to illustrate the various
of moonlight effect pictures
that can be made; how much makeup and what sort has been found advisable for amateur production casts;
technical articles on color filters of
various sorts, when and how to use
them and how to figure stops to be
used with them." R. K. Winans,
Springfield, Mass.
types

and color
appeared in December Amateur Movie Makers shortly after your
The article on
letter was written.
makeup is in type and will appear
shortly. Glad our thought was in harmony with your needs.
Articles on night movies

filters

o/Jrinouncln^
A New

Editing and

Titling Service
Recognizing the need for a compeand titling service for 16
mm. film, we have engaged the services
of Mr. Stanley A. Tompkins, the wellknown technician, and have installed
ample laboratory facilities at our new
tent editing

location in the heart of

Expert
Editing
Titling

Copying
Splicing

Continuity

downtown

New

York. We are now prepared to take
over your editing and titling problems,
and to render quick, accurate and economical service on your film.
Mr. Tompkins, under whose personal
management the service will be conducted, has specialized in editing,
titling and allied work since the very
inception of home movies. Hundreds
of movie makers in New York and vicinity are acquainted with his work,
and know it to be of peerless quality.
We have prepared a price list which
explains fully the wide variety and scope
of our service. We will gladly mail it
on application.

Writing
Conveniently located at

ROOM

MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK

917, 350

Kodascope Editing and Titling

Service, Inc.
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EDITORIALS
A mateur Movie Makers

** the
Co-Workers

—Not

Competitors

50ME concern

over the possible
of home movies on theatre attendance having been
expressed from time to time in the
outstanding motion picture trade
publications, it appears to us that
this concern is not only unnecessary, but reflects certain oversights
in analysis of the entertainment
business. In this the motion picture plays an important, but, as
we shall point out, lone hand,
whereas all of the other popular
and commercialized entertainments
have their millions of amateurs
actively engaged in those sports,
and, at the same time, because of
their amateur interest, furnishing
the
commercial support which
makes them practicable for the
effect

financier.

the

Take

baseball, perhaps

most commercialized of the

sports.
Have the thousands of
school, playground, athletic club,
and sand lot teams injured the
baseball box office? Every baseball
magnate will tell you they are the
feeders which fill his stands to see
the big stars perform.

Have the little theatres injured
the
THEATRE?
Benjamin de
Casseres in January Theatre points
out that there are more and better

has

pleasure of announcing that the Scenario Contest,
conducted in these pages in cooperation with the First Movie

Makers' Mediterranean Tour of
James Boring's Travel Service,
Inc., has been won by Mrs.
Orton H. Hicks of New York.
The prize, a twenty-one-day

West

cruise to the

Indies, start-

ing February 11th, also conducted
by James
Boring's
Travel Service, Inc., and sold
by them for $425.00, was

awarded for the scenario, A
Knight On the Mediterranean.
The winner also has the option of applying the value of

West Indies Cruise as a
cash equivalent toward purchase of a reservation for the
First Movie Makers' Mediterranean Tour, which sails on the
SS. Doric from New York City
February 8th, a 62-day cruise.
The judges of the contest
were: Gilbert Seldes, the author; Frederick James Smith,
the

managing
Magazine;

editor of Photoplay
E.

Montagne,

J.

supervising production editor
of Universal Pictures Corporation;

Boring's Travel Service, Inc.,
and John Beardslee Carrigan,
of

editor

Amateur

Movie

and other different types
of entertainment,
it
might be
timely to suggest to the motion
picture magnates that, instead of
fearing the amateurs in their own
television

field,

they should encourage them,

thus building up a great body of
adherents who will fight for the
movies because they themselves are
movie makers, just as the little theatre enthusiasts

have

won

through

for the theatre. It should never be
forgotten that the amateur of any
activity means a lover of that activity. The true interpretation of
the home movie maker is a coworker, not a competitor.
trade
publication comment has been centered upon the possible effects of
television upon the motion picture
theatre, this being the latest news
in the field of impending competition. It is generally pointed out,
however, that this invention will
not be a definite factor for at least
five years, but this future danger
to the theatres has inspired intelligent foresight on the part of the
Film Daily, which has declared editorially,

other form of mass entertainment
should develop, the bulwarks will
already have been reared to withstand the offensive."

That is sound advice, and we
believe that the only sure way for
the movies to draw close to the
lives of the people is for the peobecome integrated
with the motion pictures through
personal contact with their making, just as music is close to the

ple themselves to

hearts of a great part -of the people through personal experience in
This personal equaits creation.
tion is true of the whole gamut of

popular entertainments which have

and will last.
Only the motion picture stands

lasted

an entertainment industry
without roots in the related activialone,
ties

of

its

New York

Makers.

Most

rather than take such support for
granted. The business has not one,
but many economic problems that
cry for readjustment all to the end
that if adversity in the form of
bad times or the quick rise of an-

Gardner Wells of James

dramas being produced today than
ever before in the history of the
American theatre, this in spite of
the fact that there are probably a
thousand little theatres now functioning. And there are now hundreds of commercial stock companies in the same communities
where these little theatres have developed a taste for the spoken
drama. In fact it might be truthfully said that loyalty of the amateur in the theatrical field saved
the theatre from near oblivion and
pulled it through the terrific periods of competition with the motion picture, the automobile, and
other counter attractions.
And
now that the motion picture, in
turn, has been threatened by radio,

might well devote some time,
thought and money toward endearing the institution of motion
pictures in the hearts and lives of
the public on which it depends,

recently,

"the

in

entire

fact,

industry

audiences. For, as the
Times recently pointed

out editorially, "in most arts and
professions the procedure is from
the amateur to the professional.
The movies, which have turned
various things, habits and people
upside

down

are

topsy-turvey in

advancement." It is then
pointed out that the fabulous motheir

tion picture industry of the present is only now beginning to develop its logical foundations, the

amateur motion picture.
In fact this lack of amateur
background accounts for many of
the difficulties in which the producers today find themselves. It is
possibly one of the greatest weakness of this big

modern

business.

amateurs want and need this
great industry for the fullest enjoyment of their hobby, but it
should also be obvious to those
who have the future of the indus-

The

most closely at heart that the
industry needs, and to a far greater
degree, will need the amateur.
try

John Beardslee Carrigan.
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GALAPAGOS NOTES
from a Cine Diary
New

a

Recording

Camera Trail

Blazed by an Amateur
By

Barclay H.

Warburton

Jr.

ROM my
I

get

porthole
glimpses of

truly desert islands,
the most deserted I

have ever seen.
scarcely seems pos-

GALAPAGOS — with
the accent

It

distant

that

sible

few score
miles is Panama,

by

a

—

still

or without

spells for

me

nearest terrestrial approach to
those eerie lands that Dante created.
The appearance, in a recent newsreel,
the

some hundreds of feet of films I
took there in 1926, brought a request

of

and that last night, as we came to
anchor, myriads of twinkling lights

from Amateur Movie Makers for

greeted us, confiding in us that here

the story of this amateur adventure.

was our

Pacific fleet hidden

imaginary

foe, tracking

it

from an

down

dur-

These diary notes will, I think, fT^
have more interest to my fellow mem-

Amateur Cinema League

ing these annual maneuvers.

bers of the

But that was last night. The fleet
left at daybreak and we are monarchs

written now about the
Galapagos Islands. The diary reproduces something of the intense effect
that those weird isles had upon me
and the members of our party. I
hope that they will serve to direct
other amateurs to that filmers para-

we

Getting dressed
means scrambling into a bathing suit,
and it is no time before one is on
deck to be greeted by the hail,
of all

survey.

"Morning! I just saw a big humpback whale blow over there about
two miles. Like to go after him?"
Five minutes later we, Charley
Thomson, the fisherman, Harry, the
launch man and myself, were in the
big Port Launch, speeding for where
the whale was last seen.
Think of going after
It was great
a whale, to try to harpoon him the
weapon Charley was rigging on a
long harpoon pole seemed pitifully
!

—

inadequate.

With trembling hands I was
mounting our treasured movie cam-

We

felt so secure in our sturdy
Charley was whistling conbow.
on
the
perched
tentedly,
"Fella," he said over his shoulder,
"better grab as many of those air
cushions as you can lay hands on.
"Case his tail hits us a crack, they

era.

iuunch.

make good

life

preservers."

thought of that. Anyhow,
we never got to the whale. He blew
once or twice in front of us, then
sounded for good.
I'd never

We

circled one of the islands after

have never seen so many birds
life.
The water was veritably
"nigger
cormorants
black
with
geese" as they are called by some.

that. I

in

my

—

than a

tale,

'.^™*
g<

By Permission

A

dise in the Pacific Ocean.

The boat seemed not to disturb them
a whit. They moved only to make
room for us. I got four hundred feet
of excellent film here. I did not get
the picture of a whale but I did get
a whale of a picture.

Here

it

was

that one of the

most

astounding events of the trip took
place.
Harry, the launch man, was
standing on the bow of the boat,
keeping his weather eye out for hidden reefs. To have run on one of
these after having seen the sharks
Anyhow,
that were about
well!
Charley was steering and myself and
another were trolling.

—

yelled
"Back,
Charley,
back,"
Harry. "We're going on the rocks!"

"Too

now," Charley returned
We're on!
stop!
Holy Ike, man, they're not rocks
why they're—they're FISH!"
late

excitedly,

And

at

"can't

that

fishermen had a

moment each

of us

terrific strike!

What

But there they were

Four of these we
caught, then sped back to the yacht
in order that the artist might record
faithfully their gorgeous colors.
us.

Cocos Island

me

—What a place!

To

most gorgeous,

in retrospect, the

most enchanting spot seen during the
entire trip.
As the shores of Cocos
drew nearer, we sighted another yacht
and great was the conjecture, until it
was finally agreed that these were the
hunters after the fabled Cocos treasure who had set out from England

some time before.
We dropped anchor in a beautiful
cove. The water was so blue that it
didn't seem real. It was crystal clear.
One could see sunken reefs and sea
gardens with attendant rock fish of
extraordinary brilliance swimming
about indolently.
A great, gaunt,
grey shape a shark accompanied
us to anchor.

—

On

was, in verity, a school of
tremendous bright orange red-snappers, feeding on a shoal of small fry.

rocky

it

William Bcebc

Galapagos Version

Astounding!
right under

had seemed a reef with waves pounding over

of

THE BRIARY BUSH

—

three sides were
shore of the

we

girt

by the

island

cove,

fringed by cocoanut trees.
Directly
in front a tiny beach gleamed white

Seventy -nine

From

the

Arcturus

Adventure

by

William

Beebe, with Permisson of G. P. Putnam's Sons.

AN ISLAND
The

in the tropic sun, divided

by a fresh

water stream that was in turn shaded
by two tall palms. In the shadow of
these were barely discernible the
fallen-in roofs of two tumble-down
shacks, built evidently

by forgotten

treasure seekers.

Ages ago, on that white sandy
before us, pirates had ca-

stretch

reened their ships, while their mates
had entrenched chests of pearls and
precious stones. The history of Cocos
in the days of the Jolly Roger and
the "gentlemen of the sea" is well
known. But it is certainly well substantiated by the records found on
these astounding shores. Everywhere,
carved in rocks, and even on tree
trunks, is found the mute testimony
of their visits.
One finds graven in
granite such legends as:
"Bruce James, 1787, seaman on
'Ye Hispanola'," then a skull and
cross bones and a nondescript lettering "His Mark."
And here abound swarms of truly
fit

companions

Main and

here,

to the rovers of the
I

believe, is in prog-

one of the greatest submarine
Everywhere in sight lurk
the wolves of the sea huge, malevoress

conflicts.

—

lent sharks.
It

was impossible

to fish.

Not

that

fish were lacking but it was a ten to
one shot that once hooked, a trophy
could be brought whole into the
launch. Sharks would appear, as if
by magic, from every direction.
By virtue of the clarity of the water, they could be seen swarming
many fathoms below. A snap of evil
jaws and one would reel in merely
the head of an amber jack or a tuna
as a grim warning of what would
occur should one chance to tumble

Eighty

SEA

Saline Crater Lake in the Center of

Tower

Island

But

into the lovely sapphire depths.

we had our revenge on the vindictive
hunger that roamed beneath these
beautiful seas.
I hooked a big fish.
He fought
hard, but of a sudden the line went
dead.
I hauled
in the remaining
fragments of a great blue tuna.
"We'll fix 'em," said Charley, and
handed me a forty-five calibre pistol,
taking the rod.
The head of the

tuna dangled at the end of my line.
Below us, dozens of grey monsters
were milling about.
Charley lowered the tuna head until it was directly above them.
One ten footer
drove for it and the bait was pulled
away. Circling warily, he came up
for it again, only to have it snatched
almost from his snapping jaws. This
time he came for it with a furious
rush, head on, not turning over
as
the scientists claim he should
while
Charley raised the bait until it was

—

—

under water. On came the maddened shark and, as his blunt nose

just

rose partly out of water five or six
feet from the boat, I discharged the
pistol straight into his ugly skull.

Dead, and with blood streaming
his head, he sank slowly, turn-

BARCLAY

They

H.

WARBURTON,

JR.

and the enchantment lies
From whence did they
come? What are they? The mountain tops of an ill-fated lost Atlantis?
Who knows? One sees but these
are,

within them.

desolate great fortresses of rock, barpoking ungainly heads into
the air from depths impossible of

ren, raw,

from

conception.

ing over and over. In thirty seconds,
before he disappeared from view, it
seemed as if every shark in the world,
attracted by the gore, had rushed to

GALAPAGOS We cruised slowly
along in mirror-like water between
two of the islands. The sun rose over
the port quarter, breaking the combined mist and smoke which rose

that spot.

The water
voured.
utterly.

boiled; he was deIn a flash he ceased to be
Gorged, rent to shreds, man-

gled and swallowed by his mates.
This was repeated eleven times.
*

*

*

Well named by the old Spaniards
were these sea-girt rocks, "Las Islas
Encantadas," the "Enchanted Isles."

!

from

lava, flowing red hot and burning five miles or more into the sea.
I got good films of them.

Away from the

hot water, a curious

poked his head inquiringly
out as if to determine what adventurous soul was disturbing the sanctity
of his islands.
With an apologetic
cough he was gone.
sea lion

"Ash heaps of the Pacific" the
Galapagos have been called. I prefer to think of them as the mountain
tops of lost Atlantis the Enchanted
Isles.
We came to anchor at Tagus
Cove and immediately were in small
boats, exploration bound.

—

"Lizard, sir," sang out the launch-

birds

of

all

kinds diving into the

swarming thousands of

their

marine

Four feet long, black, disdainful,
stupid looking and incredibly repulsive was one of the giant marine
iguanas. That he was a throw-back
to prehistoric monsterdom was indisputable. One had but to magnify
him several hundred times to have a
likewise
iguanadon.
It
veritable
seemed incredible that these indolent looking reptiles could move with
such rapidity as to make their cap-

was

We

ture difficult, but
got only two that morning. My film
record of these unearthly earthlings
I prize highly.
this

true.

The rocks swarmed with

the most

colored purple and red
crabs imaginable. They had no fear
of us and we captured many.
brilliantly

it

was, at Tagus Cove, that

When we

arrived we did not find
merely a school of fish but a vast
ocean slaughter house. A school of
tiny red fish, about the size of sardines were feeding on smaller fry.
The birds took what the red hunters
did not. Presently slightly larger fish
arrived to feed on the smaller ones.
Still larger ones came to the grisly
feast.

We

kinds and

on the

we landed the
by means of a
breeches-buoy arrangement on
a
shore where the seas swept so vio-

Here it was
movie camera

lently

as

counted
sizes,

lesser.

sharks, craven

fifteen

different

indicate total destrucwe got too close.
This provided opportunity for filming with truly novel camera angles.

cause

this

difficult

landing be-

got a glimpse of thousands
of the repulsive igu-

them

in all their activities: feeding,
sleeping, carrying their young and,

apparently, merely existing, waiting

—

Lord knows what

On

haps.

and

we

anas sunning themselves on the rocks.
The venture well repaid any risk involved.
These strange lizards were,
literally, three deep.
And unafraid!
I was able to get motion pictures of

for

waiting to attack and devour only
the victims which were wounded too
badly to fight or to escape. True sea
jackals and hyenas!

to

upon thousands

the greater preying
the edges were
cowardly cautious,

that

tion to the launch if

We made

victims.

man.

Here

submarine battle for existence
was again horribly apparent. We
started fishing. When we saw a disturbance in the water we headed for
it, thinking we had sighted a school
Everywhere overhead, were
of fish.

the

death,

per-

This was at Tagus Cove, Albemarle and San Fernandino Island.

The Humboldt Current, cold from the
Antarctic, wound its tortuous way

among

these massive rocks, bringing
thousands of seals and sea
lions, and strange penguins.
It is
conceivable that the seals could with
ease swim the three thousand miles

with

it

(Continued on page 129)
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SEINING FOR
THE SECRETS OF THE SEA
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Plate

1.

DESIGN FOR

A TYPICAL

SETTING IN THE FUTURISTIC

MANNER

CINEMATIC COMPOSITION
A

Guide for

the

By

THERE

a scene of a cinematographic play that hasn't
had thought given, before it
was taken, as to how it was going
to look on the screen as a pictorial
isn't

arrangement. Even

some directors
and cameramen pay no attention to
if

rules of composition, as such, they
take good care to have the figures
grouped well and that the static elements in a scene the settings and
property are
effectively
placed.
When putting the figures into a
group, say three characters with the
principal one in the centre they, perhaps without realizing it themselves,
applied a rule of pictorial composition. And if they have this character
dressed in a light colored, or conspicuous costume, another application of compositional principles was
made. Again, if any particular arranging of property in a scene is not
to their liking they will be quick to

—

—

because their own
sense of artistic harmony, even without evoking a rule of composition,
has been offended.
detect

it.

It

is

Of course, acting figures in screen
pictures do not stay in any fixed re*

Book

rights retained

Eighty-two

by the author.

Advanced Amateur

E.

G. Lutz*

Illustrated by the

Author

cases of such copying are the
effects in lighting some-

cific

Rembrandt

attempted in screen work.
These imitations are not always successful because those making them
worked mechanically without knowledge of the principles operative in
effecting such pictorial matters. The
times

They necessarily move.
Here is where, respecting the employment of laws of composition, that
screen pictures differ from paintings
and still pictures. On the screen
there are, to be sure, some elements
that are fixed and when they are
planned as to position in a scene the
lationship.

rules of composition are similarily

applied as in still pictures. And at
same time some attempt is made,
even though there is a constant in-

the

stability

of

position

in

figures,

of

using the canons of artistic arrangement. Besides, all the rules, laws, or
precepts by which craftsmen in the

produce their works are applicable in some or all departments
of cinematography.
profitable activity for those in-

fine arts

A

terested in the technic of cinematog-

raphy is the studying of works from
the hands of recognized masters of
pictorial art. But at the outset it is
well to understand that this study is
not to be prosecuted for the purpose
of finding examples of good arrangement so as merely to copy them. Spe-

idea in studying paintings is to find
out the underlying principles of
good arrangement. And the endeavor, furthermore, is to see how painters applied the laws of composition
for the attainment of artistic effects
in specific cases. By grasping the

what good composiand fully understanding how
to apply the rules, motion picture
sets and scenes always will be arranged successfully. We know, of
significance of

tion

is

course, that

it

is

inopportune when

a scene is to be "shot" with all the
attendant multiplicity of things to

think of, to stop and discuss art composition. Whatever is done then must

be done almost, as it were, with the
quickness of an intuitive act. Some
have an instinctive knowledge of
what is a good arrangement in mat-

and a certain sure way of
achievement. But most of us need to

ters of art

study.

At

we would mention

this point

practical help in seeing

if

a

a particu-

lar scene, set, or grouping of objects
forms a good picture. It is that of
procuring a small piece of cardboard
and making an opening in it, cut out
in the proportion of the frame on the
inch.
film; namely, 1 inch by
This is held before the eyes toward
a view and then moved and adjusted
so that the view is framed by the
opening. The card is moved from
side to side until the most effective
and satisfactory view is found. This,
when it is found, is that which the
camerman tries to get on his groundglass. The cardboard had best be

%

black.

If

not, painting

is

it

it

will

things in a

be done

wrong way. What should

first is to

see

—

how

ing

—

—

is

composed of

attracts the eye.

details that first

In a sense

it

is

a

mere physiological functioning of the

though
not the best way, to examine a view
composition on the camera
for
groundglass or in the finder. But as
the camera is not so easily moved
around in seeking an effective composition the little cardboard frame is
used. Another way, if no cardboard
frame is at hand or procurable, is to
hold up the hands between the eyes
and the view with the thumbs

the other matter

It

is

feasible,

eye as an

optical

instrument.

—unity—brings

But
into

stretched

to side one

is

Coming back

composition and how its rules may be used
in cinematography we could give a
number of precepts that would be
available when planning scenes or
grouping figures. But to do so without understanding why they are applied would only be going about
to pictorial

their

disregard for the tradi-

non-adherence

to

formal

not out of
place. But a close scrutiny of some
rules in the
of

these

show

settings

works

is

will,

that there

is

on

analysis,

a great deal of

planning in the apparent disorderliness. Usually there is an obvious and
distinct repetition of similar strange

outlandish characteristics.

when
there

these forms appear
is,

And

often

jumbled up

on further examination, a
in all the madness.

method shown

—

Generally these settings futuristic,
cubistic, exotic, or whatever they are
have special effects of illumination

—

forming part of the pictorial plan.

and considerations, a
properly composed picture enclosed

artist.

3.

tional, the

trials

is
a manipulation borrowed
from the practices of the landscape

-y
1
"MHH
A PAINTING BY PIETER DE
HOOGH WHICH ILLUSTRATES GRAPHIC

Plate

With

also made, which dis-

This

%

degrees of disarrangement are
deliberate as in the settings for some
of the modern stories (Figure 1).

angles

within this finger-and-thumb frame.

•*/'.

tain

closes at the right point, after several

"

a

DETAIL ARTISTICALLY HANDLED.

out to form
with the forefingers. With the digits
of the hands so held the ends of the
thumbs are brought in contact and
a sort of frame is formed within
which the scene is viewed. Moving
the hands away, from, or toward the
face the extent of the view taken in
changes. With this movement, a side
right

'

into one
the fundamental
law upon which all are founded. It
is simply this: the eye must be interested and the mind satisfied as to
unity. Now if we start with this one
law and consider its two phases
eye interest and a feeling for unity
we have two points from which we
may take up serious pondering upon
the facts of composition. Eye interest has to do with the repetition of
particular kinds of details and unity
has to do with their distribution. It
still, or movis the way a picture

resolve

be advisable as the black margin
brings the view out very clearly by
this contrast.

:

all rules

A PICTURE BY REMBRANDT REDUCED TO ITS SIMPLEST TERMS OF
LIGHT AND SHADE
Plate

2.

play the mind and under it, as a
we come to all the precepts respecting composition. We may call
study,

by a number
names; a feeling for balance;
harmony; or an insistence on sanity.
It is the regular order of life to have
things arranged and not deranged.

Before going into how the laws of
composition are, or could be,
applied to film production, we will
group scenes and settings considered
as pictures under three broad heads:
artistic

1.

this particular of unity

of

Of

course, for

some purposes,

cer-

Those in which light effects predominate and show as the special features.

2.

Those

in

(Figure 2.)

which a simple graphic

expression of details is the characteristic, as in plain ordinary
good photography, to put it in
other words. (Figure 3.)

THREE TYPICAL COMPOSITION FORMS
Plate

4.

Di

Plate

5.

Converging Lines.

Plate

6.

Circular.

Eighty-three

3.

Landscapes and general views
in which the figures are nearly
always small, though they may
be important to the story unfoldment or the sole reason for
taking the scenes.

Landscapes are placed in a third
and separate group mainly for con-

example is a typical case, as it slants
from an upper corner to the opposite
lower one, defined by a mass of trees,
foreground, and perhaps some component

is off to one side.
Rarely does a
photographer place it in the exact
middle of the picture. Cinematographic scenes built on the converging plan can have as part of their

spicuous as to pictorial interest and

toward the focal point. They

like a building. This mass,
triangular in shape, is generally con-

too,

cular Idea (Figure 6). This as a
item of interest, has a view within the circle. It may be a mountain,
the glimmer of the glistening waters
of a lake, or a glimpse of the ocean
or surf.
view of this kind is very
first

A

when framed by curving
on both sides when, of course,
such tree forms are to be found. The
artist when he sketches a picture of

effective

more

trees

still pictures and
For these reasons we will

deliberate

upon landscapes

and as

belonging to a separate

if

first

this circular type of

ercises

group.
all

landscape picture must first of
attract and hold the attention of

flowers,

there

Of

course, this

herbage

are

fields,

and
hills,

is

by

details

Then
and moun-

way

right

composition exchange, and

to

Nevertheless it is surprisfrequently Nature's forms
show a vista in a circular opening
of foliage or tree masses, between

trees.

the distance, as well as
Architectural bits here and
there as spots of interest have further command upon the eye. But
mere details is not all. To hold contains

his

makes the tree forms encircling a
view curve a little more than they
do in actuality. The cinematographer, however, must take a view the

A

the eye.

be

arrangement of natural objects
scenes most often taken in cinematography is that built on the Cir-

nearly resembles
paintings.

may

An

graphically expressed details of the
second group. The application of
compositional rules, moreover, is
easily fitted into landscapes. Their
presentation,

details trending

in

broad effects of light and shadow
which could be included in the first
group and many, if not the greater
number of landscapes, have the

of

moving

horses, vehicles, or figures.

venience of explanation of principles. There are landscape views with

manner

construction

ing

in

clouds.

CONTRAST OF BLACK AGAINST

Plate 8.

WHITE, AFTER TERBORCH

it is.

how

tree trunks, or
tions.

tones or color.

The other

A

between rocky forma-

variation

type of arrangement

of
is

the

circular

that in

which

triangle

holds the middle distance, shows the
horizon and sky, or clouds. To balance the heaviness and predominance
of the large and heavy-toned -details
of the lower mass some noticeable,
even if small, object is shown in the

middle ground or in the distance of
the triangle where the lighter toned
details occur. This object may be a
sailboat on an expanse of water, a
vehicle in a road, a group of cattle
grazing, or a figure or group. There
is a great diversity of arrangement
possible in making diagonal compositions.
The division between the
two parts of the picture does not always need to follow the exact line of
a diagonal. Often a detail of one
side,

or the

other,

breaks through.

For instance, a tree form or foliage
mass projects beyond the line. Then
sometimes the sky cuts into the details of the

to

A CONTRAST OF WHITE AGAINST
BLACK IN A GAINSBOROUGH PORTRAIT
Plate 7.

tinued interest they must be disposed
in a way to appeal to the mind. They
should show a plan, "or in other
words, have a definite construction
in their placing. One of the simplest
ways of composing a landscape is
on the Diagonal Plan. (Figure 4.) A
picture of this kind usually has some
mass of detail separated from another part by a diagonal line. The

Eighty-four

other triangle.

show a glimpse of the

It is

well

distance.

It is seen here in a diagonal composition in the upper triangle, contrasted by line and tone against the

heavier mass of details in the lower
triangle.

The Converging Line Type of
landscape composition (Figure 5),
by the very nature of its construction, gives this glimpse into the distance. As a simple plan such a landscape shows the details forming a
series of lines receding to one point
on the horizon. In general this point

Plate 9.
CONTRAST OF PATTERNS OF
WHITE AND BLACK, IN A FRAGONARD

foliage or bushes

form a tunnel, with

a path leading to an opening.

Fig-

may

be combined with these
arrangements, being very striking
when they are seen through these
ures

tunnel-like constructions.

Proceeding now with the investigation of the principles of composition, as applied when effects of light
and shade are the features, we must
{Continued on page 133)

EDUCATIONAL
Inaugurating

A

Department for News of Visual Education in Schools and Homes

FILM COURSES FOR THE

THE

mighty

and

tional

which

role

scientific

FORCE IN AMERICAN
movement,

are

and Amateur Movie Makers, believing this movement is of vital interest to every amateur movie making
contribution to

its

HOME— A NEW

educa-

films

destined to play in schools and homes
is at last being widely recognized

family, offers as

and SCIENTIFIC

development this department
which will be dedicated to reporting
the latest news of visual education
its

and

to frequent presentation of important articles dealing with its significant phases. Frequent reports will
be given of the activities of the agencies which are pioneering in this
field, among which can be listed,
among others'. Yale University Press,

Eastman Kodak Company, the
DeVry Cor poration,Pathe Exchanges,
Inc., Neighborhood Motion Picture
Service, Inc., Fox Film Company,
Bell & Howell Company, Y.M.C.A.,
Burton Holmes Lectures, General
Electric Company, Bray Studios, Carthe

pictures in education, when properly
applied, is now clearly understood,
and this potential force is being harnessed effectively to other significant
movements for the modernizing of
educational methods. Something of
the history of this movement, its vicissitudes, and its present bright promise is related in the article, "Pictures
as Professors," in this department.
Were this new force to be limited to
the schoolroom alone, it would still
be a topic of major interest. Now that
it is within easy reach of the home
and the family, its importance and
its possibilities become unlimited.
Specifically, the first step in this

the Neighborhood
Service,
Inc., of

Chicago, that the film courses, in use
some of the finest schools in the
country, can now be secured on 16
mm. film for home use with the greatest ease and simplcity. Eight complete
courses are ready for release. The
first of these comprises eighteen lessons in Nature Study, each of four
hundred feet in length. Subscribers
to this course (others vary in length)
in

week for eighand the study films may
be used for three days. A pamphlet to
supplement each film in included in
will receive one reel a

teen weeks,

the service.

Contemplation of the developments
which this new departure envisages,
suggests the fascinating possibilities
of the home motion picture school
as a great national institution, supplementing and enriching the regular
school systems. Parents and children

penter Goldman Laboratories, Edited
Pictures Corpn., fifty State Universities, the United States Departments of
Agriculture and Mines, and many

in the

others.

every

alike will find absorbing interest, in-

creased
knowledge, and
genuine
pleasure in this new power invested

home projector. For example,
member of the family will be

interested
is

with the feeling that

ITMovie

Makers

is

Amateur

participating

the launching of one of the
great advances in educational procedure of modern times, that in this
in

we have the honor and privilege
making the first announcement

Illustrations

by Louc\s

&

JvfoWing.

issue

of
that

educational

film

pared by leading edu-

now availhome study.

cators, are

able for

In fact such courses,
carefully planned,
painstakingly prepared
in the light of the best
methods
educational
and with the assistance

of skilled motion picture

technicians, have

available
for
schools and colleges
for so short a time that
it represents a forceful
tribute to the rapidity
of cultural advance in
the United States that
such a treasure trove

been

should

so
soon be
available to American

homes.

The value

courses,

pre-

ins,

THE MOUNTAINS OF THE
As

MOON

Visualized by Educational Films

Above:

A

Below:

An

Telescopic View.
Artist's Conception.

in

some

the

of

eighteen

Nature Study lessons which include:
The Sky, Our Earth, How Living
Things Make a Home, Butterflies and
Moths, Ants, Bees and Spiders, Seaside Friends and their Country Cous-

A Day

at the River,

Down

at

Our

Pond, In Birdland, Pirates of the
Sky, Pets, Furry Creatures, Friends
to Man, Preparing a
Garden,
Things and Fruit and

Growing

Flowers.

The printed matter
supplement the

will

sential

of

titles

es-

the

films and can either be
read before or after
viewing the films. The
latter course has been

found the most

effec-

The student then

tive.

has a visual picture of
the

subject.

A

new

force has inloosed by
plan.
Its fu-

deed been
this

new

ture can only be sur-

mised.
a

how-

Today,

we can

ever,

that

of motion

announcement of
Motion Picture
New York and

the

is

LIFE

start

rejoice

has been

made.

Eig

b

t

y

-

}

i

v e

THE DE VRY SUMMER SCHOOL OF VISUAL EDUCATION

PICTURES As PROFESSORS
A

Historical Review of Visual Education

By Raymond
Through

WE

hear much about visual
education in the schools.
What does it mean? How
far has it progressed? How is it being handled? The problem is one
that bids fair to produce a definite
change throughout the world in the
instruction of youth.

For many years visual education
was a subject dear to some, but regarded by the majority as barely
worthy a name. Then it began to
assume important proportions and is
now extensively discussed by boards
of education and by colleges, large
and small. What has produced this
world-wide discussion, this broad
growth of the idea within approximately

L.

the Courtesy of the

w

Ditmars

New

York "Times

With the

HY

Motion

Pictures,

The

Educational Force
Devised Since The Invention Of The
Printing Press, Are Taking So Long
To Win Their Rightful Place In Modern Schooling, Is Explained In This
Greatest

Absorbing And Authoritative Article
By The Famous Scientist Whose "Living Natural History" Films Are
Among The Finest Educational Pictures Yet Produced. Especially Important Is His Estimate Of The Tremendous Part The Film And Equipment Developed For Amateurs Will
Play In Educational Methods Of The
Future.

One of the early attempts at visual
education, long before the term was
used, consisted of illustrations in the
old geography Books. Besides map"-'.
there were pictures of cwamps, coral
islands, volcanoes, monkeys swinging from trees, tigers slinking through
the jungle and other scenes designed
to assist the text in conveying ideas
concerning the characteristics of varithis

charts relating to biology.

E i gh

t

y

-

s i

x

might

—

—was

room

remedied by more
devices and the
translucent screens. The classroom
lantern was a bit slow in taking on,
but it came to stay and its use is
becoming widespread.
The rapid development of motion
pictures and the accumulation of
varied films aroused a new and enpowerful

atre

later

lighting

programs.

Subsequently, the educational film
began to lose favor among the theatres and was bolstered up for entertainment purposes by the introduction of slangy titles, which made
most of the later subjects unfit for
school use.

crude phase
in-

the

for
de-

velopment was the use of natural history cabinets and of large wall

this

Hopes were entertained

in teaching.

of visual instruction gained the
terest of students was attested by
attraction of the geography book
the average child. Another earlv

—and

be dated back about thirty yearsvisual education was actually under
way to a feeble start. Progress
brought into use the projecting lantern
or
stereopticon.
The early
drawback of the stereopticon the
necessary darkening of the class-

larged interest in visual education.
of cooperation with the motion picture industry
about fifteen years ago, when films
were still spoken of quite formally
as moving pictures. The rather flippant term "movies" had not yet come
into being, and short "educational"
films were regularly a part of the-

time?
The answer is: The motion picture.
Educators say that motion pictures
have revolutionized humanity, and
that this same power can be applied
fifteen years'

ous countries. That

fairly general use of skill-

fully prepared charts

Photographs by Louis H.

Tolhurst.

NOT A GHOST
An Ant

Larva

as

Shown

in

an

Educational

Film.

A graph or chart indicating the development of visual education would
show an abrupt downward dip about
twelve years ago. But since then the
graph would indicate a steady rise in
the progress of discussion of methods
and of hopes, until now there are few

boards of education lacking a department of visual education, either
for the handling of actual work or
city

for

investigation

of

othe

communities.

The motion

picture, presenting op-

bringing before the
eyes of the class manifestations of
animal and plant life, reconstructing
phases of history, physical features
of the earth's surface and demonstrations in chemistry and physics,
was a subject too powerful in appeal
among educators to be set aside by
a few early disappointments. Some
of the older teachers remained cool
as to any disturbing changes, but the
majority in whose departments the
films would be of help kept the vehicle of visual education rolling, and
of

portunities

much was accomplished during

the

next ten years.

HIGHWAYS OF ANTVILLE

The old bugaboo, elimination of
was thoroughly thrashed
out.
It was generally decided that

All

the

Marvels of Community Life

text-books,

the broad adoption of visual education would not interfere with the use
of books but would, on the contrary,

stimulate a keener interest in books,

and that printed
sary to

the

visual aids.

were necessupplement
This has been broadly
details

student to

and clearly demonstrated. The value

Among

the

Ants Are Revealed

by Tolhurst's Microscope

greatly

reduce

the

cost

over

past

mechanism, and at the same time
eliminate the danger from fire. Of
even greater importance is the perfecting of small, motor-driven projectors to run

narrow-gauge

film,

also

non-inflammable. Machines have been

produced that transfer and

print,

material for courses of study.
This development has especially inspired the workers for up-to-date educational measures with new confidence, and there is no educational
conference that does not discuss visthis

ual instruction.

A

by

number

of our larger education-

desiring to broaden

institutions,

al

their work, are

from

drawing on income

invested funds to establish film libraries for free distribution to the schools, reels being circutheir

lated very much as books are. The
writer has charge of the film library

owned by
Society,

the

New York

Zoological

which contains close

to 100,-

000 feet of film, arranged in the sequence of zoological classification
and presenting a course on animal
biology. The American Museum of
Natural History has an extensive projection library of subjects covering

American history, natural science
and geography, which is in use daily
in schools. Institutions in a number
of other cities are doing similar work.

"BRINGING
The Tolhurst Films Prove That

HOME THE BACON"

the Comparative Strength of Ants

the Strongest

of the printed page, to be studied at
leisure, is in little danger of further
dispute.
In the last two years

pened

more has hap-

advance visual education
the whole previous period.

to

than in

Another wave of interest has come
from the manufacturers of motion
picture
equipment.
Portable apparatus has been designed for classroom use and non-inflammable film
has been perfected innovations that

—

Men

to

Would Put

Shame

But the schools are not yet quite
out of the woods. Despite the long
struggle for visual education a comparatively small number of schools
are only fairly well equipped, and
probably less than a dozen colleges
are utilizing the instructional mate-

reduction process, motion pictures on
the narrow film, from negatives of
the standard width. The narrow-gauge
projectors throw a clear and brilliant
picture of more than ample size for

and apparatus now available.
Confidence
systematically
arin
ranged material and accessories is
too recent to have brought about appropriations for purchase. The na-

classroom use.

tion-wide consideration given to these
revised methods of teaching still encounters a lack of provision for
properly trying them out.

Particularly encouraging has been
the bringing together and re-editing
in systematic order of

valuable existing material and the insertion of suitable academic titles by competent
authorities,

who

are also arranging

rial

Still

development may
do with education in

another

have much

to

(Continued on page 118)
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technical Reviews

to

Aid

the

Amateur

Serenade
Paramount-Famous-Lasky
Directed by. .H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast
Photographed by. .Harry Fischbeck
.

Ideas From Music: Particularly
appropriate to the musical character
of its plot, the director of Seranade
has drawn upon various traditions
of the related art of music to achieve
cinematic harmony and emphasis.
Most obvious of these borrowings,

the art titles frequently suggested
bars of music, the titles themselves
lines of a lyric. More subtly, musical terms such as Stacatto, Largo,
etc., were used as titles to convey
the spirit of the action. And, most
delicate of all these interesting experiments, the tempo of cinematic

Photograph by Metro-Goldwyn Mayer

THE METRONOME

The Enemy
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Directed by

indicated by and synchronized with the indicated musical

Photographed by

cember

partially illustrated in A Woman of
the World, White Gold, and as sug-

gested but neglected in Uncle Tom's
Cabin. In The Enemy we see this
thought carried to a logical conclusion. The subject of the picture be-

conclusion, perhaps some
musically trained amateur will give
us a motion picture in true sonata
or symphony form, synchronized in
every detail with a musical composition in the same form.
logical

Photograph by Paramount

DEVICE FOR DIRECTING
Dorothy Arzner Gives Her Megaphone Double
Use; Its Cardboard Frame Serving as an Aux'

JUST THE THING
Filming,

Amateur
You Have Any Girders Handy.

If

Little

Hint

for

this

the possibilities

so with music, as illustrated by the
sonata or symphony. Carrying the
idea flirted with in Serenade to its

Simple

iliary

Finder to Aid in Selecting the Portion of
the Scene Desired.

ing the drab horror of war, as contrasted with its fictional glory, the
director has chosen as the symbol of
this drabness, monotony and horror
a closeup shot of the feet of marching men, and drab, monotonous they
certainly are, while the element of
(Continued on page 126)

Photograph by Metro-Goldwyn Mayer
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Marsh
In De-

department pointed out
of development of
the plan of carrying an underlying
motif throughout a photoplay, as

This diverting experiment suggests
the possibility of a variance of the
usual photoplay plot form, for, as
the drama has its traditional forms,

a

Fred Niblo
Oliver

The Underlying Motif:

tempos.

Is

THE MOVIES

Parade.

movement was

Here

IN

King Vidor Uses This Musical Aid To Achieve Rythmical
Quality.
Success of This Method Is Attested by The Big

—

PHOTOPLAYFARE
Reviews for the Cintelligenzia
man and

peasant wife,

before the

background of

their

harrowing

perience, carries

them

to the city and,

ex-

through a half-bewildering and adventurous day and evening, they find
happiness. Here the cinema comes
into

own; feeling and emotion

its

are

translated

tells

more

into

movement

that

of the story than the pan-

tomime. Of course there is a happy
ending which is not an integral part
of the theme and which can be ignored.

"Sunrise"

Photographs

Helen
is

by

First

of

Troy

ITcartoonist,

that humans can be
more scathingly if the

characters be represented as animals,
and this theory can be extended to
include, with four-footed characters,
the

men and women

to

whom my-

thology has lent a certain glamour
of unreality. For
of John Erskine's famous novel, directed by Alexander Korda for First
National Pictures, is a most scathing
satire on the recent World War and
many of its chief idols. America's
martial gymnastics of recent date are
transferred back to the days of
this

picturization

Ilium, and everyone seems to have an
uproarious time laughing at the

gyrations in which they undoubtedly
took part in 1917-18. Which is all
to the good, although we rather imagine that Helen of Troy in modern
dress, or rather World War dress,
would cause a riot of outraged patriots.

not a typical "star

is

directorial excellence of

Murnau

leads.

Both

has submerged the
and
Janet Gaynor

George O'Brien are a

J^ationa]

a theory of Pat Sullivan, the

satirized

The

play."
E. W.

The chief distinction between
and the photoplay in this

"THE ARMY, NAVY AND MARINE CORPS"
In Helen of Troy.

revelation sealed by the success of
such pictures as The Way of All

and Underworld.

Flesh

And,

this"

early in 1928, we are able to note
that Satire, hitherto shunned, has

good box

proven

Troy

office.

Helen

will probably be able to

of

add

to her ship

launching reputation, inspiration for the production during
the coming year of a flotilla of satiric motion picture comedies.

Nor would we be surprised to see
a Trojan War, a la Hollywood, over
the future services of Maria Corda,
the Helen in the case. She is quite
an authentic reason for any old kind
of war.

In short Helen of Troy is our immediate enthusiasm for the routing
of the most ingrowing grouch.

bit

wooden and

unreal as the peasant man and wife
and something intangible seems to
escape in their attempt to play characters unsuited to them and they are
F. W. Murtoo obviously puppets.
nau has translated the feeling of a
novel of Suderman into terms of the
existent cinema in a fine manner,
avoiding the pitfalls of melodramatic

hokum.

There is a sound anticipawhat can be done with this
medium.
tion of

The

technical excellence of "Sun-

more than laboratory craftsThe camera has been used
in a new way that tells the story with
an imminence that differs from all
rise" is

manship.

other previous photoplay technique.
feeling of the limitation
of a set in a studio or on the lot.

One has no

One feels that the camera has been
used as the focal point of an artist's
imagination, nor is the effect impaired by conscious camera angles
or stilted effects.

the novel

instance might be said to be the fact

Erskine in the novel brought
Troy up to date, whereas the photoplay has made the World War dateless. Then there is the small matter
of the plot, which one reviewer
noted the producers had supplied in
view of the fact that Mr. Erskine had
overlooked that detail. But since the
scenarist seems to have had easy access to the Iliad, the only damage
done is possibly in the billings which
might read Helen of Troy, Erskinethat

Homer.
The great photoplay discovery of
the past year, registered so that every
exhibitor could read, was fhe fact
that the public is not antipathetic to
the truth, even though unpleasant, a

Sunrise

"OUNRISE"

^

is

well worth the

at-

tention of the intelligent photoplayer.
The story motif, based on

one of the oldest and most abused
themes, the involutions of man, wife
and another woman, is treated in an
unusual manner in this Fox production.
The reconciliation and aftermath provide the emphasis and the
greatest dramatic interest.
crisis,

tion

when

of

drown

the

the

man,

other

From

the

at the instiga-

woman,

tries

to

his wife, the real story begins.

Although

of
cinematic
interest
throughout, it is from the drowning
episode, forward, that the story is
markedly designed for the cinema.
The interplay of emotions of peasant

THE ELOPEMENT
One

of the

Many

Lovely Scenes in Helen of Troy.
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MAKING
HAND

lettering the sub-titles
for a professional feature
picture is quite an undertak-

ing.

ART TITLES

your own
By Ross

George

F.

Illustrated by the

They average twenty or twentyand as the feature pic-

Author

five to a reel

usually

ture

has

six

reels.

This
I

makes about one hundred and forty
or more titles to letter. Titles for an
amateur film involve the same problems

in a

modified degree.

sometimes the last thing
complete a production and

Titles are

added

to

~JPH1S
*-

the second of a series of

is

articles containing a

few suggesfrom a professional standpoint
which will make titling more inter-

tions

esting for the amateur. Copyright by
Ross F. George.

with a hand press and their standard
type face. The difficulty of printing
with white ink is avoided by using
aluminum ink and dusting the letters
while still wet with silver bronze
powder.
After drying, the loose
bronze is all dusted off with a piece
of cotton.
This method produces
fairly good titles but they lack the
brilliance, on the screen, of titles
lettered or printed with pure white

However, the amateur who pos-

ink.

hand press may successfully

demanded in
such a rush that it means burning
the midnight oil to get them out on

sesses a

time or else turning the job over to
the printer to set up in type. Printed
titles always look "printed" because
they lack that interesting individuality which the trained craftsman injects into his work. Price is another
factor
that
must be considered.

Five by seven black railroad card
has been standardized for the printed news reel service. At times, when
a local release is to be rushed out
on a few hours' notice, white cards
with black letters are used. The negatives, being a reverse of the original
card, is spliced on to the news picture. Using the negative in this way
saves the time necessary to print and
develop and dry a positive.

as a result are

Where

the

often

hand

lettered

sub-title

for fifty cents or a dollar, a
printed card will probably cost
about half that much.
sells

In recent years big improvements

have been made

in the

The Art Title Background on the Facing Page
Can Be Lettered According to Individual Wish-.

thing from a slide to a motion picspecializing in trailer service
and feature advertising. They have
ture,

make good on

spared no

But while the

News

substitution of printing for

means an increase

hand

let-

speed
and uniformity, the results thus far
tering

Eno

TITLE FOR PET FILMS

methods of

printing titles, thus solving to some
extent the problem of delivering a
large number of sub-titles on schedule time so as to
early release dates.

Titled by Ralph R.

A MAIN

in

money

in

equipment.

companies keep their
universally uniform by

reel

sub-titles

supplying
scattered

their

local

throughout

laboratories,

country,

the

have shown a sacrifice of variety,
novelty, beauty and individuality,
and it is doubtful if the press will

employ

this

learned

how

system

until

he

has

to use a pen.

This photographic "short cut" of
shooting white cards lettered in black
has never produced entirely satisfactory results, due to the whiteness of
the title cards and the reflection from
the film. For a shot of this kind the
film must be reversed and the exposure made through its shiny back
in order to have the lettering read
from left to right when spliced on
to the regular positive film. This
shiny side acts like a mirror and the

abundance of

reflected light illumi-

WALL PAPERS
of soft

ridb. ton.es iix>

trowns and grqys
*In the

ate

ij^jecorative

best suited! for letfcefoie
marry Art Titles upon

heart of

the virgin pine*

Out Where

the big
trees are big giants

Left:

TITLE WITH WALLPAPER MAT.
TITLE ON TAPESTRY PAPER.
3. USE OF OUTLINE INITIAL. Right:

Below:

geles

now

titles.

THE PANEL

INITIAL.

on a special black card called title
Their type faces are cast after some of the most beautiful styles
of present day hand lettering. These
studios are designed to produce anyboard.

nates the inside of the camera box
during the exposure producing what
is technically termed "halation" or a
;he

simplest form of

'sub-title decoration

is

specialize in printing art

They use an opaque white ink

copied Irom examples in.
Type Specimen Books and
from books on Decoration,
and Theory of Design^

2.

ever be satisfactorily adapted to secure these.

Methods of printing and photography vary considerably. Large
studios in New York and Los An-

or

be

1.

Above:
4.

panels

fc±3 similar design can

the illuminated capital
or three lines

two

in heieht-

outlined in light

frayj

fogging of the film.

Reversing prisms are now employed that make possible the exposure on the emulsion side of the
film, giving somewhat better results.
However, the most successful way to

make

these

"direct shots,"

as

they

are called, is to print or letter with
black or opaque ink on a transparent

Ninety-one

make

I

possible approximately thirtyto a title, and it is rarely
ever that a sub-title will be longer

never be quite a.bj[ev a_ch_nowlegc
my trufcx".
appreciation for thes&'.j-kihid'
expressions, howeyjQr tho
sha.Il

to

''

only

way

1

Kn6w.:„.how

a.ccordinglv J____3'V\

'to:.;

.,:

words

than

this.

Line 4 gives you the optical center of your card, a point a little
higher than the actual or mathematical center. Balance your lines of let-

-'

comply is to er-aiit the requests
and re-a.rra.ne'c ymy plinSi

five

:

tering around this line as it is the
natural focusing point. To balance

;..;.;;

two or four lines
to shift the
5.

PLAIN INITIAL WITH DIAGONAL

it

mask

may be

a

bit.

necessary

Three lines

balance nicely using the second,
fourth and sixth lines of the mask.

SPATTER

ft

*

*i

pattern^

spa .iter ech;s jri with
a.

tooth

oru sh di

PP^

thin whi te

This brief survey should give the
student a fair working knowledge of
the various methods common to the
production of art titles. Now let us
center our attention on the profes-

.:

1
7.

.v.-

:

;^-3
•

.

'%

SPATTERED STENCIL BACKGROUND

This all may seem entirely mathematical and outside the province of
art, but for the amateur taking his
first steps in lettering and design it
will prove a most helpful device for
securing uniformity. This spacing
may be varied as different copy de-

mands.

Effective titles are

lettered

with only three or four words to the
line and with larger borders, etc.

Roman

«

lower case letters are used
on ninety per cent of all sub-titles.
Italics are used for subordinate copy
and where emphasis is desired on
one particular word. Old English
finds an occasional use on the film-'

Uniform spacing of lines, the size
and margins are of the ut-

r(j)he hanging Pyramid

of letters

most importance. Titles should be
spaced and lettered so that they can
be read easily and quickly. Nor

always

is

form of

a popular
layouf-

on sub-titles

should they call too much attention
to themselves by any glaring lack of
system in the arrangement or style

of short

of the letters. To facilitate this task
of preserving uniformity throughout
a number of title cards, a stencil

over one-fourth inch.

The use of a letter space of this
height permits of five average words
in lower case letters of normal proportions to the line. The seven lines

Ninety-two

optical center.

Now

background

as to

effects for

the lettering, double exposure effects
using soft-toned backgrounds such as

nicely with the general tone of the
motion picture. This harmony of

tone accounts for their present day
popularity and the consequent falling off in the use of straight black
Double exposure
white sub-titles.
gives one an almost unlimited choice
material
such as
illustrative
of
photographs, drawings of various
kinds and a number of materials
such as dress goods, ribbons, etc.
Imported box cover papers are gen-

CJ takes

are,

us id

rarity

on jub -Lilts

for

txcipi

impkasis or

for ju.oorai.nait.

httturiqon

mam

Idlic^

"^=7*»-«.
*9

9.

AN

ITALIC

ARRANGEMENT

erally superior to wall paper both
as to the quality of the design and as
a surface for lettering.

a

mask, plate eleven, may be used to
advantage. This is cut from thin
cardboard, size 11x14 inches. The
top margin being two inches, the bottom two and a half inches, and the
sides one and three-fourths inches
each. The spaces between the lines
are three-fourths of an inch high and
the opening for the letters slightly

in

pastel

\w

ste ntMk

essary.

sional manner of hand lettering
large number of these titles.

form requires a little more care
words and spacing and
balancing the form as a whole on

in counting

burlap, grained wood,
and opaque water color paintings, etc., give the most interesting
and pleasing results and harmonize

'

A

CUTOUT LETTERS WITH SPATTER
BACKGROUND.

ter

wall-paper,

onion-skin paper, frosted celluloid,
frosted glass or opal glass and direct
the illumination from behind through
this transparency into the camera.
special frame or box must be built
to hold the transparency and the
lights in back of it must be so arranged as to illuminate the entire
title evenly, using condensers if nec-

6.

two sweeps are graceful, a larger
number is likely to make your work
look affected and fantastic.
The rectangle shape in layout on
sub-titles is most practical but your
wording can also be arranged in the
form of a hanging pyramid. The lat-

8.

A good method of determining the
photographic value of different colored papers, etc., is to mount scraps
of various patterns and colors on a
card, letter the card with a few white
letters and then photograph and deevelop for white letters. This test
piece will prevent a lot of blunders
as the photographic value of various
10.

THE HANGING PYRAMID TITLE

CARTOON

TITLE

associated with the Church, Colonial

Flourished letters are
recommended when used sparingly.
In fact they often add just that touch
of grace that raises hand lettering
above the best type effects. However,
it is advisable to confine these little
freehand touches to the initial or to
the last line in the form of a sweeping tail to the "y" or other descenddays,

A

of this sort of freedom
goes a long way and while one or
er.

IX-I

etc.

little

A

touch of humoi

1V en

to

a.

title

•

is

by the

6
CVCJ:

populs ir movie cartoon

y&^ J^> ak
JM«* wM.'S ,V-"f Sfm&mll Vr*.

-J

colors on the ordinary standard film
By double exis very deceiving.

posure both art work and lettering
can be timed for an exposure that
will bring out their best qualities.
Sometimes a longer card than
usual must be used, as in the case of
a long cast of characters or a lengthy
foreword. The standard width of
card is used but of much greater

No. 15 shows a well balanced ilThe copy was lettered right over the painting and

Gud FAMCHON- MAR.COJ"

lustrated sub-title.

CJAOE IDEA"

filmed with a single shot.
In the first article the Gothic alphabet furnished the basis of our
study. This alphabet was chosen because of its simplicity. The Roman
alphabet was also given for those
who might desire to work out a few

fantary inspired
by thai pneiouf.

Ol

covvtuL....Gtm <f Uvt
Orivni... en which.
Jaott slutiutiiu oomc

'

AND UPRIGHT LETTERS
ON CHINESE BACKGROUND

ITALICS

dAusic&l SUUnq

/£
,(r

UruUd

'fc$

Attisis Slrinq

Quartttitt
copy may be trimmed somewhat
twelve feet to fifteen words.
However, constant use of good judgment is necessary as names of people are more difficult to read than
straight copy, and cartoons, art work
and in fact all illustrative matter
must be timed accordingly.

brntsl Gill

say

11.

A LAYOUT MASK

length. The camera
the usual title card

is

The title cards
show some of the

focused as on

and

after the re-

quired footage is exposed the card
is pulled slowly and steadily upward
so as to show the rest of the wording.
Grooves or guides are used to hold
the card in line while it is being
moved upward. Some studios use a
long strip of window shade, painted
black, instead of cardboard, for these
long announcements. An apparatus
called a panning machine is used to
roll up the strip of cloth. This machine consists mainly of a framework
with two brass cylinders, one at the
top and one at the bottom. The cylinders are designed to receive the
ends of the cloth and the upper cylinder is so geared as to roll the cloth
slowly upward when turned with a

paper.

No. 3 shows the use of outlined
on sub-titles.

initials

No. 4 shows the use of the panel
on sub-titles.

initial

No. 5 shows the use of a plain

&3&

J

<37 72,6

ation of Vvi
frtest Ul nllin 2
o.do-p

abed if a

h

/

let-

ef-

d90yz&

D699^JX£MH

J

12.

maj oi

J

lttujln.in.tci>

C±f)

background. The stipflicked on with a toothbrush.

fect for the
is

No. 7 shows how a cut out design
can be spattered on to the card to
add a little novelty and interest to
the background.
style of layout for sub-titles.

09SL &SV7 uxnjQxijz@E
nscindzr

spattered.

No. 8 shows the hanging pyramid

Umnop qrs,tu

xi~wx 12.34 567

3IJ8S

3TALIQS

\fnnck wnlino majkrr

title

with spatter to get a novel

pling

An

with half of the

No. 6 shows the use of cut out
ters

Tor QraCP
1

J

>,

^-J

ART TITLE ITALIC ALPHABET

No. 9 shows a sub-title arrange-

ment

No. 10 shows how simple line cartoons can liven up a sub-title.
No. 11 shows the layout mask, the
use of which insures greater uniformity where many titles are needed.
title

alphabet.

tric

the screen.

No. 13 shows the use of Italics
combined with upright letters. (Note:
This copy was "shot" on to a film
that had been previously exposed
with the Oriental setting.)

The usual footage given a title is
one foot to a word. Short copy needs
the full amount of footage but longer

No. 14 shows another double exposure with the Italic lettering shot
on top of the pastel background.

any

results

as

greatly

magnified on

false

violin

Jzlauinq--' -

ITALICS

~ —~

.

ON A PASTEL BACKGROUND

cards immediately.
In other
words, two or more lessons are being
given in each article in order that
you may get the necessary foundation for your letter construction in
title

this limited series.

In this article we will study the
principles of letter spacing and layout. The Gothic alphabet is used
again because its simplicity makes
the illustration used more easily
comprehended. Good spacing is just
as important as good lettering, and
good arrangement, or "layout" as it
is generally called, is more essential

to the effectiveness of a

movie

title

than is either perfect lettering or
fancy decoration.
This is mentioned because the beginner who can make a fair letter

-(One third a^arcL in tho
a Seattle
j^girl an opportunity to

„jTraVGl Clufc> offers

f

the GolcUXrn. Pictures
Cbrp. ior six montlis or

T>
x

^5.00.2?

15.

in.

gold

WELL BALANCED ILLUSTRATED
TITLE

Italics

hand crank or attached

insure good
movement is

-

;$jfcri

lettered in Italics.

No. 12 shows the art
to an elecmotor. All mechanical devices
of this kind must work steadily to

Carl Horn

14.

No. 2 shows the title lettered directly on a tapestry patterned wall

initial

oillo

H "r%t@r$ir\di 'Co.tUt
viola.

in the illustration

effects which have
been mentioned herein. No. 1 shows
a simple and interesting title using
a photograph clipped from the September issue of this magazine. The
border mat was cut from a piece of
scenic wallpaper and the picture
mounted behind it.

Hvlvn Scholdtr

violin

very often experiences a lot of unnecessary trouble with the spacing,
which would not be the case if a
effort were made to equalblank space between the letters while learning their construction. There is a sense of relative values born in almost everyone which,
little

more

ize the

(Continued on page 127)
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FILM -FLAM
Edited by

Mammy!!

WE

that

Mrs.
Wilhemine Alff, mother of
twelve, of Cherokee, Iowa, has seen
a movie every night for the past
eight years, which means that she
has survived 2,920 feature films.
Our suggestion to Will Hays is that
he get her to sign a testimonial to
the effect that her long life has been
due to avoiding tobacco and alcohol
and seeing a movie every night. The
old lady further adds that she has
seen a "moral" in every picture,
which shows that her eye-sight is
eighty-five-year

now

old

chorus, "Down in
front!" upon which the intrepid explorers scuttle into the underbrush
'and cable back to New York that
they have been attacked by a tribe
of head-hunters and are taking the
next boat home.

them

yell

in

writing

This makes the hero so mad he goes
Judge.
out and wins the war.

Game Hunt

ACCORDING

to

the

"Film Mer-

cury," a Hollywood weekly, old
American films are now much in demand in India, Thibet and West Africa, particularly the old serials we
used to see years ago, such as, "The
which the naPerils of Pauline,"
times devour whole, all ten or twelve

—

episodes in
one
showing.
Lloyd,
Chaplin and Jackie

Coogan

are

also

In
our
popular.
opinion the perfect
ending for one of
those African jun-

—

all this is trivial.

What our

movie houses really

WHAT

DOES THIS HERE
"SUBTLE" MEAN?
Assistant Moron: OH, THAT'S AN ABBREVIATION FOR SUBTITLE.
Movie

a

scenario with a novel twist. A
The hero goes to France
his regiment stops at a farmhouse. The farmer has no daughter.

theatre

illuminated its usherettes'
costumes with radium paint thereby increasing its celestial appearance
by several thousand per cent. A few
sets of white plush angel's wings and
the place would no doubt be practically indistinguishable from Heaven.

BUT

Copyright Life Publishing Co.

of

**• has

Sympathy

Director:

WORD

story.

Big

to

well-nigh superhuman.

A New Angle
WE'RE thinking
war
and

All God's Chillin
A CALIFORNIA movie

Creighton Peet
by the papers

see

need are
squads of Soothers, who will go up
and down the aisles every few minutes with dry handkerchiefs for the
girls who are enjoying themselves
"seeing Dolores Costello suffer," and

Maxim

Silencers for those inclined
about "how ivonderful

gurgle

to

John Gilbert

is."

Ride 'Em, Cowboy!
'

I

'WO

items this

month

are

con-

*-

cerned with attempts to make
Texas movies sweet and clean. In
Houston the censors so mutilated
that excellent but earthy soldier film,
"What Price Glory," in the process
of

making

almost

it

reeefined, that

unrecognizable.

it

And

was

then
there was B. B. Crimm, an evangelist who went about thundering, "I'd
rather see a saloon on each street
corner than a picture show." Which
seems a bit intemperate. Why not
compromise and have two of each?

Heh, Heh, Heh!

A

HIGHLY

localized earthquake
swallowed up the Gahdahful

Features Studios, leaving nothing
save a gaping cleft in the ground.
"One of the wisest cracks I've ever
made," declared Beelzebub to inquiring reporters. Life.

Critique

I

N

order to know exactly how the
public will react to a film before
it is released generally, D. W. Griffith
follows up reviews,
single
(usually
showings in small
towns)
California
with a staff of doorto-door canvassers,

who go about

the

would be a scene in
which the intrepid

next morning
with
gossip

the

explorers, stealthily

townspeople

hunt

gle

sneaking

pictures

through

listen

to

to

and

their

im-

the lion-ridden jun-

promptu comments

suddenly come

on the picture. This
one detail of production which never
troubles the amateur. He never has

gle,

upon

native village which is watching Harold Lloyd
in

a

is

"Safety

The

Last."
bloodthirsty

wait for or ask
an opinion on
his cinematic masto

savages are so excited that they en-

for

tirely fail to see the

big

game

terpiece.

hunters

to

and

until they accident-

ally

—

come between

projector and
the screen, causing

Courtesy of Judge.

the

Ninety-jour

"IT'S

ALL RIGHT, MISTER: WE'RE MAKING AMATEUR MOVIES."

It

comes

him immediately
spontaneously

like

a

clap

(Continued on
page 127)

of

MIRROR MOVIES
By Don Bennett

A

BEAUTIFUL way

of framing
a closeup, so simple and yet
with a few pitfalls for the

unwary

cinematographer,

photography offers a new
periment to the amateur.

mirror

field of ex-

The camera is so placed that it is
not reflected from the mirror back
to the lens. Space must be allowed
for the operator to move around
without showing, the allowance being best determined by the trial
method. The subject takes his place
so that he can see the

camera

shoot.

If

your lens

is

a fixed focus

no adjustment is necessary. The
diaphragm stop is governed of
course by the light conditions at the
time you are shooting for natural
lighting and should be calculated
from your exposure card the same as
any other scene.

The
varro

of Ramon Napage shows another
the background. The sketch

illustrations

on

actor in

this

Photograph by Paramount-Famous-Las\y

clearly,

Above:

facing towards the camera's reflection, regardless of whether or not he
can see his own reflection. Then in
acting he looks at a point to one side
of the camera reflection, not into the

Below:

POLA NEGRI IN A

RAMON NAVARRO

WOMAN OH

1H THE

TRIAL.

STUDENT PRINCE.
Photograph by 'MetrO'Goldwyn Mayer

Whatever lighting equipment
you use should be placed so that it
lens.

will not be reflected into the camera.

The next
of all
lens

is

is

and the most important
If your
equipped with a focusing
step

that of focusing.

mount, accurately tape the distance
to the mirror, from the lens, and
then measure on to the face of the

For example, your subject
placed three feet from the mirror,
your camera is five feet from the

subject.
is

mirror, the total focal distance is
therefore eight feet, set your lens at
that mark and you are ready to

at the

bottom shows how he is placed
and you will notice he is nearly in

The photograph of Pola Negri is
clearly explained by the line draw-

how

a line with the actor in the forein relation to the mirror.

ing which shows

ground

camera and subject

The illustration of Greta Garbo
shows her in line with the mirror
and the camera. This picture has
been very cleverly made and it is

mirror.

Ml

impossible to tell the exact location
of the camera. It is in either one of
two locations, she may be shielding
its reflection with her body, or, and
this conclusion seems more logical,
the camera is concealed by the parthe background of
Having the camera
placed in the open room would hamper her movements considerably and
we may assume that the lens is

to

place the

in relation to the

HH

OR.

t)
SUBJECT*!

tition visible in

the

Photograph by Metro-Goldwyn Mayer

GRETA GARBO IN LOVE

reflection.

focused through a concealed aperture in the partition.

CAMERA
SU&JECT*2

O
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ERSTWHILE SALLY
By K.

Noone

L.

Illustrated by

PERHAPS,

Alan Dunn
you want

Susan,

Edward

say that

unspeakable

to

indited that

thing

Mrs.

to

Ames. But don't tell me! He always
liked Mrs. Ames. Your husband's
family always did come first anyway, even with you! Just listen to
this, Susan

WD

7
No

TO A GRANDMOTHER

thoughts of rosemary or rue
Disturb a mind so chaste.
She drapes a goivn of virgin blue
About her ample waist.
How did a man ere dare to woo
So stern a maid so iron-cased
Had Grandpa tired of honey-dew,
Or was he tripped in haste?'

—

—

"Just

me

tell

he meant that for

Mrs. Ames!"
"Mother, please don't be

But

silly.

must say that the children would
have been fonder of you if you
I

always

weren't

finding

with

fault

them."

"Finding fault! Finding fault?
Ever started to do that!
."
This younger generation.
I

.

.

"There's very

little

If
.

difference

When Tom and

children, Mother.

.

.

0*

in
I

"JUST LISTEN TO THIS, SUSAN!"

were only ten I can remember you
."
going to Father and
.

set all

my

life.

"If only you wouldn't continually
with
the
children.
fault

.

"Oh, I'm very far from arguing
about that! I've certainly been be-

Your children came

by

this sort of thing quite naturally.

I'll

never forget finding that scrap in

your sewing basket:

find

Mother.

.

.

."

"You're always trying to excuse
them, Susan, but their conduct is
dreadful. They're absolutely lacking
."
in respect. What this generation
.

'Is

"There's very little to choose, I
say again, Mother, between generations. Of course if you go back to
."
the Victorian Era

there a sting

Remembering
came
Unbidden?

When

glances

Or

her night

is

Made

.

You were more than

is

hidden?'

ten then!

.

was married in 1927 and that I
was
Well, never mind what I
was
You needn't smile. I
simply couldn't make up my mind,
and even the night Earnest proposed
Well, Father had said to me
I

You

were twenty-four, and you wrote that
undutiful thing after you had seen
."
me.
.

.

"Using a

lipstick,

Mother!"

"No, indeed! Trying the effect of
one to show your Uncle Tom. He
was thinking of going into the manufacture of that particular kind of
lipstick. And it Did help him, too.
I remember
his exact words.
He
looked at me and said he'd surely
need a lot of capital to put it over!
I'm sure I've always done everything
/ could to help my family!"

Ninety -six

.

"You think I'm Victorian? Victorian, when you know perfectly well

starry bright

Because her age

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

now

Sarah!' Ernest
said afterward he never was so surprised in his life. You see, my little
brother Henry told him that Father
had said he'd never be able to support a wife anyway, and Ernest got
'It's

or never,

into one of his terrible tempers

and

me 'Why, I could keep even
you!' And I told him I was sure he
could that I had the utmost confidence in him and that we'd be marsaid to

—

ried in the fall.

I

Knew

he'd just

been afraid to ask me. Young people were different then. They were
modest. They didn't run around at
night like some daughters I could
."
mention.
.

.

"Mother dear,
you've told

me

I

know from what

a thousand times that

had chaperons in your day,
but 1974 is different from 1927, and
people spoil Betty anyway, she's so
pretty!"
the girls

"I was pretty, too, but I never left
the house without telling Mother

—

where I was going and / never
touched a cigarette, though I must
say they were pretty general. But
look at the things your daughter
smokes not to mention the horrid
little pipe hanging on her jeweled
chain, and every girl carrying perfumed tobacco in her vanity case
an electric lighter all the rest of

—

—

the horrid things.

Why,

so disgusted they aren't

the

men

smoking

are
at

They say it's feminine! HORRIBLE! And the Clothes! I Never
wore a skirt higher than two inches
below my knees! Look at your
daughter's! Look at it? You can't
all.

When we were walking besee it!
hind her to church Sunday did you
hear what young Beachman said?
No, I wouldn't even repeat it but I
can tell you I stared at him until he
got so confused he backed into the
public gasoline tank. By the way, I
wish your husband would take some

"Yes,

and

humor Father had."
"Don't remind me, Susan! He told
me once a sense of humor was the
a sense of

around

tion

all that,

and
it.

but

it's

But he's
it's all I can do
beyond the pearly gates now and I
must be forgiving. My only hope is
that he won't have gotten in with any
more disreputable company until I

so near

cents

tery!

all

—no

me on

obeyed

traffic

—

it's

had

."
to go through Father's
"That's another thing, Susan Why
your father should have deliberately
made your husband executor while I
."
was alive and available
.

.

!

.

.

FILM, FOLKS."

never did trust
It's

.

.

.

How

it

Tell

"I

Am

"GRANDMA, WHAT

IS

THE MATTER?"

Of course

pleased.

Susan—but HOW
ED? And Where

WAS

I

am,

MARK-

IT

IS It?"
"Well, Dick says it has a label
'YEAR 1927. Snapped Sarah and
escaped with the spoil. Some foot-

work!'"
"Please, Mother,
that again

—

I

just

let's

not go into

know
make you

want you

to

"I

Knew

—

something because it will
so happy. You'll be able to let us
see at last how lovely you were in

well.

1927."

want them

"What!"

It!"

"What's the matter, Mother?"
"Nothing, Susan. Yes I don't

Not

at all well.

I'm going to
film to

You
"NOW FOR THE

I

humor anyway.

you'd be so pleased!"

there wasn't a single person run over

by an automobile in the whole year
of 1927 in New York City!"
"Mother, please don't think I want
to change the subject, but I have a
lovely surprise for you. When Dick

tenterhooks.

Marked? Did anyone run it
me at Once!"
"Why, Mother! And I thought

off?

Why,

rules implicitly.

How was

me!

a most unsafe possession.

was

drivers

the

MOTHER

marked, Susan? Don't keep

a sense of

.

accidents

.

.

"Don't

plane stock hasn't paid a cent of
dividend for
Oh, everything's
all wrong. I'm afraid to go up in
our plane for even a short trip. Now
in my day, when everyone used an
automobile there was no congestion
at

.

that film

from Fordham to the BatYork Interurban Air.

.

"Mother!"

My New
.

.

."

get

don't think the tax-

payers should stand any such calls
on them. And the public airplanes!

Ten

I

things,

there's such congesI

When

mony.

too."

know

the state of matrithink of certain

of

constitution

get that

away from this neighborhood."
"But it's convenient, and hasn't
any odor now. It's non-inflammable,
"I

film

that."

er

thing

the house,

a

left

oh,

it

—

interest in civic affairs

Father

dear.

— never mind about
"How was marked, Susan?"
"Why — —Well, you know what

marked

feel

the heat.

down. Oh, Susan, I
be sure to bring the

lie

to

me and

know

It's

let

me

there's

project

it first.

something

so

touching about these old things."
(Continued on page 131)
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SHOOTING
A SHUTTER

With

By Arthur Newton Pack

THERE
camera

no closed season on
hunting. There are no
closed areas either. Just the
same, the man or woman who brings
back a good motion picture of a wild
animal not held by a trap or confined by a fence has likely expeis

rienced every thrill that the hardened

Nimrod can boast, and probably a
few more besides. A good shot from
a high powered rifle will bring down
a moose or a bighorn sheep at several
hundred yards and one good glimpse
of the game is enough. Not so in
camera hunting. The modern portable hand movie camera bears the
same relationship to the old heavy
professional apparatus as the high
powered rifle does to the bulky
The rapid working
blunderbuss.
telephoto lens extends the range wonderfully, but it has its limitations in
effective working distance and, consequently, the camera hunter faces a
more sporting proposition than the
man out merely to kill.

In Africa the hunter may enlist a
safari to carry his apparatus for
him; may employ a whole native
village to beat up game, build shelters and blinds, drive the victims to
the studio or the slaughter, as the
case may be. In America the hunter
usually goes alone or with a guide,
and does his own toting up hill, down

CINE STALKING
Success

On

the Trail of

across streams, and through the
brush.
Accordingly,
the
camera
hunter after big game will quickly
discard his tripod and must depend
upon his hand camera alone.
hill,

Last August the author
from Glacier National Park

set

in

out

Mon-

tana with a party dedicated to photographing Rocky Mountain goats for

Nature Magazine. We knew that this
animal had only once or twice been
successfully photographed in
the
wild, because of his predilection for
the rocky edge of space and his abilescape rapidly over territory
impassable to a human being. In
common with many others I had
tried to photograph goats with an
ordinary reflex camera, but had

ity to

the

Rocky Mountain Goat.

The answer, we
largely
failed.
thought, lay in using the hand movie
camera; and

A

CINE CAMERA!"

Well, Maybe, That's What This Big Boy
Thought.

did.

we had previously found

film size

impractical, as the hard going made
tripod toting out of the question.
Anyone who has used a telephoto
lens will recognize that if the camera
is not held very steady the picture

jump

will

projected.

all

over the screen

the lens, the
difficulty, so that

serious the
three times magnification

was

all that

competent to handle.

felt

when

The longer

more

we
"SO THAT'S

it

Accurate aiming is, of course, one
of the secrets of such successful telephoto pictures, just as it is with a
high powered rifle. Lenses longer
than the 3-inch for the 16 mm. cameras and the 6-inch for the standard

The

reader will also appreciate that a 6inch lens on a standard film camera
gives only the same relative degree
of magnification that a 3-inch lens
does on 16 mm. film.

To

obtain a picture of an animal
of a goat or deer, large
enough to fill the screen means, that
the hunter must get within 15 to 25
feet with an ordinary lens and 50 to
75 feet with a telephoto lens magnifying three times. Mr. William L.
Finley, who is the most successful
professional photographer of American wild life, and I (an amateur)
did succeed in getting within the rethe

size

quired 50 feet once and 75 to 100
and brought home
the pictures which Mr. Finley is lecturing with this winter. We were successful because of the remarkable
adaptability of the modern hand
movie camera to this work.
feet several times,

The
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subject of accurate focusing

The camera hunter who returns
from a trip with good close-ups of
the game may nevertheless have a

important in telephoto work
few extra hints may be desirable. The eye trained for comparatively good distance judging in level
or smooth rolling country is apt to
prove a poor guide in the rarified
atmosphere of high rocky mountains
or amid the dense trunks of a virgin
forest where Nature does things on a
so

is

that a

large scale.

Wild

life

pretty unsatisfactory picture for projection. In the excitement of the

one

may

requires

hunt

easily forget that a picture

some

sort of scenario

and

neglect to shoot the "leads" which

add so much

photography

The

ture.

completed

to the

pic-

start of the trip, various

does
with

not permit distance checking
a tape measure, and seldom
gives time for the employment of a

exciting

range finder. The photographer must
be ready for instant action at any

sure to

distance or lose the picture entirely.
I took with me last summer a distance meter which I had practised

camera) and edit the films
proper cut-ins suggested by the

with at home and carefully checked.
As we entered new territory I amused

fers opportunity for the refinements

myself by guessing the distance to
rocks and trees and then proving my

with an adjustable sky filter half
orange and half white), and comedy

guesses all wrong by means of the
distance meter. Very soon, however,
the new scale of relative values began to soak in and I could guess
much more accurately. This prelim-

interest.

thicket

man posed

action

(with a spare
with
story.

of this lead material of-

of iris vignetting, cloud effects (taken

—

It

may

be interesting to note that

camera of the reflex type,
equipped with a 17-inch telephoto
lens, did not bring home the bacon
as compared with the movie outfits.
When extended to take the big lens,
the reflex camera could not be carried along narrow ledges on the
mountain peaks or through the brush
below. Furthermore, at 50 to 75 feet
a fine

fever."

still

required extremely accurate focusing and objects a few feet more or
less than the given distance were
thrown out. Our movie cameras,
focused by guess work, generally
produced pictures of much greater
it

Other amateurs have repeatedly
asked regarding the use of color filters in wild animal photography. Unquestionedly a color filter is a good
thing, but not usually necessary for
big game. The animal will most likely appear in poor light, shaded by
the forest or by a rocky cliff, early in

morning or

in

The taking

inary "target practice" helped greatly and not only saved me out of
focus shots, but also helped to overcome that natural nervousness of the
hunter suddenly confronted with the
game, which old timers call "buck

the

and adventures en
and
are all part of the hunt. Be
take close-ups of the camera
thrills

route, the difficulties of precipice

depth and so satisfying that individual frames were enlarged up to

4x5 inches

late in the evening,

this

and require a pretty wide open lens.
photographed beaver at work on

to

article,

make
for

illustrations for

Nature Magazine,

and for the rotogravure section of
New York Times.

We

the

a dam as late as seven o'clock in the
evening. As the best 6-inch telephoto
lenses have a speed of /4.5 only, a
color filter which would in any way
cut down the exposure frequently
does more harm than good. In this
connection my experience indicates
that the supposed effect of high rarified

atmosphere on exposure

is

fre-

quently over estimated. An exposure
meter is, of course, the sure test; but
I have seldom used one.

VACUUM CUP HOOFS
It

Is

The movie camera has another
point of excellence as a weapon for
big-game hunting. In any wild animal picture the pose is the thing.
The photographer never knows just
what his wild actor star is going to
do. He may snap a picture, thinking
it his best and last chance, and the
very next moment miss the picture of

Said a Rocky Mountain Goat Could Find

Footing

On

a

Wall Paper Pattern.

(Continued on page 129)
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COLLEGIATE ROMEOS
In

The Sporting Chance,

a

Production of the Amateur Motion Picture Club of the University of Southern California.

AMATEUR CLUBS
Edited by Arthur L. Gale

Uncharted Seas

THE

Cinema Crafters of Philadelphia are making pioneer
experiments in new field of
photoplay production. They are approaching the motion picture from
an entirely new angle, to discover

In their first
"Transition," emphasis was
laid upon the scenic background
that evoked and sustained the pic-

"Our club

is

composed of

and

dancers,

result in cinematic form.

as story, acting

moods. Their second film,
"Mobile Composition No. 1," is dynamic in both scene and structure.
Pantomime, for its own or the story's
sake, is disregarded. Stress is laid on
the mobility of the scene as a whole,
its time, movement and value in relation to other scenes. By this means,
rather than by a story in film, the

idea of the composition

We

is

conveyed.

learn that "varied ryhthms of
the scene as a whole, contrasted with
repetitions and pauses, with continued change from subjective to objective and from participant to spectator, all contribute to expression."
However, unlike the Ballet Mechanique, the episode of the picture is an
integral part of the film.

One-hundred

and

Such stuff
merely

sets are

contributing factors to the more important element, form. We are trying
to make of the film something rest-

and dynamic.

less, fluent

"The

continues
Mr.
Jacobs, "has, as yet, with the exception of the Russian film, Potemkin,
given us chiefly conventions.
It remains for the Amateur to create
cinematic traditions. We believe that
to use a true angle is more important
than to use a camera angle. We believe it of more value to tap the
emotions of our audience with images
than with sub-titles. We think that the
movement of the whole scene, rather
than that of individual figures, should
provide the structural form of the
scene. We are investigating the possibilities of variation in both the size
and place of the projection image.

cinema,"

"A

writes

Lewis Jacobs, its president. "We are
working on 35 m.m. film. It is our
aim to emphasize direction that will

film,

ture's

painters,

illustrators,"

its artistic possibilities.

These variations have not been used
by the professional cinema except in
the naive use of the magnascope.
pictorial plan annotated with

technical

notes

the usual

movie

supplants,
script.

with us,

The advantage

of such a plan lies in

its consolidation
of the functions of novelist, scenario

writer,

art

director,

director, etc.

It

camera

man,

saves us considerable

time and money, first, in the actual
scene shooting and, later, in film
editing. Because it is visual and almost as concrete as the film itself,
this system facilitates organization
and aids considerably in determining

mood, tempo and other
functions.

Of

directorial

course, for the prep-

aration of this plan, one must have
a trained visual sense so that the
artist

supplants the writer.

"At present, we are at work on a
film, the nature of which is yet secret.
However, these cinematic theses are
embodied."
This

is

a bold amateur challenge

to professional

accomplishment. Not

of these ideas are new but they
have much of revolutionary vigor
all

about them. They illustrate the

dis-

tinct contribution that

Portland Progresses

Viennese Importation

make

A

OUR
has

amateurs can
of cinematography. The Cinema Crafters can
produce their own type of photoplay
without fear of box-office verdict and,
with such definite ideas, they are
bound to produce something novel
the progress

to

and constructive.

CINE

contest

is

planned by the

Portland Cine Club, Portland,
Oregon. A substantial award, not yet
announced, will be given for the best
reel. Experienced judgment of amateur films is being developed by this
western club. At each meeting, mema printed
score card, giving space to grade the
films on human interest, photogbers' films are projected;

California Collegians

UNDER
R.

the leadership of Arthur

Brearly,

Cinema League,
graduates at the
ern California,
produced, "The

of

the

Amateur

a group of underUniversity of SouthLos Angeles, have

Sporting Chance,"
For production simplicity, the author of the
scenario", Paul H. Kiepe, confined the
action almost wholly to exteriors in
which local scenes could be used.
The club has a full battery of amateur equipment at its disposal. Special reflectors were made of battened
vernier board, painted with aluminum paint and then varnished; before the varnish was dry, it was
sprinkled with semi-metallic dust.
their first film venture.

The rivalry of two college swains
and a mad automobile race to win
the girl form the theme of the plot.
The car used by the hero, an antique
affair, was sold during the course of
the production. Despondency settled
on the cast, when someone thought
of the idea of registering the destruction of the car and the hero carrying on the race on freight cars, alfalfa wagons and other vehicles.

raphy,

work

story

continuity

of events of civic and historical in-

George N. Black is president,
Fred G. Meyer, vice-president, and

Ray La

Fever, secretary. These, with

Benjamin H. Davies and Dr. Merle
Moore, constitute the board of directors.

Washington Shoves Off

TPHE

*

scope

the

of

Washington,

C, Cinema Club, organized

D.

January

9,

of this year,

is

including

film

showings

and technical discussions,
plans an amateur photo-

this club

play,

addresses,

enlisting

the

its

Amateure Oesterreichs, of Vienna,
Austria. Every member of the League
visiting Vienna will find a hearty
welcome from Mr. Kotlik and the
members of the club of which he is
Vienna, the city of music
and beauty, offers much to the cineamateur. Mr. Kotlik may be found
president.

at 21 Justgasse,

Vienna.

Flushing Organizes

HPHE

Amateur Movie Makers of
had their initial
meeting January 6, sponsored by the
Y. M. C. A. of that city. Some thirty
members signed the rolls and an executive committee of Ronald Kounts,
Arthur Gartelman, William Schulz,
Alfred Ziegler and Charles Stanley
was elected to prepare for the pro*- Flushing, N. Y.,

duction of a one-reel comedy. Photoplays produced by other clubs were
shown. This club is fortunate in
having excellent equipment.
(Continued on page 124)

serv-

These complications furnished many

son

a second production.

wide. Be-

received

side presenting cinematic programs,

amusing

Arthur Brearly directed.
Paul
Kiepe photographed and Matt Barr
managed the production. Miss Billie
Walker played the lead, supported
by Lafayette Taylor and Walter
Outler. Josephine Campbell played
the comedy lead and Tom de Graffenried, the father. This group plans

title

terest.

prominent Washingtonians, having experience on both stage and
screen. John W. Thomp-

situations.

and

passed round. Each person
present grades the films as projected
and the results are averaged.
An educational address on some
phase of amateur movie making is
featured at each meeting. The club
is encouraging making film records
is

amateur clubs
first European
addition, one hundred and ten feet of
Viennese scenes made by Carl M.
of
the
Club der KinoKotlik,
for

library

ices of

is

club,

president

Henning

of

vice-president;

first

this

C. Nelms,

Ralph

Woltz,

second vicepresident; Miss Clara
Martin, secretary
Landon Van Ness Burt, treasE.

;

urer,

and Henry B. Del-

technical
director.
Messrs. Thompson, Woltz,
lett,

and Dellet
League members.
Burt

are

"THE SPORTING CHANCE"
Motor Cars, Freight Trains and Alfalfa
Wagons, As Well As the Famous Los Angeles
Involves

Climate.
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A New Era of I
The new self-threading projector that
has taken the home movie
world by storm
does about everything but talk," was one man's comment the
ITfirst
time he saw the
Model B,in operation. "That

new Kodascope,
human," observed another. And these two remarks give yo'u a
pretty good idea of how you are going to be impressed whenjyoz* see
this new projector in action.
For Kodascope, Model B, is new. It involves new principles; it
brings new home movie enjoyment to your fireside; it opens a new
thing's

era of

home

projection. Consider, for example, the self-threading

mechanism, that new, exclusive feature that immediately stamps the
Kodascope, Model B, as a spectacular engineering achievement. By
virtue of its loop guides and threading arm, the film threads itself in
much less time than it takes to describe the operation.

Another exclusive feature

is

the

new framing

device which centers

the image on the screen without shifting the illuminated area. This

refinement eliminates adjustment of the elevating lever after the picture is properly framed.

Kodascope, Model B,

When

the picture

the supply

is

is

equipped with a motor-driven rewind.
the rewind spins the film back on

over, presto!

—

reel.

"Still" pictures are achieved at the touch of a finger, and a heat
absorbing screen is inserted between the lamp and the film, insuring
adequate protection to the film while the "still" is being shown.

Humorous and novel effects may be obtained by running the picThe motor does not have to be stopped. Simply turn

tures backward.

the direction switch from forward to reverse and the picture
diate! vr starts the other

imme-

way.

Kodasco
"The Projector
Self -threading

Reversible

Low

Center of Gravity
Light in Weight

"just slip the film in the slot
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—Kodascope, Model B,

threads

itself

>me Projection
—

Simple and easy to operate efficient
and dependable beyond your
fondest dreams
KODASCOPE,

Model B, is designed to meet the most exacting
requirements of the amateur. Combining entirely new principles
with that simplicity so characteristic of all Eastman projectors, it
sets a new precedent in home projection, and represents the ultimate
in projector quality, performance and beauty.

With

unusually low center of gravity and broad base, undue viprevented, and movement out of position while in operation is rendered practically impossible. The mechanism is entirely
enclosed, and the few controls are readily accessible. The elevating
lever is quick-acting, within easy reach. Fittings are chromium
plated, and will not tarnish.
bration

its
is

'

Kodascope, Model B, is easily carried, its weight being but 13 3 4
pounds. The upper reel arm folds and locks firmly to the frame, forming a convenient carrying handle. When folded, the size is but slightlv
larger than that of the well-known Model C.
(See comparative
illustration below.)

Pictures of this new projector, and mere words describing it, cannot do justice to this marvelous contribution to entertainment in
your home. Go to your nearest Cine-Kodak dealer's and see the new
Kodascope B. Use it, marvel at its almost human abilities and
increase your home movie enjoyment a hundredfold by adding
it to your equipment.

—

Kodascope, Model B, complete with velvet-lined carrying case,
reels, one humidor can, one extra 200-watt lamp, one
splicing outfit and one oiling outfit, is priced at $300 at your Cine-

two 400-foot

Kodak

dealer's.

Model B
ilmost

Human''

Motor Rewind
Compact
New Framing Principle
Easily Portable
Comparative

size of

Kodascope, Model

Model C

B

{left)

and Kodascope,

{right)
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A New

Era of

Home

Projection

The new self-threading projector that
has taken the home movie

Simple and easy to operate—
efficient
and dependable beyond
your

world by storm

fondest dreams
does about everything but talk," was one man's comment the
in
time he snw the new Kodascope, Model B, in operation. "That
thing's human," observed another. And these two remarks give yo'u a
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PORTRAITS

of

PIONEERS

H. A. DeVry
First of a Series of Interviews

in the

with

Amateur Motion

Interesting Personalities

Picture Field

one man who could
THERE
he would write a
and

set

if

is

planes, facing

from becoming the exclusive monopoly of the theatre and were released for the use of the home, the
school, the church and the world of
business a story that would read

history of the industry.

Nor would Mr. DeVry say much
about his new creations the Type
G 16 m.m. Projector, and the De
Vry Continuous Projector for the advertising world. "Look at 'em," he

—

—

like a fairytale.

But

this

way

man's modesty stands

in

story

known to his many friends and
employees as just "H. A." Notwithstanding the fact that "H. A." could
long since have retired from business, he is the very active head of
the DeVry Corporation. He and the
night watchman, the only employee
on a 12-hour shift, just about divide
honors on the time each puts in on
ter

his job.

There are times however when the
call of the water gets too strong for

him and then he lives with his family
on his yacht a beautiful 82-foot
Diesel-powered craft named "Typee"

—

a variation of the name of his pet
portable motion picture machine
"Type E." Unlike most men of his
age, he does not spend his surplus
energy in golf, but polishes brass

and mahogany on his yacht, which
he navigates so successfully that he
has repeatedly carried away the
principal efficiency prizes in naviga-

Lake Michigan.

tion on

made the
practical portable projector, the
suitcase projector, the first portable
The

distinction of having

first

motor-driven projector, all belongs
"H. A." It was conceived back in
1912 while he was a free lance movie

to

camera

man and

exhibitor,

and made
basement

own hands in his
workshop of his home "And
with his

One-hundred-jour

And what

would begin

with the conquering of seemingly
insurmountable difficulties and it
would end with a modern example
of the survival of the fittest. This
manufacturer - inventor prefers to
work either at his table or with his
engineers, where some of the most
original and ingenious apparatus for
motion pictures has been worked out
by him in the past score or more
years. The man is H. A. DeVry, bet-

—

be-

enough?"
saw in the projection

said, "isn't that

of getting the story in his

own words. The

down,

dropping from aerogun powder and dynamite explosions, or what have you?
It
is
said to have outsold every
standard movie camera made in the

romantic story of how motion
pictures were made safe for democracy; that is, how they were kept

the

takes pictures under water, up-

it

side

thrilling

I

room, was a dainty
with

HERMAN

A.

DEVRY

lieve me," says "H. A.," when speaking of that time, "I worked the midnight candle in those days, with my
good wife to keep me company and
give me the steady encouragement I
needed."
How "H. A." started his business
with a foot-power lathe, a work
bench, a few tools, a completed
model and cash capital assets of

$125.00 in a 16x18 foot room at 117
Wells Street, Chicago, in the face of
dozens of concerns which were
working in the same line, with from
$2,000 to unlimited capital; how he
persisted until today he is the only
one to survive in the portable and
non-theatrical field of all those
were in business at that time,

who
is

a

story of real romance.

There is still another story which
would deal with "A. H.'s" perfection
of the DeVry Automatic 35 m.m.
Movie Camera, which created a sensation on its appearance by accomplishing for $150 the essentials of
the job which had previous required
professional movie cameras costing
up to $5,000. Its great contribution
was the double counter-balanced
spring, which had so much power to
spare after the film was unwound,
stopped with the snap of a
Although designed for the
amateur, Hollywood studios and
newsreel men have used it widely
that

it

start.

with unqualified success.

When

once

little

machine,

large silvery discs gleaming

its

in the

dim

When

he

gentle

hum

light like butterfly wings.

pressed the button, its
could scarcely be heard.
He picked it up and held it perched
like a pigeon on the palm of one
hand.
Twenty seven feet from the screen
where we stood the pictures were
almost life size, and clear as crystal. He pressed a button
one of

—

the

moving

pictures suddenly stopped dead "frozen" stiff on the screen
giving one the uncanny feeling
of a ghost suddenly caught from a

—

weird processional.

"Over here", said "H. A.," "I don't
have to press a button to make it
stop. This one is self stopping. The
built-in clock and Mercoid switch
does the work". Now he was showing me the Continuous Projector,
built on the same base and lines as
the

Type

G.

It

possessed the further

marvel of continuous uninterrupted
projection, hour after hour, the same
picture story over and over again
until
the hands
on the clock
reached the predetermined time,
then a tiny mercury tube tilted a
little
and the thing became instantly dark and motionless.
And Moviedom is now watching
for the promised De Vry 16 m.m.
camera. Will it have three speeds?
Will it have the double counter balanced spring of the De Vry 35 m.m.
camera? How much will it cost?
These questions are interesting many.
I was shown a model of it, but I can

—

—

only say that

it

will be out in April

and will measure up
high expectations for

to

all

it.

(Continued on page 118)

of the

JOHNNY'S
A

SNOWMAN

February Scenario for a Children's Party
By Marion Norris Gleason

Synopsis
going to have a George
JOHNNY
Washington's Birthday party. As

13.

is

door things and joining them.

5.

Ti7/e—/ohnny's Snowman.
Near view of Johnny in the garden putting the finishing touches on a snow man about as large
as himself. He puts a George
Washington hat on the head and
a hatchet under the arm, then
stands back to admire his work.
Close-up
of
Johnny smiling
and saying
Title
"When the children
come to my party won't it
s'prise
'em to see George
Washington out here."
Near view of mother at the door

6.

Near view of Johnny turning,

7.

Near view of Johnny and mother
at the door. Mother says
Title
"You've just time for
A NAP BEFORE YOU GET DRESSED
FOR THE PARTY."
Near view of the two going into

his share of the entertainment he

1.

makes a little George Washington
out of snow, puts the proper hat on
his head and a hatchet under his
arm. He is called in for his nap and
dreams that his guests are arriving.
As they come up the walk the snowman comes to life and runs over to a

2.

which has suddenly blos-

3.

tree

little

somed out into leaves and cherries,
and starts to chop it down. The children run up and try to stop him but
he chases them away with his
hatchet. Johnny makes an attempt
and the snow man runs after him
and almost catches him. He screams
for help and wakens to find he has
rolled off his couch and nurse is try-

ink to wake

him
Cast

him up

as it is time for
to dress for his party.

:

Johnny
Little boy to play snow man.
Mother or nurse.

Properties: Cotton

flannel

suit

for

leaves for the tree.

Locations:

ft.

Exterior of home; one
lighted interior.

window

—

They

calling.

10.

11.

12.

out.

Close-up of the snow man. The
real snowman has been removed

and the

little

boy

in the flannel

suit is in his place, standing in

same pose and with the hat
on head and hatchet in hand.
He slowly takes hat off his head
and bows low to the children.

the

15.

Near view of the children looking astonished and running toward the snow man.

16.

Near view of the snow man. As
the children come toward him
he jumps up and down excitedly, points off and runs away.
The children look puzzled and

—

Near view of Johnny on couch,
bed, or curled up in big chair
by a window just going to sleep.
Long shot of children going up
path toward house. They stop
and point to the snow man.
Near view of Johnny sitting up
and looking out of window. He
jumps down excitedly and runs

to snow man in
Johnny looks and

sees
14.

listening, then running.

8.

point

amazement.

—

the house.

boy to wear as snow man. A
snow man made so that the
suit will look like it. Paper
hat with cockade and a hatchet.
Imitation cherries and
Length: 100-200

4.

9.

Children guests.

Long shot of children with
Johnny running up in his out-

then follow him.
17.

Near view of a small bare tree.
The snow man comes up beside
Stop the camera. Mark the
place from which this shot was
made. Tie some of the imitait.

tion cherries

and leaves on

it,

make a short picture, tie on
more cherries and leaves, make
another short picture and repeat
is covered and the
finished film will look as if the

until the tree
tree

blossomed and grew

fruit

before your eyes.
{Continued on page 134)
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CATS
A

Home

IS

CATS

Scenario in Story

Form

By Edna Mac Donald Serrem

of COURSE not, darling! I
haven't the slightest intention
of keeping a cat. Not the
slightest.
I know the idea worries
you, but I remember, Precious, what
we agreed. We agreed I wouldn't
have any more cats, for a while, anyway. Yes, I remember, Peter, I remember. I said I wouldn't, and I
won't. But this isn't a cat, it's a kitten, the cunningest little thing you
ever saw, Peter, don't growl like that,
darling. I've said I wasn't going to
have a cat. and I'm not. I ALWAYS
keep a promise. What? Now, I ask
you, dear, seriously, have you ever

a battery, Jessica.

NO,

known me
.

.

to

break

husband

.

->'^

my word? What

having done someyou for
thing with them. But this one is all
white ... or he would be, if he
had a nice bath. Even the best cats
can't keep themselves clean when they
haven't any home. And he has one
two
yes, FIVE red spots.
0, we could call him Spot!
.

No,

it isn't,

from those

last

two

.

.

.

funny

I

darling.

was sure you'd ask me
But I'm already for

\ou can

Well,

know

see the sad

.

I

was sure the grocer didn't
was out in the snow suf-

his cat

side.

!

{Continued on page 118)

J
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A

big,
prised or mortified in my life
horrid woman was the grocer, and
she just pounced on me.

An

One- hundred-six

.

fering with a terrible toothache, so I
opened the door just a crack, and
started to put the poor little thing
inside, but, Peter, I was never so sur-

was, "It will act just like recharging

I

.

ache, I guess cats can.

You know, dear, you told me to
take walks. \ ou said I needed a tonic
of some kind. Ha! Ha! What you
really said, do you remember, Peter,

LOT different
They were
I don't blame

.

.

know. You remember that time you
the toothache you said you
wouldn't ask a DOG to suffer what you
suffered. If dogs can have the tooth-

side of things, Peter, as well as the

.

.

had

just like I do.

cats.

both such colorless cats

.

.

you this time. I'm not going to give
you the tiniest hint where he is. When
you hear all about him, you'll feel

.

Peter. It's a

.

.

Ha! Ha!

." But speaking about
a mouse.
smelling a mouse, darling, reminds
me about this darling little ca
itten. It COULD be made into a lovely
cat. It has been so neglected. Hmm?
.

.

.

that,

just

.

.

.

Hmm?

.

.

where all those shops are
strung along, one after another
groceries, bakeries, barber-shops
well, right in the doorway of a gro
eery store was this poor little ca
itten. It was starved, simply starved
crouching down in that wet snow,
and shivering. So I picked it right
up. 0, NO, dear, of course I didn't
intend to keep him. I just pitied him
is all, and I could see what a lovely
cat he WOULD make when his fur
wasn't all dirty with wet snow and
coal dust. And, Peter, the poor little
thing had the toothache. 0, of COURSE
cats have the toothache, just the same
as you do, only worse, for all you
know,

the opposite.
He never sees a joke in anything. I
tell him its because he doesn't WANT
he always thinks he smells
to .
is

.

But, as I was saying, while I was
out walking along Cramp Street, you

ing. Do you know, Peter, when I
married you I hadn't the least idea
you had such a sense of humour. It's
delicious. Only the other day Mrs.
Van Arnum was speaking about it.
She said, "My dear, you certainly are
a lucky woman. If I had a man like
Peter Love for a husband, life would
look different to me, I'll tell you.

My

on a

in
.

0, of course, you're jok-

?

.

Tuning

."
new circuit, or something.
You funny boy. It's splendid to have
the sense of humour you have, Peter.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
thanks the

members of the Amateur Cinema League and active ama-

teur cinematographers everywhere for their splendid cooperation in

making

A

a success of

its

$2,000 movie contest.

number of amateur films have been received and
coming in. The contest closes on February 15th.

substantial

they are

still

announcement of the awards will be made as soon

Full
sible in

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

tered in this contest

ever held for

movie

— the

first

Unusual

as pos-

interest has cen-

international amateur competition

enthusiasts.

All the competing films, before their return to their owners,
are to be used

by the Amateur Cinema League in creating a standard

of amateur cinematography.

study amateur films in a

Never before has it been possible to
sufficient number for their use in making a

complete study of the amateur film movement.
Further announcements of this will appear in

MAGAZINE,
ning

together with interesting plans for showing the win-

films.

Watch

future issues of

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

Incidentally, every enthusiast should read the

department of

too,

is

invaluable in watching the activities of

the professional world of motion pictures.

foremost magazine of

which every film

tion

—

is

amateur movie

PHOTOPLAY every month.

PHOTOPLAY,

in

PHOTOPLAY

is

its field.

given

Its

Shadow

fearless

and

PHOTOPLAY

is

Stage Department

the

—

careful critical considera-

famous among the millions of film

fans.

It is

your only

insurance against a wasted evening in the theater.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE,

750 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

111.
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THE CLINIC

-

-

Conducted by Dr. Kinema
Late News
EXPERIMENTS
to

X-ray motion pictures were suc-

have been made

determine the effect of the

movie on the human eye. The tests
showed that more eye fatigue was
caused by 45 minutes reading than by
looking at black and white motion
pictures for an hour and a half. Pictures in natural colors are said to be
even less of a strain. Furthermore,
after the test, a gain in aucteness

of vision was noted after the pictures
were run. This seems to point to the
unexpected moral that if your eyes
are tired, go to the movies and rest

them.

made in England recently.
Bone movements of the hand, foot
and knee were clearly shown, as well
as the beating of the heart and movement of the ribs in the process of
cessfully

breathing.

A battery of four single exposure
motion picture cameras was installed
in a county courthouse recently, to
make photographic records. The cameras were suspended vertically over
the records to be photographed, and
exposures were made by means of
foot pedals
40,000 pages can thus

—

be copied per day.

—Film Daily

The motion picture camera has
been used to determine the melting
point and record the liquefaction of
graphite in the electric furnace.

A

camera has been designed for microcinematography having an auxiliary
shutter between the lamp and the
microscope, making possible focusing from the rear through the film.

A new, low priced standard film
projector has recently been placed on
the market. Designed for a theatre
or hall seating about a thousand people or less, it is equipped with a
Mazda lamp and

will project a sixteen foot picture at distances up to

135

feet.

A

working

has been patented in Germany recently. It has
seven separate elements, three of
lens

at /l

which are cemented together.
to

date,

is

the

fastest

lens

This,
the

in

world.

Odds and Ends

OFTEN

in editing

my

films

I

run

across bits of film I want to
save for future use, but do not care
to keep on a reel. I take one of the
one hundred foot tin reels on which
the film is returned from the finishing laboratory and remove the side
with the round hole in it by prying
up the four lugs. This permits the
side of the reel to be removed.
I
then bend two of the lugs, opposite
each other, into the center of the
reel. There are now two lugs projecting and two bent in. Bend the

Photograph by Bell

6?

Howell

FILMING IN THE FAR NORTH
William L. Finley and Irene Finley, Naturalists
on the American Nature Association Expedition
to Alaska and the Aleutian Islands.

two projecting lugs so that by a
slight pressure the side of the reel

can be put on them. Place the reel
on the rewind take up spindle, the
film to be wound on the other, and
rewind in the usual way. When the
one hundred foot reel is full, take
it off the spindle, remove the side of
the reel, and the film may be easily
slipped from it and stored in a tin

Next

I

on

photographed a white

lettered

black card, with the normal
exposure, on each of the five feet of
film of the twenty different landscapes I had already obtained on the
film. In this way I obtained twenty
beautiful art titles, with rich, living
backgrounds."
title

a

box.

Art

A

Easy Fades
NOVEL and

Titles

METHOD

of

making double-

exposed art titles, of which the
background for the lettering is a modescribed in a letter
S. Shagren,
of Cleveland, Ohio.

tion picture,
to the

"One day
with

is

League from H.

my

summer

went out
camera and a hundred feet
last

I

of film, looking for attractive landscapes that would serve as good

background
titles.

I

illustrations for

shot

some twenty

my

art

different

UP TO DATE SLEUTHING
Even Sherlock Holmes, as played by Franklin
Pangborn of Pathe-De Mille, Needs a Cine
Camera.

One-hundred-eight

simple method of
in and fade out
effects has also been devised by Mr.
Shagren.

making fade

"An

tern slide plate

"In use, the clear glass part of the
is placed over the lens and

moved

it.

gela-

finally absolute opacity.

low key, that is,
one with but little contrast in it.
After shooting the hundred feet, I
took my camera in a dark-room, rethe film and re-threaded

and color the

Japanese photo color. The
color should be evenly graduated
from clear glass, through a light
pinkish orange, to a deep red, and
tine with

plate

wound

easy method of making effec-

tive fades is to take a fixed out lan-

scenes, slightly under-exposing so as
to get a picture in a
Photograph by Pathex

A

case

slowly,

may

up or down as the

be, past the lens until the

opaque part covers it. To make a
fade in the procedure is reversed."
(Continued on page 134)
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The DeVry "QUICK-SET" SCREEN

The new

''

DeVry Quick-Set Screen

is the most simple, easiest to handle
motion picture screens for the home.
One quick motion (you just pull up the
lid) and the screen is set. Press a button,
pull the two side supports toward the cen-

of all

and the screen rolls itself up into a
beautiful, compact, walnut-finished carrying case. Quiok-Set comes in two surfaces,
ter

Lumiday and Beaded. Three
display at your dealer's

sizes are

surface), 30" x 40" and 39" x 52"
of $20.00, $30.00 and $35.00.

— at prices

The Improved DeVry MODEL
Regardless ofthekindofa movie earnera you
own, here is theprojectoryou want. The new
DeVry 16 mm. projector is the product of
fourteen years' experience devoted exclu-

o.

sively to themanufactureof amateur motion

picture equipment. None other is so simply
built, so light in weight or so compact. None

The Famous TYPE
More DeVry 35 mm. portable projectors
are used in schools and churches than all

other makes combined. This famous
DeVry product is ideal for showing movies
before large gatherings in the home, church,

J

on

— 22" x 30" (picture

G PROJECTOR

so quiet, so dependable, so amazingly easy to operate. The pictures it shows
are sharp, brilliant, flickerless due to the
highly perfected DeVry system of optics.
A host of new features many of them exclusive are to be found in this new DeVry.
Price $95.00

other

is

—

—

—

PROJECTOR

little theatre. It is completely
automatic and entirely self contained.
Holds 1000 feet of standard theatre size film

school or

and projects brilliant, rock-steady pictures
up to 12 feet wide. Price only $195.00

The DeVry STANDARD FILM CAMERA
"There

isn't a studio in Hollywood that
doesn't use the DeVry for difficult shots,"

writes one famous cameraman. While
another says " 1 1 is so simple in construction and operation that any amateur
cannot fail to take excellent motion
pictures." Combining professional features with amazing simplicity the DeVry
:

is

the only practical movie camera for

mm.

critical amateurs. Holds 100 feet 35
film. Has three view finders, loads in

—

daylight has positive action lock,
interchangeable lens mount and many
other essential features not found in
other portableautomatic movie cameras.
Price $150.00.

Pathegrams' Film Library

w//A

Pat he g rams

(new
releases monthly)
embiace a wide variety of comedies,

*<* 1

dramas, scenics,
travelogues and
news reels. A long

i

list of titles and
starstochoosefrom
Pathegramsaresold
rented o r exchanged
at low cost by DeVry
dealers. See your
dealer for February

/a
'//

'ty.

//,

list.
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A BAS LA BUNK!
By Jane Budden
Mine

ears have heard the promise of the Passing of the Pie
That heretofore and up-to-now has served the Purpose High
Of mussing up the features of the movie Comic Guy
A bas la Custard Pie!
!

Glory, glory Hallelujah!
Glory, glory Hallelujah!
Glory, glory Hallelujah!
Passee la Custard Pie!

I

hear that movie actresses in truth

at last

have seen

The error of their ways, and now they really-really mean
No more to drip their sorrowings upon the Silver Screen
In
Glory,
Glory,
Glory,

A

gobs of Glycerine.
glory Hallelujah!
glory Hallelujah!
glory Hallelujah!
bas la Gliss-ser-reen!

Tired Bus'ness Man, pray hurl at me what names you'd wish to hurl:
Pray dub me Sour Pickles Lemon Grouch Crape-Hanger Churl
I would a flaming banner to a Grateful World unfurl:

—

—

—

—

A bas la Bathing Girl!
Glory, glory Hallelujah!
Glory, glory Hallelujah!
Glory, glory Hallelujah!
Let's drown that Bathing Girl!

Let's hope Will Hays, the Man-on-Top, will sometime place a
On starting off a picture with the name of Ev'ry Man
had a Finger in the Pie, and those who Also-Ran!

Who

—

"A

—

bas!" shouts Ev'ry Fan.
Glory, glory Hallelujah!
Bill, don't let the Authors fool yuh!

Hordes

will holler hallelujah
you stick up this ban.

When

(Adagio; doloroso)
(piu e piu

As

lies the body of John Brown, long since gone to his rest,
So dead and buried lie ere long la Awful Heaving Breast,
That Standardized Emoting of a Movie Heart distressed!

OF CR-R-R1MES LA GOL-DERN-DEST!

animato)
(a

tempo; fortissimo)

Glory, glory Hallelujah!
Glory, glory Hallelujah!
Glory, glory Hallelujah!
A bas la Heaving Breast!

(Shake the rafters!)

This rank, unholy plagiarism comes

Of

One-hundred-ten

to

ending now.

bet there're corrugations on the high and noble brow
her whose Mighty Pen her Muse did mightily endow :Yes, Ju-lee-a Ward Howe.)
Glory, glory Hallelujah
Shout apologies to Julia;
Stamp the feet to beat peculiar
To Ju-lee-a Ward Howe

(I'll

ban

NEWS
of the

INDUSTRY
for

AMATEURS
and

DEALERS
Panchromatic
Du Pont 16m.m. panchromatic negative introduced to
the amateurs some two months
ago opens up certain new phases
of cinematography that should be
extremely
interesting.
Panchromatic film, being sensitized strongly
for the red end of the spectrum,
is faster than the ordinary emulsion
when used with incandescent light
and in the yellow and red light of
the setting sun. It is extremely valuable for registering on the emulsion beautiful cloud effects, and for
distant landscapes it cuts thru the
ever-present haze and makes distant

THE

objects

Makeup

much more
of

the

clearly defined.

amateur

actor

or

Ph olograph by Wide World

OFF FOR AFRICA WITH A CINE

miniature for special and

A

title effects.

unique feature of the machine

an

instantaneous

with

stop

is

closed

actress can be practically eliminated,

shutter, thereby eliminating

so well does this emulsion reproduce
the color values of the face in mone-

posures on the film during the printing process. This makes splicing and
cutting unnecessary in the finished

chrome.

A

which
works in full daylight, prints
optically from 35 mm. negative to
16 m.m., and vice versa, as well as
from 16 m.m. negative to 16 m.m.
positive, is announced this month by
its manufacturers, Depue and Vance,
Chicago, Illinois.

A

complete unit includes an automatic light change board, which has
a giant control of 152 light changes
and 22 different densities. This
board can also be used with all types
of

optical

printers,

as well

dark ex-

print.

Daylight Printer
FILM printing machine

New

Library

WITH

this issue, the Stanley Film
Library joins the fast growing
family of 16 m.m. libraries offering

films for

home

projection.

The Stanley releases for February
which are a hundred feet in length,
include a burlesque on the theatrical
newsreel, a new type of war film, a
nature subject and others. The films
are edited by Don Bennett, a frequent contributor of technical subin

jects

Amateur Movie Makers.

as the

& Howell continuous printer
and the Duplex step printer. The
camera end of the printer is easily
detached and either a 35 m.m. or
16 m.m. reduction size can be used
Bell

The Right
TT is with

•

month

of Charles

Spirit
great pride
to

as a long shot,

sections where taken
and will reduce to a

him

a new cine amateur is the
he could receive. It brings to

to

finest

the services of the League

and

magazine, Amateur Movie Makers twelve times a year, packed full
of helpful and interesting cinematic
pointers from cover to cover. May
we suggest that all our other dealei
friends give careful thought to this
step taken by the firm of Willoughby and give the amateur a gift that
will help him enjoy his new equipment to the utmost?
its

Credit Line

npHRU

a proof error, Ralph R.
Eno, Pioneer Art Title Builder,
should have been given credit as the
*-

designer of the

title,

"On

the

Wings

firm

Show-At-Home Releases

New

THE Show-At-Home Film Library's

Amateur Cinema League

to

purchaser of a certain type
during the
month of January, 1928.
Such splendid
co-operation is
deeply appreciated, as such action has
many benefits, and also goes to show
the liveness of one of the leading
every

camera and projector

of this magazine.

known

in

making closeup

gift

Inc., of

that the well

Willoughby

the

that

York, N. Y. presented a membership

reduce or enlarge the
positive print for special effects in

of the country. This
not a subscription or
membership getting stunt, as such a
is

announce

The reduction of a thousand foot
35 m.m. negative to a four hundred
foot 16 m.m. positive can be accomplished in 40 minutes. The standard

the

dealers

cine

procedure

which appeared on
page twenty-one of the January issue

League has the honor

this

Game With Mr. and Mrs.

of the Storm",

as desired.

size unit will

CAMERA

George Eastman, Photographed Just Before Departing to Hunt Big
Martin Johnson.

first

now

great

available.

super

The

releases
first

of

are

these,

"Skinner's Dress Suit," with Reginald Denny and Laura La Plante,
"Lorraine of the Lions," featuring
Norman Kerry and Patsy Ruth Miller, "Outside the Law," with Lon

Chaney and Priscilla Dean, "California Straight Ahead," with Regin-

O

n e

-

hundred-eleven

Experts

ACCLAIM

and Beginners

the Accomplishments
of the

Victor
Cine-

Camera
Quick adjustment

of speeds, half-normal, normal and high speed for
absolute steadiness and sharpness of pictures at all
speeds convenient location and accuracy of the view-finder smooth
"velvety" action of the control button full start and dead stop without jar; simplicity of threading film; quiet vibrationless mechanism;
silent light running crank wind; hand crank feature; perfect SLOWMOTION, all are features emphasized in the enthusiastic com-

SLOW-motion;
;

;

;

—

ments of users.

The Victor Cine-Camera marks

the beginning of a

new

era in ama-

teur motion picture photography.

Price $ 125, Complete
with
(USES CINE-KODAK

Ask your

f.

3.5

V elostigmat

AND OTHER

16

lens

M/M DAYLIGHT LOADING

dealer or write direct for further information

Victor Animatograph Co*,
340

VICTOR BUILDING

One-hundred-twelve

FILM)

inc.

DAVENPORT, IOWA,

U.

S.

A.

Denny and Gertrude Olmstead,
and "The Still Alarm" with William
Russell and Helene Chadwick, are
aid

enjoying great popularity. Two reel
releases of Westerns and Comedies,
comprising a 30 to 45 minute entertainment, are being released one each
week. The Super features are being
released at the rate of two a month.
This department has received a
New Year's greeting from the library, which pledges itself to work
towards giving its consumers, thru
its associated dealers, clean pictures,
quality productions and reliable service for the year of 1928.

EMPIRE FILMS
GUARANTEED PERFECT PRINTS
All on Safety Stock, 100

The New York branch of the well
known department store firm of
Gimbel Brothers has recently been

&

Editing
Titling Service
INDITING, titling, copying, splicing
continuity

writing

are

Our

latest releases:

of-

fered to the amateur this
the Kodascope Editing
Service, Inc.,

reels

$4.50

added to the list of concerns
handling the Show-At-Home films.

*-* and

//.

month by
& Titling
of New York City. It

ZOBEIPGS
SOUTH SEA ISLAND

JAPAN SPECIALS

under the direction of Stanley A.
Tompkins, well known technician
and 16 m.m. expert in title work.
This service is most comprehensive
and is backed by all the modern
is

No.
No.
No.

2.

The Land of the Geisha
The Life of a Japanese

3.

Sacred Beauties of Japan

1.

SPECIALS

Girls

PANAMA CANAL SPECIAL
No.

type of work in the
and is ready to give

4.

The Panama Gateway

No.

9.

No.
No.
No.
No.

10.

Chasing the Cannibals
Kannibal Kids
A Cannibal Holiday
A South Sea Coronation
The Tattooed Chief

11.
12.
13.

facilities for this

16 m.m. field,
quick accurate and economical service on all amateur films. A leaflet
explaining fully the scope of the
service will be mailed on request.

No.
No.

5.

On

6.

The Honolulu Hula

the Beach at Kaikiki

For Night
K^ETEOR Photo Flares,

7.

The Boomerang

NEW ZEALAND
No.

which are
adaptable for amateur use in night work where no

8.

land

ft.

reels at $4.50

bryant 5437

cam-

723 Seventh

New

Name

H. Munro's

5736

-

2180

CO., Inc.

Avenue

Please Mail

finest scenic gems of
the earth await the amateur cinema-

.

CO., Inc.
New York City

York City

and some of the

Me An

Empire 16 mm. Subject Catalogue

...

Address

invitation

to
visit
in
Revelstoke,
British Columbia, Canada.

In the higher altitudes the opportunities for both still and motion picture photography are unexcelled, af-

}

Avenue

723 Seventh

rod or gun, plenty of skitobogganing and snowshoeing,

J.

19.

20.

EMPIRE SAFETY FILM
EMPIRE SAFETY FILM

accepts

Broke
Man's Paradise
Cock Fighting
Black Bottom

ASK YOUR DEALER

*• era,

who

18.

A

mm

All 100

Cine Revelry

tographer

No.
No.
No.

Eat 'Em Alive
16.
South Sea Kitchen
17. Why Dressmakers Go

Also:

gives the following facts
about his flares: "absolute safety;
very high in candle power; great uniformity in the time between ignition
of the fuse and appearance of the
bright light; universal handle for
holding in the hand or by a mechanical support; protective coating, preventing the absorption of moisture."

ing,

15.

Dancing Daughters of

WAR PICTURES — CHARLIE CHAPLIN - SCENICS
COMEDIES — CARTOONS — LINDBERG - TOM MIX

facturer

*•

No.
No.
No.

i

one, two, three and four minutes, by
John G. Marshall, 1752 Atlantic
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. The manu-

fishing with

14.

Each reel a complete picture. New film
fresh subjects never before shown on any
projection.
screen. Made especially for 16

electric source is available, are made
in five sizes, burning for one-half,

and

SPECIAL
in New Zea-

Rubbing Noses

*»! particularly

No.

OF

Samoa

AUSTRALIAN SPECIAL
No.

ISLES

ROMANCE

SPECIALS

Flares

TTUNTING

THE FAMOUS

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

#

City
I

Am

_

State

Also Interested In Your Laboratory Service

\Z\

I
One-hundred-thirtee,

wonderful

fording

WE WERE
SWAMPED
with

requests

the

for

film

wild

and

life

One may

take an
automobile to an altitude of 7000
feet and revel in a paradise of beauty
snowfields and
with wildflowers,
glaciers on every side. The province
of British Columbia offers unlimited
opportunities to the amateur cinescenic

subjects.

matographer, inviting him to come
adventuring in the depths of its forests and on the peaks of its giant
guardians.

"Fine Arts in

the

Metal,"

m

h a

Gor-

of

story

Silver,

which was described

umn

and advertised

last

"Silver

month.

on

Craftsmen

Screen," by

in this col-

you did not read

If

the

Silver

means turn back

all

to

page 17 of the January issue and
then hasten to

who

ed amateurs

shown

the coupon

in

fill

below and get on the

list

of delight-

boast of having

own homes.

this film in their

Just send in stamps to cover postage

on

package

a

„-, „ j„

n„
pounds, or

-r

if

seven

weighing
r

you

-tt

we

prefer,

will

ship express collect.

There are no
attach-

strings
°

ed to
fer

of-

we

ask

all
,
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you en-

that

joy this
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(Available Only in the United States)

room for paranning the racks, which
makes the bars on which the film is
wound very smooth and prolongs the
of the rack.

Exposure Meter

T^
*-

Film Division

urerg

of

^

weU

^

;„ lme

e " ors
f m Ihein Svarious
impossible. ^

each oth

I

would

42nd

42nd STREET
york, n. y.

New York

City.

light con-

These four classes
cover all light conditions generally
met w j tn
c i nema tography. Only
two figures are visible to the user at
any one setting. These figures, one
classifications.

m

summer and one for winter, are
widely separated so that there is no
chance for error.
The meter has been especially
designed for the amateur by H. Syril

for

settings.

all

1

6mm

ARTS

projector.

Name

partment has been added
facilities

offered

Institute of

quate
every
J
,

home

y

understand that the only charges are to be
shipping both ways).

AMM-F

^^.^^^^.^^^^.^.
One-hundred-jour teen

t0

service de-

to the

4r~^r~;

many

Photography, so that ademay be given to

assistance
student,

resident

as

well

as

,

study.

made

of the de-

partment which handle the correspondence of the many students
wno live outside the United States,
and particularly of those who live

little

film cement can,

greatly

simplifies

the

applying cement in
splicing film, has been designed for
the amateur by Henry Couillard, Los
operation

of

Angeles, California.
This little container, small enough
to fit in the vest pocket, has a patented stopper that seals the cement in
the can when not in use, and prevents evaporation. All that is necessary to start the cement flowing is
to pull the plunger from the nozzle,
tip the can in proper position over
the splice to be made, and press
gently on the sides to force the cement out. The operation can be performed with one hand, leaving the
other hand free to manipulate the
film. This device should greatly increase the speed and cleanliness in
splicing.

Projection Screen

A

SCREEN
cently

which has been

called

to

our

re-

attention

and which has not yet been announced in this department is the
compact Minusa box portable screen.
The silver screen is on a spring roller, enclosed in a box, and when set
up has no sags or wrinkles in it. The
box is decorated with nickel trimmings and has a hinged cover.

Film Cleaning Machine
npHE

Filmedor, a sturdily built but

*•

compact light-weight machine for
cleaning either 35 or 16mm. film was
placed on the market recently by
Movieads, Inc. The Filmedor, used
connection with a rewinder, enables the amateur to thoroughly clean
and renovate his film with a minimum
of time and trouble.
in

The

by the New York

to increase the efficiency

for

it

of 1928, a

Preparations have also been

Address

(I

handy-

Its

and H ht weight enables

Service Department

show the film "FINE
in my home on

use a

against

be slipped into the vest pocket.

Dept. "G"

like to

IN METAL"
I

St.,

of two

ditions are divided into four general

the

W.

of

Poetically

demands
TOnewmeetemployment
and
220

easily

economical,

"Rexo" photo materials.
The meter is composed
revolving discs that work

gize

WEST

new

cine exposure meter, an

manipulated meter, is called to the
attention of amateurs by the Burke
& James Co., of Chicago, manufact-

curate
220

Rexo

efficient,

Dusenbury after months of testing
and checking and is absolutely ac-

tyS

Educational

who

is doing his own developing, or
wishes to experiment with it, is called
to the film racks, tanks and drying
drums of the A. J. Corcoran Co.,
Inc., of Jersey City, N. J.
This company has recently manufactured a developing rack especially
for 16 mm. film. At considerable
expense they have built a special

life

Film Cementer
which

for

^
"^

of the amateur

on Fifth Avenue.

A HANDY

Racks Tanks and Drums

ATTENTION

such a distance that the mail transport time is a matter of consequence.
The many students resident in Asia,
Australia and the islands of the Pacific have made this step necessary.
It is interesting to note that after
his graduation from the Institute,
Mr. M. Gallo opened a portrait
studio in the new Savoy-Plaza Hotel,
at

film to be cleaned

is

placed on

two pads and rollers, the pads previously having been saturated with
Filmite.
Another set of pads is
clamped down on the lower ones,
over the
film, and the film then
through.
An additional feaan electric bulb, fastened to
the machine, about an inch above the
film, which insures the film being
thoroughly dry before it passes to the

wound
ture

is

takeup

reel.

With

this

machine many

old films can be reconditioned and
new ones preserved to give much
longer service.

rorward^with
BELL

HOWELL

8C

these

new

movie accessories

better

these screamingly funny effects
Talk about laughs
are obtained by the new FlLMO LENS MODIFIER
Did you ever view yourself in
those funny curved mirrors
they have at amusement parks?
Then you know exactly the excruciatingly ridiculous effects
you get in your movies by
simply screwing the new Filmo
LENS MODIFIER into the
regular Filmo F 3.5 lens in
place of the sunshade.
By giving the Modifier a half turn your
subjects are made either short and fat

and thin. Or you can
make the half turn with camera
or tall

in operation

and cause your

subjects to grow
thin or fat as the

short,

tall,

movie pro-

Guide lines can be seen
through the Filmo spy-glass
viewfinder. Absolutely the
funniest innovation in amagresses.

teur movies. Filmo

LENS MODIFIER,

Price $13.50.

NOW you can examine your

Filmo Rental L ibrary

films comfortably without

stretch or strain

CURRENT RELEASES
Each reel approximately 400 feet
No. 741— UPPERCUTS, A Christie Comedy In
which Jack Duffy settles a disputed election in a
rib-rocking funny fight. 2 reels; base rental $2.50.
No. 1952— A MERRY-GO-ROUND OF TRAVEL
A Lyman H. Howe Hodge-Podge full of foreign

—

—

scenics

and

characters. 1 reel; base rental $1.25.

Film inserted for viewing

No. 721—THE CLOUDHOPPER— A Larry Semon
Comedy in which Larry cops the cash in some

The New Filmo Picture Viewer,
Rewinder and Splicer

breath-taking airplane leaps. 2 reels; base rental
$2.50 (24 hours).
No. 2413— FELIX the CAT in "TWO-LIP TIME."
The ups and downs of Felix in winning a pretty
Dutch sweetheart. 1 reel, base rental $1.25.

All tiresome effort and eyestrain in examining
films for editing and titling are now eliminated by this picture viewing attachment for
Filmo Rewinder and Splicer. Seat yourself at a
table and with this unit before you, your eye
is near the level of the magnifying eyepiece.

NUTS— A Christie Comedy of

funny, swift-moving domestic complications. 2
base rental $2.50.

DEEP—A

376— IN

No.

A

small

436— SOUP TO

No.

your

a speed cop, an alibi
rental $1.25.

mazda lamp within

furnishes illumination
for film and splicer block. An adjustable prism
causes the pictures to appear right side up,
instead of on end as they would otherwise appear
when viewed from this position. Polished
round-cornered guides, touching film on margins only, positively prevent scratching of film.
Price of complete viewing, splicing and
double rewinding unit as shown
$40.00

Cameo Comedy

and an

reels,

featuring

irate wife. 1 reel,

base

No. 703-A—THE STORY TELLER— A Lyman
H. Howe Hodge-Podge travel story of "the old
fisherman."

1 reel,

The New Super-speed Lens

— aT-HCookeF

base rental $1.25.

No. 620— Felix the cat "TRIFLES WITH TIME."
Father Time turns the clock back and gives Felix
a taste of "the good old days." 1 reel, base rental
$1.25.

New FILMO LIBRARY

Picture Viewer attachment alone, for Filmo
Rewinder and Splicer or for Rewinder only
$21.50
Geared reel-arm support for converting
present rewinder to rewind either direction $4.50

Films

—

Six new Bray Studio Comedies #7.50 each
Bobby Bumps and the Hypnotic Eye
Bobby Bumps Throwing the Bull
Bobby Bumps' Amusement Park
Bobby Bumps The Surf Rider
Bobby Bumps The Office Boy
Bobby Bumps and the Speckled Death

'

—
—
—

All great fun

New Pigskin Case for Filmo

M-108— Red Riding Hood
The

familiar nursery story beautifully enacted for
the little folks— 100 feet, price $7.50.

Bryce Canyon National
The
Park

Monument

pictorial splendors of this beautiful
in Utah. 100 feet, price $7.50.

National

Zion National Park
Indispensable to your "seeing America
collection.

100

first"

Rugged and

beautiful. Has that distinct
"class" so desired by those who travel.
Identical in size and shape with regular

Filmo case. Equipped with both suitcase
style handle and removable shoulder strap
of same material. Price $21.00.

movie

feet, price $7.50.

Mail This for Complete

ASK YOUR FILMO DEALER

Information

Showing film-block open

Bell &

1.5

In the many months of testing before placing this lightning-speed lens on the market,
excellent daytime indoor pictures were made
without artificial light. The new TaylorHobson Cooke F 1.5 is 40% faster than the
F 1.8, and five lime!: as fast as the F 3.5. For
most difficult light conditions, get the picture with this lens. Price, in micrometer
focusing mount, focusing one foot to infinity, $65.00.

Howell

Co.

I

1828 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago,

I

Established 1907

Illinois

(B. 8C

H.

Co., Ltd.)

& Howell Co.,

1828 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago,

111.

Please mail complete information on items checked:
I

NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD LONDON

Bell

Lens Modifier.

Picture viewer, rewinder and splicer.
New Pigskin case for Filmo.
Filmo Rental films.
Filmo Library Films.

D New F

1.5 lens.

Name..
Address..

City

.

State..

One-hundred-fijteen

A new

The

AUTOMATIC COLORATOR
you

Enables

and

easily

to

PROJECT TOUR

quickly

AKT COLOR OF THE

MOTION. PICTURES IK

BOW

RAIN-

with maximum brilliancy. Provides the artistic, professional touch which will greatly enhance the pleasure of
your movies.
Available for KODASCOPE Models "A"
or "B'\ and for FILMO and DEVRT 16mm. projectors.

REQUIRES
SECOND TO ATTACH, does
not mar projector, and permits black and white projection
also focusing, while attached.
The Colorator is dustprocf.
light in weight, compact and durable, and has the same

OKLT OKE

as

finish

your projector.

See vour
instrument.

Price

The

dealer

and

—including

witness

the

superiority

of

Case

product, "Filmite-Humidihas also been developed by
Movieads.
It is a humidor lotion,
which according to reports, promises
to be an article of merit. When used
in humidor cans it prevents film from
This company also
getting brittle.
announces that in the near future
other new accessories will be placed
on the market.
fier,"

this

$15.00

AGTINORATOR PORTABLE ARC LAMP
EXTREME

for the home movie maker and combines
PORTABILITY, COMPACTNESS, SIMPLICITT, HIGH EFFICIENCY and SAFETT. It is a protected, 8-Ampere,
continuous-feeding lamp which produces a steady, brilliant white light rich in actinic quality
burns continuously for as long as 40 minutes, if desired. It operates on 110 Volt D.C. or A.C.,
from any house lighting outlet, and one circuit will accommodate three lamps. The Actinorator
is the most practical inexpensive lamp on the market
an exceptional value.
Is

designed

—

Price complete, with folding metal tripod and 15

Manufactured and
Guaranteed by

ft.

extension cord,

AMERICAN CINE PRODUCTS
50H N. Sawyer Avenue,

Chicago,

-

$16.50

CO.
111.

Photograph by

Wy\o

OUTWITTING OLD SOL

LATEST MODEL

yEPT
Double Spring
Adjustable Speed
Direct Focus on Film
35

mm

W

K

33

V ko Projector Corporation
West 60th

St.

-

New

York, N. Y.

Child Specialist

SUE

moods and tenses, this month
announces that she will, if desired,

study children in their home surroundings, with their playthings and
pets about, write a scenario to fit each
special case, and then carry the filming through all stages for preserva-

Dealeri
\
J

tion in the film archives.

only guaranteed cleaning lotion for

and

all

makes of

—

,$1.25.

In larger quantities

if

film,

desired.

"THE FILMEDOR"
The only automatic
16

mm.

film.

organized Travel Mo-

announced that
he will soon release for the home
movie market some of the more desirable films taken on his travels.
Mr. Schmidlapp has just sailed on a

vie Films, Inc., has

reversal.

Sixteen (16) ounce bottles

Travel Films
W. H. SCHMIDLAPP, who

MR.recently

"FILMITE"
negative, positive,

RICE, a former vice-president

of the New England Photographers Association, now of New York
City, who possesses a fine background of experience with children,

New
The one and

for

their

Motion Pictures
Snap Shots
Time Exposures

At AllX

The Youngest Amateur Saves His Snowman
Summer With His Cine Camera

film cleaning and polishing device for 35
Constructed in the simplest manner conceivable.

or

Price $15.00

West Indies trip in order to visit
some of the less known islands of the
Leeward and Windward groups, and
his film records of these adventures
will

be

offered

by Travel Movie

Films, Inc.

"FILMITE-HUMIDIFIER"

Unique Offer

Placed in humidor containers will positively prevent film from getting
brittle.

—

Four (4) ounce bottle

50c.

Larger quantities
F. O. B.,

if

desired.

NEW YORK

are endorsed by the leaders of the

Cinema

Field."

FOR SALE AT YOUR DEALERS OR DIRECT.

in

Inc.

Avenue

One-hundred-sixteen

Mojave Desert

California, which are announced to
the amateur market for the first time
this

Makers.
507 Fifth

film of the

offered absolutely free as an
introductory offer to the productions
of the Fowler Studios of Hollywood,
is

ALL ORDERS
"Our products

Anew

New York

City

issue

of

Amateur Movie

This generous offer should

prove a happy introduction to the
amateur field. The offer is good for
thirty days only, and the amateur
need only pay postage charges.
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One-hundred-seventeen

:

PICTURES AS PROFESSORS

Neighborhood Motion Picture Service,

(Continued jrom page 87)

the sciences

and

arts.

This

fection of talking pictures

is

the per-

—no longer

Formula

of Dr.

Rudolph

Fastest
LENS
THE WORLD
IN

the

The two better
of talking pictures are

thing.

known kinds

films

you can take fine clear
under the poorest of
conditions.
With an fl.5

light

J^tOSTIUlt

Meyer Kino

on

your Filmo or Victor, light values
that formerly caused your camera to
stay in its case will not stop you in

the screen.

specialize in a great variety of sub-

faster than /1.8).

Originator of the first anastigmatic lens ever made, the
famous Tessars and Protars,
Dr. Rudolph is acknowledged
as being one of the leading
lens

scientists

of

this

pictures in

the

;

J Xa&nUlt

considered
achievement.

crowning

his

is

teachers cannot be expected to

For FILMO or VICTOR
1 in. in

focusing

mount

$54.00
2

in. in

focusing mount

Instantly adaptable

—or

dealer

HUGO MEYER
105

W.

40th St.
Works

:

Goerlitz,

&

(Continued jrom page 104)

the professional inventor

day

small things.
"Don't go before seeing my 'Jack

write to

CO., Inc.
New York

Germany.

stiff

and taut as a

More Hindu magic.

Two

little
hinges and two little
springs were all that were necessary
to make the screen self-supporting.

"The

biggest

job

I

have

ever

tackled", said "H. A." in closing the

interview "and the most gratifying
maintaining the work of the
association of interests known as The

also, is

One-hundred-eishtet

of

in the Box,' " Mr. De Vry said, and
he stepped over to a long narrow
box lying on the table. He stuck
his fingers in two holes in the top of
the lid, and gave a quick pull upward, the lid carrying with it a
beaded screen. The same second I
heard a "click" and the screen stayed
in the air as
painters canvas.

185.00

At your

PORTRAITS OF PIONEERS

the

and

IS

CATS

." she yelled,"
"Here
here
you put that dirty little beast
in here again. I've been throwing it
out for three days, and now you come
along and stick it inside ..." I
didn't wait to hear any more, Peter.
I just slammed the door and went
right on to the next place. It was a
baker's. They had cakes and pies in
the window, and you know how mice
love pie. So I knew they would need
a good cat, and I walked right in
this time and said to the nice-looking
young man who came up
.

voice of a known authority,
carrying through a reel or series of
reels, will bring to some extent not
only the personality of the specialist
to the classroom but also increased
conviction that all details of the lesson are authentic.

Nor does

of civic

.

.

.

.

don't

jects, the

despise

the fields

CATS

.

him and

and

moral responsibility."

age.

Naturally his /1.5 possesses
every precision quality ever
found in a lens developed by

picture

textbooks

(Continued from page 106)

This lens, made according to the
formula of Dr. Paul Rudolph, gives
great depth despite its enormous

(44%

motion

of

regular

Guidance. To see these lessons put
on in a classroom, especially Citizenship, American Statesmen and Vocational Guidance, will stimulate the
pulse beats of any good American
as he observes the response and intense interest of every child in the
room. Here at last we can see what
is possible to accomplish with motion

ture and carefully describes it, talking into a microphone. The wax record is electrically cut, and subsequent
copies of it produce the voice with
clear and perfect resonance at any
volume desired. When the film is presented for regular showing and a
hard record of standard construction
is placed upon the coupled turntable
the arm carrying the transmitting
needle is of microphonic construction and its vibrations are amplified
and carried by an electric cord to a
special radio type loud-speaker near

the future.

speed.

with

with pedagogical experts in producing teachers' manuals to go with
film courses on Citzenship, American
Statesmen, Nature Study, World Geography, Health & Hygiene, Electricity, General Science and Vocational

The usual method is to eliminate
the printed titles and then to project
the picture. The phonograph turn ta-

As

correlation

These film courses comprise a carefully worked out series of film
lessons covering the complete school
year. Their editors have collaborated

carrying its wax disc, is coupled
with the projector by an extremely
delicate and accurate mechanism.
The speaker watches the motion pic-

pictures

New York

courses of study in the classroom.

produced by markedly different methods. One is to synchronize a phonograph record to the film; the other is
to record the voice on the edge of the
film, in an extremely narrow track,
by means of the photo-electric cell.

ble,

NOW

in

This organization after years
of deep plowing is now nearing the
completion of its great work; namely,

an experiment, but an accomplished,
practical

Incorporated,

City.

"Don't you want a good mouser?"
But, darling, he wasn't as nice as
he looked. I didn't like his laugh at
And his
all, it sounded so funny.

eyes had such a queer expression in
them. I always did think baking was
the wrong business for men, anyhow.
I could plainly see it didn't agree
with this young man. When he kept

on laughing and said: "No thanks, I
We've got quite a supply
on hand just now," I hurried right
out. People are so selfish. They never
think of anybody but themselves. But
There was a
I wasn't discouraged.
butcher shop next door, and I was
awfully glad of that. Butchers are
always so jolly, aren't they, Peter?
And they always need a good cat.
You can easily understand why, dear.
When I opened the door, the butcher
believe not.

/

£
K

</o earn

with pleasure

^
5

-the

WAY™

MOVIE

'

I

S\y,

Home,

Our

How

Earth,

Living

Ma\e

Things

at the River,

the

S\y,

a

and Moths, Ants, Bees and Spiders,

Butterflies

Seaside Friends and Their Country Cousins,

of

\
£

'HE eighteen K[ature Study Lessons include: The

Down
Pets,

Furry Creatures, Friends

Growing Things and

Preparing a Garden,

A

Day

our Pond, In Birdland, Pirates

at

to

Man,

Fruit and

Flowers.

Fascinating Film Lessons in Nature Study

— the

first of eight different

VITALLY

interesting to either

film courses,
editors,

of

can

many

now

other absorbing

film courses are

parents or children, unique

prepared by leading educators and expert film

modern knowledge

now

bring to your
in

science,

fields, in

home

WRITE TODAY

self

the same powerful

cost for the entire eighteen

together with pamphlets, IS
in

all

full

information on

this

and other won-

screen the revelations

education,

and

culture

manner

these

serving the best schools in the country.

Nature Study Course, with

for

derful courses.

Neighborhood Motion Picture Service,

weekly lessons

Inc.,

Extension Division.

in the

send

Please

There are eighteen wonderful lessons in the Nature Study Course.
One will come to you each week and may be held for three
days.
Each lesson is 400 feet long. An attractive pamphlet
accompanies each lesson.

The complete

HOME USE

courses*now ready for

I

1

me without

obligation

complete

information

on:

FILM LESSONS IN NATURE STUDY
Education
Culture Courses

Other Science,
Self

and

NAME

transportation prepaid both ways,

ONLY

$56.00.

(This

may be

paid

ADDRESS

CITY

four monthly installments of $14.00.)

MY

DEALER'S

HIS

ADDRESS

NAME

IS

Other course rentals are from $16.00 up.

EVERY DEALER

will be interested in our special

School Agency Plan.

(No investment

Home

IS

and

required.)

NEIGHBORHOOD MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,

Inc.

PLEASE ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE
131

West 42nd

Street,

New

York, N. Y.

1111 Center Street, Chicago,

111.
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wiped

CULLEN'S
Special Filmo

hands on his apron and

his

said:

"Well, what can I do for you tolady?" As pleasant as you
please. I trusted him at once.
day,

Camera Cases

"Nothing for ME, thank you," I
answered, smiling, too. "I've come to
do something for you. I've brought
you a good mouser."
Duplex

Regular

BLACK

BLACK

$20
$25

TAN

$22
$28

TAN

"A mouser!" He said, kind of
He didn't seem to under-

staring.

stand, so

Allowance on old

Allowance on old

case

case

I

He

said: "O,

more than before and
THAT." Then he began to

laugh like

all jolly

stared

know how
These cases have become the standard of discriminating Filmo owners
over the world.
They combine practical convenience with the finest
example of the leather-maker s arc.
Made of heavy sole leather with plush lining. Compartments for 4

all

100-foot Cine films, telephoto lens, fast lens, color filters, finders, etc. Very
larger than the regular Filmo case but convenient to the last degree.
Duplex Case is identically the same but made specially to carry the
Filmo camera with Duplex Finder attached, a decided advantage. Slightly
more space for additional accessories or film.
little

FILMO OWNERS:
Two

SCHNEIDER
XENON
2.5

m m.Focus— F=2.

You

butchers do.

stomachs bounce up

their

and down, Peter. And his voice sort
of choked when he said, "Lady, I
don't believe I can use a mouser just
like that just now. Especially since
she'll be having several little mousers
pretty soon.

.

."

.

Why, Peter dear, what makes you
scowl so ? Can't YOU see how kind of
funny that was
with YOUR
.

lenses that are an aid to better pictures

GOERZ

held the cat up and said:

"Yes, A good mouser."

.

.

sense of humor?
Why, darling, of
course I'm always sympathetic for
somebody besides a cat. I'm sorry
for everybody. I'm only telling you

how

I felt about this ca
itten
because you can't bear cats and won't
.

.

.

me have a cat. You've done
something with every cat I've had,
so by this time
darling! How
wonderful! You are actually SORRY
let

.

.

.

.

.

.

er
drowned the last
cat? 0, Peter dear, I just knew you
weren't as heartless as you pretended

you

For Movies

Cramped

Quarters, Over One-Third
Greater Field of Vision

For Dull Days and Interiors
the Difference Between Success
and Failure

In focusing mount,
with finder lens

In adjustable
focusing mount

$75.00

$37.50

in

WRITE US FOR PARTICULARS

.

.

to be.

.

.

Hmm?

.

.

What

Papers?

.

.

We

YORKERS:

are at your service for film rental

Filmo Rental Library

Home

Film Libraries

and we carry for sale:
CINEGRAPHS
PATHEGRAMS
BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUES
CINE-ART
VITALUX
GANZ NEWS HIGHLIGHTS

CULLEN

12

Maiden Lane

New York

City

Mice ? O, good heavens Peter How
terrible! Not that lovely paper saying you were a hero in the War?
The one signed by President Wilson
when you got that Medal of Honor?

Gortlandt 8424

have the most complete

line of

amateur movie appa-

ratus in the financial district.

eral

more mousers

pretty soon,

darling.

I

just

thing

She wont be a

I

.

had

.

.

to

home,

bit of trou-

ble. Yes, she's in the cellar, but we
really ought to keep her up where its
pleasanter. And you know what will

happen when she smells

One- hundred-twenty

!

O, dear! Can't it be stuck together
again? All chewed up! Honestly,
Peter, there is nothing on earth as
mean as a mouse. You REALLY wish,
darling you hadn't drowned our last
poor little cat? Well, dear, then I'll
tell you something I was going to
keep a deathly secret. Peter darling,
when the butcher told me he just
couldn't use that kind of a mouser,
especially since there would be sevYes, you've guessed it.
bring the poor little

We

.

structive, Peter. I take care of things.
!

NEW

pa-

pers? Well, I'm glad you are not
accusing me of ruining your papers
this time. I didn't touch the old
things.
That's one thing you just
can't accuse me of being,
de-

a

mouse

Twenty Years
from Today
CINE-KODAK Duplicates enable you to enjoy your
valuable films today, at the same time insuring your
enjoyment of them in the future. These duplicates so
closely approach the originals in quality that it is virtually impossible to distinguish between them, even when
they are viewed side by side. None but an expert can
tell the difference. Very often he is deceived.
Both Cine-Kodak film and Cine-Kodak duplicates are
remarkably free from "grain." This freedom from undesirable "grain" is a result of the reversal process, by
which both Cine-Kodak originals and duplicates are
made. Between the original and the duplicate in this
very essential quality, no difference whatever exists.
Cine-Kodak film and the reversal process provide the
most economical means known of securing both an original and a duplicate. No other method or material can
compete in the home movie field.
It behooves every owner of home motion picture
equipment to select from his picture library those films
that promise to be of more than usual interest in the future, and to have Cine- Kodak Duplicates of those films
made at once. The originals can then be stored for safe
keeping through the years, and the duplicates used for
every-day showing, with full assurance that twenty
years from now, for example, you may enjoy those
pictures that you make today,

Cine-Kodak Duplicates are priced at $5for one hundredfoot lengths
for fifty foot lengths. They should be ordered through
your Cine-Kodak dealer.

and $3.50

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.

Y.,

The Kodak aty

One-hundred-twenty-one

A SOLUTION
of FILM STORAGE
W.

By

AS

number

the

of

reel

cans

T.

in-

a convenient and safe
method of storing them becomes necessary. It is at all times more satisfactory to have them so stored as to
be easily accessible and in such a
creases,

More dope on

Sunny

Little

self-feeding arc lamp,
springs or moving parts to get out

Sunny

Little

with no

is

a

of order; the aluminum reflector and handle
fold back for compactness. One lamp takes
about one-fourth the space of a 1000 watt
Mazda lamp and gives about twice the light;

manner

that

can

be

easily

T
*•;

ck

draws only 8 amperes and can be used on
any 110 volt circuit.
Unlike all the other portable arc lights,
Sunny's reflector has a top and bottom, which means that 90 per cent of the
light is thrown forward and contrary to
precedent Little Sunny does not flicker or
throw spar\s. Little Sunny's twelve patented features are not to be had in any other
lamp.
While one lamp will make movies of
closeups of two or three people at f. 3.5,
we recommend using two, one to flood and
one to high light and get professional

they

moved.

E

Little

movie

The

o

o
c
o

IB

'i

^-

a
i*J

H

effects.

price

Ul

-Li_

$1? each, complete, with 15
and 6 double length carbons;

t-..GortPo Boak.p

6 foot folding nickel plated stand $2.?0.
Extra carbons 75c per dozen, $4.50 per

flQ.

hundred.

We

have some of the original

still

fia.£

is

feet of cord

Ti^GoppER. TACKS

1

Little

Sunny (discontinued,
lamp and rheostat
units

separate

in
as

110
AC-DC comvolt
plete with cord and
carbons while they
last $10, uses same

shown)

amp.

8

carbons as the newer
model, 6 foot stand
=•

$2.50.

If you don't li\e Little Sunny
(old, or new model) you can

return him within 10 days and
we'll
cheerfully
refund your

money.

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438 Rush

Street

Chicago, Illinois

-

obtain

the

3.

to

proper spacing for the

and it was found that the
two end compartments would take
four cans each, one of the middle
compartments 6 and the other 5.
These positions were marked and the
copper strips fastened to the wood
lining of the box by means of large
tacks. The compo-board partitions
were then slid into place in the
grooves formed by the bent copper
as shown in Figure 4.
Then at a cost of one dollar, a
piece of green felt used for making
hats was purchased in a department
store and cut in the proper sizes for
reel cans

Mine had reached the point where
first humidor box was full when,
one morning while passing a hardware store I saw a carpenter's tool
box that looked about the right size.
Measurements showed it to be seven
and one-quarter inches wide by a little more in depth and nineteen and

of the cover, allowance being made
for shrinkage that would occur when
can of glue
the glue was applied.
at twenty cents and a half inch brush
were purchased and the box was

A

lined.

Figure

5.

have since made two more and
they are excellent as they can be
I

stored in a closet or any convenient
place and are easy to shift from one
place to another.

the

TlG.4

one-half inches long, all inside measurements. It was constructed of thin
wood covered with metal, with reinforced corners, a handle, a lock and
was enameled green. The price was
three dollars.

obtained some
(just scrap)
and cut strips about one inch wide
and of a length equal to the depth of
the box. See Figure 1.

From

BE YOUR

OWN

BROADCASTER

FOOL YOUR FRIENDS

I-t.

plug the adapter
the detector tube
socket of any radio,
conceal yourself in another room with the

Just
in

microphone and broadcast anything you want

— the
the

New Idea

for a

the

sky's

Fun? Try

It's

shown in Figures 2 &
The box was then measured off

the board as

lining the box, including the inside

'a

o o

x.

McCarthy

limit.

it!

Radio Party

Home Broadcaster
Price $7.50

Complete

$1 with order. Balance to postman on delivery

BROOKLYN METAL STAMPING CORP.
724 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

One-hundred-twenty-two

a tinsmith

I

of sheet copper

strips

Next a piece of Compo-board
about one-eighth inch thick was cut
into squares of the proper size to
make partitions, allowance being

made

for the thickness of the copper.

Standing one of these pieces on edge
on the copper strip, lines were drawn
as shown by dotted lines in Figure 1.
Next, cuts were made almost to

shown at points "A"
and then the metal between
was bent up either side of

these lines as

Figure

1

the cuts

flQ.5
in

Do not use a glue that
damp weather. Rather

will soften
a glue that

must be softened with heat. A kind
which will permit putting the can in
a basin of hot water. Do not apply
the glue to the inside of the box but
rather to the back of the felt.
So, at a cost of about four dollars

and twenty cents and two hours time
each, I have several substantial and
attractive

my

film.

boxes for the storage of

Absolutely Free
A Strictly Limited Offer — Good for Thirty

*{

Days Only

}*

MOJAVE
V DESERT
v\^

^

A Film that has just
users that will

been prepared for all 16 m.m.
give you a new conception entirely of

DESERT LIFE IN WESTERN AMERICA
TPHE

great Mojave Desert, land of mystery, land of
eternal mirages, land of Death, has just been
filmed in its entirety.

Just Completed!

Los Angeles $10,000

of great towering chocolate mounfrowning buttes, whirling sand. Joshua trees,
the "praying trees of the desert," lifting their arms in
supplication the barrel cactus, round as a barrel and
as full of real water flowering Yucca, the Spanish
Bayonet. Shrubs and other vegetation you never
dreamed of. Beautiful scenes that resemble nothing

Marvelous views

Open Golf
Tournament

tains,

—

16mm. Film
MacDonald

Smith comes in
ahead of one of the greatest
fields of professional and amateur golfers ever assembled to
win the recently held 3rd An"Los Angeles' $10,000
nual
Open," the West's Classic of

so

A

See "Mac" Smith, AmerGolf Stylist, coolly and
calmly putting his way to win
over such national figures as
Willie Hunter, Tommy Armour,
Cruickshank,
Harry
Bobby
Cooper, John Black, George
Von Elm, Wild Bill Melhorn,
Interesting
and many others.
Golf.

much as gigantic flower gardens.
new conception entirely of the desert—the

What

Send for it at once. It comes to you
a Picture
with our compliments, ABSOLUTELY FREE OF

shots of many of these internagolfers are included in
this exclusive film.

One reel, 400
mm. For Rent or For

Write! Wire! or Mail Coupon

One

1108

Other Interesting Subjects
for Sale or Rent
of the

ing, fascinating

1108 Lillian Way, Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen:

Insect Life,

to

mention.

am

in

Hollywood

CALIF.

STUDIOS,

Mojave Desert.
I

and Laboratories

WAY— HOLLYWOOD,

FOWLER

I

Kindly send
understand

me
this

as

soon as possible, your

does not in any

way

new

obligate

film

me

of

the

and that

only to pay the postage charges, both ways, on this film.

Name

Golf,

Fishing, Hunting, Aeroplanes
and many others too numer-

ous

LILLIAN

other interest-

now in our 16 mm. library include Comedies, Dramas, Travels, Indians, Cartoons, Modelling, Botany, Visual Educational Films, AniLife,

of the Oldest Established Studios

and instructive

films

mal

to:

Fowler Studios

feet,

Sale.

I

A few

!

CHARGE.

tional

Length,

so-called

"barren" waste places bloom before your eyes.

ica's

16

—

Street and No.

P. O.

Box

....

City

State
FEB.

MAM

One-hundred-twenty-three

AMATEUR CLUBS
(Continued from page 101)

Nippon Has Club
Developments UNDER
the auspices of the Osaka

New
.

.

New

.

Ideas

You'll Always Find

Hiem Here
Home

movie making is growing by leaps
and bounds. Riding on the crest of this

wave of expansion are striking new developments. New and better projectors
.

.

.

improved cameras with faster lenses
helpful ideas based on real experiences.
The zealous amateur is ever desirous of
keeping up with these innovations.
.

.

.

Eastman Kodak
Company as our source of new materials
and information we are at all times ready

With

So are we.

the

amateur with the very latest
and equipment. Walk in any time.

to serve the
facts

Our salesmen

are only too glad to help
vour home movie problems.
Make it a point to drop in regularly to
inspect all new equipment.

you

in solving

Always your headquarters for up-to-date
home movie equipment and ideas

Eastman Kodak
Madison

Stores, Inc.

at

45th

New York

©All

St.

City

BREAKING RECORDS!
"Around the World

in

Thirty Minutes''

Demand

for this

new

release
justifies us in suggesting that

you

order immediately to
avoid delay in receiving yours
Special filming at Pasadena of

^Tournament of Moses
of 1928"
100 feet of astounding beauty!

Price $7.50
For the sport lover or
Alumni College Clubs

FOOTBALL
Pittsburg

vs.

Pennsylvania
"//

Stanford
vs. Calif.

you were there you may be
in the picture"

Stone Film Laboratory

Asahi Shimbun, a great Japanese daily, the Baby Kinema Club
has been organized. This club publishes
monthly magazine, the
a
"Baby Kinema," we are told by K.
Senow, an enthusiastic league member, who promises us that the members of the Baby Kinema Club

become Amateur Cinema
Leaguers. The amateur movie world
is fast linking together and American clubs will welcome films from
will

Japan.

New

Jersey Again
ANOTHER New Jersey

club is
recorded with the organization

of the Cumberland Amateur Motion
Picture Club of Vineland, N. J. This
enthusiastic
group
has
already
started production of a photoplay
whose name and substance have not

been announced.

8807

HOUGH AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OHIO
One-hundred-ttventy-four

A

fully equipped

laboratory is owned by the club
where everything will be done, including film development. Studio
equipment will be built as needed.
Roy C. Ehrhardt is president and
camera man; Louis Ely, vice-president: John B. dTppolito, Jr., secretary; Samuel Gassel, manager; Sid
Unsworth, in charge of lighting;
Victor Teubler, properties, and I.
Kricheff, publicity manager.

Stockton Photoplays

UNDER the leadership
W.

of Wallace
Ward, Amateur Cinema
member, the Playcrafters

League
Club of the Stockton, California,
High School are preparing the production of photoplay versions of
stage successes which will be scenarized by students with the cooperation
of Claude A. Van Patter, dramatic
instructor.

\

.

Leaguers Invited

MEMBERS

of
the
Amateur
Cinema League are particularly

invited to a public presentation of
"Nazira," the current release of the

Zutto Players of Philadelphia. They
are asked to communicate with Mrs.

James W. Hughes, 6236 North Broad
street,

Philadelphia, to learn the date

tickets. A comedy by
one of the other amateur clubs will
also be shown at this presentation.
"Nazira" is one of the most elaborate amateur productions films yet
made. It is based on a Moroccan
tale. Several of the scenes were taken

and arrange for

Fairmount Park and scenes requiring animals were taken at the
Gardens,
Zoological
Philadelphia
through the courtesy of C. Emerson
Brown, superintendent. Members of
in

"Exclusive 16 tn/tn Productions"

also

the cast of "Nazira" include Gloria

Dey, Rosa Royce, Freya Linden,
Richard Cordova, Thomas Devito,
Grover Zollers, Philip Moss, Harry
Hirschfeld and Harry Zutto. This
active club holds weekly meetings
at which a half hour is devoted to
business discussions and a half hour
to addresses on various phases of
amateur photoplay production.

Oranges Ring the Bell

HOW"
AND
of
Motion

the latest production

Picture Club of
Oranges, 980 feet of standard
width comedy, is a piece of cinematic
pleasure to delight the eyes of every
intelligent amateur. Russell T. Ervin, director and camera man, has
achieved, in this short comedy, a real
triumph of cinematography. The
plot is pleasant but unimportant and
the acting is satisfying to a remarkable degree, both having what can
unquestionably be termed profesthe

the

sional quality.

In the tempo, the continuity, the
presentation of the story by methods
that nothing but the cinema could
use and the quick advantage taken
of every photographic aid in the
hands of amateurs, the Motion Picture Club of the Oranges need not
step aside for any producer in the
country. Now that the Oranges have
learned cinematic technique to such
a fine degree, it is hoped they will
turn their attention to the production
of photodramas, cinematic studies
and general experimentation in the
medium whose use they understand
so admirably.

From the
CHARLES

World's Ends
W. DONNE, of

Mel-

bourne, Australia, reports a club
already organized in that city. Henry
Bennett, a loyal League

Havana, Cuba,

is

member

planning the

of

first

Cuban club. Amateur movie club
formation is under way in Denver,
Colorado; South Bend, Indiana, and
Grand Rapids, Michigan. W. S. Jopson, League member, is gathering the
amateurs of Williamsport, Pennsylvania, together and F. W. Delanoy,
Jr.,

League member

of

Hayward,

California, plans a club for Oakland,
a metropolis of the bay region in
that state.

Note For Advertisers
FIND

your magazine an excellent
keep up with the new developments in home movies. The advertisements prove a great help as
there are no stores near here that
carry much of any movie equipment.

I

way

to

—Frederick
Vermont.

W.

Brown,

Windsor,

mmam
F
^
MOVIES

j-y

Vt>P/^¥ AT

•

100 ft

COMEDY

RELEASES.
KFJr£wV/lr\JU» Prints 0Ni€ M MStfETYFiLM
Quality Prints Guaranteed
$ *[• 2? Each.

—

At your dealer
FIELD and STREAM
SPECIAL

|A

REAL THRILL FOR

FISHERMEN,

F^R'DA-

IN

ill

UJ

\I*PUU*C^CARTOOH
FULL OF

STRAIGHT FROM THE

Field&$tream

Special

'Hunting

KICK.'/

HOOF/

Send for
oar catalog

of more

New
Finest hunting" pictures

ever

filmed.

cl0se-uf5.'.'

Professional
Productions.

cAutomatic Movie Display Corporation.
130 West 46th ^Street. New York.(Bryant 6321).
One-hundred-twenty-jive

CRITICAL FOCUSING

The Chinese Parrot

(Continued from page 88)

Universal Pictures Corporation
Directed by
Paul Leni
Photographed by
Ben Kline

by the knowledge
husbands
and lovers who are marching away
probably for once and all. These
suffering

$L

is

carried

that these feet are those of

short motif scenes are introduced at
intervals, and carry the thread of the

In this picture of
deeds in a desolate California desert mansion, there are several episodes where a single sentence

grim message from beginning
end with deadly significance. Nor
are they merely jammed in at the

disclosing the name of a murderer to
the inhabitants of the house, is uttered by a macaw, or huge parrot.

story's

to

director's

THE W.

&

B.

"PILOTLIGHT"
convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.

Ah

W

projector

a

pleasure.
No extra wires needed.
Just pull the switch and the Light
When and Where you
there
is

\

—

need

*•

it.

your

Easily attached to
a few minutes

machine

and

in

can be packed away
out detaching.

projector
in case with-

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

or Direct

WILLIAMS, BROWN & EARLE.lnc.
"The Home

of

Motion Picture Equipment"

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

Chestnut

St.,

is logical, justified

by

the action of the story.

A

Makes operating your

each introduction

fancy;

of this motif

E.

Philadelphia, Pa.

No

higher compliment to the

di-

growing tremendously

scenes of marching feet were monotonous. Evidently they got under
the reviewer's skin. Since that was
the purpose of their injection into the
picture, and since their drab, monotonous tramping was the chief impression the reviewer took away from the
picture, we believe our point is
proven, that such thematic treatment
has great power.
Study of the method of the director of The Enemy will be of material
assistance to amateurs who are in-

Coupled with the

terested

in

further developing this

own

plan, in their

pictures.

.

.

.

.Lucien Andriot
Substituting setand tan for

tings in tones of gray

those

in

brilliant

colors,

formerly

used to a great extent in professional
production, provides better effects of
contrast. Different graduated shades
of these two hues are used. A better
effect is secured because, during the
painting and decorating of the set,
one can see exactly how the finished
product will appear after it has been
photographed. These tones of color
correctly
applied produce depth.
This tonal application blends softly
and makes the figures of the actors
stand out in actual relief, giving them
a startling effect of reality.

STEDISTRAP

transfers

the

weight of the camera from your
hands and arms to your shoulders,
giving rock steady pictures while
allowing perfect freedom of movement.

A—To
B

TWO MODELS
Take End

—Complete

of Tripod when Folded.
with Supporting Rod.

Price

Home Movie
2120

0.00
Service Co.

SLANE

Everything for

AVE., Norwood, O.
the Home Movie Maker.

O ne-hundred-twenty-stx

disclose the

name

of

Mosaic: In several shots of the
crowd in the fight scenes, the photographer has produced the effect of a

human

mosaic, sacrificing the third

dimension in order to secure what
appears to be an animated map. This
is an interesting variation of the unusual depth secured in other scenes.

Novel

Dissolves:

The

central

character of a scene remains in exactly the same position during a dissolve which, when completed, gives
entirely new background. A
highly satisfying method of indicating change of scene which preserves
continuity admirably.

him an

house,

the

in size as they

of the criminal.
eerie light

and

the vague, mysterious shadows, this

method

was

than

the

if

much more
usual

effective

subtitular

insert

While this stunt involves animation and double-exposure combined, it can be performed
by amateurs, particularly those in the
advanced group. The same idea
could be applied to comedy as well

had been

used.

as dramatic films.

Under Tropic Seas

ii,
n
Photographed by.

(William Beebe

.

.

.

^

Movie Settings:

STEDISTRAP

depths

darkest

the

Photographed by.

USE

effect on the screen is that of
the words, very small and barely distinguishable, double-exposed on the
picture, coming forward as if from

than the comment of one reviewer,
who declared that these repeated

.

—

The

rector of the picture could be paid

The Main Event
De Mille Pictures Corporation
Directed by.
.William K. Howard

Take the Shake Out
of Your Pictures

Novel Title:

sinister

William Beebe's

F i oydCrosby

last series of un-

dersea pictures, taken off the Haitian
coast last year, was shown, accompanied by a lecture by Mr. Beebe, at
a recent meeting of the New York
Zoological Society to an enthusiastic

audience of some two thousand perThe story of their filming appeared in Amateur Movie Makers,
for August, 1927.
sons.

These pictures are remarkable because of the conditions under which
they were made and would interest
amateurs for that reason, if for no
other. As a matter of fact, they present some of the most cinematic
movies that one could find. There is
continuous motion, of a very satisfying fluidity and they are a study in
cinematic forms and rhythms. They
appear almost like abstract studies
of pure motion, because of our complete unfamiliarity with their milieu.
This cinematic quality is doubtless
more inherent in the subject than in
the direction, because there could be
little of the latter. As has been described in these pages, the whole
camera was enclosed in a brass box,
which permitted only releasing and
stopping the motor. Measurements
and focusing were of the most simIn spite of these things, Mr.
Beebe and his accompanying photographer, Floyd Crosby, achieved in
these pictures a notable advance in
the definition of what the real art of
the motion picture is.
ple.

FILM FLAM
(Continued from page 94)

thunder or a ton of brick picking

way through

And

space.

any "yes-men" about

its

there aren't

weaken

to

his

BURTON holmes

morale, either.

With A Telephoto Lens?
A SCIENTIST claims he has made
-**•

moving picture of a thought.
Which is more than any of the popua

FILM REELS OF TRAVEL
100

FOOT ROLLS

for your 16

M/M PROJECTOR

EDITED AND TITLED BY BURTON HOLMES

lar producers have been able to do.

—Arkansas

February Releases

Gazette.

Sold Outright #7.50 Per Roll

All Nice Girls, Too

A NOTHER

of

the

fascinating

•**

things about the old-time Western dance hall, as depicted in the

movies, is that every one there
danced the fox-trot, twenty years before it was invented. Detroit News.

MAKING YOUR OWN ART
TITLES
if cultivated, from the beginning, expresses itself as unconsciously in the
spacing of letters as it does in penmanship. For correct spacing does
not mean measuring the distance between each letter with a ruler. When
letters are spaced thus mechanically,
is,

when each

made

letter is

From

a

wandering gondola

STONES OF VENICE
Round about San Marco

TWO
The

ENDS OF A ROPE

story of Philippine

hemp

FROM COCOON TO KIMONO
The

(Continued from page 93)

that

CANALS OF VENICE

story of Japanese silk

THE DAMASCUS GATE
Passers-by at the north portal of Jerusalem

Complete catalogue on request

THE BURTON HOLMES LECTURES,

7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago,

to

occupy the same area and the spaces
between them also are of equal
width, they never appear uniform.
Such lettering is always hard to read.
But while spacing is worked out
optically in practice, it is based upon
principles that give something tangible to work with. And these principles are so simple that anyone can
learn them in a few minutes. In the

SHOOT NATURE

with your

Each

issue

is

a lesson in photo-

graphy.

The

"A"

Association's

represents the full spacing area

CAMERA

Let Nature Magazine be your
guide to wild life and its habits.

accompanying chart you will find the
laws of letter spacing worked out in
a way that you can understand. Block

illustration here was taken
on one of the American Nature

Expeditions

that

appears between two straight
letters. "B" shows how this area appears between two circular letters.
Note how the letters cut into it. "C"

have brought back many photo-

illustrates the dividing area

between

Nature Magazine

a circular and a straight letter and
"D" the area between an irregular
and a straight letter.

halftone and color.

as

it

In studying this chart note that the
space at the top and bottom of a
circular letter equals approximately
the space the letter cuts out of the
dividing area. This is most clearly

shown
top.

diagram at the
the top and bot-

in the smaller

If this

tom of a

space at

circular letter

is

not reck-

oned with and the added space equalized by subtracting a more or less
proportionate amount from the dividing area the line will look uneven or
spotty. The irregularly shaped letters—A, V, F, L, T, J, P,
and

Y

111.

graphic

prizes

and fascinating

stories.
is a 70-page
monthly, profusely illustrated in

Send for

a

Sample Copy or

CLIP THIS

AD

and attach three dollars for one
membership including
year's
Nature Magazine, and send it to

American Nature Ass'n
1214— 16th

ST.,

WASHINGTON,

D.C.

W
One-hundred-twenty-seven

should be fitted together to prevent
ugly gaps. Whenever a line of good
lettering appears uneven in tone
value you can be sure there is something wrong with its spacing.
The different letter combinations

ARROW PORTABLE
Motion Picture Screens
(Patent Pending)

pearing to be more or less unrelated.
Notice the ugly gaps caused by the
combination of circular and irregular shaped letters and the spotty effect produced by the blackness of the
and N. Then compare this line
with the fourth, which is exactly the

W

shown below the chart illustrate how
the principles work when applied to
various words. The first line "Min-

same length, and see how these faults
have been eliminated. All the circular strokes are rounded out, the wide
letters expanded and the letters fitted
closer together, giving the line an

netwata Falls" shows the mechanical
spacing of straight letters. Each letter occupies the same area and the

V\fote

how spaces are Optically equalized"

Screen Ready for Use
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STROKES

Case for Carrying

Composed of millions of tiny round glass beads,
firmly embedded on a strong fabric in a pure
white composition.
Has a wonderful reflective
surface and will not glare like the silver metallic surface.
Can be easily cleaned with soap
and water.
Complete with dustproof mahogany
finished
case
metal spring.
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MINNETWATA FALLS

6725-55 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, California

"This line

illustrates the uneven, result

produced by the Mechanical Spacing' of circular combinations^

POODL E -DOG CLOWN
"

Note,

how

the

Gaps (marked x)

hone,

POODLE
This line illustrates by comparison how

ieen eliminated by Optically'(Balancing

-

letters of the

DOG CLOWN
-

same dimensions

will read

vs

SPACING CHART

dividing areas are likewise the same.
By comparing this line with the second, which has been optically equalized, you will notice that the letters
M, N,
and A require more space
to keep them from appearing blacker
than the rest, and that the spaces between the letters (marked X) are too
great in area, due to the irregular
shapes. That is, the faults in the first
line were remedied in the second
line by fitting the letters closer together and expanding the wide let-

W
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The third and fourth lines,
"Poodle-Dog-Clown," offer a comparative example embodying circuIn the third line the letters are all of uniform width and the
spaces between them are also uniform. The result is rather irritating
and difficult to read, the letters aplar letters.

both the letters and the spacay-

-when'spaced-mechanically' and.

vhen spaced."optiealLy "

DOOMING

AND

EXERCISES

even tone.

The

fifth line

further

il-

spacing principle applied to letters of like dimensions.
The unbalanced dividing areas created by the irregular shapes of the
lustrates

letters

in

the

their

different

combina-

marked with an X.
The examples (taken from the
Speedball Textbook by courtesy of
the C. Howard Hunt Pen Co., Cam-

tions are

den, N. J.) illustrate most effectively
method of letter spacing. Other
letter styles may be readily substituted for the Gothic alphabet. It will
this

be found that the flexibility of the
serifs on the Roman alphabet affords
considerable assistance in securing
an even tone quality on the title as
a whole.

These articles will be continued,
showing more advanced specimens
next month.

SHOOTING WITH A
SHUTTER

GRIZZLY BEAR
The

finest grizzly

combined

railroad)

with

thrilling canoe trip

most

continent.

now

and other bear

(within one day from

hunting

for the

Arrangements made
month of May.

MUNRO,

H.

J.

the

on the

or

YouCan'Shoof

(Continued from page 99)

But the movie camera
purrs steadily on. It gets the animal
lying down and two seconds later
a

the Marvels

lifetime.

shoots

him

NORWAY

of

in that instant poise of

beauty before he

is

With This
Movie Makers
Tour

gone.

One cannot "drive" game for a
movie as for the head hunt. The seanimal unafraid and going about his business
of eating, moving, fighting, or whatever it is that he may do. We caught
one billy jumping down a cliff not
cret lies in catching the

Secretary Board of Trade

Revels toke, B. C.

—

NEW PATHEX
Cameras and Projectors
both for $59.50
ALL ACCESSORIES
WRITE FOR LIST

AU

AG

L
116

West 65th

L T

New York

St.,

City

16 m. m. Picture Films
We Wish to Call Special
Attention to These Pictures

because he was afraid, but because
he saw a particularly juicy bit of
moss below. As far as the goats were
concerned, we learned that their natural characteristic was to be ever on
the watch for anything approaching
from below. We never got within
300 yards from below any of them,
but when we had once climbed the
mountain and gotten above them unseen, we could work with reasonable
caution and secure really good pictures. But the climbing and the narrow ledges well, they "got my

—

goat."

thrilling

picture

of

Ocean pounding the rocky
ft

the Pacific
shores. 100
$6.00

SUNDOWN DANGER
A

snappy revue of stage dances, done
by people who know how. 100 ft. $6.00
Produced by

ERNEST

M.

REYNOLDS
Cleveland, Ohio

165 E. 191st Street

HERE

IT IS!

best safety film cement ever put on the mar'
Will stick safety film better than anything you
ket.
ever used before.
Only 25c a bottle at your dealer,
if he can't
supply you, send us his name and address together with 20c stamps or coin, and we'll
mail you a bottle postpaid.
also make titles of all kinds at the lowest rates.
Plain, art or novelty, and if you like that professional touch, we can fade in or out or dissolve the
titles at an additional 5c for each title so treated.
Tinting and toning service, a touch of color will
improve a dull picture.
Heard of our 16
developing machine yet?

We

m/m

Other

16

m/m

equipment.

.

.

405

Elm

Street

Buffalo,

N. Y.

FILMLAB PRINTS
have come

to

be known as

The Best Obtainable
Ask your

dealer for

them and obtain

better results without extra cost.

FILMLim
130

WEST

New York

City.

46th

STREET

Tel.
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GALAPAGOS NOTES
(Continued from page 81)

from

their usual haunts to these distant isles, but wherefore and why, the
full-dress-coated penguins with rudi-

mentary wings?

The riddle of these
equatorial isles under tropic, boiling
sun, with icy currents and frigid wapopulation

is

inscrutable.

The tropic environment seems to
tame them. We captured and kept
alive on shipboard about fifteen of
the

four seals, of various
three penguins, two flightless

lizards,

sizes,

cormorants and many birds. We got
them all without firing a shot. At
Galapagos, the sea angling was free

from depredations by

sharks.
Altogether, a contrast to our previously

encountered water shambles.

.

.

.

.

.

This is the unusual movie "set" offered
you by the North Cape Movie Makers Tour
personally directed by Gardner Wells, famous expert in amateur movie making. The
tour sails from Montreal, June 21st with
James Boring's Cruise to Iceland, the North
Cape, Scandinavia and North Europe on the
specially chartered
Calgaric.

White

Star

liner,

S.

S.

James Boring's Cruise Staff will relieve
you of every travel worry. Mr. Wells, in
addition to helping you find the best "shots"
and giving you expert advice, will carry
along for your use special lights and reflectors.

The Tour may be made in forty days, but
stop-over privileges allow you to remain in
Europe for further travel. One fee covers
every necessary expense, including shore excursions. It is the sort of vacation trip you
can take home to your friends and enjoy
again as often as you wish.

We

Membership is strictly limited.
gest that you make early reservations.
for details today.

"Every Thing for the Movies"

CINEMA PRODUCTS

their

strange mud houses
blooming on the
flowers
edge of glittering glaciers
the fjords, found in no
other region in the world,
with their spectacular mountains
and waterfalls
new scenes every
minute .
long days without nights in which
you and your camera can capture it all.
.

ter

The

dress-

and

Lapps

ed

.

ROUGH WEATHER
A

FANTASTICALLY

sug-

Write

Gardner Wells

JAMES BORING'S
TRAVEL SERVICE, Inc.

From Tagus we

cruised back to our
island of the active volcano.
Lava
was flowing right down into the sea.
It was a lively experience to go in a
small boat a boat, mark you to
within thirty-five feet of an active and
erupting volcano. It seemed that the
lava flowed underground from the
erupting crater to the edge of the sea

—

—

Dept. N. 272, Heckscher Bldg.
Fifth Ave. at 57th St.
New York
"Assistants to the

Amateur Movie Maker"

gardner wells,
James Boring's Travel Service,
730 Fifth Ave.

at

Please send

me

and debouched into it. The molten
mass of rock was white-hot, or better,
red-hot, as it bored its way into the

North

water, flinging great clouds of steam,
molten rock and gases high into the

Name

sky.

Address

Cape

57th

St.,

details of the

Cruise

direction, leaving

June

Inc.,

New York.
Movie Makers*

Dept. N-272,

under

your

personal

21st.

Bryant 4981
City

State

One-bundred-twenty-nine

Amateur Producers
RENT PROFESSIONAL
BELL dC HOWELL

CAMERAS
AND
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
To Make Your

MOVIE PRODUCTIONS
PERFECT
EXPERT ADVICE
FOR BEGINNERS

Once on land we went exploring.

Seiden Camera Exchange

SEVENTH

was evident from the first, that part
of their story was fact, for we could
hear the braying of wild asses from
the yacht, anchored a good mile off
shore.

Write Us Your Problems

729

Miles further we dropped anchor
another island and went ashore,
James, I think it was. We landed in
rowboats which were swamped by the
surf on a great wide beach, fringed
with thick underbrush and palm
trees.
It was here that chroniclers
had indicated the presence of once
domestic goats, dogs and pigs.
It
at

AVE., N. Y. C.

Phone 3951 Bryant

An

old chart indicated the location
of an inland lagoon, thirty-odd yards
from the beach, and we made for it.
A breathless party of adventurers
burst through the bush, found the
lagoon and saw, dumb-founded, the
most beautiful sight imaginable.
Standing, swimming, sleeping, were

The KINO-PANO
TRIPOD and TOP
This new tripod has met with the
highest approval of every dealer
and camera owner who has seen

against the verdant foliage.
Their
vivid pink plumage against the green
of the background was startling. They

were

all

entirely

tame. Never having

it.

By

far the

most

any four
pound tripod
on the market.

rigid of

An

instrument of pre
Constructed of
highest grade material
throughout.
Reverscision.

ible tips.

Tripod, $35.00, complete with Top.
Top only, $17.50.

F.O.B. Los Angeles,

W. Thalhammer
FREMONT AVE.

K.

123 SO.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

NIGHT
MOVIES
So many events happen

at night

we would love to film
we have the light but

next day

the party

is

over.

METEOR FLARES

— 30

sec-

flare

now

will provide the light

onds and up.

The leading professional

available to the amateur.

completely
they

were utterly unconcerned at our presence.
It was almost with reverence
that we withdrew from this beautiful
scene after securing some of the most
priceless footage of the cruise.

Once back in the launch, we swept
round past the gaunt rocks which
formed the usual background.
It
was but a question of moments until
we spied, perched breathlessly on
There they were, magnificent great black and white fellows,
larger and with bigger horns than
any I had ever seen, even in British
Columbia. I fired at them, but it was

historian.

impossible to register a hit from the
tossing launch. But I had determined
to secure one of these heads, so if
was agreed that one of the ladies and

myself should be landed the following morning in an attempt to find the
fresh water that must be on the island

and

there, to get a shot at

John G. Marshall
ATLANTIC AVENUE

1752

N. Y.

One-hundred-thirty

some of

its

wild dwellers.

At daybreak, the lady and I set out
on our hunting trip. We carried a
movie camera, a rifle and a thermos
bottle.
But all, except the rifle, had
to be abandoned before we started inland and upland. We could not climb
the cliffs encumbered. And our skiff
was upset on landing.
How we
crawled up the bold face of a twentyfoot cliff, I don't know. But we did.
We found ourselves in a ravine decided to give up then elected to go
on.
We clambered the side of that

—

—

BROOKLYN,

and

known man,

crags, the once domestic goats of the

Calif.

that

flocks of rare flamingoes, contrasted

ravine for the 900 feet indicated by
the chart, and how But we got there.
Lava fell on us, rolled about our precarious footholds and hand holds but
!

on. We had to.
At the summit we expected to see
wild goat. But there was nothing.
Another glance, just across the ravine, three hundred feet away, showed
a flock of goats. But what nonsense to
shoot them! They were inaccessible,
even dead. I couldn't get down and
up on the other side of that crevice.
It was obviously impossible to at-

we hung

tempt a descent of those rock faces,
so we decided we would walk the
three miles round. This would bring
us out opposite the anchored yacht.

At first the going was easy. We
followed animal trails as far as we
could. We couldn't get lost because

we knew where the
though we couldn't
is that we did get

sea was.

But, al-

get lost, the point
lost.

In all

my

this

in-

— and
marches— have

hunting

experiences

cludes war
I
put in three such miles.

never

In the first place, I had to go
ahead, holding my rifle in front of
me like a flag pole, to knock down
the huge red spiders, fully two inches
across, that had woven a solid network across our questionable trail.
The heat was terrific. The brush be-

came thicker and thicker and we
ended by doing the last mile on our
hands and knees. This isn't fiction;
We crawled a
it's the solemn truth.
mile. Try it some time and you can
realize

how

I

that I

was

lost.

—

felt

yes, of course

to get to

We

when I really knew
The sea was there

—but how

the devil

it!

on a log and smoked a cigI didn't know where to
turn next and my companion knew I
knew it. Ten feet away was a dove.
I picked up a stone to throw at it,
knowing it would make a good addiSomething
tion to our collection.
I
cold squirmed against my hand.
felt a sharp sting and saw a redI also
throated lizard dart away.
saw that it was one of the kind that
I had been most emphatically told
was immediate and deadly poison.
The lady did not see what had
happened. I got up and walked, or
rather, crawled a few feet and, when
she could not see what I was about,
aret.

I slit

Then

sat
I

knew

the

wound

with
hard.

my

penknife.

could not
tell her. I had to go on, but where?
Suppose I was poisoned and lost consciousness, leaving her alone in a
tropical jungle on a desert island.
This situation had all the correct
elements of a movie scenario to anyone else but me.
I

sucked

it

I

—

forced on. We were hot, tired,
and bruised but the lady never
whimpered. At last, we rested again
and then!
Behind us, not more than thirty
yards from us, a donkey brayed with

We

cut

—

vehemence of a Big Bertha. I
could just see it and that was enough.
I fired and we dashed forward. There
about the size of a polo pony
it lay
grey and dead? Others had heard
them bray but none had seen them.
We had killed one.
I tried to skin him and I managed
to get his heady ready to separate
from the body but I couldn't go it
further.
My hand, my arm and my
shoulder were aching acutely. Yelling, "Let's go!" I grabbed the rifle

fnL

the

i
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RALPH
R.ENO
PARK AVE. NEW YORK.

THE PIONEER ART TITLE BUILDER AND FILM EDITOR
presents^-'

TWO UNUSUAL FEATURES
CEND $3.00 with any portrait
<-)

and

make an

I will

CJYfAlL me

$2.00 with copy
3 titles (10 or less
words) and I will make you 3
TITLES
of the smartest
you've ever tried, entirely

QyoL for

exact

reproduction ready to splice
into your family reel.

ART

Photos returned in perfect condition as

HAND LETTERED.

received

and, caring nothing for brush, spiders or lizards, we dashed down hill
through the purple brush.

PHONE WISCONSIN

EXT.

4020,

3

And, as one comes out of a nightmare into comforting reality and with
all of the suddenness of a dream, we
burst forth from the jungle onto the
Have

rocks and, directly in front of us,
gently tugging at anchor, was the

a living portrait of the little ones at play.
in the home, the innovation of the day.
Their lives are little stories, little fairy tales of fun,
Catch them with the camera, entertaining every one.

s-

Movies

yacht.

Sharks or no sharks, we took
header into the cool sea.

Why

NEW YORK

never

I

The

managed.

can't be

it

a peculiar kind

experi-

menting. We'll have to have an expert to project it. It's so old they
say it will have to be carefully handled for fear it wasn't in the right

REXO Nitro Lamp

Clean, Economical, Convenient

You

of film.

know how Father was always

CITY

Phone Wat. 10130

GREENWICH village

to be sentimental before.

But I'm afraid
It's

Photography in the home.
12th STREET,

W.

300

SUE RICE

Continued from page 97)

"Really, Mother.

child

in

photography, to write your scenario, direct the picture, complete your film.

ERSTWHILE SALLY
knew you

Engage a professional photographer experienced

a

A

light for motion picture photography.
a concentrated soft white light from a 1000 watt
properly reflected to give the maximum light.
This lamp will do the work as well or better than lamps costing
three or four times our price.
The lamp weighs less than two pounds and the reflector is 10
inches in diameter.
The REXO Nitro Lamp is an excellent light for any studio.
It
will give beautiful negatives of close ups or large heads at
one-quarter to one-half second exposure at F4.5 on fast film or

^L

real

The

handy

light

is

nitrogen bulb,

atmosphere all these years. It's up in
room. Let me go upstairs with
you, Mother, you look so strange.

my

plates.

For
results.

motion picture photography, this lamp will give wonderful
One lamp is ideal for close ups and two for small

groups,

etc.

lights in one.
It is a hand lamp or can be used on a
or suspended from a hook where a permanent installation
desired.
Will burn on either A. C. or
Uses less than nine amperes.

Three

"No
.

.

.

*

stand

I'm perfectly well
Perfectly.
Oh, dear,
indeed,

.

*

*

.

*

*

"What was

is

.

*

#

the matter with Grand-

ma, Mother? I just met her in the
and she smiled at me and didn't
ask me where I'd been. Is she sick?"

View Showing
Rexo Nitro Lamp

the
in

Use

D. C.

110-125

REXO

Nitro

volts.

PRICES

Lamp

with 10 feet of cord and plug
Nickel Plated Stand
1000 Watt T 20 Clear Bulb

net $15.00
net
2.50
net
6.50

A POWERFUL LIGHT AT A LOW PRICE

hall

BURKE & JAMES, INC., CHICAGO

"Don't be impertinent, Betty!"

mean it that way, Mother,
know how Grandma is. I'll

"I didn't

but you

go up and see

Gives

SHOW-AT-HOME
MOVIE LIBRARY

THE GREATEST

Super Release

ILLUMINATION

REGINALD DENNY

WE HAVE ONE

and

THE POPULAR
FOLDING STYLE

LAURA LA PLANTE

can get her some-

*******
if I

thing."

"Is that you, Betty?

I

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

stopped in your mother's room
to see if my glasses were here. I've
mislaid them. 'I'm wearing them?'
Isn't that queer, dear? Oh, this? It's
an old film your mother told me
just

about.

.

.

30"

x

in

40"

Skinner's Dress
Suit

."

Grandma. Oh, look out!
You nearly dropped it! If I hadn't
been so quick! What's this on the
"I know,

floor?

IN

What

are they,

$

20 .00

(7-400 Foot Reels)

Grandma?"

—they're matches,
Some—bod—body must have
"They're

Betty.

been

smoking, Betty."

"But Matches, Grandma!

SBRO
INC.

OPTICIANS
I

Write for Circular
41

EAST

41ST STREET, N. Y. G.
TELEPHONE MURRAY HILL 0041

won-

One-hundred-thirty-one

came from? Nobody's

der where they

used them for smoking since crepe
went out Oh, I'm sorry, Grandma

—

FILM LIBRARY
CHICKS,

"It's

humor.

and

Reel

1

Reel 2
Reel

3

type of

war

"Grandma

A Graphic Resume of American
Wars.
Over the Top.

100

Hinden-

Are

16mm.

novelty.

can look at

— Write,

.

.

.

.

that

I

—

.

.

.

.

Oh

phone or wire for special

dear

.

Grandma.
She looks all

understand.
but she didn't

can't

I

right,

me

scold a word, and called

darling,

."
and
"Snap the radio for the doctor,
.

.

Betty. There, don't cry, but something must be wrong. ... I noticed

*******
too."

it

"Dick, the doctor says she's all
but I'm making her stay in
bed. You mean thing! Well, you
needn't ... I can't even get her to
right,

eat.

.

."

.

"I'm sorry Suze.
Can I do
anything? I'll take a look at the
old bir ... I mean I'll run right
.

.

.

*****

up.

.

."

.

"You're right Suze.
thing
.

.

.

is

she's so

Oh,

now

I

*

And

the

*

funny

damned nice, dear.
didn't mean ANY-

"You might Try

to

remember

she's

Richard."
"Yes, dear. ... Oh, hell! Anyway, the old film'll cheer her up.

INC
MANHATTAN BEACH.MY.

The

difference between good and poor
screen results rests in a reading of

AMATEUR MOVIE CRAFT
The book

will be found invaluable to
those wishing to get that professional
touch and finish when taking or pre
jecting their pictures.
It covers
al]
phases of Amateur Cinematography,
and in a language that is easily understood.

Boo\ you

interesting

will find

and

AT THESE LOW
In

both

instructive.

Heavy Paper Cover

PRICES
.

.

.

In Cloth

$1.00
1.50

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT
(or direct)

Cameron Publishing

MANHATTAN

Co., Inc.
BEACH, N. Y.

"That we're going to have a party,
just for you, because you're ill, and
everyone's been invited to see the old
Mother, you're so pale
film.

it

.

.

.

you faint?"

are

.

"I can't possibly go through with
Susan I can't have any party.

—

it,

55

"All right, Mother darling. She
up in her own room, but
all the folks shall see how sweet and
good she was when she was young.
It will be an example, too, dear.
Oh, Mother, Mother, I know
you wouldn't moan like that if you
didn't have a pain somewhere."
shall stay

.

.

.

"I want to sleep, Susan.

but

want

I

— Susan,

don't be too hard

Ned and Betty!"
"Hard on them, Mother!
f

was!

to

Go away! Go away! But—

sleep.

I

on

never

55

—

—
— — —

"Well I mean Much has to be
forgiven youth
and and I don't
believe there's any difference at all

young people of now and any
Youth is youth Oh
oh Go away!"

in the

other time

— —

—

*******—
—
*******
— —

how can

I help crying
been hard and everything
she's my mother, and

"Dick,

know

she's

but

.

.

.

it's

and we'll

all right

on her birthday."

"Mother, what

and in

Are you doing

my room? What

is

bottle? For your headache?
fearfully.

Give

it

me.

to

up,

in that

It smells
Careful!

You've spilled it all Over the Film.
Oh, I know it dropped Is it spoiled,
Dick?
Don't cry, Mother.
Dick
!

"Yes, Mother, so far as the expert
can tell, without running it off, it's in
splendid condition. Are you in pain,
dear? A lawyer! What on earth for,

doesn't think it's hurt at all.
Don't cry so, dear! Didn't you hear
me say Dick doesn't think it's hurt?

Mother? You disinherited Ned and

What

Betty? Well, I must say, Mother!
Oh, you want to make a codicil giving them their inheritance? All right,
dear. Do you feel pain anywhere?
No? Just feeble? You worry me,
talking that way, Mother. What's
this?
What on earth? 'Films OF
Other Days. Methods Used In
Preservation.'
Mother,
I
I.
,
were you actually reading this?
How did you get it?"

do?"

—

.

.

"Why, even an old person who
wanted by anybody can be in-

isn't

One-hundred-thirty-two

me

*******

project

when

What Was That?"

MY mother,
tell

lovely you were

What Do You Mean?"

"Susan!

oh

THING!"

They

going

."

.

"Mother, you'd better go right up
to

the

all
all

you were young."

Dad,
planed

."

"Oh, dear ...

proposition.

A

how

see

to

.

to
I

*******

£7.00 each

Stanley Educational Film Division
220 WEST 42nd STREET
New York, N. Y.

what

that's

.

birthday celebration with
neighbors here and they're

.

down

it

—

can't

topics,

.

it."

must take

"I

Grandma
home for.

Prepared especially for amateur release. Each reel sold
separately. Write TiOW for catalogue and special offer.

Dealers

—

—

Are
Put the film
there on the table, darling, where I

pictures
Secrets of the craft revealed.

ft.

.

general

in

she?"
"But General Topics!
There,
there, Mother.
Please don't cry!
Why, I never saw you cry before!
You DO worry me so. Never mind,
dear. You're going to have a lovely

.

HEY, HEY, UKELELE, a musical
A DAY IN A STUDIO. How big
are made.

Betty,

what Is the matter?"
"Nothing, dear. I think I'll lie
down. I must be getting very feeble."
"Feeble, Grandma!"
"Yes. Kiss me, dear. There, there.

a

film.

Big Guns Cracking the
burg Line.

.

after I'm gone, that I

3 reels.

AMERICAN FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM,
new

darling.

right,

all

.

a riot of wit

."

.

remember, dear, that everything I've said to you has been for
your good.
You'll remember,

starring thousands of baby chicks.

NONSENSICAL NEWS,

.

you'll

reel.

1

mean

didn't

I

terested

.

.

.

*******
shall

I

do?

What Shall

I

"Mother, when this is your own
do try to eat something. Yes,
Mrs. Sharpe, she insisted on getting
up! Don't let her know you think
party,

*******

she looks so

"Now
darling,
upstairs.

ill."

for the film, folks. Mother,

you ought
'Get

it

to let us take

over?'

you

What do you

mean, Get It Over? Nothing! Oh,
me so. What's

Mother, you worry

The Matter Dick?
What! All Destroyed By
0-H— 0-H!
What acid?
What's

from New York?
OUR MOTION PICTURE EX-

Sailing

PERTS
from
toms

everything
describe
conditions to cusin
regulations
will

exposure

FOREIGN

LANDS.
Four Projection Rooms Always

at

Your

Disposal

Regional

HOME

Library

Inc.

Complete Photoplays

75c

Gillette
Camera
MAIDEN

Inc.

LANE

.

.

.

.

whisper to me, Ned. It's so impolite.
You're disrespectful to your grandmother, sir. I shall speak to your
father.
How can you say such a
thing? What do you mean 'Look at

COERZ

What did you say, Mother?
Something to Eat! W-h-y, wh
isn't that lovely? Hush, Ned!
Go away! Yes, Mother, right away!"
her!'

ni

FILM LIBRARIES,

Stores.

.

.

Acid!
Don't

—

.

.

.

"Susan,

"Why

PARK

AVENUE
AT 41st. ST.

NEW YORK

to

send for

.

.

.

Mother!"

Why

Mother! Do you sup"Yes,
pose two whippersnappers are going
to spend my money who'll write
ribald rhyme about me? I SHALL
say ribald. ... I heard it myself
whispered

CORCORAN RACKS

want you

I

that lawyer again."

in the hall last night.

.

.

.

Oh, her thoughts were not of
heaven
Way back in Nineteen Twenty-

'But,

For 16 mm. Film Development

We

are Specialists in

TANKS AND RACKS
Send for Circular No. 8

Seven.'
right on top of my terrible
disappointment about that film. Your
dear father.
Your dear.
Your.
Susan! Are You Sure
He Didn't Leave Any More Film?"

Coming

.

.

A.

J.

CORCORAN,

INC.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

758 Jersey Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

CINEMATIC COMPOSITION
(Continued from page 84)

note one thing first respecting them;
namely, they are characterized by

Two elementary examples
white against a black ground
and the direct opposite, or placing
black against a white ground. Typical cases of the first are portraits,
either painted or the work of the
camera, in which light-colored costumed figures are set against shadowy masses of trees, dark colored
walls, or backgrounds or tapestry.
(Figure 7.) In the other arrangement a simple silhouette of a dark
robed figure placed in front of a
light toned background is an example.
(Figure 8.)
Generally, however, effects of light and shade are
called, in the technic of art, chiaroscuro, and have the contrasting elements in scattered patches so that
they are neither simple effects of
white against black, or black against
white. (Figure 9.) But a successful
picture in chiaroscuro
a cinematographic scene, a still photograph, or
an easel picture does not have the
lights and shades scattered haphazardly but apportioned according to
a plan. Sometimes the plan shows a
gradual change, as to strength and
size, in a subtle gradation. On the
other hand, as in Rembrandt's piccontrast.

are:

& LEADERS

ANIMATED
As the Theatres
use them

,

.-*.

Send for illustrated
catalogue

\PLAIN & ILLUSTRATED TITLES %*

— THE

\

PROFESSIONAL KIND

FAADAHME.inc.

vl
145 W.

45

ST. N.Y.

BRYANT 6796

You Can't
make perfect movies
without the help o£ The
Cine Miniature monthly
monographs. Subscribe
£or them today — $2.50
per year or 25c per copy
at all better dealers, or

CINEMATOGRAPHIC
PUBLISHERS
1636 N.Washtenaw Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

—

—

For Filmo Cameras
The Goerz Wide Angle Hypar
adds 14 degrees to the ordi'
nary focusing angle. It makes possible the shooting of a broad scene
close at hand without the usual
lens

necessary increase in focusing dist'
Sport pictures from close
ance.
sidelines; broad interior scenes in
small rooms; industrial pictures
buildings photographed in narrow
streets; and for all pictures usually
made impossible or greatly hamp'
ered by cramped quarters.

OTHER GOERZ PRODUCTS
Lenses in a w.'de variety of speed and focal length.
Crisp definition, remarkable covering power, accurate
precision focusing mounts.

VIGNETTERS FINDERSCOPE
REFLEX FOCUSERS
MASK BOX-TITLE DEVICES
FOCUSING BASES
C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
319-A East 34th St., New York, N. Y.

One-hundred-thirty-three

tures, there is a forcible contrast of

and shade.
bringing up this

We

light

is

f>1.5

FOR FILMO
5

more

times

Made

by

maker.

—

name

as

it

— not always ap-

propriately to effects where there is
one centre of brilliant light on a
conspicuous detail, with an extreme-

Now
for

artist's

so often applied

$

light.

.

.

00

Fits the Filmol
the master lens

Wollensak
micrometer mount.
.

.

.

be

In fine
$50.00.

Ready

is

over her arm.
Close-up of Johnny opening his
eyes, rubbing them bewilderedly then smiling and saying, "Oh,

26.

thought

Rembrandtesque arrangelighting. We should remem-

boy!"

a

ber, however, in observing reproduc-

(In a happier variation the children might dissuade the snow man

tions of this master's pictures that
the mechanical process, even of the
best, does not get all the subtlety of

from chopping down the tree by inviting him to join in winter sports
and outdoor games.
If
interior

ment

50.

.

ly dark background. This
to

Near view of Johnny thrashing
about in his sleep and nurse or
mother leaning over him laughing. She has his party clothes

25.

cannot help

of

apparatus

available

the lesser lights or the details in the

lighting

Your

interior "Shots" easily made with this
highest high speed lens.
Get yours now.

shadowed part of the

Re-

more charming and elaborate picture

60 page Cinema Catalog free!

productions get the strong lights in
their full strength, perhaps, but the
dark shadows with intermediate sub-

could be made by having the children at the table with its gay decorations when they see the snow man
start to move as they look out of the

to use.

Order To-day!

BASS

CAMERA COMPANY
West Madison

179

Chicago,

Street
Illinois

-

originals.

dued lights and tones come out in
one general murky mass. This gives
the wrong idea of the originals and
leads imitators, using reproductions

make

as copies, to

the effect of one

strong light and a dark obscure background. There is a gradation, as originals will show, in

Rembrandt's

for

FILMO, CINE-KODAK

PATHEX

—

DE VRY

Complete stoc\s of
Cameras, Projectors

&

all

Accessories

LUGENE, Inc.
OPTICIANS

things

and

In the above scenario scenes

and backgrounds

in

in

shadow

TELEPHONE PLAZA

the flatness of

shadow

left

25,

26, should be made separately when
the children guests are not there.

THE CLINIC
(Continued from page 108)

Flexibility
REVOLVING

A

his

lens mount, for
Filmo camera, holding four

different lenses, is a recent invention

of Leslie S.

Gordon

of Chicago,

Mr. Gordon describes

it

111.

as follows:

that the

series, or chain, of lesser lights

600 Madison Ave., N. Y. G.
Near 58th Street

1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 17,

pic-

a cinematographic scene there is a placing of
lamps of various strengths and a
stragetic adjusting of reflectors. This
latter is important as it is by the diverse lights they throw on objects
lights

a

window.

tures of the brilliant light, passing

through various half-lights to subdued lights and tones, and then to
the deepest shadow. In arranging

is

vary

by the

in-

tensity of the special lamps.

6001

(To be concluded)

JOHNNY'S

SNOWMAN

(Continued from page 105)

Owners
of

M. M. Apparatus

16

Send us your name and address on the coupon below, and
you will receive expert advice,

18.

The children eye

rectly.

20.
21.

23.

Inc.

N. Y.

T^ame

Apparatus

One-hundred-thirty-four

children

to

stop

all

the

run up

24.

snow man
jumping up and down and wavSemi-closeup

THE REVOLVING LENS MOUNT

"The mount is a revolving turret
holding a four inch F:6.3, a two inch
F:3.5, a one and a half inch F:3.5,
and a one inch F:2.7. This assortment can be changed to suit individual requirements.

"The

to tree.

CONGRESS AVENUE

Address

to

snow man and they

HEDWIG
FLUSHING,

Semi-closeup of snow man getting ready to chop down tree.
Near view of group. Johnny
calls

22.

48

the tree in be-

wilderment.
19. Close-up of Johnny rubbing his
eyes to be sure he is seeing cor-

FREE
Motion Picture Laboratories

Near view which includes the
snowman and children.

tree,

of

lenses drop into the

camera

only when exactly opposite the lens
mount opening, being at all other
times held out of position by a flange
on the center disk. The lenses fasten
into the camera with a bayonet catch,
requiring only a one-eighth inch turn

ing the hatchet at the children.
shot of the snow man
waving hatchet at the children
and the children jumping back
and running.
The snow man
chases them about. Finally he
makes straight for Johnny who
runs wildly.
Near view of the snow man
about to catch Johnny and the
"Mother.
later
screaming,

same viewfinder for all the lenses,
merely having it marked for the re-

Mother!"

spective fields."

Long

of the mount.
"I

have used

this

lenses to take golf
tures

and find the

assortment of

and football
ability

to

lences rapidly of great benefit.

the

picshift

I

use

Book Review

Swaps

The American Annual of Photocraphy FOR 1928: 224 pages; paper,

"A Study

1 reel

Name:

"Yale- Army; Yale-Dartmouth; YalePrinceton;
Dartmouth - Brown
Football Games, 1927—1 reel—

feet

300 feet— 16mm.

W. Dunning,
Endom Road,

Address: 16710
land, Ohio.

Lake Shore Drive,

Address: 1540
Chicago, 111.

— 16mm.

— 125

L.

Pathex film

Name: Fred Niemann,

"Chardon Maple Sugar Festival"

Name:

Cleve-

Frederic G. Patience,

Address: 25 Plainfield
Conn.

field, in-

Vadis"— 1 reel— 1000 feet—
35mm.

Street, Berlin,

''Quo

cluding some of the latest developments, such as the use of super-speed
lenses, amateur movie work, hyper-

"'Kinograms"

sentizing plates and others. There is
also included a criticism of the photographs printed in the volume,
which should be of much practical

feet

—35mm.

"Burton

Radio

—

reel

1

"Studios

all

feet

—16mm.

—

16mm.
"Felix in the

Holmes"— 11 reel^lOO
and

"The Americano", with Douglas
Fairbanks Five reels 2000 feet

— 1000

— 16mm.

those interested in the
art and science of photography.

value to

Clouds"— 1 reel— 100

"A Little of This and a Little of
That"— 1 reel^OO feet— 16mm.

pearance.

wide

in

— 16mm.

—

articles cover a

reels cf

1200 feet—9mm.

feet

$1.50; cloth, $2.25, Published by
the American Photographic PublishWith
ing Company, Boston, Mass.
87 full page illustrations and a
wealth of interesting and informative
articles, the American Annual is published this year in a new, enlarged
format that greatly enhances its ap-

The

Two hundred

400

feet

— 16mm.

—
Swim"— One

reel

feet

Name: Herman Liebes
reel—200

Stars"— 1

Address:

New York

The

315 Central Park West,
City.

Fivst

DAYLIGHT OPTICAL PRINTER
TC

Ty jC

1

A

T")

A LL operations performed in full white
**• light with absolute safety! A complete

"V7"

unit includes a

.152

automatic

light board.

FULLY AUTOMATIC
The Light Change Board
can also be used on all optical printers, Bell & Howell
continuous printers and Duplex step printers.

Continuous Printing

The

Is

Speeded

Up 50%

Printer
from 35mm. negative to 16mm.

prints optically
positive.

Enlarges from
It is a

16mm.

16mm.

to

35mm.

step printer, printing

16mm.

nega'

tive to positive.

Optical printing of
Its
1.

2.

3.

35mm.

to

35mm.

mechanical features include:

Throw

out mechanism on 16mm. head.

Indication for setting frameline when making
35mm. negatives from 16mm. positives.

Instantaneous stop

of

machine with closed
on the film

shutter, eliminating dark exposure

during printing.
4.

LABORATORIES!

Write for

AMATEURS!

>

t-w-^i

c*

t

necessary.

You will marvel at the ease and inexpensive
on DePue & Vance prints from your laboratory!

details.

Insist

m T & »VANCE
DEPUE
-r>v

Tvjo splices

Machine mounted on ball bearing
wheels, and is easily portable.

a -*.t>-^«-«-i

Depue & Vance Prints Are Best
7512 N. Ashland

Avenue

roller

operation.

!

Chicago,

111.
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You

Amateur Movie Makers and a

will find

Progressive

Dealer at each of the following addresses*
CALIFORNIA
Fullerton: Hardy's Drug Store, 110 N. Spadra.
Long Beach: Winstead Bros., Inc., 244 Pine St.
Los Angeles: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S.
Hill St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
B. B. Nichols, Inc., 731 S. Hope St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 734 S. Bdwy.
X-Ray Supply Corp., 3287 Wilshire Blvd.
Pasadena: F. W. Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frashers, Inc., 158 E. Second St.
Riverside: F. W. Twogood, 700 Main St.
San Diego: Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth Ave.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 545

Market

MICHIGAN

Ave.
Muskegon:

St.

W.

First

626-16

Fifth

Dunn Motion

Harvey 6? Lewis Co., 865 Main St,
Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.
Britain: Harvey i£ Lewis Co., 85 W. Main St.
Haven: Frits if Hawley, Inc., 816 Chapel St.
Harvey 6? Lewis Co., 849 Chapel St.
Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 25-29 W. Main St.

Service,

Rhodesbilt

Omaha: Eastman Kodak

NEW

y

The Camera Exchange,

7

183 Peachtree St.

Heidkamp, 17 W. Randolph

*
*

H. Boozer, 173 E. 60th St.
Brentano s, 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange, 113 Park Row.
Cullen, 12 Maiden Lane.
Devoe 6? Raynolds Co., Inc., 34 E. 42nd
Eastman Kodak Stores,

y

Co., 1645 Orrington Ave.

Hattstrom &? Sanders, 702 Church St.
Galesburg: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 S. Prairie St.
Sterling: Ray Hart, 8-10 E. 4th St.

INDIANA
Evansville: Smith 6? Butterfield Co., 310 Main St.
Indianapolis: H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St.

South Bend: The Book Shop, 119 N. Michigan

St.

IOWA
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318 Brady
St.

Eastman

Moines:

Des

Kodak

Stores,

Inc.,

808

Locust St.
Sioux City: Visual Education Equipment Co., 208
Wright Bldg.

KENTUCKY
A.
Ave.

Louisville:
Stilz

W.

L.

D. Gatchel

Drug Co., Frankfort

Bollinger
6?

Sons, 431

W. Walnut

&

St.

LOUISIANA
New

Orleans:

Baronne

Eastman

Kodak

Inc.,

Stores,

213

St.

August

Shreveport:

W.

423

Fitzpatrick,

Crockett

MAINE
Bangor: Francis A.

Frawley,

104

MARYLAND

Baltimore:

Amateur Movie

Main

Service,

St.

853 N. Eutaw

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores,

Inc.,

223 Park Ave.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Inc.,

38 Bromfield

St.

Ralph Harris 6? Co., 30 Bromfield St.
Ivgr Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washington

St.

Andrew

J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 260 Tremont

&?

Smith Co., 15 Bromfield

St.

Thames

Providence: Starkweather
change PI.

TENNESSEE
Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., Hotel Peabody, 86 S. 2nd St.
Nashville: G. C. Dury y Co., 420 Union St.

TEXAS
Dallas: E. G. Marlow Co., 1807 Main St.
Houston: Star Elec. y Eng. Co., Inc., 613 Fan-

San Antonio: Fox Co., 209 Alamo Plaza.

VIRGINIA
Norfolk: S. Galeski Optical Co., 209 Granby St.

WASHINGTON
Seattle: Anderson Supply Co., Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1415-4th Ave. m
Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co., Inc.
E. W. Stewart y Co., 939 Commerce St.

WEST VIRGINIA
81-12th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 427 Milwaukee
Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave.
W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee, 220 Wells St.

Year (Canada

CANADA

St.

Madison Ave.

at

y

Montreal: Film

Drummond

Slide

Co. of Can., Ltd.,

One-hundred-thirty-six

104

Bldg.

Ottawa: Photographic Stores, Ltd., 65 Sparks St.
Regina: Regina Films, Ltd., Banner Bldg., 11th
Ave.
Toronto: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 66 King St.
Film y Slide Co. of Can., 156 King St., W.
Vancouver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 610 GranSt.

ville

CUBA
Santiago: Farre 6? Serra S. en

C,

O. Box 166.

P.

DENMARK
Copenhagen: Kodak Aktieselskab, VodrofFsvej 26.

ENGLAND
W.

London,

Bond
St.

Stamford-in-the-Catskills: E. S. Burtis.
Utica: Edwin A. Hahn, 111 Columbia St.

OHIO
Ferd Wagner Co., 113 E. 5th St.
Huber Art Co., 124-7th St., W.
Cleveland: Bueschers, 10602 Euclid Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 12804 Superior Ave.
Fowler is Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
Fowler ii Slater Co., 347 Euclid Ave.
Fowler ii Slater Co., 1915 E. 9th St.
Columbus: Columbus Photo Supply, 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St., Arcade
Hamilton: Halperin & Son.
*NorwoCu: Home Movie Service Co., 2120 Slane
Ave.
226-36
Co.,
Toledo: Franklin Print. 6? Eng.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd.,

I.:

St.

E. B. Meyrowitz, Ltd.,
Mcintosh
Sheffield:

Wm.

A

1

Old Bond

(Sheffield)

St.

Ltd.,

Change

Alley.
Sheffield

Photo Co., 6 Norfolk

Row

(Fargate).

HAWAII
Honolulu: Honolulu
Box 2999

Photo

Supply

P.

O.

Ltd.,

41

Co.,

INDIA
Calcutta:

Army y Navy

Chowringhee

Soc,

Coop.

St.

JAPAN
Kyoto:

J.

Osawa

y

Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.

MEXICO
Mexico City: American Photo Supply Co.,
Avenida F. I., Madero, 40.

S.

A.,

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Naga, Carmarines Sur: Eusebio Contreras, P. O.
Box 83.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Penang:

Kwong Hing Cheong,

lc

Penang

St.

SWITZERLAND
Winterthur: Alb. Hoster, Marktgasse 57.
Zurich: Zulauf (Vorm, Kienast y Co.),
hofstr,

61.

Amateur Movie Make

Foreign $3.50) 25 Cents a

New

119

St.

Cincinnati:

$3.25,

(s

FOREIGN

AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS, i^^V^S
Copy

$3.00 a

St.

Melbourne:
G. P. O. Box
877 G.
Sydney: Harrington, Ltd., 386 George St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 379 George St.

y Lembke, Inc., 7 E. 48th St.
Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Gloeckner y Newby Co., 9 Church St.
* Herbert 6? Huesgen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.
Lowe is Farley, News Stand, Times Bldg.
* Lugene, Inc., 600 Madison Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, 520 Fifth Ave.
George Murphy, Inc., 57 E. 9th St.
New York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton St.
* Pickup is Brown, 41 E. 41st St.
C. F. Ray, 296 Fifth Ave.
Schoenig y Co., Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
* Seiden Films, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.
H. F. Waterman, 63 Park Row.
* Willoughby Camera Stores, Inc., 110 W. 32
* Wyko Projector Corp., 33 W. 60th St.
Rochester: Marks & Fuller Co., 36 East Ave.
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co., Camera Dept.

are advertising in

Garage,

AUSTRALIA
Charles W. Donne,

Gall

who

St.

St.

* Gillette

* Ind icates dealers

y

Williams, Inc., 47 Ex>

WISCONSIN

45th St.

Huron

Kodak Shop, 295-7

St.

Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.
Madison: Photo Art House, 212 State St.
Milwaukee: H. W. Brown y Co., 87 Wisconsin

Gross Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior St.
Youngstown: Fowler &? Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave.

St.

Pinkham

Inc.,

y

Newport: Rugen Typewriter

St.

J.

St.

Evanston: Aimer Coe

B. K. Elliott y Co., 126-6th St.
Kaufmann's Dept. Store., Dept. 62 Fifth Ave.
Reading: Alexander Kagen, 641 Penn St.

St.

St.

122-128 E. William

Essick Co.,

Kodak

Wheeling: Twelfth

United Projector 6? Film Corp., 228 Franklin St.
New York City: Abercrombie (i Fitch, 45th &
Madison Ave.
American News and its Subsidiaries, 131 Varick

y

Inc., 918 Chestnut St.
Stores, Inc., 606 Wood

6? Earle,

St.

16 St.

NEW YORK

Auburn Ave.

*Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St.
Aimer Coe 6? Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe & Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
Aimer Coe 6? Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co., 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash Ave.
Lyon
Healy, Jackson Blvd. y Wabash Ave.
J. H. Seamans, 7052 Jeffery Ave.

&

S.

S. Baldwin, 32 Maiden Lane.
Buffalo: J. F. Adams, 459 Washington St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Niagara St.

ILLINOIS

y

419

JERSEY

Albany: E.

GEORGIA

Decatur: Haines

Stores, Inc.,

Camden: Parrish ii Read, Inc., 308 Market
Newark: L. Bamberger y Co.
Plainfield: Mortimer's, 300 Park Ave.

St.

Brown

Williams,

Pittsburgh: Eastman

nin St.

NEBRASKA

Photo

Stores, Inc.,

fhoto Service, 2115-21 Sixth

&

Drive.
Red Cross Pharmacy, 51 E. Flagler St.
Tampa: Tampa Photo
Art Supply Co., 709-11

Eastman Kodak

Hammond

MISSOURI

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co., 242 N. Bayshore

Atlanta:

&

St.

FLORIDA

bert Sts.
*

RHODE ISLAND

Lexington: B y G Shop, 1104 Main St.
Kansas City: Z. T. Briggs Photographic Supply
Co., 916 Grand Ave.
Hanley Photo
Radio Shop, 116 E. 10th St.
St. Louis: A. S. Aloe Co., 513 Olive St.
Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.
Hyatt's Supply Co., 417 N. Broadway.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Twiggs

885

St.

Meridian:

Washington: Reid S. Baker, Inc., 1322 F St.,N.W.
Cinema Supply Co., Inc., 804 Eleventh St.
Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424 New
York Ave., N.W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 607- 14th St., N.W.
Morse's

House,

MISSISSIPPI

New
New

Lake Wales:
Arcade.

Supply

Art Shop, 115 W. Bridge St.
St. Paul: Co-operative Photo Supply Co., 381-3
Minnesota St.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 358 St. Peter St.
Zimmerman Bros., 320 Minnesota St.

366

Co.,

Picture

11th St.

St.

St.

Owatonna: Gift

CONNECTICUT

W.

116

Jos.

Duluth: Zimmerman Bros., 330 W. Superior St.
Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 112 S.

St.

Green,

Amateur Movies Corp., 2114 San-

Inc., 1020 Chestnut St.
C. Ferguson, Jr., 1804 Chestnut St.
Strawbridge ii Clothier, Market, Eighth H Fil-

St.

MINNESOTA

Denver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,
Ford Optical Co., 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404-16 St.
Hartford: H. F.
Sigourney St.

Larned

Photo

Beckquist

St.

COLORADO

Watrv

Slater Co., 156

L. Hudson Co., Dept. 290.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2310 Cass Ave.
E. B. Meyrowiu, 1516 Washington Blvd.
United Camera Stores, Inc.,
14611 Jefferson
Ave., E.
Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washington

Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market St.
San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 94 S. First

Fifth

som

&

Eastman Kodak Stores,

y

J.

St.

Santa Ana: Forman-Gilbert Pictures Co., 1428

PENNSYLVANIA
Kelly
Philadelphia:
Erie:

Blvd.

&

Hirsch

Lynn's Photo Shop, 1555 Monroe St.
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 345 Washington St.
Lipman- Wolfe Dept. Store, Kodak Dept., Lipman-Wolfe Bldg.
Corvallis:

St.

Birmingham: Shains Drug Store, 119 W. Maple
Ave.
*Detroit: Clark Cine-Service, 2540 Park Ave.
Detroit Camera Shop, 424 Grand River, W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Washington
Fowler

them!

Visit
OREGON

Braintree: Alves Photo Shop, Washington St.
Lowell: Donaldson s, 77 Merrimack &t.
Springfield: Harvey y Lewis Co., 1503 Main
Worcester: J. C. Freeman y Co., 376 Main St.
L. B. Wheaton, 368 Main St.

(Foreign 30 Cents)

Bahn-

ON

ALTAR

FRIENDSHIP'S
By Dr. Kinema

INDEX TO
ADVERTISERS
Page

The

Actinorator,

THE

day is done. Will holds the
evening paper in his mouth
while he removes his coat and
hangs it and his hat in the hall closet.

Looks at collection of tire, necktie
and real estate letters bearing IV2
cent postage stamps which he notices
lying on the stand. Chucks them
into waste basket and walks in to
join Marion.

Marion

is plainly Will's wife. Also
they have been married a
long, long time. Marion asks if he
has had a hard day. Will grunts.

plainly

Not entirely clear to Marion whether
Will's day has been hard or soft, but
makes no difference anyway. Will
exhausted

sinks

into

the

evening

paper.

Dinner announced. Marion immeand indicates to Will to
come along. Will sunk in the paper.
Marion takes seat in dining room.
diately rises

Calls to Will. Calls again. Maid
brings soup. Marion registers firmness calls sternly that the soup is
on. Will struggles to his feet, drops
paper on floor, dejectedly enters
dining room and slowly settles into

—

his chair.

eight o'clock,

I

suppose."

improving rapidly. Dinner
proceeds, Will shifts to high and is
coming along rather well. Dessert
served. Will steps on the gas. Eats
so fast Marion starts driving from the
back seat.
Will

Tells him about indigestion he will
have tomorrow. Will finishes, implores Marion not to be so slow with
her vittals. Marion indignant. Will
hustles her out of dining room.
Things have become hectic.

Will pulls out four humidor cans
and deposits on table in living room.
Gets out rewinder and splicer and
goes to work.

Marion surprised. Argues. But,
she doesn't understand the cine amateur. She expostulates that the Mediterranean Trip films were done weeks
ago.
Yes they were, but well,
Marion just does not understand the
cine amateur.

—

—

Finally

it

and Marion

five

is

gets

minutes of eight

mad.

Insists they

Will scrabbles things together

start.

and they

leave.

.

Dinner commences. Conversation
heavy. General atmosphere of having
been married a long, long time.
Marion doing most of the talking.
Will in low gear with spark retarded.

Jess and Purse in their living room
are getting ready.
Purse putting

screen on table. Jess objecting to
things generally. Purse gets projector
set up, cord connected to lamp socket,

Friends begin arriving.

etc.

Finally

Marion remembers something
"Jess phoned this afternoon and
asked us to come over to a movie

Marion and Will arrive. Everybody
shakes hands all around. Will carries

party this evening." Traces of interest from Will.
One quick furtive
glance and he returns seriously to
the last of the soup.
"Did she say
anything about my bringing over any
of my films?" Keen but tired interest, waiting for Marion's answer.
Marion answers calmly she is innocent and does not understand the
cine amateur
"Yes she wants you
to bring over your Mediterranean
Trip."

Everything all set.
Will expects
Purse to begin the show. But Purse,
looks to Will for his films. Will cannot understand. Expects Purse to
show his stuff first. Purse indicates
Will's films are the ones to be shown.

second and advances
spark. More silence. "What time did
she say to come?" Marion, still innocent and quite normal as to temperature, respiration, etc., "Oh, about

self

—

—

Will

116
116
127
128
116
125
134
115-140
Boring's Travel Service, Inc
129
Brooklyn Metal Stamping Corp
122
Burke & James, Inc
131
Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc
127
Cameron Publishing Co
132
Cine Art Productions
72
Cine Kodak
139
Cine Miniature
133
Cinema Products
129
Cinematographic Publishers
133
Clark Cine Service
137
A. J. Corcoran, Inc
133
Cullen, W. C
120
Dahme, F. A. A
133
Dealers
136
Depue & Vance
135
De Vry Corporation
109
Du Pont Pathe Film Mfg. Co
117
Eastman Kodak Company. .102-3, 121, 139
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc
124
Empire Safety Film Company
113
Eno's Art Titles
131
Filmite, Filmedor, Filmite-Humidifier. .116
Filmlab, Inc
129
Filmo
115, 140
Fotolite
76
Fowler Studios
123
Ganz Co., Wm. J
72
Gillette Camera Stores
133
Goerz American Optical Co., C. P
133
Hayden & Co., A. C
66
Hedwig Motion Picture Laboratories 134
Herbert & Heusgen Co
70
Highlites of the News
72
Home Broadcaster
122
Home Film Libraries, Inc
71
Home Movie Service Company
126
Hunt Pen Company, C. Howard
128
International E & S Film Library
137

American Cine Products Co.
American Nature Association
Arrow Screen Co
Automatic Colorator
Automatic Movie Display Corp
Bass Camera Co
Bell & Howell Co

—

shifts to

his

films

clutched

his

to

breast.

Will overcome. Rises, wipes his
brow, is on the verge of tears, staggers up to Purse, grasps his hand and
shakes it fervently. Profoundly affected. Announces to rest of company, "Talk about sacrificing your-

—

Kodascope
102-3
Kodascope Editing and Titling Service 75
Kodascope Libraries, Inc
138
Lacault
Little

Sunny

Lugene, Inc
Marshall, John G
Meyer & Company, Hugo

Movieads, Inc

Munro,

J.

Pilotlight

Plasmat Lenses
Reel of the Month Club

Rexo Nitro Lamp
Reynolds, Ernest
Rice, Sue

beheld in all my life. One amateur
asking another amateur to come and

Sept.

show

is

his films,

and

first!"

©

w

|

TITLES
Complete editing and

titling

service. (16 mm. or st
ard.) Cinematography.

CAdillac 5260

DETROIT, MICH.

Ready-

Beautiful Floral Parade as held at Pasadena,
Calif., Jan. 2, 1928. Two 100 ft. reels 16 mm.
One reel $6.50. Two reels $12.00.
|

CLARK CINE-SERVICE!

2540 Park Ave.

Now

of Roses

Remit With Order.

Discount to Dealers.

Write for important information

& list

of subjects

International Educational

&

Scientific

Film Library
830 No. Genesee

St.,

Hollywood,

Calif.

M

Seiden Camera Exchange

126
118
72
131
129
131
130
116
73
128

Cameras
Show-at-Home Movie Library, Inc. ...
Speedball Pens
Stanley Educational Film Division. .114,132
Stedistrap,

Tournament

H

129
122
134
130
118
116
129
127

Nature Magazine
Neighborhood Motion Picture Service. .119
Pathegrams
67
Photoplay Magazine
107
Pick-up & Brown
131

the finest example of
self-sacrificing friendship I have ever
this

.

The

Stone Film Laboratory
Testrite Instrument Company
Thalhammer, K.
Tompkins, Stanley A.
Victor Animatograph Co., Inc
Vitalux Movies
Westphalen, Leonard
Williams. Brown & Earle, Inc
Willouahby Camera Stores, Inc
Wyko Projector Corporation

W

126
124
76
130
68
112
125
122
126
68
116

One- bund red-thirty-seven

One

of the Five
World-wide

Hundred

distribution,

organization, offer

Subjects

Now

Available

an adequate number of duplicate copies and an established

you a program

service that

you can depend upon.

Descriptive catalog of 176 pages furnished gratis to subscribers

KODASCOPE LIBRARIES
Are

Established At:

Los Angeles, Cal., 643 South Hill Street
Atlanta, Ga., 183 Peachtree Street
Minneapolis, Minn., 112 South Fifth Street
Boston, Mass., 260 Tremont Street
New York, N. Y., 33 West 42nd Street
Buffalo, N. Y., 228 Franklin Street
Philadelphia, Pa., 2114 Sansom Street
Chicago, III., 137 North Wabash Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa., 606 Wood Street
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1407 Walnut Street
San Antonio, Texas, 209 Alamo Plaza
Cleveland, Ohio, 1126 Euclid Avenue
San Francisco, Cal., 241 Battery Street
Detroit, Mich., 1206 Woodward Avenue
Seattle, Washington, 1 1 1 Cherry Street
Kansas City, Mo., 916 Grand Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, 156 King Street, W.
Montreal, Quebec, 104 Drummond Bldg.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 205 Paris Bldg-.
Vancouver, B. C, 310 Credit Fourier Bldg.

One-hundred-thirty-eigtt

CINE-KODAK, MODEL B,/CI.9.

VAILABLE
to

The

Bell

&

Filmo owners

all

Howell Personal

HOW many
certain

go about

it,

times have you wanted to get a

movie

or

Service Debt.

effect

whom

without knowing

how to

to ask?

When you purchase Filmo motion picture equip'
ment you become

entitled, immediately, to the
advisory service of the world's greatest staff of
motion picture technicians.

At your

disposal at

all

times are the

men who

invented the cameras and equipment used in stand'
ardizing the world's professional motion picture
industry. Men who have been in constant touch
with the movie studios of the world for twenty-one
years. Men who designed Filmo, the original auto'
matic movie camera for the amateur. Men who
have made possible nearly all the known devices
for

making

better

Use Filmo

motion

pictures.

under
average conditions, as you would with any movie
camera. Then learn the finer points of taking Filmo
movies approaching professional quality under the
most difficult conditions imaginable. Or of doing
the professional movie "tricks" possible to the
amateur only with Filmo equipment.

Ask

us.

first

We

to take ordinary scenes

will help

you with any personal

we have helped many thou'
sands. Simply write the serial number of your Filmo
Camera or Projector at top of your inquiry.
movie problem

as

BELL &

HOWELL

CO.

1828 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

New York, Hollywood, London

(B

& H Co., Ltd.)

Established ic,oy

BELL & HOWELL

C.

LAZELL NORTHROP PRESS.

N.

\V\

\l

x

\

wv

—

—

Strategy for the Amateur Movie-Maker
Bell & Howell equipment is the sure way
Results are what count! Clearness,

Pictures vivid in detail

beauty, brilliancy of picture, steadi-

—

ness!

Not

into the

Good

making!

part of the

natural.

viewfinder

and

press the button

"what you

see,

you

helped develop the pro-

— that

fessional

minimizes the effort yet

motion

'What you see, you get

the mechanical end of
it,

and a Filmo Projector you can take

ment

and show motion

more simple though

all

pictures that will

with their quality and

invented the cameras and equipthat standardized

it.

In

the pictures flash on the screen

beauty. Pictures neither duplicated

nor equaled by any other apparatus.

With

of

the

the lens

&

incomparable!

A vast Filmo

this

leases,

library, ever

kept up-

many

first

run theatre

the cream of comedies

re-

made

under the banner, "The Spice of
the Program," awaits your selection
at

moderate prices or low

See your Filmo

equally efficient

this specialization.

Bell

—

focused sharp by a mere turn of

equipment you get the unique
benefits

the

button and

pic-

new and worthwhile in

With a Bell 8C Howell Filmo Camera

With

—

to-date with the latest pictures, in-

ed almost everything
is

get."

Projector press the

cluding

made by Bell & Howell.

dazzle

Filmo

ture industry, pioneer-

insures the result

and that equipment

The Bell

8C Howell men who
make them are motion
picture specialists. They

equipment that

Camera, look through the spy-glass

shouldn't

better results?

on the

Amateur

this essential

— gloriously

these instruments give

automatically takes care

of

rich in depth

And why

the pains put

strategy

calls for

unflickering

—

Howell Filmo

dealer.

rental.

Meanwhile

send for our new book.
It tells things

you should

know about making and
projecting better pictures.

BELL & HOWELL
BELL &

New York

Hollywood

HOWELL
-

CO., 1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,
London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.)

111.

Established 1907

C.

LAZELL NORTHROP

PRESS, N. Y.

* *^£l»

Wi th

a Direct-f rem- Hollywood

0//er

^

a MAIN TITLE
cAbsolutsly FELEE /
—
16

all

to

MM.

No Matter Where You Live

Users

Order

^\?ith E\)ery Title

Regardless of Size
This amazing offer

due
title

is

made

to the fact they are

possible

by the

FOWLER STUDIOS

one of the oldest and largest professional

Your

studios in Hollywood.

title

order will be given the

same professional attention we would accord one of the large
producers, whose major film productions we regularly title as
part of our daily work.

Make your

titles simple and to the point.
It is an art to put a
whole story in a few words but it adds just the necessary touch
to your picture to "put it over" with your friends.
will be

—

We

glad to advise you on the subject of "Title Writing.

MAIN TITLE

$1.50— FREE

to

You With This

Quantity Production

Makes

Offer!

Possible These

Low

Prices

B^fe.

-v^V

£r

a
This

a

is

rr*"'

m

sample

Negative and Positive

a Sample of

Title

^Direct Title".

with Diffused

Background.

~*
DIRECT TITLE

55c

NEC

EACH

Write in Fpr Description of
Subjects For Sale or For Rent

& POS. ART

t

few of the many interesting, fascinating and instructive films now in our
16

mm.

library

Travels,

include

Comedies,

Indians,

Cartoons,

Modelling, Botany, Visual Educational
Films,

Animated

Life, Insect Life, Golf,

Fishing, Hunting, Aeroplanes and

others too
for this

IF

numerous

to mention.

many
Write

90c

EACH

NEC

& POS. TITLE

90c

EACH

FOWLER STUDIOS

A

Dramas,

BACKGROUND

11

ONE OF THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED STUDIOS AND LABORATORIES IN HOLLYWOOD

1108 N. LILLIAN

FOWLER STUDIOS,

WAY (Corner Sank Monica Blvd.) HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

1108 N. Lillian

Way, Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen: I herewith enclose my order, together with my check or money order (or we will
send C.O.D.) for one or more titles, together with wording to be used on FREE
TITLE (not to exceed 12 words). IT IS
UNDERSTANDING
THIS

MY

TITLE

IS

ABSOLUTELY FREE TO ME WITH

MY

THAT

MAIN
MAIN

FIRST TITLE ORDER.

Sign on This Line and Enclose

With Tour Order on Which

Tou Have Written Tour Name and Shipping

Instructions

list.

YOUR DEALER CAN'T SUPPLY YOU WRITE DIRECT

One-hundred-forty-three

An Announcement
who want
Home

a profitable rental library

Film Libraries are proud

position as pioneers

of their

home movie

in the

Dealers ourselves, we were the first
merchandising advantages and

field.

to see the

profit-making possibilities of a film library
owned and operated by the dealer in his

own

store.

appreciated that the primary requisite for the success of such a service was
the establishment of a library that would

make money

Dealer

for the dealer.

dealer committee that passes on
the

proof Mackler process which doubles the
life of prints,

dealer

to

which permits the
any other subjects he

a contract

put in

chooses, are but evidence of our ability to

We

secured a source of supply of
tures that are in demand, and will
readily.
Only after careful study
actual trial are pictures added to
library. The name of a star does

PHILADELPHIA
Brown &

*

Earle, Inc.

SPRINGFIELD
The Harvey & Lewis Company

REPUBLIC OF MEXICO
American Photo Supply Co., S.A.
Mexico, D. F.

of

our dealers will disclose

we have

far

carried our cooperative

features.

tested

flexibility of the proposition is at-

by the

fact that

to 6,000,000 population.

best evidence of the merit of our plan.

pic-

The Home Film Library

rent

and

franchise

the

We

munity.
for

more

suggest you write or wire us

detailed information.
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Broadway
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C. Cullen
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is

given to only one dealer in each com-

are addressing this advertiseconsumer's publication to dealers, because by
establishing a still more complete chain of exclusive dealers we can better serve you as a user of home motion
picture equipment. If our subjects and low rental price
appeal to you you may care to commend it to the attention of your photographic dealer.

NEW YORK CITY

Detroit

dealers listed

below who are associated with us are the

WORCESTER

& Film

The

in a

The Harvey & Lewis Company

United Projector

our regional libraries

TO CONSUMERS— We

ment

A

are operating profitably in cities of 25,000

not
Film Li-

necessarily mean that Home
braries will take the picture.

any

letter to

how

The

Then
plete library on your shelves.
there is an arrangement whereby during a heavy rental season you make
proportionate profit; but during a slow
rental season you do not take a loss.
And after a certain number of rentals,
the films become your property.

Wm.

new

scratch and water-

special

profit

therefore has been assured as follows:
minimum investment puts a com1. A

Williams,

The
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ALASKAN
ADVENTURES
400 Foot Reels

NEW

MARCH

brings to the

FILMS
Amateur

field

from

offerings

three
additional
sources: the Hedwig Picture Laboratories,
Inc.,
Flushing, N. Y.
(outright
sale), Hollywood Movie Supply Co., Hollywood, Cal. (rental and outright sale),
and the Seiden-Hodes Films. New York,
N. Y. (industrial).
Specific information
follows.

Automatic Movie Display Corporation', New

A SPECIAL PATHEGRAMS RELEASE
Two

THE

York,

X.

McCrory
and

Y. (Vitalux Movies), feature two
cartoons, "Going- to the Animal Fair"

"Why

Percy Left Home." They also offer
"All Aboard," with Bobby Vernon, and "Sweet
Revenge," a Christy comedy.

— Price $65.00

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago,

(Filmo

111.

have for release in March:
Hodge-Podge,
"On A Run-a-way
Train";
Movie Side Show, "All Star
a
Freaks"; "The Radio Bug," a Christy Comedy, and "Open House," a Tuxedo comedy.
"A Briny Boob" and "Hoot Mon!" are also
Rental

Library),

Howe's

recent offerings.

Cine Art Productions, Hollywood,

send

Cal.,

an interesting description of a. 400 foot educational film, "The Volcano Kilauea," and also
their "Ruins of Rome," "An Elephant Caravan
Through India," "Our Xavy In Action," and
"Bits of China," all 100 foot subjects.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester. X. Y.
"Ten Years
(Cinegraph releases), feature:
After," a war cinegraph, and "America Goes
Over," the complete history of American parOther offerings
ticipation in the World War.
are "Ship Shape," featuring Cliff Bowes and
Inkwell song
an
of
the
Virginia Vance;
Out
cartoon, "My Old Kentucky Home"; "A Real
Rodeo," photographed at the Pendleton Rodeo
in 1927; "An Aerial Trip Over New York";
"Grief In Bagdad," a comedy featuring a
group of chimpanzees.
Empire Safety- Film Company', Inc., NewYork. N. Y., lay stress on their gobelog releases in which the South Seas are well represented, as well as Japan with three releases,
the Panama Canal with one, two for the
Hawaiian Islands, and two for Australia.

"Alaskan Adventures"
ertson, noted explorer,

records the experience of Capt. Jack Rob-

and Arthur Young, world's champion bow-and-

arrow shot and big game archer, who

set

out across the rim of the Arctic

pledging themselves to carry no weapons save bows and arrows and to
kill

he waited with drawn bow.

as

They

shot scenes of

bears catching live salmon in the streams, and a huge bull-moose brought

down with

a single arrow.

were carried by canoe and
Harbor they found Eskimos
very edge of the

Down
raft.

J.

Ganz

Co.,

New

York. X. Y.. feature

Month Club."

Hedwig Motion Picture Laboratories,

Capt. Robertson with the camera photographed giant Kodiak bears

Young

outright.

Wm.

the "Reel of the

for actual necessities only.

charging

Fowler Studios, Hollywood, Cal., tie in with
the educational movement with films on modelThey also anling, botany and insect life.
nounce "Macdonald Smith in a Series of Golf
Lessons." The lessons are in eight parts, each
The
approximately 200 feet of 16 mm. film.
series
may either be rented or purchased

rushing streams that run north, they

On

Mr. Fox," and "Seeing Things."
Hollywood Movie Supply Co., Hollyw-ood,
Cal., announce the production of advertising
pictures

living in frail

Walrus hide houses on

the

cliff.

well

as

as

own

their

special

films.

They handle Filmo and Cine Art films as well.
Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc., Chicago, 111.,
ask for

a bleak rock island in an Arctic

Inc.,

Flushing, N. Y., first offerings include: "Metro(Charles Chaplin), a Mother Goose car"Humpty-Dumpty." and three films fea"Camping," "Wrong
turing Victor Moore:

polis"
toon,

requests

for

their

catalog

of

65

re-

"Film Reels of Travel."
Home Film Libraries, New York, X. Y.. are
to issue this month "Blazing Barriers," a Lew
Cody 6-reel feature, in addition to augmenting
their library with new comedy and cartoon
leases:

releases.

Kodascope Libraries, Inc.,
Beery film for the amateurs

The

little

known

parts of Alaska proved a land of mysteries.

They

hind the

have a Hattonmonth, "Be-

this

Front."

Xeighborhood Motion Picture Service,

filmed the ice break-up in the

Smokes, and

many

Yukon, the Valley of Ten Thousand

other rugged scenes of nature never before revealed

by the eye of the camera.

RELEASED MARCH
If

not available thru your dealer

PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc.,
35

West

45th Street,

1st

—Write

direct to us

Pathegrams Dept.

New York

City

York, N. Y., feature their second series
of home study courses, nine reels of world
geography, available to homes and schools.
Pathe Exchange, Inc., PathegTams Department, Xew York, X. Y., announce as their
major new feature "Alaskan Adventures," recording the experiences of Captain Jack Robertson and Arthur Young in the Arctic regions.
Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland, Ohio, offers

"The Runaway Special," a film of the rails,
and "A Busy Harbor."
Stone Film Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio, has
ready for release Reel Xo. 2 of the Cruise of
the Belgenland, "Around the World In Thirty
Minutes," including side trips and ports of
call in 13 countries.

Stanley Library-, Xew York, X. Y., again
feature the war films this month: "A Graphic
Resume of American Wars," and "Over the
Top."
Seiden-Hodes Films,
their

first

approach

offer to lend,
a series of 16

of

One-hundred-jorty-six

Inc.,

Xew

American

Xew
to

York. X. Y., signal
amateurs by an

the

of charge except postage,
mm. films dealing with a story
industry.
free

We Recommend

the

ARROW
Portable Beaded Screen
imparts an added brilliancy
movies, due to its surface
Surface is
of tiny, round glass beads.
Packed in dust-proof mawashable.
-because

to

hogany

SCREEN

and More - * *

SCREEN

for only
IF

YOU

case.

All These Stars

On Your Own Movie Screen At Home
$

it

home

your

No. 1 Size 33!/2 x3'4x4 ins. with
picture surface of 22x30 ins. Weight 6
pounds. Price $15.
No. 2 Size 45'/2 x4'/2 x5 ins. with
picture surface of 30x40 ins. Weight 15
pounds. Price $25.

SCREEN

No. 3 Size 57x4 %x5 ins. with
picture surface of 39x52 ins. Weight 18
pounds. Price $35.

12^

JOIN THE

V,

NOW

A

Only

WILLOUGHBY
MOVIE LIBRARY

4.
per reel

NEW

For $12.50, you may rent for a 24 hour period each, Ten Reels
of 400 ft. each.
Films made from original theatre productions, reduced to fit
your 16mm. Home Projector.

You may

also obtain the newest Universal

Visit our

NORMAN KERRY
FELIX, THE GAT
PATSY RUTH MILLER

and many others
Movie Department, or, write for

rental proposition

on

in

MOVIES

and Educational

releases of

BARBARA KENT
LON GHANEY
LLOYD HAMILTON

YORK

circular

A

and instructive
showing all the "highof day and night life in the

highly

movie

interesting

feature,

spots"
great metropolis.

explaining

WILLOUGHBY MOVIE LIBRARY.
Distributors for

VITALUX
100

ft.

16

mm. MOVIES

Reels $7.50

Bobby Vernon "All Aboard"; Charlotte Merriam in "Sweet Revenge" the McCrory Cartoon
Film "The Animal Fair" and others.
;

For Bringing In
Distance

TELEPHOTO LENSES
3%"

Wollensak Speed, F:3.3

F:1.9 Cine-Kodak,

U/ILCKIGHByS
110

West 32 n-d St.,Newyork,N.y.«^

One-hundred-jorty-seven

—

Model B

for

the

$75.00

4" Telephoto Speed F:4.5 for the F:1.9
Cine-Kodak
$50.00
Unexcelled for "close-up" work.

The

NOW

A

2

Department for Our Guidance by Our Readers

A Word From
<t"\"\7"

h

\\

the Ayes
7ELL, I have just received
I rny copy of the magazine

and of all the magazine
covers I have ever seen these are the
best and most original. How any
one can find it on a newsstand and
not be curious to see what is between
such covers

"And

Formula

of Dr.

IN

FuHy

corrected for color
value — and noticeable ab-

sence of flare!

For FILMO or VICTOR
in focusing mount

$85.00
.$54.00

Instantly adaptable to your

camera
or 5x FILTERS for
ABOVE WHICH SCREW IN BE-

2x

TWEEN THE LENS AND THE
SUNSHADE
for 1 in. lens

2

in.

Made

$4.50
7.50

special

Yellow Jena

quality

Glass, our

fil-

ters are ground down till
their surfaces are perfectly
smooth and parallel; and

are then polished and centered.

At your

dealer

— or

HUGO MEYER
105

W.

40th St.

Works

:

Goerlitz,

One-hundred- jorty-eight

&

articles

illustrates the

azine.

It's

a

welcomed the good news
that this magazine was to be published and what a lot of money and
time I would have saved had it been
published sooner or had I become a
beginner

I

later.

"Keep up the good work for the
amateur. 'What is sauce for the goose
is sauce for the gander' and it is
safe to say that most of the suggestions for the user of 16

CO., Inc.
New York

the
see

boy who takes the clock apart to
how it works, may stumble on a

"And then about 'blowing our own
Go ahead and blow it. An in-

horn.'

fant only a year old, especially such
a husky one as ours has a right to

blow one and we are

mm

film are

good for the user of 35 mm and one
can benefit from the other. I am interested in all of them. Each one of
us can use his own judgment and
use or reject whatever he sees fit, but
it.

"Because I am fond of cheese and
the other fellow of French pastry is

no reason why

I should tell the waiter
keep the pastry off the table.
"I for one can't afford the 35
and have no room in my house for
the proper projection of it, but just
the same I like to hear about it and

to

mm

frequently get a helpful hint from it
and though the vast majority of us
are in the 16
class, amateurs,
and a lot of us beginners I venture
to say the real Movie fans of us never
begrudge seeing information published that is old stuff to us but
mighty valuable to some of the
youngest of us (in experience).

all

proud of

him.
"If he doesn't

make a

noise

will those outside the family

how
know

he exists. One of the things I like
about him is that he is hilarious at
times, full of pep and like every
healthy youngster has plenty of curiosity and never misses a trick. He
has plenty of time before him to

grow over dignified and sedate and
then there will be a chance for another.
But at present he fills the
whole house and to my way of thinking will continue to do so unless of
course he begins to do as some of
his grandpa's would wish and becomes

find out for myself.

"How

our equipment may learn
something from the fellow who is
just beginning, and being unfamiliar
with these supposed possibilities, like
bilities of

are

purpose of the magMovie magazine isn't it?
Well, what would you have?
"Then the ads. I always devour
them first, to see what is new that I
would like to spend my money on
if I had it. Then the articles for beginners. I began some time ago, long
before such a magazine as ours was
published and when I began, the only
information I could get was how to
hold the camera and set the diaphragm. Everything else I had to
it

mm

write to

Germany.

the

another article that attracts your attention en route. But this is typical,

give us all of

lens

of

way

"Then again some of us who think
we have about exhausted the possi-

stunt that will surprise us all.

can't understand.

—

Rudolph

inch

I

the

mixed up with the ads is ideal. You
read one or two paragraphs, then detour to page 62 or 85 or whatever
page it may be and finish the article
unless of course you see an ad or

Fastest
THE WORLD
LENS

1

VIEWFINDER

fossilized.

Then we can bury

him.
"I must apologize for such a
lengthy letter. My intention at the
beginning was to write a note of appreciation, inspired by the letter entitled 'Hot and Heavy' in the February issue by our member from Los
Angeles, but it ran away with me

and
I

I

found

it

difficult to stop

when

did."

W.

McCarthy, Brooklyn, N.

T.

Title

Y.

Pages

DEVOTING

a

page of Amateur

Movie Makers to a title background is a happy idea. In this connection I would like to offer a suggestion, that it would prove an advantage if they were made the proper
size for the Bell & Howell Character
This point from W.
Pryce, Queen Lane Manor, Philadelphia, Pa.
Title Writer."

W.

Since backgrounds for the title
writer call for pictures 3 1/-) by 4%,
there are many illustrations in the

magazine which will serve this purpose. The large full page illustrations help to solve the title problems
of those

who

require

larger

grounds for other types of
paratus.

back-

titling ap-

of New York
an authority on motion

Kenneth W. Adams,
City,

is

picture production, long connected

with Paramount, Famous, Lasky.

{Catherine M. Comstock, of New
York City, is an author with a
close knowledge of amateur cinema
problems.

Ross

George, of

F.

Wash-

Seattle,

a national authority on
lettering and inventor of the Speedball Pens.
ington,

is

L. Kahn, of Chicago, III., is an
amateur attending the University of
Chicago, and recently won a
scenario contest conducted by this

Carl

magazine.

Rowden

A.

King, of

New York

City,

is president of the King Editor's
Features, and initiator of the first

syndicated newspaper
amateur movies.
E. G. Lutz, of

on

service

Dumont, N.

is

J.,

Thotographed by

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson
with a Dallmeyer Telephoto Lens

This Telephoto Lens

a

distinguished author in the cine-

matic

W.

gives "close-ups" at 200 feet;
Made Specially for FILMO

field.

McCarthy,

of Brooklyn,
N. Y., is an advanced amateur
whose cinematic ability is becoming widely known.
T.

Rutgers Neilson, of New York
is

At some

time on any trip you will wish for a Telephoto Lens,
you have one, it will give a brand new zest to picture taking.
So many views that are now too far off to photograph at all,
become the subjects of fascinating "close-ups", when you give

and

if

City,

associated with Pathe Exchanges,

will

your Filmo

Inc.

for nature studies but for views across valleys, from
mountain tops, of the distant shore from aboard ship or of shy
children from a distance, you need a Dallmeyer Telephoto Lens to
complete the enjoyment and usefulness of your Filmo.

Creighton Peet, of New York City,
is a popular author in humorous
vein.

Sue Rice, of New York

City, is a

photographer specializing

in child

DALLMEYER.

studies.

James
N.

E.

J.,

is

Richardson, of Camden,
a student of both music

TELEPHOTO LENSES

and the cinema, associated with the
Victor Talking Machine Company.

John Adams Ten Eyck,

3rd,

Shippan Point, Connecticut,
note

is

of

an

New

who

has also devoted
his artistic bent to the cinematographic hobby.
artist of

this telescopic eye.

Not only

Lens Guide

This book,
r*

&

Marion N. Gleason,
N.

Y

in

England,

and use of motion picture
all

#«•

FREE
is

a

«^

your questions in a
ner.

r t&*

Gladly sent

lenses.
clear,

It

answers

thorough man-

gratis to all

readers of

"Amateur Movie Makers."

of Rochester,

was designated in our last
contributors' department as Di.,

rector of the Rochester

Address —

Community

This was an error, and
should have read that Mrs. Gleason directed for the Rochester
Community Players its first mo-

HERBERT & HUESGEN

lion picture production.

18

Players.

One-hundred-jorty-nine

detailed

and intensely interesting handbook on the selection

£&*

Correction

published

just

CO.

Sole United States Distributors

EAST

42nd

STREET

—

(near

Grand Central)

— NEW YORK

REASURES you'll
want to look at
over and over

JL

Fotolite

Models

No. 5 Hand Fotolite,
shown at left. Com-

Those Beautiful Indoor

pletely
wired
and
equipped with special
?00 Watt bulb. S10.
Without bulb, $6.

FOTOLITE

Pictures

THE

children at play, the family in

a frivolous mood, parties, dances,
amateur plays, social affairs of ev-

One No.

—

Foto-

5

you can live again those
ery kind
happy hours in the beautiful films that
Fotolite makes possible! The good times
in your home, the little scenes you
cherish more than the whole outdoors,
can be stored away like treasures that
you will want to look at over and over

held by heavy nickel - plated
Complete,
stand.
Stand is
S 16.00.
lite,

8

high;

feet

lamp

tilts

any pos-

in

into

folds

ition;

—

24-inch space.

again

Two

Fotolite, the

No.

Fotolite

5

Beautiful
for

carrying

case,

two or three lamps

and stands, $7.50.

Number

in your

own

Lamps

of

FOR

F

—

2

F

to

3,

standard

4

to

posure

of

—

3

—

your own home vivid, lifelike films,
with the rich tones and exquisite shadings that you have admired in profes-in

sional pictures.

With Fotolite, you eliminate the sputtering, the spar\s and the "light fright"
of the arc lamp.
You get all the brilliance of a 20-ampere arc with the convenience of three incandescent Fotolites.
Each lamp has a light value of
5750 lumens a constant, uniform light
that
makes clear results absolutely

—

certain.

The Fotolite models and number of
lamps required are described at the left.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate them
for you.
If he does not earn- Fotolite,
write us today and we will send you
the

name

of the nearest dealer.
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unstinted praise of professional photographers, is now available to you. For
a small fraction of what your camera
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you can get out of amateur movies.
With its brilliant, lustrous light, you
can take truly beautiful pictures right
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EDITORIALS

Movie Magazine That Moves

~y\7ITH

GRAVEN

this issue

Amateur Movie Makers becomes,

as well

as a magazine about moving pictures, a magazine in which
there are genuine moving pictures. This may seem a very
portentous statement about a very simple plan, because it is
made possible at all only by going back to the earliest days of
motion pictures and utilizing the principle of the persistence of
vision as demonstrated by the "penny peep show" movies, or
the card "flip books," which have now been highly developed
in the modern animated cartoon. On the lower right hand corner of each odd numbered page in this issue will be found a
tiny cartoon of Felix the Cat.
By allowing the pages to
riffle quickly under the thumb from the back of the magazine
to the front, Felix will be seen hanging up his coat, which is
followed by a typically clever cartoon denoument. This innovation in motion picture magazines was made possible through
the cooperation of the Pat Sullivan Studios and Educational
Film Exchanges, Incorporated.

The Real

Issue

MUCH

has been written and said about morals
and the movies. Photoplays are approved
and condemned because of their specific
propaganda value; this one is presumed to inculcate
patriotism, religious devotion, love of nature, thrift
and that one is accused of decrying a people, a sect
or a movement.
Others are said to be "uplifting"
and still others are branded as "degrading". They
are safe for youth, for democracy for decency or
they undermine them.
Those who watch the films
of the country with these ideas in mind are doing
an obvious duty to their special causes and to their
concepts of what is good or bad for the human race,
of which they feel themselves, honestly enough, the
guardians.
But there is a broader concept of morals
and the movies that is held, we believe, by all of
those persons whom we have referred to as the "cintelligenzia", whom many consider to have no morals,
only artistic opinions, but
we credit with a

whom

very keen moral sense, nevertheleess. We believe the
cintelligenzia wants, almost above everything else in
the movies, directors with clean minds.
The cintelligenzia believes that everything can be talked about,
written about and filmed about and that the results

sometimes valuable, sometimes interesting, sometimes disgusting and sometimes boring.
It is not
concerned so much with the matter
having no
special field of humanity to guard against influence
as it is with the manner.
respect the cintelligenzia for its quick approval of every photoplay
that is exceptional art and produced with a clean
attitude toward life and for its equally speedy disapproval of every photoplay that may be even more
exceptional art but that is produced with an alert
eye to the salacious.
And we feel that if this sound
are

—

—
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We

discrimination is, after all, "morals in the movies,"
then the objectors should make the most of it to the

good of

their souls.

—

Better Film Yes
came away from

WE

the thirteenth annual confer-

ence of the National Board of Review with a
distinct impression that the movement for Better
There have alFilms is making decided headway.
ways been better films and poorer films. Comparisons, in spite of the declarations of the producers,
still exist and not every great studio rings the tocsin
What the
of intelligent approval with each release.
National Board of Review's Better Films Committee
appears to be achieving is a wider showing of these
better films.
Its highest accomplishment, as we see
it, is the progressive education of audiences which is
the healthiest thing that can happen to both the motion picture art and the motion picture industry.
In fact, we propose a new slogan for the future
activities of the National Board in the phrase, "the
If they can
self-determination of movie audiences".
get what they want and if they continually want
better films the whole problem is solved.

Mating the Exceptionals
Little
THE
planned

Picture House,

for

by the Film Bureau,

New York

City,

a national organiza-

tion devoted to spreading information concerning
the highest grade photoplays, is designed to bring
exceptional films and exceptional audiences together
under exceptional conditions. The Film Bureau has
a remarkable membership made up of the social
leaders of the New York metropolitan area.
It is
proposed to erect a theatre in the center of the Park
Avenue district in that city where only the most
exceptional photoplays will be shown to an audience
whose critical faculty has been sharpened with the
The Little
best artistic offerings of the entire world.
Picture House will have an intimate and selective
atmosphere designed to attract the cintelligenzia and
will cooperate with various New York social and
artistic groups.
It will probably start with a cachet
of distinction that will bring the whole metropolis
to its doors.
It will go far toward making movie
going the ultra smart activity that movie taking has
come to be in the last three years. Since good taste,
in spite of the assurances of many sincere democrats,
is not,
after all, denied to the socially elect, the
Little Picture House should carry forward the better
own particular fashion.
films movement in its

R.

W. W.

*£

Photograph by H. Armstrong Roberts

Not Even Rain Can Dampen

Children's Enthusiasm to

Be

in

Moving

Pictures

Photograph by Sue Rice

CHILD

The

The

Secrets

and

CINEMA

the

of Successful Juvenile Cinematography
As Told By Sue Rice

MAKING

pictures

requires,

first

understanding of

all,

an

and love

for both children and pictures. One
must desire the best picture obtainable in order to have the patience

secure

required to

it,

and

further,

one must understand and love children in order to recognize their various thoughts as they appear when
playing, and possibly direct the play
to bring out the best the child has
the camera and the
fascinating and the greatest
satisfaction comes in bringing out
of the child before the camera, the

Working with
is

individuality that

particular

may

It

may

minded child

be shy, nervous or lack

terest in its surroundings, or

it

in-

may

be going through a period of development of disposition difficult to direct
or control. I never feel discouraged
when this is the case, as this trait
will pass quickly and a month or two
will show a decided change, Then
one can obtain wonderful pictures of
the

new phase

in

the

child's

life.

studying the child mind, one
searches for the individual and when
I realize by talking with it, whether
it is five months or five years old,
that it responds to certain ideas and
not to others, I endeavor to obtain

age.

be very

is

its

own

at the

Sometimes a child

difficult to

"bring out."

the picture of the child showing its
most interesting expression. A serious

will not give

its

best

you attempt "simple
amusement" for entertainment. Such
a child must be brought out by findexpression

In

to offer.

child

%

of children
of

if

ing the interest that brings to light
all intelligent thinking, whereas the

must be amused and is
always ready to "go you one better"
on any new idea you may present.

jolly rascal

For

little

girls,

I

always have a

tea table ready, for they are natural

and with a doll sitting opposite are always ready to "pour."

hostesses,

It is
surprising the various ways
children will sit at the tea table for
pictures. One child will immediately
begin to play entirely unaware of
the camera, interested only in the
table and the make-believe party.

Another will want

to

pose and be

One-hundred- fifty-three

£

very anxious to

know what

it

all

is

about.

To obtain
graph,
the

a good "still" phototakes watchful waiting until

it

young subject is thoroughly inat the same time obtaining
sympathy and confidence so that,

terested,
its

with the bulb always at hand, the
true expression,

which

is

bound

to

be yours if one has patience, is
caught on the negative. The joy of

movie camera

the
that

the

all

in

lies

the

fact

again have been his restless self.
Here the use of the movie camera
would have produced a film showing an intensely interested actor and
a record that in future, when the

than "Just Three." They are babies
in understanding and must be handled as such, but are ready to copy
the "grown up" in language and man-

was man-grown, would have
proven that even as a child he was
only interested in what he was doing.
Tiny baby pictures are adorable if

The nursery rhyme

subject

portraying the babies in their.

own

Just when they
is the best time,

happy atmosphere.
awaken from a nap

ner, resulting in

when thoroughly

ses

In
first

making a still picture, one must
learn the child's best expression
by

movements
in

en-

it

The movie camera, howthoughts as they are registered on his face, lead-

ing up to one big happy
expression of understanding. In fact, the motion
picture film is a medium
for recording the action of
child minds, and when
studied on the screen, one
may learn the secret of
their thoughts, while at

is

They have natural
grace and are sincere in

doing.

what they undertake. In
it is sometimes very

play, showing as

fact,

difficult

to

get

their

at-

recall

a

toys which
sented to it.

de-

How grateful we should
be to know that children can now be filmed

boy of four years
of age I was commissioned
to photograph. He was
handsome and of serious
mein, and I had obtained
very fine photographs of
him at the age of two and
I felt now
that he was
lightful

and

for us.

And as every child has
an imaginative mind, their
own scenarios not only

said or did interested him
and he had no inclination

be amused.

was quite necessary to
keep him still at least long
enough for the necessary
It

"squeezing of the bulb." I
went about the studio with
him, letting him do as he
pleased, endeavoring to find something that would amuse him. At last
he came upon a mechanical toy that
could be taken apart and be rebuilt.
This he proceeded to do, disregarding
my presence entirely.
I had not counted on his powers
of concentration, which proved to be
the strongest urge he had. However,
my determination and patience won
and I had obtained a very fine fullface photograph which showed the
real intelligence the child possessed.
If I had waited for him to tire of
his toy

and then turn

to

me, he would

their interesting lives

portrayed in moving pictures for them to enjoy in
future years, a thing that
our parents could not do

older I could make photographs of him that would
be much more interesting.
However, nothing that I

to sit still to

will

ous kinds of stories and
may be pre-

away from a thing
once they have become inI

it

the reactions to the vari-

tention

terested.

thoughts, then
to catch that

ever, gathers all the child's

of a child

what

its

be ready
thought when it is arrested
long enough to register.

itself,

interested

acquainted

getting

with all

can be registered.
I
mention the
tea table here as it is
always picturesque and
has the added advantage
of holding interest in one
spot before the camera.
There is nothing more
fascinating to watch than
the

is

worth photographing.

and expressions leading
up to the final satisfaction
the young subject expresjoying

poses.

generally the
most interesting to children of this
age and the various expressions that
a story will bring forth are well

poses

little

many amusing

Photograph by H. Armstrong Roberts

stimulate the story telling
ability that is the natural
creative instinct latent in

THE OLD SWIMMING HOLE

A

Charming Cine Study

of

are interesting to film as
well as view on the screen,
but their educational value is great, for does not
this means of expression

Happy Childhood

all of

they should always be allowed to be
themselves. Whereas one baby may be
very active and respond quickly to
the appearance of anyone near and
be ready with many different expressions that are called forth by a nurse
or relative, another may be very
placid and not be at all interested
in anyone who may be entering or
leaving the room. Here again the
moving picture camera is invaluable
in securing the most interesting of
close-ups of the
all motion pictures
tiny baby.
There is no age more delightful

—

The youth

us?

in athletics

can not

tell

story with a still camera,
but with a movie to catch his actions
he knows truly how he is developing,
and it stimulates him to more complete physical development, as well
his

own

as thrills

him

to actually

know

just

progressing. Slow motion
the detailed knowledge of
his muscular action and efforts that

how he is
gives him

nothing else can do.
All of these developments are
tending to produce a generation of
super children and super men and

One-hnndred-fijty-five
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MAKING

By Ross

THOSE

who have acquired
knack of lettering their own
and desire

to

art

and helpful.

have a sense of humor, and
if it were dollars instead of sense
some of us would be millionaires,
all

—not

so good. Anyhow,
be amused and we get
a kick out of funny cartoon characCartoons may be used successters.
fully on art titles, songs, parodies

while others

we

all like to

and limericks. Some of these, when
animated progressively and timed to
the

music,

appeal

strongly

movie audience because of
mor.

to

the

their hu-

As

the simplest style for the beginner the famous skeleton cartoons
have been selected. These little char-

were made familiar to movie
fans through the clever pen of Norman McLeod who has illustrated
Christy Comedy titles for a number
of years.
Almost any sort of action can be
acters

SLIM TWuN[S
in

a comedy

^skitter

51PBERNECK3

A CARTOON
One-hundred- fifty-six

TITLE

Illustrated by the

Author

their

try

at animation will find the following comments and examples both

We

George

the

hand

interesting

F.

expressed

vigorously

strokes of the

pen

fewer

with

in these characters

than in any other type of cartoon that
Success here depends
I know of.
upon the ability to eliminate detail.
What is left out often counts more
than the lines that are put in. They
look their best when all the lines are

more

or less uniform in strengtth.
Sharp pointed pens are not suited

to this style of drawing, because they

produce a

line of such

uneven value.

And when photographed,

fine

lines

invariably cause the amateur grief.
The writer believes that the best pen
for this work is the new Style B
Speedball pen. These new pens have
longer nibs than the old style and
are equipped with two ink retainers,
one on the under side and another
on the top which extends down over
the turned

up marking

tip.

The

co-

operative action of the two feeders
combined with the increased flexibility of the pen make it exceedingly
practical
for
use with white or

opaque

Eno

ART TITLES

your own

Part Three

titles

Titled by Ralph R.

equivalent of money, to grind down
a pen to fit the letter. This takes only
a few minutes and, on a long job,
saves many hours, besides producing
a letter or drawing of more pleasing
proportions.
Experience has also
taught that pens crusted with ink will
not produce sharp letters. The best
way to keep pens clean is to scrub
them off occasionally with an old
tooth brush dipped in water.

Another time saver which should
known by everyone who letters is
that a few drops of alcohol added
to white ink will speed up the flow
In hot
and make it dry faster.
weather it is often helpful to thin the
ink with a mixture of fifteen parts
water, three parts alcohol and one
be

part glycerine.
In order to make these cartoons
for beginners, the familiar
music staff of five lines and four
spaces has been adapted to their con-

easier

may be vasubject suggests or as
the artist thinks best as long as the
characters approximate the appearstruction.

ried

as

Proportions

the

inks.

my own work

I take the small
(No. 5) and grind down
the diameter of the marking tip a
little, using a fine oil stone for this
In this way I can get a
purpose.
uniform line of any desired strength.

For

size

B pen

You will also find that when you
have a job calling for a special size
letter that it saves time, which is the

AN ANIMATED-DUMMY CARTOON

ance and action of the human figure.
In the following examples, the head
occupies one space, the body another and the
arms are a

legs the other two.

shorter

little

If possible, have someone play the
piece of music for you and with
watch in hand note the number of

The

than the

often desirable to combine big heads with little bodies, or
vice versa. Long arms or long legs,
legs.

It

is

Ohe

the Gal

sometimes come in handy to

etc.,

that stole

Pal

\ou

oupht

to

see

I loved—
him now

When

sketching action be sure that
the figures are walking or run-

ning each arm swings backward and
forward with the opposite leg, thus
preserving the equilibrium of the
body. The head is about the shape
of an egg and in drawing both normal and foreshortened views this fact
must be kept in mind. An actual egg
with cartoon expressions drawn upon

found helpful as a model
in sketching various positions.
The practice and experience gained
from drawing skeleton cartoons always gives a good foundation for
more complicated styles. In fact, you
can take almost any of these line
characters and dress them up in a
number of different ways. Incidentally, if these cartoons are to be
drawn with black ink on white card
the lines should be a little stronger
to allow for the "bleeding" of the
it

will be

If you care to try your hand at
arranging and timing a comic song,

any other for that matter, the
following will give you a basis for
your work. Most modern songs divide up nicely into about seven title
or

the

cards,

up

total

to

main

title

eight.

bringing the

The usual

divi-

is two cards for the first verse,
two for the second and three for
There is no fast rule
the chorus.

sion

ILLUSTRATED COMIC SONG.

seconds required for each division of
Allow at least fifteen
your song.
(which will approximate
seconds
four feet of film) for each division
When the
of twenty words or less.
rhythm moves faster than this it is
difficult for some in the audience to
At least three feet should be
read.
allowed for a lap dissolve between
each of the divisions to secure an
artistic blending from one scene to
another.

To lengthen

the song, the

and chorus may be repeated.
A few examples of pastel
and opaque water color backgrounds
which are beautifully adapted to sentimental songs will be shown in the
verse

first

and good judgment

One-hundred-fiitv-seven

is

your

best

and freak expresThey can be made to parade

various postures

one of the large letters or juggle sevthem with the ease of giants.
Or they can be arranged as though
they were doing daredevil stunts on
and between the letters themselves.
In fact, their ability is only limited
by the imagination of the maker.

Another way that requires no spematerial and takes very little

cial

more time

to shoot than the ordinary

to paint only one letter
stopping the camera between each one. When you can
handle the pen with the speed and
ease of a pencil it may be practical
to letter the title without stopping
the camera, Using as slow an exposure as possible.
title

at

card

is

a time,

another way is to cover the
with a black card, exposing
one line at a time. This is done by
moving the mask downward as each
line is shot.
All the edges of the
mask should be painted black so
that they will not show as a grey
Still

next lesson.

letters

There are many simple photographic tricks for animating art titles.

One

of the easiest

is

that of flashing

one letter or word at a time. When
a few large letters are used, such as

name

of a picture in the main
the letters may be cut out of
white card board and shot against a
the

title,

dead black background one at a time,
using the stop camera method, exposing only the necessary few inches
of film for each letter. The letters
can be made to perform any number
of interesting stunts before finding
their proper places in the line. A little practice will soon tell you how
long to expose each movement. The
camera should be mounted directly
over the title board and black velvet
used for the background.

for this division because songs differ greatly in length and character,
guide.

be cut from dull white celluloid on
black card and painted as desired.
The limbs, neck, jaw and eyes can
be jointed with fine rivets to secure

eral of

in

white light.

of the cleverest tricks for se-

humorous animation is to
make up a company of dummy cartoon characters. These dummies can

sions.

carry out a bit of novelty.

when

One
curing

SHOWING THE CONSTRUCTION
OF CARTOON FIGURES

streak on the film.

You

will learn

also that unless the descending

and

ascending letters clear each oth~r
by a fraction of the space, the masking card will cut off their tips.

There are numerous ways of accomplishing this flashing idea if you
have a stop camera equipped with
a vignetting attachment. Nearly all
animated titles and cartoons as now
seen on the screen are made by exposing a few frames at a time for
each bit of action.
(Continued on page 199)

NATURE

When

And All

Is

YOUR STAR

Outdoors the Amateur's Studio

By Rutgers Neilson

uous, always striking in their vividness and absolute reality.
Realism in screen drama and also
in comedy is one goal of both the
professional
and amateur movie
maker.
Nature offers a vast field
well worth focusing upon.
It
is
drama awaiting capture by the camera.
Occasionally Nature is captured cinematically in wonderful professional films made in far places,

world's greatest actor.
Nature, in its majestic grandeur

such films as Nanook, Moana, Simba,
Chang or Alaskan Adventures, films
in which Nature challenges all human efforts and wins hands down.
Of course most filmers can not
easily travel to the world's ends to
photograph Nature in its most unusual moments. Still a study of such

and in the wonders of its animal life,
shows every mood that the greatest

pictures as those mentioned reveals
what may be done. They are, fur-

THE END OF THE CHASE

MAGNIFICENT,
or

villain,

alike, as

Nature

is

hero
the

actors of all time can claim.
It is
impressive, awesome or intriguing,

or humorous to a far
greater degree than the foremost actor of any time since men found himself in the Garden of Eden.

villainous

But Nature is also the most temperamental of actors. Its moods are of
the

moment, now mild, now tempest-

thermore,

replete

with

suggestions

which the amateur may apply to his
own travels, and even to a week-end
canoe trip, a hike into the woods, or
a camera stroll through a large city
park.
To be brought to the screen in its
true artistry, Nature must be mirrored. More than a mere knowledge

RUNNING THE RAPIDS
of lenses, exposures
nicalities

is

needed

and other
to

inanimate

drama

tech-

upon
comedy and
reflect

film
the
of Nature. It must be photo-

graphed with understanding. Only
and adventurous cinematographer can make a true and really
vivid film of 60 subtle and yet impressive an actor. This should in no
way discourage the amateur, for if he
did not possess patience and a spirit
of adventure, he would never have
been attracted to cinematography.
When photographed in all its august actuality, Nature reigns supreme
on the screen. The mere human actors in Hollywood studios, and all
amateur movie makers, have overpowering competition in Nature, as
the patient

caught accurately by the
camera.
Sheer natural beauty, the wonders

itself,

of

strange

creatures,

the

primitive

and the real, offer more thrills than
any he-man and flapper romance.
The great Nature films are thrillers
that no director could devise.
To
quote but one example, what studio
could arrange as momentous a mob
scene as that in Alaskan Adventures,
staged by Nature, where swirling
masses of millions of salmon fight
their way upstream to their spawning
grounds, to lay their eggs and die?
Nature alone has the unlimited

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM ALASKAN ADVENTURES
Courtesy
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of

Pathegrams

power of the ultimate grand manner.
The great Nature films are indeed
epics of the cinema.
They are as
worthy of study as the classics of
literature and the theories of the
scientists.
They prove that the world
can still learn from a motion picture
things little dreamed of in this era
of civilization, and to the amateur
movie maker they are gold mines of
suggestion and inspiration.

HOUSING
the

Home

HOLLYWOOD
By Kenneth
amateur who
EVERY
tempted production

E. Nettleton
has

at-

work

or

scenario filming realizes why
most of the producers have moved to
Hollywood, why natural settings are
usually discarded and costly studio
sets erected, and why the average
production runs into hundreds of

OUT OF THE BANDBOX

A

thousands of dollars.

He who

is limited to Saturday and
filming realizes only too
well, as the rainy weekends go by,
the value of California sunshine, and
he who has attempted filming in public places, especially with an amateur
cast, easily understands the advantage
of studio privacy.
But ideas of a
studio usually end with the thought
of the expense involved.
However, harking back to the old
adage that necessity is the mother of

Clever

Cine Treatment of the Fashion Show Idea by the Motion
Picture Club of New Haven

Sunday

invention, many amateurs have devised numerous and interesting methods for gaining their ends in film-

A garage studio has worked out
very successfully for some of the
production work of the New Haven
Club, and while not the ideal solution of the studio problem, it has at
least economic advantages for any
new club.
As will be noted by

the garage.
By the use of either
large sheets of composition board or
curtains, for a backing, and rugs

page are from a recent fashion show
filmed on such a set by the New

spread on the concrete, a good set
The
is provided for numerous shots.
garage, being substantial and of the

But the most interesting part of a
garage studio is its adaptiveness for
filming by artificial light.
Perhaps
this is not the time of year to talk
of such a studio unless the garage
is heated.
But even if not heated, it
will, in the majority of cases, be
found warm enough during eight

right height, lends itself readily for

fastening
the
roof projecting
to
strips or slats to hold any hangings
or even a gauze screen to diffuse the
light on the set. Although the writer
has often used anything but polite

language regarding swinging doors
on a windy day, these doors can be
made to provide many useful and
varying angles for the background.
Some of the illustrations on this

the illu

Haven Club.

months of the year.
The main items of expense are the
portable lights and about eight or
sheets of composition siding,
about four feet by nine feet. Any
of the
standard makes, such as
Beaver Board or Celotex, will do.
Celotex, having a rough finish, gives
the effect of the present popular
rough plastered walls. Do not use
ten

{Continued on page 204)

garage referred to is an
dinary two-car garage about 20
by 22 feet. Perhaps, before speak
ing of the inside equipment, it
be interesting to note the ideal
door stage provided by the large
panse of concrete drive in front
tion, the

Center:

Exterior of the

Garage

Front

Fashion Show.

One

hundred-fifty-nine

Draped

Garage Studio.
as

a

Background

Left:

The

for

the

Right: Interior of the Garage Studio.

PHOTOPLAYFARE
Reviews for the Cintelligenzta
Seventh Heaven
John Golden's
Heaven,
has afforded us an interesting comparison between the stage and the
present day photoplay. Although the
director (Frank Borzag) has used but

FOX,

in presenting

success

stage

little

that

is

Seventh

truly cinematic in his

he has surpassed the
play in entertainment value. This is
due not only to his work, and the expresentation,

acting of Janet Gaynor as
Diane, but to the one truly cinematic quality recognized by every one,
the mobility of the camera.
cellent

It is this

that allows us to see that

"remarcable fellow" Chico (Charles
Farrell)

at

work

dim sewer,
mistreated by

in the

while above Diane is
her brutal sister. Then, in an unusual shot, Chico sees her thrown
across the sewer's grating, and climbs
out into the bright street above to

rescue her. This contrast in lighting
values would have been more cinematic

had the

street

been better

lit.

As

superior to the single "long
shot" of the stage.
it is it is

After the rescue he takes her to his
home, Seventh Heaven. Here is a
scene that has been highly praised.
The camera follows the two up seven
flights of stairs to his door, as if

we

could see through the wall. But it
is doubtful if this adds to the production, for its length and startling
nature take from our interest in the
action.
Of course an advance in
technique may do this legitimately, as
did the angles in Variety, but this
was only a stunt shot.

A

Photograph by Fox

WHAT THE
in

scene in a later sequence shows

the advantage of the mobile camera

most clearly.

Diane enters by the

window to show Chico her wedding
dress. The position of the camera

ELEVATOR- CAMERA SAW

adds

much

Seventh Heaven

to the effectiveness of the

Yet only one theatre lover
could have had this view, and his
chair would have had to be somewhat below and on the stage side of
action.

the footlights.

Soon war separates the two.

We

an excellent shot of soldiers
marching far below in the street.
Then a wonderful piece of acting and
direction in Diane's nerving Chico
to report for duty, their symbolic
see

marriage, and his departure. Battle
scenes follow, with the taxicab dash
to the Marne and the death of Eloise
for her country though she was only
Papa Boule's antiquated cab.

—

The reunion
film that

is

of the lovers ends a

excellent entertainment,

and shows much care and thought.
Yet we can wish that it had not been
largely a photograph of the play.
For example, cinematic opportunity
was missed in the thought communication between Diane, in Paris, with
Chico at the front. This might have
been handled by visualizing their
thoughts, as only the cinema can, but
surely not by flashes from one to the
other interspersed by titles which
break up the feeling of the scene.
Then there were other places where
unusual lighting effects or close ups
of small actions and emotionally
connected objects would have heightened the effect. This would have been
approaching the truly cinematic, and
increasing the audience appeal at the

some

Photograph by Fox

AN ELEVATOR TO SEVENTH HEAVEN
This

O n e-hundred-sixty

Is

the Elaborate

Equipment Required to Film the

Staircase Scenes

time.

That the audience does want its
photoplays more cinematic is shown
by the rapidity with which innovations are absorbed into the standard
technique. Where this advance will
(Continued on page 186)
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CINEMATIC COMPOSITION
A

Guide

the

for

Advanced Amateur
By

G. Lutz*

E.

Illustrated by the

Author

%
Part Two

WHEN

we wish to see any
work having an ar-

pictorial

rangement

in tones of a cer-

tain kind, or one with a telling effect of vibrant light

and an

interest-

ing depth of shadow, we go to a
museum of art and contemplate the
masterpieces of the great artists. We
take pleasure in such canvases for
their peculiar tonal qualities and an
interest in the chiaroscuro, without

regard to any story being told or the
conveyance to us of a literary meaning. Although screen pictures somewhat in this manner are appropriate

and welcome at times, we really expect motion pictures to be sufficiently
clear to explain stories or tell us
something
of
every-day
interest.
However, there are many episodes in
a

film

which

story

requiring

scenes

in

tures as in

and shade are the feanight scenes and dimmed

interiors.

When

light

wanted

it is

torial area

—with

such

scenes

are

a pattern of lights

from the highest

Some

light to the deepest
of the art works to

"'Book rights reserved by the author.

2A

After Gerard

AND SHADOW

Dou

and shades.

study in this connection are those of
the Little Dutch Masters of which
Gerard Dou, is a representative
painter.
His works shows how the
objects distributed about catch lights

Figure

1

ILLUSTRATING DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT

—

These patterns show a series from
the brighest and largest, passing to
the lesser lighted and smaller, to the
still smaller and but dimly toned that
blend in with the shadows.
To
achieve all this, as mentioned, is a
matter of lights and reflectors. The
ideal, then is to procure a gradation
shadow.

Figure

the plan to have the picthought of as a picture

from the source of illumination itbroad patches of subdued light

self or

that themselves have been reflected
from the main light.

For some unusual stories with outof-the-ordinary themes plain
sets
with few details and broad flat patterns of but a few subdued tones are
appropriate. But for the generality
of film stories details are wanted as
well as a variety of patches and patterns of light and shade. Considering
both photography and cinematography as forms of pictorial expression with their own laws (in contra-

Figure 2B

Figure

1C

distinction to painting and drawing)
a certain numerousness of details is
proper, and, from a technical point

of view good as a complexity of pictorial interest in the image, as

it

de-

velops in the dark room, is desirable.
The antique paintings of the Little
Dutch Masters are of absorbing interest and fruitful in ideas when
studied.
In these, objects are distributed so as to help the pictorial ar-

rangements
Figure 1 )
.

in a striking

One

manner

(see

of the plans that

many of these artists used was to
have the principal component, a hu-

Figure

2D

DESIGNS FOR SIMPLE CUTOUT SETS
One-hundred-sixty-one

*%

man

figure

(sometimes

two)

sur-

rounded by the framework of an
open window. This, like a circular
composition also had objects distributed around to carry out the idea.
These catch lights from the general
illumination and so stand out to fill
the area with both graphic interest

and

light and shade allurement.
This scheme of an arched opening, a window, a doorway, or a portal of some kind easily comes into
use for many purposes. An old doorway of some ordinary building, or a
large gateway in a wall with a little

addition of suitable stage property,
set around which episodes in
a motion picture story can be taken.
Or else in fantastic, whimsical, or
odd stories, where settings in keeping with these kind of subjects are
wanted, flat constructions can be
made out of cardboard or some of
the composition building boards. As
examples: (Figure 2A)
large circle is cut out of the board through
which some figures are viewed. The
board is painted black with, as a
touch of contrast, a conventional tree
painted in a plain tint. (2-B) A
flat cardboard has cut out in its center

make a

—A

an entrance space which takes on in
the upper part the form of a flat
ellipse. Two simply formed lanterns
flank each side of this cut-out pat-

A

Moorish doorway with
inverted turnip-shape top is another pattern. This could have other
openings covered with a transparent
material through which the light is
seen. (2-D) Another idea is to have
the opening of odd freakish shapes
with some similarily designed pat
terns painted in flat gray tones.
Sometimes in these settings the
pantomimic business is viewed as if
a vista through the openings.
At
other times a figure will be directly
under the opening or pass through.
In the two latter cases the figures
will form more or less simple siltern. (2-C)
its

houettes.

The silhouette idea in posing figures in connection with an arrangement showing a window, or doorway, is one in frequent practise.
Generally they are but short flashes
in the film but withal important items
in the development of the theme. As
examples we see a figure in a room
through an open, or partly opened
doorway, or between half-parted curtains. Or we get, in another form of
a similar idea, a glimpse of a figure
or two through a break in some
shrubbery. These arrangements have
a resemblance to the circular type of
composition given when considering
landscape composition. A modification of the construction now in view
is exemplified in a posing of a figure at a window in strong contrast
against the illuminated effect of outdoors. A figure so placed is, in simple description, a silhouette and an
instance of an arrangement of black
against white. Besides of course, as
Figure

stated, a circular composition.

In speaking of the placing of a
black detail against a field of lighter
tones, as well as the subject of sil-

we might mention the following ways of illustrating episodes

houettes,

film stories. (1)
fighting, united as if
in

Two men

on top of a cliff against a light portion of a darkening sky.
pa(2)
rade of horses, or a string of camels,

A

along the top of a
dark-toned hill against a light sky.
(3) A few figures in silhouette going
through some dramatic and strenuous
gesturing placed so as to give the
all in silhouette,

appearance of great numbers of men.
Effects such as these are not ordinarily thought of as matters of composition but, distinctly, they must be
planned to procure eye alluring and
mind absorbing effects.
The pictorial arrangements which

we are next considering, those with
graphic precision, do not ordinarily
have effects of light and shade as
essentials.
In these screen pictures
what is commonly called good sharp
photography is the feature.
Light
and shade is employed, not for the
(Continued on page 194)

3

PYRAMIDAL ARRANGEMENT OF
FURNITURE FOR A SET
Figure 4

Figure

5

ARRANGEMENT

CIRCULAR

OF FIGURES IN
TRIANGLE PLAN

ARRANGEMENT

One-hundred-sixty-two

are

one silhouette,

OF FIGURES

CRITICAL
FOCUSING
Technical Reviews

Aid

The Last Command
Paramount
Josef von Sternberg
Photographed by .... Bert Glennon

Moving Screen:
human

across the near

In one instance

move

figures

foreground of the

providing a moving screen
through which the action is witnessed; in another instance moving
bayonets provide a similar screen.
This gives a highly cinematic effect

entrance of another character of the
This is familiar technique but
is infrequently done so that the timing is precisely that of the average
person's mental and optical reaction.

play.

The

effect is intensely realistic.

scene,

and

is

readily practicable to ama-

Crowd

as Background: The prinin one scene bobs

character

about,
people.

manhandled by a crowd

of

This gives an actual background of intense motion of which
the principal character is an essential part.

tion to

Directed by

Photographed by

Reginald Barker

Percy Hilburn

A

vivid realization of

mo-

of
the snow scenes of this Alpine photoplay were conventional and overly
self-conscious, two notable effects
were secured. A medium shot, almost

obscured by blowing snow, gives a
suggestion of the action. Soft focusing and tinting add to this vivid

enhance motion.

Moving Camera:
sweeps

Body and Soul
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer

Snow Scenes: Although many

teurs.

cipal

The

camera

a long counter, with
wickets, in front of each one of
past

which essential action takes place.
There is no cutting except for interluded scenes played in the back part
of the supply room where extra actors' uniforms are dealt out.
This use
of a moving camera technique to
carry forward the plot of the scenario
is a novel thing and is practicable

—

for amateurs.

Cutting-Timing

:

A

fine

example

of cutting to achieve naturalistic timing occurs in one scene where the

occupants of a

room

all

glance

ward a door followed by a cut
One-hundred-sixty-three

Amateur

Another scene shows a distant
shot of a sled against a complete
screen monotone for a background.
The figure is so distant and the background so uniform in color and in
absence of detail that the effect is
dreamlike and absorbs the attention
to a great degree. This scene is prolonged for extra footage, but the sen-

effect.

Director

silhouetted

the

to

to-

to the

PLATFORM WORK
Was

Called for in this Scene from

The Garden

of Allah

Photograph by Metro

sation of eeriness persists. Amateurs
can reproduce this with a model, or

an animated drawing against a cloth
background, using soft-focus and tinting to give realism.

AMATEUR CLUBS
League Service
THIS DEPARTMENT

Edited by Arthur L. Gale
Ama-

of

teur Movie Makers is devoted
to news and to occasional sug-

may be of benefit to
amateur clubs. It is, however, not
the only aid which clubs or those
gestions which

wishing to form clubs may obtain.
The Amateur Cinema League main-

which

tains a club consulting service

available without charge to all
amateur clubs and to League members who may wish to organize clubs.
is

If you wish that assistance you have
only to write to the Club Consultant,
Amateur Cinema League, 105 West

Fortieth Street,

New York

City.

you concerning club

will advise

He
or-

ganization, club conduct, photoplay
production and technical details con-

nected with production.

Advanced Cinematics

AN

amateur group

N.

Y.,

seeking

in

true

Rochester,

cinematic

producing a film version
of Edgar Allen Poe's Fall of the

values,

is

The story, reHouse of Usher.
told in a highly stylized form in order to interfere as little as possible
with cinematic expression, is divided
into three episodes, the first covering
the arrival of the visitor and the death
of Lady Madeline, the second, the
mental conflict of the brother and
the resurrection of Madeline, and the
third the visitor's flight
struction of the house.

and the

de-

Special effects are frequently used
enhance the emotional force of the
dramatic situations; the lighting is
nearly all artificial, both arcs and
soft
incandescents being employed.
effect was obtained by using a 43
mm. /.1.5 lens. Melville Webber has
the direction, settings and costuming,
to

A

LADY MADELINE

RISES

Hartford Organizes

ENTHUSIASTIC

amateurs of
-' Hartford, Conn., at a meeting
February 8, in the Harvey and Lewis

Company

formed

Building,

a

city

wide amateur movie club. Hiram
Percy Maxim, president of the Amateur Cinema League, opened the
meeting, serving as temporary chairman, pending the election of officers.
A. H. Dockray, of the Eastman
Kodak Company addressed the meeting and amateur films were shown,
the prize for the best presented be-

won by Robert

ing

Morris.

Officers

elected are Robert Morris, president,
F.

N.

Way,

AN

J.

S.

IMPRESSIONISTIC SET

the Fall

Watson,

House

of the

jr.

of

Usher

photography and

lighting while the cast is made up of
Herbert Stern as Roderick Usher,

Hildegard Watson as Lady Madeline
and the housekeeper (seen only in
shadow) and Melville Webber as the
visitor.

One-hundred-sixty-four

Tilton,

vice-president,

F.

L.

treasurer, H. E. Cowles, secre-

Now

Being Produced

play the production of which will
begin round Easter time. The first
production of this British group was
a two-reel comedy on 35 m.m. film,
The Flower Show; months of hard
work preceded its release, special sets
were erected, a hundred extras were
used for one scene alone, local enthusiasm causing them to come forward
and the Reading Constabulary even
took part in the action. Direction was
in the hands of H. Clifford Humphrey and E. C. Browne and E. G.
Long did the camera work. The club
has a staff of six technicians.

In Miniature Playhouse
'T'HE

last

meeting of the

Phila-

*

Hatrey, editor. A
committee was appointed to prepare
the program of the next meeting and
to
submit names of prospective

that city.

members.

plete in every detail, although seating

Thames on Fire

teresting

tary

for

FROM THE TOMB

Cinematic Treatment of Edgar Allen Poe's Fall of the House of Usher
by an Amateur Group in Rochester, N. Y.

Interesting

and

'T'HE

L.

W.

division of the Read(England)
Dramatic Society, with one amateur photoplay
already to its credit, has enlarged
and organized under the name of the
Thames Valley Photoplayers. A committee is at work on another photo-*-

ing

film

delphia Amateur Motion Picture
Club was held in the "Model Theatre", a miniature picture house of
In this

little theatre,

com-

only twenty persons, a varied and

program was

in-

James
E. Richardson, talking machine expert, spoke on the correlation of music and motion picture action; an
extensive

offered.

demonstration of lighting

was given by Elias Nusbaum,
followed by the screening of both
amateur and professional films by
effects

W. Robbins. The meeting ended
with an open discussion of various
types of screens led by Mark Schwab.
J.

New Haven

Feminism

AT

at
a recent program

of the

Mo-

Picture
Club of New
screening of the 1927
Bandbox was featured. This film was
produced and photographed by the
women of the club, the masculine
members not having been allowed to
tion

Haven, the

know anything about
shown

it

at this meeting.

until
It is

it

was

a study

The proexhibition of The

of recent feminine fashions.

gram included

the

Norfolk Case, a photoplay produced
by the club for the Photoplay Magazine contest and the Club Newsreel

New Haven events.
Western Massachusetts

of

'T'HE

dramatic

division

of

the

Movie Club of Western Massachusetts has been active. The scenario and working script of Plenty of
Jack has been written by a club
group and production is under way.
-*-

All the work, except laboratory processing, will be done by club members. From Poverty to Riches, the

was shown at
a recent meeting. With their first
film already produced, the Western
Massachusetts group is now working
club's first photoplay

bers were present at the last meeting
where Dr. C. E. K. Mees, scientist of
the Eastman Kodak laboratories, lectured on "The Formation of the

Photographic Image," using motion
pictures
trating

made at Kodak Park illusby microscopic photography

the actual turning of gray particles

of photographic sensitized

material

Cinema Club has
organized and has

had two meetings.

One-hundred-sixty-five

Sixty-nine

mem-

next

meeting a Surprise Evening. Members were requested to bring their
cameras and have been told nothing
of the program. We hazard the guess
that there is an arc-light hidden

somewhere

in the lens pile.

This is the first time such a film has
been shown. Hey Hay, the second re-

South Bend Seething
A COMMITTEE of enthusiastic

Motion Picture Club of
was screened before the
club. In preparation for photoplay
production, an exhibition of unusual

**• South Bend

professional films is to be given soon.
The officers of this club are George
Eastman, honorary president; Dr. C.
E. K. Mees, president; Mrs. Helen
Probst Abbott, vice-president, and

Bend women movie makers.

lease of the

the Oranges,

George W. McBride, secretary-treasurer.

(Indiana) amateurs

work on club organization writes
Emerson Kurr, of that city. The

is at
J.

committee

includes

several

South

Morris Heads Club
'

I

•*

'HE members of the Amateur
Movie Makers Club of California

(San Francisco) have elected Charles
Morris president and plan an ac-

S.

In Wilkes-Barre

CRED C. JAYNE
*

League members are actively at
work forming an amateur movie
club in Wilkes-Barre (Pennsylvania)
The Wilkes-Barre Camera Club has
offered its cooperation and a meeting

Mr. Hoffman offers extensive
equipment for filming interior scenes

place.
if

the club,

when organized,

will pro-

THE POWER OF SUGGESTION THROUGH
SHADOWS IS FORCEFULLY UTILIZED IN
THE ROCHESTER VERSION OF
The

Fall of the

House

membership campaign to insure
attendance for future meetings, programs for which are already arranged.

tive

and Ace Hoffman,

Rochester Active

TPHE Rochester
- been formally

of Chiits

the developing process.

to black in

duce a photoplay.

for smoother technique.

Chicago Thriller

TTHE Movie Makers Club
* cago has announced for

of

Usher

Nazira Premiere
TiyjARCH

31 has been definitely set
^"i- as the date and the New Century
Club, 124 South 12th Street, Philadelphia, as the place for the first
public presentation of Nazira, produced by the Zutto Players of Philadelphia. Amateur Cinema League
members are especially invited by the
club to be its guests on this occasion.
(Continued on page 201)

FILM -FLAM
Hobbies

RED

moments, that Marion
Nixon runs a flower shop after office
hours, and that most of the other
stars also have earthly, commercial
her

in

off

Well, if this sort of thing
be interesting to Hollywood to hear that the star cinemactors in our neighborhood have
such vulgar sidelines as bond selling,
legal practicing, engineering, sales
managing, and school teaching, to
say nothing about child feeding, furnace tending, grass cutting, boy
buttoncat-putting-out,
spanking,
sewing-on, and dinner-getting, all of
which we do without benefit of press
sidelines.

is

news,

may

it

Moviana
TPHE consorship

Edited by

hot dispatches from Hollywood inform us that Bebe
Daniels is a real estate dealer

Creighton Peet

again
the

over

fled

bloodhounds.
tered,

ice

pursued

"Damn

"What became

catcher ? "

*

shown for profit, will not be
considered sufficiently immoral to require censorship; Canon William S.

Variety, the theatrical paper,

on the film version, "is inside stuff
on a 100 B. C. hot mamma with a
ton of S. A. who took the night boat
to Troy and made all Sparta come

Chase is still down in Washington
working night and day for a Federal
Censorship of Motion Pictures; a
lady censor in a Chicago suburb has
announced with great dignity that
"Babe Ruth cannot spit tobacco juice
on the screens of Highland Park
theatres and get away with it," and
has refused to allow "Babe Comes
Home" to be shown in her parish:
after two years of showings, the Berlin censors have at last decided that
"Faust" is bad for children; the good
people of Villisca, Iowa, have hired
an evangelist to convince themselves
that they should not have Sunday
movies, and the courageous, outra-

after her."

child

by the

geous mayor of Arlington, Texas,
has come out definitely FOR Sunday
movies, declaring that he is tired of
seeing his town depopulated on Sun-

it!" she mut-

of

dog

the

Gargoyle.

days.

Humble
"

A RTY"

That Garbo Grab

theatricals usually cause

T"\EAR

**

us to foam at the mouth, roll
into the aisle and bite deeply into the
nearest palatable ankle, but there is
a certain disarming

New

York's

tres"

which would

little

"if

sta-

of the

American who
coming to

travels is apparently

—

be an endless grind of film. Ignoring the dozens of movie theatres in
every American city, the automatic
advertising projectors in every drug
store

window, the amateur

outfits in

every American home, and the cameras in the hands of
ists, the French are

American

tour-

considering

a

plan to build movie theatres in the
Paris railway stations.
If Dr. Freud will now kindly build
us a projector registering on the subconscious mind, we can also have
movies in our sleep!

O ne-hundred-sixty-six

the

come
aid

this time with

gal-

of

the

a pas-

when

af-

fixed to a flock of assorted chorus
girls,

brought out the distressing fact

that blondes are

NOT

as responsive

amourous situations as brunettes.
When this news reached Wall Street
to

the bottom fell out of the market and

a riot followed which was only quieted when all the brunette chorus girls
in New York were marched into the

"—AN MY POPPA HAS TWO
-

CAMERAS!"

financial district in

"WHY

PAUL, DEAR! MUSTN'T TALK
ABOUT POPPAS MONEY. BESIDES
THEY'RE NOT JUST CAMERAS—

and taken out

Sweet Home
YEAR ago the Roxy

Home

opened

among

its

in

New

Theatre
York, including

departments,

a

fully-

equipped hospital with two wards.
Recently it was announced that the
Picadilly Theatre,

now

building in

London would have garage space

for

accomA few days
odate 2,000 persons.
ago a Milwaukee movie house opened with a sound-proof "cry-room"
where mothers with bawling infants
can watch the picture from behind a
This settles it.
heavy plate glass.
Home was never like this. We're
going to spend 75 cents and take up
a life residence in the very next
movie palace we come to.

400 cars and a dance

floor to

to

columns of fours

lunch for the rest

of the afternoon.
The apparatus,
very kindly invented by a Columbia

THEY'RE CINNEYS!"

A

Paging Freud

to

sion-gauging gadget, which,

can
far.

old Science has

loping up

movies again,

"art movie theamake such a pro-

the plaintive announcement that
art doesn't pay, this auditorium
easily be converted into a filling
tion." P. S. It has not been, so

life

**'

humor shown by

cedure undignified and ungenerous.
One such tiny temple of art on 55th
Street, recently displayed the following notice: "Closed for altercations
with builders, contractors and movie
moguls. Will open when, as, and if
completed," while the St. George
Playhouse in Brooklyn opened with

THE

this

The attorney

are not

time for Carl

(this

situation

just so-so.

of Kansas has ruled that
amateur 16mm. films, as long as they

Woof! Woof!
Laemmle) Eliza with her

is

general

Technically Speaking
"TTELEN OF TROY," comments

agent.

ONCE

month

*•

psychology professor, made nice
graphs of the heart-throbs and respirations of the girls as they watched
a film of Greta Garbo and John Gilbert kissing each other tirelessly all
through a long winter afternoon.

Greek Tots To Suffer
/"'REEK children, according

^J

latest bulletins

to the

from Athens, are

going to grow up without an understanding of either Elinor Glyn and
her great Life-Giving Philosophy, or
the mechanics of the Greta Garbo
grab. Greek children can't go to the
movies at all, in fact, unless special
educational films are being shown
and "educational" doesn't mean
"How To Hold A Husband's Love,"
.

.

.

either.

FILMING
the

with

FAIR

HAS CHOSEN HER CAT AS A
PATHEX IN THIS PICTURE; SOCIAL
BEING RECORDED IN THE PICTURE OF

T EONORE ULRICH

(Above)

^ PARTNER FOR HER

PROMINENCE IS
MARION HOLLINS OF EAST ISLIP, L.
M. KNAPP OF NEW YORK CITY

I.,

IS

WHICH MISS ROSALIE
MAKING WITH HER

FILMO (Center); MARGARET SHEARER, COUSIN OF NORMA
SHEARER. IS MAKING THE MOST OF HER DE VRY (Above);
AND BILLIE BURKE (Left) IS DISPORTING WITH HER CINE

KODAK

One-hundred-sixty-seven

ARTIST

The

A

Story of

WHO USES A CAMERA

Cinema Achievement and an

Inspiration

to the

Amateur

By Katherine M. Comstock

%

FIFTEEN

years ago a young
movie amateur started into the

wilderness of the great northwest
with a moving picture camera, a big
idea and a vast amount of faith in
that idea.

known as RobDean of purely
and "The artist who

Today he

is

bert C. Bruce, the
scenic pictures

His hobby was amateur
photography and being fundamentally an artist, he had obtained many
beautiful snapshots of the country he

the open.

What more

natural than that
he should turn to motion pictures?
loved.

uses a camera." When you sit in a
moving picture theatre today and see
those marvelous scenes of the northwest with the soft and billowy cloud
effects, or some clear deep-mirrored
lake seemingly cut into the heart of

People had been interested in his
snapshots and he believed that if he
could film those same wonderful
scenes people would be glad to pay
to see them, and so to become in

you can be pretty sure that
you are seeing a Bruce Scenic, for
the big idea was good and scenics

that little

rocks,

have retained their popularity during
those fifteen years through the genius
of the originator and his unceasing
provide the public with the
most beautiful natural pictures that
could be procured.
effort to

In the early days of the motion
picture industry Robert C. Bruce was
a young rancher out in the northwest. He was the son of a lumber-

man and knew and

loved that open
country. At the end of one very bad
season Mr. Bruce's ranch failed, and
being in poor health he had to have

some work

that

would keep him
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in

some small degree acquainted with

known

section of the United

States.

And

so he started.

waiting for his

first

While he was
motion picture

Mr. Bruce closely observed the
moving pictures that were then being
shown. He noted the number of
outfit

scenes to a reel, the time required
for showing, etc. He also noted that
the few travelogues that were being

shown lacked the scenic beauty

that

they could have included. When his
equipment arrived he provided himself with a pack train and camping
equipment and set forth into the
woods where after many months of
labor, failure and hardship he succeeded in filming a complete picture

with which he was satisfied, "The
Call of the Wilderness." He returned
to civilization, had the negative developed and printed and then edited
and titled it himself.

Then Mr. Bruce started East to sell
film. The story goes that he
worked his way by stopping at various cities and persuading the theatre
managers to show his film on a perhis

centage basis thus obtaining his fare
from place to place. This may or
may not be true, but eventually he
did reach New York, at that time the
center of the film industry, and set
about selling his film. It was not
easy. The idea was new and theatre

managers were
lieved

—

as

skeptical.

many

still

do

They

—

be-

that pa-

came to the theatres purely for
amusement and that they would not

trons

enjoy films of scenic beauty. Mr.
Bruce was persistent and he had absolute faith in his idea. Eventually
he met Mr. E. A. Hammons, who was
much interested in the idea of educational

Mr.

films

and of short

subjects.

Hammons

arranged to distribute
the film, and secured for Mr. Bruce
financial backing to return to the
wilderness.

The "Call

of the Wilderness"

was

Courtesy of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

HAWAIIAN SILHOUETTE
From

shown on Broadway and was well
ceived.

It is

first

S.

them through his organizaEducational Film Exchanges,
Inc. Mr. Bruce has edited and titled

distribute
tion,

productions, two hundred
and twenty-five of them. He has
filmed them in the United States,
Canada, Alaska, Europe and around
the Carribean Sea, but still is loyal
all of his

what he terms the most wonderful

country in the world, the Pacific
Northwest. There is Cannon Beach,
Oregon, "the most beautiful spot on
earth," he is building his home. At
present he is engaged in lecturing
with a special series of his beautiful
pictures.

The

Mr.

Bruce's success
is fundamentally an artist. He films a veritable painting where the ordinary
camera man would get just a picture, and no risk is too great for him
to take to get the most perfect shot.
Many of the wonderful lake scenes
is

of Robert Bruce

less appreciative of their

secret of

that first

and foremost he
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have entailed miles of weary tramping through the wilderness carrying
heavy equipment. Frequently he has
faced death to get the proper angle
from the edge of a cliff, or the top
of a tree. Twice he has nearly lost
his life while shooting the rapids and
once barely escaped being crushed in
an Alaskan ice floe. Four of Mr.
Bruce's dogs have been less fortunate
than he and have been killed on these
expeditions. Moreover, he has infinite
patience in his work and if necessary
will wait an indefinite time to get
just the right effect, as is evidenced

by this quotation from the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer "Mr. Bruce waited
patiently for four weeks to catch ex:

actly the lighting

he

and cloud effects
Seemingly

utilizes so powerfully.

as a reward for his patience the illfated "Shenandoah" floated through

the air enroute south

and

was

from

incorporated

Seattle

into

that

scene."

Mr. Bruce is very fond of animals
and his animal pictures have a rare
charm, due again to his artist's eye
and great patience. He is painstaking,
conscientious and he has never for
an instant lost faith in his idea, nor
spared himself to carry that idea to
success.

The Bruce Scenics have never been
hailed as box office assets, probably
due to the fact that the exhibitor is

value than

The

exhibitor judges the
value of a picture by the impression
He
'it sems to make on the audience.
the public.

L. Rothafel

theatre

aging in turn the Rialto, Strand,
Capital and finally the beautiful new
Roxy he has continued to exhibit
Bruce Scenics and is enthusiastic
about them. In the fifteen years since
he made his first picture Mr. Bruce
has continued to make them every
year, and with the exception of one
year Mr. Hammons has continued to

to

Camera

a matter of interest that

was one of the
managers to exhibit a
Bruce Scenic, and that as Mr. Rothafel has advanced up Broadway manMr.

the

re-

can only judge this impression by
the chuckles of appreciation or the
applause, and naturally the very

theme of Bruce Scenics elicits neither
nor wild applause. Those
nature pictures produce
glorious
rather a sense of rest and quiet. So
hilarity

from

the viewpoint of the exhibitor
But the
they are not so popular.
next time you have an opportunity
to view a Bruce watch the effect on
the spectators around you. Notice the
pleased intake of breath, the involuntarily whispered, "Isn't that glorious?" "Look at those clouds!"
"Wouldn't you love to be there?"
and similar remarks about you, and
you will understand why the pictures
that Mr. Bruce has

a showing
popularity.

found

made have always
and a

deserved

Besides being an artist Mr. Bruce
a showman, and while he has never
sacrificed his beauty ideals to box
office demands, he has studied the desires of the picture-going public and
considered them to the extent of inis

troducing some
films.

He

human

started with

action into the

moving photo-

graphs, then he introduced a bit of
a man and a dog tramping
action
through the country and stopping to
view the beauties of nature. Later
he had a party of three old pals off

—

(Continued on page 200)
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DOUBLING
A
Big

the

INnorth

Horn Mountains

Wyoming on

central

Man

Four

WYOMING

In

Scenario with

By

Carl L.

a Two

Man

Kahn

the

on horseback

try

to see

what

He dies. The "pardners",
aided by the prospector's crude map,
set off in search of the mine.
They
take different trails.
One of them
comes upon the mine but before he
can enter is shot by the same rifleman, a lunatic living alone in the
forest.
The crazy man ties up the
first "pardner". Meanwhile, the second, as dusk settles, begins to fear

man.

of

scene of many a bloody struggle
between Sioux and Crow and be-

Cast

it

of-

fered in the way of locations before
Ten miles from
I wrote the scenario.
the cabin there was an old mine. We
decided to build our story around it.
With horses, guns, appropriate scenery, and a lot of old clothes suitable

rough western characters, we
were well provided. What we needed
was actors. To be sure we had ourfor

for his comrade.

His shouts, as he
unknowingly draws nearer to the
mine, are heard by the lunatic who
lights a fuse to a box of powder.
He is determined that no one shall
have the mine. About to leave the
mine and his victim to his fate, he
sees the second pardner appear close
to the mine.

He

fires

a shot at

him

and misses. Dropping behind a rock,
the second "pardner" shoots the luna-

tween their allied forces and the
westward-moving white, is WoodHere, during
rock Ranger Station.
the fire months, lives the lone government representative "Con," the
ranger.
From the door of his snug
cabin in the valley he can see broad
vistas, rugged, massive, and always

DARK DOINGS

beautiful.

Scenes from an

IN THE ROCKIES
Amateur Western

To
I

share with him, for as long as
pleased, the cabin in the valley,

"Con"
in

invited

me

September

I

to

Woodrock.

left

Chicago

And
for

Wyoming.

On the way to "the top" from the
railroad station, Con asked me if I
had brought along my movie camera.
Of course I had! It would be a fine
he thought, to produce a little
melodrama. I agreed that the idea
was a good one. Four hundred feet
of film, my tripod, an iris-vignetter,
a yellow filter, and some crepe hair
idea,

and

spirit

put in

my

gum
bag,

why) formed

my

(the

last

articles

I

not knowing just
equipment.

I decided to spend the first week
or so in wandering about the coun-
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we were only two. The
nearest village was thirty-eight miles
distant. There was a road-camp eight
selves, but

or ten miles, some sheep-herders scattered here and there, and a lookout
boy on the chilly summit of Look-

Sheep-herders and
out Mountain.
road-workers could not leave their
jobs and the lookout was forbidden

by the forest service

We

finally concocted a story that

ran like

An

to leave his post.

this.

old prospector staggers to the
door of a cabin.
He tells to the
two "pardners" living there a story
of a lost mine he had discovered,
only to be shot by an unseen rifle-

tic

when the latter
The ropes

again.

raises his rifle
are untied, and
the first limping,

"pardners",
Meanwhile, the
the mine.
man is writhing with a fatal
wound. His plight, suddenly realized by the rescuing "pardner", he
starts to save him, against the encomrade,
treaties of his wounded
when suddenly a terrific explosion
the

leave
crazy

{Continued on page 203)

HOME CELLAR MOVIES DE LUXE
The

Story of the

ASHCAN THEATRE
By A. Rowden King

THEATRE, 4
ASHCAN
today! Don't forget!

o'clock,
!

Here's

your ticket!"

So the word goes out among the
kiddies of Glen Ridge, New Jersey;
and fortunate, indeed, do those between the ages of three and seventy
consider themselves who receive the
coveted invitations and pasteboards,
for, let

it

be known, The Ashcan

is

just about the nearest thing to a real

movie theatre you can have in a
home. It will likely prove the fore-

many a similar silverscreen enterprise with the thousands
runner of

of "fans" of amateur moviedom.
"It sure is a heap more fun," as
one freckle-faced youngster allowed,
between ardent licks of a giant lollypop, "a lot more fun down there
in The Ashcan than to have to sit,
always neat and proper, in somebody's living room to see the movies.
And then, too, The Ashcan can give
a show any time of day."

And

upon

right there he hit

the

initial

urge which started the whole

idea:

The

kiddies, particularly the

younger ones, cannot always come in
the evening and it Used to be next
to impossible to eliminate light, while
still

getting ventilation, at afternoon

performances

"Why
cellar,

in the living

room.

not a regular place in the

where we can get both dark-

INTERIOR OF THE ASHCAN

ness, heat and air at any time," came
the thought, "
a place all fitted up

became a mere detail. The wish had
become "father to the thought."

for instant use, with screen and projector always there, at the proper

From the feminine half of our
movie-impresarioship-to-be came the
very practical suggestion of some old
portieres which had been relegated
to cold storage in the attic for goodness knows how many years. They
were promptly sought, hauled out and

—

distance and in focus, and with
chairs ready in place, without un-

necessary toting about?
Have we
not been losing half of the fun and
spontaneity of home movies when, in
the past, we have had to go through
so many motions, setting things up?"

And then, the decision having been
reached, the working out of the idea

found

to

number

eight instead

of

four, as originally thought.

And half of these were double, being of the velour type.
Promptly
ripped apart, they offered double
possibilities, being just the thing to
hide unsightly cellar walls; and the
whole group of them served to neatly
enclose a space measuring about fifteen by twenty-five feet.
The floor had previously received
two coats of battleship-gray, glossy
cement paint. There was the furnace in the next room to keep us
warm and a high window at one
side, opening directly into our "auditorium," to give us air, but so screened that no light from it would cause
trouble, even at midday. What more
could you ask?

At

first

the home's "cast-offs" in

seating equipment were mustered into
service
everything from a discarded
white enamel bathroom stool to a

—

small Frenchy chair on which you

THE HOME CELLAR FOYER

(Continued on page 197)
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THE TRUTH
About

MAKEUP
By Kenneth W. Adams

scene, they must all photograph
equally well as far as light reflecting
qualities are concerned and their
make-up must be durable so that ho
time is lost in constant retouching.
Therefore, a base of grease paint is
applied to the face to tone up and a
coat of powder over that to take the
shine off or tone down.
Photograph by Paramount

THE MAKEUP OF THE MEN IN UNDERWORLD REVEALS
CHARACTER AND WAS THEREFORE APPLIED ACCORDING TO BEST MODERN PRINCIPLES
a magic word, but
MAKE-UP
unless we understand why
is

it

necessary and know just
we are after, more often
it turns out to be a tragic attempt.
As we are concerned with make-up
for motion picture photography, it is
well to start at the beginning.
First. What is photography? Nothing more than the registration on the
film of the reflection of various degrees of light from planes and angles.
Second. What causes the varying
degrees of this reflected light? The
absorbing or reflecting qualities of
colors present in the planes and
is

what

results

angles.

Third.

Which

colors

absorb the

and which the most light? The
following will photograph in their
respective order from light to dark:

Third. Since red, the color of our
blood and also the lowest color in
the spectrum, lies underneath and
gives

body

most

faces,

to the
it is

normal coloring of

logical that the color-

ing of most faces lies in the lower
scale of the spectrum, namely the
green, yellow, orange and red.
That being the case, it is necessary
to elevate our coloring to the scale
of the spectrum that photographs
best. Another thing must be taken
into consideration here: the skin, besides containing pigment, is roughened by pores and covered with oil.
Oil reflects high lights, (a shiny
nose) therefore, besides toning up
the face, we must also tone down to

least

overcome the oily condition.

indigo, blue, green, yellow,
orange, red.
With these three fundamentals in
mind, observe any group of people.

Then our main object in making
up for motion picture photography
is to appear natural under the conditions imposed upon us by the medium of registration, the camera
and film.
Let us consider the commercial
producer's method for a moment;

violet,

You

will find:

—

The planes and angles of
face of each differ from the
others, therefore the reflected light

how he requires actors
up, why and with what

differs.

understands

Second. The color present in these
planes and angles of each face differ
from the others, therefore the degree

before,

to him, therefore

of the reflected light differs.

eral

First.

the

One-hundred-seventy-two

to be

made
He

results.

all the factors mentioned
and also from sad experience,
human nature. Time means money

when

there are sev-

hundred people engaged for a

The result is that all the lines,
marks and natural characteristics of
a face are behind a mask and the
camera catches only a smooth, blank
surface. From the commercial angle,
that may be necessary, but the amateur has no such conditions forced on
him. He can afford to show his true
face without hiding behind a mask.
Unless there are blemishes that are
unsightly, there is no need to hide
behind grease paint for a "straight"

make-up. This means to appear one's
natural

self,

not a character or type

Every line in the face,
every mark, is a stamp of individuality and should be utilized instead of
delineation.

eradicated.

A

splendid example was given in
the picture "Underworld." How incongruous the made-up face of the
female lead appeared among the
character-stamped faces of the men.
What if the nose is freckled, or the
beard shows through the skin?
see it every day in our friends and
do not object. The truth is, we look
for certain markings,
a dimple, a
mole, a scar, the blue-black of the
beard, an unruly cow-lick, all these
things stamp a person in our memory. Then why not in photography?
The way to retain all the characteristics and yet photograph naturally
is simple and as follows: Cleanse the

We

—

skin thoroughly with cold cream. Do
not irritate by rubbing with the hand
or a cloth, but wipe gently with a
soft tissue.

Next apply a powder of a very
smooth texture, of a flesh or brunette
whichever blends perfectly
with your natural coloring. Apply
the powder generously, then blend it
into the skin with a very fine camel
hair brush, the kind used for the
silken hair and tender scalp of a
very young baby. This blending is
most important. It tones up and
tones down by removing oily highlights, yet does not hide the indicolor,

vidual's characteristics.
Give the hands the same care as

Cream and powder them,

the face.

taking care to remove all powder
from the nails, and, for heaven's sake,
do not paint the nails red. Remember, red photographs black, so have
them naturally pink.
There are on the market today several liquid preparations that combine
cream and powder. These are applied after the face is cleansed and
do not require powder. They are
patted into the skin, forming a very
delicate covering that does not hide
the characteristics of the face. I have
used one special brand with splendid

and no harm to the skin. Soap
and water remove them easily.
After the powder is blended thoroughly on face, neck, (all the way
around), and ears, (in back also),
remove all powder from the hair,
eyebrows and lashes. Retouch the
eyebrows and lashes lightly with a
results

pencil that blends in with the natural
coloring.
The lips must not be plastered with

rouge or they will look like a black
gash in the face. Retouch them lightly, just

enough

and blend
is

to

show

their outline,

in well so that the

hardly perceptible.
After the straight make-up

tered, the

more

rouge

is

mas-

difficult "art of char-

Photograph

THE MAKEUP OF THE
SACRIFICE

acter

WOMEN

make-up" will claim your atApproach it with reverence,

it is

black

is

truly an art. Remember that
one limit and white the other.

Whatever intermediate shades are required, you are the artist who must
create them.
There is no greater
teacher than experience, so we shall
give here a few fundamental sugges-

and you must then approach
the task with the same spirit and

tions,

technique as the portrait painter.

keeping a scrap book of black and
white illustrations of characters.

The

popular magazines are full of them.
Study the highlights and shadows,
and fix these in your mind. Classify
them according to types, of age, nationality, position in life, etc.

Watch

for these as you go about and meet
people. When the stage is reached

where you can close your eyes and
mentally

you have

classified,

every

character

purchase a book
at an art store that shows diagramatically the bone and muscle structure
of the face. Then learn just where
the planes and angles are located

and shadows
and study these in your own face.
With the knowledge gained from
the art book and the black and white
illustrations, you are ready to try

that give the highlights
Photograph by Paramount

A MASK AND A SOUL
Evelyn Brent in Underworld is Concealed Behind Her Makeup While Clive Brook Has the
Advantage of Naturalism

One-hundred-seventy-three

and change your face

into that of an-

other character.

Here it is necessary to apply a
very fine coat of grease paint for a
foundation in order to properly blend
the high lights and shadows that will
change the appearance. A good natural flesh tint grease paint is best.

When

that is correctly applied, which
done by spreading it over the face
very thinly and evenly, you are ready
is

to start the

First of all, acquire the habit of

visualize

Paramount

UNDERWORLD TENDS TO
CHARACTER TO SURFACE BEAUTY

tention.

for

by

IN

modeling.

Have on hand

a stick of white
grease paint for high lights, a stick
of soft brown to blend from the
white into the flesh for shadows, a
purple or red for deep, sharp lines
and rouge for the lips. The same
powder used for a straight is applied
over the complete make-up and
blended until the shadows and lines
underneath appear as though they are
beneath a transparent skin.

The test of a good make-up is
appear as though there is none.

to

The use of wigs and beards is very
easy today. Both articles can be purchased ready for use and are much
more serviceable than crepe hair. It
is well, however, to first master thoroughly the art of creating high lights
and shadows where there were none,
and then experiment with hair.
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ART
Suggestions

in

from an Artist Who

EDITING
Is

Also an Amateur Movie

Maker

By John Adams Ten Eyck, 3rd

EVERY
good

movie maker recognizes
and occasionally

editing,

achieves it in his own films, although
not always sure just how the result
Mr. Ten Eyck apwas secured.
proaches editing with the same care
in composition he would use in painting or etching, and the rules he suggests will provide a guide for consist-

ently artistic editing.

AM

I

always reading in

Amateur

Movie Makers about someone
who has spent months on this or

that special feature of

movie making,

after repeated failures has at last

and

attained the goal of success

anxious to

tell

us all about

it.

and is
Some-

times the months have run into years
and the author has grown old and
gray and had grandchildren, but now,

he has come through and is
going to save us all the time and
trouble, to say nothing of the grandchildren, that he has spent in gaining
All well and good. Fine!
his end.
If this magazine did not publish a lot
of those fine articles I would be one
of the first to drop my subscription.
But I sometimes wonder what all the
rest of us "movie fans" are doing,
we who are too busy which is sometimes a more polite way of saying
lazy to spend all these months and
years of experiment and research
with our camera, films, etc. I sometimes wonder if we occasionally do
things that are worth telling others
at last,

—

Photograph by Warren Boycr

—

about, things that would save them
time, trouble and film.
So please
bear in mind that the following suggestions have not come from years
or even months of study. They are
a few simple suggestions that I have
found make that fascinating job of

and splicing somewhat easier
and more interesting.
I have a kind friend who is always
snatching my camera and taking
shots of things that I do not want,
things that at the time do not seem
editing

interesting to me.

He

will grab the

camera from beside me as we motor
through some town, probably a town
that I know and especially dislike,
stick it out of the window and run
off a few feet of film of a church or
a hardware store or the police station,

anything that strikes his fancy,

One-hundred-seventy-six

Perhaps

JUST A SNOW SCENE!
You Have Ten Feet Made on a Wintry Day Which
Anywhere

in

Your Films!

and usually not mine. When the film
processed and I give it a trial run

is

through my projector the shots taken
by this "kind" friend have no connection whatever with the other parts of
the film. It seems like shooting partridges and having a friend borrow
your gun only to add a few sparrows
to your bag. So all of these miscellaneous sections are cut out of the
film but they are not thrown away.
They are carefully stored away for
future use.
I find one of the little

metal boxes in which film is bought
a very convenient library for this
purpose.
You may very properly
ask why one should save all this use-

of

just

it.

some

But

—

that
it isn't useless
case in point is the use
film that the "kind friend"

less film.
is

A

took of an old church we were driving by.
The scene was short and

seemed quite useless when I first saw
it projected but some months later

Save

it;

it

Doesn't Fit in

Will

we

were photographing a little
scenario in which the hero and heroine were married. They drove to
the church in a motor car so, sure
enough, into the story went the little
strip of the church.
It worked in
beautifully and somehow we felt very
professional splicing in this strip
from our own stock. So, unless the
photography is actually bad, don't
throw away the film you eliminate

when

editing.

When

splicing in film always
watch your composition. If possible,
keep your dark scenes together and
your light scenes together. Don't keep
switching from a scene on the beach
to one taken in the woods.
This
makes your films seem jumpy and
actually causes a most unpleasant eye
If you make your own titles,
strain.
use a dark background and light letters for the pictures that are gener-

ally dark, or allow but

little

white
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light to

Use

to your audience.
with light backgrounds and

be reflected

titles

your more brilliant
pictures. A medium light gray makes
an excellent background for the latAlso try to keep the eye from
ter.
jumping from one side of the picdark

letters for

ture to the other as it is bound to
do if the same or similar objects enter or leave the picture from oppo-

consecutive scenes. That
is, if a man who is the principal object in your picture enters on the
left and leaves on the right, try if
possible to splice your next strip of
film so that the main object moves
across the screen from right to left.
Then if you find you have cut your
camera on this scene while this object was in the center of the picture
try to splice in your next strip so
that the main obsite sides in

I may see what I am doing and
another to throw a small beam up
through the strip of film I am working on. One evening I found a small
oblong mirror on my wife's dressing
table and I had a thought. Thoughts
are rare with me, so I decided to put
this one into action right away. I
took this nice little mirror down to
my desk and placed it on my splicing
board so that it would reflect a stream
of light from my desk lamp up
through the film. Eureka! I had just
what I had been looking for, then my
wife walked in and asked me if I had

SHORT STRIPS OF SCENIC FILM ARE
IDEAL FOR ART TITLE BACKGROUNDS
Photograph by Warren Boyer

I

realize that this little mirror stunt

seem primitive, and simple to
who have a "studio" or special
work shop for their movie work
but this article isn't written for them
anyway.
A little trick I stumbled on through
will

those

force of habit has helped me in removing the emulsion from the film

before cementing

my

splice together.

Anyone who has worked very much
in water color knows that one soon
of putting the

into the habit

falls

brush you are working with in your
mouth to bring it to a sharp point.
Many people have told me it is a
disgusting habit, and I don't deny it,
but still go on doing it when making
water colors.
One day I did this,
through force of habit, with my
splice brush from the water bottle

found

and

that

ject starts off in

the water, which

the center of the
screen. Of course
there
may be

heretofore had a
decided tendency
to shrink up and
run
under the
protecting metal
strip, stayed just
where I put it. In

times when this is
impossible
and
even undesirable,
but by carefully

watching the
composition
each strip
will find

words it
other
was manageable.
Now this may be

of

you
you can

disgusting a
as the one
with the water
color brush, but
it is equally useas

sometimes

approach perfection
in this matter.

trick

I

have to deal with
composition nearly every day of
my life, being a

and if you
you will
find that you may
remove the emulful,

try

painter and etcher,
but if the

with
less
water and therewith
fore
less
chance
of
the
water seeping under
the
metal
sion

word does not
mean much to
you dig up some
books on

it, there
are plenty to be
had. I have found
Victor 0. Freeburg's "Pictorial
Beauty on the

ing more emulsion than you had
intended.
And last but

Screen" most

maybe not

around

One-hundred-seventy-eight

from grease

free

when

handling
seems

my

film. It

to

me

marks,

me

so

that

that

oily

made by

one's hands, on
the
film
must
make it lose some
of its brilliance

this

light

least,

always keep my
hands clean and
I

adventure, I suppose you are busy
during the daylight hours. I most always have to
do my splicing and editing at night
and I have had hard work finding a
The
suitable light to work by.
trouble has always been that I wished
the light in two places at once. I

need one

and remov-

strip

helpful to me.
Just looking at
the
illustrations
with Dr. Freeburg's
splendid
explanations will
help a lot.
As we are all

amateurs in

it

seen the little mirror that belonged to
her very best hand bag. Well
I got
another, but it never seems to work
as well as the first one did. However,
it's most convenient and slips out of
the way when you wish to use the
part of the board where it belongs.

—

when

projected.

So

I

always keep

—

a small bottle of alcohol no not
real alcohol, but something like
it that the government allows us to
buy at the drug store on my desk

—

and

I

occasionally moisten

my

(Continued on page 194)
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Conducted by Dr. Kinema

Progress

THAT
ments

the activities and requireof the amateur movie

maker have had a definite effect
on professional cinematography is
plainly evident in a recent article in
the

New York Times

entitled

"News

Reel Progress".
It is said that modernized equipment has had much to do with the
In
development of the newsreel.
1912 newsreel subjects were shot with
big cumbersome cameras. The lenses
were slow and each outfit weighed
about 150 pounds. Today, many of
the excellent newsreel pictures you

see on the screen are made with automatic hand cameras that weigh
only a few pounds, and can almost
be completely concealed, if desired,
under the coat of the operator.
These cameras are invaluable for use
in crowds and in many kinds of trick

cinematography.

When the amateur demanded a
spring driven camera, so as to eliminate the difficulty and bother of hand
cranking, as well as tripod in certain
instances, the professional took immediate advantage of the new equipment. Still more far reaching effects
on the lenses used were evidenced.
When more
tures taken

adverse

was needed for picthe rain and under

Sailing for a

Makers Were Bid Farewell by Representatives of the Amateur Cinema League, which arranged the Tour
in Cooperation With James Boring's Travel Service.
Left to Right, Colonel Roy W. Winton, Managing
Director of the League, Mrs. Gardner Wells and Gardner Wells, Who Will Direct the Cinematic Phases
of the Cruise, John Beardslee Carrigan, Editor of Amateur Movie Makers, and Arthur L. Gale, Club
Consultant of the League.

light

in

lighting

cameraman had

the

conditions,

to crank slowly, to

compensate for the weak light. As
a result, the pictures on the screen
were jerky and uneven.
It
beins;
practically impossible to adjust the

spring driven camera to all varying
speeds of slower than normal exposure, faster lenses had to be developed, and as a consequence today
we have both amateurs and professionals using lenses of such wide
apertures as /2, /1.9 and /1.5. From
the foregoing it is obvious that amateur equipment has had a tremendous influence on the professional

cameraman, and at the rate the amais growing now, it looks as

teur field
if

Photograph by Ella Burnett

OFF ON THE FIRST MOVIE MAKERS' MEDITERRANEAN TOUR
Two Month Cruise on the S. S. Doric on February 8th, a Large Party of Amateur Movie

he will point the way to many
things in the next few years.

new

Winter Work
"TT is probably needless
-•snow pictures are
side or back lighting

to say that

by
and that plenty
better shot

of exposure should be given to winter subjects as there is a natural con-

which will stand plenty of time.
In shooting snowstorm scenes it is a
good idea to shade the lens by
trast

means of an umbrella or a
One-hundred-seventy-nine

fixed

cover of any sort that will prevent
around less than two or

flakes flying

three feet

from the

lens.

"To those who are not familiar
with the operation of photographic
apparatus in the winter, it might be
well to remark that a lens brought
indoors from the cold will condense
the moisture from the atmosphere on
the face of the lens which will cloud
up to such an extent that it will prevent making of pictures.
The lens
must be watched very carefully when
moving from one extreme of temperature to another.
It is generally
believed that the camera and film
should be acclimated to the temperature in which they are to be worked.
Many cameramen place their cameras
outdoors an hour or so before working.
It is claimed that many of the
ills of zero weather
working are
avoided by doing this." Eugene J.
Cour in "The Commercial Photographer".

Better Projection

TETANY amateurs
*yX proving their

desirous of im-

projection may
find the following suggestions of
value, as printed in a recent issue of
Motion Picture News.
The screen should be set forward

and hung out in
from all fabric.

free

A

space

few

feet

away
back

of the screen a black velour curtain

hung, extending a good distance
on either side and above the top and
bottom of the screen. A black cloth
is used to cover the floor.
Back of
the screen, between the sheet and the
black velour, is a "curtain" of blue
light, which gives a midnight blue
is

effect as a

background for the screen.

The arrangement improves

the visual conditions under which the spectator views the pictures.
The deep
blue background supplies all the
contrast needed for effective projection, and at the same time reduces
the strain caused by steady focusing
of the eyes on the brilliantly lighted
screen surface.
If any of our readers have occasion to experiment with this method
of projection, this department would
be pleased to hear of their results.

Stolen
CHAS. W. SCHAFER, 600 F

MR.

Street, Northwest, Washington,
D. C, reports the theft of his Cine-

Kodak Model B, f 1.9, serial number
46477. The camera was taken from
his

automobile, in Washington, on

the night of January 23rd.
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into reel

of the

These

many an evening
and sections of film all
about me when the clock seemed to
strike each succeeding hour every
fifteen minutes and the task seemed
hopeless. Perhaps others of us are
having the same experience and betitles

title.

titles

other sheet of

cause of that, I shall describe in dethe simple method I am now
using. A method which has transformed a task into a pleasure.
Suppose for convenience that ten
one hundred foot reels have been processed and are ready for editing and

are

numbered

as

titling.

To begin with the cartons have
been numbered as soon as exposed, in
the order of exposure. When returned
from the processing station they are
wound in order, on four hundred
foot reels, with reels number 1-2-3-4

titles,

eight to fifteen,

and

so on.

400' REEL FILM

Instead of splicing directly together, a three or four inch strip of

a

ts

we

Reel No. 2 and so on. Then by referring to notes made at the time the
pictures were taken the titles are
formulated and lettered on glass or
on cards with the correct number on
the margin for identification in photographing.
Now get an old calendar, one of
the commercial ones with the largest
figures you can find, and cut out the
squares containing them and you are
ready to photograph the titles.
Place the figure 1 from the calendar under the camera and expose two

tail

q

PLAIN

n

^1
a

/u

n.

n

u

jj

fun

frames. Photograph title
one and expose another
frame or two of figure No. 1, then a
frame or two of figure No. 2, then

number

and so on.
have been processed, there is no guessing about
and examining a hundred feet of
titles for the proper one. Each one
is numbered, both ends, and by referring to your original title sheets
you know that title No. 20 goes in
reel No. 4 and reel No. 4 is the last
one on four hundred foot reel No. 1
and they are all easily and quickly
located and cut in.
In the same way it is easy to lotitle

When

2,

your

titles

if a section
of reel 8 is to be cut into reel 1 and
so on.
As the titles are cut in, spoiled or
undesirable portions and the pieces
of plain numbered film are cut out
and before you know it the job has
been completed with no confusion
and a great deal of satisfaction.
One other suggestion may prevent
confusion and embarrassment when
showing a number of reels. On the
leader end attach a six or eight inch
piece of spoiled, unprocessed film
with the emulsion still on. With a
rubber stamp number this, for instance reel three with figure three as
in the illustration.
On the other end do the same thing
with the addition of R-W, to indicate
rewinding.
rubber stamp can be
had with large letters, at slight cost.
See Figure 2.
This will show at a glance whether
the film is on the right reel and
whether it is to be rewound or is

cate the correct position,

A

ready for projection.
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TITLING

or

go along. When the end of one hundred foot reel No. 1 is reached there
may be seven or eight titles. This
sheet is marked reel No. 1.
The process is continued through
the entire lot of film and when finished there will be a sheet with titles
say, one to seven, Reel No. 1.
An-

and

titling efforts I sat

reel,

McCarthy

at each end of the film from
No. 1 is stamped (with a rubber
stamp) No. 1. At each end of film
from reel No. 2 is stamped No. 2,
and so on, as illustrated in Figure 1.
When all the film has been transferred to the four hundred foot reels
they are placed in the projector,
which is stopped at each point where
a title seems desirable and a note

Then, too, perhaps a section of reel
is to be spliced into reel one

on one four hundred foot

T.

strip

eight

editing

W.

*W

reel

previous titles have not already been
cut in, the process becomes further
involved.

my

5

1

spoiled, unprocessed film is spliced
between and on the ends of each one
hundred foot film. Then on this plain

them will help in all titling.
With a number of reels to edit and
title, the pictures and titles sometimes become mixed and the straightening out process somewhat involved.
It is sometimes found desirable to
make additional titles and then, if all

In the early days of

5

number

though some of

and a section of reel three
seven, and so on.

Fig

By

following suggestions apply
particularly to cases where a
large number of reels are to be
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edited

KeE.L

A JOB

turned into a

Editing your film

8C

easy

NEW

With the

BELL

and

fascinating

is

JOY

HOWELL

Filmo Picture Viewer

Rewinder and Splicer

SCRUTINIZE your films! Cut out the imperfect

—

Correct the
frames
the unwanted scenes
order of pictures! Put in titles! Make your film
perfect in sequence, flawless in picturization.
!

the making of a picture. It's an
you do it with the wonderful
Howell Filmo Picture Viewer, Rewinder

Careful editing

added

is

fascination,

&

new

Bell

and

Splicer.

if

No more tiresome effort —no more

strained eyes

Everything needed, handy, get-at-able, in one
compact unit. In the center of device, the B. & H.
16 mm. splicer; above, at a convenient level, the
magnifying eye-piece or viewer with small Mazda
lamp illuminating the film below and flooding the
splicer block with light. At right and left the rewinding reels, each with geared reel arm permitting
rewinding of film in either direction. And all
mounted on one solid, well-finished base. Complete
even to water and film cement bottles.

Operation Is Most Simple

I
is done. Film is then replaced in viewer and wound
on until the next cutting place is found.
No stooping and bending the high position of
the Picture Viewer brings eye-piece up to eye level.
No bending of film the channel is on a line with
the reel tops. And no scratching of films, no pressure viewer surfaces over-passed by the film are
smooth as velvet, with contacts on film margins

—

—

Merely thread film to be edited through the channel of the Viewer and attach to empty roll on the
second reel support. Plug the extension cord into
nearest light socket. Then view your frames.

A

glance into the eye-piece shows the image enlarged nine times. An adjustable prism causes the
picture to appear right side up instead of on end as
it would otherwise appear when viewed from this
position. When the cutting place is located, the
film channel is opened and the film is drawn down
to the splicer block where the cutting and splicing

—

Never has such a convenient and practical device as this been offered the film maker. Never
has editing been made so easy, so fascinating.
Edit your very next picture with one of these laborsavers. Turn a job into a joy. Order from your
Filmo dealer today. Send the coupon for full
information.
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A

Reel; Base Rental $1.25

Release date

March

featuring

RELEASES

Clem Beauchamp,

a Run-away Train"
H. Howe Hodge-Podge

No. L-1521;

1 Reel;

March

-ASK

No. 1814; 2 Reels; Base Rental $2.50
Release date March 26

8c

Howell

1828 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago,
New

York, Hollywood, London (B.

& H. Co., Ltd.)

Co.

I

.

;

.

.

$4.60

One Year of

"FILMO TOPICS"
monthly publication devoted to
the interests of amateur movie fans.
Full of helpful and interesting information on cine-technique and news
of new developments and new film
releases.

Established 1907

Picture Viewer, Rewinder and Splicer.

I

|

Library Films and where to rent them.
your list for "Filmo Topics.'

|

Name.

Illinois

1

&

Howell Co., 1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please mail complete information on items checked

Bell

Filmo Rental
me on

Please put

Address.
City_

Lf
One-hundred-eighty-one

.

.

YOUR FILMO DEALERI

Bell

tion

A

Tuxedo Comedy, starring Johnny Arthur

5

Picture Viewer Attachment alone, for

Filmo Rewinder and Splicer or for Rewinder only
$21.50
Geared Reel-arm Support for converting
present rewinder to rewind either direc-

others

"Open House"

A

Base Rental $1.25

Release date

Dunham and

1 Reel; Base Rental $1.25
Release date March 19

A Lyman

the Viewer (opened)
Price of complete Viewing, Splicing and
Double Rewinding Unit as shown, $40.00

Free for

12

No. 1820;

Each Reel Approximately 400 feet

"On

Phil

Showing the Film Channel and

Coupon Enters You

Movie Side-Show

"The Radio Bug"— A Cameo Comedy

MARCH

m

only.

"All Star Freaks"

Filmo Rental Library

~

_State_
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IT With

Motion Picture

is

Serving the Cause of Visual Education

in the Field of Dental Hygiene

By Katherine M. Comstock

an oral surgeon

being
BESIDE
of note and

the first woman
appointed as a dental interne

at Bellevue Hospital,

New York

City,

a pioneer amateur movie enthusiast. And well she
may be for it is safe to say that few,

Dr. Louise C. Ball

if

initial

is

amateurs

any,

have

had

film so interesting that children as
well as adults would thoroughly enjoy it and would learn while being

their

effort so enthusiastically

re-

ceived, not only nationally but internationally.
And Dr. Ball's initial

entertained.
I had known then about
home movie camera I could have
saved myself a great deal of money

"If only

film is distinctly an amateur effort
for it was planned, produced, edited
and titled entirely by herself.

"During

the

the experimental period was
Now when I
dreadfully expensive.
want to do any experimenting with
a camera I use my own and find I
can go a long way at very little cost,
but I didn't know about it then."
for

my

time of service at
Bellevue," said Dr. Ball, "I was
forced to examine some pitiful
mouths, for you know at Bellevue we
I was
get some of the very worst.
horrified at the suffering which undeniably came from bad teeth, and
the result of my horror was a research interest in preventive dentistry
rather than in curative dentistry."

The result of this research work
was that Dr. Ball founded the New
York School of Dental Hygiene in
1916 and gave her first course in
the summer session at Hunter College.

In the fall of that year she

gave the same course at Columbia
University and her School of Dental
Hygiene was actually established
there.

The graduates

known

as

of the school,

Dental Hygienists,

were

prepared to clean and polish teeth
very throughly by hand instead of
by machine, to remove tartar, etc.
The school has been very successful,
and since that time twelve similar
been
established
schools
have
throughout the United States and one
abroad.
In 1918 Dr. Ball established the
Yorkville District Dispensary for expectant mothers and children, where
assisted by two of her dental hygienists, she proved beyond doubt
that diet was largely responsible for

mouth

health.

Having made

this dis-

covery this enthusiastic and tireless
woman went methodically into the
study of nutrition.

During this time Dr. Ball had
been lecturing on occasion and giving to the world the benefits of her
study.
The result was that she was
much in demand as a lecturer and
also as an advisor in connection with
the increasing public interest in dental hygiene.

One day

in the winter of

One-hundred-eighty-two

1920 she

(Only Dr. Ball's hands are actually
A few patients and school
children were the actors and there
was directing to do along that line,
but the big thing was the planning
as I was determined to make the
seen.)

DR. LOUISE

was bemoaning the

C.

BALL
fact

she

that

could be in only one place at a time,
and could not possibly keep up with
the demands upon her time and

A

friend said to her, "Why
a movie of your
and let it act as lecturer for

strength.

don't you

make

work
you?"
"The idea greatly appealed

to

me,"

related Dr. Ball enthusiastically.

"I
absolutely nothing about moving pictures. Of course I had seen
them but the technique was abso-

knew

unknown to me. However, it
seemed a possible solution to my
problem and I immediately set about
lutely

writing a scenario.
I came across
that first scenario the other day and
it certainly seemed amateurish in the
light of what I have since learned.
I did not work on it long for I soon
saw that it would not do, so I started
all over again and decided that I
would use one section or idea at a
time, that is, I would concentrate on
tartar

until

I

had

completed

teaching along that line, then
take up diet, and so forth.

I

my

would

"Thus was begun the six-reel film.
"Say It With Pearls". All of the
work had to be done in my office,

When the filming was complete Dr.
Ball dispensed with the services of
her two aids and went to work on
She
the editing and titling herself.
explained that after the first title she
worked out each by holding in mind
This
the cost of telegraphic rates.
helped her to make the titles concise and clear with a minimum of
She worked out her titles
footage.
form which makes them
more comprehensible to a child or
in a phrased

an adult not acquainted with the subA domino groups ten
as two sets of five dots, which one
can grasp as ten at once, while ten
dots in a line require counting to
grasp. The following is an example
of her form:
ject matter.

Paint

Your Teeth White
with a

Bunch of Beets
or try
Celery, Cucumber, Corn
all

Good Jaw Developers
The film was finally finished in
three and a half years and then it
went through a period of severe critiDr. Ball said:
cism to perfect it.
"For a year we showed it to "knockers" of all kinds and benefitted by
I set up a projector
their criticisms.

The first thousand feet were the
most expensive for we had to do a

here in my office and my secretary
ran the film for patients while they
were waiting. We ran it practically
all day long and carefully weighed
all suggestions that were made. Then
we gathered in about a dozen children

great deal of experimenting before
struck the proper stride.
I was
doing all the arranging and directing

and watched the efThey bubbled over
with amusement at the cartoons, and

in free time, evenings, holidays, etc.

we
as

well

as

working

in

the picture.

from the
fect

streets

on them.

{Continued on page 184)
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The DeVry Type

!

'•

G

16mm projector
$95.00

Movies projected with the DeVry are brilliant reproductions
of the film from which they are shown, rich in tone and detail
so necessary to full enjoyment of home shown motion pictures.

Sile nt-Dependable-Economical
"By Far
in
Will Rogers
Pathegram Star

Home Movie

*\\/ HEN you snap the switch that
rr starts the DeVry, your screen is

lighted; your pictures are
sharply defined and flickerless; your projector is free from vibration and noise
brilliantly

and you may enjoy to the utmost the
that unfolds before you.
is

no need

to pay

more than

$95.00, the price of the DeVry, for perfect home movies, for the DeVry has
every feature to project your motion
pictures clearly, quietly, surely

and eco-

The unfailing

dependability
and theatre-like quality of its projection
have won for the DeVry the admiranomically.

Projectors"

say Motion Picture Experts

<

program
There

the Greatest Value

producing amateur motion picture
equipment. No one has met these requirements more exactly than has DeVry
with this new home movie projector.
The new DeVry is simpler in design,
more compact in construction and
in

It has fewer working parts than any
other 16mm projector. It is so easy to
operate any child can use it. And it
throws a brilliant, rock-steady picture
to any size practical with 16mm film.

Day

If

Harold Lloyd *
Last"

in "Safely

you have not seen the new DeVry

projector, step into your nearest camera

and ask your dealer for a
demonstration. Compare this projector
with any other you know. You, too,
will say it is by far the greatest value in

DeVry has

home movie

store today

projectors.

DEVRY CORPORATION, DEPARTMENT 3-MM,
One-hundred-eighty-three

Alice

Pathegram Comedies

lighter in weight.

tion of critical home movie lovers
throughout the country.
No one knows better than DeVry the
requirements of home movie users, for
specialized for fourteen years

For the added pleasure of diversified
programs DeVry dealers at all times have
a wide selection of titles from the Pathegram library. These include the best
liked pictures of many famous stars
of comedy and drama and pictures of
travel, news events and many other subPathegrams are sold outright,
jects.
rented or exchanged. A complete list
of Pathegram movies may be had
from your nearest DeVry dealer.
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CENTER STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

GO02Z

seemed deeply impressed with the
work of microbes and the effect of
lazy teeth.
When I was quite sure
that they thoroughly comprehended
the whole picture without titles, then
inserted

I

my

titles to

make

it

even

and more entertaining.
"You see I worked from the premise that nobody knew
anything
about the subject, and told my story

clearer

directly, absolutely without padding,

making

it

as clear as possible so that

who is
an adult who

a child

too young to read, or
is not familiar with

English, can thoroughly understand
and enjoy the picture, but, of course,
being able to read the titles makes it
much more worth while."

The cartoons referred to above are
a very interesting part of the film.
With the help of such well-known
cartoonists as Milt Gross, and Briggs
Dr. Ball, who in addition to her
other talents is an artist, made a set
of humorous drawings each asking a
question such as: "What does your
puppy suck instead of his thumb?
When is a tooth like a haunted
house?", etc. This seems to be a very
painless way for children to absorb
important facts about mouth health
^or every point goes over with a
These
laugh, but it does go over.
jn-producing cartoons have been inserted into the film and their appearance at intervals brings a sure
laugh from the audience.
In 1920 Dr. Ball founded the International Dental Health Foundation for Children, Inc., with head-

For Filmo and Victor
The Goers Wide Angle Hypar
adds 14 degrees to the ordi'
nary focusing angle. It makes possible the shooting of a broad scene
close at hand without the usual

lens

necessary increase in focusing distSport pictures from close
ance.
sidelines; broad interior scenes in
small rooms; industrial pictures
buildings photographed in narrow
streets; and for all pictures usually
made impossible or greatly hampered by cramped quarters.

OTHER GOERZ PRODUCTS
Lenses in a wide variety of speed and focal length.
Crisp definition, remarkable covering power, accurate
precision focusing mounts.

VIGNETTERS FINDERSCOPE
REFLEX FOCUSERS
MASK BOX-TITLE DEVICES
FOCUSING BASES
C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
319-AEast 34th St., New York, N. Y.
One-hundred-eighty-jour

quarters at 755 Park Avenue, New
York City. This organization does
no clinical work but has devised a
comprehensive plan for the education
of children and their parents in the
gospel of oral hygiene. The information is distributed through schools,
clubs and similar organizations. The
Foundation is non-commercial, is supported entirely through voluntary
contributions and is purely educational. Charts, home care suggestions
and cartoon pictures for a dental
scrapbook are distributed to children
through their school or club organization.

In addition the film, "Say It
is available for showing

With Pearls"
to

such organizations.

The film originally made on 35mm.
film was later reduced to 16mm. At
the Sesqui-Centennial Exposition in
Philadelphia the Foundation was
awarded the gold medal for its exhibit in the Palace of Education

and

Social Economy. As a part of this
exhibit there were four booths where
It With Pearls" ran almost
continuously on daylight screens.

"Say

"We

started with

35mm.

film," said

"but soon found that it
would be much more economical, as
well as much safer, to use the smaller
Dr.

Ball,

we were showing the picalmost continuously all day
long in all four booths and the crowd
was tremendous. On several occasions, holidays and Sundays, we had
two traffic policemen assigned to our
booth to take care of the crowds."
film for
ture

Such has been

the

phenomenal

success of this amateur film which

runs to six reels.
Up to October,
1926, it had been shown to 375,000
people in twenty-one states, at Dental Conventions, Medical Societies,
Departments of Health, Expositions
and before club, school and study
groups. Since that time it has been
shown to thousands more in this
country, and Dr. Ball has just returned from a five months trip to
South Africa where she went in the
interest of The International Dental
Health Foundation for Children.

The

film

was enthusiastically

receiv-

ed there and shown to large and eager
groups of both adults and children.
It was bought by the government,

and the

officials

are

now

negotiating

with Dr. Ball to have reprints supplied to them so that one can be sent
to each province in South Africa,
where dental education is sadly
needed.
Dr. Ball is naturally delighted
with the success of her film though
to her it has no monetary value.
Her interest is purely in the fact that
this creation is proving so efficient in
spreading the gospel of mouth health
over areas that she could not possibly

have covered.

was a tremendous task," she
was more than worth
while. The film plus the titles make
"It

said,

"but

the subject so clear that a lecturer
Children
is absolutely unnecessary.
love the pictures and they learn invaluable facts easily and pleasantly.

Moreover, they remember them. We
have proved this by testing groups a
month or more after they saw the
picture, and it was remarkable how
firmly it had gripped them and in
what detail they remembered it. On
one occasion we advertised a free
showing on a Saturday morning and
over two thousand school children
came to see it. By no other means
could we possibly reach so vast an
audience and impress them so vividly
as by the motion picture."
Painless education this, but vitally
Edison once prophesied
important.
that school books would one day
screen.
silver
give way to the
Through her film, Dr. Ball has
pointed the way for "silent lecturers"
in many fields. Who of the growing

amateur movie enof
thusiasts will take the next step forthousands

ward

in this almost unlimited field

of educational service?

Home
Movies
VITALUX

DeaM/
our

write for

New

Rental Plan on

400ft
i6Tjtfn

films.

r

^utomatic ~Jtfovie Display CorP<
ISOWest -46th

One-hundred-eighty-five

Street NewYork.(Bwant63Zl)

PHOTOPLAYFARE
(Continued from page 160)

end nobody knows. But we can expect that it will result in something
far different from the spoken drama,
and, if Seventh Heaven be a fair example of both today, something far
better.

Underworld

EMPIRE FILMS
//.

-

—

reels

through thieves parties, gang

latest releases:

ZOBEIPGS
SOUTH SEA ISLAND

JAPAN SPECIALS
No.
No.
No.

2.

The Land of the Geisha
The Life of a Japanese

3.

Sacred Beauties of Japan

1.

SPECIALS

Girls

No.

Chasing the Cannibals
No. 10. Kannibal Kids
No. 11. A Cannibal Holiday
No. 12. A South Sea Coronation
No. 13. The Tattooed Chief

PANAMA CANAL SPECIAL
No.

4.

The Panama Gateway

9.

THE FAMOUS

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
No.
No.

5.

On

6.

The Honolulu Hula

the Beach at Kaikiki

7.

The Boomerang

NEW ZEALAND
No.

8.

Rubbing Noses

No.

14.

No.
No.
No.

15.

No.
No.
No.

18.

OF

Dancing Daughters of

Samoa

AUSTRALIAN SPECIAL
No.

ISLES

ROMANCE

SPECIALS

SPECIAL
in New Zea-

land

Eat 'Em Alive
16.
South Sea Kitchen
17. Why Dressmakers Go

A

19.
20.

Broke
Man's Paradise
Cock Fighting
Black Bottom

reel

{

ft.

— LINDBERG

It is

SCENICS

TOM MIX

reels at $4.50

ASK YOUR DEALER

EMPIRE SAFETY FILM
Avenue

723 Seventh

bryant 5437

EMPIRE SAFETY FILM
723 Seventh

New

-

5736

CO., Inc.
New York City

2180

CO., Inc.

York City

Me An

Empire 16 mm. Subject Catalogue

_

Am

One-hundred-eighty-six

and how much

tell

to

how much

due

Von
him

to

the

Stern-

berg.
alone,
We can credit
however, with the excellent camera
direction. He has learned all that
the Germans have to offer, but has
blended it so skillfully with American methods that the unusual position of the camera is never more interesting than what it is taking.
is
Technically
the
production
above the usual mark. This is due,

or the character
In this too many photographers
are lacking, following
their own set style, rather than the
demands of the script.
For those who like action, and
broadly drawn character this picture
But
is one of the best of the year.
it would be out of place, we fear, at
a church social, or a children's party.
of the actor.

Address

I

actors,

tion of the scene,

Name

City

impossible to

in large part, to the work of Bert
Glennon the camera man. His lighting improved the already realistic
sets, and showed feeling for the ac-

Avenue

Please Mail

was Men-

"A Gentleman

these conceptions were

WORLD WAR PICTURES — CHAPLINS
All 100

imitators, just as

of Paris".

Also:

COMEDIES — CARTOONS

not to say violently. Best of all it is
convincing.
It is this quality that
allows the director (Josef Von Sternberg) to develop such rapid tempo.
Never does he have to slow down
to attempt an explanation of some
inconsistency, nor violate a character to explain an action.
This fidelity to character, in a
strongly motivated plot, gives Geo.
Bancroft, as Bull Weed the gang
leader, Clive Brook, as Rolls Royce,
the bum who turns gentleman, and
Evelyn Brent, as Feathers the girl,
their chances to create three vivid
types.
In fact Geo. Bancroft's smiling villain will probably be followed

by many

)

mm

breaks,

jou's debonaire cad in

a complete picture.
New film,
fresh subjects never before shown on any
screen. Made especially for 16
projection.

Each

fights,

and a police attack on
the "hide-away" with rifles and machine guns, the plot moves swiftly,
jail

Our

-

has aimed straight at the box office
in Underworld
but in not underestimating the public's intelligence it
has produced excellent entertainment.
The story, by Ben Hecht, goes back
to first principles in its reliance on
action to keep up the interest. From
the opening shots of a bank robbery,

$4.50
Safety Stock, 100

PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY

State

Also Interested In Your Laboratory Service

nnlUN
HIINTvHH
CUll
^tiy xMxay
xfsri

..Ill

IH'ACH

Du

of the

to

Film features is sufficient
invite and justify its use.

The importance

111

Pont Negative

I ^
o

§

in itself

of having a negative to

preserve your picture records of today
for the years to

come cannot be

—after

estimated

all,

that

is

over-

the real

purpose of the Amateur Movie.
Professionals go a step further in this
direction and preserve at least

j

two and

often three negatives.

1

I

We can now supply YELLOW positive

Demand
the best

prints

ana

from

Du Pont 16 mm. Negatives

you'll get

without additional

Du

tures yellow prints give

Pont

ing quality than

is

cost.

Demand

i

Du

Pont
and

1

For most pica more pleas-

you'll get

the best

obtained with plain

positive film.

D U

P

ONT

16

MM SAFETY FILM

ORTHOCHROMATIC

ORTHOCHROMATIC

PANCHROMATIC

NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE

PANCHROMATIC
NEGATIVE

$9.00

$3.50

$10.00

$4.00

100 ft. Neg. Developed
100 //. Pos. Printed

Negative only,

100 //. Neg. Developed
100 ft. Pos. Printed

Negative only,
no processing

no processing

DU
vs.-

One-hundred-eighty-seven

PONT PATH

FILM MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
New York City
35 West 45th Street

r
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A COMMON SENSE VIEW
The Wollensak

CINE VELOSTIGMAT

/1.44
Y ^
*JL*J

Clear, Perfectly

Timed

Pictures

When

days are cloudy and interiors are poorly lighted the
Wollensak f-1.5 is most appredated. With one of these high
speed corrected anastigmats attached to your Filmo, Eyemo,
Victor or Devry camera you are

equipped to make fine, clear pictures under the poorest of light
conditions.

Focus in Micrometer
Focusing Mount .... $50.00

in.

2 in. Focus in

Focusing

for

Micrometer

Mount ....

75.00

AMATEUR

By James

times faster than f 1.8

1.60 times faster than f 1.9
2.77 times faster than f2.5

5.44 times faster than /3.5

1

MUSIC
THE problem

of correlation be-

between music and film is one
that can be taken much too seriously by the amateur.
While the
ideal film is one in which light and
sound are simultaneously recorded,
in the present condition of knowledge
it looks as though many years might
pass before instrument-makers could

hope

to perfect a portable omnibus
recording-machine; that is to say, an
automatic combination of recording
instrument and film-camera reducible
to the proportions of the vest pocket
and the purse of the Sunday walkerout.

work of the proand to demand of
the instrument maker the means by
sire

A

smooth, positive action that
does not jar the camera is making
the Wollensak Vignetter a favorite with movie makers. This de-vice is a most useful addition to
any camera. By slowly opening
the iris a fade in is obtained, by
closing it a fade out is secured, a
complete one if desired.
The
Wollensak Vignetter will accommodate a color filter.
patented
feature permits it to be attached
to the Cine-Kodak f-3.5 without
special fitting. Easily attached to
all other cameras. Price, $10.00.

A

Use Color

Filter for

Qreater

Latitude and Brilliancy

A

color filter is essential in photographing colors so as to repro-

duce them in their true tonal
to each other.
It also
eliminates the possibility of overtiming and reduces halation to
a minimum. Wollensak natural
glass 2x Color Filters are guaranteed not to fade or deteriorate
under heat or extreme climatic
conditions.
Made to fit all types
of Movie Cameras. Prices, $2.50
to $5.00.
relation

Wollensak
OPTICAL COMPANY
982 Hudson Ave.

Rochester, N. Y.

Manufacturers of Photographic
Lenses and Shutters since 1899

to

rival

the

fessional expert,

which, at the press of a button, this
can be achieved. The other is the
simple love of enjoyment. Though
in most of us they blend with one
another, the two can be a world
apart.

To bring about

"perfect realism"
combination instrument demands a degree of effort and
a physical cost which are but rarely
justifiable on the score of enjoyment.
As the musical recording instrument
is not yet within reach of the amateur, it is practically impossible for
him to time known music against a
set film, no matter how carefully this
may have been prearranged.
The suggestion that films be made
to music is much the more pracin anything but a

ticable,

would seem, from the proThe action of
or an opera must be timed

it

fessional viewpoint.

a ballet

—

why not the film? And
to music
there is no reason in the world why
the amateur may not time his own
an infilms to any source of music
strumental player, a talking machine,
whatever may be available. Only before the screen does the real problem begin the problem of accurate
This can be achieved, it is
timing.
true; but is it worth the labor?
It is well to bear in mind that the
associations of a great deal of music

—

—

How can music "exare arbitrary.
press" a filmed landscape, for instance, except by the will to believe?
Music is never religious or secular,
One-hundred-eighty-eight

FILMS

E. Richardson

There are two phases of amateurism which not all of us have learned
to keep distinct.
One, and the more
common, seems to be the love of
achievement; the phase which makes
the veriest beginner, without technical knowledge and experience, de-

Complete Fade Outs with
Wollensak Vignetter

of

moral or immoral, "expressive" or
inexpressive, except through association.

One has heard Rachmaninoff's
prelude in C sharp minor accompany
films of the Yellowstone National
Park, a desperate love scene, the attack of the Germans on a Russian
fortress in the early days of the war,
the departure of the American marines for

some

tropical port, the as-

sembly of a foreign commercial mission on the steps of the White House,
the installation of a new Bishop in
the Middle West, the amazement of
a gentleman dropped from a flying
vehicle into the middle of the road,
and other scenes less easy to rememIt accompanied each of these
ber.
diverse things with equal appropriateness; only it is time, today, the

poor thing had an occasional

And

rest.

same thing is true of "The
Rosary", "The End of a Perfect
Day", "In A Monastery Garden",
Gustav Lange's "Flower Song", or
any one of half a thousand compothe

sitions.

Even Wagner, the most discerning
and original of all operatic composers, did not desire his music to be

much

evidence during draMuch of the best of
it is abstract, even "formless", if you
choose a pure background for such
action, to be apprehended or ignored, in true epic fashion, during
It could be
the course of a work.
followed, slept through, or picked up,
like a sermon, without offending the
composer who did not ask of his
hearers a destructively unremitting
That is the real reason
attention.
too

in

matic action.

—

—

why the man who really knows Wagner would not sacrifice a note of his
work.
Thousands of compositions and
thousands of films could marry and
The only probget along together.
lem is to choose among such a
wealth of material. A little imagination, or a
which really

same

thing,

utterly.

little

—

common sense
to much the

amount

dissolve

Only,

the

perhaps,

problem
good

the

music and the good film should go
together. There is possibly an overplus of jazz music, and I am certain
As for
there must be jazz films.
"realism", we have enough of it in
life; and the pursuit of the arts can
be as much a desire to escape this
as to perpetuate

it.

Preserve \bur

Choice
GINE-KODAK
originals in

duplicates so closely approach the

quality that

even the expert

can

between them. These duplicates
enable you to enjoy your valuable films today, at thesame
time insuring your enjoyment of them in the future.
scarcely distinguish

Both Cine-Kodak originals and Cine-Kodak duplimade by the reversal process, which reduces
undesirable grain to a minimum. As a result both the
originals and the duplicates are remarkably free from
Between the two, in this very essential
this grain.
cates are

quality,

no difference whatever

exists.

No other method or material can compete with
Cine-Kodak film and the reversal process in the home
movie field. They provide the most economical means
known of

securing both an original and a duplicate.

pay you to select from your library today
which are of more than usual interest to
you, and to have Cine-Kodak duplicates made, at once.
The originals can then be stored for safe keeping through
the years and the duplicates used for everyday showing.
It will

those films

Cine-Kodak Duplicates are priced at $5.00 for one
hundred-foot lengths, and $3 .50 for fifty-foot lengths.
They should be ordered through your dealer.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.

Y.,

The Kodak

cuy

One-hundred-eighty-nine
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EDUCATIONAL

and SCIENTIFIC

News of Visual Education

in

Homes and

Edited by Ruth Hamilton Kerr

Educators Lead

EDUCATORS

are the leading
users of motion pictures in the
non-theatrical field according
to a survey of the past month's activity of the Educational Department of

Pathe Exchange, Inc. One hundred
sales reports taken at random from
all parts of the country were used to
learn who were the users of motion
pictures and

booked.

made

Of

what type of picture was
the 100 sales, 39 were

to educational institutions, so-

groups came second with 27, followed by religious organizations with
24. Six commercial companies and
four civic or governmental bodies
completed the list.
The educational institutions were
cial

divided as follows: Grade schools,
parochial
high schools
12,
11,
schools 5, boards of education booking for school systems 4, colleges 3,
schools for the deaf 2, and one reform school and one museum.

Clubs and societies led the social
group with 10, while community
centers and Y. M. C. A.s had 5 each
In the religious group were 17 Protestant and 7 Catholic churches. Factories, hotels, farm bureaus and park
commissions were represented in the
other two groups.
Of the 135 bookings reported in
these 100 sales, 33 were for feature
pictures, 32 for comedies, 30 for
short subjects of a widely varying
nature, 29 for educational pictures

and 11 for religious

subjects.

Geographical

RECENT

developments

in the

of preparing the two

work

series

of

educational films, which is being carried on by Harvard University in association with Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
include the distribution of the first
eight reels on social

geography

to the

Pathe branch offices, and the photographing of the unique ape colony
owned by Madame Rosalie Abreu,
of Havana, Cuba.

The Division of Anthropology and
the Division of Geology at Harvard
have prepared the geographical films,
with the assistance of Pathe, and they
are now available to the schools of
the country, for correlation with
regular courses in geography. The
pictures of the ape colony were made
by a Pathe cameraman under the
supervision of Frederick Hulse and
are being edited and titled by the
Division of Anthropology.
One-hundred-ninety

Schools

Preserving Film History
'T'HE New York Public Library

*

Latest Film Lessons

HPHE

absorbing struggle of man,
*- as the hero, against environment,
as the villain forms the dramatic
background for the second series of
home and school study films an-

nounced for March by Neighborhood
Motion Picture Service, Inc., of New
York and Chicago. A more prosaic
description of these fascinating films

might be "World Geography Film
Lessons," but just as Moana, Grass,

Nanook, and Chang have proved that
most absorbing of all dramas are
not enacted on movie lots, so in these
films the spectator is guided by educational authorities, not merely on a
the

scenic tour, but into the very lives of
the nations of the world.

The second
character

of eight courses of high
ready, these World

now

Geography Lessons, are offered for
homes on a modest

either schools or

rental plan, one film to be provided
for study each week, together with

appropriate text matter. Visual education,
through the provision of
such courses for home and school,
has indeed become an immediate
reality.

Screening the Invisible
YNVISIBLE

electrons and protons,
which make up negative and positive electricity, become the actors in
a film drama showing just what happens when electricity flows through

*

wires or

when

electric sparks jump
now used by the UniNavy to supplement regu-

through space,
ted States

lar instruction

The love

ticles

and Distributors of America,
motion picture library.

The

Inc., a

library has already in use

al-

most every book that deals with the
movies. One feature of the library
will be the filing away in permanent
form of press books, publicity stills
and advertising matter of the important photoplays that are being made
or have been made recently. An ef-

made to salvage as much
as possible of the press books and
advertising material of early pictures
that won some distinction.
fort is being

Forward With Film
A LL modern school

"

architects

•** now

specify sockets and wiringconvenient for motion pictures
though no special wiring is required,"
says H. A. DeVry, president of the

DeVry Corporation, writing for the
Screen Advertisers Association.

He continues: "Twenty or more
leading cities now have special departments of Visual Education. Visual Education in the school means
almost daily educational movies in
the classroom. In the early days of
the movement the school principal
felt well satisfied if he could pursuade the School Board to spend a
thousand dollars on a heavy theatre
type machine, permanently installed
in a booth in the auditorium. Education demands, instead, light portable machines, that can be carried
from room to room and costing but
a fourth of what the old big ones
cost."

on shipboard.

life

of the electron and

proton is the subject of the drama, or
to be more specific, the "loves" and
"hates" of the two kinds of electricity.

is

establishing, through the cooperation of the Motion Picture Producers

Just how the electric parof the two different kinds at-

tract each other by electric "love,"
while particles of the same kind repel each other by electric "hate" is
presented in the film by means of
minute cardboard replicas of electrons, protons and lines of force, in
reality, far too small to be visible
even under the most powerful microscope. This method of presentation by
photography was devised especially
for the United States Navy by the
Carpenter - Goldman Laboratories,
Inc., Long Island City, New York.

Making Americans
TN order to help foreign-born
*- dents, in

resi-

Washington, D. C, ob-

papers, visual inare conducted by
the public service and education department of the Stanley-Crandall
Theatre Company, of that city.
Pictures which are shown are selected in order to show the foreigners
of
the
distinctive
characteristics
United States and many sub-titles are
run to familiarize students with Engtain

citizenship

struction

lish.

classes

The

class which has
taking advantage of
each
the
films
of
afternoon this year, it is

largest

ever attended
the
showing

Wednesday
said.

is

TRAVEL
with ease
<~~^j

the

MOVIE WAY
PERSONALLY GUIDED BY
FAMOUS STUDENTS YOU
SEE THE WORLD WIDE l$
DRAMA OF MAN IN HIS
FASCINATING WAR WITH

h
'

'

ENVIRONMENT.

'HESE

nine

include:

-

ft

I

Who

J

Who

Live

Who

People

People

Arctic,

the

Who

Live in the

on the Mountains, People

Live

Who Live on a
Who Live b^ the Sea, Modern
People Who Live Through Industry.

Crowded

Live in a

in

People

Live at the Equator,

Desert,

Who

World Geography Lessons

invaluable

People

Valley, People

Great Plain, People

Commerce, and

Through These Wonderful World Geography Film Lessons

— the second of eight different courses now ready for HOME USE
THEannouncement

enthusiastic reception

prepared

courses
editors

that

in these

by

which immediately followed the

columns

last

month

educators

leading

that film study

and expert

WRITE TODAY

home

same manner these

film

modern knowledge

in science,

Neighborhood Motion Picture Service,

And now

other absorbing

film courses are

now

fields,

in

the

will

come

to

400

I

obligation

IN

complete

information

WORLD GEOGRAPHY

Other Science. Education
Self Culture Courses

and

for only $32.00.

you each week,

all

transportation prepaid both

an attractive printed lesson

feet long

me without

— FILM LESSONS

you can secure nine absorbing lessons

ways, together with
is

send

Please

serving the best schools

I

World Geography

Inc.,

Extension Division.

many

in the country.

lesson

and the other

projector owners have been eager for this opportunity

education, self culture and

One

this

were ready for home screens demonstrated unmistakably

to secure the filmed revelations of

in

for full information on

eight fascinating courses.

AND MAY

guide.

Each

BE HELD FOR THREE

DAYS.

NAME
CITY

ADDRESS

MY

DEALER'S

HIS

ADDRESS

NAME

IS

Other course rentals are from $16.00 up.

EVERY DEALER

will be interested in our special

School Agency Plan.

(No investment

Home

IS

and

required.)

NEIGHBORHOOD MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,

Inc.

PLEASE ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE
131

West 42nd

One-hundred-ninety-one

Street,

New

York, N. Y.

1111 Center Street, Chicago,

111.

on:

NEWS

INDUSTRY

of the

For Amateurs and Dealers
Easy Film Editing

Micro Focusing Finder

ANEW

**• Filmo camera

and

A NEW

picture viewer, rewinder

The complete outfit is built on a
base, and includes two geared

wood

Days of
Ra rcflin/
Filming Magnificent
Scenes at the Top

ing in either direction. In the center
is a B &
16
splicer. A bottle
of film cement and a water bottle are
mounted on opposite sides of the

mm

World

of the

OTOW

away your

^ camera and

a

few

a cozy
cabin on board a
ship comfortable as
into

clothes

a private yacht.

Land of the Midnight Sun
make movies as you sail.

sail for the

Set

—and

Join the jolly crowd of amateur movie
who are leaving with Gardner Wells,
professional cameraman on the James Boring's Cruise to Iceland, the North Cape,
Scandinavia and North Europe, which sails
from Montreal June 21st on the specially
chartered S. S. Calgaric of the White Star
The cruise may be completed in forty
Line.
days but liberal stopover privileges are granted to those who wish to extend their travel
in Europe.

picture viewer part of the deimage for inspection to nine times its original size.

care.

Membership
reservations

limited and the preferred
will go to the first to apply.
is

Send the coupon today for

field

feature enables the image

on one frame to be seen right side

in the angle of

Lenses
A 40 PAGE

** Lenses

for

booklet,

"Dallmeyer

Amateur Cinematog-

raphy," which is being offered without charge to the amateur, has been
called to the attention of this depart-

ment by Herbert & Huesgen, of New
York City, sole distributors for the
Dallmeyer lens in the United States.
The contents, clearly and concisely
presented, treat not only of the choice
and use of Dallmeyer lenses, but also
give much other general fundamental

view included by the

The magnification of
the image on the ground glass is approximately ten times, and a test was
different lenses.

H

makers

You can film the little comedies on ship
board, some real Lapps in their native costumes, the Midnight Sun and the mighty
Gardner Wells will carry
North Cape.
along for your use special lights and reflectors and will be at hand to give you professional advice.
James Boring's staff will
accompany you to relieve you of every travel

covered when lenses of varying
focal length are used in taking the
picture. Engraved on these masks are
two numbers, one indicating the focal
length of the lens used in the focusing finder, the other indicating the
lens used for taking the picture. This
eliminates the possibility of mistakes

The

vice enlarges the

up, always, irregardless of the direction in which the film passes under
the magnifier. An electric bulb furnishes brilliant illumination for examining the film. Those amateurs
who already have a B &
combination rewinder and splicer, or any
similar in design may secure the picture viewer attachment separately.

the

finder permits the insertion of accurately cut masks, which indicate the

splicer.

An added

for

rear, and any lens, in focusing mount,
which the amateur wishes to use, is
screwed in the front and need not be
removed, as any other lens can be
used in the camera. A slot in the

rewind supports, permitting rewind-

40

device

is

The regular sight finder with which
the Filmo comes equipped is replaced
by a magnifying focusing tube in the

editing.

H

focusing

made available
to amateurs this month by the Gillette
Camera Stores, New York City.

manufactured by
the Bell & Howell Company,
of Chicago, furnishes in one compact
unit everything needed for
film
splicer,

made

in which lace work, three
blocks away, was focused accurately
with a one inch lens. The attachment of this device to the camera is
a simple operation and can be done
in a few seconds time without the
aid of any tools. The Micro Focusing Finder was designed by Mr. G. J.
Badgley, motion picture engineer,
who has been associated with the motion picture industry since 1901.

Lens Modifier

A

LENS

modifier,

offered

this

month by

Bell & Howell, which
screws into the regular F 3.5 Filmo
lens in place of the sunshade, as well
as the one inch lens in focusing

mm

information about amateur cinematography which should prove of great

mount and

value, especially to the beginner.

comic mirrors which have surfaces

effects

the

20

lens,

like those reflected

produces

from the

full details.

Gardner Wells

JAMES BORING'S

TRAVEL SERVICE,
gardner wells, dept. n-273,
James Boring's Travel Service,
730 Fifth Ave.,

at

57th

St.,

Inc.

New York

730 Fifth Ave. at 57th St.

New

Inc.,

York.

Please send me details of the North Cape
Movie Makers Tour under your personal
direction,

sailing

from Montreal June

21st,

1928.
Photographs Courtesy Herbert

Name

&

Heusgen

THE BIGGEST AMATEUR TELEPHOTO LENS

Address

Made

for

Arthur Newton Pack by Dallmeyer

Nature Association.

City

State

One-hundred-ninety-two

at

Inch

Lens.

Insert

Insert Left:

Right:

A

Picture

Rocky Mountain Expedition of the American
Tower Made With an Ordinary Two
the Same Place With This 17 Inch Telephoto.

for the

Picture of the Paramount

Made From

curved in such a way that the person
appears enormously
before them
elongated, or broad or squat, or
twisted at impossible angles. The
modifier has fine white lines engraved on it, which, when placed
horizontally indicate that the object
photographed will be shortened and
widened, and when placed vertically,
the object will be elongated.
This
device is of Taylor-Hobson-Cooke
manufacture, and is so constructed
that the guide lines described may
be seen thru the Filmo spy glass

More Free Films
STANLEY Educational
New

Film Diviannounces the release, for
York amateurs only, of two one-

reel

films

sion

of the Consolidated

New York of yesteryear is
shown from Colonial days with its
candles and dark streets. The film
emphasizes the advantage of living
in this modern age when we have not
only movies in our homes, but gas
to warm us and light our way.

New Camera

—

in

hardwood black

brilliance

and illumina-

CULLEN'S
Regular Case

Black

$20

Tan

25

Duplex Case
Black

$22

Tan

28

Allowance made
on your old case

16 mm. camera,
been advertised in

has

Amateur Movie Makers

for the past

few months, is to have an American
agency in the near future.
Mr. Burleigh Brooks, well known
technician and importer of foreign
photographic equipment, has arranged to distribute the Cine-Nizo to
the amateurs of America.
The
camera is said to be noted for its
compactness and ease of manipulation, and will be sold for a very low
price.

New

Rental Films

"COIJR hundred
*• jects

foot 16

mm.

sub-

be sold outright to the
dealer, and either rented or sold by
to

to the

offered this

amateur

at

month by

low

rates, are

the well-known

line

of Vitalux Li-

brary films.

There will be only one Vitalux
dealer agent in any one city.
All
Vitalux subjects will be advertised
regularly in Amateur Movie Mak-

A

well balanced library is
planned. All subjects will be passed
on by an impartial acceptance committee before released.
As well as
the 400 foot features, 100 foot short
subjects

will

be issued.

The

first

major releases announced under this
plan include Robinson Carusoe, a
brand new film not yet generally released, and Cradle Buster, with Glen
One-hundred-ninety-three

Heavy

—compart'
—plushtelephoto
and

sole leather

ments for

4,

100

lining

fast

ft. films,

The Duplex Case

lenses, filters, finders, etc.

—made

especially to carry the Filmo with
duplex finder attached slightly more room
for film or added accessories.

—

CULLEN'S
RENTAL SERVICE
Agents Filmo
—Home Film
you want when
—
you want them —no
—no tape—no
—For —Burton Holmes
ogues—Vitalux—
—Pathegrams—CineLibraries

braries,

Inc.

Li-

the pictures
fuss

red

1

the Automatic

Movie Display Corporation, handling

ers.

or crease

—

Cine-Nizo

which

him

—
cannot crack
frame—exceptional

Gas

the

*

—

sheet alum'
in projection surfaces
permanent, smooth and washable

These films

of that city.

are of historic nature and are already
meeting with much favor. They portray the album of Father Knickerbocker and, as he turns the pages,

TPHE

Latest

inum

tion— 24" x 30"— at $10.

viewfinder.

Company

CULLEN'S

deposit

Sale

Travel-

Ganz;

graphs.

CULLEN'S
PHOTO SUPPLIES SINCE 1882
12 Maiden Lane, N. Y. C— Cortlandt 8424
We

have the most complete line
of amateur movie apparatus in
the financial

district.

MORE LIGHT

Hunter. The first 100 foot subject
be a McCrory cartoon to ac-

COLOR

and

will

company

FOR MAKERS OF HOME MOVIES

the Robinson Carusoe fea-

Poor Old Robinson Ca-

ture, titled

rusoe.
The AUTOMATIC COLORATOR
ANY COLOR OF THE RAINBOW-

enables

you

to

PROJECT YOUR MOTION PICTURES IN

Attaches to projector in ONE
with maximum brilliancy.
SECOND without marring finish, is dustproof, compact, durable, easily operated and has the same
Available
finish as your projector.
"A" or
for
Kodascope Models
The ACTINORATOR is a protected, 8"B", and for Filmo and DeVry
-s"
Amp., continuous-feeding arc lamp espeGuaranteed for
16mm. projectors.
cially designed for the home movie maker
two years.
and combines unusual portability, compactness, simplicity, safety and high efficiency.
Price, including case, $15.00
Operates on A.C. or D.C. from any house
Pending
lighting outlet.
Burns continuously, without
Patent
adjustment, for as long as 40 minutes ii
,

fi

desired.

ONE ACTINORATOR
persons,
3
illumination

sons—using
Satisfaction

and
for

is

ample

REGULAR

the
guaranteed.

—

PRICE Complete,
metal tripod and
cord $16.50.

for

1

to

2 lamps provide proper
groups of 4 or more per-

LENS.

f3.5

including folding
15 ft. extension

Manufactured by

AMERICAN CINE PRODUCTS
5011 N.

JOS.

Sawyer Ave.

f 2.

lens for the Filmo.

The only

lens of this high speed where definition and cov
ering power is not sacrificed in order to obtain speed.
Exquisitely fine and brilliant detail to the extreme corners
of the picture, wide open.

A

unique arrangement permits each lens to be readily ad'
justed to each individual Filmo camera and insures perfect
registry.

Another device permits

of the focusing and diaphragm scale
being turned to the point easiest seen and locked in place.

Let your dealer demonstrate this lens and be convinced that
it
is
at last possible to obtain high speed and fine detail
with the same lens.

XENON,

25mm. , ft lens, in adjustable
focusing mount for Filmo

$37.50.

FREE TRIAL GLADLY GIVEN.
Write for the new catalog

BURLEIGH BROOKS,

of

accessories

for

the

TITLING

Amateur Movie Maker.

Writer
device, for use with

the Cine-Kodak, has recently
been designed by Mr. H. A. Sheridan of the Eastman Kodak Stores of

Milwaukee, Wis., formerly the Mil-

waukee Photo Materials Company.
The writer consists of a drawing
board mounted on a portable stand
which may be fastened on a table or
screwed to the wall. The camera is
held in position at one end of the
frame by a sliding tray, which is so
gauged that when either the Cineis screwed into
back and forth
or up and down and will always be
in focus on the center of the board.
Title cards ranging in dimension
from 5 by 6V2 inches to 15 by \9 x/i
inches may be used, or the movable
title boards now on the market may

position,

111.

SCHNEIDER & CO. XENON SUPER SPEED

A

Title

Kodak F:1.9

CO.

Chicago,

New

it

or F:3.5

will slide

be fastened in position.
The board is arranged so that it is
detachable and enables the user to
mount any novelties on it, such as
revolving vignetters, sliding curtains,
swinging doors, etc.
Mr. Sheridan will be glad to furnish on request a complete chart of
the exposures used with different
cameras.

Lost

Sole Agent, 136 Liberty Street, N. Y. C.

nPHE Cleveland office

SEVT

of the Barber-

Greene Manufacturing Company
reports the loss of their Filmo proAnyone learnjector No. D-2860.
ing of the whereabouts of this machine is asked to get in touch with
the company at the above address.

35

mm.

ART

Motion

IN EDITING

(Continued from page 178)

Pictures

it to keep the film free from
Naturally, you can always
clean your film after splicing but I
prefer to keep the film clean and
avoid the extra operation. Be careful not to drop any of the alcohol
on the film because it wont do it any
good, and don't try drinking it because it wont do you any good

ers with

Snap Shots

grease.

Time
Exposures
*

Wyko
33

'UIVKO'

EUCMtMG AT

HOME

Projector Corporation
Street
New York, N. Y.
At AH Regular Dealers

West 60th

either.

&

^°

4*

Have

CINEMATIC COMPOa living portrait of the little ones at play.
in the home, the innovation of the day.
lives are little stories, little fairy tales of fun,
them with the camera, entertaining every one.

Their
Catch

Engage a professional photographer experienced

One-hundred-ninety- jour

in

{Continued from page 162)
effects alone,
child

photography, to write your scenario, direct the picture, complete your film.

Photography

SUE

SITION

Movies

300

W.

in the

home.

NEW YORK

12th STREET,
Phone Wat. 10130

CITY

that

is

but to bring out detail,

to say, relief in objects, set-

them apart from each other, to
give the different values in tone of
planes in a view. In these the screen
rules of construction are concerned
with the arrangement of things and
ting

—

—

But the fundamental law is operative here, too,
which is that the eye must be attracted, held, and the mind be interested.
As a simple statement this is
attained by an orderly planning of
the components. When a motion pic-

—

the placing of figures.

,9^

jbiiv

.9

Reel- of-

THElCiril

the Month

club/
Write for particulars
about membership in
this new and unique
club!

way

ADDRESS—
FIFTH AVE.

-

is

NEW YORK

the fixed features

—

—

walls, doors,

windows -are designed and
placed, and the way that the movable
things
furniture and other property

—
—are placed.

A

distinctive point in

regard for order is balance. In
its most elementary form it is having
the same kind of objects on one side
like those on the other.

this

NIGHT
MOVIES
So many events happen

at night

we would love to film
day we have the light but

that

next

the party

is

over.

METEOR FLARES

— 30

will provide the light

sec-

onds and up.
The leading professional

flare

now

available to the amateur.

Balance in an interior

set,

more

subtle

way than by merely

having like things exactly placed on
each side, as in the kind of scene
just mentioned. Merely to have two
prominently placed pieces of furniture, two chairs of different make and
size, on the sides makes a satisfactory balance, but these two chairs
are strengthened as important components by having reference to a
prominent detail in the center of the
scene on the wall beyond, rather
high up. If this, for example, is a
rather

frame,

dark-toned

painting

we cannot but help

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

of a triangle.

(Figure 3)

.

Library

of the Latest Films
From now on

the very latest and most select
Cinegraphs and other films may be rented from
this store. So complete and up-to-date is our

new

library you'll be able to get just the pictures

you want when you want

them.

The famous official war
Over"
complete movie
.

.

.

pictures, adventure,

and many others
ready for you to

Come

"America Goes

film,

records of Col. Lind-

bergh's sensational flights

.

.

.

scores of travel

Hollywood drama

.

.

.

these

as equally thrilling are here

show ...

to enjoy!

and inspect this new addition to our
home movie department. Or just
send us your name and address. We'll gladly
mail you an interesting and descriptive booklet
telling all about our new film library, and also
keep you constantly informed of our regular
in

already famous

monthly

releases.

Mail

orders receive

Rentals

may

prompt attention

be charged to your account

Eastman Kodak
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ARROW PORTABLE
Motion Picture Screens
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in

see that

and the two chairs define the

John G. Marshall
1752 ATLANTIC AVENUE

with

furniture and the usual objects in a
room, is most generally procured in
a

A Special

in plain

and
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graphic details the
degree of pleasure experienced in
looking at it is in proportion to the
degree of orderliness in the arrangement. This means that in a stage set
there is a great regard given to the

ture

^Announcing.

(Patent Pending)

it

limits

An

ar-

rangement of three objects in this
manner, not necessarily always as
obviously pyramidal in form or triangularly placed, gives a feeling of
balance to an interior set.
It is a

simple matter to have inert

—painted or
movable property

things

and

Join the Free

to rules of

Film Library!
CThe

world's most thrilling romance is contained in the story
of

American Industry.

(CWiththe consent of our

clients,

we

will loan free of all charge
excepting actual postage, a series

with

of

16

this

MM

films

dealing

absorbing subject.

CXDur only request of you

prompt

return

of

each

is

the
film

loaned to you.
C[WVite us for your membership
application

TODAY.

Seiden-Hodes Films
729 Seventh Ave.

One-bundred-ninety-five

N. Y. C.

is

different

practical scenery,

—

to conform
good composition. But it

when human beings

are to

be managed to form artistic groupings. Then, in cinematography they
are, of course, to be in action.
In this connection we come to a
device in the movement of great numbers of people in motion picture

crowd scenes. It is that of having
them disperse in a radiating manner
from nearly a central point, or have
them concentrate as if all are suddenly of one mind in trying to seek
shelter, or enter some opening, in
this central point.

But for a restrained bit of acting, the showing only of subdued
emotions or facial expressions, or for
certain quiet pauses, a figure does
not need to move. Then some thought
can be given to placing it well. Fre-

Screen Ready for Use

Screen Rolled

in

Case for Carrying

Composed of millions of tiny round glass beads,
firmly embedded on a strong fabric in a pure
white composition.
Has a wonderful reflective
surface and will not glare like the silver metalCan be easily cleaned with soap
lic surface.

and water.
finished
case
metal spring.

Complete with dustproof mahogany
into which it is drawn by a

PRICES
?io.
?J,o.

Weight 6
2

Size

in.

3

45 />x4 /2x5
l

15" lbs

57x4
—
Weight
Size

picture surface 22x30

lbs

1

Weight

in.

7io.

33 I/2 x 3 1/4x4

Size

1

in.

3/tx5
'18 lbs

—

$15.00
30x40
$25.00
surface 39x52
$35.00

picture surface
picture

At Your Dealer
MANUFACTURED BY

Arrow Screen Company
6725-55 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, California

quently a table and a chair are
placed directly in the very front of
the scene with only the table top

showing and a

of the chair, the

little

things on the table having something
to do with the immediate pantomime
of the figure which stands back of
table and chair. Only a halflength figure, as we see, shows
making it possible to concentrate on
the display of emotions. But the special point about this arrangement is
that the figure and the chair makes a
pyramidal form and so a satisfactory group for effectiveness. Even
when two figures are in this position
directly back of the table and chair
they combine as such a construction.
Though the grouping of figures to
form artistic compositions cannot always be the first thought in a director's mind, as he has to consider the
acting as of prime importance, it
should be attempted whenever possible. Another scheme for grouping
figures is to have, when there are
three, one of them stand a little
higher. The two on the side could
even be seated. This arrangement
gives us the triangular plan again.
of
Another manner
(Figure 4)

Now

the

More dope on

Sunny

Little
Sunny

Little

with no

self'feeding arc lamp,
springs or moving parts to get out
is

a

of order; the aluminum reflector and handle
fold back for compactness. One lamp takes
about one'fourth the space of a 1000 watt
Mazda lamp and gives about twice the light;

draws only 8 amperes and can be used on
any 110 volt circuit.
Unlike all the other portable arc lights,
Little Sunny' s reflector has a top and bottom, which means that 90 per cent of the
light is thrown forward and contrary to
precedent Little Sunny does not flicker or
throw spar\s. Little Sunny' s twelve patented features are not to be had in any other
lamp.

While one lamp will make movies of
closeups of two or three people at f. 3.5,
we recommend using two, one to flood and
one to high light and get professional
movie

effects.

is $15 each, complete, with 15
cord and 6 double length carbons;
6 foot folding nickel plated stand $2.50.
Extra carbons 75c per dozen, $4.50 per
hundred.
still have some of the original Little
Sunny (discontinued,

The

price

feet of

We

lamp and rheostat

in

separate

as

units

110
volt
AC-DC complete with cord and

shown)

8

amp.

carbons while they
last $10, uses same
carbons as the newer
model, 6 foot stand

posing figures

is

to

have their

f'1.5

FOR FILMO
$

for
5

times more light.
by Wollensak

Made

maker.

In fine
$50.00.

to use.

Your

50.

.

.

.

.

.

.

00

Fits the Filmo!
the master lens

micrometer

mount.

Ready

easily made with this
highest high speed lens.
Get yours now.
page
Cinema
60
Catalog free!

interior "Shots"

Order To-day!

BASS

CAMERA COMPANY
West Madison

179

Chicago,

Street
Illinois

-

CORCORAN RACKS
For 16 mm. Film Development

We

atti-

are Specialists in

tudes suggest, as a group, a circular
composition with an opening, as it
were, in the centre where smaller
number of figures
figures are seen.
may also be massed in a more or
less circular group. (Figure 5).

TANKS AND RACKS

Now in reviewing our comments
on the various plans of composition
we find that the laws in general apply

758 Jersey Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Send for Circular No. 8
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A.

to screen pictures as well as to paintings, drawings,

We

and

still

tioned, but one
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ested

—

as

law
and the mind

INC.

—

menthe eye must be
is,
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Your Pictures

photographs.

see then that there
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STEDISTRAP

inter-

by an orderly arrangement.

$2.50.
If

li\e Little Sunny
new model) you can

you don't

(old,

or

return him within 10 days and
we'll
cheerfully
refund your

money.

COMING

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438 Rush

Street

-

Chicago, Illinois

Six

LIBERTY BOYS

of '76

Twenty- six

BONZO CARTOONS
Thirty- two

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

CARTOONS
Write us

HEDWIG

STEDISTRAP

A—To

48

B

—

One-hundred-ninety-six

TWO MODELS
Price

Home Movie

CONGRESS AVENUE

2120

FLUSHING, N.

Everything for

Y.

the

Take End of Tripod when Folded.
Complete with Supporting Rod.

Motion Picture Laboratories
Inc.

transfers

weight of the camera from your
hands and arms to your shoulders,
giving rock steady pictures while
allowing perfect freedom of movement.

SLANE

0.00
Service Co.

AVE., Norwood, O.
the Home Movie Maker.

HOME CELLAR MOVIES
DE LUXE

(Continued from page 171)

must sit astraddle of a corner, not to
mention a stray rocker and collap-

Everywhere—the Center

sible chairs from relegated autocamping equipment in all, enough
to seat twenty-five, with more room

—

for the S. R. O.-ites, of

whom

of Attention!

there

always would be some.
Later this heterogenous assortment
of seating equipment was superseded
by uniform, modern steel chairs, of
the collapsible variety, as the success

and popularity of The Ashcan waxed.
"Ashcan" oh, yes, some bit of a
wag fastened that appellation upon
this pride of our movie hearts very

—

early in the game and, although it
seemed to us very much of an indignity and a sacrilege for such a holy
of holies, still it "stuck" and could

not be shaken off.
Indeed, nothing would do for the
children but that there must be a sign
Without
Without what?
without.
much artistry, in our eyes, after so
many evenings spent in trying to
neatly hand-letter title-captions for
the celluloid reels. But, once it went
up, it could not easily be recalled,
without hurting adolescent hearts.

And

there

probably

it

"ASHCAN
Movie House

When

stands to this day, and
for
many more:
THEATRE, the Only

Glen Ridge."
tacked up, that "only" hap-

when

Here

it

is

in

be literally true and was
true until some of our friends copied
our idea with cellar movie theatres of
their own.
An old desk, of the school room
variety, with seat permanetly attached to it, was hauled out of some
dark corner of the old home; and it
proved to be just the thing for proBeing on casters,
jection purposes.
it could easily be moved in any diAnd,
rection on the cement floor.

pened

The

Victor Cine

Camera

will

to

the projector

was

in active op-

eration, the operator could

sit

—the

Camera

that has swept the country,

admiration of amateurs and professionals alike

—by

won

the

many

its

unusual qualities heretofore not to be found in any 16

mm.

Motion Picture Camera.

—

And

for a very good reason
back of the Victor Cine Camera
more than 17 years' experience in the craftsmanship and
skill of making high grade motion picture equipments.

is

A

marvel of mechanical simplicity, the Victor Cine Camera

combines

all

the essentials of a perfect motion picture camera,

infallible accuracy

—smoothness— responsive

besides other features has been added

control, to which,

SLOW MOTION.

inti-

mately and inseparably behind it at
the head of the main (and only)

No

wonder the new Victor Cine Camera

is

country, giving the motion picture enthusiast a

aisle.

Oh, yes, the screen! It was purposely made small. To make it large
would but have meant to accent the
element of our whole
diminutive
theatre.
It's only 20x30 inches and
we have never wanted anything

sweeping the

new

thrill.

Price $ 125* Complete
with

f.

3.5

V elostigmat

lens

larger.

Around it, one of the older children tacked up, with some eye to
color and form, same old window
drapes, valances and hangings of a
yesteryear; and, marvelous to behold, they affixed (with the use of
two old angle-irons) an old, electric
boudoir lamp, of the wooden-candlestick vintage, at either side.

And, oh boy, how theatrical
One-hundred-ninety-seven

to

Ask your

dealer or write direct for further information

Victor Animatograph Co*,
340

VICTOR BUILDING

DAVENPORT, IOWA,

U.

inc.
S.

A.

turn their lights slowly down and
out by the use of a rheostat of the
dim-a-lite variety convenient to the
hand of the operator in the rear, parwhen they were amberticularly
colored, which added, so every small

FILM LIBRARY
The

finest quality prints

and

edited

especially

made from
titled

for

negatives

you by a

professional.

CHICKS,
1

starring thousands of baby chicks.

reel.

NONSENSICAL NEWS,
humor.

a riot of wit

and

3 reels.

new type of war film. 4 reels.
HEY, HEY, UKELELE, a musical
A DAY IN A STUDIO. How big
made.

are

100

a

novelty.
pictures

Secrets of the craft revealed.

16mm.

ft.

available thousands of feet of
in all parts of the world.
Replace those shots you missed on your trip.

made

Prepared especially for amateur release. Each reel sold
separately. Write
for catalogue and special offer.

XOW

Dealers

— Write,

course, there

What could

better

must be
accen-

phone or wire for special
proposition.

Stanley Educational Film Division
220 WEST 42nd STREET
New York, N. Y.

the elect who were the recipients of
coveted invitations to be present than
the possession of pasteboards that

make the mouths of those less fortunate water? A mere verbal invitation could only be talked about. And,
to

real

LETTERING

The phonograph,

hid-

tainty as to

detail

may

That has been because
outside,

on the minute, so that late
comers would be "out of luck", if
there were any, which there never
have been except because of illness
or other major, unexpected reasons.
strictly

General Commercial

Drawing^ Purposes

"Kiddie performances" makes a
it will be noted, for
be it not surmised that The Ashcan
Theatre has served and functioned
for the juveniles alone with "out of
differentiation,

„--IN handy
-- iM»igjAR s:

MOVI6 ART TITLE LETTERING-^

SpeedballPen(ini/5(y/c,

,

you

-to

a

Sample

and.aBeginnc« Text Booh.

Name
Address
city..

C.Howard Hunt Pen Co.
Maarvu-fcLC-t-iMrers a^i. Distrib'u.'toirs of

Speedboll Pens - SpeedJball Inks

C ama&n N
••

€iijlisk Orders filled

leading

the door from
down into the "Check-Your-Hat-andCoat" department has been closed

Preparer for lettering

•

J- u«S A-

iy Henry CSutler,

One-hundred-ninety-eight

- Speedball Books

:

and "westand twelve
rented from the lirespectively,
by some
braries, and augmented
thrillers strictly acted and filmed by
the inkwells," "Felixes",
erens" for ages four, six

our

home

talent

(which

is

a story

quite apart)

•

Asm Hill, Wau/arden.Sy

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

or Direct

WILLIAMS, BROWN & EARLE, Inc.
"The Home

Motion Picture Equipment"

of

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Not by a

reel

Gives

THE GREATEST
ILLUMINATION
30" x 40»

$

be added without

the

SPEEDBALL INKS

159 entitles

Easily attached to your machine
in a few minutes and projector
can be packed away in case with'

WE HAVE ONE IN THE
POPULAR FOLDING STYLE

or her seat.

^PARTICULAR PEOPLE RECOMMENDS

\

*

it.

would invariably persist in
"shooting out" recipe suggestions at
the very times when our programs
called for Sousa marches, flutterey
"Hearts and Flowers", and positively
nothing else.

time, with every patron strictly in his

Coupon with

need

A BEADED SCBEEN

fear of contradiction. Our kiddie performances have invariably started on

(This

'

1

projector a
pleasure.
No extra wires needed.
Just pull the switch and the Light
When and Where you
is
there

heightened the theatrical effect, and
a loud speaker attached by an extention wire to the radio upstairs,
fitted the bill to a T, except for the
minor detail that the broadcasting

One

FREE FLOWING: QUICK DRYING -A DIP GOES FARTHER

Makes operating your
,

exact location only

its

station

4 WONDERFUL FOr*

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.

movie per-

den behind "the arras" in the rear of
our auditorium, so that the uncer-

PENS

E.

out detaching.

formance could be complete without
In that division of our enmusic.
deavor, Junior quickly jumped into
the breach.

&

A

naturally enough, what could better
help out on the tickets (and on programs, too, as it later developed)
than an old movable-type rubber
stamp with which one of the boys

And music? No

B.

"PILOTLIGHT"

proudly came forward?

SPEEDBALL'

Specially

THE W.

good fortune of

tuate the enviable

could be seen, handled and shown,

#7.00 each

have

negative

Of

Tickets?
tickets.

AMERICAN FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM,

We

patron sincerely felt, to the theatrical
atmosphere. In any event, that color
made sun-faded portions of the exportiere-hangings far less in evidence.

full!

When

the

20 .00

PSSSwrJ
INC.

OPTICAL

&

CINE-PHOTO DEALERS

41 EAST 41
Telephone,

ST.,

MURRAY

N. Y. C.

HILL 0041

adults come around in the evening
for bridge or other enjoyment, after
"the milk teeth" have been duly
brushed and tucked away in bed, it
has been so much better and easier

JOI1V

J»

™HSFX-OI
Reel- of-

down to The
Ashcan and see those new movies
taken of the hockey game the other
day or the old ones again of the camp
where we were last summer."

club/
Write for particulars
about membership in
this

"juice,"

EEELOr-THE-MONTHCLUB^
FIFTH AVE.

WHAT WE OFFERED
IN

IN OUR AD
JANUARY AND AGAIN IN
FEBRUARY

ac-

And how you

amateurs responded.

has also been found that the accessories here available offer just

Through

the courtesy of the Gor-

ham Company

of Providence, R.

This new tripod has met with the
highest approval of every dealer
and camera owner who has seen
it.

most

any four

rigid of

pound tripod
onthe market.

An

instrument of pre
Constructed of
highest grade material
throughout.
Reverscision.

ible tips.

Tripod, $35.00, complete with Top.
Top only, $17.50.

F.O.B. Los Angeles,
Calif.

W. Thalhammer
FREMONT AVE.

123 SO.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

wanted for making additions
to our ever-growing reel which is
titled: "Under Bright Lights." This
is a series of moving picture portraits, taken by artificial light, of our
friends and relatives, a reel which
we greatly value now but which we
will deem priceless in years to come.
is

the film "Fine Arts in Metal"

The

film

being routed from ama-

is

teur to amateur all over the country

so that you all can see
possible.

Read what

Indeed, Ashcan Theatre is a permanent part of our home equipment
by now, quite as essentially a part

home

life as the dining room,
bedroom and bath, and it awaits not
abandonment and disuse, by any

of our

on the

a few have written us

"Extremely interesting'
"Super-excellent"

"The most

interesting educational

film I have ever seen"

"Held the attention of 200 people"

MAKING YOUR OWN ART

Here's a tip for you

TITLES

featured article in last issue of
titled

by

(Continued from page 157)

Some

idea of the patience and
required in making a reel of
animated cartoons may be gathered

skill

WMMm
WEST

130

46th

STREET

Tel. Bryant 4981

City.

from the

it takes several
a character move
step, and to cross the screen
normal walk a considerable

drawings
only one
at

a

number

fact that

to

make

drawings are necessary.
We often see shown on the screen
in a few minutes a clever cartoon

16 m. m. Picture Films
We wish to announce
our latest production

THE RUNAWAY SPECIAL
A

fast

and furious drama
roaring rails

of the

100

$6.00

ft

If

you

like boats,

here

they are
100

$6.00

ft

Produced by

ERNEST

M.

REYNOLDS

165 E. 191st Street

One-hundred-ninety-nine

of

picture that has taken a staff of a
dozen experts a couple of weeks, or

Cleveland, Ohio

—write

ever-growing

list

of delighted ama-

teurs.

(A vailable only in the United States)

Mr. Dealer: Would you
have

this

film to loan

like

first

to

your cus-

tomers ?

Write us

at

once for

full details.

when the famous artist Winsor
McKay, made several thousand drawanimated

cartoon movies. Nowdays, the use
of transparent celluloid saves the
Howartist much time and effort.
ever, the umateur will do well to
experiment with cut out figures before he tackles progressive action.

now,

don't delay a second, and get on the

more, to create. Vast strides have
been made in this art since the days

ings to create one of the

A BUSY HARBOR

soon as

ment and improvement.

"AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS"
were developed, printed and

as

it

about the film:

Taken by Barclay H. Warburton

GALAPAGOS TRIP

all

amateurs.

the portiere partitions in the Ashcan
Theatre are just right as backgrounds
for taking them, especially since the

projection-screen is readily utilized
for backlighting effects, the lighting
and softening of the heavy shadows
on the sides of the faces away from
the direct glare of the mazdas.

is still

being offered free of charge to

They, too, are "another story", but
it has been found that the folds of

means, but rather further develop-

ALL NEGATIVES

New York

I.,

It

The KINO-PANO
TRIPOD and TOP

K.

IS

electric

and everything except the

ping of a switch or two ere we are
knee-deep in Movieland.

what

far the

focusing,

Free Film

tual threading of the selected reels
awaits us, only requiring the snap-

ADDRESS-

By

screen,

Seats,

new and unique

club!

507

"Let's run

to suggest:

theMonth

Educational
220

WEST

NEW

Film Division
42nd STREET

YORK, N.

Y.

THE ARTIST WHO USES
A CAMERA

GILLETTE

MICRO-FOCUSING
VIEWFINDER
Inserted

Does Not

1

into

Regular

;

(Continued from page 169)

on a camping

trip,

which added the

opportunity for campfire scenes, and
so the bit of human action, the thread

0m

Increase

^Ej

Size of

significance has developed, gradually

Camera

increasing until in his series, Wilder-

Viewfinder

which gives the picture

ness Tales, each film

Improves the Filmo Camera
in These Four Ways'.
1

—

means of a
(Any one
in viewfinder.

Focusing

Critical

matched lens

by

gripping story

provided with a background of
beautiful scenery which Mr.
Bruce has made famous the world

ular finder lens.

over.

use of 15 mm. wide angle
to
9 inch telephoto lenses without
changing sights, through use of masks.

—Parallax

4

arrangement of masks shows

correct field at varying distances.

$45
See

it

at your dealer's or write

Gillette
Camera
16

PARK

Stores
OL
" iCO

MAIDEN
LANE

Inc

-

Mr. Bruce's success is no phenomenon. It is the result of hard
work, the careful and painstaking development of an idea in which he had
great faith, his belief that the public

would appreciate the beauty of the
country in which he lived if he revealed that country in its greatest

AVENUE

into consideration the public desire

for action

You Can't
mafoe perfect movies
without the help oS The
Cine Miniature monthly
monographs. Subscribe
for them today — $2.50
per year or 25c per copy
at all better dealers, or

CINEMATOGRAPHIC
PUBLISHERS
58 W. Washington Street
Chicago, Illinois

and drama and

theMonth

club/
Write for particulars
about membership in
this

new and unique

club!

ADDRESS—
REEL-OT THE-MONTHCtmT
507

FIFTH AVE.

Two-hundred

~

NEW YORK

16"

Three world records: The smallest

—lowest

—the

lightest

-

16 m.m.

in price.

Movie Camera with motor
drive.

to adapt

NIEZOLDI & KRAMER
MUNCHEN 23 GERMANY

work to that insofar as he could
without missing his goal. Mr. Bruce
was distinctly an amateur when he
started into the wilderness for that
Motion pictures were
an embrionic state and he had
had no opportunity to contact with
professionals. He started with what
he had, he worked with the thing he
loved and he experimented until he
became an expert in his own line.

GRIZZLY BEAR

picture.

first

in

still

The

for the

developed,

Why Rent Your
Library Films?

"Moana"

are

"Nanook"

variations

—

yet in each there is a simple

which the various
scenes are hung which gives them
a significance and binds them into an

—

New

ideas are al-

demand, and a really original idea backed by the determination to perfect it at any cost, by persistence and with an eye to public
in

interest,

favor.

more than the cost of one
you can get the use of
twelve 400 ft. films. Each film you get
For

little

400

ft.

film

belongs to you.

Write today for

this

information

a thread on

interesting whole.

ways

cost.

of

and the even more successful "Chang" might be so classed.
Certainly none of these are based on
tale

old Library Films for
new at a very small

in popularity.

scenics,

plot,

You can exchange your

and they are

successful native films

and

or

Revelstoke, B. C.

of the scenics, for instance, are not

fully

MUNRO,

Secretary Board of Trade

many

unblazed trails in this field, and
many blazed ones that will stand a
great deal of development. Variations
yet

the

Arrangements made
month of May.

H.

J.

with

canoe trip on the

already well

is

Nevertheless there are

filled.

combined

thrilling

continent.

now

and other bear

(within one day from

railroad)

most

Amateurs today have far greater
study motion picture photography in all its forms, but
they have the disadvantage of entering into a field that

finest grizzly

hunting

opportunities to

The

Reel- of

"CINE-NIZO
MODEL B

his

growing and will grow

JOI1V

The Latest

beauty, and his willingness to take

at 41st ST.

NEW YORK

<»

based on a
out-of-doors

is

the

3

is

the

and

acted by professional actors, but each

inch focusing lens may be used.)
2
Gives 10X Magnification over reg-

—
—Permits

of

interest

may

well find wide popular

HATTSTROM & SANDERS
702 Church
Evanston,

Street,

Illinois.

Please send me full information on
your film exchange proposition.

Name
Address
City and State

AMATEUR CLUBS

COLOR FOR YOUR HOME MOVIES

(Continued from page 165)

Santone

Y

BEAUTIFUL EFFECTS ON THE SCREEN
Without the Necessity of Tinting or Toning

Cameraists

HPHE San Antonio (Texas) Y. M.
* C. A. Camera Club has formed a

Marvelous

section to combine both cinematic programs and photoplay production. A contest, in cooperation
with a local newspaper, is planned.
J. B. Studer is director, Clyde Logue,
business manager, C. Perry, cameraman, J. B. Horner, publicity manager,

cine

Two-Tone Colors
the Colors of

L.

Meyer,

by
addition
toning down the glaring white of
the screen will save the over-exposed
scenes which otherwise would be
worthless.

And

as-

The

HPHE

Cinema Crafters

KOLORAY

and a Filmo Projector.
of Philadel-

*•

phia have completed work on the
scenario for a new experimental film
which will correlate time, space and
movement with the movement of the
story itself. Production starts in the

is

made

Models A,

for Kodascope,

C, Filmo and De Vry 16mm.
Projectors. It can be attached in 30
seconds.
No machine work or alteration needed.

B and

Price $7.50
At your local dealers

or sent

In ordering please
be sure to specify the kind
and model of projector on

spring.

Just

shows KOLORAY
a Model A, Kodascope

illustration

attached to

More Cinematics

postpaid.

Under

the

Tape

which Koloray

to

is

be used.

O.

V. FARRELLY, Jr., is laying
plans for the organization of an
amateur movie club among the junior
members of Morristown Preparatory
School, Morristown, N. J. Bernal H.
Swab, life member of the League, is
leading the club formation in Joliet,
111.
Forrest G. Purinton, league
member, is starting the club ball rolling in Waterbury, Conn. Mrs. H. H.
Freemen promises a Boston organization. Club formation is under way
in Austin, Tex., Texon, Tex., RiverCalif.,

Columbus,

0.,

and

Shreveport, La.

YV/E

think that

some

We

heartily

recommend

to all

clubs that marketing be kept clear of
club activities.
Two-hundred-one

**

Professional color effects
for home movies"

KOLORAY
sure

but

a light

is

filter

to

be

you have seen a
work you have never

unless

KOLORAY
realized

what

Attach

a

light filter will do.

a

KOLORAY

to

your 16

mm.

projector and show your pic'
tures in shades of amber, blue,

Two-color combinacan produce the
effects of moonlight and sunset. You
can show the greens of the ocean
or forest with a sunset sky; or the
soft ambers of the woodland against
green and red.
tions,

too.

You

the blue sky of a perfect day.
color possibilities with
are almost limitless.

The

KOLORAY

BECKLEY

Y

CHURCH,

and

Cutler Building

—

-

INC.

Rochester, N. Y.

Dealers Use a Koloray on your demonstrating projector
// pays.

—

CINE ART LIBRARY
FILMS

of the clubs

'^ have realized their corporate
purchasing power and have approached cine dealers with requests
for club discounts. This would, at
first, seem a very logical service clubs
can render their members and a good
drawing card to attract new members.
However, a deal of water has gone
under this particular bridge and past
experiences, in the still camera club
field, have shown that this attempt
to
use
a
corporate
purchasing
strength works harm to amateur
bodies instead of good. Some camera
clubs found themselves slipping into
the unenviable status of little more
than cooperative buyer groups whose
members expected greater and greater
discounts and lost interest in the club
if these were not forthcoming. The
amateur spirit got lost by the wayside.

K

OLORA

ARE

A Danger Signal

in

Descriptive literature on request.

^

side,

KOLORAY
KOLORAY

These are Yours with

C. L. Maule, scenarist, L. S. Morgan,
treasurer, J. Z. Bessellieu, property

manager and Lieut. W.
sistant cameraman.

in Value
Nature

Which Approach

NOW

SOLD BY OVER
LEADING DEALERS

400

There must be a reason!

DEALERS WHO DO NOT SELL CINE ART
FILMS, LET US PROVE TO YOU THEIR
POPULARITY AND SUPERIOR QUALITY

NEW

SUBJECTS EACH

100, 200

Ask

to

MONTH

and 400 foot lengths

be placed on our mailing

list

CINE ART PRODUCTIONS
1442

Beachwood Drive, Hollywood,

Exclusive Producers of 16

mm. Motion

Calif.

Pictures

You

Amateur Movie Makers and a

will find

Progressive

Dealer at each of the following addresses*
CALIFORNIA
Hardy's Drug Store, 110 N. Spadra.
Hollywood: Fowler Studios, 1108 N. Lillian Way.
* Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6058 Sunset Blvd.
Long Beach: Winstead Bros., Inc., 244 Pine St.
Los Angeles: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S.
Fullerton:

Hill St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
B. B. Nichols, Inc., 731 S. Hope St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 734 S. Bdwy.

X-Ray Supply Corp., 3287 Wilshire Blvd.
Oakland: Davies, 380-14th St.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 69 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frashers, Inc., 158 E. Second St.
Riverside: F. W. Twogood, 700 Main St.
San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 414 B St.
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth Ave.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 545
Market
Hirsch

South Bend: Ault Camera Shop, 122 S. Main
The Book Shop, 119 N. Michigan St.
Terre Haute: Whitney-Allison Co., 681 Ohio

y

Eastman

Moines:

Fifth

W.

J.

Stilz

W.

Bollinger

L.

D. Gatchel ii Sons, 431 W. Walnut
Co., 225-227 S. 4th Ave.

St.

New

Orleans:

Eastman Kodak

DELAWARE
415 Market

St.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington: Reid S. Baker, Inc., 1322 F St.,N.W.
Cinema Supply Co., Inc., 804 Eleventh St.
Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424 New
York Ave., N.W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 607-14th St., N.W.
Fuller ii d' Albert, Inc., 815-10th St., N. W.

FLORIDA
Photo

Service,

Rhodesbilt

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co., 242 N. Bayshore
Drive.

Red Cross Pharmacy,
St.

Petersburg:

St.,

Camera Shop,

Twiggs

St.

Tbe Camera Exchange,

Eastman Kodak Stores,

Inc.,

7

Auburn Ave.

183 Peachtree St.

IDAHO
Boise: Ballou-Latimer Co.,

Idaho at 9th Sts.

Amateur Movie

Baltimore:

Eastman Kodak Stores,

ii Wabash Ave.
Jeffery Ave.
908 Irving Park Blvd.
Watry ii Heidkamp, 17 W. Randolph St.
Evanston: Aimer Coe ii Co., 1645 Orrington Ave.
* Hattstrom ii Sanders, 702 Church St.

ii

Main

Service,

Inc.,

St.

853 N. Eutaw

223 Park Ave.

Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,

38 Bromfield

Healy, Jackson Blvd.

H. Seamans, 7052
Co.,

Galesburg: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 S. Prairie St.
Rockford: Quality Photo Shop, 316 E. State St.
Sterling: Ray Hart, 8-10 E. 4th St.

INDIANA
Evansville: Smith ii Butterfield Co., 310 Main St.
Indianapolis: H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St.

St.

Blvd.

Fowler

ii Slater Co.. 156 Larned St.
Hudson Co., Dept. 290.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2310 Cass Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, 1516 Washington Blvd.
United Camera Stores, Inc., 14611 Jefferson
Ave., E.
Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washington

L.

Photo

Beckquist

Supply

House,

Two-hundred-two

Huron

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City: Roach Drug Co., 110 W. Main
Tulsa: Camera Shoppe, 519J4 Main St., S.

MINNESOTA
Duluth: Zimmerman Bros., 330 W. Superior St.
Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 112 S.

Bridge St.
Paul: Co-operative

Minnesota St.
B. Meyrowitz,

OREGON
Lynn's Photo Shop, 1555 Monroe St.
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 345 Washington St.
J. K. Gill Co., 5th H Stark Sts.
Lipman- Wolfe Dept. Store, Kodak Dept., Lipman-Wolfe Bldg.

Photo Supply

115

Co.,

W.

381-3

358 St. Peter St.
320 Minnesota St.

PENNSYLVANIA

MISSISSIPPI
Meridian:

Hammond

Photo Service, 2115-21 Sixth

ii

F.

Philadelphia:

som

MISSOURI

NEW

419

S.

Inc., 1020 Chestnut
C. Ferguson, Jr., 1804 Chestnut St.
Strawbridge ii Clothier, Market, Eighth if

Schaeffer

who

Fil-

bert Sts.
*

Brown

Williams,

ii Earle,

Pittsburgh: Eastman

Kodak

Inc.,

Stores,

918 Chestnut St.
Inc., 606 Wood

St.

B. K. Elliott ii Co., 126-6th St.
Kaufmann's Dept. Store., Dept. 62 Fifth Ave.
Reading: Alexander Kagen, 641 Penn St.

St.

Newport: Rugen Typewriter

RHODE ISLAND
Thames

Co., 103 Halsey St.
Mortimer's, 300 Park Ave.

are advertising in

St.

Jos.

JERSEY

Camden: Parrish ii Read, Inc., 308 Market
Newark: L. Bamberger ii Co.
Plainfield:

St.

Amateur Movies Corp., 2114 San-

St.

16 St.

NEBRASKA
Stores, Inc.,

Green, 116 W. 11th St.
W. Buchanan, 320 Walnut

Eastman Kodak Stores,

G

Lexington: B ii
Shop, 1104 Main St.
Kansas City: Z. T. Briggs Photographic Supply
Co., 916 Grand Ave.
Hanley Photo ii Radio Shop, 116 E. 10th St.
St. Louis: A. S. Aloe Co., 513 Olive St.
Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.
Hyatt's Supply Co., 417 N. Broadway.

$3.25,

Kelly

Erie:

Johnstown:

St.

Omaha: Eastman Kodak

St.

Corvallis:

Ave.
Shop,

Inc.,

Bros.,

St.

Gross Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior St.
Youngstown: Fowler ii Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave.

885

ii

Kodak Shop, 295-7

St.

Providence: E.
Starkweather

P.

H

Anthony,

Inc.,

Williams, Inc.,

178 Angell
47 Exchange

Amateur Movie Makers

AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS,
Year (Canada

Fowler ii Slater Co., 1915 E. 9th St.
Stone. Film Laboratory, 8807 Hough Ave.
Columbus: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply, 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St., Arcade
Hamilton: Halperin ii Son.
*Norwocu: Home Movie Service Co., 2120 Slane
Ave.
Toledo: Franklin Print, ii Eng.
226-36
Co.,

*

St.

Fifth St.
E. B. Meyrowitz, 825 Nicollet
Owatonna: B. W. Johnson Gift

St.

Ferd Wagner Co., 113 E. 5th St.
Huber Art Co., 124-7th St., W.
Cleveland: Bueschers, 10602 Euclid Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 12804 Superior Ave.
Fowler ii Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
Fowler ii Slater Co., 347 Euclid Ave.

Cincinnati:

St.

Birmingham: Shains Drug Store, 119 W. Maple
Ave.
Detroit: Clark Cine-Service, 2540 Park Ave.
Detroit Camera Shop, 424 Grand River, W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Washington

Ave.
Muskegon:

St.

OHIO

MICHIGAN

J.

at

Wyko Projector Corp., 33 W. 60th St.
Rochester: Marks ii Fuller Co., 36 East Ave.
Sibley, Lindsay ii Curr Co., Camera Dept.
Stamford-in-the-Catskills: E. S. Burtis.
Utica: Edwin A. Hahn, 111 Columbia St.
Akron: Dutt Drug Co., 7 E. Exchange

Lowell: Donaldson's, 77 Merrimack St.
Springfield: Harvey ii Lewis Co., 1503 Main St.
Worcester: J. C. Freeman H Co., 376 Main St.

^Indicates dealers

$3.00 a

*

Pinkham ii Smith Co., 15 Bromfield St.
Solatia M. Taylor Co., 56 Bromfield St.
Braintree: Alves Photo Shop, Washington St.

Wheaton, 368 Main

Madison Ave.

Inc.,

St.

H

D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway
Gall ii Lembke, Inc., 7 E. 48th St.
* Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Gloeckner ii Newby Co., 9 Church St.
* Herbert ii Huesgen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.
Lowe ii Farley, News Stand, Times Bldg.
* Lugene, Inc., 600 Madison Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, 520 Fifth Ave.
George Murphy, Inc., 57 E. 9th St.
New York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton St.
* Pickup ii Brown, 41 E. 41st St.
C. F. Ray, 296 Fifth Ave.
Schoenig ii Co., Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
* Seiden Films, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.
H. F. Waterman, 63 Park Row.
* Willoughby Camera Stores, Inc., 110 W. 32

ton St.
J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 260 Tremont

L. B.

Eastman Kodak Stores,
45th

Andrew

E.

Sts.

Stanley- Warren

104

MARYLAND

Zimmerman

•Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St.
Aimer Coe ii Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe ii Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
Aimer Coe ii Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co., 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash Ave.
Fair, The, Dept. 93, State, Adams ii Dearborn

J.

St.

MAINE

St.

ILLINOIS

Lyon

Crockett

423

Fitzpatrick,

Bangor: Francis A. Frawley,

First

GEORGIA
Atlanta:

W.

August

115-3rd

Art Supply Co., 709-11

ii

St.

H. Boozer, 173 E. 60th St.
Brentano's, 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange, 113 Park Row.
* Cullen, 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega, Inc., Ill E. 42nd St.
Devoe ii Raynolds Co., Inc., 34 E. 42nd St.
H.

St.

N.

Tampa: Tampa Photo

York City: Abercrombie ii Fitch, .45th ii
Madison Ave.
American News and its Subsidiaries, 131 Varick

213

St.

Film Arbor Studio, 305J4 Texas

51 E. Flagler St.

Robison's

New

*
Inc.,

Stores,

Ralph Harris ii Co., 30 Bromfield St.
Ivgr Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washing-

St.

Morse's

St.

LOUISIANA

St.

Harvey 6? Lewis Co., 865 Main St.
Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.
New Britain: Harvey H Lewis Co., 79 W. Main St.
New Haven: Fritz ii Hawley, Inc., 816 Chapel St.
Harvey ii Lewis Co., 849 Chapel St.
Stamford: Thamer, Inc., 87 Atlantic St.
Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 25-29 W. Main St.

Lake Wales:
Arcade.

H

MASSACHUSETTS
626-16

Bridgeport: Fritz ii Hawley, Inc., 1030 Main St.
Greenwich: Gayle A. Foster, 9 Perryridge Rd.
Hartford: H. F. Dunn Motion Picture Co., 366

Inc.,

Drug Co., Frankfort

St.
St.

CONNECTICUT

Wilmington: Butler's,

Wright

208

Sutcliffe

COLORADO
Denver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,
Ford Optical Co., 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404-16 St.

Sigourney

Co.,

KENTUCKY
A.
Ave.

Louisville:

St.

Walter Collinge, 1217 State

808
608

S.

J.

Shreveport:

Santa Ana: Forman-Gilbert Pictures Co., 1428

Inc.,

Inc.,

Stores,
Stores,

Equipment

Education

Visual
Bldg.

St.

Santa Barbara:

Kodak
Kodak

Pierce St.

Baronne

Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.

St.

St.

Locust St.
Sioux City: Eastman

St.

Co., 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market St.
San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 94 S. First

Baldwin, 32 Maiden Lane.
F. E. Colwell Co., 465 Broadway
Buffalo: J. F. Adams, 459 Washington St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Niagara St.
United Projector ii Film Corp., 228 Franklin St.
Whinihan Bros, ii Co., Inc., 746 Elmwood Ave.

Albany: E.

Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318 Btady

S

Kahn

NEW YORK

St.

IOWA
Des

them!

Visit

Foreign $3.50) 25 Gents a

w

T

4 0t

ST

iS?w ?l R K c, T Y
Copy (Foreign 30 Gents)

St.
PI.

DOUBLING
Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., Hotel Peabody, 86 S. 2nd St.
Nashville: G. C. Dury & Co., 420 Union St.

go

off into
I

Dallas: Cullum 6? Boren Co., 1509 Elm St.
E. G. Marlow Co., 1807 Main St.
El Paso: Schuhmann Photo Shop, P. O. Box 861.

Worth: Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main

Ft.

St.

Studio,

418 Tremont St.
Houston: Star Elec.

&

Kodak

Eng.

Frame Shop,

6?

Fan-

613

Co., Inc.,

nin St.

San Antonio: Fox Co., 209 Alamo Plaja.
E. Hertxberg Jewelry Co., Houston at St. Mary's
Sts.

VERMONT
Rutland: Geo.

Chalmers Co.,

E.

Granby

Galeski Optical Co., 209

S.

St.

WASHINGTON
Anderson Supply Co., Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1415-4th Ave.

Seattle:

Spokane: Joyner

Drug Co., Howard

Garage,

St.

H. W. Brown 6? Co., 87 Wisconsin St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 427 Milwaukee
Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept. Wisconsin Ave.
W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee, 220 Wells St.

St.
(i

,

CANADA
Co. of Can., Ltd.,

Slide

104

Bldg.

Ottawa: Photographic Stores, Ltd., 65 Sparks St.
Toronto: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 66 King St.
Film 6? Slide Co. of Can., 156 King St., W.
Vancouver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 610 GranSt.

ville

Film

Co.

Slide

6?

of

Can.,

Fonder Bldg.
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak

Credit

319

Ltd.,

472 Main

Stores, Ltd.,

CANAL ZONE
Service,

Box

B.

C,

P.

O. Box 166.

DENMARK
Copenhagen: Kodak Aktieselskab, Vodroffsvej 26.

ENGLAND
W.

London,

Bond

Wallace Heaton, Ltd.,

I.:

New

119

St.

Meyrowitz, Ltd., 1
Westminster Photographic
B.

Picadilly.
Sheffield:

Wm.

Mcintosh

A

Exchange,

(Sheffield)

Photo Co., 6 Norfolk

Ltd.,

Ltd.,

62,

Row

Change

(Fargate).

Photo

Supply

P.

O.

Ltd.,

41

Co.,

INDIA
Army

Calcutta:

Chowringhee

5

c?

Navy Coop. Soc,

St.

JAPAN
Kyoto:

Osawa

J.

6?

Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.

MEXICO
Mexico City: American Photo Supply Co.,
Avenida F. I., Madero, 40.

S.

A.,

Naga,

Carmarines Sur: Eusebio Contieras, P. O.
83.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Penang:

Kwong Hing Cheong,

lc

Penang

St.

SWITZERLAND
Winterthur: Alb. Hoster, Marktgasse 57.
Zurich: Zulauf (Vorm, Kienast y Co.),
hofstr,

61.

I

way.

693 feet

The

when

first

nothing

show

to

scenes were taken.

and

last por-

how

the

In the final scene,

was imperative
to work the
vignetter.
Luckily, the lookout was
down on special leave and he obliged.
which

irised

out,

it

we have someone

that

The cabin

interiors

were

taken

outdoors using a wall of the cabin.

By hanging up

and
placing a cot and chairs here and
a

we made our

frying pan

look

set

stimulate rough flooring,

Moore in
Wrong Mr. Fox

By shooting

at /8

105 feet

dynamite.

— $4.92

123 feet

your dealer cannot supply you
with the above pictures you may
purchase them directly from us.
These are positively the greatest
If

bargains ever offered.

Send your name and address and
announcements will be mailed
to you directly

all

To

insure perfect results from your
the screen, buy your

camera to
films from

us.

MM. NEGATIVE
INCLUDING PROCESSING

100

FT.

16

AND

POSITIVE PRINT
$8.00

we used

Dealers write for special

to filter

we achieved

used ten
timed a
sample length of fuse to determine
when to expect the blast.
of

— $4.20

Like Father
Like Son

realistic.

some excellent contrasts.
For the explosion we
sticks

— $4.64

116 feet

Victor Moore in
Seeing Things

some old boards left in a deserted
lumber camp.
For the mine interiors we used a
broken-down wooden dam which allowed thin rays of the sun

in

— $4.60

115 feet

other pressed

Screening be-

$27.73

Victor

returned to Chi-

I

—

Moore
Camping

Victor

After

up the camera and

cut out the

We

concessions

FOR SALE
CAPITOL Continuous 16mm. PROJECTOR
Used only one month
Cost

$325.00

— $200.00

In

first

a dairy show here.
takes it f.o.b. El Paso

at

class

condition.

H. L. JACOBSEN
103 N. Oregon St., El Paso, Texas

Back in Chicago, I found that I
could delete a full hundred of the
Most of
four hundred feet shot.
the discarded stuff was good photographically but did not advance the
I have this to say to my fellow amateurs. Don't hesitate to cut!
The remaining three hundred feet
embellished
with
sub-titles
were
shown to a gathering of friends.
They pronounced the film not bad at

Bahn-

all.

Anyhow
T wo-hundred-tbree

in this

— $7.12

178 feet

story.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Box

processed,

St.

HAWAII
Honolulu: Honolulu
Box 2999

Humpty-Dumpty

motor lever all the way down,
allowing the camera to run by itself,
and stepped into his place. The action completed, the camera was hurriedly stopped to prevent any undue
After the film was
waste of film.

in.

Old Bond

Alley.
Sheffield

we took

carefully setting

To

CUBA
Santiago: Farre 6? Serra S. en

E.

Charles Chaplin
Metropolis

there,

St.

Ancon: Lewis Photo

Ready For Release

was necessary, in writing the
continuity, to have as few scenes as
possible in which we both appeared.
The few in which we did appear to-

trayed

Melbourne: Charles W. Donne, G. P. O. Box
877 G.
Sydney: Harrington, Ltd., 386 George St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 379 George St.

6?

MM. SUBJECTS

Mother Goose Cartoon

cago,

FOREIGN

N. Y.

make-ups. Con, of course, played the
wounded pardner.

tions of these scenes.

AUSTRALIA

Film

16

Now

the

St.

Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.
Green Bay: Bethe Photo Service, P. O. Box 143.
Madison: Photo Art House, 212 State St.
Milwaukee: Boston Store, Wisconsin Ave. ii 4th

Drummond

CONGRESS AVENUE
FLUSHING,

some improvised grease-paint
made of burnt cork and cold-cream,
I was able to devise two character
and

front of the lens.

81-12th

WISCONSIN

Montreal:

48

tripod, one of us took his place in

St.

WEST VIRGINIA
St.

Inc.

pardner, the old prospector, and the
By means of the crepe hair
lunatic.

gether

Riverside

ii

Ave.
Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co., Inc.
E. W. Stewart ii Co., 939 Commerce

Wheeling: Twelfth

Motion Picture Laboratories

played three parts: the rescuing

It

Inc.

VIRGINIA
Norfolk:

HEDWIG

-

"The pardners'
the forest as we iris out.

shatters the mine.

TEXAS

Galveston: Maurer

WYOMING

IN

{Continued from page 170)

TENNESSEE

it

was

a lot of fun.

^

—
HOUSING THE HOME

WE HAVE

Everything
Qf\Q 16%

Motion Picture

Amateur, Beginner or
Advanced will find whar
he wanrs here
IN THE HEART OF HOLLYWOOD
All makes of'recognized'quality
16% Cameras, Projectors, Lenses,
Accessories and Raw Film
in stock qIwqus

PICTURE&EQUIPMENT

RmtalHOLLVW000

FILMOANDOUROWN

LIBRARV PICTURES FOR RENTCINE-ART AND OUR OWN SPECIAL
PICTURES COWERING HUNDREDS
OF SUBJECTS FOR SALE

(Continued from, page 177)

any make of plaster board, as this is
heavy to handle and cracks easily
when used as scenery.
It is

a simple matter

and usually

<uidd a professional
touch to your movies

not necessary to tell even the
amateur how to arrange the scenery
for a simple set, as one naturally
would place the scene in one cornei
and film from the opposite corner.
An old rug spread on the floor
hides the grease marks from the cars
Chairs and tables used in the foreground can be moved back against
the wall to allow the cars to be run
in the garage.
If the same setup is
used on different evenings, it is well
to chalk on the floor the position of
the various articles.

—for

IF

YOU HAVE A

BE LL& HOWELL PROJECTOR
ASK FOR THIS AND GIVE
THE NO. OF YOUR PROJECTOR
-THERE IS NO CHARGE

OUR

167m
15

LABORATORY

ONEOF THE

MOST MODERN EWORLD
US 07L
SPECIAL DEVELOP/MsPRINTING
tyjry

MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
6058 SUNSET

HOLLYWOOD

BLVD.

CALIFORNIA

with

deal

broad suband each amateur will do his

ject,

own

experimenting.

It

will

be

do the hard part of the job
mighty little cost!

Editing— Art Titles
Continuity Writing
35
cents will buy
one
printed title plus 10 cents
per foot for its film. Art
titles at 65 cents each or

more depending upon
number of words, etc.

"Around

was

some

little

Cruise of the Belgenland.

and ports of
was a hit

No.

But, after all, the real secret of a

—

chair, step

in

one has

Avenue,

Exclusively 16

Ohio

Cleveland,

mm.

Productions

SERVICE
New
York City

in

Our movie

experts will gladly
give you instructions and demonstrations on all kinds of equip-

ment.

We

have a complete line df
Cameras, Projectors, and acces-

'

sories.

LUGENE,

Inc.

OPTICIANS
600 Madison Ave., N. Y. G.
Near

58th Street

TELEPHONE PLAZA

Call

6001

On Us For

The

best safety film cement 25c a bottle.
Titles at the lowest prices, all kinds.
Tinting and toning.
little color will
prove the picture.

A

16mm. Rewinders, aluminum cast.
Amateur and Laboratory equipment.
16 and 35mm. developing machines and

im-

con-

printers.

tact

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

MADE TO ORDER

CINEMA PRODUCTS
405

on the youngster's kiddie
-

Elm

Street

©

H

~

tE

—

Buffalo,

N. Y.

TITLES
.

s

—

YESTERDAY
/Tf&.

Complete editing and

titling

service. (16 mm. or standard.) Cinematography.

CLARK CINE-SERVICE

requires enthusiasm.

Two-hundred-four

Hough

8807

—

one foot through a storm sash that
But boy, that's
what we amateurs ain't got nuthin'

Pictures include side
13 countries.
Reel
it beaten!

call

this

Stone Film Laboratory

car and upset a portable arc, or put

else but!

—

1

lost in the

garage studio or, in fact, of any motion picture production work lies in
the enthusiasm of two or three members in each club who will devote
some time to such work. When you
come home late on a rainy night
open the garage door drive into a
beauty parlor dismount in a barber

Minutes"

Reel No. 2 of this great hit
now ready for your 16 mm.

detail

shadows. All of the
shots, except closeups, being taken at
the same distance, about fifteen feet,
and under the same light conditions,
there is a mathematical certainty of
exposure which is not possible with
the changing light conditions in outdoor filming.

World

the

in Thirty

head lights with reflectors, hung in
the background, will tend to kill
shadows.
These should be at least
three hundred watts each to have any
effect against the arcs.
During the
first filming by the New Haven Club,
a 1.8 lens was used wide open. This,
with the light background, was found
to be giving an overexposed flat effect, and by stopping down to 2.8 oi
even 3.5, a much better effect was
if

title!

at

found, however, that one or two over-

gained, even

HOLLYWOOD

not

the master

Send us your title data or
the film itself and let us

It is

lighting, as that is such a

than a dollar

for less

a

wise precaution to have an electrician
run wires from the main fuse box in
the house to the garage.
This pro
vides ample current and does not endanger overloading any circuit which
may not be wired to carry the amperage used by the arcs.

This article will

1

•Bt>-

trips

SEND FORTHE NEW
HIGH SPEED REWIND BELT
FOR BELL* HOWELL PROJECTOR
— Gratis

'

.«>«?

HOLLYWOOD

IT-

I

|

2540 Park Ave.

CAdillac 5260

DETROIT, MICH.

I
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The new
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likes

the

fooling

of

group

a

of

friends

that

West 40th

C. O. D.,

if

regular

ENOS ART TITLES
EXCELLENCE!
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Them

See

"AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS"
"AMATEUR MOVIE CRAFT"
"AMATEUR MOVIE MAKING"
Pioneer Art Title
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Editing
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& LEADERS

ANIMATED
As the Theatres
use them

A\PLAIN

\N
vs

*
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Send for illustrated
catalogue

& ILLUSTRATED TITLES

%m

»-THE PROFESSIONAL KIND

\

Tu>0-hundred-five

HERE

Illustrated by

and copy for three titles and give them a trial
WISCONSIN 4020
Film
n

mi

City

Genuine

Hand

$2.00

New York

$3. Trailer For your home
—* 16 m/m movie shoW *—

requested.

Ne wYork

724 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn,

we

and

BROOKLYN METAL STAMPING CORP.

Send me

Street,

have

—

Price $7.50 sent

of

TO

idea for a Radio party
idea

—

STANDARDS

to 16

cAmateur (£M.ovie efflCakers
THREE DOLLARS THE YEAR

gathered for the purpose of listening in to a special program.
You
need not be the host either the "broadcaster" is easily carried in the
pocket.
You just plug the adapter in the detector tube socket of any
radio, conceal yourself in another room with the microphone and
broadcast anything you want
the sky's the limit.
FUN? TRY IT!

'The Better Kind"

to

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

H'£hk^^R9^^

Broadcaster

Everybody

M.

mm.
mm.

13.:

Home

Dept.

111.,

Enlarges from 16
Contacts from 16

199
197
185
196

Vitalux Movies

Gorham Company
199
Hattstrom & Sanders
200
Hayden & Co., A. C
207
Hedwig Motion Picture Laboratories

7510 N. Ashland Ave.

FAADAHME,inc.
145 W.

45

ST. N.Y.

BRYANT 6796

^

THAT

"PICTURES
KS

?***

Raymond

Bii'fi^li

HattoliwAJicf

Mni

n

PLEASE"

^htJQ^

Wallace Beef|l

^Behind* the Front"

One

o/ the

Fwe Hundred

World-wide

distribution,

organization, offer

Subjects

Now

Available

an adequate number of duplicate copies and an established

you a program

service that

you can depend upon.

Descriptive catalog of 176 pages furnished gratis to subscribers

KODASCOPE LIBRARIES
Are

Established At:

Atlanta, Ga., 183 Peachtree Street
Boston, Mass., 260 Tremont Street
Buffalo, N. Y., 228 Franklin Street
Chicago, III., 137 North Wabash Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1407 Walnut Street
Cleveland, Ohio, 1126 Euclid Avenue
Detroit, Mich., 1206 Woodward Avenue
Kansas City, Mo., 916 Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal., 643 South Hill Street
Minneapolis, Minn., 112 South Fifth Street

And

in Thirty

Dealers

who

New

York, N. Y., 33 West 42nd Street
Philadelphia, Pa., 2114 Sansom Street
Pittsburgh, Pa., 606 Wood Street
San Antonio, Texas, 209 Alamo Plaza
San Francisco, Cal., 241 Battery Street
Seattle, Washington, 111 Cherry Street
Toronto, Ontario, 156 King Street, W.
Montreal, Quebec, 104 Drummond Bldg.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 205 Paris Bldg.
Vancouver, B. C, 310 Credit Foucier Bldg.

Foreign Cities All Around the World

desire Profits from the

Film Rentals

of their

customers, should write for particulars to

KODASCOPE LIBRARIES,

Two-hundred-six

Inc., 33

W.

42nd

St.,

New York

HAYDEN ACCESSORIES
"Movies in the

Home"

Manufactured under Hayden Patents and Patents Pending

A

Curtain 3x4 or 4x5 Ft.
and Stand $30.00

Projector Stand

Any Model

$18.00

Humidor Attachable
To Stand $12.00

Automatic Panoram
Price with Case $35.00

Humidor Springs 100

& 200

Ft.

Film 10

in set 75c

HAYDEN ELECTRIC VIEWER, SPLICER & REWIND

Editing Reels Set
and Base $5.00

of 12

Price $35.00 Complete
Reel Holders for Filmo
Projector, Pair 15c

A

complete

times,

is

The

Machine.

Editing

up and

right side

picture

is

viewed the same

is

enlarged
as

four

you hold

a

book or newspaper.
A reel of film ready for projection is
placed on the lower spindle instead of the upper one, as on the
Projector.
By this method the emulsion side of film is up and
does not come in contact with any metal. You can move the
pictures up one frame at a time or rewind in either direction
are
Self. Threading

The

high speed.

at

done

all

position of the slide.
Reel
is

5 inch 50c; 7 inch 75c

viewing, cutting, scraping and cementing
front of

directly in

The

tool,

used to cut, scrape and

The clamp
cement

is

at right is

drying.

lift

turned

Light

is

you by simply changing the

only handle of which

up end of

down and

viewing.

Electric

light

purchased anywhere.
for this

is

The

a

Next Month

We

film for cementing.

when

viewing.

En-

swung down only when
standard T-10 bulb and can be

set of

machine and hold about 15

200

Table Tripod Fits
All Cameras $2.50

showing,

locked in position while

turned on only

larging glass adjusted as to height and

is

is

12 Editing Reels are adapted
ft.

Will Tell

of film each.

You About

the

and 400 foot Self-Threading Reels.

Broken Film Connector
12 in Package 25c

// not available through

A. G.

your Dealer, write us giving your Dealer's name and address

HAYDEN

CO., Brockton, Mass., U.

SEND US YOUR NAME & ADDRESS FOR OUR FREE MAILING

S.

A.

LIST, Also Model Camera or Projector you use

You Can Make Movies
Like These-

0/ Subjects
With

this

remarkable

all-weather Cine-Kodak

CLOUDY, dull. A hint of rain
before

Hopeless?

or

you a picture that you

Not

lens, integral

to the ultra-fast

equipment on

this

snow

—

and
want to make!

in the air

really

Kodak Anastigmat/.i.o
new all-weather Cine-

Kodak. For here is a lens that is three times as fast as
and over ten times as fast as the/.6-5!
A simple turn of the diaphragm pointer as directed
by the built-in exposure guide brings this super lens
power into play. The equally simple sighting of the subject
in either the waist height or eye level finder, and the
gentle pressure of your thumb on the release lever makes
the/.3-5,

—

—

the picture.

Cine-Kodak, Model B, /.1.9, is truly an all-day, allweather, year-around camera. Winter or summer, spring
or fall, in rain, snow or sunshine, it assures the ultimate
in personal movies.

Cine-Kodak,
Model B,/ 1.9

See this new camera at your CinS-Kodak dealer's
It's

priced at $/Jo

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.

Y.,

The Kodak aty

I

ilTv

ANNOUNCING TWO NEW MODELS
HAYDEN VIEWER SPLICER

New

Model B

and

REWIND

$37.50

With

it films can be viewed, scraped, cemented and spliced in a
dark room. Only one light socket needed. You can splice a film
while you are projecting another, no lighted room required.

NEW
on

Reflecting light
daylight.

Single Cutter.

FEATURES IN MODEL

film

when

B.

scraping and cutting, brighter than

Place upper end of film on pins and cut.

Now

cut

lower end and draw back film to next holes and scrape. Very easy
and all ready for cementing. Stationary scraping gauge giving perfect splice.

Viewing

Hand

splice after

cementing to see

if

perfect.

tool used for scraping only.

Snap spring on top of reflector to hold loose end of film while
and scraping lower end.
Lamp entirely concealed, no heat.
Spring bracket to hold lamp in place.
Cementing slide easily removed for cleaning.
Pointer showing position of slide for viewing and splicing.

cut-

ting

WITH THE GOOD FEATURES OF THE
OLD MODEL, SUCH AS —
Vewing
Moving

picture right side up.
pictures

up one frame

at a time or at

high speed, rewinding

in either direction.

Pictures enlarged four times through the enlarging glass.

HAYDEN FOLDING PROJECTOR STAND
WITH ANY SET OF ARMS

New
New

Features.

Model B, Without Humidor,

$18.50

Raised and locked to any height by turning knob under Projector.

Can be done while

projecting.

and interchangeable.

One

No

screws to take out or

stand adaptable to

all

lose.

New

leg construction,

Home

Projectors,

2-#6, l-#7, l-#7a.

Kodascope

standard makes of

by only changing arms.

Arms needed
B.

for different Projectors,— Kodascope A.

2-#3, 2-#5.

Kodascope C.

type G. 2-#3, 2-#l.

only

at

2<#4, 2-#2.

Bell

In changing your Projector

it

&

Howell, Filmo 4-#3.

DeVry

means changing two or more arms

$1.00 each.

HUMIDORS
Attachable to

all

our stands $12.00 extra.

Protect your films by using a Humidor.

Sold by the Best Dealers

SEND US YOUR NAME & ADDRESS FOR OUR FREE MAILING LIST

A. G.

HAYDEN

CO., Brockton, Mass., U.

S.

A.
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TTALUX MOVI ES

TALUX MOVIES.

JV

VITALUX

Specials
for Rent thru
yourDealer

Specials
for Rent thru
yourDealer

Presents
Crvjocjud hi j
Friendj

Four Parts

Four Parts

p

(1600

ft.

(1600

m/m)

16

A New

ft.

16

m/m)

A New

Professional

Professional

Production

Production

Now Ready

Ready

for

Your Home Projector!

For Your Home!

A VITALUX SPECIAL
Daniel Defoe's Classic
literature
jector.

—

now

is

—

the

first

known

to every

6

m/m

pro-

lllllllllllllllllllllllll

A
ITALU
SPECIAL

Four Purs (ltfOO

Ft,

V

./V

16 m/m)

w
I—
>
O

is

now

in four sparkling reels of

A new

pictures:

^VITALUX MOVIES

i

ii

m/m

moving

nnmannmma

TWO

A7ITALUY
V SPECIAL ^V

Professional Productions

GOLDEN STALLION

The

6

through your dealer!

presented for

New

1

professional production, produced

by A. C. and R. C. Bromhead with M. A, Wetherell
and Fay Compton in the leading roles. It is available

man, woman and child

of the English-speaking races,

CO

1

This wonderful, stirring and intriguing tale

of adventure,

V

your use

novel of English

available for your

in
Four

with

Parts

(1600

ft.

16 ra/m)

H
>
d
x

LEFTY FLYNN
Action!

Action!

Action!

the key note of the "Golden Stallion"!
Excitement! And all through the fea"The Golden
ture, that glorious "White Fury"
Stallion." It is available on a Rental Plan through
your local dealer!

Action

X
J
H
i—
>

is

Thrills!

"The

—

o
<
r—

FIGHTING FAILURE"
with

Cullen Landis

— Peggy Montgomery

Sidney Franklin

FOR RENT
THROUGH YOUR DEALER
If

you have not yet added

these
to

VITALUX

your library

specials

—Write

A merry tale of flying fists and beating hearts!
Lovers of the prize ring will want to see this excellent feature, while lovers of love-land and
romance will also get their share of the evening's
entertainment! And Comedy! It's there, too!

LOCAL DEALER

-DEALERS. OWNERS*
AUTOMATIC MOVIE DISPLAY CORPORATION
130 West 40th Street,

'VITALUX MOVIES

FOR KENT
THROUGH YOUR

New

If your dealer cannot sup-

ply these features write

us direct!

York City (Bryant 6321)

VITALUX MOVIES^
211

—

of New York
was for years associated with
Paramount Famous - Lasky in the
production of cinematic effects and
is
now drawing on his broad
knowledge of this field as a basis

Kenneth W. Adams,
City,

-

of articles for national magazines.

Herbert

E.
enthusiast

Angell is an amateur
who has turned his hob-

by to good stead by also making it
business, acting as manufacturer's representative for cameras
and equipment at fashionable tourhis

ist resorts.

Don Bennett,
an

expert

of

New York

City, is

who

cinematographer

finds much of interest for the professional in the 16mm field. He is

associated with the Stanley Educational Film Division, Inc.

Photographed by
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson
with a Dallmeyer Telephoto Lens

Katherine M. Comstock, of New
York City, is a writer with an exbackground

tensive

This Telephoto Lens

in

amateur

movies.

Ross

George, of

Seattle, Washinga leading authority on lettering and titling, inventor of the
Speedball Pens, and author of the
Speedball Textbook.

F.

ton, is

gives "close-ups" at 200 feet
Made Specially for FILMO
At some
and

F

time on any trip you will wish for a Telephoto Lens,

you have one, it will give a brand new zest to picture taking.
So many views that are now too far off to photograph at all,
become the subjects of fascinating "close-ups' when you give

if

1

will

'',

your Filmo

this telescopic eye.

Not only for nature studies but for views across valleys, from
mountain tops, of the distant shore from aboard ship or of shy
children from a distance, you need a Dallmeyer Telephoto Lens to
complete the enjoyment and usefulness of your Filmo.

Marion Norris Gleason,
ter,

N.

Y., is

whose latest achievement has
been preparation of the book, soon
to be published by the Eastman
Kodak Co., Junior Scenarios for
Home Movies.
arist,

Elizabeth Greenbaum, of New York
" City, is a writer, until recently associated with Theatre Arts Magazine,

who

terest to

DALLMEYER.
&&

a

detailed
selection

and use of motion picture
all
si***

your questions
ner.

lenses.

in a clear,

Gladly sent

It

answers

thorough man'

gratis to all readers of

(..«<"»•

sjfi^

S\

of

"Amateur Movie Makers."

creators

for

Sole United States Distributors

212

EAST

42nd

STREET

—

{near

Grand Central)

— NEW YORK

of

the

Educational

Inc.

J. Weber, of Rochester, N.
an educator with wide experi-

sociated with the

CO.

City, is

the Pat Sullivan

ence in visual education,

18

as-

are keenly interested in the cinema.

Joseph

Address

HERBERT & HUESGEN

is

Elizabeth Perkins, of New York
City, is chairman
of the executive committee of the Film Bureau, an outstanding organization
of prominent New Yorkers who

Y., is

^PpF"

in-

Hamel Freiberg

New York

an animator for
Studios, N. Y.,
Felix Cartoons
Film Exchanges,

and intensely interesting handbook on the

is

devoting her

Corporation of Los Angeles, Cal.

Dana Parker,

FREE

This book, just published in England,

v«

now

sociated with the

-

Lens Guide

is

motion pictures.

Stuart Louis Klinglesmith

TELEPHOTO LENSES
New

of Roches-

an experienced scen-

Company.
Barcus Willing

is

now

as-

Eastman Kodak

an amateur whose

cinematic adventures are frequently of a delicacy which recommends
his anonymity.

CI

r
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Films, For

Home

'

212
214
216
219
Herbert E. Angell 221

Projectors

Questions and Answers
Editorials

Jewels of the Carkbean

:

Bringing Home the West Indies with a Cine Camera
Dana Parker
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Home

for

THE
widen.

field

of

FILMS

Projectors
continues

selection

Hundreds

of

to

"New

of

feet

England Flood" film, taken by amaall over Vermont, were edited to
obtain the three 400 ft. reels which R. T.
Platka of Burlington, Vt., is offering on a
rental basis.
The Reed Film Corporation
of New Haven, Conn., another newcomer
this month, is specializing in films for children. Its first offering, "The Three Pals,"
teurs

68 Releases for

16mm Home

an original film, portrays the "family life"
of a trained dog, cat and squirrel.

Projectors

Automatic Movie Display Corporation, New
York, N. Y. (Vitalux Movies).

SCENES—VIEWS— PEOPLE—DRESS— CUSTOMS—INDUSTRIES— CRAFTS
Numbers

1 to

31—$6.50

Per Roll

Beauty Spots in Glacier Park
Lakes and Streams of Glacier Park
A Japanese Cabaret
Tying the Japanese Obi
Japanese Table Manners
Wonders of the Yellowstone
Geysers of the Yellowstone
Animals of the Yellowstone
Kangaroos in Australia
The Grand Canyon of Arizona
Seeing London, Part One
Seeing London, Part

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
1 1.

12.

33.

The Great

34.

Kauai

37.
38.
39.
40.

41.
42.
43.
44.

—
—Famous Sport

46.

Amsterdam
Diamond Cutters

Seeing London, Part

47.

Amsterdam
Going to Volendam

Four

48. Cheese

Seeing London, Part

Three
14.

Seeing Paris, Part One
Seeing Paris, Part Two
Seeing Paris, Part Three
Seeing Paris, Part Four
Glorious Versailles
In Bonnie Scotland,
Part One
In Bonnie Scotland,
Part Two

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

The Sunny South

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

of

Glimpses of English

52. Reykjavik, Capital of

Iceland
53.
54.

6?

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Country

Antwerp

Beautiful Bruges
Scenic Mirrors of Nature
Scenic Reflections
Sparkling Waters
Scenic
31. Isle of Marken

—
—
—

Numbers

32 to

32. Rolling into

68—$7.50 Per

Roll

Rio

INTERESTING

—

Norway

Yosemite Vistas
51. Yosemite Waterfalls

Bustling Brussels
In Rural Belgium
Artistic

Market of

50.

England

Town

of

Alkmaar
49. Fjords of

ENTERTAINING

—

Down

Danube

the

The Lake

of Lucerne

Alpine Vistas from the Zugspitze
Picturesque Salzburg
Up-to-date Alpinism

Glimpses of Vienna
Cloud-Land Fantasy
The City of Algiers
Teak Logging with Elephants
Canals of Venice
Stones of Venice

A

Two Ends

of a

From Cocoon

Rope
Kimono

to

Damascus Gate
Crossing the Equator
Deck Sports

INSTRUCTIVE

DESCRIPTIVE

Write for complete descriptive circular

Sold Outright 100 Foot Rolls $7.50 and $6.50

—
member of
a
—
"The
Movies," a Lloyd Hamilton comedy—2
"Whose Which," Cameo Comedy—
and
"Beauty-a-la-Mud," a Christy Comedy—2
Semon

Waikiki

of

Hawaiian Shores
Paris from a Motor
Nine Glories of Paris
A Trip on the Seine
The "Great Waters" of Versailles
Paris Markets
Cafe Life in Paris
The New York Way Called Broad
Fifth Avenue and the Forties
45. Canals and Streets of

Two
13.

Rental Library.) Releases include besides the
outstanding official American Legion film "The
World War," "The Dome Doctor," Larry

Cataracts of Iguassu
Garden Island of Hawaii

3?. Surfing
36.

In addition to

many Christy Comedies offered by this
company, a short version of Robinson Crusoe is
ready for distribution through the dealers.
Bell & Howell Company, Chicago, 111. (Filmo

the

Edited and Titled by Burton Holmes

the

_

—2

"Rare

reels,

"Curiosity

Bits,"

Collection"

1

reel,
1

Cine Art Productions, Hollywood,

reels,
reel,
reels.

Calif.

Here

a list of six April offerings* "Bird Burg," a
story of birds, "Glimpses of India," "A Bull
Fight of Spain," a photographic record of this
sport, "Pa's Trip to Mars," "A Puppy's Tale,"
an animated comedy cartoon, and "Milk and
Honey," Tony's fourth adventure in the series
of cartoons of which one is being issued each
is

month.

Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y.
Especially featured is an aerial trip over New
York through the medium of a four-minute
motion picture of aerial views.
Other films
include "Up On the Farm," "Marvels of
Motion," vaudeville screened in normal and
slow action, "Her Boy Friend," a Larry Semon

comedy, "Fun's Fun," with Cliff Bowes and
Virginia Vance, Felix the Cat in a Fairyland
experience, and "Rural Ireland."

Empire Safety Film Co., Inc., New York,
Y.
The Zobelog series of unusual travel
films made in out of the way corners of the
N.

world

is

again featured by this library.

Hedwig Motion Picture Laboratories,

Inc.,

Flushing, N. Y. Among others ready for release are "Tricks," featuring Marilyn Mills,
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," "Haunted Range," featuring Ken Maynard, three Hey Fella Kid
Comedies, three Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes,
and three Victor Moore Comedies.
Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc., Chicago, 111.
This organization offers to the amateur world
a series of 100 ft. travel pictures. Its catalogue
includes 68 of the9e films.
Home Film Libraries, New York, N. Y. Here
are stressed two films, "My Lady of Whims,"
with Clara Bow and Carmelita Geraghty, and
James Oliver Curwood's "The Broken Silence,"
a story of the Northwest Mounted Police.

"The Covered
St.," "Behind
"Miss Bluebeard,"
"The Night Club," and "The Spanish Dancer"

Kodascope

Libraries,

Inc.

Wagon," "The King on Main
the Front," "Manhandled,"

are the featured films of this organization.
Inc.,
New York, N. Y. Eight complete educational
courses are announced this month. They include:
Nature Study; American Statesmen;
Citizenship;
Vocational
World Geography;

Neighborhood Motion Picture Service,

and
Guidance;
Health
Science and Electricity.

Pathe Exchange,

Hygiene;

General

Pathegrams Depart"Thumbelina," a
ment, New York, N. Y.
story for children, holds the fort here. There
also "Run, Girl, Run!" featuring Daphne
is
Pollard, Lionel Belmore and Carole Lombard,
Harry Carey in "The Frontier Trail," a Will
Rogers release, and "Alien Antics," a film
"story" of

little

Inc.,

known games.

Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland, Ohio. Again
"The Runaway Special" and "The Sundown
Dancer," both 100 ft. reels, are emphasized.
Seiden Films, Inc., New York, N. Y. Their
offer is renewed to send, without charge, except

a

postage,

series

of

16

mm.

industrial

films.

Stanley Library,

New

York, N. Y.

In prepis "A Day in a Studio," in which the
amateur may "follow through" the filming of
aration

a "professional"

film.

Stone Film Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio.
Three new releases, the first of a series of 400
ft. reels by a wanderer of the open road, are
to be had from this organization, which also
offers a

World

214

of Yosemite." The Belgenland
"Around the World in Thirty
again stressed in the announce-

"Tour
Cruise,

Minutes,"
ment.

is

—

400 FOOT REELS
EVERY MONTH SEVERAL 400 FOOT 16MM SUBJECTS
WILL BE RELEASED BY THE PATHEGRAMS LIBRARY
IN ADDITION TO THE SHORT LENGTH SUBJECTS

PATHEGRAMS APRIL RELEASES
5001

"Run, Girl, Run" featuring Daphne Pollard, Lionel Belmore and
One 400 ft. reel $25.00
Carole Lombard (Mack Sennett)

—

The Sunnydale School where girls learn the three R's Romeos, Roadsters and Roller'Skates
holds its Annual Track Meet with Primpmore College. But the night of the meet almost proves
the undoing of Norma Murmi, star athlete who sneaks out to meet her sweetheart, and Minnie
Marmon, the Coach, who tries to keep her from doing it. Full of hilarious situations.

5501

Harry Carey

in

"The Frontier Trail"

One

400

/*.

reel

$25.00

Jim Cardigan, U. S. Army Scout in the days of the Indian Wars, did much to keep peace
between the Indians and the whites, but, betrayed by a half'breed Scout he is accused of treason
of sending the troops into a death-trap.

and saves the

1507

life

How

makes

of his sweetheart,

he escapes and

finally brings to justice his betrayer,

a thrilling picture of life

on the old

"Alien Antics"

A

One

few of the strange games of which the world

is

full

509

100

ft.

reel

$6.00

but which the big crowd never sees

such as cheese rolling among the Italians, Japanese stick fencing,
"stick

frontier.

and the American Indian

game."

"Reeling
According

Down
to

the Rhine with Will Rogers"

Will "there

ain't

much

to the

Rhine but water,

One

castles,

100

ft.

reel

$6.50

and grape vines," but when

he shows them to you they become of absorbing interest.

3502

"Thumbelina"
The

Two

old story of the tiny

and rescued by

400

a friendly

little girl

dragon

who was

fly

carried off

brought to

life in

from her mother's house by
pen and ink.

FOOT SUBJECTS ARE ALL MOUNTED ON

400

100

ft

reels

$12.00

a horrid frog

FOOT REELS

A SPECIAL PATHEGRAMS RELEASE

ALASKAN ADVENTURES
TWO 400 FOOT REELS

PRICE $65.00

A

thrilling pictorial record of the journey of two daring explorers, Captain Jack Robertson and Art
Young, who, with bows and arrows as their only weapons, penetrated the great Alaskan Wilderness and
hunted the huge Alaskan moose, the elusive mountain sheep, sly foxes, and the mighty Kodiak bear,
largest and fiercest of all carnivorous animals.

Write for Complete Catalog
// not available thru

— Write

your dealer

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Inc.,

35 West 45th Street,

direct to us

pathegrams department

New

York City
215

—

$

QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
1

HOME MOVIES
a Reasonable Cost

offers the first practical solu-

tion of the problelii.

It is

possible to obtain dii-

ferent films as often as you
desire at a cost of only one
dollar per reel
and the film
is

num

film?—L. H.

your property. Just

fol'

large an interior with

fig-

— W. R.them? Can

reflectors in back of

I use

The Film Traders Club

now

Q. Can you give me the formula
for Farmer's reducer, so that I can
save some underexposed, reversible

Q.

AT LAST!
At

How

ures can I photograph using two 500
watt incandescent bulbs with alumi-

an /3.5 lens?

A. With the lighting equipment
mentioned, and the lens at /3.5, and
the camera preferably at half speed,
you will get a properly exposed film
which will take in a field of approximately four by five feet. Reflectors
should be placed at advantageous
points, so as to utilize all the light

possible.

For closeups, one 500 watt
used with

light, close to the subject,

image on your

own, regardless of subject,
provided it is in good, usable

Occasionally my projector
Q.
gradually slows down and stops in
the middle of a reel. What is the
cause of this?
B. J.

condition.

Include a list of all films
you own, in order to avoid
2.

A.

3. Enclose
one dollar
check or money order for
each reel you are sending
plus 25 cents to cover postage and packing of each reel.
4. Indicate
your preference as to subject-matter,
whether comedy, drama or

—

10%

solution of potas-

Some

Q.

made

I

film

recently

show a flare of light on the screen,
from the edge to the center. What is

film.

—

A

duplication.

a

desired degree. The more ferricyanide the quicker the action. Contrast
can be increased by using a very
strong solution.

a good reflector will give you a good

low these simple directions:
1. Send us any film you

Make

A.

sium ferricyanide. Immerse the film
to be reduced, and then add a few
drops of the solution, watching the
action on the film, which can be
clearly seen. Pull the film from the
bath just before it is reduced to the

Your projector needs

oiling.

thorough oiling after approximately every 1000 feet of film
is projected will keep it in good condition. Don't squirt the oil into the
mechanism. Just a drop in each hole
will suffice. Carefully wipe sprockets,
idlers and gates after every oiling.
light,

the cause of this?

—

The white

T. J.

on the screen
probably caused by edge fog, the
film having been light struck when
loading or unloading the camera.
Never load or unload in direct sunperform these
light.
If possible,
A.

flash

is

operations in semi-darkness, or preferably in a dark room with a red
light. If you are out in the field and
have to re-load, throw a coat or some
opaque covering over the camera
while you are changing the film.

educational.

A Word

You

will thereupon receive
a film of approximately the

same length as the one you
have sent. The film you get
will be one that is not included on your list, and you

may

keep it or subsequently
exchange it in the same manner, just as
film

you

prefer.

(The

you send becomes the

Club's property.) You will
also be enrolled as a member
of the Film Traders Club,

which

entitles you to purchase films at a substantial

saving,

under our special
arrangement with Hedwig

Motion Picture Labora-

The

Amateur Cinema League,
which publishes Amateur
movie amateurs

founded, in 1926, to serve the amateurs

teur equipment, receive your films for.

Movie Makers,
tional

organization

of the world

and

of

render effective the

to

amateur's contribution to cinematogra-

phy

an

as

art

and

as

authority on
will

constructive examination,

comment and

return and advise you in your filming.

human

a

Our

recreation.

Club

Service,

conducted

by

Arthur L. Gale, will aid you in club

Membership in the League brings you:
Comradeship with the great body of
movie amateurs in more than forty
countries all over the world.

Amateur Movie Makers,
privilege

of

your

organization,

monthly, as a

Look

on scenmake-up and costuming.
conduct a film exchange for amateur

We

is

the

one

down-to-the-minute

national periodical on personal motion

ture in general.

Send 'A-Dollar-and-a-Film'
and Enroll Today

Our Technical Advisory

is

a journal of

telligent discussion for the

motion

in-

pic-

clubs.

The

directors of the League, listed

rant of the high type of our association.

Your membership
Service, con-

105

West

40th St.

on

the Contents page, are a sufficient war-

is

invited, if

you are

not already one of us.

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,

Film Traders Club

con-

for their clubs, including aid

Amateur Movie Makers

making and

also

production advice for our members or

arios, settings,

and

and

administration

Our Photoplay Counsel,

over this copy and you will see that

authoritative

club

club conduct.

ducted by Mr. Gale, will give photoplay

membership.

est to all amateurs.

I.

the interna-

is

picture

Flushing, L.

ducted by Walter D. Kerst, a leading

amateur cinematography,
answer your questions on technique,
give information on all available ama-

Inc.,

tories, and to receive our
periodical bulletins of inter'

Park Place and Congress Avenue

216

About the Amateur Cinema League

Inc.

New York

City

"

ood Knows
Movie Cameras
"From my

experience with

the mechanical details

and

cameras

Irene Rich

of

Warner

Bros. Star

their actual

use under the most trying

would say

circumstances, I

that

the

DeVry camera

for amateurs
reliable

erate

and

is

the most

easiest to op-

of any I have

seen.

Henry Sharp
Cameraman

Henry Sharp
Cameraman on "Anna Christie"
and "Black Pirate."

and Hollywood

DeVry
TODAY

there

scarcely a
that does
not use the DeVry for filming "difficult shots" in feature productions.
In fact, so many famous cameramen and directors use and acclaim
studio in

this

is

Hollywood

magic camera

for

Is

as

And DeVry made
-

movies are

"Hollywood's

Own" movie

just as sharp,

as perfect, as true to life

camera.

as those

Why
own

—

take themselves.

to be

you see

in the

For the DeVry
embodies advanced fea-

not take your
precious movies

theatre.

Own" Movie Camera

$150.00

with the chosen camera of experts
and be assured of professional results? Anyone can take perfect
movies with the DeVry. It's as easy
as taking snapshots.
All you have
to do is point the camera and press
a button
the movies

al movie making, that the

known

'Hollywood's

Best/

professional and person-

DeVry has come

says

found in no other amateur
camera and its movies are recorded
tures

on

professional

35mm

film.

If you are really interested in critical

movie making or if you want to commercialize your movies, go to your
camera store today and see the DeVry
(the camera Hollywood calls its own).
For greater perfection in home
movies shown from narrow film

(16mm)

take your pictures

on

35mm

film and reduce the size in printing

— the

method used by all home
Movies taken with
the DeVry amateur camera can be
adapted in this way to the new DeVry
movie

libraries.

—

16mm projector the product of
DeVry's fourteen years experience in
the manufacture of amateur motion
picture equipment. A projector that
combines brilliant performance with
new economy in home movie projecAddress the DeVry Corporation, Dept. 4-MM, 1111
tion. Price $95.00.

Center

St.,

Chicago,

111.,

for booklet.

DeVry 16mm Projector
$95.00

217

We Recommend

the

ARROW

Portable Beaded Screen

—because

imparts an added brilliancy
movies, due to its surface
Surface is
of tiny, round glass beads.
Packed in dust-proof mawashable.
to your

hogany

it

home

case.

3

LON

CHANEY U

PIM^CILLA DEAN

IN 'OUTRIDE TWE

LAW

Screen Rolled in Case for Carrying

SCREEN

1 Size 33i/2 x3'/4x4 ins. with
surface of 22x30 ins. Weight 6
pounds. Price $15.

No.

picture

These Movie Stars

SCREEN

in their late Releases

SCREEN

No. 3 Size 57x4%x5 ins. with
picture surface of 39x52 ins. Weight 18
pounds. Price $35.

you on your own movie
home, if you join the

will entertain

screen

at

No. 2 Size 45!/2x4'/2 x5 ins. with
picture surface of 30x40 ins. Weight 15
pounds. Price $25.

WILLOUGHBY
MOVIE LIBRARY

The

KINO-PANO
TRIPOD

The Latest

for

Amateur Movie Makers

which, for only

$1-7 5
50
-°

12

For Filmo, CineKodak, Victor fi

you to rent, for a 24-hour period each, 10 reels of
comedy, drama, cartoon and other feature films, each film of
400 ft. length, made especially to fit your 16 mm. Home
entitles

Projector.

Pathex.

The lightest
weight, most rigid

wood

and

made

tripod

Extreme tilting anup or down,

gle,

adjusted

with

Movie Department,

propostion

on

or,

write for circular explaining

WILLOUGHBY MOVIE LIBRARY.

movement.

oram

Constructed of seasoned wood, with

head.

A — Control

rod

for

and

tilting

ments.

for

VITALUX
100

;

MOVIES

Reels $7.50

Aboard"; Charlotte Merriam in
the McCrory Cartoon Film "The Animal Fair"

Bobby Vernon
Revenge"

ft.

16mm

&

others

move*

A

few

turns to the right
locks the tilt rigidly at any angle.

B

"Sweet

"All

extension
metal

and

panoram

Distributors

instantly

detachable

control rod, which
also controls pan-

steel

rental

for

lbs.

Other feature films now available are: Buster Brown Comedies,
Big Boy Comedies, Lupino Lane Comedies, Larry Semon in
"The Cloudhopper," Felix the Cat Cartoons, Howe Travelogues, Lloyd Hamilton Comedies, etc.
Visit our

steel

purpose.
this
only
Weighs
4

—

Aluminum

head.

— Panoram
D —Panoram

turn-

table—full

360°

C

lock.

Made of
swing.
metal.
Lock for tripod

light

—
—

E

U/IUMTCHByS
110
West 32 n-d St.,Newyork,N.y.*^

218

legs.

F

Steel

extension

with rubber tip on
(reversible)
one end for use
on rugs, polished

legs

floors,

etc.

EDITORIALS
How

ShdH

We

Rub

the

WE

Lamp?

Supply Meeting

at League headquarters sometimes share
the feeling of Aladdin when he rubbed the
lamp and the geni appeared.
endeavor
to direct the course of our Amateur Cinema League
and to release its power into those channels whence
the greatest benefit can come for the cause of amateur

We

\Y/E

W

reported,

ing

on

demand

page

this

for

better

Demand

last

month, an increasfrom movie au-

films

under the inspiration of the Better Films
Committees scattered over the country.
Recently
we had the privilege of talking with Colonel Jason
diences,

S.

Joy,

Hollywood

the

representative

of the Will

We

cinematography.

In this effort we are increasinglyconscious that we are permitted to deal with an immense force and that what we try to do must be
informed by the highest intelligence we can muster.
Our membership is an amazing instrument. The
roster of those who are the Amateur Cinema League
is a roster of the leaders of this and other countries.
Amateur cinematography is the hobby of the world's
effectives.
Not the least remarkable thing about it is
its broad cosmopolitanism.
Our foreign mailing list

asked Colonel Joy to carry to the
studios our appreciation of the better
films that are being made in American studios to
meet increased public demand.
The Photoplayfare
department of this magazine was begun with some
doubts, on the part of our editorial board, concerning
material to fill it.
If you have checked our judgment, as expressed in our reviews for the Cintelligenzia,

we

—members

there

a notable increase in the quality of the ex-

and subscribers is larger than that of
Union, excepting New York and
Pennsylvania; about one-fifth of the daily mail for

ceptional films produced by American companies.
Since each year brings to the screen something like
eight hundred photoplays, we cannot be concerned
so much with averages as with exceptions.
But, as

any State

—

in the

headquarters bears foreign postage.
Patently, the
thinking of the League's servants at headquarters dare
not be parochial. This is a sincere plea for your continuous counsel and suggestion. Help us with your
advice, to the
direct the

end that your combined wisdom

power of our

A

may

great organization.

Clear Mission

"V^OU

have noticed the increased space devoted by
our editorial board to discussions of film education.
Amateur cameras and projectors have released
the potency of motion pictures into an immensely
larger field than existed four years ago.
As film
entertainment spread from theatres into homes, so
film education has spread from school into homes.
School men are cautious persons and are not led hurriedly into enthusiasms, but they do take account of
experiments and they do adopt courses of action that
have been proved by these experiments.
The Eastman Kodak Company has in process a thorough
study of film education; the DeVry Corporation has
definitely undertaken the distribution of educational
•*

and home projectors; Bell and Howell
and Pathe are in this field, as is Fox. These are five
names out of many. The response is illuminating;
schools are more and more making use of films in
classroom work
this having been rendered simple
by the portability and small size of much amateur
films to school

Hays office.
Hollywood

is

believe that

you will

agree

with us that

with book-making, photoplay producers have a wide
market, and since the quality of American literature
is not determined annually by its best sellers but by
its highest types, so the quality of American films
must be estimated by its best and not by its worst.
The great populace boils the pot both for publishers
and film producers.
Until comparatively recently
the quality of the movie stew was pretty much food
for the masses with no provender for the intelligent,
while the publishers offered both "slum" for the gen-

and caviar for the particular.
The photoplay
situation is now changed, we believe, and the intelligent photoplayfarer can find films to his liking, just
eral

book buyer, find books to suit his
old cry for "bigger and better films" was
a stupid slogan.
Producers learned that bigness and
higher class were not verbal brothers. Sienkiewicz
reports Petronius as telling Nero that a thousand
beautiful maidens are not more lovely than one;
someone probably told the producers that the great
mob scenes were essentially banal and empty or
since the type of studio executives has changed, greatly
for the better
they may have made this discovery
as he can, being a
taste.

The

—

without anyone
latest

telling

way

them.

At

all

events,

big-

downright excellence in the
exceptional American films, and we felt justi-

ness has given

to

Amateur Movie Makers

Amateur Cinema League and
must report these developments to you and must give aid to the film
education movement.
We believe that schools and
homes can better carry on their educational processes
by using this great force of personalized movies, and

our message to Colonel Joy.
The
an American creation which America
nearly lost to Europe, as an art form, being preoccupied with entertainment profits.
Thanks to the
increase in public interest
the Better Films Committees and, we hope, the amateur movement
entertainment profits are to be found in soundly artistic
productions from Hollywood, and Hollywood has
proved its ability to produce art to meet public demand. We have had a fine sample this last year and

we

we hope

—

equipment.

We

ing.

feel

far as

The

feel

experiments are evidently convinc-

that the

we have
we can.

a clear mission to foster this use as

fied

in giving

photoplay

is

—

for

much from

the

—

1928

films.

R.

W. W.
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Photograph by H. Armstrong Roberts.

'The night

falls swiftly; this

Can never lend

sudden land

us a twilight strand

'Twixt the daylight shore and the ocean night,

But takes

—as

it

gives

—

at once, the light."

Illustrations b>

H. Armstrong Roberts

PARADE OF THE MOONBEAMS
An "Apparent"

JEWELS
Bringing

Night Scene Filmed

of the

Home

the

in

the

West

Indies

Near Kingstown

CARIBBEAN

West Indies with a Cine Camera

By Herbert

E. Angell

AMATEUR

cinematography adds
a hundredfold to the pleasure
of travel. Not only does the
use of a movie camera provide an
incentive to its owner to seek out and
film the thousand exotic
scenes,
quaint native customs and amusing
.

occurrences incident to a visit to foreign lands, but the showing of the
film,
carefully edited and titled,
brings to the stay-at-home friends a
participation in the trip impossible

impart by word of mouth or by
still photographs.
On the Shrine Magazine Cruise to
the Caribbean Sea on the S.S. Megantic during January and
February
there were twenty-five cine cameras
in active service. Probably an average of six hundred feet of film was
used in each one. It would be interesting to know how many people
to

an excellent record of the
on board.
Arriving at Havana there are some

light give
life

will

participate in

this cruise

the

pleasure of

by viewing those

films.

The average cinematographer takes
his camera far more seriously than
does the owner of a still camera.
Very little footage is used in the
shooting of "groups of friends." He
sets out with the definite intention
of bringing home a real travel picture
a film that will have lasting interest to all who may view it.
The writer has had the pleasure of

—

seeing several hundred feet of unedited film made on the Shrine cruise.
Even in the raw state the continuity
and interest are surprising. Deck
games aboard ship, shots along the
sunny decks, close-ups of the ship's
officers and night shots of a masquerade party taken under artificial

beautiful shots of old Morro Castle,
enlivened by cutting groups of passengers at the rail into the foreground. Then come well-timed shots
of disembarking by means of ship's
boats and landing at the picturesque
old wharf, all full of life and action.
During the automobile tour of the
city, which occupied the first afternoon ashore, advantage was taken of
every stop to record not only the
points of interest but also the unposed groups of fellow-tourists. In
fact, almost every foot of this film
contains familiar faces, yet so carefully taken as to add to the interest
of the scene rather than to distract
attention from the setting. And so
the picture proceeds through other
221

though one finds evidences of it here
and there.
The operation of Gatun Lock in
the Panama Canal, where the party
arrived in time to see a large ship
pass through, makes a most interesting subject. At both Colon and Panama City there are many interesting
things to be filmed, particularly
along the waterfront and in the vicinity of the public markets.

At Cartegena, Columbia, we found
less of the influence of

northern

civil-

and therefore more of a truly
foreign atmosphere, than at any point
on the trip. Among the narrow, balization,

conied streets of the city there alto be something of interest
occurring.
In the outskirts
there are many quaint palm-thatched
houses invariably surrounded by
swarms of scantily clad children,
eager to be photographed. If they
pose too stiffly, a few pennies thrown

ways seemed

among them

will

give

the

desired

action.

On

the market wharf there

of interest.

is

much

The butcher stalls, where
meat hang like stockings

shreds of
on the laundry line, have an atmos-

all their own. The markets of
these Latin- American cities are of unfailing interest to the cinematogra-

phere

Here congregate the people
from the hinterland with their strange
pher.

—

produce

fruits, vegetables, parrots,
songbirds, monkeys, baskets, earthen
pots, reed mattresses, merchandise the
use for which can only be surmised
while the unceasing flow of venders and buyers also gives unlimited
fast lens
material for close-ups.
and an indirect view finder often
make such shots possible within the
market building.

—

A

Willemstad, on the island of
Curacao, is architecturally, and to

some extent linguistically, a bit of
old Holland transplanted to the
tropics, but the greater portion of its

NATIVE COLOR

A

San Bias Indian Cooking on

countries

—Jamaica,

lumbia,

Curacao,

Canal Zone, CoVenezuela, Porto
Rico and Bermuda, with more and
more intimate contact with native life
as this

becomes more

exotic.

When

edited and titled this film will un-

doubtedly bring pleasure to
see

all

who

it.

In Jamaica is some glorious mountain
scenery,
forming wonderful

backgrounds for the many women
trudge along the roadside bearing great loads of produce on their

who

heads, or, if more well-to-do, leading
diminutive donkies which carry the

burden
222

in

baskets,

hung on

either

a

Fishing

Boat Near Colon

Here also are seen women
seated on piles of the soft native rock,
side.

hammer

in hand,

"making

little

ones

out of big ones" for road-building
purposes. One gathers the impression that most of the work in Jamaica
is

done by women.

Unfortunately for the pocket of the
cinematographer, the women of Ja-

maica are among the highest salaried
motion picture stars, demanding a
shilling for a three-second scene.

He

who

secures the picture without paying must be clever indeed. Fortunately this demand for pay has not

spread

much beyond Jamaica,

al-

populace is still the same dusky race
we have found elsewhere. Built on
both sides of the narrow harbor entrance, the two sides of the city are
joined by a pontoon bridge, anchored
on a turntable at one end and opened
by a motor in one of the pontoons
at the other end, which swings the
bridge out of the way of arriving or
departing ships. This is a toll bridge,
the toll being one cent for those
without shoes or two cents if shod.
A more equitable method would be

hard to conceive.
While Spanish

is
spoken by a
part of the population of
Curacao, the common language is
Papiamento, a strange jargon of
mixed Spanish, Dutch, English and
African, quite unintelligible to the
visitor.
(Broad
In Breed Straat
Street) some very interesting types

large

are to be found among the sidewalk
venders of fruits and vegetables.
Curiously enough, these people are
easily photographed, paying little if
any attention to the cinematographer.
A shot of two natives bargaining over
the price of some strange-looking object

makes

to secure,

the sort of film

and

little

we

all like

difficulty is en-

countered here.

Bermuda

is

not as full of interest

as Porto Rico. The glaring white
roofs of the buildings with the unvarying green of the foliage make

scenes in
which there is any soft gradation of
values. The native life, too, is comparatively of less interest. But some
excellent pictures were made here in
the limited time at our disposal.
difficult

the

finding

of

At some places in the tropics there
seems to be a superstitious fear of
have seen women
I
the camera.

point of view
there are two accessories which the

rush outdoors to screen
from the evil eye of
the camera and to quickly chase them
out of sight. For the most part, how-

use of,
derstandingly, will add to the quality of the film secured. The first is

frantically

their offspring

ever,

I

found the natives quite

From

visitor

a

practical

should make
both of which, if used un-

to

the

tropics

a ray-filter, for the contrasts of color
and light are far more noticeable in
the tropics than in the north. The

second is a reliable exposure meter,
and one which actually measures the
light reflected from the scene to be
taken is, in my opinion, by far the
best, as it eliminates all guess-work

and calculation.
There

power

is

of

so much difference in the
the actinic rays in the

tropics that the cinematographer who
prides himself on knowing just what
stop to use while working in northern
latitudes is frequently at a loss if

dependent on his own judgment.

will-

ing to be photographed, and their
unfailing good nature adds much to
the value of the film.
At LaGuaira, Venezuela, hanging
precariously to a harrow shelf be-

tween the mountains and the sea, begins one of the most thrilling of
An excellent
automobile drives.
graded and paved road climbs over
the Andes to Caracas. While most
of the way the car is in high gear,
the degree of altitude attained within
a half hour is amazing. Dashing
around hairpin turns, one sees towering, cloud-capped mountains on one
hand and seemingly bottomless ravines on the other. Startling movies
can be made here if one is able to
hold the camera fairly steady as the

—

flies along.
Caracas, a typical South American
capital city of thronged streets, is
full of interest, although not dis-

car

similar to Havana.

Perhaps no place in the Caribbean
can offer such glorious landscapes
as Porto Rico. A short drive from
San Juan and we were in a country
where every turn presented a picture.
Here are found those delicate gradations of color and values not always
available in the tropics. A Porto
Rico landscape, with its graceful
palms, variety of foliage, scattered
palm-thatched native homes, happy
brown children, fields of sugar cane

and cloud-flecked sky

is

a fascinating

sight.

We were fortunate in reaching
Porto Rico on the day that a young
man

named

Lindbergh

arrived.

Circling over the city, landing at the
aviation field, driving through the
narrow streets or addressing the
crowds at the Federal building, he
gave the cinematographers of the
party an enviable opportunity.
I
met three unfortunates who had exhausted their supply of film before

and could get no more,
as the stores were all closed. Many,
his arrival

however, were able to get some highly prized shots of the young "ambassador."

SOUTHERN MOONTIDES
Again the Sun Serves

as the

Moon

for a

Cine Traveler
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MOVE
A

'EM PITCHERS

Lesson for the

Amateur

in

Animated Cartooning

By Dana Parker

VISITORS

an animation studio usually accept with nods
and yesses all explanations regarding the methods employed in
to

Illustrated by the

age cartoonist to learn and the stumbling block for many professionals
who flunked the job because unable
to conform to the standards of the
work.
You who try are entering a field in
which action is the predominating

Author

creating the illusion of movement in
the pen-and-ink epics. Step by step
the lecturer deals with animators,
cells,
blackeners,
tracers,
inkers,

and what would constitute
great beauty in a still drawing would
only confuse the clarity of action
which simplicity will give.
The
drawings illustrating this particular
phase probably look childishly simfactor,

holds, exposure sheets, stop motion,
and all the rest of the technical stuff
which helps make the work hard. At
the end he asks if all is clear has

—

his explanation brought understand-

ing to his hearers?
Oh, my, yes! Unquestionably his
efforts are completely lucid, only
(and here's our pet question) "How

ple.

—

do you make them move?"
Several months ago, in the January
number of Amateur Movie Makers,
Marguerite Tazelaar and I collaborated on an explanation of the question which has elicited a newer and
much more welcome question to be
namely, "How can we
This article is
learn to animate?"
intended to supply as completely as
answered,

A

SELF PORTRAIT OF

production.
that

charm

is

And the first part of
the elfin quality of your

possible the basis of the cartoon ani-

marked

assumed that you
who ask have a talent for drawing

ter

be hoped, a sense of the
Let us hope, too, that in
you there is something of the little
boy or girl, with all a kid's exaggerated make-believe. You'll need every
bit of it, for in animation the thing
and,

it is

to

ridiculous.

224

is

requisite, because du-

must be simple. The character will be drawn about a hundred
times in one scene and must remain
the same in each drawing.
Complicated drawings are hard to remake
once, let alone a hundred times or
more much more.

your talent is
you can draw much

so

—

And

now

to

business:

First,

choose a character which will be likable, such as a kid, dog, cat, parrot
or chicken.
Whatever you choose,
remember that he will animate better
if he is doll-like.
Consider Felix the

bet-

Cat, Educational's popular animated

than the samples shown, then it
is to be your lot to forget it and
lower your quality to fit the exigencies of this particular branch of art.
For art it is, with its own anatomy
and standards. That is by way of
being the hardest lesson for the aver-

Felix has a head the size
a body slightly pearshaped and the size of a dime, and
legs, arms and a tail which are
moved like so much rubber garden
hose.
With a slight change in the
proportions, this formula can be
made to fit any character you may

that

"THE FORMULA CAN BE MADE

TO

6k^. A

THE AUTHOR

which attracts is not merely the
movement, nor even perfect animation, but rather the whimsy of your

mation profession.
it is

to duplicate them.

plication

drawing.
perhaps,
If,

First of all,

Try

Simplicity

FIT

ANY CHARACTER"

cartoon.

of a nickel,

choose to make. For instance, here
we have Felix drawn to show the
anatomy used before the inker gets at
him:
Alongside him we have a chicken

and a

little

boy, to show the similar-

ity of construction in all three.

Many

of our best newspaper
and magazine illustrators
are prone to believe that comic drawtured.

cartoonists

ing

or rather that crude
comic, which it decidedly

crude,

is

drawing

is

not.

is

Note

also that each figure stands with the
legs slightly bent.
This gives ease
to the pose which straight legs would

Next we have two men, one
plump and the other his
antithesis.
Try both and you will

miss.

pleasingly

find that the fat man will move much
more gracefully than the skinny man,
and movement is of prime importance.

Animals on
wing, even

same

all fours, birds

fish,

are

formula

on the

made with

the

magazines assuring prospective

stu-

dents that certain schools of cartooning can and will turn out a finished
cartoonist in short order, with or
without talent. This series of explanations of the art of cartoon animating makes no such profession of miracle making.
In our own studio we
take only those who show a marked
talent for our particular style of
drawing, and even then, in daily contact with skillful animators, it takes
at least a year and a half to make a
competent tracer and several years
longer to produce a finished animator.
The word "finished" is used
relatively, for none of us are ever
finished or through learning new
tricks.

There
of course, a joker and a

For those of you who are fired with
a desire to work in this field there is
the assurance that always new blood

of all, you must have the
for drawing comically.
You
need not create animals. Rather you

must replace old, and that in time
younger cartoonists will replace the
older ones and will be better, too.
But it means a fight.
To the many who want this knowledge of animating, just as they want

little

in

mind.

held out,
couple of aces as well.
is

First

flair

should attempt merely to burlesque
the animals which already exist. Occasionally we need a dragon, but

YE BIRD

Your main

ON YE WING

character,

and

in fact

should be possible to
classify as "cute."
They must be
likeable. There is a class of so-called
all

of them,

comic drawing which is distorted into
revolting contour. Avoid this. Make
your character cuddley enough to
make the audience wish it could know
and play with him. Felix has this
charm. Proof is to be had in the

many

different

feline

which kids

of this black
over the country
hug to themselves as they go to sleep
dolls
all

Grown-ups, too, are caught
winning smile and chubby

o' nights.

by

his

body.

A

SKINNY

MEN ARE TABOO

even he will work his way into a

pen lines if the formula is
followed. But the joker is this: Regardless of caricature and formula,
it must
resemble the thing caricaseries of

Keep your characters small.
height of two inches is plenty for
Felix, and four will suffice for a man.
Other creatures should be in comparison.
It is wise to plan the character you
choose to animate with enough flat,
black space to give him or it a sense
of solidity. A character all white is
likely to resolve itself into a series of
pen lines when in motion. Therefore
we have an array of black animals
starring in the animated cartoon
comedies.
Now, about drawing in general.
Don't be in a hurry. To become a
speedy animator you must first become an accurate one, and accuracy
comes only with experience and after
infinite pains.

You must be

careful,

as the repetition of your character for

FAT MEN PROVE MORE GRACEFUL

camera knowledge, for the amusement of their friends and themselves,
let me say that all you need is talent
and a determination to do it, and
you will. Go to it!

each part of a movement must be an
accurate duplication.
Don't expect to perfect your drawing in a short time. This system is
not a short cut to perfection for anyone, no matter how experienced. For
that matter, the more experienced one
is the more one has to unlearn.
I
have seen advertisements in various
225.

MAKING

your own

ART TITLES

Part 4

NO

doubt you have discovered
by this time that the art of
making movie titles is one of
the most fascinating vocations, or
Indeed, it
imaginable.
probably ranks next to amateur
movie making itself, because you are
never quite satisfied that what you
have just made is the best you could
do, and so your interest never wanes.
One of the simplest methods of
illustrating art titles is the use of
silhouette trees, figures, etc. This is
recommended to the amateur because
it requires only an outline drawing
or tracing and a daub or two of gray
to produce. The gray that gives the
most pleasing effect is a half-tone (a
tone exactly between black and
white). Try to make this gray spot
appropriate to the subject. Windows
with artistic frames, doorways, openings between drapes, etc., are logical
for indoor subjects, while figures,
trees, ships, buildings, etc., outlined
against the sky or openings between

By Ross

F.

George

ground together.
After you have finished the

seem

to

fit

the great

copy. Pick out the feature and decide

on the relative importance and subsequent sizes of names, etc.
ing out a card a vertical line

laid out in the form of blocks or
rectangles centered on this vertical
line.

with this lesson.
The picture of the city was clipped
out of a magazine and its outline
transferred on to the title card. The
outline of the buildings was sketched
with a red pencil and everything was
simplified, all the detail possible being eliminated. Next, the buildings
were outlined with a small brush and
then the sky was rapidly painted in
with gray, using a larger brush to
eliminate brush strokes. After this
was dry the details windows, lights,
etc.
were put in. You will note that

—

Unless otherwise specified, Roman
Limited space makes
impossible to show the many va-

letters are used.

CLIPPING OF NEW YORK'S
SKYLINE (SHOWN ABOVE) SERVED AS A
SILHOUETTE OUTLINE FOR THIS ART
TITLE BACKGROUND

A MAGAZINE

it

riations of this style in sizes suitable
for constructive study. These and

many

"New York" shown

—

drawn

is

as little pure white as possi-

ble in the art work, because nothing
should detract from the lettering,
which is done in pure white to insure clear projection. The illustrations on an art title are to lend atmosphere and should be more or less
"absorbed" while the copy is being
read, rather than examined for their
faults and virtues. Take, for example,
the construction of the main art title

In layis

through the center and the display
word is centered on it. An effort
should be made to locate this feature
as near optical center as possible, because this is where the eye rests most
naturally in a well-balanced layout.
(Optical center is about five per cent
above true center.) The subordinate
copy is then lettered in sizes proportionate to its importance and usually

outdoors.

Use

illus-

tration, the next step is to analyze the

avocations,

artistic foliage

be kept well stirred, as black and
white have a tendency to separate
when freshly mixed, unless they are

a few buildings were added to the
background in lighter gray to increase the depth and the atmospheric
interest of the illustrations.

Some nice silhouette effects can be
made by cutting a stencil from your
design and laying it on the card,
then spattering the sky or buildings
with fine gray or white dots. Different results are obtained if you use
the "cut in" portion of the stencil instead of the "cut out" part. The spattering is done by flicking the ink
from a stiff toothbrush. Drawing a
stick across the ink-covered bristles
causes them to throw a fine spatter
of white as they flip back into place.

Another way is to lay the pattern
on the card and mottle the background with a sponge dipped in dark
gray color, then adding the lighter
tones where needed. If you have an
airbrush, various other artistic effects

can be worked up. Gray color must

other alphabets, together with

numerous practical examples, may be
found in the text-book on "Modern
Pen Lettering," published by the C.
Howard Hunt Pen Co., of Camden,
N. J., which every student should
have.

Example 2 shows a clever stock
made from another direct
tracing clipped from a program
cover.
The circular opening conborder

with the checkered
background. Copy is lettered on a
separate card and exposed behind the
trasts effectively

opening.

Do not get discouraged if your first
attempts do not measure up to your
expectations. Exercising your mental
faculties in the selection and visualization of the various title arrangements is very good training for anyone interested in movies.
The author wishes to express his
appreciation for the assistance rendered by Mr. L. A. Dwyer in the
preparation of these lessons.

<5BS>3WS5«5

THIS ORIGINAL

DRAWING

ADAPTED FOR THIS TITLE FRAME

PRODUCED THIS RESULT
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ON THE FACING PAGE—AN ART

TITLE

BACKGROUND FOR TOUR WINTER FILMS

—

—

FILM-FLAM
Edited by

Creighton Peet

%
lin, on the other hand, the Irish Free
State rejected 145 of a total of 1,650
1

Meanwhile, Millburn, N. J.,
fight for wicked Sunday
movies last month by so thoroughly
enforcing the Vice and Immorality
Act of 1870 (now used to keep out
Sunday movies) that it was imposfilms.

made

a

much as buy a Sunday
Results are expected.

sible to so

paper.

Note

Scientific

have slipped
seems
ONE
the minds of the gentlemen who
detail

to

are so obligingly perfecting television-movies. The plan to put Glo-

Swanson, Baby Peggy and
Adolphe Menjou in every home is.
ria

pretty grand, but

how about

televis-

ion static?
Suppose that while you
are watching Esther Ralston or Billie

Dove mushing

AMONG OUR
"And

to

PROFESSIONAL FRIENDS

moment?

Which Wife Do You Attribute Your Success?"

where?

City Edition

ered the perfect housewife and helpto gladden my declining years
Gilda Gray.

Who can recover?
For what?

Home

noticed the tremenHAVING
ably follows the announce-

meet

The

—

dous publicity which invariment of a movie star's marriage or
engagement, I have decided that I
too, although only an amateur, can
become famous with very little effort,
in ten minutes a day, right in my own
home. With this I break the news
of my engagement to Clara Bow, the
dearest, sweetest little girl on the

Sports Final***

**comforts

Home

instant Greta

ear

Garbo pinched

— — knew —
I

reel photographers notified.

Wall Street Closing****

Edition

matters over, I have
decided that while Clara has a
great many noble qualities, we
well, we are not the soul mates we
once thought ourselves, and anyway
I
have decided to marry Louise

Brooks instead.

Final Extra*

HPHE

Brooks affair, as we announced to the world a few days
ago, was only companionate.
Besides, I had not met Vilma Banky at
that time.
We are to be married as
soon as Vilma has finished her pres*•

ent picture.

Wall Street Complete**
other marriages were all mis-

takes

—and

I

S Dolores del Rio was saying just
few days ago, all those other
women were deceiving me. She is,
I am proud to tell the world, to take
the place in my life of that unscrupulous Swedish woman. She says we
will be very, very happy.
And we
will live in a cottage with hollyhocks
around the door which means we
are to live happily for ever after
anyway until another press agent

** a

THINKING
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my

that Everything Would Be Different. We will
elope as soon as the Hispanio-Suiza
has been reupholstered and the news-*-

A

Coast.

MY

HPHE

have now discov-

—

Moviana
"CROM Baltimore,

I

Luxurious

announced

last

month, the

incident to movie-seeing
are so numerous that almost any day
now I will be moving permanently
Recently two
into a cinema palace.
new services were inaugurated which
strengthens my intention.
One is a
free, loose-heel shoe repair service at
the Roxy, and the other a free morning paper given out at the end of the
last

show

at

1

a.

m., on which is

pasted a slip reading, "Good morning!
Please accept this copy of
The New York Times with the compliments of the Paramount Theatre."
If

anybody

eggs done

bacon

is

interested,

on both sides

I

like

and

my
my

crisp.

Flexible History

JEWISH

leaders have complained to

^

an unfavorable light. Accordingly,
Mr. de Mille has announced that he
will make a new ending for "The
King of Kings," exonerating the Jews
from the crucifixion. Knowing our
Hollywood, we may venture a guess
in

home

of

the

emancipated Mr. Mencken, come

conflicting reports.

AS

From

Cecil de Mille that his film version
of the Life of Christ shows their race

gets a brain-wave.

*

way through a

their

love-and-kisses epic a blast of static
breaks in and the handsome hero suddenly turns into Lon Chaney impersonating a Gila Monster in an angry

The

city is strug-

gling with a no-Sunday-movies law
dating back to the eighteenth century,
while the Maryland State Board of
Censors stopped but two of the 700
films it reviewed last year. In Dub-

when the new version of the
Bible appears, the Chicago gunmen
that

will get all the blame.

:

SAVING

IMAGE

the

The Treatment of Films for Over

or

Under Exposure

By Walter D. Kerst

YOU

this

have many times read in
and other photographic

publications that the fate of
is nine-tenths sealed after
button has been pressed, the

the picture
the

crank turned, or the shutter clicked.
That this is true does not, I believe,
admit of argument, but there is a
saving grace in that remaining onetenth of which many amateurs do
That saving
not take advantage.
treatment of the film after
it from the processing laboratory.

grace

is

you have received

There are two ways

in

which film

that has been over-exposed or under-

THREE STEPS IN THE PROCESS OF INTENSIFYING AN OVER-EXPOSED REVER-

exposed may be treated and the image salvaged by intensification and
reduction. At this point many of you
who are reading this may turn to an-

—

page, saying that the work
probably requires a laboratory with
fancy red lights, ventilating systems,
huge tanks, racks and drums and all
the rest of the band. On the contrary, any cellar, attic or spare room
that has a sink with running water
will serve admirably. All that you
need in addition are the necessary
chemicals for the solutions, a small
rack that will hold about five feet
of film, some film clips, and the trays

SIBLE FILM:
Center,

Film

Left,

Intermediate

As

Right,

It

Step

as

Was Made;

It

in

The making

of the rack to hold the
(described in the September,
1927, issue of Amateur Movie

film

Makers, page 16) need not be repeated here. Any kind of a rack that
will keep the emulsion side of the
film free from all contact with anything except the solution will serve.
As each individual's environment will
dictate the type and size tray he will
use (which governs the kind of rack
to be used), he should be able to

mix

the

method of holding a
short length of film in this manner.

Since even slight over-exposure decidedly affects the appearance of the
screen image when reversible film is
used, we will first consider the process of intensification.
When some of your reversible film
comes back from the laboratory all

washed

out,

thin,

weak and very

transparent, don't start kicking yourself for not having read more carefully your instruction book and

Amateur Movie Makers,

but,

in-

go to your improvised darkroom and proceed with the intensistead,

No red lights
needed.
Get an avoirdupois
scale, an eight-ounce graduated glass
fication of the image.

are

THREE STEPS IN THE PROCESS OF REDUCING AN UNDER-EXPOSED REVERSIBLE FILM:

Film

Left,

Step

Intermediate

as It

Was Made;

Reduction;

in

Right,

Center,
as

Appears on Screen.

|

p'

It

.

Solution

.

1400 grains
140 ozs.

B

Sodium sulphide
700 grains
Water
140 ozs.
The amounts to be mixed are merely
suggested. The quantities given are
.

.

sufficient to fill to the

.

brim an 11x14

inch steel enamel photographic developing tray. Trays and chemicals

can be purchased at any well-stocked
photo material shop. The intensifying formula just given will leave no
stain on your print and increases
opacity considerably. Pour the two
solutions each in a separate tray and
then place your strip of film, which
has been soaked in water for a few
minutes, in solution A. Leave it in

image is thoroughly bleached, a peculiar whitish
appearance indicating when this has
been accomplished. Remove from
solution A, wash thoroughly, and
place in solution B. The image will
develop rapidly. Do not leave it in
this bath too long, as the emulsion
may soften and frill. A minute will
usually be long enough. Remove the

this solution until the

film

""

following

A

Solution

Mercuric chloride.
Hot water

easily devise a

,

from

this

solution,

wash for

minutes in running water,
and hang up to dry. Just before doing this, remove the excess water with
a piece of absorbent cotton, by swabbing it lightly. Otherwise water spots
appear after drying, which are very
apparent when the film is projected.
If the formula just described gives
five or ten

E^SH^hV

PBI
1 IB li 5
1

II SI

B

SB 16 1
II II 1
II II I
I II E! S

B

1

•

&mt
;:|

and

Intensification;

Appears on Screen.

other

for the solutions.

beaker,

formula

1?
mm

-

1

li II 1

;-"§t

wm.

T.

1

id

too much opacity, substitute for solution
the following bleacher:

A

Potassium f erricyanide
Potassium bromide

1

Water

.

1400 grains
1400 grains
140 ozs.
.
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FILMING
A

MAGIC

the

Tale of Movie

PACIFIC ISLE

Making Above and Below hand and
By

Sea at Catalina

Stuart Louis Klinglesmith

Illustrations by

Fowler Studios

from the smallest rowboat to palatial
steam yachts and two-million-dollar
steamships that regularly ply to and
fro between the mainland and the
island.

A

delving into history dissince the far-off days
when Captain Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo, a Portuguese navigator who
sailed under the flag of Spain, discovered Catalina Island and named it
San Salvador it has been a land of
In pre-hisromance and mystery.
toric days it is said to have been inhabited by a superior race of "white
Indians," stalwart giants averaging
from six to seven feet tall. Following the advent of the European discoverers came expeditions seeking
the fabled cities of Cibola. Later the
island became the rendezvous of adventurers, freebooters and pirates,
who pillaged the rich galleons from
the Phillipines and the East Indies.
From its "freebooting," pirate days
to an annual visitation by more than
three-quarters of a million pleasure
seekers is quite a jump.
One of the first sights to greet our
little

closed

AN ENCHANTED

A
astic

MOVIE
film;

VISTA

camera, a few feet of

a seaplane, a

few

gal-

lons of gasoline; an enthusi-

"camera bug" and a lazy day.

What a start for a perfect picture!
Add to this a "magic isle" in the Paof the deepest
cific, where waters
turquoise hue wash and ripple gently
in and around entrancing coves and
bays, over submarine gardens of
waving fronds and myriad-colored
sea life, and you need go no further
to interest your average amateur

movie maker.

which

has just been photographed for the

Perhaps you will say,
"'But amateurs don't use seaplanes
and all that paraphernalia when
they go scouting for the unusual."
But they do. Here in the West we
find that an amateur is likely to use
most any thing in order to achieve
an end. And, after all, what is a seaplane in these days of common carfirst

time.

riers of the air?

And what

a lot of fun in making
beautiful film!
Here was an
island, just twenty-five miles across
the smiling Pacific from Los Angeles,
this

which stretched itself to a full
length of some twenty-two miles and
averaged from one-quarter to seven
and one-half miles in width. Here
could be found everything in the
world
towering peaks, beautiful
coves and bays, fern fronded canyons, gardens, magnificent homes,
cottages, boats of every description
Cal.,

—
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camera was the wonderful view we
got of the United States Pacific

fleet

anchor in Los Angeles harbor.
Here passed in review the nation's
first
line
dreadnaughts,
fourteen
at

and ten auxiliary ships. The
was unusually smooth and placid
on our trip, and we were told to
watch for the frolicking porpoise,
whole schools of which leaped and
fighters

All of the foregoing being but the
preamble of an introduction to Mr.
William Wrigley's Catalina Island,
the "Play Isle of the Pacific,"

that

sea

played about the prow of our ship,
like nothing so much as children
playing tag. Flying fish gracefully
cut the air like birds on the wing.
We were told that whales are a common sight, but none were in sight
that morning.
Speed boats, manned
by merry crews of vacationists and
coin divers, raced out to meet us as
we neared the island, and overhead
hovered seaplanes forming a welcoming convoy to the pier at Avalon, the
picturesque little city which is the
center of the island's life

and gayety.

Nestling in this sunny cove are its
bathhouse,
tennis
hotels,
stores,
courts, golf links; its Island Villa
and Island Villa Park, known as the
world's largest one-floor hotel and
comprising 1,500 one-room bungalettes.

All this time
these scenes.

We

we were shooting
knew we were run-

ning considerable footage, but what

GARDENS OF THE SEA
amateur, inspired with the atmosphere of this delightful place, could
help it?
Let the home-made "cutting room" do its slashing later
we're shootin' now!
In the bay were hundreds of pleasure craft, both large and small; majestic yachts hailing from the four
corners of the world; graceful sailing boats, cruisers, speed boats;
launches equipped for deep sea fishing, canoes and rowboats, and the
unique side-wheel, glass-bottom boats
which journey over the marine gardens.
We decided to take this trip
first and so we boarded one of the
fussy little steamers.
Through the
"sea windows" (great glass partitions
built into the bottom of the boat) our

camera caught the undersea life we
had so often heard about.
For
our benefit (though we afterward
learned it was a regular part of the
procedure) a diver went overboard.
We hastened back to the glass partition and there he was, squirming
about like a great two-legged fish
right beneath our camera with the
fronds of a huge forest of kelp, its
leaves folding and unfolding in the
gentle currents of water, the long
branches held aloft by small balloonlike bulbs, all around our eerie man
of the water. We glided over fascinating sights, replicas of many
scenes found on land, such as sea
violets, yellow rock weed, coral moss,
sea oak, sea lettuce, and variedcolored, swift-moving fish.
arrived back at the pier in time

We

them unload the Los Angeles
daily papers from our seaplane.

to see

We

were

be

to

its

next passengers and

really see this magic isle and try to
catch its illusion on our celluloid
film.
Up we soared into the sun-

crowd cheering
few times and
a swallow bound for his

washed

air with the

us

We

off.

then, like

circled a

struck out over Avalon. Island Villa looked like a cantonment
row upon row of little houses, each
in order, there beside the white sand.
Soon we passed over the beautiful
nest,

we

—

over our old friend, the pirate ship,
to Mt. Orizaha, the highest peak on
Mt. Orizaha is some
the island.
2,100 feet high and is visible for
many miles at sea. From here we
flew around Black Jack, a lower peak,

and then cut due South to Silver
Canyon and the Palisades.
We had, by this time, practically
In the old days,
before the advent of the airplane,
this would have been an almost im-

circled the island.

Catherine Hotel, Catalina's modern hostelry, nestled in picturesque

Canyon.

From

there

we

be-

fore.

Back we went over the town and
was White's
Landing and, just beyond, Neptune's
the next point of interest

Cave.

From

here

we

skirted

the

shore, flying over the old pre-historic

Indian Village site and then to the
narrow neck of the island, one side
of which is called Catalina Harbor

(and it is here the old Chinese pirate
ship "Ning-Po" still rests at anchor),
and the other side Isthmus Cove.
This, by the way, was the starting
point of the famous "Wrigley Ocean

Marathon," which was won by that
young swimming marvel, Ceorge
Young, of Toronto.

A FINNY

FLIER

task, as Catalina is very
mountainous.
It seemed as though
we had been away from Avalon but
The sights encouna few minutes.
tered had been such unusual ones,

possible

the scenery of this truly

so

had

"magic

good
swung us around Mr. Wrigley's

Cave and Occidental Point

tial

swooped down for

thermost

a close

tip of the island),

up

(the far-

isle"

so entrancing that we
paid slight attention to the time.

different,

of Bird Rock, Ship Rock, Smuggler's

We

to land, but film
to

In

a little

while the giant searchlights were
playing over the water. Someone in
the party uttered an exclamation of
surprise.
We looked. Yes there
they were, the "flying fish of Catalina" doing their nightly "dance of
the flying fins." They rose ethereallike, their white bodies flashing for
an instant in the rays of the light;
then, like ghosts of another sphere,
they sank back to the dark waves.
This was repeated through the night;
boats put out from all directions to
Their riding
see this wonder sight.
lights mingled with the silver fairies
of the waves in a never-to-be-forgot-

—

their sea-washed vantage

had seen the plane

were reluctant

flying fish of Catalina.

points of interest. Here we swooped
for a close-up of those funny
little
They did not
sea animals.
they

We

was running low and we did want

Black Jack Mountain. Then it was
dusk and the myriad lights along the
boardwalk were flashing on. Soon it
would be dark enough for us to see
(and we hoped to shoot) the famous

down

points;

sportsman.

lead and zinc, the largest of which
are located at Pebbly Beach and at

followed the three-mile boardwalk,
which starts at the lovely gardens of
the St. Catherine and follows around
Sugar Loaf, Catalina's historic cliff
and landmark, and the entire water
front of Avalon to Pebbly Beach.
Beyond Pebbly Beach we doubled
around Seal Rock, one of the great

budge from

prising seven and a half acres, on
which grow rare shrubs and plants
gathered from all parts of the world.
On the hill opposite Mt. Ada, across
the city of Avalon and near the
Wrigley Chimes, is the Hopi Indian
home of Zane Grey, the novelist-

"shoot" Mr. Wrigley's mines, a development that is producing silver,

St.

Descano

Ada. It was a charming place, surrounded by spacious gardens com-

Just before landing our
residence,

pilot

pala-

which crowns lofty Mt.

then back

WHY CATALINA

ten picture.

—

We're awfully glad we went and
still more glad the motion picture camera has recorded for all time
this picture story, which we, in our
own small blundering way, have
tried to catch and put on paper.
Truly Catalina is an amateur's parawith a surprise around the
dise
bend of every rugged, jutting crag
and sea-washed cove and harbor.
we're

—

CALLS
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From Jewels

of Venice,

produced by Ufa for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

EVERY AQUARIUM SUGGESTS AMATEUR EXPERIMENT

DRAMAS

The

at

YOUR DOORSTEP

Revealing the Secrets of Successful Short Subjects

AN

amateur cinematographer
movies literally and figuratively with two eyes: the
spectator's and the performer's. That
is why the short subject film seems
to have been invented for his especial
benefit. Aside from being first rate
entertainment, it is the amateur project par excellence. It utilizes material which lies within his reach.
It
offers infinite scope for ingenuity and

By

Elizabeth

sees

skill.

Its

length

is

wieldy.

Greenbaum

"show pictures of

swarming about

human
its

hint

of the

interest that centered

around

it;

insensible trunk.

cess

a

Part of

its

suc-

was a matter of photography

and composition; part of

it

lay in

selection.

The Kultur Abteilung (educational
department) of Ufa includes hundreds of films, ranging from scientific marvels to fairy fantastics, trick
pictures and broad grotesques made
Over eighty of their
most popular numbers were brought
"just for fun."

232

Avenue

a

flat

my

my

house,

my

pets, strung together in

way. Every film must have a

story, even if its only in the eye of

the beholder.

It

must have real action

otherwise its just a series of
snapshots. It must have a sense of
climax. Above all, it must have a
direct human appeal.
"All this can be done, even if
your subject is the town pump. You
have a chance for light effects, for
the movement of life around the
object; for the development of some
personal attributes in the thing itself."
"Many of the "Ufa films," Mr.
Fliesler continued, "make use of
tricks which the amateur can command, such as double exposure or
the use of miniature models for
staging fires and floods. As for composition, I recommend study of still
too;

all, it

short subjects pictured a day in the
life of such a tree: the changes of
light, the animal
and insect life

the Fifth

Playhouse Group, has expressed the
difference between full fledged short
subjects and average amateur productions. "Many amateurs," he said,
children,

Above

repays an expenditure of time
and energy which commercial producers cannot always afford.
The short subject goes on the assumption that "truth alone is marvelous." But you can't just tell any
old truth any old way. You have to
choose and manipulate your material.
It's a case of the cinema eye, which is
as important to cinematography as
the nose for news is to journalism.
Each one may be half inspiration;
but it is also half application.
In almost every plain fact there
lurks a story. Take the oak tree in
the yard. One of Ufa's most popular

Ufa and now with

HAVE YOU TRIED CLOSEUPS
OF YOUR GOLDFISH?
over to America where they were
enthusiastically greeted by our fans.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

bought u p
about twenty-five of the most spec-

tacular

and featured them

as

"od-

dities" which, according to exhibitors,

have been as well received as the
regular story films. And after all,
shouldn't the war of birds or
the love life of the fish be as exciting
as a wild west picture, if shown in

why

the right

way?

So well liked were the "Oddities"
that one theatre,

it is

said

now

plans

probably near
a railroad terminal, where nothing
but short subjects will be shown.
This means something to the unofficial movie maker. Here are pictures which people really want to see.
Yet they can be done by a clever
amateur as well as by professional?
and every amateur understands the
thrill of having films that he himself
has made, which his friends will look
at eagerly rather than with mere
to establish a branch,

politeness.

Mr. Joseph Fliesler, formerly with

photography and famous paintings,
in order to find what contrasts of
mass, line, light and shade are most
effective and why. Part of the drama
in short subjects is supplied by the
photography itself; especially by the
angle from which the picture is
taken."

To Mr.

Fliesler's requirements, Mr.
Wynne-Jones of Ufa added another the element of surprise. "There
is a story in everything you see,"
he explained. "But you have to put
it over with a bang.
The success of
short subjects depends on the emphasis they are given. You have to

F.

:

(Continued on page 280)

BRAINS MAKE
Photography with Thought

and

Imagination

By Kenneth

the

Offsets

MOVIE

Lack of Professional Equipment

W. Adams

WITH

years of experience in
creating for the ParamountFamous-Lasky Studios the marvelous
dissolves, multiple exposures and
other so-called trick effects which the

amateur has so far felt were impossible to him, Mr. Adams opens limitless fields to the amateur by declaring that similar results are possible
every cameraman who applies
thought and imagination to securing
them. In this article, and others
to

which will follow, Mr. Adams will
how many of the wonderful effects you have seen in professional
movies were obtained, and he will
suggest means whereby they can be
duplicated on amateur film.
tell

the commercial photoplays we
many technical devices used

INsee

These
portray
thought.
to
thoughts may be influenced by sight,
Many are
sound, smell, or touch.
visualized by complicated split-screen
dissolves; others double or multiple
exposures, and the simplest are disBecause of their
solves, fades, etc.
technical novelty, we fail to analyze
the thought which prompted their
use, and how carefully an intelligent writer builds them up to lead
into or elaborate a scene.

numerous
and
ways and means of vis-

Let us start with
things

that

on find

later

influence

the

thought

ualizing the thought.
The story of "A Busy Street"
sounds prosaic, but you will find it
extremely interesting. Start out with
the mind open for impressions. You
will notice, for perhaps the first time,
with what speed and accuracy the
eyes change focus; with what smooth
effortless
continuity
they
bring

thoughts to

You

people,
shops, signs, vehicles, buildings, etc.,
but these alone do not influence your
thoughts regarding that busy street.
You hear sounds, you smell odors
and you touch the pavement with
your feet. You hear the rattle of
street car wheels, grinding of brakes,
paper vendors and beneath it all, a
blowing of horns, voices of newspaper vendors and beneath it all, a
sort of steady drumlike vibration of
life

and

You

life.

see

activity.

pass a rotisserie with revolving doors and a whiff of roast chicken
and french fried potatoes greets you.
You pass a subway entrance or exit
and a different odor assails your nostrils.

AN

ARTIST'S

CONCEPTION
OF THE WAY
MOVIE DISSOLVES SUGGEST
THE EARLY

MORNING NOISES
OF A CITY

Involuntarily and instantaneously
you react to all these things and they
all go towards making an impression
on your mind of that busy street.
Now close your eyes after you
have traveled that street; try to visualize each sound, smell and vibration.
Let your mind act as the lens
of your camera and add to that what
your eyes have told you. Write the
story on paper.
Develop it along a
theme that interests you, building up
to the highest point for your climax.
Try this experiment. It will make
you understand more than words

could, what deep thought lies back of

an intelligent picture.
Let us take something more personal, the story of "A Social Evening".

When you

enter a

room

filled

with people at a social gathering,
what is your first general impresTake one good look, close
sion?
your eyes and use your ears, nose

and

feet.

You have

received a general picyour ears

ture through your eyes;

(Continued on page 274)
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
The Crowd

Technical Reviews

to

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Aid

Directed by

King Vidor and John V. A. Weaver
Photographer Henry Sharp, A. S. C.
Cameras Angles. In one scene,
the camera focuses down a long flight
of stairs at the bottom of which a
crowd is vaguely milling. The hero
comes up the stairs into the camera.
Not merely a camera angle of un.

usual type for

its

own

sake but a shot

which shows us the hero emerging
from a crowd into one of his high
tragic moments, carrying out the idea
emergence from the
of the picture
crowd and recession into the crowd.
Again, the camera crawls up the out-

—

reaches
the story where the action is to take
place, again picking the particular
out of the general.
side

of a building until

it

Moving Camera With Varying
Focus. In several scenes, the idea of
the story is typified by showing the
hero in the midst of a crowd and
then the narrowing of the camera
focus until the circle of attention is
limited to the hero alone; the reverse
is also used of starting with the hero
at close focus and moving the camera
away until he is a dim figure in a
crowd.
This avoids cuts and expresses the fundamental idea of the
photoplay very clearly.
Translated
Motion.
In
one
scene, the hero is hurrying down the
street.
His footsteps are dissolved
into a whirling phonograph record,
effecting
change of scene without

the

Amateur

changing the tempo of the story or
action.

This photoplay is an exceptionally
study of advanced cinematic
treatment, but not throughout the
fine

whole of it. About one-third of it is
highly cinematic and merits the careful attention of every amateur.

The Gaucho

which can be given by the direction
of motion in relation to the camera.
In nearly every shot in this sequence
movement of the cattle and people
is toward the camera, with occasional
blurry flashes as crowds rush swiftly
past the lens, close to it.

the

Lighting:

In no instance

up," and one

Richard Jones
Photographer. .Tony Gaudio, A. S. C.
Unusual Dissolves: Contrary to

method of dissolving from
a distant shot to a medium one, and
then to a closeup, there is shown in
this picture of the South American
pampas a close view of the broad steps
of the Shrine in the City of the Miracle, with people milling up and
down. This dissolves to a more distant shot, which includes the main
street of the city, with the Shrine at
the end in the distance. A final dissolve reveals a shot made from the
mountain towering above the town,
giving a bird's-eye view of the city
below hugh snow-capped
mountain ranges. The reversal of the
usual procedure in this particular

nestling

instance is very fortunate in that it
leads up to the view seen by the
bandits as they are introduced.
Crowds: The stampede of the cattle through the town serves as a splendid example of the dramatic force

to

is

is

the film "burned

never conscious of

Wings
Paramount

F.

the usual

pay amateurs

seething arc lights just outside the
picture frame.

United Artists
Director

will

It

study this film for the restraint with
which the lighting has been handled.

William A. Wellman
Photographer. .Harry Perry, A. S. C.
Director

Panchromatic Film: The

excel-

obtained by using panchromatic film in the cloud scenes
should be seen by every amateur.
lent

results

Closeups:
the

closeup

In
is

results, telling a

gle

shot.

several

instances

used with cinematic

whole story

Attention

is

in a sin-

fixed,

for

example, on a broken chocolate bar,

showing teeth-marks, just after the
who dropped it, hurridly, for
a sudden air flight, is reported to have
aviator

crashed. This registers the tragedy of
his death at once and is a most econ-

omical way of getting the point to the
audience. Again, a burning cigaret
drops from the mouth of a soldier
who has just been killed. A comrade
stamps it out and we see this done in
closeup. This is dramatic emphasis
and film economy, which are the great
merits of the closeup. Amateurs can
well copy this technique.

Air Cinematography:

The

tech-

nique employed in the air scenes
gives a convincing sense of realism
and conveys to the spectator the impression of being in the plane with
the protagonist. The scenes were actually photographed from another
plane. To intensify this effect, many
shots were taken directly facing
machine gun fire coming from a
plane.
Multiple Pictures in One Frame
:

When

the scenario first takes us to the
battlefield, we are given the impression of confused war by several

scenes being shown on one frame at
the same time.
Titles: The dissolves in the titles
are expertly done and worthy of
attention.
This is hard work for
amateurs working in 16 m.m. but it is
not impossible.

The
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TEMPERING THE SUNLIGHT IN SUNRISE
Way the Professional Uses Gauze Screens to Soften

Glare

Magnascope: In the New York
presentation the magnascope is used
for the air scenes and some battle
scenes. This device is not yet available to the amateur.

well-nigh perfect; the photography
high grade, the tempo and rhythm unusual and delightful to the highest
degree and the cinematic understanding the most advanced that the photoplay has yet offered. The thing was
packed with propaganda for the Russian; we learned that peasants were
badly off under Ivan, that nobles
lived a precarious existence, particularly rich nobles, that women were
not respected, that an empress led an
ephemeral existence and that almost
everything was rotten in the state of
Muscovy. All of which will help to
convince every Russian that the
Soviet is his best bet, which is the
thing the Soviet wants of the films.

Also the film can serve like a
match to tinder for impressionable
youths, nervous viewers, suggestible
adults and adolescents, arousing in

them a riot of sadistic resolution to
rend and slay, or a terror that memory will not soon efface, according
to their subnormalities.

Decidedly it is not only caviare
but ptomained caviare to the general
and no exhibitor, with a sense of

community

Photograph by Am\{ir\o

IVAN THE TERRIBLE

PHOTOPLAYFARE
CZAR
had

the Terrible

IVAN THE TERRIBLE

advanced form
time

to date.

mawkish sentimentality, any statement of twentieth century morality
in terms of sixteenth century life, any
of

a private showing in New
York City recently. The film
was shown completely as produced
by the Sovkino Company, a Russian
concern closely allied to the Soviet
government. It was uncensored, as
presented at the private showing
which was designed to secure the reaction of an intelligent audience. Czar
Ivan is the photoplay in its most

effort to refine the brutality

show

—
—

Reviews for the Ctntelltgenzta

Czar Ivan

obligation, will

of the

Russia of Ivan's time. The acting was

At the same

a picture that should not be
to general audiences. Indeed,

it is

shown

cannot be preserved for the general
audience without an emasculation of
it

the whole to a ridiculous extent.
heartily

recommend

it

to

the

We
dis-

criminating audience at the same time
predicting that the discriminating
audience will have small chance to
see

it

in the

Czar Ivan
lute

United States.
is done with an abso-

directorial

sincerity

and clean

mindedness. It is an amazing evocation of an almost legendary period of
Russian history. The settings used
were palaces of the period, the tale
told was unrelieved by any element

Photograph by Metro

A CAMERA ANGLE HEIGHTENS TRAGEDY
The Young Hero Mounts

a

Long

it

except to a carefully selected audience. Yet, paradoxically and unhappily, it is probably the greatest photodrama yet filmed, considered from
the viewpoints of sincerity, cinematics and general artistry. If you can
see it, you, of the cintelligenzia, by
all means do so, if the censor will
let you
which we bet he won't undiluted but do not lay upon your
conscience the responsibility of taking
anyone else to see it unless you know
that he is a student of cinematics, a
student of history, or a philosopher
and, being one of the three, is furnished with a very sound and very

IN THE

Staircase to Learn of His

CROWD

Father's Death
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—
normal nervous organism.

We

suspect that this is a plea for
the development of the selective conscience as opposed to censorship.

We

OPPOSING FLAGS ARE CONTRASTED

also think that the former will get
further in the long run than the
latter.

Drums

of

Love

you hold that the tragedy of
and Francesca offers mate-

IFPaolo

rial for the creation of great art,

you will probably admit that D. W.
Griffith has admirably continued the
of

tradition

Dante,

Silvio

Pellico

D'Annunzio, Stephen Phillips, Alfred
de Musset and Longfellow. This he
has done in "Drums of Love,"
though why the title must remain one
of those subtleties that are esoteric
to all except exploitation offices.

Setting the old sad story of two
brothers and one brother's wife in
the period of the Portuguese empire
of Brazil, Griffith has produced his
most honest and sincere photodrama.
The Griffith faults are here, as in all
of his other films
over-elaborateness, salacious episodes for no essential purpose in the tale, closeups
past the point of boredom, being
"grand" after the fashion of a suddenly emerged oil magnate but these
are forgotten in the tidal sweep of
the tragedy from the moment that we
perceive the climax to be inevitable.
From here on, the director struck the
authentic tempo of Sophocles, Shakespeare, Goethe, Racine and the rest
of the great. His development of the
story was dramatically superb and
the end was reached without a single

—

;

false note.

—

This United Artists Picture presented by a combination of Joseph
M. Schenck and Morris Gest, photog-

raphy by Karl Struss, Harry Jackson and Billy Bitzer, music by
Charles
Wakefield
Cadman, Sol
Cohen and Wells Hivley has nothing new in cinematic advancement.
A familiar photographic and cine-

—

matic technique
used.

The

expectionally well
stage settings,
managed mobs of

is

incidentals

costumes,

well

—

—

the traditional Griffith monumental
production are all here but are much
less blatantly in evidence, for themselves alone, than in other Griffith

The

taste of this Garguntuan
improving with age and
his floridity is toning down, for
which we can all be thankful.
There are still a round dozen jugfuls of the sort of thing that can be
depended on to knock the bourgeoisie
cold but the intelligent playgoer will

plays.

director

is

notice a recession of

hokum

into the

background where it is decorative
rather than obliterative of everything
else.

Lionel Barrymore achieves a
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re-

markable characterization in the
hunchback brother. He does not
equal Wallace Beery's King Richard
in Robin Hood but he treads closely
on Beery's prize toga. Mary Philbin
is
appealing and manages about
twenty or thirty feet of authentic
emotional acting which could readily
have been ranting, if less convincingly done. The rest of the cast are
adequate but inconspicuous.
Griffith has to his credit several
thousand feet of as great drama as
anybody and he has proved that the
photoplay can present great drama,
which is a valuable demonstration.
Hopefully he will discover how to do
it in cinematic terms some of these
days; then we shall have a great
American photoplaymaker. The intelligent person will find "Drums of
Love" well worth his while, especially for the last fourth of it. He
will not take adolescents to see it.

The Last Command

THE

—

and, we rethankfulness, the

photodrama

cord

with

—

American photodrama
is
emerging with giant strides into the
clarity of a dignified and significant
art form. This department has found
photodramas, that are now to be
seen over the country, which have

overcome to a most satisfying extent
the infantile qualities that have too
frequently spoiled photoplays for the
intelligent person.
Those cinematic
qualities which will make the photoplay an independent art form are not
yet here to a very full degree, but a
great advance has been made in that
the photodrama can be seen with
pleasure and artistic satisfaction by
the same type of persons who appreciate the best in the spoken drama.
Paramount's
"The Last Command" is an example of this type of
photoplay. The scenario, written by
John F. Goodrich, is suave and subtle
to
whatever extent melodrama
which is the best field for the cinema
can be suave and subtle; it has
none of the deliberate pulls for the
emotions of the unintelligent that the
cintelligenzia have so often watched
or declined to watch.
The direction is in good taste, filled with shading and delicacy and satisfying cinematics.
This was discussed in the

—
—

March reviews. The photography is
motion picture photography throughout and fetching and lovely stills are
not obtruded into an art form where
they do not belong.
The acting is
excellent.

The tale is that of the latter end of
a Russian grand-duke as an extra

—
—from the crowd, and

treatment

just

as literally recede into it. They apparently forget nothing, and they

CINEMATICALLY IK THE LAST

COMMAND

learn nothing. They are presented to
us with an almost epic casualness
and
if the figure is not too mixed
they are withdrawn from us, at the

—

end

of

their

futile

story,

just

as

We

do not like them; they
do not excite our sympathy, except
for brief moments. Nor do we detest
them. They are just average failures
casually.

doomed to be failures because they
have neither the personalities nor the
opportunities to be anything else.
There

is

real irony in

"Crowds."

picture of life is a pretty sorry
one, but it is etched with a sure touch
Its

impossible to forget. The beholder is
bound to reflect on it philosophically
unless he is the type of person who
would never philosophize about anything and then he is not of the cintelligenzia.
For the photoplay, it
reaches for the first time, so far as
we know, that level of trenchant human observation, without warmth of
approval
or
disapproval,
which
George Kelly achieved in "The ShowOff." It marks another step forward

—

photoplay
directors seem to have had two
purposes in mind that need not have
conflicted, though they do as we see
their picture. They wanted to do a
in the

The

Photograph by Paramount

realistic bit of ironical

comment and

they wanted to be cinematic. The result is that they oscillate rather vio-

man

Hollywood movie producwith an inserted episode, consuming the major part of the play,
giving the events leading up to the
It has the
introduction and climax.
stark strength of high tragedy, making no compromise for happy endhappy anyings or
for that matter
thing.
Emil Jannings is, of course,
a great actor and a great motion picin a

tion,

—

—

ture actor

and

his characteristics are,

always perfect in
Judging
conception and execution.
from the limited chance we have had
to observe a royal manner, Jannings
gives us a most authentic grandduke; we still rate Wallace Beerys
King Richard, in Robin Hood, as
as

in

greater

this

Stephen Phillips, D'Annunzio,

Max

Reinhardt, John Drinkwater, Sardou
and Eugene O'Neil to cite at least

—

It is one
one American example
more triumphant answer to the claim
that the photodrama can never equal
the spoken drama in emotional appeal to the intelligent modern. If the
paraphrase is not too obscure, Paramount can legitimately say, "Theatre
Guild, we are here!"

case,

—

in fact, as the greatest bit

of royal characterization we have
seen on stage or screen, William
Powell carries a difficult and com-

plex role with conspicuous success.
Evelyn Brent has some very good

moments.
Although you will probably not
take children and younger adolescents to see this tale of terrors, you
can take your most cultivated and
critical friends to this Paramount
achievement. It puts the Americanmade photoplay into the same class
as the best historical dramas of modern authors and producers, such as

The Crowd

lently between

photographing stage

action, in a particularly conventional

and dumb fashion, and some of the
most brilliant cinematography that
the intelligent cine-goer could wish
for. We see no reason for the existence of these contrasts. The brilliant
technique could have been used for
the whole photo-tale without lessening the irony.
"The Crowd" will please the cintelligent public that does not mind
watching the reactions of thoroughly

and commonplace people,
when those reactions are shown with

stupid

does not become satire
and does not endeavor to preach
is a difficult achievement in any
form of art. It is very rare in spoken
drama and we have never seen it in
the photoplay prior to King Vidor's
and John V. A. Weaver's "The
Crowd" (Metro- Goldwyn -Mayer).
This is not a great photo-drama; in
fact, it is not drama at all in the
sense of a sustained opposition of
the characters to the blows of fate,
caught at continually high moments

IRONY that

in their lives.

Here we have a series of episodes
from the lives of two ineffectuals,
picked out of the crowd for study
about as impersonally as a scientist
vivisect an animal. We see

would
them

literally

—by

emerge

camera

a directorial sense of ironic values.
Here is no subtlety and no shading;
stark realism and has a number
of vulgar moments, which are not
distasteful because they are apposite

it is

and are not salacious.
Incidentally, the acting is highly sat-

to the story

isfying, the scenario a trifle shaky,
the cinematography superb in spots,
and the photography average.

We

hope the cintelligenzia will
take a chance on this one, without
dragging the children along, as there
is little for them except sordidness
and disillusion. Lastly, there is refreshing absence of either conventional moral lessons or of dirt, the
two opposing bogies of the discriminating photoplayfarer.
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A MOVIE MAKER'S PRIMER
By Walter D. Kerst

AS

a beginner in this fascinating
hobby of making your own
movies, your mind must be
seething with questions as to how you
are going to get good pictures.
As
soon as you have your shiny new
camera out of its case you will want
to start shooting.
My advice to you
First find the
is not to attempt it.
instruction book that comes with each
camera.
Read it carefully, several
times. As you read, have your camera before you, and thoroughly identify and fix in your mind each part

of the machine as

you read

its

de-

scription.

Now you

are ready to go ahead.

Let us start with a few fundamentals.
Light reflected from the object being
"shot" enters the lens, and a reproduction of the image is impinged on
the film within the camera. The camera itself, or "dark box" as it might
well be called, merely serves the

purpose of keeping the light from
entering and spoiling or "fogging"
the film, and to house the mechanism
that moves the film forward in successive steps so that we may get an
illusion of motion on the screen.
The speed with which the film is
moved through the camera by the
mechanism, past the aperture (rectangular opening cut in the camera,
in back of the lens, past which the
film moves and through which light
strikes the film) exerts

some control
which reaches

on the amount of light
In most cases this speed
the film.
is fixed permanently at 16 frames per
second {Frame: a single picture on
that is, 16
a strip of movie film)
;

per second are
coming through
made by
the lens and aperture to the film. It
is obvious that if this is changed to
8 or 12 or 24, each frame or picture
is being formed by more or less light
than at 16. This difference in speed
can be compensated for by use of
certain exposure meters (set of tables
or an instrument that tests the light
Certain amamaking the picture)
teur movie cameras are capable of
varying the speed of the film, but it
would be best for you to take your
pictures at the speed of 16 per second until you are thoroughly acquainted with your machine.
individual

pictures
the light

.

If you will now look at your lens
you will find marked on it, and in
some cases on the camera adjacent

a set of figures, usually etched
in white, the lowest of which will,
in most cases, be f:3.5. Where the
markings are on the lens itself, a
to
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it,

is turned, which varies
the position of these markings in
relation to a fixed point or dot. You

milled ring

will note that the figures cannot be

moved beyond the points marked
Where the figures are
marked on the camera, a pointer is
set opposite a fixed mark for the

f:3.5 or f :16.

numbers.

various

This

ring,

or

pointer, controls a part of the equip-

ment known

as the iris diaphragm
(a thin sheet of metal leaves, opening and closing in a circular manner, so placed in relation to the lens

openings of various
are formed, covering part of
the lens and admitting varying quantities of light to the film; it is called
circular

that

sizes

iris

because

it

opens and closes simi-

larly to the iris of the eye).

These diaphragm figures, or symwhich are called "stops" for

bols,

short, indicate that a certain

amount

of light is reaching the film through
the lens forming the image. The film
is coated on one side with a gelatine
emulsion of a silver salt known as
silver

bromide, which

sensitive to light.

is

When

extremely

light strikes

through a lens the emulsion is
so affected that when certain chemical reducing agents are applied to
this

the film the

image formed by the

lens is "developed" out in the form
of metallic silver, in varying states
of density. Where the light is very

strong the metallic silver
heavily,

and where

it

is

is

deposited

weaker the
by various

screen image will be very transparent
and washy and a poor representation
of the subject pictured. These two
conditions of the film are termed

"under-exposure"

and

"over-expo-

sure," respectively.

The amount of metallic silver made
by the process of development depends on how long the

visible

light is allowed to act on the film,
and also on how much light is allowed to reach the film. If you will
now look at the diaphragm and the
lens you will note the other numbers
above f :3.5 as follows: 4, 5.6, 8, 11,
and 16. Keep in mind that these

should always be read with the "f"
before them. As you turn the ring,
or

move

the pointer controlling the

diaphragm to the f :16 stop, you will
see that most of the glass in the lens
is covered by the leaves of the dia-

phragm

at point f:16, leaving just
a tiny part of the lens, in the center,

open to the light, through which the
light can pass.
Remembering the
extreme sensitivity of the film to light,
if you will try and appreciate the
fact that at stop f :16 about 21 times
less

light is reaching the film than

stop

at

f:3.5,

the tremendous

that this device plays in

part

making your

pictures will never be forgotten. Taking each stop and comparing it with
f :3.5, the comparative figures for the
amount of light reaching the film
are as follows: at fill, 10 times less

2%

light; at f:8, 5 times; at f:5.6,
times; at f:4, 1.3 times.
The act of setting the diaphragm
at its proper stop and "shooting"
the picture is termed "making the

deposit is represented
tones of gray, with various densities.
Where no light acted on the film at

exposure."

all, no silver is made visible on development, and this is shown in the
developed film as clear and transparent. This "developed out" image

pleasing in its various tones and a
good representation of the actual subject.
Such a picture is said to be
"well timed."
But the important
question is what stop to use for a
certain subject in a certain light. Experience with your camera will teach
you much, but at the expense of
wasted film.
If you choose this
method of learning, carry a note
book with you, and after every shot
you make jot down the subject filmed,
the time of day, condition of the
light (bright sun, cloudy, or very
dull and cloudy), and distance of
subject from camera. After this data,

known

as a "negative," that is,
various tones of gray are reversed from those in the actual subject. This negative image is converted
to a "positive" for projection, by
either printing the image on another
strip of film, or by the reversal process, as popularized by the Eastman
Kodak Company. In the positive image the values that were in the negative are reversed so that we get a silver image of which the various tones
of gray represent those of the actual
subject. It can be readily seen that if
insufficient light is allowed to reach
the film the picture on the screen will
be so dark it will be almost invisible,
and if too much light strikes it the
is

the

If your calculations for
the stop have been figured correctly
you'll get a screen picture that is

jot

down

This
of

the

diaphragm stop used.

may sound

work

in less time than
If

like a great deal

to you, but

you do

it

it

it

can be done

takes to tell

faithfully,

it.

and compare

(Continued on page 276)

ONE SCENERY
Stills

from a Movie Maker's Travelogue

Photograph by H. Armstrong Roberts

COLMAR IN ALSACE,
CANADIAN ROCKIES,
FRANCE,

Center;

WOLVERINE PASS IN THE
CARCASSONNE IN OLD
CABASH SECTION OF ALGIERS, Lower Left;
Upper
Upper

Left;

Right,

SAN SEBASTIAN, SPAIN,

Lower Right.
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MY
A

CINEMATIC SINS

Confession of Movie Misdeeds in the British Isles

By Barcus Willing
Illustrated by

Alan Dunn

IS

TRUST

I

that

it may be safely assumed
many of my readers grad-

ted, as I did, from the still to the
cinema form of photo madness. These
I am sure, and the others I hope, will
pardon occasional references to my

use of the still camera.
Properly, the history of my cinema
adventures abroad should start with
the several months' preparation at

A

home.

brief

resume of

this effort

may

possibly save some poor soul
from a similar folly.
In taking on my new mistress, the
cinema, I could not entirely forsake
my old love, the still camera, so my
plans must needs accommodate both.
Since my choice in still cameras after
years of trial had centered in a well-

known

reflex folding type, a case to

accommodate it and the newer cinecamera was necessary. A case was
made forthwith, neat and well padded with velvet, somewhat resembling
a large cornet case. This case was to
be of considerable value from time
to time, as

it did not look like a camera case, and for that reason "got by"
where orthodox camera cases would
have been stopped.

And now

to explain the crowning
and the reasons therefor: It
came to pass on a former vacation in
which an ocean voyage was involved,
and before the days of my start on

folly

the sketchily-charted paths of amateur cinematography, that many still

exposures had been

and beautiful

made

scenes,

of

and

famous
all

laid

my

aside until

return for development. When that time came, four
months from the date of my first exposure, great disappointment awaited
me. Fully half of my precious negatives

had

a

chemical fog, which

I

attributed to a long-deferred develop-

ment and the action of salt air. That
was not to happen again, and with
my new love, cinema film, I would
take along the wherewithal to develop
as I traveled, thus avoiding any loss
of film and saving myself much labor

on

my

return.

should be explained
at this point that I had been so bitten
with movie madness that I must needs
do my own work from soup to nuts.
I selected another case, light but commodious, for a cine developing outfit.
This developing outfit, including film240

It

"I

DID DEVELOP ONE ROLL OF FILM

and three nesting aluminum
was not particularly large of
itself, but when it became necessary
to include, as I did, an adequate drying reel of take-down pattern, and to
add graduate, stirring rod, balances,
a few chemicals and a quantity of

ON THE LAST NIGHT OUT"

rack

have made of that elaborate

trays,

date!

rubberized black cloth for stopping
light leaks, the outfit did begin to
take on weight. However, as I didn't
intend to carry it around myself, that
didn't worry me.
container was
entirely adequate; in fact, with this
apparatus properly stored I found
space left to add the camera case

My

intact, thus eliminating one item of
baggage.
Another of my bright ideas since
I am confessing
was to try out this
developing outfit on shipboard, developing a few films I had taken
prior to departure and planning to
finish off any left-overs on my return
trip.
How I hate to admit all this!
To be brief, after much flagging of
the spirit I did develop one roll of
film on the last night out, thus proving that it could be done in a steamer
stateroom, and that is the last use I

—

—

outfit to

Never plan to do anything aboard
Then you will never have to
reproach yourself for lack of will
power.
Passing customs at Plymouth was
a pleasant surprise. I had been told
ship.

American film in its raw state
was taxed so highly as to prohibit
its use, and so I had packed all my
film separately, intending to have it
that

sealed through the country, cutting

down my exposures

in

England and

The inspector
using English film.
asked me what I had in the paper
parcel.

I

told

him

it

was

film,

and

gave him the footage, over four thousand. He said, "I can't pass it that
way. Why don't you stick it in this
there seems to be room?"
suitcase

—

No further
settled that.
question on film or cameras, was
I
raised at any frontier in Europe.
hope you are as fortunate.
After a few days in England I gave
up for all time any idea of developing "as I go." After sightseeing and
picture-taking all day, it's not posAnd

that

spend half the night developing the product. I substituted a system of clipping a few exposures off
every third or fourth roll, wrapping
it in black paper by use of my changing bag, and having it developed
locally as a check on my exposure.
sible to

My

stills I had developed whenever
found a first-class establishment.
These negatives I filed unprinted.
I

I

soon

discovered

another

truth

which I offer for your edification.
Lugging too many cameras is a
nuisance and takes the joy out
d
It tends to make pictureof life.
taking more a business than a pleasure.
Still photography in connec-

tion with

cinematography should be

confined, on a trip like this, to a vestpocket camera. The main reason for

leaving your elaborate still cameras
at home, however, is the fact that you
can buy excellent photographs of all
points of major interest much cheaper
than you can make them, and in most
Nearly everycases much better.
where in Europe small packets of
actual photographs can be obtained,
containing from a dozen to two dozen,
unmarked on the face but bearing on
the back a caption or a number from
which the title can be obtained. These
are usually made with large-view
cameras, with all their advantages,
and then reduced. The resulting
print is quite sharp. These mounted
in your album look like your own,
though the folks may wonder how
your skill has so marvelously improved.
London teems with pictures. It is
an ideal ground for the cinematographer, and the changing weather
conditions make him exert his skill
to the utmost to bring back the bacon.
Unfortunately the past season was
unusually wet. Never was I able to
leave the hotel without a raincoat
and my pleasure was continually interrupted by showers.
It was most
discouraging.
For instance, I spent
several mornings trying to get the
gorgeous spectacle of the mounting
of the guard at Buckingham Palace.

On

each attempt

it

rained and guard

mount was made informal, with

over-

coats covering the brilliant uniforms
of the various guard regiments. This
is an excellent place to mention the
courtesy of the London police, certainly excelled nowhere in Europe.

Seeing that I wanted a good picture,
the policeman on duty kept a lane
open through the crowd which always
watches a guard mount, entirely without suggestion on my part.
The
same thing occurred when I obtained
my pictures of the changing of the

Horse Guards

at Whitehall.

some ways, both these spectacles
are amusing to an American.
The
sight is so popular, and the sentries
maintain such a rigidness and stoniIn

ness in walking their posts, that it
requires several policemen to guard
the Palace Guards from the press of

Tradition-bound EngEverywhere one runs against
land!
For example, though the uniit.
forms of the Guard regiments are of
equal gaudiness, the close observer
notices one difference. One regiment,
perhaps the Scotch Guards, wears on
its tunics four buttons and a gap,
four buttons and a gap. The Irish
Guards, it may be, have three but-

the

crowd.

tons and a gap, etc. Now, why the
gap? How foolish of you to ask!

That is because Wellington always
kept one button loose to get at his
snuff box.
The most remarkable prejudice exists throughout Europe against the
cine camera.
Of course it has not

'LUGGING TOO

CAMERAS

IS

been long since cameras of any kind
were prohibited in historic spots, museums and the like. Now there is
hardly a place where still cameras
are prohibited. Even in the museums
one can generally use a camera at
will for a small fee.
Not so the

cinema.

It

would seem fairly obvious
cinema would not be

that a small

used in these places for gaining pictures for commercial purposes, and
yet I can think of no other good reason for their prohibition. The fact
remains that I was put to great trou-

many pictures in England
and elsewhere in Europe, and though
I never had recourse to actual falsehood I came perilously near it at
times. For instance, Windsor Castle,
summer home of the royal house of
England, is a completely satisfying
ble to get

romantic amateur. It
imagination for the visitor to picture the walls defended by

edifice for the

takes

little

Windsor
of crossbowmen.
was one of the places to which I took
both cameras.
I ignored the warnlegions

ings against the entrance or use of

motion picture cameras, and

my

in-

nocent-looking "cornet" case drew no
comment. I had no sooner entered

by good fortune, the spectacle
of a formal guard mount started. I
hurriedly looked around, and, finding
than,

a vantage point
nearby staircase,

in
I

the angle of a

opened the case

MANY

A D

NUISANCE
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"THE THAMES

WOUND AWAY

THROUGH SHADY BANKS"

and warders, but I did manage to
take a few from the windows of other
parts of the castle, which could be
obtained from no other viewpoint.
spent much precious time trying
capture with my lens the hisimmense
toric ravens of the Tower
but always
things, big as buzzards
an attendant was close. Giving this
up as a bad job, I passed with others
under the guidance of a warder into
the St. Peter and Vincula Church,
I

to

—

and adjusted my cinema, being careadd a color filter.
I started "grinding" and obtained
forty feet without detection. While
this was going on my wife stood
nervously by, as she was doomed to
do on many occasions, having fearful to

my

ultimate incarceraBut,
safe so far, we wandered through the
grounds and buildings and the State
apartments which were open to the
public.
I added a short but pretty
scene of the old moat, now a garden,
with the old Norman Gate for a
background. Then I started the ascent of the huge central tower, or
keep, known as the round tower.
I

ful visions of
tion

in

the palace dungeons.

was

startled, on reaching the end of
a long straight flight, prior to the
inevitable circular climb, to see a

cannon muzzle covering us and beautifully commanding the whole stairway.

An

shot

from

occasional charge of grapethat old muzzle would ef-

fectively keep that passage clear.

When

I

reached the top

of

the

was not surprised to find it
guarded by a very big and quite alert
policeman.
Strategy was essential.
The view was gorgeous. Not only
were the palace buildings exposed to
view on every side, but the Thames
wound away through shady banks.
Altogether it was a chance not to be
tower

I

missed, whatever the risk.
Fortunately, the tower is large and has a
sort of peak in the center, with the
walk around this next to the ram-

which have embrasures at frequent intervals. I opened my case,
took out the movie camera and closed
parts,

the case, manoeuvered around to the
side out of sight of the "bobby," saw
242

was properly set, and
Then I hurfeet.
riedly exchanged this camera for my
other, and when the "bobby" ap-

that everything

then "shot" twenty

peared in curiosity at the faint whirr
of my cinema mechanism I was obviously engaged in obtaining a good
I worked this with sucaround the tower, and had
just made my last change to the still
camera when the puzzled policeman
came up and asked, "That's not a
cinema camera, is it?"
I assured
him it was not, showed it to him, and
had quite a pleasant chat with him,
my "duty" being over. He pointed

still

picture.

cess all

where Lady Grey and several other
famous characters of English history
lie buried. As we passed out I slipped
the warder a coin and asked if I
might take a picture inside. He gave
me his permission, but told me to
wait till the next party went through
I duly entered
with another guide.
for the second time, and, waiting till
the guide had passed on a bit, leveled
my camera and pressed the button,
taking pictures of the altar with the

famous grave beyond

Stokes Poges, scene of Gray's
"Elegy," and in other ways made
himself quite useful.
It's nervous
work, but oh, the thrill in "putting
one over"!

made an unusual

was not quite as successful in the
Tower of London, the most historic
and interesting old pile in England.
Here the ancient and honorable guardians in their ancient and honorable
garments are legion. The cinema is
strictly taboo and one has a perfect

and the

out

I

devil of a time to evade the law.
Nevertheless, 'twas done. By taking
advantage of angles in the walls,
deep window recesses and the like, I
managed to get some good scenes
around the yards of the old fortress,
and even from the walls. The uncer-

helped greatly. On this
occasion I carried only the cinema,
carelessly held under my arm inside
tain weather

my

was invisible
and where it could be produced very
quickly when needed. The taking of
pictures within the White Tower, or
"keep," of the fortress I found impossible, due to the number of guards
raincoat,

where

it

—

it.

The camera

noise in that quiet
place and at once the warder started
I paid no attention but
to clamor.
permitted the camera to purr steadily

pleaded dumbness
had been told I
could take a photograph. I was summarily ejected, but my film was not
confiscated, perhaps from fear of
getting a brother warder into trouble.
I would have given much for an
opportunity to film several other
parts of the Tower of London, such
as the dungeons, Avith the old fetters,
ancient cannons, etc., and the small
room in which the boy princes were
murdered, all of which would require
on, after

which

I

fact that I

artificial lighting.

The many interesting outdoor
scenes, such as the pigeon feeding in
Trafalgar Square, the street traffic,
markets and slums, presented
only the ordinary problems of the
photographer. I found myself eagerly
awaiting still further exciting photographic adventures which might befall me elsewhere in my European
cine wanderings.
the

HOW
A

TO WRITE SCENARIOS

Summary for Amateur

Production

By Marion Norris Gleason

are three types
THERE
film which

of story

lie distinctly in

the

amateur field The home movie,
the photoplay produced by organized
groups, and the experimental motion
:

In writing scenarios for the
two, a few workable ideas along
accepted lines may prove helpful,
but for the last the scenarist who is
unhampered by conventional forms
is more likely to develop a distinctly
new medium of artistic expression.
So far it has been the director
alone who has shown us that cinematography can reveal life in a
wholly new and astonishingly vital
way.
Murnau, Lubitch, Von Sterberg, von Stroheim, all have made
sure our conviction that such an artistic development is close at hand,
but the great screen scenarist has not
yet appeared.
That he may come
through the opportunities offered by
the experimental motion picture organizations is possible.
picture.
first

'THE

WORKING OF YOUR

PLOT

IS

LIKE

A GAME

OF CHESS"

There are, however, many amateur
cinematographers who feel the need

stead

of

some knowledge of the basic construction and form of a scenario that
will enable them to make, with their

hunting for cast and locales to fit he
will do well to find the best cast
available, study their especial tal-

present limitations of equipment, a
story picture which can promise them
a good time in the making and still
better time in the viewing of the
finished photoplay.
It is for this
group that the following suggestions
for
amateur scenario writing are

ents, discover the locales at

given.

When

a picture is to be made by
a
family or neighborhood group
there is usually no artificial lighting
available. Therefore, except for shots

made

close to a window, all the
scenes must be exteriors. This means
that the scenarist must place most
of the action of the story out of
doors. It is remarkable how many interior situations

may

be turned into

of writing

a story

and then

hand

that

suggest a story, and then write the
plot around this collected material.
A clever character actor, a dog with
a repertoire of tricks, a decrepit
auto, a histrionically gifted child, a
champion athlete, a very pretty girl
all furnish the basis of a simple
and entertaining plot. The same apswimming pool,
plies to locales.
a nearby armory with its horses, a
river with boating possibilities, a seashore with bathing beauties, pirates
or smugglers, are untold possibilities
The cinema
for scenario writing.
Mohamet who goes to his mountain
saves a lot of trouble and expense
and gets a better picture for his

—

A

al fresco affairs with a little thought.

adaptability.

A

The plot, no matter how brief and
simple, should contain some element
It should progress with
of drama.
a definite end in view and with
some degree of struggle to obtain
Usually the goal should
that end.
be won by the one with whom the
audience sympathizes, and by his or
her own efforts rather than by coWhen no other solution
incidence.
can be found, it is permissible to
solve your plot problem by the find-

dinner party

noon

may become an

after-

on the terrace or in the
garden; a well furnished porch will
hold almost any action which would
tea

call for a daylight scene in a living

room; picnics take the place of social
functions in the home, and the observation
car
does for daylight
scenes on a Pullman.
In writing scenarios for amateur
productions, necessity is most decidedly the mother of invention.
In-

ing of a letter or by the death of a
relative

when

the situation is wholly
is not as satisfy-

plausbile, but this

ing or convincing as the definite and
decisive act of one of the characters.
The hero or heroine should be

made

likable,

and the

villain clearly

recognized as such. All the characterization must be brought out by
picturable action and not by what
the scenarist says concerning the
character. The script may read that
the stoop-shouldered, spectacled entomologist chasing butterflies is a
manly fellow, but the audience will
not recognize that fact unless he does
something to prove it. He may fight
the villain in defence of someone
weaker, show unreserved self-sacrifice, rescue his drowning pet, or some
such act. The handsome villain may
be characterized in writing as mean
and cruel, but unless these traits are
revealed in the projected picture the
audience will confuse him with the
hero.

The working of your plot is like
game of chess the first move influences the end of the game as much

a

—

(Continued on page 272)
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A WARLIKE SILHOUETTE

IN CASTE,

PRODUCED BY AMATEURS

IN SIDNEY, AUSTRALIA

AMATEUR CLUBS
Edited by Arthur L. Gale

Trip Scenarios

MOVIE

enter

CAMERAS
their

will

summer

soon
travel

season and many club members will be picturing interesting
A very
ecenes all over the world.
worthwhile contest can be arranged
by clubs for next autumn. A skeleton
scenario can be written by the club
round which traveling members can
This
film their summer outings.
scenario must, necessarily, be very
general in its nature, so that it can
be adapted to travel in every part of
the world. With some stipulations in
advance as to length, type of scenes,
number of characters and other details, a broad scenario background
can be developed by each club, to be

used by members during their

tralian

War Museum.

Trenches were

dug, barbed wire entanglements set
up, and all military details of the
last war were carefully followed.
Lap dissolves were achieved on
16 mm. stock, with which the whole
production was filmed. A battery of
six amateur cameras was used. "The
club has 150 members," writes Mr.
Bindley, "and all are working with
During the profine team spirit.
duction of 'Caste' both technicians
and actors frequently devoted their

visits

Next autumn
various places.
these filmed travel records can be
entered for a club contest and suitable prizes given. Club winners can
then send their films on an international tour. The League's Club Consultant will gladly advise on this
to

project.

were equipped as British soldiers and
half as German troops by the Aus244

Vim

in

Vienna

TPHE

Amateur Cinematographers
*• Club in Vienna, Austria, publishes
a monthly bulletin
called
"Club News." Enthusiasm has outrun the usual monthly club meetings
and weekly gatherings have been
inaugurated.
Recent programs are
varied and attractive, including a lecture by Carl M. Kotlik, of the Amateur Cinema League, on "The Cinematic Eye"; another by Ing. E.
Frankel on "Working with 9 mm.
Film," and reports of experiments
with amateur film in the laboratory.
committee has been appointed to
arrange for a public film exhibition
and a series of Sunday afternoon
excursions has been planned. A club
film is being assembled for international exchange.
This active Viennese group conducts a regular course
for the improvement of beginning
amateurs, the first club activity of
this type that we have recorded. Max
Goldschmidt, member of the club

ARMY

scenes involved, the club secured the
cooperation of Government authorities.
More than two hundred soldiers
of the Australian war forces were
placed at the disposal of the amateur
Half
director, Victor A. Bindley.

amateurs.

A

Ambitious Australia
cars, British and German
machine guns and other military
equipment, including two airplanes,
were used by the Australian Amateur
Film Club, of Sydney, in filming its
first production, an adapted version
of "Caste," written by T. W. RobinThe story opens in London in
son.
1914 during the outbreak of the
World War, and its scenes are laid
in a French village and on a battlefield, closing in post-war London. To
produce realistically the many battle

was given by A. Hargraves of the
Eastman Kodak Company, followed
by an open discussion of filming
methods and a review of members'
films.
Club by-laws were adopted,
a board of governors for 1928 appointed, and a program committee
selected.
Arrangements are under,
way for permanent club quarters.
Paul A. Braun was chosen secretary;
he promises regular reports from the
new focal point of San Francisco

HOUSE WRECKERS FURNISHED A
DEVASTATED BACKGROUND FOR
THIS SCENE OF CASTE

and
entire free time to the work."

club

is

The

formed on a plan similar to
by professional companies.

active

League member,

is

now

touring this country and plans to
meet with several American clubs.

that used

At the Golden Gate

A

RECENT
teur

Francisco
technical

program of the AmaMovie Makers Club of San
inaugurated
lectures

and

a series of
exceptional

amateur film showings. An informaon the developing process

tive talk

Another High School
K/TEMBERS

of the English class of

*"*• the East High School, Rochester, N. Y., have begun production of
an amateur photoplay. The scenario,
dealing with the athletic and social
competition of a group of four high
school students, was selected as the

refined

criminality

against a back-

ground of society and

Un-

stage.

photographic effects will be
This club also plans a stusought.
dio equipped for the use of indiusual

vidual members as well as for photoplay production.

best

from a number submitted by

members

of the English class. Scenes

will be shot in the school buildin
its gymnasium and in private homes.
The cast has not been chosen yet, but

screen tests have begun.
Dr. Willis
Bradstreet is sponsoring the production, the fifth high school amateur
photoplay that we have recorded.

Dutch Developments
PRELIMINARY
in

to club formation
Rotterdam, Holland, Dr. W.

Nolst Trenite, loyal League member,
recently spoke on the artistic possibilities of the

amateur motion picture

movement under

the auspices of the

Art Film Guild of Rotterdam. Scenic
films taken by Walter D. Kerst, Technical Consultant of the League, were
screened.
"The new group," says
Dr. Trenite, "looks to the amateur
photoplay producing clubs as one of
the most valuable means of bringing
about a higher standard in motion
pictures."
Leo R. Krijn, secretary
of the Netherlands Amateur Photographic Society of Amsterdam,

writes that a cine section

by that

is

planned

society.

"Hey,
Hay," produced by the Motion Picture Club of the Oranges, N. J., the
monthly news reel of New Haven
amateurs, and other films taken by
club members.
included

the

screening

Filming at Meeting

ATMakers

a recent meeting of the

**

laboratory service was the feature of the March 11th program of
the Motion Picture Club of New
Haven, Conn. A special scene acted
by club members, taken at the opening of the meeting, was processed by
a local laboratory and shown at the
close of the meeting.
The program

From

the Mailbag

HPHE

*

Paramount Motion Picture
Club of Manheim, Pennsylvania,

reports that

Movie

Club of Chicago short
scenes were worked out and photographed by members present. Sets
and ample lighting facilities were
available and members experimented
with interior lighting effects. Arthur
Bertholet, a professional director,
spoke on the improvement of amateur films.

Speed in New Haven
A SPECIAL demonstration of rapid

"OVER THE TOP" AND A TRENCH
SCENE IN CASTE, AS FILMED BY THE
AUSTRALIAN AMATEUR FILM CLUB

of

Film Criminology
p\R. SIBLEY WATSON, Chairman

its

members

are

now

working on a new scenario dealing
with outdoor life. Filming will begin
in the Spring, using 35 mm. stock.
In South Whitley, Indiana, a new
and enthusiastic photoplay producing
club has been organized. A scenario
has been selected and the director,
Harold Doran, promises news as soon
as cameras start clicking. Clubs are
planning in Tampa (Fla.), Houston
(Tex.), and Richmond (Va.).
In
Rutherford, N. J., Mrs. E. A. Hurst,
of the Amateur Cinema League,
gathering amateurs together.

is

***

of the production committee of
of Rochester, N. Y.,
announces that the scenario of "The
the

Cinema Club

Lugger," written by J. G. Capstaff,
has been approved by his committee.
The production, requiring a dramatic
cast of five, is based on a story of
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Professional Tricks with Amateur Cameras
Suggestions for the

By Don Bennett

MANY

amateurs have wondered
whether they could duplicate

professional effects with their
simpler cameras. In a limited manner this is possible, and with a very
small expenditure for equipment.
Let us first consider the construction of a standard professional camera.
It operates on the same basic
principles as our narrow-width amateur apparatus in that a ribbon of
film is moved a section at a time before an aperture placed behind a lens.
Between this aperture and the lens is
a device that cuts off the light while
the film is in motion and permits the
light rays to fall on the film during
the interval the film is at rest. This
device, commonly called a shutter,
usually takes the form of a disc, although in one professional camera
is

it

shaped

like a barrel

hoop and

rotates just inside the shell

camera.

In

common

of the

cameras, the disc shutter
of two overlapping leaves,
each one semi-circular in shape, and
each having its own supporting shaft.
By means of an intricate mechanical
contrivance, it is possible to alter the
relation of the two halves of the disc
to each other and in this way control
the amount of light that is permitted
This means that
to reach the film.
while one blade is moving at the
standard speed of sixteen revolutions
per second, the other can be speeded
up so that the area of the disc
changes from a semi-circle to a com-

made up

plete circle.

As

be

five seconds,

but

it

can be a longer

or shorter time, depending entirely
on the effect desired. The time, of

means the interval in which
diaphragm is rotated from the
working aperture to full closed, in
the required number of seconds, the
working aperture being the lens setcourse,
the

ting for the scene being taken.

this

seconds,

the

issue.

Now that we understand something
of fades, let us consider the next, and
AN EXAMPLE OF DOUBLE EXPOSURE
The Second Exposure Is Registered
in the Loud Speaker Horn

This method, in fact all known
methods, is only practical when using a tripod. Otherwise the twisting
motion necessary to operate the diaphragm will be transferred to the
screen and an unpleasant effect will

The iris attachment, now
available for most cameras, is anresult.

light

is

"fade-in."

With our present-day amateur cameras, the necessity of

lap dissolve. This dissolve is nothing more than a fade in and fade
out on the same strip of film, the
fade out and fade in starting at the
same place on the film. The professional accomplishes this by fading
out with his shutter, cranking back
the film for the necessary distance
with the shutter completely closed,
and then cranking forward on the
next scene, fading in as he does
so.
By this manipulation, as one
scene slowly fades from view the
next fades in.

method

keeping their

would add from one hundred to one
hundred and fifty dollars to the cost
of an amateur camera.

mind we can readily
more inexpensive way of
accomplishing the same effect must
this in

see that a

results.

be provided. There are several methods, the simplest of all being to "stop

actly

the lens diaphragm to its
smallest opening at a certain rate of

down"

motion.
248

This rate would normally

is

that one

must rely on the

footage meter and an error of one
foot in the setting of the dial means
two and a half seconds error on the
screen.
A fifty percent chance of
error is too much to gamble with. I
suggest an alternative method which
I am sure is a little easier of accomplishment, takes less time, and is
ninety-five percent certain of proper

cost as low as possible prevents
the incorporation of this worth-while
device.
It has been estimated that
the addition of a dissolving shutter

With

one of the most important effects of
the professional cinematographer, the

The difficulty in this manipulation
with amateur cameras is that they
provide no means of pulling the film
back.
It is readily seen that some
external means must be provided for
getting the film back to the required
position. One amateur has suggested
running the film all the way through
and then rewinding it in the camera
and running the film through again
to the place where it is desired to
fade in. The only drawback to this

change takes

amount of

by

treatment of the negative as
described in Amateur Movie Makers on page 37 of the October, 1927,

gradually reduced until finally no light reaches
it and we accomplish what is known
in technical parlance as a "fade-out."
Reversing the procedure gives us a
reaching the film

slides in a frame clamped on the
front of the lens, and is slowly pulled
down when a fade-in is wanted.
Amateurs who use negative film

after

place over a period of time, usually
five

other means of fading out, but this is
not truly a fade, the iris being principally useful to concentrate attention on some particular object. One
amateur of my acquaintance uses a
very ingenious and practical method.
He has a little slide of glass that is
clear at one end and gradually deepens until it is dark red. This glass

can, of course, fade out and in

practice, in pro-

fessional

is

Advanced Amateur

To
ILLUSTRATING A DISSOLVE
These Three Frames Condense the Effect of the
Dissolve Method, Showing the Change of Position of the Man Shaving, from a Full Front
Reflection, to a Profile

View

use this method, determine ex-

some measurement on the incamera of which the two
points can be identified by touch

side of your

alone.

If

the film spools in your

(Continued on page 270)
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iGarbos

'HE

only magazine of motion pictures with a special department devoted to the movie

amateur.

This department, established in March, 1927, was the

first

regular feature designed for the

amateur cinematographer to be offered by any national magazine anywhere.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
films.

The

Be sure

presented the

results of this contest will be

to read the amateur

tage of presenting

new

ideas

first

announced

movie department of

—

international

in photography,

in

contest for

an early issue of

PHOTOPLAY.
direction,

It

strictly

amateur

PHOTOPLAY.

has the unusual advan'

makeup and costuming

— from

the foremost workers in the professional world of picture making.

WATCH FOR THE NEW AND NOVEL

MOTION PICTURE CONTEST
$500
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Month

Full details in every issue of
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750 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

111.
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A New

THE

For the benefit of those amateurs
not acquainted with the Drem meters,
a brief description would not be
amiss. A diaphragm, similar to that
in the camera, is turned as the meter
is trained on the subject being photographed.
This discloses a symbol
or figure. The diaphragm is turned
until the figure can no longer be seen.
The diaphragm is then turned back
This
until the figure just emerges.
is the point of correct exposure and
the scales on the meter indicate the
stop to be used.

Cine phot

Drem Products Corpora-

tion,

manufacturers

phot,

Dremophot and Cinephot

of

Justo-

exposure meters, inventions of the
eminent Dr. Emil Mayer, announce
the preparation of a new Cinephot
meter, which gives direct readings
of diaphragm stops for all Cine-Kodaks and those cameras having a taking speed of one thirty-second of a
second at 16 frames per second. A
direct reading may be made for stops

An

additional feature
of this new meter is a speed dial,
placed on the third ring. By putting
the normal frequency number 16 over
the stop indicated by the meter, all
f 1.8 to f 16.

New

Incandescent
T^CONOMY of operation, conven-

*-' ience in handling,

other stops, which may correspond to
the taking speeds of 8, 12, 24, 32 and
128 frames per second, can be read

and an absoillumination are
some outstanding features of a new
500- watt
incandescent
lamp just
placed on the market by the Eastman

directly.

Kodak Company. The lamp draws
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This is useful
or at four seconds.
for the making of titles and for still
pictures. The data for cameras with
variable shutter angles has been extended. The shutter opening may be
read from 10 to 270 degrees.

only

five

amperes, making

it

possible

on any single
power outlet in the ordinary home.
Closeups and full figures at night
are easily achieved with two Koda-

to operate

two

lights

Indoors, in the daytime, simipictures are possible with one
Kodalite supplementing the daylight.

lites.

lar

Filmo Accessories

A TAYLOR

-

HOBSON COOKE

f 1.5 lens is available to amateur movie makers for use on Filmo
This lens is 40 percent
cameras.
faster than the f 1.8 and five times

as fast as the f 3.5. Exhaustive tests
have proved it to be highly corrected.
It is supplied in micrometer focusing
mount, focusing from one foot to infinity.

Filmo accessory is the
Ratchet Winding Key with which the
Filmo may be wound with the same
backward and forward motion as is
used in winding a watch. This makes
winding easier and faster.
There is also a pigskin case now
ready for the Filmo camera. It is
identical in size and shape to the
Another

case
The Indian
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Princess Tsianina with her Filmo

regularly

camera.

P.

HENRITZE

supplied

the World's Longest Amateur Movie
Expedition, snapped with his Cine Kodak

Longest A mateur Movie

WP.

HENRITZE

Va.,

was

of

Roanoke,

in Rochester, N. Y.,

March, receiving the help of the
Eastman Kodak Company in editing
and titling nearly three and a half
miles of amateur movie film which
he "shot" on a recent trip around the
world. On the basis of the amount
of film used, Mr. Henritze's trip is
believed to be the most extensive
movie expedition yet undertaken by
an amateur movie photographer. The
in

pictures he took require twelve hours
to project. Only 500 feet of pictures

IT

meter also retains the fea-

ture of being usable under adverse
lighting conditions. Instead of being
read at a basic time of one thirtysecond of a second, the meter can
be switched to read at one-quarter

W.

Who Made

with

the

out of a total of 18,000 were inferior.
The trip on which Mr. Henritze
made his motion pictures carried him
around the world on a route 53,000
miles long and required nearly two
In the course of this traveling,
as extremes of elevation, he took motion pictures of the Dead Sea, 1300
feet below the level of the Mediteryears.

ranean, and of Mount Everest, which
towers 29,000 feet above sea level.
Mr. Henritze is building a home in
Roanoke which will include a small

movie theater for showing his own
pictures and those of his friends. He
estate
is a fruit grower and real
owner. Before taking to motion pictures he had made 40,000 photographs in many parts of the United
States and in other countries.

New Kinamo

ANEWmm.model

of

the

Kinamo

camera, the lea Universal Kinamo, holding 80 feet of film
in magazines, which are daylight

35

loading,
teurs

New

is

offered this

by the Carl

month to amaCompany,

Zeiss

York, N. Y.
This model of the Kinamo has several new features incorporated in its
makeup. Lenses are interchangeable,
a bayonet catch facilitating a rapid
change from a lens of one and three-

Announcing

KODALITE
—

a new Eastman illuminating unit
IV'ODALITE

— Eastman's newest contribution
motion pictures — ready.

-*-^ field of amateur

Kodalite

is

is

designed to meet the most exacting re-

who de-

quirements of the amateur cinematographer
sires to

with

make movies

artificial light.

full figures at
lites,

to the

in the

home, club, office or studio

Fully illuminated close-ups and

night are easily achieved with two Koda-

and indoors in the day-time similar pictures are

possible with but one Kodalite to supplement the natural light.

Economy

of operation, convenience in handling

and an absolute
this

newunit.

maximum

of illumination distinguish

A 500-watt lamp is employed instead of

the usual 1,000-watt type, insuring an appreciable sav-

ing in current consumption. This 500-watt lamp draws
but 5 amperes, making

it

on any single power outlet in
Kodalite opens

a

two lights
the ordinary home.

possible to operate

wide new

field of possibilities for

home. If you would derive a full
measure of enjoyment from your equipment, see the

picture-making

at

Kodalite today,

at

your

dealer's.

Kodalite, including connecting cord and switch $25.00
.

Kodalite 500-watt lamp, 100- or no-volt

4.85

Kodalite Diffuser

1.50

At your Cine-Kodak

dealer

s

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.

Y.,

The Kodak

aty
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inch focus up to one of seven
and a quarter inch focus. By the
attachment of an extension collar,
closeups, which formerly could be
fifths

made only at a distance of three feet,
can now be made at as near a distance

For still
twenty inches.
shots, supplementary lenses

as

closer

bring this distance to six inches. A
ground glass screen is provided for
this close focusing.

The camera

is

micro-cinematogAdditional features are four

ideally

for

built

raphy.

different film speeds,

when

either the

motor or the hand crank are used.
The camera may also be converted
into an efficient printer, in which 80
feet of positive film

may

be printed

one loading.

at

Short Focus Lens
HUGO MEYER announces

German 16mm.

The

BROOKS,
MR.NewBURLEIGH
York, N. Y., advises

of
this

of his appointment as
American distributor of the new

department
sole

16mm. Cine-Nizo camera,

a description of which appeared in a recent
issue of Amateur Movie Makers.
Altough the capacity of the camera

but 33 feet of film, Mr. Brooks informs us that film in this length will
be made available, or the amateur
may cut up a 100-foot roll into three
parts and load the magazines.
In
order to facilitate the finishing of
film, an efficient 16mm. printing machine will also be sold at a price
within the reach of every laboratory.
is

in

mount

focusing

them

all in the picture; for

and for close-ups

work

Quite naturally, the depth of focus
greater than on lenses of longer
focus. An advantage of extreme short
focus lenses is that the latitude is
greater so that on real close-up work,
if one's focusing is not exactly accurate, such a short focus lens has

compensate for the
carelessness or neglect on the part
of the operator in gauging the dislatitude to

tance exactly.

New Arc
a portable arc light

*•

which operates on ordinary house
current and takes closeups at f 4.5,
at 16 frames per second, is called to
the attention of amateurs by its manufacturers, Twinark, of San Francisco, California.

ample illumination for average interiors. The
will give

carbons are regulated automatically,
burning for seven minutes without
adjustment. A push button control
Each
resets carbons in one second.
of the arcs
tifically

is

intensified

by a

scien-

designed parabolic reflector,

which increases the illumination by

The outfit
nearly thirty per cent.
complete measures 6 x 9% x 3%
inches and weighs 6 pounds.
All
wearing parts are case hardened to
give long service. The lamp is finished in a durable crystalline lacquer.
252

A

same firm

will be

produced

in the

near future. This projector is marketed solely by Messrs. Loveless &
Hunter, of London, England.

UNIQUE

repair

service

is

an-

Tripod

to get

A COMPACT

and inexpensive
camera head and tripod, the
Kino-Pano-Tilt, is offered to amateurs by its manufacturers, the K.
W. Thalhammer Company, of Los
The camera
Angeles, California.
head, which weighs but one pound,

is

Two Twinarks

interchangeable, and that the quality
of the instrument should please the
most critical.
new camera by the

pair service will splice in duplicate
scenes to replace parts of the films
that are damaged.

picture.

'T'HE Twinark,

The manufacturers give the assurance that all parts are accurate and

Occasionally Kodak Cinegraphs become slightly damaged in
one way or another, requiring but
slight repairs to be made serviceable
for many more showings. The re-

more than one person in the picture.
For outdoor work its wider angle enables one to get so much more in the

enough

seconds' time.

releases.

for

A shorter focus lens has many advantageous features especially when
it is combined with such enormous
speed. In indoor work it enables one
to take groups in small rooms and
in corners;

advantage that worn films can be
steadily no matter how badly
Rewindthe perforations are torn.
ing is done by the motor in a few

nounced by the Eastman Kodak
Company for its Cinegraph library

Filmo or Victor Cameras.

get

quite

shown

A

the newest addition to the
family of Plasmats, the Kino Plasmat
/1.5 (fastest lens in the world) in
focus,

mechanism is

Instead of a claw there is a
double dog movement which pulls
down the film, irrespective of the perforations. This has the very definite

Cinegraph Repairs
this

month

%"

intermittent

novel.

Judith

Anderson,
with

British

distinguished

her

actress,

DeVry

allows a vertical tilting angle of
nearly one hundred and thirty de-

16mm. Projector

known
16mm.
ANEW Oxford,
Super "K", made
projector,

as the

public appearance recently
Industries Fair in
This projector
London, England.
presents many innovations in conits

first

at

the

British

The enand operation.
mechanism, including the lamp

struction
tire

house,
cast

is

enclosed in a rectangular

aluminum

casing,

pivoted over a base plate.

which

is

This con-

parts
protects the
for quiet operation.

struction

and

makes
The optical system consists of a
Dallmeyer f 1.8 projection lens of
one and one-half inch focus, with
Dallmeyer matched condenser lenses
;

of other focal lengths can also be
250- watt gas-filled projection lamp is used, and a resistance in
the base allows for adjustment to
suit voltages from 100 to 250 volts.
fitted.

A

It
grees, and for a complete turn.
has a quick, positive, non-jerking
The tripod weighs
locking device.
approximately four pounds and is of
extreme rigidity and sound construction. This tripod and head will raise

the lens of any camera to six feet and
will easily stand a weight of 150
pounds, remaining absolutely rigid.

The head and tripod complete fits
into an attractive leather bound bag.

New
THE
is

Telephotos
Wollensak Optical Company

making a

series of telephoto

lenses ranging in focal length from
three inches to six inches which can

readily be adapted to the Cine-Kodak,
model f 1.9. To fasten any of these
lenses to the model f 1.9, all that is
necessary is to remove the three small
screws holding the f 1.9 to the cam-

The

era and fasten the telephoto in its
place in exactly the same manner.
To facilitate the changing of lenses,

one-inch focus a picture eight feet

large thumbscrews are supplied with
the telephotos, which eliminate the
necessity of carrying a screwdriver
with the kit.

light is reflected by a mirror behind the gate, the lamp being placed
at the side as in other models.
The
efficiency is such that with a lens of

by

six feet is obtainable.

(Continued on page 268)

HA! HA! HA!
*-*

what

that's

do

they'll all

new
FILMO LENS MODIFIER

when you

use the

Filmo Lens Modifier, front and rear views

HERE —
ally

all

over again— in your person-

made movies

are the distorted

the larger knurled ring
indicate the direction of

When

pictures of the comic mirrors which cause

the distortion.

such riotous laughter at the amusement

horizontal, the object

parks.

shortened and widened;

Fat folks made thin, thin folks made fat. Or

when

is

vertical the object

vertically

elongated.

physical characteristics accentuated. These

is

are the movie effects

Guide lines are visible
through Filmo viewfinder. Write for details.
You'll want this accessory

you get with a Filmo
Lens Modifier attached to the lens on the
front of your Filmo. Nobody will know
what you are up to until they "see themselves in the movies" in most ridiculous

The laugh

fashion.

No movie outfit

lens.

mount

is

and the 20 mm.

lens

Merely turn

sure.

The

it

F

with fingers to get

Dremophot Exposure Meter

many funny

Filmo
your movies

effects the

to

lines

Here's a highlyscientificdevice that eliminates guess

—

work reduces the otherwise exacting exposure problem to a mathematical certainty, and with the ease
of child's play.

The Dremophot Exposure Meter does its job with
speed and accuracy. Measures not only the general
light condition at the instant but the intensity of the
light reflected from the subject iVse/f.Thepropersetting
for photographing any subject in any light, at any
distance, is instantly determined from direct readings.

3.5
all

No computations to make. Clear, sharp pictures always result. Dremophot comes packed in sturdy
genuine leather case for convenient carrying. Price,
$12.50. Write for details.

on the rear face of

"Rare Bits"

Filmo Rental Library

No. 1754.

Curiosities
date April 9

No. 692.

APRIL RELEASES

Larry Semon in "The
reels.

Dome

No. 377 A.

Doctor'

Release date April 2

-ASK

Bell

8c

Two reels.

Release date April 16

"Whose Which" Cameo Comedy

—

Base rental $1.25 per reel 24 hours
Each Reel Approximately 400 feel

Coupon Enters You

1 reel. Release

"The Movies" A Lloyd Hamilton Comedy

No. 720. 2

of

Lens Modifier brings

the changing effects which are possible.

The white guide

Two

price

$13.50.

of a lifetime.

complete without one
of these mirth-makers. The device screws
into the regular Filmo F 3.5 lens in place
of the Sun Shade. Also fits the 1-inch F 3.5
focusing

is

1 reel.

Release date April 23

"Beauty-A-La-Mud" Christie Comedy
No. 674. Two reels. Release date April 30

Free for

One Year of

"FILMO TOPICS"
This monthly Bell & Howell amateur
movie bulletin brings you news and
technical tips that will make you glad
you're a movie fan. Get on our Filmo
Topics

—FREE.

list

YOUR FILMO DEALER-

Howell

Co.
j

1828 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago,

Illinois

&

Howell Co., 1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.
Please mail complete information on
Dremophot Exposure Meter.
Filmo Lens Modifier.
Filmo Rental Library Films and where to rent them.
Please enter my name to receive "Filmo Topics" regularly

Bell

I
|

I

Name.

New

York, Hollywood, London (B.

& H. Co., Ltd.)

Established 1907

Address_
J

I

City_

_State_

rJ
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CIVIC

The
A
By

CINEMA

Unique Movie Move Planned for Manhattan

Elizabeth Perkins

%

WITH

The

taste for literature can be cultivated through the medium of pictures. Who can ever forget Jackie
Coogan as Oliver Twist? And once
having seen the screen version of

approximately 400 mo-

tion picture theatres in the

city of New York, seating
300,000 people and filled twice and
three times a day
which makes a
conservative estimate of 700,000 people who daily go to the movies not
one has been built for any other
reason than that of profit to the
promoters. The greatest medium to
reach the greatest number of people is undoubtedly the screen, for
we know that $600,000,000 a year

Oliver, doesn't everyone want to get
the book and read it in its entirety?
course of classical literature will

—

A

many a student and interest
a mind that is not inclined
to reading.
There will be a course
in health, which incidentally means
beauty, to which every woman will

—

spent by the public to see mopictures.
It is the universal
language to students or to flappers.
Neither race, creed, nor color
make any difference, for all ages
and all languages come to the same

appeal to

many

FACADE OF THE LITTLE PICTURE HOUSE

is

tion

understanding through the medium
of the movies.
Yet in the great
city of New York, where more than
$100,000,000 is spent every year on
charity and education, no one has
erected a motion picture house solely
for the

good of the community.

But, on a small scale, such a one
is now projected, to be known as the
Little Picture House.
In it the amateur movie maker is to play an important part.
The Music School

another civic organizacooperate in making it attractive. The programs for afternoon
and evening recreation will be the
very best that can be found. There
will be dramas and comedies to divert
the tired business man and woman;
sometimes there will be a picture that
has greater value than sheer emotional pastime.

who

love flowers and have gardens

there will be a series of garden pic-

by members of several
garden clubs. There will be practical pictures of planting and pruning and landscape gardening, examples of English gardens and Dutch
tures arranged

gardens, gardens for the suburbanite,
and window boxes for the city-bound.
When the garden groups are through
with their series of silent lectures,
other groups interested in the city

and those ignorant of the city will
have a course in civics. They may
learn for what purposes they pay
their taxes,

ants on

Settlement,

call,

tion, will

citizens

There is not an audience in the
world which does not appreciate mental exercise as well as mental relaxation.
After all, Charlie Chaplin
draws better in a picture like "The
Kid" than he does in his earlier piethrowing, slap-stick nonsense.
It is
Chaplin at his best, and other pictures at their best, that the Little
Picture Houses will aim at providing.

But

the

unique

feature in this
will be the programs
arranged for the morning hours.
series of pictures on different topics
will be given on certain days, for

movie center

A

there are as many tastes on picture
subjects as there are on literary sub-

The Little Picture House, seating only 300, will try to cater to the
tastes of separate groups.
For those
jects.
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who

whom

are the public's serv-

they have a right to

what privileges the

city gives its

—the free concerts and play-

and schools,
and police protection.
grounds, piers

clinics

program.

In

itself,

the bravery

Department would be a
greater thriller than any romance
of the Fire

ever screened. The filtering process
at Ellis Island, the reformatories in
the East River, the hospitals and the
markets all are full of human interest, but who on Park Avenue knows
about them?
They are interesting
pictures, these records of human lives
working daily side by side in the vast

—

There is no end to what can be
done in a course of pictures.

The question may be asked, who
The answer

will go to these courses?
is apparent: the women

who go to
who go on shopping expediand many who go nowhere and

lectures,
tions,

are bored.

Sunday

will have

cial attraction for those

its

spe-

who have no

church, but who will go to a choral
screen service.
The Music School
Chorus will lead the singing of
familiar hymns and psalms, and the
pictures will be of Old Testament
subjects and of the Holy Land.

The opportunity given the amateur
photographer will also be a step in
advance,

for

in

the

Little

Picture

try out his pictures in

a professional manner and judge
whether his films can measure up to
or exceed professional standards.

These are suggestions of what can
be done in such a picture house if
the public will support it. We have
civic music, a civic repertory theatre

and a town hall for civic lectures, but
where is the civic picture house? A
fund to build such a house has been
started by a few public-spirited citizens. The Film Bureau, 4 West 40th
Street,

New York

City,

is

sponsoring

The directors of the
Little Picture House are Mrs. Henry
Griffin,
Miss Anne Morgan, Miss
this enterprise.

city.

There will be pictures and music,
where the Music School Settlement
takes part.
These will be particularly for those of school age and will
represent the best operas

printed.

House he can

The growth of old New York into
modern New York would itself fill
a

find time to come and which will
teach her more about care of the
body than would the advertisements
in the back of all the magazines ever

made

into

pictures, accompanied by the advanced pupils of the Music School,
in order that grand opera may be
familiar in theme and motif when
the growing generation graduates
from the school room. There will
be literature, history, and biography.

Elizabeth Perkins, Miss Sophie Smith,

Harry

Harkness Flagler. Marshall
and Roy W. Winton. The

P. Slade
office

of the Little Picture House
with the Film Bureau.

is,

at present,

not to be doubted that among
lovers of the cinema
will be found enough friends to assure completion of this plan for the
first civic cinema.
It is

the

New York

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
News of Visual Education

in Schools

and Homes

Edited by Ruth Hamilton Kerr

THE

majority of films

for free distribution,
catalogues of
listed in

United States Government
bureaus and State universities

and

industries, are

available only on standard width stock. For the
present, this eliminates a
great deal of film material suitable for home motion

pictures,

when

16

mm,

projecting
machine in homes, schools
and churches is creating
an ever-growing audience
for the educational type
of picture sponsored by
this

the

education, C. W. Barrell, director of
the Western Electric Motion Picture
Bureau, says:
"The film message is kinetic, while
Unthe teacher's message is static.
less we produce educational motion
pictures that are an improvement
over the static blackboard and textbook method we are not taking full
advantage of the remarkable potenyet

no standard

education.
to

deter-

mine the value of educational pictures, and so far they have served
supplementary aids in
schools. But the educational picture
of the future will be more than the
teacher's static message translated
into motion picture form; it will be a
film produced through the joint efforts of educators and technical labonly

as

oratories, with directors

who

appre-

ciate the peculiar difference of the
kinetic film message from any other

kind."

Convention
RECENT developments

in the field

of visual education were brought
out by the speakers at the ninth annual meeting of the National Acad-

emy

government and
and in order

in-

to

of Visual Instruction held Feb-

mm.

In order to assist

Sage Foundation, spoke on "The
During
Exhibit as a Visual Aid."
the afternoon there were two main
subjects covered, "Demonstrations of
the Value and Effective Use of Visual
Aids" and a symposium on Visual
Education, in which State representatives took part.

stock

may

16

be obtain-

an

the

available,

but

will

and films borrowed

all

information of interest

League members who

free

at-

films

give

of charge, the editor of
department is prepar-

to

this

wish to write to the

dis-

ing a listing of distributors
in
various
cities

tributors for further

de-

re-

Bureau of Education of the
United States Department of the
Interior has made up a bibliography
on Visual Education for educators
and those interested in studying the
development of the motion picture in
It inconnection with education.
cludes reference lists of the outstanding published reports and articles
written on this subject, under the following general heads: general references bulletins, articles and reports from periodicals, school and
state publications; a section on special subjects; lantern slides and moving pictures their uses in educa-

—

—

of moving picschool children; use in
effect

foreign countries; government bureaus lending slides and films free or
for a nominal charge; commercial
companies furnishing education films
and motion picture supplies.

may

be obtained
by writing to the Bureau of Education, United States Department of the
Interior, Washington, D. C.
This bibliography

Museum Service
THE motion picture division of the

American Museum of Natural
History is circulating more than
600,000 feet of motion picture film
in the public schools of New York

City.

mm.

list

ruary 27 and 28 at Boston Teachers

At the first morning sesCollege.
sion E. C. Routzahn, of the Russell

mem-

to

THE

upon

country,

tempt

Bibliography

tures

the

where free films on

paring programs combining both rental material

of Visual Instruction, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
gave the report on films.

work;

throughout

ed. This will not be

ports of committees covering various
phases of the visual instruction
method. John A. Hollinger, Director

tional

stock

bers of the League in pre-

The second program included

the difficulties arising in the production of educational pictures for visual

is

ute prints in 16

in the near future.

of

reach this audience it may
prove necessary to distrib-

DEFINING

There

type

dustry,

Kinetic Education

tialities of films in visual

projectors are used.

But the increasing use of

These films are lent entirely

free of charge to the schools, being

delivered to the classrooms by the

tails.

Museum

messengers and called for
end of the loan period. Among
these films are three sets of "Yale
Chronicles of America for American
History," many interesting films on
natural history, and geographical
films that have been taken on special
at the

expeditions to foreign countries to
obtain a true portrayal of the everyday life of the people. For distribution to any organization in the
vicinity
of New York City, the
Museum has five series from the
Bureau of Mines and a group of
twelve interesting subjects deposited
by the Canadian Government Motion
Picture Bureau. Last year more than
100,000 feet of edited film were

added

to this library, and during the
year the Museum distributed more
than 3,300 reels to 122 schools,
reaching more than 1,123,700 pupils.
This is an increase of more than 100
per cent over the previous year.

Full

information

on obtaining
be obtained by
George H. Sherwood,

these pictures

may

addressing
Curator-in-Chief of the Department
of Public Education, American Museum of Natural History, 77th Street
and Central Park West, New York
City.

Mineral Films
APPROXIMATELY

one hundred

educational films have been prepared in the past few years by the
Bureau of Mines in cooperation with
the mineral industries. The demand
for these films for showing by educational institutions, churches, civic
bodies, clubs, miners' unions, and
other organizations has become so
great that the original plan of cen-

from the Pittsburgh Experiment Station of the
Bureau of Mines has become inade-

tralized distribution
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A

selected list of the best of
quate.
these films is now made available at
distributing centers located in the difThe films (of standferent States.

Everywhere— the Center

ard width) relate to coal, petroleum,
sulphur, iron, asbestos, marble, lead,
copper, natural gas, and other min-

of Attention!

erals.

Enduring Appeal

MODERN

screen classics that ten

years ago would have been considered of doubtful appeal to the
general public because they were
"educational" in their subject matter are today exploited as feature pictures.
The newest of these is the
Martin Johnson jungle film "Simba,"
which follows "Grass," "Chang,"
"Moana of the South Seas," "Alas-

kan Adventures" and "Nanook of the
North," to mention notable examples
of the type of film which has enduring appeal.
And, needless to say,
new prints of these same films on
16mm. film for home and school use
will augment, rather than lesson, interest in these pictures.

The Victor Cine Camera
Here

it

is

—the

Camera

that has swept the country,

admiration of amateurs and professionals alike

—by

won

Show Train
railroad cars have been
TWO
Baltimore & Ohio
up by

the

many

its

unusual qualities heretofore not to be found in any 16

mm.

railroad in Baltimore last autumn.

Motion Picture Camera.

Employees who were unable to attend
the pageant will thus have an oppor-

—

And

back of the Victor Cine Camera
for a very good reason
more than 17 years' experience in the craftsmanship and
skill of making high grade motion picture equipments.

tunity to view the four reels
the centenary pageant.

is

A

all

—smoothness—responsive

besides other features has been added

No

control, to which,

SLOW MOTION.

wonder the new Victor Cine Camera

is

country, giving the motion picture enthu:iast a

supplied

f.

3.5

V elostigmat

corresponds as nearly as

thrill.

Teaching Teachers
DEMONSTRATIONS of

Price $ 125. Complete
with

of

possible to the selections played by
the Centenary Band.

sweeping the

new

made

coach has

and heating plant. In addition to
standard motion picture equipment,
the coach has an Orthophonic Victrola and amplifier and the music

the essentials of a perfect motion picture camera,

infallible accuracy

A

been equipped with seats for eighty
people and a baggage car in connection serves as an electric generating

marvel of mechanical simplicity, the Victor Cine Camera

combines

fitted

Railthe
road for a traveling motion picture
house, in order to show the film of
the memorable pageant held by the

Visual
Education through the medium
of motion pictures will be included

lens

the summer quarter courses for
school teachers at the University of
Virginia, according to the announcement of Dean Charles G. Maphis of
in

Ask your

dealer or write direct for further information

It is planned to have
two demonstrations every week dur-

the institution.

Victor Animatograph Co*,
340

VICTOR BUILDING

DAVENPORT, IOWA,

U.

inc.
S.

A.

ing the

use.
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summer

session, the pictures

used to be furnished by the EducaDepartment of Pathe Extional
change, Inc., which has on hand a
large library of film for classroom

Enlargements from DuPont 16mm. Panchromatic' Safety Negative (K.l

Filter)
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RE-VIEWING
The Metropolitan Museum

Advance of Visual Education
About this time a motion picture
camera was presented to the members
to the Museum's Egyptian Expedition
for use in recording finds and the
process

of

uncovering them.

This

practical use of the motion picture

camera in the

scientific

cavation stimulated the
the

Illustrations

Courtesy of the Metropolitan

WHEN ANCIENT ARMOR COMES TO

Museum

0/

work of exmembers of

Department of Egyptian Art

in

the desire to co-relate their discoveries in that foreign land with treasures already in the Museum. It was
quite natural, therefore, that a mo-

Art

LIFE

tion picture should suggest itself as

armor problem,
and the Board of Trustees readily
approved experimentation along that
the solution to the

PERHAPS

you have done it, too
walked around in a museum and tried to seem interested when really you were a little
bored because you couldn't under-

—

just

stand how
the
things
exhibited
actually worked.
Or perhaps you
were one of that smaller group that
asked questions of some official.
There are evidently a number of people who do that, though it would
never occur to the rest of us. Perhaps you have wandered aimlessly
about the armor gallery in some museum, either here or abroad, and
wished you could see how they used
those heavy pieces
and were they
really able to move in them?
Now a way has been found to
gratify that particular wish and many
others and to answer your asked or
unasked questions in visible form.
At the Metropolitan Museum of

—

Art in
there

New York
is

a

very

City, for
fine

great

number

of questions

terested visitors.

And what

Museum an
ties

of

the

interest in the possibili-

motion

picture

in

its

line.

Interest in this

keen

among

the

new experiment was
members of the staff

of the armor department and everybody went enthusiastically to work.
Two young men wrote a very realistic
and historical scenario; in fact, so
realistic that some intensive censoring was necessary in the actual fight
scenes. They had worked long among
these pieces of armor and knew intimately their history and uses, so
that a graphic picture was bound to
result.

A

camera was purchased and the

prospective cameramen began an intensive study of its workings and
uses. Central Park and the Museum
became the studio; the props and

costumes came from the Museum's

realm.

example,

collection

armor which for years has

ing and to which they were entitled.
As far back as 1921 the Society
for Visual Education had stated thai
people learn through the eye without
conscious effort, and that already
"dry-as-dust-descriptions" had given
way to unforgettable living pictures;
that children in the schools were thus
absorbing much of history and nature. But the use of film in connection with a Museum of Art had not
yet been recognized in line with the
ideals of this particular institution.
However, several commercial film
companies had been soliciting the
privilege of taking pictures in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the
continued requests of these companies eventually awakened in the

of

elicited a

from

in-

questions

these folk have asked!
sit

Could those people stand up and
down in armor?
Could they put it on and take it
without aid?
did they wear it?
Could they move easily in armor?
How could they mount a horse?
How could they ride? And so on,

off

When

ad infinitum.
This same thing probably has happened in museums all over the world.
People everywhere are inquisitive,
and rightly so they learn by asking

—but

—

was in the New York museum that moving pictures were first
resorted to as a means of giving to
the public more graphically the information they were constantly seek258

it

EGYPT OF

TODAY— OR OF THREE THOUSAND YEARS AGO

THE PAST
of Art Contributes

to

the

By Katherine M. Comstock

armor collection. Members of the
staff became actors, and for several
days Central Park went back to the
time of knights and chivalry. Knights
in authentic armor performed feats
on foot and horseback; hand-to-hand
contests
between
fully
armored
knights were waged on the embattled
parapets of a terrace in the park. It
was hard work, but it was great fun,
and the finished product was an undeniable success.
"A Visit to the Armor Galleries"
is a two-reel picture. The first reel
shows chain mail and Gothic armor;
the second shows Maximilian and enriched armor. Besides the armor in
actual use, pictures are shown of the
great beauty and design of the armor
and the armorer's skill in modeling

how the armor is donned and
removed; interesting methods of fastening and unfastening, and so forth.
steel;

And

all of this is absolutely historic

and authentic.

When

had been developed
it was edited and titled at the Museum and was then ready for exhibition and distribution.
It was first
shown to the trustees, then to the
entire staff of the museum, and later
the film

This picture has been
publicly shown at various times in

to the public.

the lecture hall of the

Museum and

has been widely distributed through
the country. Since that time the interest in and appreciation of the

A MEDIEVAL BATTLE STAGED

armor

galleries has been marked. But
perhaps the most interesting feature
in connection with the film is the wide
and appreciative interest it has re-

cently

awakened among the museums

has been the rounds of
practically every museum in Europe
that possesses a collection of armor.
From Madrid to Vienna, to Berlin,
Dresden, Munich, Stockholm and
London, its fame spread and for it
came urgent calls. Many congratulatory letters have been received by
the staff of the Metropolitan Museum
on the cleverness and originality of
abroad.

this

It

method of

instruction in the uses

of armor.

At the same time that the armor
film was being created in this country
the

members

of the Egyptian Expedi-

by Major Herbert M.
Dawley, were successfully producing
a two-reel film entitled "The Daily

tion, assisted

IN

NEW

YORK'S CENTRAL PARK

Life of the Egyptians

Modern."

—Ancient

and

This

picture
was,
of
course, actually taken along the Nile

and shows the modern peasant at the
various tasks of his daily life plowing, winnowing, brick-making, etc.
and then reveals a picture of these
same acts some 3,000 years ago as
shown in paintings at the Metropolitan Museum. The spectator is amazed

—

to find that the

plishing

these

methods of accomhave scarcely

tasks

changed during the thirty centuries.
This film was finished in time to be
shown with the armor film at the
first showing to the Board of Trustees.

Encouraged by the interest shown
these films, and convinced that
motion pictures did have a part to
play in connection with the Museum's
in

purposes, that institution's authorities
decided to extend the use of motion
In
pictures to other departments.
October, 1924, the services of Major
Dawley were regularly obtained and
the work progressed satisfactorily.
Major Dawley's film "The Spectre,"
for which the scenario was written
by Miss Grace 0. Clarke, who had
shown a very helpful interest in the
film work, used the American wing
of the Museum for a setting, resulting in an absolutely authentic New
England background. Miss Clarke
was later engaged to supervise the
cinema work of the Museum, and her
enthusiasm has done much to develop
an increasing library of films and to
awaken a very keen interest in museums throughout the country. Real
lovers of art journey to such treasure houses without added stimuli, but
the presentation of these films in
schools has done much to interest
school children in the Museum. A

number
THIS SCENE

WOULD HAVE BEEN THE SAME
DAY OF THE PHAROS

IF

FILMED IN THE

of films have been made, including one showing the process of
making pottery, another showing the
259

—
development of firearms,

A

HOME MOVIES

Free

etc. In each
case the film portrays a story and
includes the showing of some of the
treasures that can be found in the

Ask Your

Museum of Art. In one
of the films the figures on a Greek
vase come to life and enact the tale
of Perseus and the slaying of the
Metropolitan

Publication

Dealer

For Amateur
Movie Makers

For Your

Copy

Gorgon and its sequel. Can you imagine witnessing a story like that and
then not going straight to see the
actual vase on your very first visit to
the

Museum?

But these films are not intended to
influence our judgment in regard to
these works of art, but rather to in-
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RICHARD MAN/CN
535 Fifth Avenue

PUBLISHER

New

become better acquainted with its
and history, and so to open

to

creation
the

way

an appreciative underthe motion

to

standing.

The value of

picture as an aid to the understanding or appreciation of art has been
questioned. But it is quite probable
that understanding may lead to appreciation,

and no one who has seen

armor

film can
doubt that
through the agency of the picture an
understanding of the art of the
armorer is gained in a manner otherwise hardly possible.
the

The Metropolitan Museum films
have a wide distribution. They are
rented at a very nominal fee. As before mentioned, they have been
shown

in

a

number

schools

many States. Last summer in
Nashville, Tcnn., free showings were
given in one of the municipal parks

York City

during the summer, and they were so
well attended and the films so enthusiastically received that the experiment will undoubtedly be repeated.
So far they have been released only
on 35
film, but in the near future
they will also be available on 16

mm

mm

which means that you will have
opportunity to show them on your
own projectors before a group of
film,

art-loving friends.

These films have already accomplished a great deal in promoting understanding, and therefore appreciation, of art among laymen, and the
Museum is continuing in their production and experimentation.

We

owe much

to the staff of the

Metropolitan Museum of Art for
blazing still another trail in the great
field of visual education, and with
keen interest we will follow further
Again they have
developments.
proven that experiments and new developments in the motion picture
field lie largely in the

interested amateurs.
260

of

throughout the United States and are
a source of keen interest to the students. They have also been shown in
auditoriums and before large groups
in
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crease our appreciation of the actual
piece by giving us the opportunity

hands of the

PHOTOGRAPHY
By Joseph

PHOTOGRAPHY,
now one

J.

Weber
unentangled,

like printing, is

made

of the practical arts.

products are instruments of
civilization just as are books. No
one would question the value of books
in the work of the school. The printed
page has become an indispensable asset in educational procedure.
Its

But while the art of printing has
been a boon to education in the last
few centuries, it has at the same time
introduced a train of malpractices, of
which the greatest unquestionably is
the evil of verbalism. How this came
into being may prove illuminating.

In the beginnings of civilization
learning grew only out of actual ex-

Through it the primitive
boy learned to hunt and fish. Aroperience.

matic concepts developed in his brain
through the avenue of smell; inter-

emanated largely from organic
sensations; concepts of power arose
from his muscular efforts, and a large
variety of other concepts grew out of
innumerable auditory and visual exest

Considered

periences.

EDUCATION

and

of this truth. His fellow scientists
understood his theory of evolution
readily; but it required a Huxley to
meaningfully in the
it
illustrate
homely language of the ordinary

man. The same

is

true of Einstein's

theory of relativity. For a long time
only eleven men and he and God understood it; but as soon as a fourreel motion picture of the mysterious
brain-creation was available, then
even the present writer gained the
self-satisfying notion that he understood.

The

perfection of the printing press

has greatly facilitated verbal transfer. The result is that nearly all of
our learning is constantly being reported and preserved in language

and

and transmitted in this
The press has evolved; li-

utilized

form.

braries have multiplied; the textbook
has become a valuable aid to the edulife.

In our schools of today, unfortu-

grew out of the world

nately, the use of verbal transfer has

of reality; he, in turn, transferred
his learning to his son through the

been carried too far. Verbal transfer
is at best an indirect method of pres-

his learning

medium

of actual experience.

With the growth of language, however, learning came to be transferred
increasingly through the medium of
a symbol
the word. The hunter
would kill the beast and later tell
the tale in camp. In doing this he

—

would translate his experience into
words and transfer it in this manner
to his associates; they, in their turn,
would re-translate the words back

imagery of their own similar
and understand. To the
extent that they understood they
learned, and their learning had been
effected by verbal transfer.
into the

experiences

—

Verbal transfer is a marvelous ecoin many ways, but only when
both parties to the exchange of idea9
have a common experience. It would
be folly for the specialist to communicate with his colleague in terms
of actual experiences, or even visual
representations thereof. In such a
case language alone usually suffices,
and sometimes a single term like
"habeas corpus" or "tuberculosis"
will effect a complete understanding.
But when he tries to convey his ideas
to the lay mind he must amplify, or

nomy

illustrate,
or
demonstrate,
hi9
thoughts in terms of simple experiences which are necessarily a part
of learning the latter's apperceptive
mass.
Darwin can be cited as an example

entation.

A

great deal of loss

is

bound

on the way. If there is no
empirical background in the hearer,
or reader, he fails to understand;
and, as is often the case with innocent school children, if some kind of
comprehension is insisted upon by
threat of punishment, irrelevant imagto occur

drafted into service and the
result is not uncommonly a deplorable misconception.
Here is the definition of a volcano

ery

securely

For the creation of a brand-new
idea, therefore, the actual experience
is the best method of approach.
It
conveys clear-cut images and relationships, and it does this in a way
which is not only quicker but also
more satisfying to the learner. Especially in
the elementary schools,
where new facts and thought relationships are constantly being introduced and where the apperceptive
mass is more likely to be inadequate,
actual experiences should be provided to procede or accompany verbal

discussion and instruction.
guistic

The

lin-

exchange between the teacher

and her pupils should,

in a certain

mechanical sense, really constitute
the hum and whir of the brain factory as its transforms the raw material of sense-perception into the fin-

ished
product
learning.

of

cerebration

—

both in school and in com-

cator,

munity

together,

all

and

quickly

associations.

is

by an English schoolgirl, presumably after this natural

had been

phenomenon

drilled into the class in the

usual verbalistic manner "A volcano
is a mountain with a hole in the top;
and if you look down the hole, you
can see the Creator smoking."
In teaching, the line of least resistance is to lecture or talk and assign lessons in a textbook.
This
means verbal transfer, with its attendant vagueness and misconceptions. While words are economical in
discussion and review, which presumably deal with an apperceptive

It is decidedly not the intention
here to dispute the value of the linguistic appeal, for language has a
peculiar integrating function in the
life of the learner. It serves to arouse

curiosity;

it

frequently

provokes thinking, and

is instrumental in engendering the grandest ideals. It is
absolutely necessary for the growth
of higher concepts. The metaphysical
processes involve almost exclusively
verbal imagery. The verbal appeal
it

furnishes the power for utilizing the
natural resources of sensory experience. It is wasteful only in its abuse,
where, for example, other methods
are demonstrably more economical in

modern physchology. It
cannot successfully be substituted for
actual experience in the learning
the light of

process.

:

mass that

is

common

to all

members

of the class, they will not always
in presenting

ing
ical

new

new

concepts.

method here

pupils with

—

do

facts or develop-

The most economis

to provide the

new sensory

experiences

and so
depending upon their individ-

visual, auditory, kinesthetic,

forth,

ual needs.

Only these insure

direct,

The evil of verbalism is being
painted in vivid colors purposely to
emphasize its dangers. It must not be
inferred, though, that it prevails in
every classroom in the land. In fact,
it is probably more the exception today than the rule, but where it prevails it entails inexcusable waste.
Fifty or more years ago those who
were responsible for the teaching of
science became conscious of the poverty of experience which the average
learner brought to school, and so they
established the
laboratory which
serves to provide such sensory experiences as are necessary for a satisfactory understanding of the course
content. This is especially true in the
study of chemistry, and proportionately less so of physics, zoology, bot261

—
any, physiology, and so on

down

the

line.

With the gradual change from the
predominately rural life of two generations ago to the highly centralized
urban life of today has come an increasing deprivation of the opportunities for experiences that are funda-

EMPIRE FILMS

mental to an understanding of the
content of our present-day school curriculum, and so several movements
for educational reform have swept
the country. Following the laboratory
came the Herbartian movement. Its
central purpose was to emphasize the
importance of the various steps that
are essential to artistic teaching. Then
came the manual training shop.
The primary justification of manual
training lies in the fact that it provides the opportunities for co-ordinat-
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has gradually been
incorporated with our instructional

pictorial matter

classroom; such magazines as The
National Geographic, Popular Mechanics, and others, are being utilized
more and more by progressive teachers; lantern slides and stereographs
are daily gaining in favor in modern
educational procedure, and even the

motion picture is successfully reeling
its way in most up-to-date schools.
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zero to nearly twenty per cent; maps
and charts are common now in the

and to take the geography class
Egypt to study the Nile is entirely

liner

Address
City

of course, that the pic-

torial illustration

rience

Name

to call

justified in the conviction that
visual experiences are really not utilized to the full extent of their potential value. One of the reasons for the
neglect is that the actual visual expe-

CO., Inc.

Me An

is

amply

Avenue

Please Mail

purpose

particular attention to the necessity of
perceptual foundations in the acquisition of useful learning.

rests
-

-

the visual aids move-

the

CO.,

New York

Avenue

we have

Its central

All these facts indicate that the use
of the visual appeal in education is
quite satisfactorily keeping pace with

ASK YOUR DEALER

EMPIRE SAFETY FILM

others,

ment.

technique.
During the last thirty
years our regular textbooks have
steadily increased the area devoted to

FEATURES

723 Seventh

in-

Next came the Dewey "interest" conception, which attempts to
tellect.

;

out of question.
LJ

Fortunately the invention of pho-

tography has placed in the hands of
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the educator a

means of manifestly

great possibilities. The photograph
is a cross-section of the visual situation that can be transported from one
part of the earth to another, from
one linguistic group to another, from

one historic period to another, and

from one magnitude
very

The

little loss

to another, with

in accuracy

and form.

sensitive film, in short, has

made

vicarious visual experience practica-

The American schoolboy can

ble.

now see the hippopotamus wade in
the muddy waters of the Nile; he can

CULLEN

learn to appreciate the life activities
of the Siamese, even though he does

not understand their language; he can

Columbus embark

see

in

fcfc

Spain and

across the Atlantic; he can see
on the screen the antics of microscopic organisms, as well as the repose of the greatest monster of the
sail

INTERIOR KIT M
consisting of

SPEED LENS

F:2

An imported high-speed lens with

Altogether, he can thus acquire
a fund of realistic imagery which
can easily be made the basis of more
skies.

ability for

super quality

1000-

effective instruction.

proven

results.

WATT LAMP

Including 1000- watt bulb, folding tripod,

But what evidence have we that
foregoing reasoning is sound?
Experimental education has furnished us such evidence. An experiment was conducted in a New York
school
which
City
intermediate
throws considerable light on this
problem. The experiment sought the
answers to two questions
1. Will the substitution of an in-

extension cord and carrying case.

the

formational film for a part of the oral
recitation
effect
an
increase
in
learning
2. Where will the film prove more
helpful, at the beginning or at the
end of the lesson?

S

EVERYTHING NECESSARY
FOR INDOOR PICTURES
No one should be without this simple,
compact and inexpensive equipment.

$ 65, 50
GULLEN'S SPECIAL FILMO CAMERA CASES

Three methods were compared. In
the

there

first

was

Regular Case

a "lecture" lesson

on the geography of Asia, which was
followed by a short review-quiz; in
the second method the same lesson

was taught, but in place of the reviewquiz there came a closely correlated
travelogue film; in the third method
the film was shown first, followed by
the lesson. The lecture lesson was
constant for all three methods and

Has
for
films,

fast

Duplex Case
For Filmo with Du
plex Finder attache

compartments
four
100 ft.
telephoto lens,
lens,

color

ed.

ters, finders, etc.

BLACK

TAN

Slightly

more

space for additional
accessories of film.

fil-

BLACK

..$20

..$22

TAN

25

28

Allowances made on old

Allowances made on old

case.

case.

lasted uniformly twenty-five minutes,

while the three variable factors

—

re-

view-quiz, film following, and film
preceding consumed an additional
twelve minutes. The experiment was
rotated through three experimental

—

units

and approximately

dred

7A-grade pupils participated.

five

hun-

The various methods were separately
measured with three sixty-question
"yes-no" tests. The results were as
follows:

Gain in Learning

Convenient when traveling, carry all your equipment compactly stowed and
handsome case of heavy sole leather, plush lined and beautifully finished.

in a

LIBRARY RENTAL SERVICE

AND TITLING SERVICE
ROOM AT YOUR DISPOSAL
ALL APPARATUS FOR THE AMATEUR MOVIE MAKER
SPLICING

PROJECTION

CULLEN

PLIES SINCE 1882

—100%
Film-Lesson— 6 %

Lesson-Review

Lesson-Film— 109%

Y. C.

Cortlandt 8424

11

This

is

no place for a minute

de-

scription of the experimental proce-
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school system should have a library
EVERY
which
correlated motion picture

organized and
definitely supplement its
films
established courses. Eighty four film lessons of this high character, divided among eight courses, are now ready for immediate
school use, each course prepared with the aid of expert film editors by
leading authorities in each field of study. Full teaching plans for each
lesson are included with these scientifically correct visual education
They are procurable in either 16mm. or 35mm. film width for
aids.
either type of projection equipment.
feet (one reel),

35mm.

of

and

in

16mm.

Each

of

lesson in

35mm.

is

of 1,000

HEALTH
AND
American!
STATESMEN

y/ORLD
GEOGRAPHY

of 400 feet (the equivalent of 1,000 feet

film).

COURSES READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Number

Subjects

of

Lessons

CITIZENSHIP

HEALTH AND HYGIENE ....
AMERICAN STATESMEN ....
WORLD GEOGRAPHY
NATURE STUDY
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE ...
ELECTRICITY
GENERAL SCIENCE

Full Price

Per Lesson

16mm.

35tnm.

$48.00
12
45.00
9
43.00
6
53.00
9
18
48.00
48.00
9
6 (Double lgth) 58.00
9
50.00

$120.00
115.00
110.00
130.00
120.00
120.00
140.00
125.00

[natureI

study]

vocational;

Schools are Invited to Write for Further Details

guidance
A Message
HPHIS

Especially for Dealers

to the school systems of America holds particular inevery dealer in motion picture film and equipment
it does, a tremendous field for a new service to your
community. Write for our school and home exclusive franchise plan.

message

-*-

terest for
suggesting, as

ELECTRICITY

SCHOOL DIVISION

NEIGHBORHOOD
MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,

Inc.

PLEASE ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE
131 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
1111 Center St., Chicago,
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GEN ER All
Science,

111.

—

:

Neither should any space be
devoted to discussing the reliability
of the results. Suffice it to emphasize
that each of the three figures given
dure.

above— 100%, 109% and

116%—

represents the average score of five
hundred pupils on one hundred and
eighty test questions, and the same
five

hundred pupils have produced

each average score.

The

results

When

a correlated motion picture is used in combination with verbal instruction, we can confidently
expect an increase in the effectiveness of the lesson. This increase is
subject to two kinds of variation: one
is due to individual differences
in human beings; the other is due to
the variable difficulty of the subject

kind

as the subject matter
is concerned, we may postulate that

matter.

So far

the farther removed from the individual pupil's world of experience is
the content of the topic to be learned,
the greater will be the help rendered
by sensory visualization, especially in
the comprehension of fundamentally
visual situations. For example, in an
Oklahoma school a lesson on the
crude rubber industry would need

much more

pictorial illustration than
would a lesson on oil production, for
oil may be a part of the pupil's daily
life.

So far as the variations due

to

nature are concerned, we may
infer that the more concrete-minded
the pupil is, the greater is the necessity for sensory visualization. To illustrate, a dull boy will not, as a rule,

human

the locks in the

Panama

He

needs help in the
form of a sensory experience, and
since it is hardly expedient to take
him on a trip to the Canal Zone there
remains only one alternative for the
teacher to resort to models, diagrams, still and motion pictures, to
make her explanation clear.

Canal work.

—

The

2.

average

inferences
1.

how

tion

major

three

suggest

comprehend from a verbal explana-

its

fact that the "film-lesson"

is

considerably higher than

reverse, the "lesson-film" average,

suggests a second major inference:
since motion pictures provide the
sense-perceptions for a vicarious visual experience, they should be shown
relatively early in the study of a
topic;

in

fact,

the

come immediately
mental

set

showing should

after the necessary

has been created.

They

then serve to provide the pupils with
a fund of realistic imagery, which
makes the language of the textbook
or the recitation more meaningful to
them. They will evince more interest
and the lesson will sink deeper.

Curiously enough, when this experiment was in progress it was generally assumed by exponents of visual education that the educational
film should be used as a summary to
the study of a topic. This merely
proves that armchair reasoning is just
as likely to go wrong as right. There
is nothing in the human reasoning
process that guarantees its final conclusion to be the truth. Only scientific
experiment can safeguard us

A

film
against the pitfalls of error.
shown after the mastery of a topic

undoubtedly provide many new
and correct many more misconceptions; but it can do all that
and a great deal more by being

will

insights

shown near the beginning. Why permit the formation of misconceptions?
Then another point: There is more
transfer from sensory experience into
linguistic exchange than the other
way round; in other words, human
beings think more easily from pictures into language than from language into pictures.
3. The results from certain concealed tests which formed a part of
the regular questionnaires justify a
third inference. Pupils enjoy a film-

Mr.

J.

Potter

happy

quite

Pancake

with

is

new

his

Filmo.

For like all sophisticated and
keen buyers... he bought his
Filmo from Bass.

Make

Chicago headquarters at Buss. .the oldest motion picture service in
your

.

Chicago.
sixty-page catalog
for the asking.

Big

Bass Camera
179

that

is realistic,

concrete,

and

at
You

NIGHT

can

take

Fascinating

"Home Movies"

with Fotolitb

WITH

you don't have

Fotolite,

to

"wait for

the sun" or select a golden day for your
movies.
Fotolite brings the brilliance of
the sun right into your home
gives you vivid,

—

powerful light even on the darkest days and at
night.
When there's a party or dance at your
or when the children are up to their
pranks, you can ta\e those shots you wouldn't
miss for worlds!
And you can record them

home,

will want to look at
truly beautiful films, rich
in the soft tones and crisp highlights for which
Fotolite pictures are famous.

forever,

in

films

that

over and over again

you

—

provides what is so essential to good
pictures
perfect lighting.
It eliminates
the sputtering, the spar\s and the "light fright"

Fotolite

indoor

you all the brilliance
and the convenience of three
incandescent Fotolites.
Each Fotolite lamp has
a light value of 5750 lumens
a constant, uniform light that makes clear results absolutely

of the arc lamp.

It gives

of a 20'ampere arc

—

certain.

For

Lens three Fotolites supply the
of light.
These are supplied
special 5 00- watt bulbs and 2 nickdstands at a cost of $51.50 including

an F.

requisite

with

3

3.5

amount

plated
carrying case.

Fotolite

is

also supplied in single

($16.00 without carrying case) and double
units ($28.00 without carrying case) where ex-

units

tra illumination

is

required.

Ask your

dealer to demonstrate Fotolite for
If he does not carry Fotolite, write us
you.
today and we will send you the name of the
nearest Fotolite dealer.

definite

just naturally more interest-stimulating than is the symbolic, the abstract, and the indefinite and interest,
we all grant, is closely bound up
is

TESTRITE INSTRUMENT CO.
108 E. 16th St., New York City

;

free

Company

West Madison

aided lesson more than a purely linguistic one,
and, moreover, they
manifest deeper interest in the topic
for further study.
Subject matter

ven on
DARK DAYS and

Street

Chicago, Illinois
"yes We Swap Cameras"

with satisfaction and enjoyment.
Thus we may say that the educational film has the power to enlist
interest indirectly by the very nature
of

its

Fotolite
The Sunlight

for Indoor Pictures

content.
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SAVING THE IMAGE

GOERZ

SPCCDRAll

{Continued from page 229)

Cleanliness in all the above processes is absolutely imperative. Don't
disturb the atmosphere of the room
in which you are working so that the
air becomes full of dust particles,
and don't contaminate one solution
with the other. If you find your film
rather brittle (as it might become)

LETTERING

PENS

after it is dry humidify it for a few
hours before you project it,
When a film comes back from the
finishing lab with certain sequences
so dense that light can hardly penetrate them, these sequences must be
"reduced" or "weakened," so as to
bring the image to proper opacity for
projecting.
In true under-exposure
the shadow details will not have registered at all on the emulsion; therefore it is obvious that we cannot in-

into the image any detail
which was not placed there as a latent
image by the action of the light on
the silver emulsion. But if the lati-

troduce

tude of the film for under-exposure
has not been exceeded (and the latitude is considerable) we can salvage
a good screen image from the particular film in question.

There may be different kinds of
dense, under-exposed reversible film
such as those in which the opacity

—

over and which we wish
to lighten equally in all parts, or
those in which we have too contrasty
is

even

all

an image and wish to remove more
from the highlights than from
the halftones and the shadows.
In
silver

For Filmo and Victor Cameras
Now made with increased speed of f 2.7
The Goerz Wide Angle Hypar
adds 14 degrees to the ordi'
nary focusing angle. It makes possible the shooting of a broad scene
close at hand without the usual
lens

necessary increase in focusing dist'
ance.
Sport pictures from close
sidelines; broad interior scenes in
small rooms; industrial pictures
buildings photographed in narrow
streets; and for all pictures usually
made impossible or greatly hampered by cramped quarters. Write
for new descriptive circular.

OTHER GOERZ PRODUCTS
Lenses in a wide variety of speed and focal length.
Crisp definition, remarkable covering power, accurate
precision focusing mounts.

VIGNETTERS FINDERSCOPE
REFLEX FOCUSERS
MASK BOX-TITLE DEVICES
FOCUSING BASES
C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
319-AEast 34th St., New York, N. Y.

other words, we want to use a reducing agent that will act proportionally
on the amount of silver present in
the various densities forming the
image.
For the first type of dense film,
Farmer's reducer, evolved by Howard
Farmer in 1833, serves admirably.
The formula is as follows:
Potassium ferricyanide 10% solution
Plain hypo
A 1:8 solution
Add a few drops of the ferricyanide
solution to the hypo until it turns
yellow. As this solution will not keep
when mixed, it must be used immediately after preparation. Immerse
the film to be reduced in this solution and add a few drops of the ferricyanide solution. Watch the action
carefully, taking the film from the
bath before it is reduced to quite the
desired degree. When only a small
amount of ferricyanide is used, gradation of the tones is not affected
and action proceeds slowly. When
larger amounts are used the shadows
are eaten away and contrast can be
.

increased.

as follows:
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The

film

is

finally

washed

running water and hung up to dry.
The formula for the proportional
reducer, which reduces contrast, is
in
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filled
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Kill,
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NIGHT
MOVIES
So many events happen
that

next

at night

we would love to film
day we have the light but

the party

is

over.

METEOR FLARES

— 30

sec

flare

now

will provide the light

onds and up.
The leading professional

available to the amateur.

John G. Marshall
ATLANTIC AVENUE

1752

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

Solution

A

140 ozs.
Pure water
Potassium permanganate. .35 grains
Sulphuric acid.. 70 minims (drops)

DEALERS:

.

Solution

Andrew

140

ozs.

4ozs.-349 grains

A

very unstable and must
be used as prepared. Place in the
solution the dry film to be treated. A
precipitate will be formed, and for
Ithis reason the tray must be constantly kept in motion so as to keep
ithe deposit from settling out on the
When the film has been refilm.
duced to the desired degree it is
transferred, without washing, to sois

Alves Photo Shop,
Braintree 0372

Brown & Earle,
SPRINGFIELD

Williams,

REPUBLIC OF MEXICO
American Photo Supply Co., S.A.
Mexico, D. F.

WORCESTER
The Harvey & Lewis Company

NEW YORK CITY
Wm.

Whims." A "Gold,
en" Arrow Produc-

Mortimer's

tion.

PITTSBURGH
& Film
LOS ANGELES

United Projector

ERIE
& Green

Kelly

NEWARK

that

is

as

good as

it

Mundial Film Exchange
San Juan

WATERBURY
Company

Curtis Art

SYRACUSE
Lindemer's

ALBANY

you'll

retain a desire to

still

how

know

to diaphragm your lens
same time salvage pictures
that you would not even care to look
and that's going some!
at yourself

exactly

and

at the

—

James Oliver Curwood's
"The Broken Silence," a
story of the Northwest

E. S. Baldwin

HOUSTON
Star Electric

&

Engineering Co.

Mounted

SAN FRANCISCO
Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

"My Lady

BROOKLYN
Fred'k Loeser

&

Buffalo Photo Material Co.

FLORIDA
Tampa Photo&Art Supply Co.

MINNEAPOLIS
American Film Corp.
Loeb Arcade

CHICAGO
Aimer Coe & Co.
ST. LOUIS
A. S. Aloe Co.

LONG ISLAND
B. Gertz Inc.

162-10 Jamaica Ave., Jamaica

ROCHESTER
A. H. Mogensen
University of Rochester

PROVIDENCE
&

Starkweather

Williams, Inc.

NEW HAVEN
The Harvey &

Lewis Company

WESTERN CANADA
Regina Films, Limited
Regina, Sask.

BRIDGEPORT

ture pictures will be announced, in
addition to our comedies, cartoons,
animal dramas, and westerns.
Due to the immediate acceptance
by home movie owners of the
Home Film Library idea of modern pictures at a low rental price,
and due to the enthusiastic cooperation of our dealers, we are
entering upon a program that will
mean many more pictures of the
same high quality at the same reasonable rental price.

Film

Libraries

NEW YORK CITY
Camera

Police.

Whims" and "The

Home

The Harvey & Lewis Company
Gillette

of

Broken Silence" are two of Home
Film Libraries' feature pictures.
Every month new outstanding fea-

Co.

BUFFALO

Stores, Inc.
at 41st

Park Avenue

Inc.

100 East 42nd

would be

such thing as saving the image. Then
you would have to learn correct exposure, or lose much valuable film.
But if you keep in mind the fact that
only in dire emergency should you
use these methods just explained,

St.

PORTO RICO

250

correct exposure were given.

Perhaps it would be wiser to say that
when you pressed the button you had
your picture, and that there was no
if

& Company

Schaeffer

by a thin image, which

requires an intensifying treatment.
With reversible film (a positive image), over-exposure is indicated by a
thin image, which requires an intensifying treatment, and under-exposure by great density, which requires a reduction treatment.
After you have progressed this far
and have salvaged a few of your
scenes, do not assume that you can be
careless about calculation of exposure.
No amount of after-treatment
of the film is going to give you an

Corp.

Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

over-exposure

is, as a rule, indicated
great density, which requires a reduction treatment; under-exposure

Lady

PLAINFIELD

film clippings for a short piece that

by

Clara Bow and Carmelita Geraghty in
'M y
of
'

12 Maiden Lane

Before taking a piece of film that
is to be salvaged, and one which you
value very much, it would be a good
plan to hunt among your discarded

image

C. Cullen

103 Halsey

you are dealing with a negative image and they with a positive one,
and that the appearances indicating
over and under-exposure are just the
With a negative image,
opposite.

Inc.

The Harvey & Lewis Company

to dry.

has an image on it similar in appearance to the one to be treated.
Now, I know that you negative
film fans are going to say that all
this is about reversible film, and not
for you. But you merely have to remember, to use these methods, that

Inc.

PHILADELPHIA

lution B. The brown appearance of
film will disappear in this bath.
After this has taken place, wash and

is indicated

Lloyd, Inc.

J.

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS

tthe

hang up

M. Taylor Co.

BOSTON

B

Water
Potassium metabisulphite,
Solution

BOSTON
Solatia

St.,

NEW YORK

CITY

Motion

The

Pictures

Pictures

Snapshots

on

Time

$1.00

Exposures

roll of negative

35mm
Show

WYKO

by:

Contact Print

Projector Corp.
33 W. 60th St.

Enlargement
Projection

your Dealer

at

Camera

New

York, N. Y.
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
(Continued from page 252)

The new and
STUD

FITS

AN/

popular

DARD
CAMERA AND

AMATEUR

KINO-PANO-TILT

CAMERAS

and

TRIPOD

Exposition
nPHE Bass Camera

Company, 179
West Madison Street, Chicago,
announces a camera exposition start*•

ing

The

height

of

conveiv

ience in an inexpensive

and panoraming

tilting

camera head and tripod.

An

instrument of pre

May

1st

at

its

establishment.

Everything good in photography,
both motion and still, will be displayed, including an interesting exhibit on the making of celluloid film
and a graphic exposition showing the
evolution of the camera from 1885
All phototo the present time.
graphic enthusiasts will be wel-

up

cision.

comed.

Starring the
K.W.Thalhammer Co.
121-3 S.

FREMONT AVE.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

SwweK
B-M-S

Home

Broadcaster

The New Idea

for a

if

requested

BROOKLYN METAL STAMPING CORP.
DEPT. M. 724 ATLANTIC

Be,

AVENUE BROOKLYN,

Your Own

TO NEW ENGLAND!
16

Including Crawl Titles

and Border with your name

©
[

702 Church

—
I

9
1

Complete editing and

titling

mm.

or standservice. (16
ard.) Cinematography.

CLARK CINE-SERVICE

2540 Park Ave.

Evanston,

St.

111.

PHILADELPHIA
NEWS REEL LABORATORY

TITLES

YESTERDAY

New

HATTSTROM & SANDERS

Master Motion Picture Bureau
St. Boston— Han. 3593

36 Melrose

I

1707 Sansom Street
Exclusively 16mm
Developing, Printing, Titling,
Editing, Rush Service.

[

I

Cameramen

CAdillac 5260

DETROIT, MICH.

available for all

—Industrial

Also

VICTOR

PATHEX & SEPT

Give All Details

in First

Letter

Memphis, Tenn.
(AMATEUR MOVIE DEPT.)
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ON June

21st, 1928, the SS. Cal-

TO

is

known cinematographer,

now

Cape, Stockholm, Sassnitz,

cAmateur

<£M»ov\e

Quakers

THREE DOLLARS THE YEAR

Monarch Theatre Supply Go.
Box 2042

of the

conducting "The First
Movie Makers Mediterranean Tour."
The cruise will include the North

SHOULD
SUBSCRIBE

Land

Midnight Sun

who

EYEMO

DE VRY
FILMO

particular locality.

Wells, well

EVERY EDUCATOR

Cameras and Projectors
KODASCOPE
CINE KODAK

16mm. size in 54
any amateur interested can obtain a loan of it by corresponding
with a mattress manufacturer in his
available in

cities,

James Boring's Travel Service, Inc.
There will be a special group arrangement on the tour for all amateur
movie makers, in charge of Gardner

WE BUY
M/M

now

garic will leave Montreal on a
European cruise, under the personal
guidance of James W. Boring, of

and
Medical Productions.

occasions

All Makes of Recognized Quality
and 35
16

M/M

any school, club,
or church organization wishing to
show it, realizing that it contains valuable information from sanitary and
hygienic standpoints. The film being
free of charge, to

Broadcaster
Send us any of your old 100 ft. films
plus $1.00 and we will send you a new
16mm film of the same nature.

M.M. TITLES

Angeles and San Francisco. The film,
entitled "Invest in Rest," shows the
progress in beds, from the age of the
cliff-dwellers, with their rude piles
of branches, to the most elaborate
beds of today, with their spring-filled

bedding manufacturers and all were
highly pleased with it. They were
persuaded to send prints of the film,

N.Y.

Exchange Old Film for

ONE DAY SERVICE ON

film which pro-

vides all the enjoyment of a
genuine feature picture, together with
unusual educational value, was recently produced for the Better Bedding Alliance of America by the
Leavitt Cine Picture Company, of Los

At the recent annual convention of
the Better Bedding Alliance, "Invest
in Rest" was shown to the assembled

mm

have
program. Put over an imitation program, say anything you
want and watch the fun!

Complete— Sent C.O.D.

THREE-REEL

mattresses.

Radio Party

likes the idea of fooling a group of friends that
gathered for the purpose of listening in to a special

Everybody

Price $7.50

A

Bed

105

West 40th

Street,

New York

City

dam

and

Amster-

Liverpool,
giving passengers opportunity to land at the
most convenient port for travel in
Europe. Homebound tickets are included in all memberships, and are
good until January 1st, 1929, on any
White Star or Red Star ship.

Co-operative House Organ

ANEW
house organ

dealer aid in the form of a
to be syndicated to

only one dealer in a

city,

and

to

be

distributed free over the counter or
by direct mail to that dealer's customers has been devised by Richard
Manson, Publisher of 535 5th Avenue,
New York City, and will bear the

Home Movies. Publication begins with April. Each local dealer
subscribing to this service will have
his name imprinted on the cover of
the numbers which he sponsors.
title

The format of this monthly brochure will be six by nine inches and
the first issue will be of twenty pages
and covers. The cover design and
are in the zestful modern
The contents will include helpand interesting material for the

colors
spirit.

ful

amateur cinematographer, thus fulfilling the functions of a house organ

Drbm Automatic Exposure Meters

for the dealer's customers. The editorial policy will also be so designed
as to interest new prospects, whom
the dealer

may have on

his

IN WINDOW-DISPLAY OF WILLOUGHBYS,

THEY

TIE

GINOPHOT

lists.

AMATEUR
H.

C.

Price: Complete

MOVIE MAKING

by

W. Sole Leather Case

the apparatus

now

&

Instr.

Each, $12.50

Book.

DREM PRODUCTS CORPORATION, 152 W. 42d

St.,

Get Stunning Color

Effects

EITHER SINGLE OR TWO-TONE COLORS
Without the Necessity
of Tinting or Toning

available.

Mr. Herbert C. McKay, the author,
has gained an international reputation through his writing and research
in the amateur field and this latest
work from his facile pen should be
a great boon to every amateur, be
he beginner or advanced. It is need-

KOLORAY

and get the emUse
phasis that color alone will give to
certain scenes; then add the finishing professional touch to your home
pictures by showing the final fade
out in beautiful single or double
tones.
In addition

KOLORAY

less to say that the physical

down

glaring

of the volume has received
careful attention that the Falk Publishing Company gives to all of its
books in the photographic field,
which type it publishes exclusively.

screen
scenes
worthless.

makeup
the same

AMATEUR MOVIE

MAKING

n t a in s approximately 150,000
words, grouped into twenty chapters.
The volume is for the beginner as
well as the advanced student who is
striving continually to better his
work. Indeed, it is a course in the
art and science of cinematography,
beginning, as it does, with the history
c o

of the motion picture, treating thoroughly of the amateur field from its
beginning up to the most recent de-

velopments,

and prophesying what

the motion picture of the future will
offer, and the part the amateur will
play.

N. Y.

ASK YOUR DEALER

McKay, A.R.P.S.; 460

pages; published by the Falk Publishing Company, New York, N. Y.
Price, $3.00. For a long time, amateurs have asked for a dependable
book which would give detailed information concerning those phases of
movie work which are practical with

YORK, DURING FEBR. 1928

For Professional and All Amateur Motion Picture
Cameras, As Well As Time Exposures.
Direct Reading for Amateur Cameras and Especially
Designed for Bell & Howell Filmo, Etc.

DRhMOrHO 1
Book Review

NEW

UP WITH ALL CAMERAS

The

illustration

attached to a

shows

KOLORAY

Model A, Kodascope

by toning
white of the
will save the over-exposed
which otherwise would be

the

KOLORAY

is a light filter to be
but unless you have seen a
work you have never

and a Filmo Projector. KOLORAY
made for Kodascope, Models A,
B and C, Filmo and De Vry 16mm.
Projectors. It can be attached in 30
seconds.
No machine work or alt-

sure

eration needed.

green and red.

is

local dealers or sent

postpaid.

In ordering please

be sure to specify the kind
and model of projector on
which Koloray is to be used.

K

OLORA
"Professional color effects
for

home movies"

realised

Y

what

Attach a

mm.
tures

a light filter will do.
to your 16

KOLORAY

projector and show your pic
in shades of amber, blue,

Two-color combinacan produce the
effects of moonlight and sunset. You
can show the greens of the ocean
or forest with a sunset sky; or the
soft ambers of the woodland against
tions,

Price $7.50
At your

KOLORAY

too.

You

the blue sky of a perfect day.
color possibilities with
are almost limitless.

The

KOLORAY

Descriptive literature on request.

BECKLEY

and

CHURCH,

INC.

Cutler Building - Rochester, N. Y.
Dealers Use a Koloray on your dem-

—

—

onstrating projector

It pays.
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PROFESSIONAL TRICKS
Have You Joined

the

camera

by side, measure the
distance between the posts or the ex-

Free Film Library?
C[The world's most

thrilling

mance is contained in the
of American Industry.
((With the consent of our

we

ro-

story

clients,

charge

will loan free of all

excepting actual postage, a seof 16
films dealing
with this absorbing subject.

MM

ries

((Our only request of you

prompt

return
loaned to you.

is

each

of

the
film

TODAY.

Seiden Films, Inc.
N. Y. C

729 Seventh Ave.

in

2s£(!jA>a.

camp

or abroad

USE OUR PROMPT SERVICE
I

WIRE

LACRAD- NEWYORK

i

what you need and

it

will be sent

AT ONCE— PREPAID
we pay

the postage

RUSH ORDERS SENT AIR MAIL
You

can

from us all cameras, projectors and
Also Goerz products, Xenon F.2 lenses,

obtain

accessories.
etc.

WRITE FOR FREE PRICE LIST
"A

guaranteed

service

on which you can depend"

LACAULT,

1931 Broadway, New York
Long Distance Telephone SUSQUEHANNA 2095

An

Important Contribution

to

Film Literature

FILMS OF THE YEAR
1927-1928

Introductory Essay and Notes by

Robert Herring

The cinema
form

of
book, the

becoming a wonderful
expression: and the present
is

first

of

its

kind,

provides a

permanent record of those striking
scenes, which flash across the screen for
an instant and then remain only a
memory. Dramatic action, sudden brilliant contrasts of light and shade, amazing effects of grouping, are all to be
found in the careful selection of "stills"
which has been made by Mr. Robert
Herring, the well-known film critic. Mr.
Herring discusses in his foreword the
present and the future of the films, and
the plates represent for the most part
the best of the pictures which it was
possible to see in London during the
past year, though a few older ones and
a few which have not yet been shown
are included. Films of the Year is a
volume whose shape resembles that of
the pictures as shown, making it an easy
and pleasurable matter to look through
the reproductions which will make an
irresistible appeal to every lover of the
cinema.

32 FULL-PLATE ILLUSTRATIONS
Size 754x10 inches

Price $2.50

Film Arts Guild
500 fifth

avenue

treme edges of the spools.
If the
spools lie on opposite side of the
camera, select two prominent points
on one side and measure them. The
next step is to procure a light-tight
bag with provisions for inserting the
arms without any leakage of light. A
regular changing bag is manufactured for the purpose and can be ob-

New York

City

little

as three dollars.

The exact procedure follows Make
the exposure in the usual way and
:

proper point fade out by any
of the methods described above or
by any other means known to you.
Then put your camera in the changat the

ing bag, remove the cover and unthread the film, grasping, with the
fingers of one hand, the section that
is in the gate.
Put this section that
you have marked on one of the points
and stretch the film to the other point
of measurement. Pull the necessary
slack from the take-up spool. When

you have measured off two feet, assuming that you made a five second
fade, place the last measured point
in the gate and re-thread the camera.
Replace the cover, remove from the
bag and set the footage dial back two

You are then ready to fade
on the next scene. Only a few
minutes have elapsed, really no more
time than it takes to read about it.
If you wish to experiment with dissolves, I would suggest that you pracfeet.

in

with a piece of
exposed leader or with a scrap of

tice first in the light

positive film.

Another professional trick that dethe ability to turn the camera
back is double exposure. An exam-

mands

seen in the picture acwhere the old
man is listening to the radio. In this
scene the room was taken first, the
ple of this

is

companying

this article

position of the speaker horn carefully noted, and the camera cranked
Then
back the required distance.
the
announcer was photographed
against a dark background, carefully
registered in the same place on the
It is not
film as the loud-speaker.
advisable for the amateur to attempt
such difficult scenes as this at first, as
considerable accuracy is required,

but the double exposing of the two
persons or the same person twice is
easily done, the second exposure being made against a dark background.
Double exposure usually runs to considerable footage and it is not advisable to try and measure by the
same method as for dissolves. Instead, put the camera in the changing

bag and mark the
nicking

270

lie side

tained for as

((Write us for your membership
application

(Continued from page 248)

it

deeply

film's edge by
and then thread

—A nnouncing
ANATOMY OF
MOTION PICTURE ART
By Eric Elliott

A

penetrating survey of motion

pictures, their bearing and influence
upon modern existence, their future

and
is

past.

Anatomy of Motion Picture Art
uncommonly constructive in its

no stone unturned,
opening up many neglected sideissues and pointing out ways of
improvement.
attitude leaving

At the same time, it is never
prejudiced or dogmatic^ "though its
suggestiveness cannot fail to impress
the reader with its keen insight and
stimulating soundness.
Eric

Elliott

condensed

has

whole aspect of the
problems,
its
achievements.

200

the

film world,

and

failures

its

its

PAGES

Price $2.50 Postpaid

ORDER FROM

FILM ARTS GUILD
500 Fifth
Dept.

MM

Avenue
New York

City

—Special Announcement

!-

AT LAST!

YOU

can keep in close
touch with world developments in motion
pictures by reading

CLOSE UP
An International Monthly Magazine

—approaching

from the

films

experiment
and development.
not highbrow, but progresangles of

art,

—
— eporting the major
achievements.
on new
—a
sive.

searchlight

film-

forms.

— distinguished thinkers
writers

as

Havelock

and

contributors

Ellis,

—

Andre

Gide, Arnold Bennett.

—news of

all

countries with

correspondents

in

Paris,

London, Berlin, Moscow,
Rome, Hollywood, etc.

Annual Subscription

$3.50

Single copies 35c
Vol. 1 July-Dec. 1927

$5.

bound

Advertising rates on request

American Publishers

FILM ARTS GUILD
SYMON GOULD,
500 Fifth
Dept.

MM.

Director

Avenue
New York

;

The notch is made bethe camera.
tween sprocket holes. When making
the exposure note the time in seconds
of the start, where double exposures
start and stop, and where the scene
ends. The footage dial can be used,
of course, but the watch is more reWhen the first exposure has
liable.
been made, place the camera in the
changing bag and unthread the film.
the spools from the camera
and rewind the film until the notch
you made at the start passes through
Then rethread and set
the fingers.
up the camera for the second expoKeep the lens covered until
sure.

Remove

the proper time for the "ghost" to
appear, determined by the watch, and
then make a short fade-in. Run the

Cover
allotted time and fade out.
the lens and run off the footage until
the end of the first scene is passed
and then proceed with the next exFor example: the camera
posure.
exposure, and
ghost appeared,
and remained on for fifteen seconds;
at thirty-five seconds the scene ended
after rewinding the film, we ran for
eight seconds with the lens covered,
then faded in for four seconds; at
twenty-three seconds we started to
fade, the fade out lasting four seconds; then we covered the lens and
ran off the film for twelve seconds,
allowing two seconds to prevent overlapping the next scene.

was
at

started

on the

first

ten seconds the

There are only three "don'ts":
don't forget to reset the footage dial
when rewinding; don't use a changing bag in direct sunlight as some
light may leak in around the armholes and fog the film;

and don't

CARL

ZEISS CINE LENSES

For standard and

16

mm

movie cameras.

Zeiss Tessar f2.7 and f3.5 Tele-Tessar f6.3

Finders

Sun-shades

Filters

CARL ZEISS,

INC.

485 Fifth Ave., New York
728 So. Hill St, Los Angeles

CVera 7{eynolds
Pathe-DeMille Star
Looks over her
ARROW BEAD SCREEN.

«c

try to double expose on a light background.
Select a dark part of the
first

scene for the ghost's appearance,

and use a dull, black cloth for the
background of the second exposure.
For practice in double-exposure,
some titles. Shoot the title, and
then shoot, on the same piece of film,
a view or drawing that is related to
the title. Or, if you have a title that
will be more effective if split up in
two parts, both of which will appear
on the screen at the same time, make
the whole card, cover the second half
with unmarked card, and photograph.
Fade out on the first take, rewind the
try

second section
of the card uncovered and on the
screen your audience will read "Came
the dawn
" and then "with it's
usual blush" will fade in below it.
film, fade in with the

—

Very little practice is needed to
become proficient in these tricks, but
you should practice with an old piece
of film in the light, where you can
see what your hands will feel in the
actual

manipulations.

practice will

make you

An

A

Screen that

is so Original

and Different that Comparisons
are impossible

—

AT YOUR DEALER
Made in HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Bij

the

ARROW SCREEN

CO.

hour's

proficient
271
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HOW TO WRITE
(Continued from page 243)
as the last

Convenient Service

self

of the Better

TO

what you want.

edly,

you— and

help

No
may

Kind
undoubt-

is,

we

can

very conveniently too.

matter what your

we

outfit

Here's where

home movie problems

are adequately equipped to give

Each of our salesmen is an expert in this field
and will be glad to help you all he can. Take
advantage of our valuable home movie experience. Make this your home movie headquarters.

Two

day service on processing Cine-Kodak
No charge for this service.

film

—

Use the more convenient

must be made.

start

position of each character in the
plot and the general trend of the
story must be revealed in the picture
as early as possible.

The

store.

title
and caption
a plot difficulty; charrevealed, plot untangled, and

inserted

many

solves
acter

you
any advice you need. What's more, we welcome
the opportunity of serving you this way. For
to help you get better pictures is as much a part
of our purpose as to sell you fine equipment.
be,

and a fresh

is
it-

The

get the best results and most enjoyment

from your home movie

—and unless each move

correct, a difficulty soon presents

is

many comic
titles.

touches added by clever
titles may convert

FOR FILMO, VICTOR & CINE-NIZO
The only extreme speed
where quality

series of illustra-

tions for a story in short sentences.

Such a picture is not cinematography.
Cut down the explanatory and conversational titles to a minimum and
your photoplay will be more convinc-

lens

not sacrificed

to obtain speed.

Too many

your picture into a

is

A

unique arrangement permits each lens to
be readily adjusted to each individual camera
and insures perfect registry

Ask your

dealer for a free trial

and be convinced that

it

is

now

possible to obtain speed
quality in the same lens.

ing.

25mm,

There must be no "holes"; nor unexplained situations; nor situations
so unreal as to be laughable unless
intended as such.
For the limitations of the adult amateur cast and
director, comedy and burlesque are

in adjustable focusing

and

mount

$37.50
Write for descriptive circular

BURLEIGH BROOKS
Sole Agent U. S. A.
136 Liberty Street, N. Y. C.

best adapted; while for children, ar-

rangements of favorite

Eastman Kodak Stores,
The Kodak Corner

.

.

.

Madison

Inc.
at

45th

Branch Store, 235 West 23rd

make good

fairy tales

stories

material.

and

The

simple trick photography often involved in the latter apeals to the
children.

CORCORAN RACKS

Plotless portrait studies of

interest for

children

For 16 mm. Film Development

may be made

from Mother Goose rhymes as well as
many other popular poems and
jingles.

What has been said about the
simple homemade scenario is largely
applicable to the more pretentious
scenario written for production by
groups and organizations, except that
the latter will usually have lights
and studio equipment, making the
use of interiors possible and increasing the scope and variety of the production.
This makes for a longer
scenario which in turn gives time for

THE W.

B.

&

E.

"PILOTLIGHT"
A

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.
Makes operating your

projector a
pleasure.
No extra wires needed.
Just pull the switch and the Light
is
there
When and Where you

need

it.

attached

Easily

to

your machine
and projector

in a few minutes
can be packed away in case with'
out detaching.

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

WILLIAMS,
"The Home

of

or Direct

BROWN & EARLE, Inc.
Motion Picture Equipment"

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

272

Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

We

TANKS AND RACKS
Send for Circular No. 8

A.

J.

occasionally engage

A PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
Sittings

not being wholly dependent on daylight, time may be taken to work
out and re-take difficult scenes. This
permits the scenarist to depart from
the cruder field of comedy and burlesque and to enter into the more
difficult and interesting production of

is

to

make

the

picture,

a

each time a

title

breaks the sequence.

Examples from two scenarios follow which show forms that have
proved workable and easy to follow.

your own home

.<>,-

^Alfff^ITLES
Main

Title Free from
Nearest Dealer

Unless an experienced and clever

most detailed scenario must be provided showing a change of scene
each time the camera is moved or

in

300 West 12th St.
New York City
Watkins 10130

society drama.

director

made

SUE RICE

tlety is possible

the histrionic ability of the cast since,

INC.

For Your Better Pictures

cinematography greater sub-

with artificial lights
and more demands can be made upon

CORCORAN,

758 Jersey Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

more complex character delineation
and a more involved plot.
In
stylized

are Specialists in

Any

dealer listed
take your order!
direct.

titles

35c up

—a

trifle

on page 278

will

Or send

data to us
and 10c per foot for type

more

for art titles inter-

estingly done.

^

^fVA-f^O
•-'I'VJ.L.l.V^
•<>•;

Film Laboratory
8807

Hough Avenue

CLEVELAND, OHIO

.

The

type should divide

first

its

se-

groups when
the
scenario is long and involved, Group
This
A, Group B, Group C, etc.
keeps the numbers smaller and the
quences

into

F8. Close-up of Mrs. Moore beaming
and saying:
A9. Title
"You are just in time,
Jimmy, to dress up as Santa
Claus and take this dog to Bobby

—

Home Movies," which is now being
published. This latter form is adaptable to almost any type of production
and though it involves a little more
work for the scenarist it makes for
clarity, and much production time
and work is saved.
Form

F10. Close-up of Mrs. Moore finishing her speech.
of
Gil. Close-up
Jimmy looking
chagrined.
H12. Close-up of Mildred trying not

long shot of group as
Jimmy is pulled into the house
by the enthusiastic Mrs. Moore.

Jimmy

looks at Mildred despairingly as he is pulled by her
mother. Mildred gestures that
she is helpless.

—Etc.—
Form

brief story of the plot)

C.XS.T

Jack

Jimmie
A

picture can be

little

boy lights

made from

LENGTH.

75

CAST:

1.

A

Moore and Wilson

LOCATIONS:

1,

An improvised

COSTUMES

few

feet

of film

if

Ey
with

interior out of doors,

phonograph

at

enough together

PROPERTIES:

B.

A gym

a.

one side and

a

bow.

Victor,

and

De Vry

semi

a Telescope

A

—

suit for Jack
perhaps merely a towel
Arranged as trunks,

candle in a candlestick.

A phonograph

c.

A

and

a record.

marked

bottle,

"Liniment"

in

large

letters.

A pair of dumbbells

d.

clenched

A

e.

fists

will

Grow

Yeast."

for Jack's exercises )

is

written the

title,

Even Withour
This can be marked on a paper

to

Srrong

cover.

A

f.

WOLLENSAK TeLEPHOTO LENS

(If they arc unavailable,

do

book on which

large

"How

A

lens of this

scope to the human eye.
nifies
the equivalent of

1

Cloje-up

Scene 2
Semi long

3

walks into

room and
for a

the

focal

DeVry

M/M

from
Cine
Filmo, Eyemo,
lengths

and made

Kodak Model B
Victor,
and 35

focal

in

to 6 inches

f-1.9,

to

fit

and other 16

M/M

Cameras.

improvised

sees the candlestick

the floor, after

mag'

photographing
wild life, making movies of races,
games and other outdoor sports.

Jack, in his ordinary clothes, holding a lighted candle in a candlestick, looks at the cameraman and
smiles. Then he looks at the candle
intently and get&a sudden idea

Jack

It
its

for

Ideal

Available

Scene

type attached to
is like a tele

your movie camera

length.

small table.

Jack Be Nimble

feels in his pocket.

tive

Filmo,

Give Your Camera

both to
in a

ing up the walk. He is dressed
for outdoors in the afternoon of
a December day. He stops and

E7. Semi long shot of Jimmy standing by the door as it is opened
by Mildred. She smiles; Jimmy
smiles and takes a step forward
to go in, when Mildred is pushed aside by Mrs. Moore who
shakes Jimmy's hand in welcome.
She is holding a dog
(any breed available to the players, preferably a small one). On
its neck is tied a large and fes-

fit

mo

a

table at the
for

semi-long shot but not

b.

time.)

the bell.

e

Cameras.

also lake part.')

other, close
in a

$50.00

2" Focus f-1.5 in Micrometer
Focusing Mount
75.00

for Jack.

may

Mount

Will fit Filmo and Victor
Cameras.

a

on the door, and

A. Jack's ordinary clothes.

Al. Title—
B2. Long shot showing the front door
of the Moore home. Jimmy go-

C3. Semi close-up of Jimmy taking
the ring box out of his pocket.
He looks up to be sure no one
is watching, opens the box, looks
at the ring and smiles.
D4. Close-up of ring.
C5. Semi close-up of Jimmy replacing the box in his pocket.
B6. Long shot of Jimmy going up
the path to the door and ringing

a

—

close-up.

homes.
(The numbers are for the cutting
and splicing continuity and the letters give the order in which the
scenes should be filmed. All scenes
having the same letter should be

same

is

Will
boy

show

of

negatives

dusk

fear of
interior

bygone.
Slow motion
pictures with contrasty black and
white require a lens like the Cine
Velostigmat f-1.5
nothing better.

feet.

Locations

at the

in a

manner of the following continuity

little

The

possible.

undertimed
views

Focusing

rhyme

this

(Jill father

large

entirely

are

1" Focus f'1.5 in Micrometer

a candle, places the" candlestick

in the

speed
at

be quick.

jumps ovct it. But a more amusing picture, which will give the
young scion of the family a chance to p.ove himself an actor, can
be made by introducing a few modern and humorous touches,

something

exceptional

this

woodland scenes and movies

The candleitick.

Diamond

made

II

Jack jump ner

In front of the

With

Equip your camera now with this
lens and dispel the handicap of slow
lenses in movie work.

Jack be nimble

Mildred Moore
Mrs. Moore
Bobby Wilson
Betty Wilson
Fido
Properties
Santa Claus costume.

/-1.5

E13. Semi

I

ring in box.
Materials
for
wrapping
Christmas package.

Equip with a

Cine Velostigmat

to laugh.

Title
Synopsis

(A very

Hinder Movie Making

and Betty."

letters within the alphabetical limits

and makes for easier cutting and
The second form is used
splicing.
by the Eastman Kodak Company in
its new book, "Junior Scenarios for

Don't Let Poor Lighting

on

which he surveys

it

moment.

Send

He steps back a pace or two and
swings his arms and stoops with his
body as if he were getting ready
for a mighty jump toward the

for this
attractive

candle.

catalog.
Scene 4

He

Semi long

inches

jumps, but goes only a few
not as far as the candle.

—

Jack scratches his head, puzzled
Then he holds out an arm and
looks at it; then feels the muscles
of both arms and puckers his face
as

if

"So

to say,

down and

Scene 6

Jack bends

Semi long

candlestick,
table.

that's the trouble

"

1

picks up the

which he puts on the
Then he walks out of the

scene.
Scene 7

Jack re-enters

in his

gym suit, carry-

ing, as

though they were much too

heavy

for him, the bottle of lini-

ment, the pair of dumbbells, and
the book

OPTICAL COMPANY
983 Hudson Ave.

Rochester, N. Y.

Manufacturers of Quality Photographic
Lenses and Shutters since 1899

Reproduced from "JurtioT Scenarios for Home
courtesy of Eastman Kodal^ Company.

Monies" by
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BRAINS MAKE THE MOVIE
Take the Shake Out of
Your Pictures
USE

(Continued from page 233)

—

add to that a general buzz with perhaps a sharp, staccato note predominating; your nose adds still more by

STEDISTRAP

odors of different perfumes, cigars,
perhaps food, and your feet will
complete the whole impression by the
underlying note of activities in the

room.

Then

the host or hostess takes

in charge

Sunny

is

Sunny
a

about one-fourth the space of a 1000 watt
Mazda lamp and gives about twice the light;
draws only 8 amperes and can be used on
any 110 volt circuit.
Unlike all the other portable arc lights,
Little Sunny's reflector has a top and bottom, which means that 90 per cent of the
light is thrown forward and contrary to
precedent Little Sunny does not f\ic\er or
throw spar\s. Little Sunny's twelve patented features are not to be had in any other
lamp.
While one lamp will make movies of
closeups of two or three people at f. 3.?,
we recommend using two, one to flood and
one to high light and get professional

movie

effects.

The

$15 each, complete, with 15
of cord and 6 double length carbons;

feet

6

price

is

folding

foot

We

still

plated stand $2.50.
per dozen, $4.50 per

nickel

75c

Extra carbons
hundred.

have some of the original

Sunny

Little

(discontinued,

lamp and rheostat

in

separate

as

shown)

units

amp.

110
com'
plete with cord and
volt

8

AC-DC

carbons while they
last
$10, uses same
carbons as the newer
model, 6 foot stand
$2.50.

you aon't

If

(old,

Little Sunny
new model) you can

or

li\e

return him within 10 days and

refund

cheerfully

we'll

your

money.

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438 Rush

Street

Chicago, Illinois

-

at

•-2V

NEW

3

How does this little
with the twinkling eyes impress you?
How is that impression
strengthened or changed when he
greets you and shakes hands?
fat

self'feeding arc lamp,
with no springs or moving parts to get out
of order; the aluminum reflector and handle
fold back for compactness. One lamp takes
Little

you

to va-

rious people.

More dope on

Little

and introduces you

man

Next in line is a little woman
whose voice perhaps helped you form
the general impression of the room.
It is shrill and
staccato and her
endless chatter makes you wonder if
there is a bellows concealed in her
gown. When she finally does breathe,
her mouth opens wide, her tongue
comes out and you hear a sucking
sound like a bicycle pump taking
in air.
When she shakes hands, it
is a little peck of a shake and then
she is off on a channel swim.

long lean, individual
corner.

is,

sitting in the

As you approach him, you

He

you speak first. His ropewind themselves around
your hand before he says, "Howdy
do," from somewhere down around
his knees, and his eyes tell you nothlets

like fingers

ing.

The Open Road

Grand

Canyon,

National

and

Park,

Estes.

Around

the

World

in

Thirty Minutes

This

production, which follows the Belgenland
World Cruise through thirteen different countries,
released at reauest of members of Cruise, exceptionally popular.

Tour

of

Yosemite— 400 ft.—$30.
FILM LABORATORY
8807 Hough Avenue

Orr/AXTT

OJLV-/IN.C/ Cleveland,
*2=
274

Ohio
i2*>

B

Take End

— Complete

You meet more

people, have an opportunity to observe them unnoticed
and perhaps converse with some at
length.
Make mental pictures and
take them home with you.
Write
them down, for many impressions
are as elusive as a melody.
Ar-

Price #5.00

Home Movie Service Co.
2120 SLANE AVE., Norwood, O.
Home Movie

Everything for the

MR.

You may

intermingle the two for
contrast, one of gloom and one of
joy.
Here too, make the pairs build
up. Each set stronger than the previous one so that in the end you have
a contrast as far apart as the poles.
illustrations of

how and where

impressions were used, try to recall
the picture

"Love 'Em

and

Leave

the

Movie Makers Mediterranean Cruise
of the

JAMES BORING TRAVEL
SERVICE
is

another steady patron of

niWtum

[QOODOOOOOOOOOOOt

130 WEST
New York City.

46th STREET
Tel. Bryant 4981

—Prints— Titles

16MM

35MM

Why Rent Your
Library Films?

You can exchange your
old Library Films for
new at a very small

If you are going to make a humorous subject, build up! Each vis-

Follow the same procedure for the
other extreme of tragic gloominess.

Maker.

GARDNER WELLS

now conducting

range them along a definitely thought
out theme.

For

of Tripod when Folded.
with Supporting Rod.

Negative Developing

reach the uproarious climax.

Mesa Verde (Cliff Dwellers)
Rocky Mountain National Park

TWO MODELS

A—To

notice the acute angle of his knees
above his waist. He is all tangled
legs and rises slowly to greet you.

The

first of a series of 400 ft. reels by a wanderer of the open road. Presented in an entirely
different manner. Yellowstone Park, Grasshopper
Glacier, Alaska, on location with Mary Philbin
and Henry B. Walthall, Yosemite Park, Colorado

simplest and most practical
of camera support developed, allowing perfect freedom of
movement with rock steady pictures.

method

By this time, perhaps, you have
had an opportunity to meet more
people and are wondering who that

ualization ought to be just a bit funnier than the previous one until you

RELEASES!

The

cost.
little more than the cost of one
you can get the use of twelve films.
Each film you get belongs to you.

For

film

Write today for

this information

HATTSTROM & SANDERS
702 Church
Evanston,

Street,

Illinois.

Please send me full information on
your film exchange proposition.

Name
Address
City and State

—
GOALS
TRAVELERS

For CINE

A
A

TELAWUKET
RANCH
In the

Rocky Mountains
Southwestern Colorado

of

summer back

fishing at

beyond

of

— rainbow

trout

horseback and pack trips.

best,

its

A

playground in the Southwest Indian Courttry and Rocky Mountains for outdoor people,
camera enthusiasts and fishermen.
Booklet upon request

TELAWUKET RANCH
Midwestern Headquarters
St. Louis, Mo.
4482 Washington Avenue,

a

r37Daus

Booklet of 200 AllExpense Tour*,
9105 and op. Sent
Free.
Collegiate
iTours, 700 schools
land colleges repT resented
In 1927.
I

ALLEN TOURS.

Inc.
156 BOYLSTON ST.,
BOSTON, IjgSS.

L $295

'Em", with
Evelyn
Brent
and
Lawrence Gray. The opening scenes
suggest noises heard on any early
weekday morning, in the vicinity of
Sixth Avenue and Fifty-third Street,
New York City, where the elevated

—

turns the rattle-clang-bang of street
car wheels at a crossing the banging
of ash and garbage cans as the street
cleaning department functions the
clatter of milk bottles in their wire
baskets as the milkman chucks them
into his wagon or bangs them in the
hallway the rumbling and grinding
of the elevated wheels as the cars
make the turn and finally the ringing of the alarm clock next to the
bed. Through this all our hero slept.
You will notice that these sounds
are arranged by volume, time and
distance, to lead us right through the
window of Gray's bedroom which
faces the elevated tracks.
Our first
action of the scene starts when he
shuts the alarm clock off and turns

—

—

—

—

over.

GRIZZLY BEAR
The

and other bear
hunting (within one day from
railroad)
combined with the
most thrilling canoe trip on the
continent.
Arrangements made
now for the month of May.
finest grizzly

H.

J.

MUNRO,

or

Secretary Board of Trade

Revelstoke, B. C.

NOTICE
VERMONT'S FLOOD PICTURES

AND DISASTER
are now available to amateur movie makers for
rental.
Three four hundred feet reels showing

Vermont's Flood, covering all the State, Mass.
& New Hampshire. Rental fee $10.00 for one
day. Film is 16mm.

Book these
ment at once.

for an evening's entertain'
Send check with booking date,

films

or dates.

Price of Film

R. T.
P. O.

Box

Complete—$100.00

PLATKA

283.

Burlington, Vt.

CHICAGO
Everything Known inJWotion "Pictures "

AT

fischer's

Camera Service
202, 154 EAST ERIE STREET

SUPERIOR 8062

DISPLAY AND PROJECTION ROOMS

CAM ERAS-PROJECTORS-- ACCESSORIES
EDITING-TITLING-SPLICING

FILM RENTAL LIBRARY

Photo by courtesy Norwegian Government Railways

Perhaps the sequence of the above
has been changed or entirely eliminated, but that is the way it was
planned in the script.

Can you

see

how "A Busy

Street"

will develop ideas for other stories?

The sequence of "Love 'Em and
Leave 'Em" was produced with the
aid of the finest mechanical devices.
All the different scenes were straight
shots taken at various times.
These
were dissolved one into the other,
with just the right amount of lap
and footage to give the desired effects, in a projection printer.
This
machine is extremely complex and
enables one to do almost anything
imaginable to a frame of film. One
can change composition by enlarging, or reduce a scene at will.
Multiple printing and duping of negatives can be carried to the nth degree.
It's possibilities are enormous, but,
since it required a mind to perfect
it, a mind can find other ways and

means

of getting the

same

results.

Let us try to overcome the lack of
mechanical variations in our camera
by some simple means. In the story
of "A Busy Street" you can use to
splendid advantage, what are known
in the studio, as follow or trucking

These need be no more of a
break in the mechanical continuity
of your story than there is in the
thought continuity. For example
you have selected the starting point
and are walking along with the
camera held at an elevation to register a sea of bobbing heads and
shots.

NOMAD

—

people in
roundings

the

sur>

Movie

GARDNER WELLS

Camera! Camera!
Let Gardner Wells lead you out of the
beaten paths into strange and fascinating
lands which cry out for your camera.
Join the enthusiastic group of amateur

movie makers headed by this internationally
known cameraman. Come with them on a
to Iceland, Norway, Denmark and
visit
Sweden, with stops in Germany, Holland
and England.
On this cruise to Europe and the Land of
the Midnight Sun you will acquire pictures
pictures that far surpass
that are unique
in interest and value the hackneyed subjects
collected by the average tourist. The unusual
itinerary, and Mr. Well's personal interest
and assistance, make this a cruise you can'
the camera cruise
not afford to miss

—

—

extraordinary.

FROM MONTREAL

SAILING

JUNE

21st

on the specially chartered

White Star Line

GALGARIC

S. S.

forty-day cruise covers the season
when the sun is bright and the Northland
weather is mild and pleasant. Liberal stopover privileges enable you to extend your
travel in Europe if you so desire.

This

Sail in

comfort on

a splendid cruise ship,
justly famous cuisine and

and enjoy the

White Star Line.
Membership is limited.
Send the coupon toddy for full

service of the

details.

Gardner Wells

JAMES BORING'S
TRAVEL SERVICE, Inc.
New York
730 Fifth Ave. at 57th St.
"Assistants to the Amateur Movie Maker"
gardner wells, dept. n-274,
James Boring's Travel Service,

Inc.,

New

York.

730 Fifth Ave.,

at 57th St.,

Please send me details of the North Cape
Movie Makers Tour under your personal
direction,

1928.

ground a handkerchief falls from a
person's hand. Follow that with the
camera and go into the next scene
of feet and legs of all kinds.
Fol-

Name

Somewhere

picturesque

on

Makers T^orth Cape Cruise.

in the fore-

shoulders.

LAFPS

There are only a few nomad
Lapps li\e these left in the
world today. The few survivors await your camera
as
do many other quaint

sailing

from Montreal June

—

21st,

—

Address
City

State
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low one pair across the street. A
street car rolls by, swing to close

bumping over

shot of wheels

Follow

ing.

you make your sight

lens

for those long

41 EAST 41

ST.,

N. Y.

G.

MM. SUBJECTS

Now Ready

For Release

TRICKS,

featuring Marilyn Mills
1645 feet
$65.80

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN
2002 feet

$80.08

HAUNTED RANGE,
featuring KEN MAYNARD
2040 feet

Hey

$86.70

Fella Kid Comedies

SATURDAY,
TIN HOSS,
FIREFLIES,

714 ft
760 ft
713 ft

$28.56
30.40
35.65

Mother Goose Nursery

Rhymes
$15.04

ft

HI DIDDLE DIDDLE
126

ft

Victor

5.04
7.12

,

HUMPTY DUMPTY,

178

ft.

Moore Comedies

CAMPING,

115

WRONG

ft

$4.60
116 ft..
4.64
105 ft... 4.20

MR. FOX,
SEEING THINGS,
Comedies

.

FATHER LIKE SON

LIKE

123

$ 4.92

ft

CHAS. CHAPLIN

METROPOLIS,
*

*

*

*

or down rapidly, there is a blur denoting action. Who is going to tell
where the blur was taken as long as
the object or action following is in
harmony with the theme. A dissolve
is a blurred transition, then why not
let speed of movement take its place.
Therefore, you can shoot the scenes
at different times and places by starting each one with a rapid movement
to make objects undistinguishable.

Another way in which the effect of
a dissolve can be obtained, and one
suitable for changing of characters

and

figures, is throwing the lens out
of focus.
You have seen the grotesque effect when a fighter is
knocked down in the ring and his

head swims. He sees his opponent
in a hazy way, which is produced by
throwing the lens out of focus. Why
not, when your character or object

693
*

ft..

27.73

*

much

very

out of focus, substitute
with the desired one and
come back into focus with your new
character or object?
A puff of smoke to blur the scene

is

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK
376

cross

camera to skidding auto wheels,
swing up to close shot of horn being
belabored, swing to face of taxi
driver, scowling, swing to face belonging to feet. Follow the person
to sidewalk and use your imagination for odors and the rest.
It may appear that all this needs
staging. Not at all.
Everytime you
swing your camera sideways or up

fhots.

16

starting to

Then jump back, swing

car tracks.

equal to the power
of your
telephoto

feet

cross-

or replace

it

The secret of it all lies in thinking
and using your imagination. Everytime you see some effect in a commercial production that stirs your
imagination, experiment. Everything
is in your favor, because you have no
studio overhead.

A MOVIE MAKER'S
PRIMER
{Continued from page 238)

Announcements

To

insure perfect results from your
camera to the screen, buy your
films from us.
100 FT. 16 MM. NEGATIVE

INCLUDING PROCESSING
AND POSITIVE PRINT
$8.00

HEDWIG
Motion Picture Laboratories,
Inc.
48

CONGRESS AVENUE

FLUSHING, N. Y.
Write for free literature.
276

your

you should note a definite improvement in your work before you have shot many rolls of
film.
After some time you should
be able to instinctively judge the
proper stop to use. This method is
results,

not to be too strongly recommended
to amateurs, however, because in the

majority of cases days elapse before
the camera is taken out of its case
again; and since the method depends
on incessant practice, as well as data
compiled from previous work, much
is

lost,

and

it

takes

time,

at

the

expense of more wasted film, to get
back in stride.

exposure
your inexposure
that

you

forward and backward. Then
purchase a good exposure meter.
There are plenty in your dealer's
shop, and they all do their work
it

Some are more detailed than
others and give a greater range of
usefulness.
These are very helpful
well.

amateur who expects to make
pictures under extreme lighting conditions.
At any rate, get a good
meter, study it and work with it, and
you will save yourself a lot of sorto the

row over wasted

film.

In addition to the scale of stops
marked on your lens, there is another
known as a focusing scale (a device
that moves the lens nearer to and
further from the film to get the image
sharply registered).
Some cameras
have what are known as "fixed focus,"
or "universal lenses." These cannot
be set for varying distances, the lens
being used in the same position in
relation to the film for subjects at
all distances.
Those lenses that can
be focused are mounted in focusing

mounts (the setting in which the lens
is mounted, so that it can be moved
forward and backward by turning a
milled ring or a pointer). The importance of setting the lens at the
proper point cannot be over-emphasized.

When you

realize

that

the

small 16 mm. film, with an area of
approximately 13-32 of an inch by
9-32, is projected to three by four
feet on the screen, you will appreciate the fact that

$8.87

******

know

most sharpness

ROMANCE

of all our releases
will be sent upon request

a way, however, in which

effect.

CHARLIE'S BUSTED
ft

is

sufficiently will also give the desired

Charles Chaplin Cartoon

197

There

the amateur can learn the
problem very easily.
In
struction book there is an
guide.
Memorize this so

you need the utimage on the

in the

film.

Whenever
the distance

it is possible, measure
from the camera to the

On

near subjects this can

object.

On distant
easily be accomplished.
subjects practice will increase your
faculty for judging it correctly. There
are certain distance meters on the
market, based on the principles of
the military range finders, and if you
have difficulty in judging distance

accurately

it

would be a wise plan

to secure one of these meters.

Up to this point no mention has
been made of the interior mechanism
of the camera and how and why the
film is moved past the aperture. That
will be reserved for another article.
What you are anxious to do is to get
successful pictures from the very
start, and two very vital points have

already been covered.

A

word about

the steadiness with which you hold
your camera also would not be amiss.
Whenever you can possibly do so,
use a tripod. If you do not wish to
be burdened with one, rest the cam-

:

THE THREE PALS

era on some solid support. When
you hold the camera in your hands,
concentrate your thoughts on holding
it
steady.
There is nothing more
annoying than a picture on the screen
which bounces up and down like a
rowboat in a rough sea. Aside from

impairing the sharpness of the screen
picture, the strain on the eyes is very
bad.

When you

are shooting a subject
nearer to the camera than
three or four feet you must compensate for the distance that the
finder (tube or sight to which the
eye is placed to see what you are
getting on the film) is located from
the camera lens.
The distance to
move the camera will be learned after
shooting a few close subjects.
In
shooting subjects one or two feet in
front of the lens the camera must
be moved a distance, to the right or
left, equal to the distance between
the finder and the lens on the camera.
If you don't do this you will be likely
to find part of your subject cut off
that

A

most unique combination of good
friends
the
dog the cat and the

—

—

—

squirrel.

An original picture that delights the
children in their home movies.

Now— 1

Released

(16mm)

Reel

Price $7.50
At your dealer or

Reed
126

in

from

Corporation

Film.

(Specialists

direct

pictures for children)

MEADOW STREET

New Haven,
IN PREPARATION—

Conn.

is

on the screen.
up, assume that you are
going to shoot a picture. Here are
the things that must be checked up
before you press the button
1.

April Releases

RUINS OF ROME
No. 139

No. 140

ASSOCIATED FILM LIBRARIES
36-38 Melrose St.

Boston, Mass.

Hancock 3593

AT LAST!
A NEW

Library of Films

16mm

New

for

users in

England

Catalogue and information regarding our

COUPON PLAN OF RENTALS
will

be sent to you

free.

MARK AND MAIL
ASSOCIATED FILM LIBRARIES
Melrose St., Boston
me catalogue.

36-38
Please send

?^ame
Address

for

FILMO, CINE-KODAK

PATHEX

—

DE VRY

Complete stoc\s of
Cameras, Projectors

&

1

all

Accessories

LUGENE, Inc.
OPTICIANS
600

Madison Ave., N. Y. G.
Near

58tk Street

TELEPHONE PLAZA

3.

See that the footage meter is set at
zero. (Footage Meter: a dial numbered from to 100, indicating the
amount of film that has been run
past the aperture in the camera;
in other words, exposed.)
If you are using a lens in focusing

mount,

accurately calculate the
distance of subject from camera
and set the focusing scale. Measure the distance if you are in
doubt.
4. Carefully calculate the light, using your instruction book guide
and exposure meter, and set the
diaphragm at its correct stop.
5. Put camera on solid support, if
possible.
If held in the hand,
concentrate on holding it steady.
To help steady the camera, firmly
brace your body by spreading the
feet apart, and press your arms
close to your sides.
6. Press the button.
Don't move the
camera to follow the subject if it
passes from sight in the finder.
Stop the camera, pick up the subject in the finder again, and start
shooting.
When photographing
fast-moving objects at close range,
such as in all forms of racing, it
is permissible to panoram ("pam"
for short following a moving object in the finder by moving the
camera in a panoramic sweep).

—

you pam
one time out of a hundred it will
be too often.

6001

to

remember

$7.50

100

ft.

$7.50

No. 141

100

$7.50

ft.

A BULL FIGHT OF

SPAIN

A

Photographic Record of This
National Pastime

No. 142

100

PA'S TRIP

Animated Cartoon by

A

$7.50

ft.

TO MARS

McManus
No. 143

100

J.

J.

$7.50

ft.

PUPPY'S TALE

Animated Comedy Cartoon
100 ft.

MILK

that if

$7.50

AND HONEY

Tony's Fourth Adventure

No. 204

100

$7.50

ft.

Recent Cine Art

Load camera as per instruction
Load in subdued light.

Try

ft.

GLIMPSES OF INDIA

book.
2.

100

BIRD BURG
A Story of Birds

No. 144

To sum

"A Barnyard Variety Show"
"A Farmyard Circus"

CINE ART
HOME LIBRARY
FILMS

Releases

KILAUEA
The

Largest Active Volcano

in the

World

No. 134

400

$30.00

ft.

AN ELEPHANT CARAVAN
THRU INDIA
No. 135

100

OUR NAVY

IN

No. 137

100

BITS OF

$7.50

ft.

ACTION
$7.50

ft.

CHINA

No. 136

100

$7.50

ft.

TONY BREAKS INTO
THE MOVIES
No. 203

100

$7.50

ft.

SAVAGES OF THE
SOUTH SEA ISLES
No. 132

100

$7.50

ft.

TONY'S PUNCTURED

ROMANCE
No. 202

100

ft.

$7.50

100

ft.

$7.50

VESUVIUS
No. 129

RUINS OF POMPEII
No. 128

100

$7.50

ft.

AROUND THE WORLD
IN

FOUR MINUTES

No. 130

100

$7.50

ft.

Write for complete descriptive folder

Cine Art Productions
1442

Beachwood Drive

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.
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You

Amateur Movie Makers and a

will find

Dealer at each of the following addresses*
CALIFORNIA
Hardy's Drug Store, 110 N. Spadra.
Hollywood: Fowler Studios, 1108 N. Lillian Way.
* Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6058 Sunset Blvd.
Long Beach: Winstead Bros., Inc., 244 Pine St.
Los Angeles: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S.
Fullerton:

Hill St.

Giroux, 223 W. Third St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
B. B. Nichols, Inc., 731 S. Hope St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 734 S. Bdwy.
X-Ray Supply Corp., 3287 Wilshire Blvd.
Oakland: Davies, 380-14th St.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frashers, Inc., 158 E. Second St.

Roland

J.

Riverside: F.

W. Twogood, 700 Main

St.

San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 414 B
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth Ave.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Market
Hirsch

Kahn

Inc.,

545

Santa Ana: Forman-Gilbert Pictures Co., 1428

Walter Collinge, 1217 State

J.

H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington
South Bend: Ault Camera Shop, 122 S. Main
The Book Shop, 119 N. Michigan St.
Terre Haute: Whitney-Allison Co., 681 Ohio

W.
St.

COLORADO

Washington: Reid S. Baker, Inc., 1322 F St.,N.W.
Cinema Supply Co., Inc., 804 Eleventh St.
Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424 New
York Ave., N.W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 607-14th St., N.W.
Fuller y d'Albert, Inc., 815-10th St., N. W.

FLORIDA
Rhodesbilt

Service,

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co., 242 N. Bayshore
Drive.
Petersburg:

51 E. Flagler St.

Camera Shop,

Robison's

St.. N.
Tampa: Tampa Photo
Twiggs St.

y

115-3rd

Art Supply Co., 709-11

GEORGIA
The Camera Exchange,

Atlanta:

Eastman Kodak Stores,

Inc.,

Orleans:

7

NEW YORK

305%

Texas

St.

Main

104

St.

Auburn Ave.

Idaho at 9th

Sts.

y

*

Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St.
Aimer Coe y Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe W Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
Aimer Coe y Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co., 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash Ave.
Fair, The, Dept. 93, State, Adams y Dearborn

Eastman Kodak Stores,

853 N. Eutaw

223 Park Ave.

38 Bromfield

St.

Ralph Harris y Co., 30 Bromfield St.
Ivjr Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washington St.
J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 260 Tremont

Andrew

Lowell: Donaldson's, 77 Merrimack St.
Springfield: Harvey ii Lewis Co., 1503 Main St.
Co., 376 Main St.
J. C. Freeman
L. B. Wheaton, 368 Main St.

y

Co., 156 Larned St.
J. L. Hudson Co., Dept. 290.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2310 Cass Ave.
E. B. Meyrowiu, 1516 Washington Blvd.
6? Slater

United Camera Stores, Inc., 14611 Jefferson
Ave., E.
Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washington
Ave.
Vans Cine Service. 201 American State Bank Bldg.
Muskegon: Beckquist Photo Supply House, 885
St.

Petoskey: Foley's Photo Art Shop.

MINNESOTA
Duluth: Zimmerman Bros., 330 W. Superior St.
Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 112 S.
St.

E. B. Meyrowitz, 825 Nicollet Ave.
Owatonna: B. W. Johnson Gift Shop,

Bridge St.
Paul: Co-operative

Minnesota St.
E. B. Meyrowitz,

Zimmerman

Photo Supply

358
320 Minnesota

Inc.,

Bros.,

D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway

Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Gloeckner y Newby Co., 9 Church St.
Herbert y Huesgen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.
Lowe y Farley, News Stand, Times Bldg.
* Lugene, Inc., 600 Madison Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, 520 Fifth Ave.
George Murphy, Inc., 57 E. 9th St.
New York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton St.
* Pickup y Brown, 41 E. 41st St.
C. F. Ray, 296 Fifth Ave.
Schoenig ii Co., Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
* Seiden Films, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.
H. F. Waterman, 63 Park Row.
* Willoughby Camera Stores, Inc., 110 W. 32
* Wyko Projector Corp., 33 W. 60th St.
Rochester: Marks y Fuller Co., 36 East Ave.
Sibley, Lindsay y Curr Co., Camera Dept.
*

Stamford-in-the-Catskills:
Utica: Edwin A. Hahn,

MICHIGAN
Detroit: Clark Cine-Service, 2540 Park Ave.
Detroit Camera Shop, 424 Grand River, W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Washington

St.

y

Gall 6P Lembke, Inc., 7 E. 48th St.

MASSACHUSETTS

First

St.

Co.,

W.

381-3

Fischer's

Camera

Service,

Rm.

y

Healy, Jackson Blvd. y Wabash Ave.
Seamans, Photo Finisher, 7052 Jeffery Ave.
Stanley-Warren Co., 908 Irving Park Blvd.

Ferd Wagner Co., 113
Huber Art Co., 124-7th St., W.

Cincinnati:

Watry

6?

Heidkamp, 17 W. Randolph

Decatur: Haines

y

Essick Co.,

St.

121-128 E. William

St.

Hammond

St.
St.

278

Year (Canada

St.

MISSOURI
Lexington: B 6? G Shop, 1104 Main St.
Kansas City: Z. T. Briggs Photographic
Co., 916 Grand Ave.

$3.25,

St.

5th St.

10602 Euclid Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 12804 Superior Ave.
Fowler y Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
Fowler y Slater Co., 347 Euclid Ave.
Fowler y Slater Co., 1915 E. 9th St.
* Stone Film Laboratory, 8807 Hough Ave.
Columbus: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply, 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop,
Hamilton: Halperin y Son.

1

Third

*Norwocu: Home Movie Service Co.,
Ave.

Huron

Franklin

Print,

y

Eng.

St.,

Arcade

2120 Slane
Co.,

226-J6

St.

Gross Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior St.
Youngstown: Fowler y Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave.

Oklahoma City: Roach Drug Co., 110 W. Main
Tulsa: Camera Shoppe, 519^ Main St., S.

St.

in

Lynn's Photo Shop, 1555 Monroe St.
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 345 Washington St.
Stark Sts.
J. K. Gill Co., 5th
Lipman- Wolfe Dept. Store, Kodak Dept., Lipman-Wolfe Bldg.
Corvallis:

y

Supply

Amateur Movie Makers

AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS, i^fo^S
Copy

$3.00 a

E.

OREGON

Photo Service, 2115-21 Sixth

Indicates dealers who are advertising

St.

Cleveland: Bueschers,

MISSISSIPPI
Meridian:

Columbia

OKLAHOMA

Peter St.

Winona: Van Vranken Studio, 57 W. Fourth

154 E. Erie

202,

St.

Lyon

Burtis.

S.

Akron: Dutt Drug Co., 7 E. Exchange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 14 N. Howard

Toledo:
115

E.

HI

St.

OHIO

Sts.

*

at

* Gillette

Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,

Fowler

Madison Ave.

Inc.,

45 th St.

H.

Fifth

ILLINOIS

H. Boozer, 173 E. 60th St.
Brentano's, 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange, 113 Park Row.
* Cullen, 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega, Inc., Ill E. 42nd St.
Devoe
Raynolds Co., Inc., 34 E. 42nd St.
J.

St.

Worcester:

S.

York City: Abercrombie if Fitch, .45th &
Madison Ave.
American News and its Subsidiaries, 131 Varick

213

Inc.,

Stores,

Service,

Inc.,

St.

New

MAINE

Eastman Kodak Stores,

16 St.

JERSEY

St.

Eastman Kodak

Amateur Movie

W. 2nd

S.

Baldwin, 32 Maiden Lane.
F. E. Colwell Co., 465 Broadway
Buffalo: J. F. Adams, 459 Washington St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Niagara St.
United Projector 6? Film Corp., 228 Franklin St.
Whinihan Bros, d Co., Inc., 746 Elmwood Ave.

&

St.

Baltimore:

419

Co.,

Albany: E.

LOUISIANA
New

E.

103 Halsey St.
Plainfield: Mortimer's, 300 Park Ave.
Schaeffer

KENTUCKY
A. L. Bollinger Drug Co., Frankfort
Ave.
W. D. Gatchel y Sons, 431 W. Walnut St.
Sutcliffe Co., 225-227 S. 4th Ave.

Co., 713

Stores, Inc.,

Camden: Parrish &? Read, Inc., 308 Market
Newark: L. Bamberger 6? Co.

Stilz

183 Peachtree St.

IDAHO
Boise: Ballou-Latimer Co.,

608

Blvd.

Photo

NEW

Wright

208

Pinkham tf Smith Co., 15 Bromfield St.
Solatia M. Taylor Co., 56 Bromfield St.
Braintree: Alves Photo Shop, Washington St.

St.

Bldg.

Red Cross Pharmacy,

Co.,

St.

415 Market

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Morse's

808

MARYLAND

DELAWARE

Lake Wales:
Arcade.

Inc.,

Louisville:

Bangor: Francis A. Frawley,

Harvey y Lewis Co., 865 Main St.
Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.
New Britain: Harvey y Lewis Co., 79 W. Main St.
New Haven: Fritz y Hawley, Inc., 816 Chapel St.
Harvey & Lewis Co., 849 Chapel St.
* Reed Film Corp., 126 Meadow St.
Stamford: Thamer, Inc., 87 Atlantic St.
Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 25-29 W. Main St.

DuPont

Equipment

Education

St.

Frost Bros.,

St.

Pierce St.

St.

Hawley, Inc., 1030 Main St.
Greenwich: Gayle A. Foster, 9 Perryridge Rd.
Hartford: H. F. Dunn Motion Picture Co., 410

Inc.,

Omaha: Eastman Kodak

Inc.,

21
St.

St.

IOWA

Shreveport: Film Arbor Studio,

626'16

&

Wilmington: Butler's,

Hastings: Carl R. Matthiesen

St.

St.

CONNECTICUT

Asylum

NEBRASKA
&

St.

Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318 Brady

Moines: Eastman Kodak Stores,
Locust St.
Sioux City: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Co.,

Hanley Photo 6r Radio Shop, 116 E. 10th
St. Louis: A. S. Aloe Co., 513 Olive St.
Erker Bros., 707 Olive St.
Hyatt's Supply Co., 417 N. Broadway.

St.

Indianapolis:

Baronne

Denver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,
Ford Optical Co., 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404-16 St.

Bridgeport: Fritz

Main

Supply

Photographic

St.

St.

Santa Barbara:

Co., 310

1006 Main

St.

Z. T. Briggs
11th St.

Bldg.

St.

St.

INDIANA
y Butterfield

them!

Visit

Z. T. Briggs Photographic Supply Co.,

Wayne: Biechler-Howard Co., 112 W. Wayne

St.

Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market St.
San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 94 S. First

Fifth

Evansville: Smith

Fort

Visual

Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.

Co., 54 Geary

Evanston: Aimer Coe y Co., 1645 Orrington Ave.
Hattstrom y Sanders, 702 Church St.
Galesburg: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 S. Prairie St.
Rockford: Quality Photo Shop, 316 E. State St.
Sterling: Ray Hart, 8-10 E. 4th St.

Des

St.

St.

y

6?

*

Progressive

Foreign $3.50) 25 Gents a

(Foreign 30 Gents)

DEALERS — Continued
CANADA

PENNSYLVANIA
Kelly

Erie:

Johnstown:

6r

F.

Philadelphia:

som

Green, 116 W. 11th St.
Buchanan, 320 Walnut St.
Amateur Movies Corp., 2114 San-

W.

Drummond

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores,

Inc., 1020 Chestnut St.
C. Ferguson, Jr., 1804 Chestnut St.
Strawbridge ii Clothier, Market, Eighth & Fil-

Jos.

bert Sts.
*

Montreal: Film

Brown

Williams,

&? Earle,

Pittsburgh: Eastman

Kodak

918 Chestnut St.
606 Wood

Inc.,

Stores, Inc.,

ville

St.

H

Film

Co.

Slide
Foncier Bldg.

Ave.

Fifth

Can.,

of

319

Ltd.,

Credit

tion process.

May we

St.

203

This month's special release,
ready April 2nd

CUBA

RHODE ISLAND
&

Kodak Shop, 295-7

&

Santiago: Farre

Anthony,

P.

&

Williams,

Inc., 178 Angell
Inc., 47 Exchange

DENMARK

PI.

Copenhagen: Kodak Aktieselskab, Vodroffsvej 26.

London,

S.

W.

London,
E.

Dallas: Cullum 6? Boren Co., 1509
E. G. Marlow Co.. 1807 Main St.
El Paso: Schuhmann Photo Shop, P.

Elm

W.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd.,

Meyrowiu,

B.

Co., Inc., 613

New

119

Old Bond

Exchange,

plan.

St.

Ltd.,

Wm.

Mcintosh

(Sheffield)

62,

Ltd.,

Honolulu
Box 2999

VERMONT

Photo

Supply

220

(Fargate).

HOLLAND
& Co.,

Amsterdam: Foto Schaap

VIRGINIA

Spui

WEST

NEW
P.

O.

Ltd.,

41

Co.,

Film Division

Educational

Change

HAWAII
Honolulu:

*Burlington: Robert T. Platka, 231 S. Prospect St.
Rutland: Geo. E. Chalmers Co., Inc.

Ill,

Ltd.,

Row

Photo Co., 6 Norfolk

Sheffield

Sts.

Exchange,

Alley.

Fan-

nin St.

42nd STREET
YORK, N. Y.

8.

INDIA
209 Granby

Galeski Optical Co.

St.

Army

Calcutta:

Chowringhee

WASHINGTON

t?

Navy Coop. Soc,

St.

JAPAN

Anderson Supply Co., Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1415-4th Ave.
Motion Picture Service, 903 Lloyd Bldg., Sixth
Ave. and Stewart St.
Spokane: Joyner Drug Co., Howard ii Riverside
Ave.
Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co., Inc.
E. W. Stewart tV Co., 939 Commerce St.
Seattle:

Kyoto: J. Osawa & Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.
Osaka: Fukada & Co., 218 Dojima Bldg.

'

MEXICO
Mexico City: American Photo Supply Co.,
Avenida F. I., Madero, 40.

S.

A.,

f
I

\

NORWAY

WEST VIRGINIA
Garage,

A

1

Photographic

San Antonio: Fox Co., 209 Alamo Plaza.
E. Hert?berg Jewelry Co., Houston at St. Mary's

St.

Ltd.,

Photographic

Westminster
Oxford St.
Sheffield:

St.

Wheeling: Twelfth

$7.00

Dealers: Write for our

Picadilly.

O. Box 861.
Worth: Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main

S.

STUDICT

St.

Westminster

St.

A

IN

100 feet

119, Victoria St.

I.:

DAY

big pictures are made, professional secrets revealed.

Westminster Photographic Ex-

I.:

change, Ltd.,

Bond

TEXAS

Eng.

"A
How

ENGLAND

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., Hotel Peabody, 86 S. 2nd St.
Nashville: G. C. Dury y Co.. 420 Union St.

6?

O. Box 166.

P.

St.

TENNESSEE

Houston: Star Elec.

C,

Serra S. en

St.

Providence: E.
Starkweather

send you our catalogue?

CANAL ZONE

S.

St.

Thames

Norfolk:

films reach you as fresh as when
they leave our plant. Each film is
individually wrapped in moistureretaining tinfoil, another example of
the Stanley quality that starts with
a fine negative, expert editing and
superior prints made by the reduc-

Bldg.

Balboa Heights: Lewis Photo Service, Box 173.

Newport: Rugen Typewriter

Ft.

109

104

Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 472 Main

Reading: Alexander Kagen, 641 Penn St.
Wilkes-Barre: Zwiebel-Stenger Sales Co.,

Main

Co.,

Co. of Can.. Ltd..

Ottawa: Photographic Stores, Ltd., 65 Sparks St.
Toronto: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 66 King St.
Film tf Slide Co. of Can.. 156 King St., W.
Vancouver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 610 Gran-

St.

B. K. Elliott 6? Co., 126-6th St.
Kaufmann's Dept. Store., Dept. 62

Slide

tf

& News

Works

Calgary: Boston Hat.
Eighth Ave., W.

',

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

WISCONSIN

Naga, Carmarines Sur: Eusebio Contieras, P. O.

Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.
Green Bay: Bethe Photo Service, P. O. Box 143.
Madison: Photo Art House, 212 State St.
Milwaukee: Boston Store, Wisconsin Ave. (f 4th

Box

\

VN
V\

tt

Send for illustrated
catalogue

.

•**.

ILLUSTRATED TITLES %™
»-THE PROFESSIONAL KIND

FAADAHME^c.
145 W.

45

BRYANT 6796

ST. N.Y.

83.

SCOTLAND
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine, 103 Vi
Nr. Renfield St.

St.

H. W. Brown &? Co., 87 Wisconsin St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 427 Milwaukee
Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave.
W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee, 220 Wells St.

As the Theatres
use them

\PLA1N

Oslo: University Book Shop.

81-12th St.

Z LEADERS

ANIMATED

J. Lizars, 101

Buchanan

St.

Vincent

HERE
YOU

St.,

St.

St.

&

SPAIN

j

Barcelona: James Casals, 82, Viladomat St.
Madrid: Kodak Sociedad Anonima, Puerta
Sol 4.

ARE,)

Send

del

us

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

FOREIGN

Kwong Hing Cheong,

Penang:

AUSTRALIA

lc

Penang

St.

and

SWITZERLAND

Melbourne: Charles W. Donne, G. P. O. Box
877 G.
Sydney: Harrington, Ltd., 386 George St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 379 George St

Winterthur: Alb. Hoster, Marktgasse 57.
Zurich: Zulauf (Vorm, Kienast y Co.),
61.

hofstr,

Bahn-

wc

send gou. a

will

regular $20 Leader * a
$3. Trailer For your home
«- 16 m/m movie show *—

—

F«A'A«DAHME,Inc.
WEST 45 ST. N.Y.

145
'The Better Kind"

ENO'S ART TITLES

Genuine

Hand Lettering
are

The

Standards of Excellence!
See

Them

.

Pioneer Art Title
Builder

me

.

.

'

.

.

them a

trial

Send for free
and sample

circular
film.

TWINARK

'Wisconsin 4020

RALPH
R.ENO
PARK AVE. NEW YORK.

$37.50

McKay

434 Larkin
San Francisco,

n

117

Work

Cameron

$2.00 and copy for three titles and give

fn

powerful

signed.

(every issue)
.

most

portable arc ever de-

Ideal for Cine

Illustrated by

"AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS"
"AMATEUR MOVIE CRAFT"
"AMATEUR MOVIE MAKING"
Send

Announcing

T WINARK

\
\

Dealers

& Jobbers

St.

Calif.
write or

279

THE DRAMAS AT YOUR
DOORSTEP

Gillette

(Continued from page 232)

Humidifying Solution

is

melodrama, for instance,

real

in

a lamb chop: the pastoral youth of
the lamb among fields and flowers;
the heartbreaking wrench from home

and mother; the long,
will

most brittle film
permanently pliable.

the

soften

and keep it
Economical to use,

is

it

priced at

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE
Order

from your dealer or write

it

us direct.

hold back certain things and play up
others to work in your suspense.

"Another thing the amateur should
watch out for," warned Mr. WynneJones, "is to tackle a subject he
knows. Often his particular hobby
will give him inspiration, whether it
science or sports or just business.
that he should be afraid to be
ambitious. The film of the Heavenly
Bodies recently shown with great sucis

Gillette

Not

Camera
.Stores

PARK

AVENUE

MAIDEN
LANE

AT 41st. ST.

NEW YORK

RUNAWAY

The

SPECIAL

16MM
A
.

.

.

The Ufa

frightened girl at the throttle of a plunging

locomotive

.

.

.

100

.

.

.

gaining speed

Heading into path

of

each second

northbound

flyer

Experience the head-on collision yourself.

price $6.00

ft

THE SUNDOWN DANCER
is

a

dandy picture;

same length and

price.

Produced by

ERNEST

M.

REYNOLDS
Cleveland, Ohio

165 E. 191st Street

proves that it pays to hitch
your wagon to a star. Only you can't
show people something new about
something old unless you know more
about it than they do. There are
plenty of encyclopedias around. Before you start in you should study
your subject from A to Z."
cess,

many

short

subjects

include

industrial films, depicting pro-

cesses of manufacture.

Each one

is

given all the values of a story. This
material is rich in itself, and there
is opportunity for unusual light treatments, especially if machinery is involved. It is not at all impossible
to get permission to film the story
of some product. And it may not be
exciting on the face of it, yet there

bitter journey
gory stock yards

to the big city; the
finale.

Very

often

own

one's

business

could be filmed so that it would
stagger even those not concerned with
the family bank account. All you
have to do is remember the fine line
between showing and presenting, and
keep on the right side of it. As for
simpler operations, the carpenter, the
plumber, the village blacksmith, the
pastry cook, perform
worthy miracles by the score.

film-

artistic

Anyone interested in science will
think of numerous possibilities that
he can work out to excellent advantage. These films especially repay
research. Ufa's study of Jelly Fish
or of Fluid Crystals and their Apparent Life, presented surprising
facts in such a way that the photography

was

itself

Whoever

exciting.

has kept beetles in a bottle or watched
a caterpillar turn into a butterfly will
appreciate the drama in their lives.
The change from tadpole to frog is a
fairly quick one, and easy to film.
One amateur did a striking short
subject on water alone.

Films showing how flowers grow
no longer new, but they never
fail to thrill. This feat is quite within
the range of the amateur. The only
are

Daylight
Optical

Printer

Manufactured by

DEPUE & VANCE
7510 N. Ashland Ave.

thing is to make sure that the position
is not changed, and to control light
more ambitious scheme
and speed.
that would take a long time but would
give an invaluable result, would be
to photograph one's own family growing up. Pictures of baby alone are
apt to pall on everyone except baby's

A

S.

A.

FULLY AUTOMATIC
with
Light Change Board of 152 Scenes

35mm to 16mm
16mm to 35mm negative
prints 16mm positive

Reduces from
Enlarges from

LABORATORIES!

This
Light Control Board will speed
up your continuous printing

Contact

Insist upon
getting your prints from this
printer and note their superiority!
!

Features not duplicated in any
other printer on the market.

if

you

scientifi-

in exactly the

same

—

—

There are much simpler things to
The animals at the Zoo
pose every day and all day; but few
people see them at their most interesting moments. It would pay some
cinematographer to get right with
do, though.

The

fish catch

at At-

where
one miniature monster eats the next
as both are dragged dying to the
lantic City is a daily massacre,

pier.

Whether you take a process or an

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

inanimate object, there

drama
facts

in

it.

is

the stuff of
that

Only remember

must be told as

fiction.

280

at

their keeper.

EASILY PORTABLE!

machine 50%!

AMATEURS

baby

regular intervals say
once a week and take a few feet
each time, over a period of years, you
will some day be able to show how a
human being attains to man's estate.
position

Chicago, III, U.

But

loving family.
cally put

if

they were

Index to Advertisers

Bass Camera Co
Beckley & Church, Inc
Bell

& Howell Co

new:

r

275
271
277
211
265
269

Allen Tours
Arrow Screen Co
Associated Film Libraries
Automatic Movie Display Corp

IN

253-284

275
268
272
214
277
283
268
270
272
263
279

Boring's Travel Service, Inc

Brooklyn Metal Stamping Corp
Burleigh Brooks
Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc
Cine Art Productions
Cine Kodak
Clark Cine Service
Closeup, The
Corcorcan, Inc., A. J
Cullen, W. C
Dahme, F. A. A
Dealers

focus
Formula

of Dr.

Rudolph

a wider angle of vision
a greater depth of focus
A new member

278-9

Depue & Vance
De Vry Corporation

280
217
Drem Products Corp
269
Du Pont Pathe Film Mfg. Co
257
Eastman Kodak Co
246-7, 251, 283
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc
272
Empire Safety Film Company
262
Eno's Art Titles
279
Film Arts Guild
270
Film Traders' Club
216
Filmlab, Inc
274
:
Filmo
253-284
Fischer's Camera Service
275
Fotolite
265
Gillette Camera Stores
280
Goerz American Optical Co., C. P.
.266
Hattstrom & Sanders
268-274
Hayden & Co., A. C.
210
.

FILMO

for

VICTOR,
focusing

the

mount

in

—

$60

fastest

(with finders)

lens

2XorSX FILTERS

in the

scopic effect for

special Yellow
of
Jena Glass, care-

world

is

the

PLASMAT

famous.

which the

Work

with

PLASMAT

this

lens

is

a

revelation of what a camera can do.
It shows things as they are, and gives
the fullest use of film space.

fully ground, polished, and centered, to screw in beand
tween
lens

For $4"

sunshade.
lens.

of

group, the F:1.5 in 54" focus, offers a
new help to the amateur. The wider
angle of vision puts more into pictures,
under
its speed makes them possible
poor lighting conditions, and its shorter focus gives to them an even greater
depth, with the plasticity and stereo-

or

$4.50

.

.

.

Hedwig Motion Picture
Herbert & Heusgen Co

Laboratories. .276

212
268
267

Home Broadcaster
Home Film Libraries, Inc
Home Movie Service Company
Home Movies
Hunt Pen Company,

C.

274
260
266
268

Howard

Kino-Pano-Tilt
Kodalite

251

Kodascope
Kodascope Libraries, Inc
Koloray
Lacault Radio Elec. Labs. R. E
Little Sunny

G

Master Motion Picture Bureau

Meyer & Company, Hugo
Monarch Theatre Supply Co
Munro, J. H
Neighborhood Motion Picture Service

News Reel Laboratory
Pathegrams
Photoplay Magazine
Pickup & Brown
Pilotlight

Platka, R.

T

Plasmat Lenses
Reed Film Corp
Reynolds, Ernest

M

Rice, Sue
Seiden Films, Inc

Sept Cameras
Speedball Pens
Stanley Film Library
Steidistrap,

The

Stone Film Laboratory

Telawauket Ranch
Testrite Instrument Company
Thalhammer, K.
Twinark
Victor Animatograph Co., Inc
Vitalux Movies
Westphalen, Leonard

W

Brown & Earle, Inc
Willoughby Camera Stores, Inc.
Wollensak Optical Co
Williams,

Wyko

Projector Corporation
Zeiss, Carl, Inc

&

Go.

WEST FORTIETH STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

H105

Works: Goerlitz, Germany

The absence
is

only

PLASMAT

of

one

of

"flare" in the
its
perfected features.

246-7

Lugene, Inc
Marshall, John

Hugo Meyer

282
269
270
274
277
266
268
281
268
275
264
268
215
249
276
272
275
281
277
280
272
270
267
266
279
274

FOR MEMBERS ONLY
1

hose of our members

service

to

the

augmen tation

who may wish

combine a

to

Amateur Cinema Leagut

i

with an

of their private incomes are requested

to writt to
'

THE MANAGING DIRECTOR

AM/^.TEUR CINEMA LEAGTJ E,
105 West

New

Inc.

Fortieth Street

York, N. Y.

272-4

275
265
268
279
256
211
274
272

FOR MEMBERS ONLY

..... .218

273
267
271
281

"PICTURES THAT PLEASE"
These Are Only a

Few

OF THE

FIVE

HUNDRED SUBJECTS
Now Available
World-wide distribution, an adequate

1.

The Covered Wagon

copies

f

Featuring J. Warren Kerrigan, Lois Wilson and Ernest

.

and an established
you a program

The King on Main

Street

can depend upon.

Behind, the Front

Wallace Beery
and Raymond Hatton.
Featuring

Descriptive

catalog

Swanson

gratis to
scribers.

Miss Bluebeard

Featuring Bebe Daniels and Raymond Griffith.
6.

The Night Club

Featuring

Raymond

Griffith,

Vera

Reynolds and Wallace Beery.
The Spanish Dancer
Featuring Pola Negri,
7.

Adolphe
Menjou, Antonio Moreno and
Wallace Beery.

KODASCOPE LIBRARIES
Are Established
Atlanta, Ga., 183 Peachtree Street
Boston, Mass., 260 Tremont Street
Buffalo, N. Y., 228 Franklin Street
Chicago, III., 137 North Wabash Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio, 110 West 8th Street
Cleveland, Ohio, 1126 Euclid Avenue
Detroit, Mich., 1206 Woodward Avenue
Kansas City, Mo., 916 Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal., 643 South Hill Street
Minneapolis, Minn., 112 South Fifth Street

And
282

of

176

pages furnished

Manhandled
Featuring Gloria
and Tom Moore.
4.

5.

you

service that

Menjou

Featuring Adolphe
and Bessie Love.
3

duplicate

organization, offer

Torrence.
2.

number of

in

At'.

New

York, N. Y., 33 West 42nd Street
Philadelphia, Pa., 2114 Sansom Street

Pittsburgh, Pa., 606 Wood Street
San Antonio, Texas, 209 Alamo Plaza

San Francisco, Cal., 241 Battery Street
Seattle, Washington, 111 Cherry Street
Toronto, Ontario, 156 King Street, W.
Montreal, Quebec, 104 Drummond Bldg.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 205 Paris Bldg.
Vancouver, B. C, 310 Credit Foucier Bldg.

Thirty Foreign Cities All Around the World

sub-

Catch

the Spirit of Springtime

with this new all-weather Cine-Kodak

QPRING!

Bright sunlight one minute, clouds

^ and a fleeting shower the next. But picture
about you — pictures that you

possibilities all

really

want

make.

to

moment to
the photographer who is equipped with the new
Cine- Kodak, Model B, with its ultra-fast Kodak
Spring's fickle light

Anastigmat f.\.9
with a lens so
driving rain,

down"
It is

need

for correct

of

little

For here

lens.

fast that

if

is

it

is

a

camera

make movies in a
it may be "stopped

will

be; yet

exposure in

brilliant sunlight!

three times as fast as the /!3.5, and over

ten times as fast as the/!6.5!

Cine-Kodak

is

truly an all-day, all-weather,

year-around camera. Winter or summer, spring
or fall, in rain, snow or sunshine, it assures the
ultimate in personal movies.

Cine-Kodak
Model
$150

Model A; and $300 for

the

your dealer

s

Model C; $180 for
new self-threading Model B.

Kodascope projectors are priced at $60 for
the

at

B./.1.9

the

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y., TheKodakaty

.

With FlLMO, the
original hand -held
an tomatic Cam
era, ''what you
see, you get"
-

with case.
$180 and up

Price,

FlLMO

Projector

with case,
$190 and up

Price,

Motion pictures

andfinest homes are made with

leading theatres

Bell

& Howell cameras and equipment
'

I

v

O BE

certain of choosing

your

personal motion picture equip-

-*-

w

ment with

absolute, lasting satisfac-

tion, follow the

example

of the

For over 21 years they have used
Bell & Howell cameras and equip-

producer, Cecil B. De Kittle,
Howell Eyemo standholding the Bell
ard (55 mm. film) camera used in making many scenes in his King of Kings.''
The camera used b^ explorers, news reel

The famous

to

F1.5, F1.8 or any of the sixteen
lenses interchangeable in the

&

and many amateurs

desiring

commercialize their movies

Filmo

70 has up to 20 per cent greater
speed range.

world' s leading profess ion a I producers.

ment almost exclusively in making
the pictures featured in first run
theatres all over the world.

gatherers

shown in

Feature by feature, the

Filmo Pro-

and Filmo 70 Camera may be
analyzed and the superiorities of

jector

Bell

&

Howell expert engineering
shown. Mail the coupon

clearly

for the fully descriptive booklet

Note the superior results of Bell
& Howell designing and engineering in the Filmo 70 Camera, for ex-

which

tells all.

many

first-run theatre releases

ample. An outstanding feature is
the 216° shutter opening
as com-

ing on an easy rental basis,
through Filmo dealers

—

pared with the
cameras.

The

1

80° opening of other
is that the F3. 5.

result

BELL

£f

obtainable for

exclusively.
coupon.

Learn, too, about the

now

home show-

Mail the

HOWELL
BELL & HOWELL CO.
J

I

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please mail me your free descriptive Filmo
booklet, "Home Movies of the Better Kind."

I

men with two
Howell professional cameras of
the $5,000 class in action on a theatre
Fred Niblo and camera

Bell

&

.

1

ddress

production

BELL & HOWELL

CO., 1828

LARCHMONT

AVE.,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

:

NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD LONDON
:

:

(B.&H.Co.,Lld.)

:

ESTABLISHED

C.

190^

LAZELL NORTHROP PRESS

AMATEURll

MAY

1928

5!

BELL

fe

HOWELL

9

A NNOUNC E -Filmo 75
a beautiful "watch thin" movie camera

an attractive

at

FIVE
&

price

years ago Bell

Howell produced

Filmo 70, the
automatic

ful

new

first

success-

movie camera

simplified for amateur use,
and now standard among
amateurs the world over.

Now,

after

three years

development
comes the new Filmo 75,
of intensive

affording the finest personal

movies and costing
tbirdless than the

With

the

one-

Filmo 70!

new Filmo 75
make

the veriest novice can

home movies
brilliance,

of theatre

depth and beauty on the

first try.

It is "watch-thin" compared with
other movie cameras. Beautifully
embossed, wear-proof metallic finish.

Weighs

only three pounds

into the coat pocket.

Winds

—

area adjustment for use with

Mail coupon

now

for full descrip-

tive information.

&

[

BELL & HOWELL

|

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

CO.
111.

!

Please mail full descriptive information on vour
new Filmo 75 and send name of nearest store where
T may examine and try it.

|

City

J

theatre motion pictures are made.

Among

one

&f

leather, plush-lined carrying case.

all

Filmo 75 is built to the same
high standards of quality as the Bell
Howell professional cameras
costing up to $5,000, with which
practically all of the world's finest

hand. Regularly equipped with
Taylor Hobson-Cooke F3.5 ana-

BELL

75 in beauti-

your dealer's. Price
includes genuine Scotch-grained

fits

like a

easily in

new Filmo

ful colors at

optional lenses.

watch, the permanently-attached
key foldingflat against side of camera.
Retains the familiar spy-glass viewfinder concealed within the frame.

Held and operated

See the

stigmat lens, quickly interchangeable with Telephotos and speed
lenses for special use. Spy-glass
viewfinder has automatic field

amateur cameras

it

is

excelled only by the well-known

Filmo 70.

...State

FILMO

HOWELL

70

The most flexible and highly
perfected movie camera
made at any price for amateur use. Adaptable to ail
conditions of light. speedand
distance. Optional mechanisms for making s-l-o-w
movies, described in free
booklet,
Home Movies of
the Better Kind." Write
'

"What you see, you get
BELL & HOWELL

CO.. 1828

LARCHMONT

AVE.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

:

NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD LONDON
:

:

(B.

11

& H.Co., Lid.)

:

ESTABLISHED

1907

|

CECIL

B. de

MILLE

PRODUCTION

RUDOLF SCHILDKRAUT

in

THE COUNTRY DOCTOR

A big feature acted in a master way and handled in a skilful manner.
A forceful story of real life with many thrilling incidents.

A picture that will please all without fail
ONE

400

FOOT REEL

(16mm. width)

MAY PATHEGRAMS
1007—THE BREMEN FLIGHT One 100
1006—SPUDS (Mack Sennett Comedy)
Two 100 Ft. reels

505— OLD FORTS OF FLORIDA
One 100

PRICE 00.00

RELEASES
# 6.50

Ft. reel

#13.00

(Travel)

# 6.00

Ft. reel

6002—THE

#25.00

Ft. reel

COUNTRY DOCTOR

One 400

ALASKAN
ADVENTURE
Two 400 Foot

6003—THE YANKEE CONSUL,
One 400

SPECIAL

(Comedy Drama)

#30.00

Ft. reel

// not available thru

— Write

your dealer

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Inc.,

35 West 45th Street,

Reels

#65.00

direct to us

pathegrams department

New

York City
THE61
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Index to Advertisers
Acme Film Co
Co
Amateur Movie Service
Arrow Screen Co
Aloe, A. S.

Associated Film Libraries
Automatic Movie Display Corp
Bass Camera Co
Beckley & Church, Inc
Bell

& Howell Co

Boring's Travel Service, Inc
Burleigh Brooks

Cine Art Productions
Cine Kodak
Cinematic Accessories Co
Cinematographic Publishers
Clark Cine Service

The
Columbus Photo Supply Co
Closeup,

Corcoran, Inc.,
Cullen,

A.J

W. C

353
356
352
338
356
291
348
337
286-329
357
351
350
360
343
357
356
336
349
352
335
354-5

Dealers

De Vry Corporation
Drem Products Corp

327
333
294

Du Pont

Pathe Film Mfg. Co
322-3-331-360
Eastman Kodak Co
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc
336
345
Empire Safety Film Company
Eno's Art Titles
Film Arts Guild
Film Traders' Club
Filmlab, Inc

Filmo
Fischer's

Ganz,

Gillette

DALLMEYER,
TIKE a cat, your "movie" camera will be able to "see in the dark"
J—' with one of these remarkable new Dallmeyer Lenses. This
is faster than most lenses used by professional producers;
with it you can make wonderful indoor and night pictures. New
Guide Book on the correct use of lenses sent gratis.

"F-1.5"

HERBERT

&>

HUESGEN

Sole United States Agents

18 East

4Znd

Street

-

CO.
New York

NEW ENGLISH BOOK ON LENSES
HAS INTEREST FOR EVERY MOVIE MAKER

Camera Service

Wm.

.

.'

J

Camera

Stores

Goerz American Optical Co., C. P
356-7
Hattstrom & Sanders
259
Hayden & Co., A. C
Hedwig Motion Picture Laboratories 356
Herbert & Heusgen Co
288
342
Holly Photo Service
348
Holmes, Burton Lab
290
Home Film Libraries, Inc
338
Home Movie Service Company
353
Japanese Water Color Co
.

Kodascope
Kodascope Editing & Titling, Inc
Kodascope Libraries, Inc
Koloray
Lacault, R.
Little

E

Sunny

M.A.C. Company
Marshall, John G
Master Motion Picture Bureau

Pathegrams
Photoplay Magazine
Pilotlight

Plasmat Lenses

Being Distributed Free by Herbert

& Huesgen

Co.

With the increased choice of fine lenses now
being offered the amateur by leading makers, such
as Dallmeyer in England, it is becoming increasingly important that one should know just which
of these lenses to use to obtain the best results
under various conditions.
This information, together with several diagrams,
is set forth in an extremely interesting and thorough new book, published by Dallmeyer and supplied gratis through their American distributors,
Herbert & Huesgen Company, 18 East 42nd Street,
New York.

Every amateur movie maker should take advantage of this free offer and add this little book
to his library.

283

.

322-3

348
358
337
346
342
344
352
356
356
347
350

May, Dr
Meyer & Company, Hugo
Monarch Theatre Supply Co
Neighborhood Motion Picture Service. .339
New York Institute of Photography .... 350
356
New York. Camera Exchange

News Reel Laboratory
Niezoldi # Kramer

Impartial Treatise written by experts of
the Dallmeyer lens factory explains use
of correct lenses for all kinds of "shots".

347
336
356
352
286-329
357
290
356
343

Protecto Films, Inc
Reynolds, Ernest
Rice, Sue
Scheibe, Geo.
Stanley Film Library

M

H

Stedistrap,
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Twinark
Universal Camera Co
Van Liew, D
Victor Animatograph Co., Inc
Vitalux Movies
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Westphalen, Leonard
Williams,

Brown &
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Willoughby Camera Stores, Inc
Wollensak Optical Co.
Zeiss, Carl, Inc
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PUBLISHED BY THE AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.
"Heralding The Motion Picture Of Tomorrow"
Volume

MAY,

III j

...

Number 5

/

1928

Qontents

...
De

Cover Design
Index to Advertisers
Featured Releases, For Home Projectors
The Viewfinder, A Department for Our Guidance by Our Readers
An Editorial Query
Filming the Fleet-Footed Antelope
A Cine Romance of the Western Plains
Composition in Pictures That Move

Charles

Bellis

288
290
292
295
Belden 297

J.

E. G. Lutz
Franklin Courtney Ellis
First Amateur "Roadshow"
Critical Focusing, Technical Reviews to Aid the Amateur
Photoplayfare, Reviews for the Cintelligenzia
Sky Grazing, An Art Title Background
Katherine M. Comstock
Make Them Intriguing
Beth Brown, Titling Ace, Gives the Amateur a Recipe for Successful Editing and Titling
Amateur Clubs
Edited by Arthur L. Gale
Cinders, Surf and Celluloid, Champions Pay Tribute to the Cinema
C. Clyde Cook
Tinting Motion Picture Film
Charles F. Nicholson

The

.

.

Modern Decorative Art for the Movies, A Group of Photographs
The Life of the Party, Notes on a Social Success of a Cine Camera
Film Fun With Fur and Feathers, A Group of Photographs
How to Be An Actor
Now You Can Learn in Ten Minutes a Day in Your Own
Camera Courtesies

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,

Home

Little

Hartford,

C.

STEPHEN

F.
Architect, of

W.

President of the National Association
of Broadcasters

E.

ROY D. CHAPIN
Chairman of the Board of Directors,
Hudson Motor Company

A. A.

York City

New

334
338
340
352
354

HEBERT

1711 Park Street, Hartford, Coi

COTTER

30 E. 42nd St.,

330

Treasurer

VOORHEES

New

Conn.

ANTHONY

321
324
326
328

DIRECTORS

Vice-President

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM
EARLE

INC.

300
303
304
306
308
309

310
313
314
315
Grace Elder 316
Warren Boyer 318
Weare Holbrook 320

Epes W. Sargent
Screen Surfaces
F. H. Richardson
Educational Films
Edited by Ruth Hamilton Kerr
Filming Pre-Historic Ages
Arthur L. Marble
English Amateurs Produce Educational Films of Merit
Making Natural History Natural
Katherine M. Comstock
Stuffed Animals Live Again Through Movies in New York Museum
The New University Film Foundation
Films in the Forum
Arthur L. Marble
A New Phase of Visual Education at the University of Minnesota
News of the Industry, For Amateurs and Dealers
The Clinic
Conducted by Dr. Kinema
Index to Dealers Who Carry Amateur Movie Makers

President

/

LEE

York City

F.

HANMER

Director of Recreation,
Russell Sage Foundation

C. R. DOOLEY
of Personnel and Training,
Standard Oil Co. of N. J.

Manager

FLOYD

VANDERPOEL

L.

Scientist, of Litchfield,

Conn.

Managing Director
ROY W. WINTON,

AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS
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105

W.

published monthly in

40th Street,

New

New

York City

York, N. Y., by the Amateur Cinema League, Inc.

Subscription Rate $3.00 a year, postpaid (Canada $3.25, Foreign $3.50); to members of
the
Amateur Cinema League, Inc.
$2.00 a year, postpaid; single copies, 25c.
On sale at photographic dealers everywhere.
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FEATURED RELEASES

OUR KIDS
IN

FOR

"FIRE FIGHTERS

Home

For

the convenience of readers,

column

"

A SUGGESTION

Projectors

This Summer's good times

Rental and Sale-Rental.

Sale,

Acme Film Company, Los

The

Angeles, Cal.

offering of this company to the amateur
includes a special novelty release, "The
Star Family in Distress," with Charlie Chaplin,
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Gloria
Swanson, Lillian Gish and others in one 300 ft.
reel.
Other features are "Death Valley," picturing one of the "most talked of and least
known regions in America, "Ghost Cities," and
"Carlbad Caverns," the latter descriptive of the
wonder caves of America, all 400 ft. reels.

tions.

Automatic Movie Display Corporation, New

ft.

And

a rollicking gang of mirth making
recleverest ever screened
spond with their improvised fire fighting
equipment.
laugh in every foot

kids

—the

The

sort

—

A

of

comedy you want your

family to see!

400-foot reel— PRICE

A

$30.00

tvt

1NO.

tinue to offer the usual short subjects for outright sale.

Empire Safety Film

flight of the

Co.,

"Bremen"

—beginning
Ireland — Scenes
in

New York

re-

ception.

A

N. Y.
Featuring Decoration Day Specials, 12
100 ft. war reels, Cantigny, Chateau Thierry,
St. Mihiel, Argonne Forest, Exploits of German Submarines (four specials), Leviathan
life), Landing
Raid Over London

Brest,

at

and

Zeppelin's
in the

Russia

World War.
Wm. J. Ganz Company, New York, N. Y.
Outstanding feature "Our Kids" in "Firefighters." A 400 ft. comedy reel, featuring chilfire fighting equipment. Hignof the News No. 12 is up to the moment
with the German Trans-Atlantic Fliers.

dren with their

New

Offers eight
York, N. Y.
courses for homes and schools.

reel— PRICE

$7.50

FILM CHEST

Inc.,
splendid film

Exchange,

Inc., P'athegrams DepartN. Y.
The featured film
DeMille's production, "The
Country Doctor," a 400 ft. reel of which the
Another 400 ft.
star is Rudolf Schildkraut.
reel

New

is

York,

Cecil

is

B.

"The YankeeConsul." A travel
"Old Forts of Florida," and a

100 ft.,
Mack Sennett comedy,
high lights for May.

in active duty, is picturized in a 100 ft.
Another 100 ft. reel
of this producer.
offered is "The Water Falls of Yosemite Valley."
still

reel

Stanley Library, New York, N. Y. Stress is
laid on "Nonsensical News," a 3 reel film, "A
Day in a Studio," "Chicks," and "Hey, Hey,
Ukelele."

a

mm

books in which to store your 16
films.

It

holds five 40Ofoot

of

set

reels.

Attractively bound in red and green
imitation Spanish leather, lettered in
gold.

Bell & Howell Company (Filmo Library),
Advance notices mention "ScramCameo comedy in 1 reel,
a
"Naughty Boy" (Lupino Lane) in 2 reels,
"Chips Off The Old Block," a Lyman H. Howe
Hodge-Podge in 1 reel, and "Kid Speed"
(Larry Semon) in 2 reels.
Home Film Libraries, Inc., New York, N. Y.
Kodascope Libraries, Inc.
500 library films

USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL

are available in these libraries, but the feature
this

month

"The Fighting Coward,"

Ernest Torrence, Cullen Landis,

Noah Beery and

Phyllis

in

Mary

which
Astor,

Haver appear.

$6.50

Eastman Kodak Company,
For

Write for complete catalogue
// not available thru your dealer write

direct to

507 5 A AVE -

YORK

Inc.

PHILADELPHIA
Brown & Earle,
SPRINGFIELD

Williams,

Inc.

The Harvey & Lewis Company

REPUBLIC OF MEXICO
American Photo Supply

Co., S.A.

Mexico, D. F.

WORCESTER
The Harvey & Lewis Company

NEW YORK CITY
Wm.

12

C. Cullen

Maiden Lane

PLAINFIELD
Mortimer's

PITTSBURGH
& Film
LOS ANGELES

United Projector

Corp.

Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

ERIE
& Green

NEWARK
Schaeffer

& Company

103 Halsey

St.

PORTO RICO
Mundial Film Exchange
San Juan

WATERBURY
Curtis Art

Company

SYRACUSE
Lindemer's

ALBANY
E. S. Baldwin

SAN FRANCISCO
Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

BROOKLYN
Fred'k Loeser

&

Co.

BUFFALO
Buffalo Photo Material Co.

FLORIDA
Tampa Photo&Art Supply Co.

MINNEAPOLIS
American Film Corp.
Loeb Arcade
ST. LOUIS
A. S. Aloe Co.

LONG ISLAND
B. Gertz Inc.

162-10 Jamaica Ave., Jamaica

ROCHESTER
A. H. Mogensen
University of Rochester

PROVIDENCE
Starkweather

&

Williams, Inc.

NEW HAVEN
The Harvey & Lewis Company

WESTERN CANADA
Regina, Sask.

May

the

Cinegraph

Rochester, N.
releases area:

Y.

"A

Dutch Treat," a 100 ft. journey through the
lowlands; "My Stars," 400 feet of imitations
of well
known movie stars in story form,
with Johnnie Arthur and Virginia Vance;
"King of the Turf," a Derby winner's story
of his career, with close-ups and action pictures of world-famous horses 200 feet; "Sawdust and Spangles," 100 feet of "scenes behind the scenes" in a circus, and "Felix Finds

—

*»GANZ«
NEW

Alves Photo Shop,
Braintree 0372

Regina Films, Limited

SALE-RENTAL

PRICE

'Em

Fickle," a cartoon.

Home Film

Libraries, Inc.,

New

In addition to their rental library, this company
now producing 100 ft. subjects for outright
First

Magic."

release

is

"Felix

BRIDGEPORT
The Harvey & Lewis Company

NEW YORK CITY
Gillette

Camera

Monkeys With

Stores, Inc.

Park Avenue

Home

at 41st

Film

Libraries

York, N. Y.

is

sale.

290

is

R. P.

George L. Price

Aimer Coe & Co.

Chicago, 111.
bled
Eggs,"

of

PANAMA,

CHICAGO

RENTAL

reproduction

Engineering Co.

M. Taylor Co.

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS

2-reel

"Spuds," complete the

An
Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland, Ohio.
lumber flume in California, built in the
days of the gold rush, rather inaccessible, but
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WHO'S

Aid

Educators
SOMETIME ago we subscribed
to

among movie amateurs
can now be settled quickly
if

AN

valuable reference publication for
use in connection with our work.
"It is of a great help to us in many
ways. You should be complimented
upon the excellence of this magazine.
Visual Instruction Service, Iowa
State College, Ames, Iowa, by H. L.

LEADER
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for your films

Kosser.

\ TWENTY

**

all of

that

Boquet

foot animated leader to head
your films and to tell your audiences

you belong

the

to

films with the

emblem

you have a remarkably good little
magazine, with an improvement noticeable with every issue. It seems
to me that most anyone can find
something of interest in the magazine,
even though he may not be an ardent
fan." Kenneth R. Eddy.

organization.

These leaders are for sale, at actual cost, to
League members only, at a price of ONE

DOLLAR. A

service to

members without

League.

profit to the
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A Word

Amateur Cinema League,
which publishes Amateur

Movie Makers,

tails,

York, N. Y.

the interna-

is

ducted by Walter D. Kerst, a leading
authority on
will

amateur cinematography,

answer your questions on technique,

give information on all available ama-

founded, in 1926, to serve the amateurs

teur equipment, receive your films for

organization

of the world

and

of

render effective the

to

amateur's contribution to cinematogra-

phy

an

as

art

and

as

constructive examination,

return and advise you in your filming.

Our

recreation.

Club

Service,

Arthur L. Gale,

Membership in the League brings you:
Comradeship with the great body of
movie amateurs in more than forty
countries

all

over the world.

of

your

organization,

club

Our Photoplay Counsel,

membership.

as a

Look

production advice for

arios, settings,

We

is

the

one

down-to-the-minute

national periodical on personal motion
picture

making and

is

a journal of in-

telligent discussion for the

motion

pic-

ture in general.

Our Technical Advisory

West

40th St.

also

con-

or

make-up and costuming.

The

to

build a

and

folding screen which rolls up in a
to construct
a practical film splicer that any
handy man could make? Many amateurs like to construct their own out-

wooden case? Also how

come very popular." These thoughts
come from Mr. L. Des Rosiers of
Montreal, Canada.
We will work out these plans for

an early

issue.

A Publisher's
"T ET me take this

Comment
opportunity to

you

and

all

at

headquarters with regard to the great

improvement which
each issue of

noticeable in

is

Amateur

Mc ie
t

Mak-

ers," writes A. H. Beardsley, President and Editor of Photo-Era.

From

an Advertiser

gives the writer a great deal of
pleasure to tell you that we are
stopping all advertising for our
Home Movie Department, selling

IT

directors of the League, listed on

the Contents page, are a sufficient warrant of the high type of our association.
is

invited,

if

you are

not already one of us.

Inc.

New York

City

Movies on 16 mm., except
monthly page coming
through your good magazine.
the

regular

After

trying

out

the

Amateur

Movie Makers, Newspapers, Photographic Magazines, and the leading
weekly national publication of America, we have come to the above conclusion, based entirely on results obtained from the advertising run.
As stated above, our Home Movie
advertising will appear exclusively in

your magazine from now on.
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AN
EDITORIAL
QUERY
From

the

Addressed

to

Amateur Cinema League
Every Amateur Everywhere

A mateur— Typical?

THE

question exactly
what he wants.

Amateur Cinema League has

focal point in the rescue of the

an art or an avocation. From many quarcomes a recognition of the amateur's capac-

a lover of

now

and his effectiveness as a maker
of worthwhile motion pictures. But with this awakened appreciation has come a need for redefinition.
We are not concerned in this with the hair-splitting
that has invaded so many sports in separating amateurs and professionals; we do not want so much the
letter of a law as the spirit of an undertaking. There
is even room in amateur cinematography for the man
ity,

or

his earnestness

woman who

The

occasionally engages in it for profit.
rather obvious definition, then, would be that

an amateur movie maker is a person who makes
movies but who does not devote the major part of
his time to

making them

for profit.

But What Further?
nnHIS may

serve as a broad statement of what an
amateur is. It does not, however, tell us enough
about him; there are a hundred questions that require
answer. Is the typical amateur a person who uses his
movie camera to record interesting facts as he sees
them, much as he would keep a diary; is he a family
cine-photographer, concerned with filming the fascinating development of his children; is he a mechanically-minded student of the cinematic technique and
process; is he an artist working in a new medium; is
*-

using a cine-camera; is he. a sociallyminded individual who uses amateur motion picture
photography as an aid to his work in education, in
social endeavor, in civic progress; is he a commercial
pioneer who sees in personal motion picture making
the beginning of a new business career for himself?

he

the average

amateur

is

and

served as a

cinema amateur

from the undeserved opprobrium that has been
so long attached to that dignified word, which means
ters

what

a dramatist,

A

Practical Problem.

FOR
the

the

sound development of the League and for
growth of AMATEUR MOVIE

healthy

MAKERS it is essential for their staffs to please a majority and to serve a majority, because our organization and its magazine are owned _and controlled by a
majority.
must know whether our service to
members and- our monthly fare for readers is satisfying or incomplete. Some organizations have adopted the attitude of "give 'em what you want to and

We

make em

like it," but our headquarters staff is not
engaged in boosting any point of view or making
anyone like anything. We want to give our members
and readers what they want.

Varying Viewpoints.

WE

however, that the
amateur has not been isolated, and we
wonder if he will ever be. In general our present
feeling is that the League and AMATEUR MOVIE
MAKERS have to deal with a wide variety of amateurs
of many moods, ideas and desires. Our obvious task
is to serve every one of them effectively and readily.
We are, therefore, more afraid of getting narrow and
limited in our thinking than we are of getting diffuse
in our actions. Our organization and our magazine,
it seems to us, must keep adjustable, must keep fluid,
must acquire no fixed and immutable attitude. Imare pretty well convinced,

typical

mutability

is

the ready result of limited experience

and too facile logic. A healthy correctant for it is to
be found in spending a day or two with us at headquarters and acquiring the viewpoints of many
visitors.

Join the Search.

Can Anyone Be Sure?
"EVERYONE

answers these questions differently,
*-* and everyone is very certain that his answer is
correct. Members who come to League headquarters
give us their ideas about this puzzling matter with
emphatic decisiveness, and sometimes seem to consider
us rather stupid to have had any doubts about what
the typical amateur may be. Yet, as time goes on,
our headquarters staff is more and more moved to

WE

invite all of our members and readers to join
us in the search for the essentials of the amateur.
Come in and tell us and write in to us what you
think he is and wants. He is certainly a many-sided
person and his needs and wishes are complex. If our
League and our AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS are to
serve him we must know all of his many sides. If we
are to know these, all of our members and all of our
readers must help us.
R. W, W.
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Photographs by Charles

®fjp
Of

a

Cast 0iattd
Greyhound

of the Plains

].

Belden

DELICATE,

FILMING

HIGHSTRUNG— A PRONGHORN ANTELOPE

the Fleet Footed

A

Cine Romance of the Western Plains
By Charles

THERE

J.

Belden

%

probably no other
member of the big-game speis

acteristics

America that possesses
and unique charas the pronghorn antelope.

Formerly

this fleet-footed

cies of

as

many

interesting

the plains country

animal of

roamed

in count-

thousands or even millions over
the vast expanse of open range west
less

of the Mississippi River.

Now, how-

the few remaining herds are
located in scattered regions favorable
to their protection. According to the
ever,

compiled by the biological
survey, there are approximately forty
thousand head left in the entire country, half of which are found within
the boundaries of Wyoming.
figures

and

the antelope is a
creature of the great open spaces and
does not take kindly to close conIts
finement within limited areas.
First

ANTELOPE

last,

delicate,

seem

to

high-strung

demand

sensibilities

the freedom of the

great stretches of the plains country,
where it can race unhampered for
mile on end. The antelope is one of
the few game animals that will not
live in captivity, and even the largest
zoological gardens have been unable
to

keep them

alive.

It

follows, then,

camera hunter who goes in
search of antelope must travel far
afield, and by the same token he must
also travel fast, for the pronghorn
is the swiftest thing known on four

that the

legs.

The successful photography

producers of such remarkable accomplishments as Chang and Simba.
Some conception of the effort that
must have been expended in securing
such phenomenal pictures can perhaps be imagined by those of us who
have attempted wild animal photography even in a small way. Patience
enough is required in securing interesting pictures of domestic animals,
but this is multiplied many fold
when we train our cameras on wild
life.

One

of the very necessary attributes
photography of an-

to the successful

imals

in

their

native

haunts

is

a

knowledge of the habits and characof

any

wild animal life can be accomplished
only through the exercise of infinite
patience and perseverence.
We all
have a tremendous regard for the

teristics

will

of the particular subject in

Knowing

just what an animal
probably do under given condi-

hand.

tions is, of course, of inestimable
value to the camera man, for this
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THE AUTHOR FILMS AN ANTELOPE FAWN

will enable him to plan his moves in
advance.
This is especially true in

the case of the antelope, as

it

is

ex-

ceedingly difficult to stalk them.
Their natural range is the open plains
country that is almost totally devoid
of any shelter, so that it is almost
impossible to approach them without
detection.

The encroachments of civilization
have failed to drive the antelope from
the open prairies, even though they
have been pressed to the point of extermination.
These creatures can
never change their habits and they
will always abide in their natural
home on the rolling, grassy plains
or on the rocky plateaus that cannot be usurped by the agriculturist.
In this type of country they are able
to protect themselves by their keen
eyesight and phenomenal swiftness.

They

religiously avoid any forested

area, or even regions of high sage-

brush, that might conceal some lurking enemy. If a band of antelope is
surprised unawares on the edge of a
timbered creek bottom they will instinctively rush for the open country
instead of seeking the protection offered by the brush thicket.
The methods used by the Indians
in hunting the antelope may well
serve the cameraman in good stead,
for the bow and arrow, like the
298

camera, is most effective at reasonably close range. Before the day of
the high-powered rifle the red man
devised the so-called method of "flagging" the antelope in order to get
within bow-and-arrow range. One of
the peculiar characteristics of this
wily animal is its inordinate curiosity; when it sees anything of an
unusual nature it is possessed of an
impelling desire to investigate more
closely.
Taking advantage of this
weakness, the hunter would approach
his game as nearly as he could and
then, concealing himself in a depression or behind a clump of sagebrush,
he would wave a red flag or piece of
buckskin on the end of a pole. Sighting this strange performance, the antelope would alternately approach

and
retreat,
meanwhile circling
around and gradually drawing nearer
till it eventually came within range.
As with most highly strung individuals, the antelope is very erratic and
will sometimes act quite differently
than at other times. It is often quite
possible, for no apparent reason at
all, to ride up within thirty or forty
feet of a group of antelope, while at
other times they will take fright at a
Occadistance of a mile or more.
sionally an antelope will allow a
rider to approach within a short dis-

tance; then suddenly bounding off at
full speed, he seems to grow more

and more frightened the further he
runs. The writer has found that one
of the easiest ways to approach
a band of antelope is accomplished
on horseback by gathering some
thirty or forty range horses and driving them slowly toward the antelope.

By keeping
it

closely behind the horses
seems to be quite easy to avoid de-

tection,

and a large band may thus

be observed at close range.
The outstanding characteristic of
the antelope is its remarkable speed.
It is without question the fastest ani-

mal

in this country.

They are

natural-

born racers and seem to glory in an
exhibition of their fleetness.
tor car or a

man on

If a

mo-

horseback passes

along a road within a few hundred
yards of an antelope herd they will
almost invariably start running in a
parallel course. They quickly begin
edging toward the road in their desire
to pass in front of the traveler, and
they will not deviate from their
course. Before the advent of the motor car nothing on the plains could
outdistance them, and even now they
are not willing to acknowledge defeat.

From the foregoing it can readily
be seen that the antelope is primarily
a subject for the motion picture

camera. The sprightly, agile movements of this animal are graceful beyond words, and the legs of a band of
swiftly moving antelope is one of the
prettiest running mechanisms imagin-

They move so evenly and
smoothly that it seems as though they
must be actuated by some mechanical
device. While these animals provide
excellent "movie" material, a camera
depending on a tripod is almost out
of the question. Such a machine cannot be brought into action quickly
enough and cannot be carried on
The portable, motorhorseback.
driven camera is ideal for this work.
The writer has even operated one of
these machines from the saddle, the
results being remarkably free from
This procedunpleasant jumping.
ure, however, is not to be recomable.

mended

unless circumstances

make

it

When a band of antelope
"they stand not on the order
of their going," so the few seconds
wasted in dismounting may mean the
necessary.
start off

loss of a picture.

As these animals can attain a speed
of almost a mile a minute, any attempt to photograph them when running at full speed directly across the
field of view will result in a blurred
streak, even at a distance of a quarter
This can be materially
of a mile.

helped out by carefully "pamming"
or following the moving herd with
the camera.
The most satisfactory
"shot," of course, is to catch them
running diagonally away from the
camera.

A

feature of the antelope that
makes a particularly good subject
for the motion picture camera is their

white rump. This consists of a patch
of snow-white hair that normally lies
close to the body just as does the
rest of its hair. When alarmed, however, each of these white hairs is
elevated at right angles until they
form a dazzling white rosette that
A close-up
fairly blazes in the sun.
of this action makes a shot of unusual interest, but, of course, this
could hardly be obtained except with
a domesticated animal.

The pronghorn

very easily domesticated if it is captured as a fawn
and raised on a bottle, and they become great pets. If, however, they
are confined in restricted pens they
About a
will not survive for long.
year ago the writer chanced on a
pair of antelope twins that had just
come into the world. The mother
had died and the two little orphans

were

left to

is

the scant

mercy of the

country.
A very complete
record was made of the two
fawns, showing how they gradually
gained sufficient strength to get on
their wobbly legs. Finally they were
plains
film

carried into the home ranch and
raised on a bottle. The film has been
called "Orphans of the Plains," and
will ultimately carry the two ante-

lope through to maturity.

The pronghorn
else

in

is found nowhere
world than in North
the few remaining herds

the

America;

are located in the far western states.
The largest of these herds ranges on
the Pitchfork Ranch, not far from the
eastern boundaries of Yellowstone
Park. This herd comprises some two

thousand head, and
lustration

of

these animals

the

may

an excellent ilin which
be preserved and
is

manner

increased in their natural environment. In a fertile and well protected
basin, surrounded on three sides by

snow-capped mountains,
a
little
group of twenty head were increased
a hundred-fold in a period of twenty-five years.

No better sport with a movie camera can be imagined than trying to
outwit these swift-footed animals for
a good close-up; or racing with them
in a car across the level plains at
fifty

miles an hour.

"ORPHANS OF THE PLAINS"
These Newborn Fawns Are the Principals of

One

of

Mr. Belden's

Films.
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FIGURE

A

Painting

Which

Illustrates

COMPOSITION in
A

1

the Kinetic Principles of Circular Composition, the Battle of Zurich,

By

a basic consideration held in
the minds of directors and

Pictures that

E.

G. Lutz

their technical assistants, the

same principles are made use of

in

art as those applied

when making pictures by the ordinary
ways of photography or delineation.
The manner of reasoning about matters, the conclusions reached, and the
practical application

are the same.
Terms, phrases, and particulars of
description are used analogously.

In picture-planning for the screen,

an eye-alluring spot in a light and
shade effect gives the keynote for the
entire arrangement; objects in a set
are placed to conform to some plan,
generally of a geometric nature;
people are grouped in various clearly
noticed arrangements; objects are
placed to make lights and shades
When
fall into effective masses.
natural scenes are selected, those are
taken which of themselves group according to composition rules, or
which can be made to do so by the
addition of pieces of stage property

and architectural

details.

This, as a general consideration, is
well and good when conditions are
static.
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MOVE

Discussion of the Reason for the Pleasurable in Kinetics

AS

motion picture

Museum

What happens when move-

ment, the basis of cinematography,
takes place, is another matter.
In

most cases the structural basis of the
composition is shattered and the pictorial scheme is lost.
A Rembrandtesque arrangement of light and shade
with a single figure in the same place
and going through only a few phases

pantomime does not
change enough to make the general
scheme any different. Interior sets,
of

restrained

where the usual acting for the general run of episodes takes place, do
not change, and scenics, as to their
main structure, are static. Again, the
special things of the foreground are
usually stationary. Lighting schemes,
same during the progress
of the average scene.
It is mainly
the placing and directing of figures
that is of concern to the topic of composition in movement.
When motion begins and continues in grouped figures the original
plan of this grouping is nearly alThis brings us to the
ways lost.
special matter of grouping figures in
scenes where cinematographic pantotoo, are the

mime is to take place. There are but
a few schemes in placing figures before the camera: two together, three
a group, a gathering of several,
in a crowd. When there are
only two, the important thing is to

in

or

many

them as distinct silhouettes
against the background.
It is when
another figure is added that some
idea of plan comes in. The arrange-

have

ment is generally to have them form
a compact mass. Three placed with
one of the number in the middle
easily falls into a scheme conforming
to a rule of composition.
Of course
the chief character in the centre carries out the idea by having the others,
one on each side, in a much less conspicuous position. In such a group
of three, if any acting takes place
there is seldom any change.
Scenes
holding a number of people, or where
there is a mob, generally change
from the initial scheme of grouping.
The question might be asked
whether it is necessary that any

scheme should be adhered to while
If any work of
acting is going on.
art, or any form of expression, repeatedly attracts and holds the attention it is because plan and structure

are present in these works or forms
of expression.
If
a crowd of characters are
grouped in a specific way, and if during the acting the individuals of this
group keep together as originally
planned, it will be more impressive
than otherwise. Even in mobs a certain definiteness of masses

more

and action

than in a helterIt would be very imskelter effect.
pressive if a crowd, the camera shooting down on it as it surged along,
would keep a general formation,
changing only its degree of density,
moving as if a huge living, pulsating
organism by spreading out and conThis is a little
tracting alternately.
like flexion and extension, two phases
of movement, in living and inorganic
There could be in a crowd
things.
one figure leading a small group in
This
a sort of wedge-formation.
case, in fact, would be an example of
the triangular plan in composition.
Certain kinds of migrating wild fowl
fly in this sort of formation. Though
no artistic basis may be concerned
here or found in this, noticing it
brings out the fact of a likeness in
laws of movement. It is not enough
that living things should act like living things; when in cinematographic
scenes their action resembles the mechanical, then the effect is vivid. A
milling crowd as it sways in a wheellike movement makes an impressive
And when assemblages give
sight.
suggestion in grouping or direction
of any geometrical idea they afford
the eye of the spectator much visional
They can be massed in, or
interest.
follow, the diagonal, triangular, circular, or converging-line arrangeis

striking

ments.

A

single actor is frequently placed
centrally in a group of encircling

figures.

Two

and crowd directing

figures in close asso-

ciation could also be this central de-

tures.

Of course, the circle is broken
where the spectator looks into the
group.
This form of figure group-

tion.

When

in

motion

pic-

skillfully done, accord-

ing to a plan,

tail.

it is flowing composiFor an example of circular

composition

in
an arrangement.
This
scheme of a central item with encircling components need not have

(Figure 1) study the
painting in the heroic style called
"The Battle of Zurich," in the Versailles Museum.
There is a distinct
awareness of how the eye functions
when regarding it. The eye may first
see the central figure of the officer
on horseback, or it may be conscious

the latter element a complete circle.
As examples we might have three per-

rate there

ing

is

allied to the circular structure

in pictorial composition.

It also instances a particular of composition in
which there is a central point of in-

terest

first

sons fixing their gaze upon someone
in the middle of the group or in a

tivity of

menaced by gestures or by weapons
held by the figures of a surrounding

could keep to the circular plan.
The absorbing hold that the sight
of a moving piece of machinery has
on the eye and mind; the charm of
a work of art; the spell of decorative
design; the be witchery of ornament;

group.

Now, in such groups not much
movement as to changing the plan
But a certain kind of

movement does take place and it is
different from what is ordinarily unThis

is

the interest in the central figure that
the attitudes and poses of the figures
in the encircling group cause on the

part of the spectator of the picture.
The movement is one of eye trending toward, and mental centering
upon, the middle character. In the
pictorial arts there are in(still)
numerable examples of this kind of
movement. It is found in circular

compositions

and

it

shows

as

its

structure is studied, two phases: the
simple framework of a middle component with the encircling elements,
and the effect that this structure has
upon the eye. The circle induces the

eye to travel around its form and then
take occasional trends toward the
center. But although the eye finds
a pleasurable activity in being drawn
there, it requires a change, and di-

at the central char-

the forcibleness of its kinetic qualities, is almost a screen picture.
It
could be a model for one. It could
move along while the figures, excepting those put out of the combat,

crowd. Or, again, as in a Western
drama, we might have a central figure

derstood to be movement.

looking

and of following the path of
details around it.
This painting, in
acter

comedy we might have a central
character who has just experienced a
mishap, surrounded by a laughing

takes place.

of the circle of details. At any
is a constant alternate ac-

'

the fascination of attitudes and their
repetition in dancers; the regular
movement of figures in a parade; the
purposeful rhythm in many other
spectacular events
all are basically

—

And

picture on the
screen belongs in this category, as
allied.

well.

the

The fundamental

fact in all

normal, healthy eye
upon one spot for longer

this is that the

cannot rest
than a moment.
It requires a conIn
stant change of visional point.
But
all work the eyes are kept busy.
when work ceases the eye needs some
It is found, by
other incitement.
the greater part of the people, in the
contemplation of art works and

rhythmic motion. Rhythmic motion,
in fact, is most welcomed by the eye

verges back to the circle, where it
be deflected to the center again
or else travel around the circular
This changing of the eye expath.
ploitation of the picture continues as

may

long as the picture is looked at.
All this seems highly theoretical
and as if properly belonging to the
field of psycho-physiological investiBut it has a bearing both
gation.
on an analytical study of ordinary
paintings and a looking into the rea-

FIGURE
Kinetic
Vertical

Harmony
and

2

Suggested by the Agreement of
Parallel Lines in This Venetian View
of Turner.
Is

sons for human interest in the picture
on the screen. The definite structure
of the still Dicture when well-composed causes the eye to travel
smoothly over its surface; the kinetic
element of well-directed movement in
the screen image causes the same ease
of movement to this organ. That is
one argument for thought-out group

FIGURE

3

An

Agreement of Discords Is Illustrated In This
Second Turner Composition, Boats in a Stormy
Sea.

30L

when

need for a restful
functioning.
That
rythmic motion, as such, interests the
eye is easily understood; but the eye
feels the

it

(non-utilitarian)

finds

movement

works of

art

contemplating

in

and the picture on the

screen needs elucidation.

As we have stated, the eye cannot
be in a condition of absolute quiesIn

cence.

composition

cases where a pictorial
is pleasing, the struc-

ture leads the eye on a pleasing ex-

ploration

be

to

among

the details.
It is,
practically an uncon-

sure,

scious functioning, though it can be
demonstrated in a negative way. The
beholder of a still picture only need
try to fix attention

cannot

It

be

upon one

done for

detail.

long

with

comfort.
The vision and mind both need
a constant change of interest. Structure helps this. A harmonious framework of an orderly kind makes for
an agreeable functioning of the eye;
either physiological or mental

a structure of discordant notes (as
in
jazz)
makes a corresponding
(jazz) rhythm when viewing it, and
a work with no plan or an unsound
structure disturbs to the point of derangement.

What has

all this to

do with com-

In
position in pictures that move?
painting, the plan is often so evident
that the plan itself frequently is

tails.
This is not correct.
In picture making, an idea, an emotion, or

an impulse comes

and the structure afterward.
It is the same with
composition on the screen. The planfirst

ning of things with a structural sense
is only to help the eye function pleasingly while taking in the details. In
any film it is important that it show
a plan so that the eye is interested
and holds its interest. It could be
geometrical as to its static objects;
it could be distinctly mechanistic as

moving elements;
could be in rhythm of like

to the action of its

or

it

forms, lines, or actions. And it is
to be kept in mind that these qualities imply movement, suggested or
as positive features.

Two paintings by Turner illustrate
very well this point about lines. In
a Venetian scene (Figure 2) the lines
of most of the details are vertical
and parallel, giving an orderly medley of like elements in harmony with
the scene.
In "Boats in a Stormy
Sea" (Figure 3) there is a complete
agreement in the angularity of the
principal lines. They are obliquely
inclined, short, and set one to the
other at various angles in keeping
with the subject. Both of these examples have assemblages of similar
In
lines forming the construction.
the peaceful Venetian scene the ver-

thought of as the only fact of composition.

And some

needed

make

to

think all that

a picture

is

is

a plan

or structure to be filled in with de-
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FIGURE

4

THE SPELL OF THE KINETIC
As Shown

in a

Mechanistic Setting.

tical lines in their repetition of char-

acter constitute the composition.
In
the stormy sea-piece the assemblage
of angular lines makes a complete

agreement of discords, and so is a
unity as a composition. It would be
so in cinematographic scenes: the
quiet lines in the one instance and
the disturbing ones in the other would
have the same effect upon the eye if
they were pictures on the screen.

To go

into the subject of the screen

movement, we will
examine a few examples of a meillusion of actual

chanical

nature.

mechanism with
draws and holds

A
a

simple bit of
wheel turning

the attention;

the

rhythmic action of a walking-beam
of an old type of ferry boat is a
fascinating sight.
The wheel is
really, as it revolves, a circular composition.
The eye is charmed by its
movements as much as by a picture

of the circular type of composition.

(See Figure 4.)

The eye

finds a circular activity of

where some one is
chased around an object a tree or
small building. In comedies, an interior set is often so arranged that
a circuit can be made through two
rooms and through doors, making a
humorous chase by two or many
people.
Even though bits of stage
interest in scenes

—

business like the latter are employed
in comedies, they have the elements
of composition in the arrangement

and movement of the

actors.

(Continued on page 356)

It

must

A SCENE FROM THE MAKING OF THE AMATEUR ROADSHOW PHOTOPLAY, FLY LOW JACK AND THE GAME

The

First

AMATEUR "ROAD SHOW"
By Franklin Courtney

Ellis

THE

Rochester Community Play"Fly Low Jack and the
Game" was not the first amateur photoplay to be made, but it has
been seen by more persons than any
ers'

This three-reeler of adventure in
the air, in

athletic

which cost

contests

and

in

than $2 to make,
exclusive of film, is on a tour of the
country which by the end of June
will have taken it to 150 cities and
which will have let perhaps threequarters of a million persons view it.
The reason for the ubiquitous nature of "Fly Low Jack and the Game"
is

that

home movies and understanding

of

and pleasure of them has increased steadily, as indicated by the
size and enthusiasm of audiences.
Of course the primary purpose of
home movies is not at all to provide
the use

other.

love,

Since October, when the first exhibition party left Rochester, interest in

it

less

constitutes the principal at-

traction in a demonstration of

home

movie possibilities and accomplishments which is being sponsored by
the Eastman Kodak Company. Two
identical "shows" are touring on this

entertainment for assemblies of a
thousand people or more such as
those to which "Fly Low Jack and
the Game" has been playing, but the

found in the cities and the
purpose of the exhibitions have demanded accommodations
interest

educational

for large audiences. The nature of
the program nevertheless emphasizes

the other in the South and West.
Using amateur projectors successfully for projection, despite the fact
that the performances are in hotel

the sphere of home movies as the
family circle and the amateur dramatic group.
The program has indeed proven a
popular one with "Fly Low Jack
and the Game"; with "School Pals,"
a chimpanzee comedy; with a "Felix
the Cat" cartoon; with a selection of

ballrooms and other large halls, the
demonstrations are repeated thrice

tures, sport pictures

interpretive mission, one in the East,

daily in the cities visited. The size of
the city determines whether the showings last for one day or two or three
or longer. Audiences have been overwhelming in the great majority of
cities, especially as the demonstrations have progressed in their tours.

attractive

teur

"I have none.

.Mother and Father
had enough only for themselves and they said they couldn't
take me, so I came alone. Won't you
let me in?"
Since home movies are human

and

.

Sister

above

the reader will be left
whether or not the youngster

all else,

to guess

was escorted

to

a seat in the front

though tickets obtained
from Cine-Kodak dealers are a requisite for admission to the exhibi-

row,

even

tions.

Home movies have been shown
through the medium of these two
demonstration tours in circumstances

—

some of the exhibition
are remote from each other.
Newspapers printed in several languages have announced the exhibition

home

French,
it has come to town
Spanish, Japanese, among others.
In New Orleans the showings took
place on the eve of that colorful and

random

pictures, travel pic-

shots;

and other amaand with a reel

of motion picture instructions for the
most satisfactory movie making.

As

trance door of the exhibition when it
was in a Southern city and requested
admittance. Asked for his ticket, he
replied:

witness of the exhibitions' welcome, there is the amusing case of the
well groomed and well spoken lad of
nine years who appeared at the en-

as diverse as
cities

—

when

known as the Mardi
Gras, and many of the audience were
dressed in the weird costumes of the

reckless festival

revel.

Again, In El Paso, just across the

Rio Grande from Juarez, the hotel
ballroom where the home movie pro(Continued on page 349)
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technical Reviews
LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED

Aid

Paramount
Directed by... William A.

Photographed by
A.

.

.

.

the

to

Amateur

newspapers, with a uniform headline,
are held above the heads and hands
of the people. This use of multiple
titles is easy for the amateur.
Moving Camera. The moving camera is used to follow a stowaway
through boat corridors.
It is also
used to bring characters from medium focus to close focus. This latter use gives forceful emphasis to a

Wellman

Henry Gerrard,

S. C.

Thought via Cinema: In several instances the growing ability of directors to translate the thoughts of their
characters through pictured motion
rather than by titles is illustrated in

from the megaphone
same director who was responAn outstanding
sible for "Wings."
example of this purely cinematic
technique is found in the picturing of
the last moments of a young aviator
who is about to be shot by a firing
squad. As he looks into the muzzles
which mean his death, his thoughts
this aerial opus,

of the

revert to the climactic

—the

moment

automobile

life

character and

Photograph by Fox

A MADONNA OF THE WORLD WAR

eyes watch longingly the flight of a
beautiful bird, soaring above him.
One feels the expectation of freedom
from earthly care which this brief
flash suggests. Then come the fatal

He droops and

shots.

falls the

falls,

world before him

The Mother

is

and as he

swirls.

cinema with a vengeance.

THE TRAIL OF

Titles

Four Sons

Clarence Brown
Seitz, A. S. C.

a scene indicating preparation
from the State in question.
The characters of the tale are

Use of the Camera: In introducing
the four boys to the audience (no
titles were needed through clever use
of the camera), the boys' mother is

Newspapers

Suggested by Map. An inis used to express the

as

The news
indicated by news-

Titles.

of the gold rush is
papers, with large headlines, running
off a printing press, the papers being

in the

Fox Film Corporation
John Ford
Photographed by.
.George Schneiderman, A. S. C; Charles G.

introduced by this method.

teresting device

exodus from State after State

used.

Alaska stampede. The camera swings
over a large map of the United States,
pausing over a particular State; the
focus is then changed from medium
shot to closeup, bringing the State
out on the full screen; this dissolves
for departure

Photographed by John
.

in

into

'98

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
Directed by

of

FOUR SONS

Then blackness.
This

An example

use of the closeup is
found in a scene where a trembling
hand nears a bag of gold and finally
clutches it. We see nothing but the
hand, the gold and the bar-slab on
which the gold lies the stark essentials of the scene.
Fantom Screen. In the New York
presentation this device, which is similar in effect to the magnascope, was
correct

—

in

The scene
Then his

flashes across the screen.

practicable for am-

The True Closeup.
the

which his sweetheart was killed as a
result of his f oolhardiness.

is

ateurs.

of his

accident

flashed before us by the folder guides.
Again, in a crowd, several hundred

Directed by

.

.

Clark, A. S. C.

shown putting their fresh linen in
four drawers, each drawer bearing
their respective names. A closeup reveals the name of Franz, which dissolves to a scene in a military barracks, showing Franz drilling with
his regiment.
Then, from the closeup of each name in turn, the picture
dissolves to each son respectively,
showing them at their various daily
tasks. This method could be adapted
by the cine amateur in various ways.
It makes unnecessary the use of titles
and is a method of story telling that
could not be done nearly as well by
another medium.
Symbolism: When the mother
news of the death in battle of two of the boys a shot is cut
receives the

in of the tolling bells in the belfry

of

the

little

village

church.

This

cuts to a perfect reflection of the bells

on the surface of a nearby pond. The
postman stands despondently
on the shore; heart-broken and weary
with the horrors of the war, he gazes
at the mirrored church belfry, with
its bells pealing out their message of
the grief of a heartbroken mother.
The postman picks up a stone and
village

MEMORIES
An

Exquisite

Example
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IN

FOUR SOHS

Power
Thoughts

of the

to Visualize

of

the

Photograph by Fox

Cinema

pond,
into the center of the
its depth
in
reflection
breaking the
wavelets.
into a thousand rippling
touch, told in its en-

tosses

it

This symbolic
used by
by the camera, can be
again
It
effect
amateurs with good
picwhat can be accomplished

tirety

shows

to the writtonally without resorting

ten word.

been
Composition. This word has
departrepeatedly stressed in this
would betment, but the amateur who
not miss the
should
pictures
his
ter
in this
superbly composed scenes
film.

MOTHER MACHREE
Fox Film Corporation
John Ford

Directed by

Photographed by.
A.

.

.

.Chester Lyons,
Photograph by Metro

S. C.

Cinematic Tempo.
the scenes of the first
It
film is notable.

ALL OUTDOORS BENEATH

The tempo

example of cutting.
in length, becoming
vary
The scenes
the clishorter and shorter to reach
amateur a

fine

during
mactic effect of the storm,
little else than quick
of action, succeeding each

which they are
flashes

gets
other so fast that the beholder
what hapa blurred impression of

pened, but a clear emotional effect
Better tempo
of an exciting storm.
is

A

of

episode of the
furnishes the

Remarkable Studio Scene from The Trail

Moving Light and Shadows. Light
and shadows are used as elements of
motion. Rays from a searchlight and
glowing flames in a fireplace cross
and mingle in an almost completely
dark set. This is mobile composi-

tionary,

0/ "98

and ^behind them we see a

closeup

of

"the

Photographed by.
Title

Background

letters

of a

title

in Close-

are sta-

of

First National

disclose

Moving
The

score

THE NOOSE
Directed by

it.

musical

"Mother Macnree" being turned from
page to page.-

tion in the abstract; the story is told
only when the moving fingers of light

up.

not often seen.

A ROOF

A.

John Dillon
.

.

.James Zantrees,

S. C.

Moving Camera. The story is introduced by a moving camera which
pauses in front of the back door of
a night club, then enters and selects
out of the whole view the group to
form the introductory scene. A moving camera later photographs the
march of the hero from his cell to the
scaffold;

in this instance the actors

move toward

camera and the
two keeping relafocus but the background shift-

camera
tive

the

retreats, the

ing.

Similar Closeups to Advance Story.
of the judge pronouncing sentence dissolves into the

The pounding gavel

pounding of a hammer as the scaffold
This bridges a wide
is being built.
gap cinematically and is practicable
to amateurs by a cut, although a dissolve is used in the play, which is
smoother technique.

Combined

Symbolism

and

Still

Composition. As the prisoner approaches the scaffold its projected
shadows cover the foreground, giving

symbolism and effective still compoEasy for
sition at the same time.
amateurs.

Photograph by Paramount

THE CINEMATIC SILHOUETTE
As

Illustrated in Legion of the

Condemned

In the court scene
Spotlighting.
the prisoner-hero is spotlighted, while
the rest of the scene is almost obAmateurs will find this exscured.
cellent for its emphasis and for its

economy of

set.
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—

—

Wright's novels differ from those of
William Dean Howells', although the
subject matter be vastly similar and

"Way Down East" is quite another play from "Saturday's Children," so are the not infrequent hokum "mother films" different from

as

"Mother Machree."
In the

first

place,

Mother Machree

decidedly an Irishwoman of temperament. The son is distinctly wellconducted, although refreshingly selfish as a youngster. The comic Irishmen are distinct characters, and the
is

—

incidental figures of the play
except for an entirely conventional and
stupid
ingenue fairly convincing

—

persons.

Furthermore, the

first epi-

sode in Ireland, leading up to the
father's death, is exquisitely timed.
Then, there is a most unusual use
of light and shade in motion in this

same episode.

Lastly,

the

war

is

hurdled well, the only detailed scenes
being those of the war declaration
in New York City.
Chester Lyons,
cameraman, knows his technique and
uses it when permitted.
There are
only two or three of the extra-long
close-ups of hero, heroine or ingenue
emoting. The film would have been
far better without them. The actors
are adequate, but undistinguished.

A CIRCULAR COMPOSITION

Photograph by Fox

From Mother Machree

monplace

PHOTOPLAYFARE
T HESE reviews are offered to photo play farers

•*

,

subtle

and who want films above

who

are intelligent

the average as

it

you

band, which is well worth your while,
even if you sleep through the rest

and

which we are inclined

exists today.

Wings
'

from what we have

I

'HE

*• farer

to their imaginations and prefer the suggested to the obvious.
Their
frequent question of "what are the best movies" we try to answer here.
These reviews are of productions as we find them in New York City.
Changes are sometimes made for national distribution, so what you
differ

you

to think

will not.

That there are photoplays of this type to review is an encouraging
This department is for the "Cintelligenzia" by which we mean
people who appreciate the movies as a new art form and who do not
want every "t" dotted and every "t" crossed, who want something left

may

will see

ticularly for the episode leading to
the death of Mother Machree's hus-

sign.

see

and commonplace
good taste,
"Mother Machree," par-

thrills

•situations presented with

Reviews for the Cintelligenzia
ri

If you are not too sophisticated to
enjoy commonplace sentiment, com-

good-humored
photoplaymust be willing to take ex-

ceptional fractions as well as exceptional wholes. "Drums of Love' was
such a fraction, but the last fourth of
it repaid one for sitting through the
preceding. This also is the case with
7

seen.

Paramount's "Wings."

Mother Machree
FOX'S

"Mother

honest effort to use the motion pic-

Machree,"

John

Ford directing, is a pleasant surprise for the critical photoplayfarer.

With such

a title one

would expect

well-worn changes
be rung on the gentle gray-haired
mother, the impetuous, wayward, but
eventually triumphant son, the hodcarrying Irishman for comedy relief,
and the rest of the hokum conven-

to find all of the
to

tions

viewer

of

which the

intelligent

film

medium, and

with a refreshing absence of syrup
in indigestible doses.

The

story

is

characters, a direction that makes
an
in the early part of the film

—

Anyone

interested in the art of the

photoplay and who consistently goes
to the movies hoping for something
not addressed to the unintelligent
average will see "Wings" for several

commonplace, but so are the majority of the plots of books and
dramas; the characters react conventionally, but so do the most of us

dered unquestionably thrilling by the
use of panchromatic film and the

unless we are
pathic cases.

sentation)

geniuses

or psycho-

An Irish widow takes her son to
America, permits him to be adopted
in order to insure his education, finds

tries to fight shy.

Instead of these one finds a sentimental melodrama done in good
with well-etched individual
taste,
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ture as a distinct artistic

home where
an unwelcome suitor and then,

herself a servant in the

he

is

happily, sees the World War solve
her difficulties. This is all of the
most ordinary. But, as HaroH Bell

reasons.

First,

magnascope

—

the air scenes

(in the

—

New York

will delight

him by

ren-

pretheir

high cinematic quality; second, the
tragic climax of the death of one
"buddy" at the hands of another is

and authentic drama;
melodramatic tension
about the whole picture that will hold
fine,

clean

third, there is a

the intelligent as well as the unintelligent audience.

"Wings" is marked by a caution
one would prefer left out, in
that the producer omitted none of
that

the "sure-fire shots" that mean genhave
eral "box-office" results.
sex-appeal, comedy relief, big scenes,
a boy and girl romance and the rest
of the shekel-bringers. These are ex-

We

traneous and unnecessary, even from
In the
the commercial viewpoint.
"Way of All Flesh" and in "The
Crowd" a unified idea proved commercially profitable, and we were
not asked to approve an omnibus film
in which all of the safe and sure appeals were gathered together. A great
picture must be a unit, and a welldone unit can be a money-maker.
Certainly the extra things of this type
thrown into "Wings" are not needed
in the story and do not carry it forward.
Then, there is too much of
the sort of thing that can generally
be depended on for a salacious snicker
from the audience.

The combination of William Wellman, directing, and Harry Perry at
the camera has produced a photoplay worth our attention because of
certain of its fractions. If Mr. Wellman had stuck to unity and if he had
omitted some of the threadbare commonplaces, big battle scenes, drunken
orgies, ladies

who undress with

the

most virtuous innocence, stupid disagreements between the two heroes
over a plush-horse type of heroine,
photographs of grey-haired mothers,
and if Mr. Perry had conceived his
camera job as a whole instead of

a string of cinematic tours de force,
"Wings" would have proved a more

distinguished photoplay.

The photography of "Wings" is
The picture was made with

excellent.

Adventures

in

Pygmy Land
y\R. MATTHEW W. STIRLING
*— "

led

a

Smithsonian Institution

New

a very real sense of motion picture
values and it ranks high as a cinematic offering. This is true in de-

expedition

into

Guinea

discover the pygmies of

If
than in the whole.
music were absent from the air
scenes, and if the orchestral roaring
machine (heard in the New York
presentation) did not add a convincing din, the very exceptional air
episodes might fall flat, as they lack
motion picture unity and lean heavily
on sound and frequent titles to be intelligible.
This is not the fault of
the editing, but appears to be inherent in the plan itself, which does
not exhibit a full consciousness of
what
constitutes
cinematic
con-

Stone Age. He presents,
with the aid of Robert K. Peck, his
cameraman, a straightforward and
honest film record of the trip, illustrating the almost incredible power
of the motion picture camera as an
instrument of science.
The tale is
moving; the events recorded are incalculably impressive; the cinematic
quality high for a film that is ethnology first and art second; the photography is better than one would
expect from the midst of a jungle and
uses the services of panchromatic film

tail

rather

tinuity.

There is one trained actor in the
Walthall and the rest are the
cast
chaps
who act
pleasant-looking
naturally before the camera but who
lack the capacity to understand deep
emotion or to portray it. The act-

—

—

resses are negligible.

But, with all of these reservations,
intelligent

the

"Wings" because
creasing number

playfarer

will

see

one of the inof steps forward in
the art of the photoplay that mark
the year 1927.
it

is

A PANCHROMATIC PHOTOPLAY
Much

of the
Is

Beauty of the Air Scenes in Wings
to this New Film Stock

Due

to

that island,

whose

back

to the

and

telephoto

gently.

the

heart

of

civilization

lenses

most

dates

intelli-

The

photoplayfarer will
want to see this film not for its artistic quality but for its subject interest.

Men

like Sterling and Haeseler are
combining
cinematography
with
science and are integrating the movie
camera with education in a way that
makes them pioneers in a new me-

dium

for

the

spread

of

human

knowledge.
Here, then,
little

is one of the high-class
cinema programs. Because of

offerings of this type, the little picture houses are worth the visits of
the cintelligent film hunter.

Photograph hy Paramount
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BETH BROWN, AUTHOR OF
BALLTHOO AND CREATOR
OF THE FILM FEATURES,
"RARE BITS," "CURIOSITIES." AND "ROUND THE

WORLD

ENGROSSING INTERVIEW CONTAINS THE CIST
OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
AND WILL PROVE OF INTHIS

ESTIMABLE

FILMS."

VALUE TO

EVERY AMATEUR

MAKE THEM INTRIGUING
Beth Brown, Titling Ace, Gives the Amateur a Recipe

and

for Successful Editing

WRITING
ing

a movBeth
says
"is telling the story
boots. The leagues
covered by pictured
highlights are your
for

titles

Brown,
seven-league
in between are
action but the

However, because

titles.

it

is

ture that your audience has
see,

the

trusive

titles

as

should

possible

and above
Miss Brown

cise

fascinate

By Katherine M. Comstock

picture,"

in

Titling

their

to

a crippled boy, don't announce in
your title that the lad is crippled
and send half your audience home,
but suggest that the lad has traveled great distances and accom-

be as unob-

yet

clear,

con-

simple."

all

speaks

with auth-

plished great things so that when the
picture flashes on the screen they
will be intrigued by what he has

ority for she has been, for the past

eight years, successfully editing
titling pictures for

and

Vitagraph, Gold-

THE ART TITLE BACKGROUND ON THE
FACING PAGE MAY BE APPROPRIATE
FOR SOME OF YOUR TRAVEL FILMS

wyn, Chester and other companies.
Moreover, in her desire to know the
type of title that is most popular
among the masses, Miss Brown
country visiting
picture houses in more than nine
hundred communities to note the
effect of the titles on the different
types of audiences. And she learned a lot!
traveled

over

"The temptation for a title-writer
Broadway to use puns, or his
own pet type of humor, in titles is
very great. If the pun is clever it
is all right
and it generally gets
across
on Broadway. But just witness that same picture with a small
town audience and you wait vainly
for your laugh. They just don't get

—

it.

accomplished and will stay

That's one thing

I

learned."

how

out

lad

a

obvious.

Eno

Titled by Ralph R.

so

It

is

insulting

find

to

afflicted

accomplish so much. Never

P/iotograph by H. Armstrong Roberts

the

on

and catch

audience

"Never, in a title, tell what is
coming. Make is mysterious so that
will
be kept wide
the audience
For inawake and on its toes.
stance if your picture is to depict

a pic-

come

your

interest.

could

state the

to

one's

intelligence.

And then Miss Brown offered the
following advice to the readers of
Amateur Movie Makers:
"Never use a long introductory
It is wearisome
and leaves
your audience flat.
"Never use a flowery title. It suggests insincerity and is frequently
title.

,

irritating

a

the

the

never

rule

titling

to

to

and you

danger

observer.

of

use

Make

adjectives

will get

it

in

away from

indulging

in

word-

iness.

"Try
triguing,

"Say what you have to say simply.
Never use three-syllable words if
you can express your idea in words
of one or two syllables. Always
In
keep your titles in character.
other words don't let a schoolgirl
talk like a scientist, or like a hobo,

and vice

versa.

"Don't have too many titles, and
make those you have as short and
Remember
as simple as possible.
that

it

is

the silent

the picture
to

have your main

catchy,

alluring.

title
It

in-

must

is

drama and

supposed

to

tell

that

the

story.

(Continued on page 346)
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AMATEUR CLUBS
Edited by Arthur L. Gale

A New Leagu-i

Service

cian; Oscar A.

Lincoln,

A NEW service feature for amateur

Benjamin B. White,

**

motion picture clubs has been
inaugurated by the Amateur Cinema
League. Because of the remarkable
increase in the number of active amateur
motion picture clubs, the
League's Club Consultant has been
asked for more and more aid. The
space devoted

Makers

to

department,

this

Henry Marks and John Austin.

Rochester Again
'T'HE Flower

City Amateur Movie
Club, with a membership of
nearly fifty, has been organized in

being

*-

up with news items, it
follows that suggestions and detailed
informative material, gleaned from
chiefly taken

Rochester, N. Y., under the leadership of Frank J. Buehlman, League
member. Members of the new club
are already actively engaged in the
preparation of the scenario of their

the experience of clubs of amateur

cinematographers and photoplay producing groups, with which the League
is in contact, cannot be presented here
in full manner.
To satisfy this need
the League will send out periodic bulletins to amateur movie clubs, designed to supplement the material and
suggestions that appear in this de-

production, to be called "Freshplot will deal with
the appearance of a farm boy at a
first

man Days." The
city

and

to

that

will be presented represents a synthesis of
ties

of

program ideas and

many

clubs.

On

the board of directors are Frank
Buehlman, David Gillan, J. D. GilIan, R. M. Clemens and C. P. Havens.

activi-

J.

Suggestions that

have been found practical by one or
more clubs will be presented in deInformation on scenario prepatail.
ration, the construction of sets

farm boy

Fifteen to seventeen hundred feet is
the length planned for the picture.
Preliminary screen tests are now being held.

keep the clubs

The material

the

theme

service to amateur clubs through

in closer contact.

How

in spite of the opposition

of the school leader will furnish the
of the story, while hazing
scenes will lend the comedy touch.

The first of this series was sent
from League headquarters during
April. The League hopes to increase
these bulletins

high school.

makes good

partment.

its

assistant director.

Other members of the club who will
work on the next production are
George S. Aran, E. R. Field, Jr.,

Amateur Movie

in

Mochridge and John
electricians, and

assistant

Buehlman has been selected
president, Robert Gable as vicepresident, and Charles Bragg as secClinton
as

and

retary.

devices of particular interest to amateur photoplay producing groups will

Cleveland Titles

be included later.
Suggestions for these bulletins
from club members will be welcome.
Although designed particularly for
clubs and those interested in amateur
photoplay production, these bulletins are available without charge to

A T

*"

subscriber

to

Amateur

Edgar Holden

quality.

Little

Screen Players of Boston

Movie

to

the

cares to write for them
Club Consultant, Amateur

Cinema League, 105 West 40th
New York City.

Street,

Princeton Produces
'T'HE
*•

recently

formed Undergrad-

uate Motion Picture Club of
Princeton University is editing its
first production, "Princeton," a nine
hundred-foot newsreel on 16mm film.
Shots of important events on the
Princeton campus were tied together
by scenes of students on the campus
and in class rooms. A picture featuring the cavalry of the Reserve Officer's Training Corps is planned for
310

Motion

production and the dramatic cast will
be selected from the student body.

MALCOM LEE HARVEY
of the

any member of the League or any

Makers who

the last meeting of the

Picture Division of the Cleveland Photographic Society, Dr. Louis
Herrman, club member, demonstrated
a new titling method he had worked
out.
Titles printed on small white
cards were photographed on four-byfive process film and developed with
a hydrochinone developer. The negative was inserted in an easel which
also held the motion picture camera.
Behind the negative a powerful light
controlled with a rheostat was arranged so that the light might be
turned up while the camera was running, giving an effect like a fade-in.
This procedure, although complicated, produced exceptionally clear
and sharp titles of an unusual

the next short production.

Members

are working on a scenario
Eric Barnoaw's stage success,
"Open Collars," which the club is
preparing to produce early next year
on standard film.
An extensive
amount of equipment is being purchased, for a number of the scenes
will be interiors. Members of the club
will handle all technical details of
of

is

president of this ac-

producing group; Carles D. Hodges is cameraman; James
M. Doubleday, second cameraman;
tive collegiate

Julius B. D. Bucher, business manager; Serge A. Corff, chief electri-

Lloyd W. Dunning, chairman of
the division, reports that photoplay
production under the direction of H.
F. Shagren, League member, is in the
offing.

Ideas for Oranges

HPHE

Motion Picture Club of the
*• Oranges, N. J., is holding an
idea contest open to all in the vicinity
of the Oranges who wish to enter,
reports Edgar Williamson, publicitydirector of the club and member of
the League.

The

will be scenarized

best idea received

and produced by

Credit for the story will
be given to the winner.
At a recent business meeting of the club
the club.

Elwood Emmons was

elected presi-

dent and Nellie Sachse vice-president.

A ucklanders A ctive

O

H. MANLEY reports the
*^- formation of the Auckland Amateur Motion Picture Club in Auckland, New Zealand, with a membership of over 40. A one-reel photoplay
on standard film has been planned
and eight synopses have already been
submitted by club members. A studio
G.

and lighting equipment is available
to the club, many of whose members
have had previous dramatic experience. The new club announces among
its purposes the encouragement of
home and individual amateur cinematography generally, the critical
presentation of both club productions
and the films of individual members,
and the exchange of ideas and films
with other clubs throughout the
world.
E. D. Wilkinson has been
chosen president; W. C. Whitney,
vice president; R. G. H. Manley, sec-

and E. W. Bierre, treasurer.
the club's executive committee are

retary,

On

E. Mclntyre, J.

Bennett, 0. G.

Gordon, T. Spry, E.

Moody, and H. Torn-

Sweden Starts
TN Stockholm, Sweden,

A

Sheffield

group

TPHE

working with Waldemar Thysell,
League member, is planning photo-

tion to

a

*

play production. The scenario has
been written and sets and models
have been constructed. It is expected
that production will begin in the late
spring.

Eastman Expert Talks
A T a recent meeting of the

**

Movie
Club of Western Massachusetts,

Felix A. Elliott, research engineer of
the Eastman Kodak Company, gave a
talk on amateur motion picture photography.
Club members brought
films for a critical screening

gestions for improvement.

and sug-

The

dra-

matic division of this active club is
working on the production of "Plenty
of Jack."
R. K. Winans, secretary,
promises a full report as soon as
production is finished.

WALDEMAR THYSSEL
Who

is

Sweden,

heading an Amateur Club in Stockholm,
and one of the models for a forth'
coming production.

*- of

Record

Amateur Movie Makers Club

(England) in addiviewing members' films at its
meetings, plans a film record of Sheffield and its vicii.ity and hopes to
Sheffield

coordinate the efforts of

its

members

producing topical films. Dr. J.
Pringle is president and A. D. Hobson secretary of this group which is
affiliated with the new British union
of amateur clubs, the Amateur Cinemalographers' Association.
in

At Palo Alto
CRNEST W. PAGE,
*-* Stanford

director of the

the amateur
motion picture club of Stanford University,

Studios,

writes that his club is half
the production of a col-

way through

lege comedy. The club has been engaged in the production of films of
scientific studies, sports, news events
and scenics. Burt L. Davis is the

We can expect
hear more from this active West-

chief photographer.
to

ern university club.

Pioneers' Progress

FROM

La

comes news
moThe La Jolla
tion picture clubs.
Cinema League, formed in the summer of 1926, has produced one phoJolla, Calif.,

of one of the oldest amateur

toplay each

summer

since

its

organi-

On

April 1 work was started
on the production of the club's newest picture, "Uninvited Guests," a
mystery play to be filmed on 16mm
The finished production is
stock.
planned to be about twelve hundred
feet in length, over eight hundred
feet of which will be shot in intezation.

quist.
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Bigamy Avoided

WORK

on the interior scenes of
"Mischievous Betty," the first
production of the Hartford Picture
Players, is almost completed.
Exteriors will be shot in the early
spring.

The

based on the

who

plot of the scenario
trials of a

is

young Romeo

proposals have
accepted by
three girls at once.
A fourth girl
who has engineered the situation
finally rescues the unfortunate young
man from bigamy.
finds

been

that his

simultaneously

Telephoto Talk
T AST month's programs
'-J

THE READING (ENGLAND) DRAMATIC SOCIETY ON LOCATION
riors with the aid of three arcs
spotlight, using

an

/ 1.8 lens.

and a
The

scenario calls for several double exposures and one triple-exposure ef-

The

fect.

interior

sets

soon be represented in Atlanta, Ga.,
and in Norfolk, Va. Herbert Miller
reports a new photoplay producing
club in Norwalk, Conn.

have been

especially prepared for this picture,
and it is expected that eight weeks
will be required for production.
cast of twelve will be used. The 1927

MORE

than

tended the

forty
last

work of organization finished. Previous to organization the members of
the club had produced a one-reel burlesque. "The Trail of the Lonesome
Spine." The club's first production
will be a western, to be called

members

at-

Amateur Movie Club of Hartford. A
constitution was formally adopted
and dues fixed. The remainder of
the program was devoted to screening
members' films. Among them was a
one-reel comedy produced by Charles
at a hunting camp, and an
amateur photoplay based on the story
of two police dogs, filmed by W. J.
Hickmott, Jr. Films taken by H. P.

Bissell

Maxim, president of the Amateur
Cinema League, W. A. Haviland, R.
D. Cutler, Philip Hansling, Leon Lis,
S. Neill and Thomas Desmond
J.
were also included

Over

the

FRED

Sy

ber,

is

in the

showing.

Map
NIEMAN, League mem-

leading in the organization

of an amateur movie club at Culver
Military Academy, and Albert Berg,
loyal Leaguer has a club under way
Clubs are
in Richmond Hill, N. Y.

Fort Worth, Texas;
Plattsmouth, Neb.; Lancaster, Pa.; Hackensack, N. J.; Syracuse, N. Y.; Tacoma, Wash., and
projected

in

Omaha and

Wilmington, Del.
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IN

The South

will

VIENNA

The Klub der KincAmateure Oesterreichs

MEMBERS
of

of the Portland Cine

Portland,

Ore.,

have

snow pictures on the
slopes of Mount Hood and the results
been taking

are being screened at club meetings.
At the last business meeting C. K.
Warrens was elected to the board of
directors.

"Shorty Makes the Grade." The plot
simple but well constructed, and

is

Mountain Scenes
Club

meeting of The

pro-

ducing club, not yet named, has
been formed in Utica, N. Y. A constitution has been adopted and the

ance.

Hartford Showing

the telephoto lens by J^ J. Fischer,
League member, and a critical screening of members' films.

**

production of this club, "Consuelo
di Capri," an Italian romance, was
presented for the benefit of the Mississippi flood relief and netted two
hundred dollars at the one perform-

Adams, and the photography is by
P. H. Adams, member of the Amateur
Cinema League.

the

include a screening of "Fly Low
Jack and the Game," produced by
the Rochester Community Players, a
talk and demonstration of the use of

Western from Utica
A N active amateur photoplay

A

The productions are directed by
Mrs. R. G. S. Berger, the scenarios
Elizabeth
adapted by Mrs.
are

of

Movie Makers' Club of Chicago

furnishes many excellent opportunities for interesting shots and cinematic effects. Edwin F. Bailey will
have charge of the photoplay; the
leads will be played by George Lavalier, Earl Ross and George Purcell.

CAMERA MEN TO BURN
of Chicago Has
Filming Party

The Movie Makers Club

a

Joint

CINDERS
SURF
and

CELLULOID
Champions Fay Tribute

By

A

Cinema

the

to

C. Clyde

Cook

gripping suspense held the onlookers spellbound. A hush

that attends the slashing of
world's records prevailed in the huge
stadium. From the report of the starting pistol to the finish of that
memorable 100 yard dash, when the
"Human Flash," Charley Paddock,
broke the tape and a world's record

one superhuman effort, the
were held as
with a paralytic mesmerism. The
straining muscles of the champion of
the cinder path fairly bulged in that
final spurt to win the track meet and
the honors which an athletic loving
world is capable of bestowing. High
up on the husky shoulders of his
proud alumni members the perennial
100 yard athletic champion was carried in triumph about the stadium.
all

in

throats of all present

What

and

special training

skillful

coaching were behind that athletic

Paddock trains as few athHis whole heart and soul

victory?

letes train.

are concentrated on his training.
short,

In

Charley Paddock makes a busi-

ness of athletics, albeit

it

is

in the

time-honored amateur division, and
goes out with the premeditated design
of winning regardless of the cost. To
a real athlete sacrifice of pleasures,

gay night
pasts

affairs,

is all

Paddock
sport

of

is

in the

and luxurious regame, and Charley

truly in the

it,

for the

which any recognized

amateur athlete will

And

game

tell

—

you.

—

but
then came not Spring!
the innovation of the amateur movie
camera. Amateur and professional
athletes alike quickly realized the inestimable value of the amateur movie

camera

"To see
us" was no

in their training.

selves as others see

Photograph by Paramount

CHARLEY PADDOCK
Famous Sprinter

coaching from the sidelines is of
great value to the athlete. The athlete is unable himself to observe certain defects in his stride, getaway,
and athletic form, so that the coach
plays an important role in the athlete's training.

For, in knowing cer-

tain faults lies the

magic of

correct-

ing those faults, and these the coach
is capable of revealing, providing he
is a worthy coach.

But then again the best coach in
the land would not be able to observe
and note some faults not visible to
the naked eye. The movement and
action of the athlete in competition
are frequently beyond possibility of
observation due to the speed of the
athlete.

Therefore the amateur movie

camera became a veritable "Open Sesame" to the athlete and the coach,
for,

idle

upon

practical aid in the athlete's training.
As any athletic trainer will tell you,

Credits Part of His Sport

Success to the Cine

our-

dream of Robert Burns but a most

Who

with the

ability

of

observing

the screen the "slow motion"

action of the particular athlete,
the solution of this problem.

came

And

being a very shrewd and observing

Camera

Charley Paddock immediateworth of such a
device in his training. Forthwith this
"Century Champion" availed himself
of an amateur movie camera outfit
for the express purpose of overcoming a defect which the naked eye had

athlete,

ly realized the real

failed to reveal.

"For the longest time I had difficulty in my getaway," Charley Paddock told the writer. "This was
noticeable only in my first four or
five steps,

and

my

footprints failed

Of course my
an utter loss to explain
it and I was also stumped on the matter. I have a peculiar starting posito

reveal the fault.

coach was

at

tion called the 'spread," so-called because of the spread position of my
feet.

Finally

with

my

away
away
With

of

I

coach

had an opportunity
to

observe this get-

mine upon the screen. Right
the trouble was made clear.
'slow motion' pictures it was

revealed that instead of bringing

my

(Continued on page 350)
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TINTING MOTION PICTURE FILM
COLOR photography
for the

seems
amateur.
yet only experts can secure
still

far

As

The normal cinema film in monochrome is very interesting when projected, but when color is introduced
it at once becomes a thing of life,
charming and facinating. These effects, which give greater life to the
film, can be obtained either by toning
or tinting the film, or,

go

deeper

into

if

one wishes

interesting
proposition, by coloring the film picture with brushes.
The introduction
of color into the field of amateur
this

cinematography is a phase that
should interest every owner of a
movie camera.
Colors should be mostly of a delicate, subdued tone, although now and
then one may be of a bright tint,
almost spectacular in hue for contrast.
Blue, red, yellow, amber,
mauve, green, warm sepia and the
violet shades all lend themselves ad-

mirably for

coloring, while
rose madder, green
lake, willow green, turquoise blue
and purple are good for vivid effects.
I find water colors ideal for

flame,

Nicholson

confine his efforts in ad-

still

ding color to his photographs, cinema
films and lantern slides to simple
methods.

to

F.

So the amateur

satisfactory results.

must

By Charles

distant

softer

viridian,

twenty-four inches long, six inches
wide and seven-eighths of an inch
thick.
Next obtain four carriage
bolts five inches long, with threads
at least an inch long. Eight nuts and
eight washers are needed for the
bolts, these to be counter-sunk in the
piece of planed pine.
Use a heavy
screw in the center, one about two
and one-half inches long, with washers, for the reel to revolve on. Note
sketch carefully, and you will have
a reel that answers every purpose.
Transferring the film from the
spool to the reel, as well as returning it to the spool after tinting, is
better done by two persons than one.
Wind the film loosely over the reel
and around the four upright bolts,
using one of them as a handle to revolve it.
When all the film is on
the reel, tie both ends between the
bolts with a piece of twine quite
loosely so it may be shifted during
the process of tinting, thus insuring
an even tint over the entire film. Then

remove the film coil from the reel.
Use a pail or crock and fill with

once rinse in clear, cold
is ready for dry-

sible,

at

water,

and the film

ing.
This part of the work will require quick and careful handling, as
a wet film will dry in a room of 70
degrees quite rapidly after hanging
up. My plan for drying is to have
two strips of pine fastened to the
walls of my workroom, one on either

At intervals of three or four
I have "ell hangers" and over
these, emulsion side out, I hang the
film, going from side to side of the
room. The coil of film I spread on
a newspaper and move it forward as
it is hung up.
Fasten the first end
with a glass thumb-tack and the finish
end with a piece of twine if the end
side.

inches

does not come to the wall.
Several hundred feet may be hung
up this way without damage, if done
quickly. It may then be returned to
the reel or direct to the spool. The
entire job is done in a little more
than the time required to read this
description of the work.

Tinting
and
coloring
foreign
is very effective.
When one considers the simple way
in which color may be added to any
normal picture taken by an amateur
owner of a moving picture camera,
I feel that this new idea will interest
hosts of color lovers. In my experimental work with colors I have found
the following tints most pleasing, and
I suggest them as a guide.
The personal taste of the individual will dictate other and novel tints after a few
scenes

water to cover the film while
The water should not be
over 50 degrees Fahrenheit.
Into
the water slowly add the concentrated
color, testing for shade with a piece
of waste film. Rubber gloves at this
stage of the operation are desirable
for keeping the fingers from coloring
and the film from being scratched.

maize.

Take the film by one of the strings
and immerse in the prepared color
bath, raising and lowering constantly, changing ends, shifting the loca-

For tropical
low or straw.
For sunrise Violet carmine.
For sunset Orange yellow,

tions of the strings so that all parts

let

herewith will give an idea of one of

of the film will come into intimate
In other
contact with the color.
words, keep the entire film moving
until the color shows evenly in every

sepia or mahogany brown.
For bright moonlight Hooker's
green or mountain green.

the devices, or reel, as

part.

this

work.

As my

and colored films
favorable comment,
friends have asked if it were pos-

have

my

tinted

attracted

them

do their own. The
my experimenwork have been rather long
tal
drawn out an
slow.
Recently I
spent considerable time in an effort
to speed up the work, and what I
may say may perhaps be of some advantage to those who, like myself,
of
trying
are fond
out various
schemes and devices for short cuts
sible for

to

processes tried out in

t

to a desired end.

The sketches shown
I

shall call

necessary to tinting should any-

it,

one wish to make one.
the film from the spool
machine and returning it after

tinting has been a very slow process,

so this simple device serves

its

pur-

pose well.

Take

a piece of planed pine about

Bolts

As color

is

diffused in projecting,
shown in the

a deeper tone than that

Removing
of the

sufficient

tinting.

Q
sere

A
natural light will be necessary.
little experience will soon show these
points.
But a few minutes will be
required if the color bath is sufficiently strong to quickly penetrate the
emulsion.
Drain off all color pos-

For

—Amber
sunlight—Deep

bright

sunlight

—
—

or
yel-

scar-

vermilion or alizerine red.
For deep woods scenes

—Warm

—
For shadowy moonlight—Prussian
green
maple
bright day — Old
For snow
rose
rose madder.
dull day — PrusFor snow
Cobalt
blue
scenes —Turauoise blue
For
or

green.

scenes,

or

scenes,

blue.

or

sian

or

icy

sky blue.

w
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the

modern

motion
of

picture,

mediums,

art

all

most

has been chosen to carry the

message of modern decorative
art to the farthermost corners

of america,

and these

stills

sug-

gest the fascination of this film
just

completed by pathe, based

on the exposition
decorative art
in

new york

of lord

&

now

of

modern

being held

city in the salons

taylor.
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THE

LIFE of

Notes on

A

a

—

were faced with the prospect of entertaining such a gathering at our
house we decided the matter deserved
There were,
considerable thought.
as always, cards and music, but several of the guests on this particular
occasion might care little for either.

was then I had the happy idea of
a movie "stunt" exhibition for our
The more
feature of the evening.

It

Betty

PARTY

Social Success of a Cine

By Grace Elder

"MIXED party"— one made

up of younger and older men
and women is not always
the easiest thing in the world to
handle successfully.
So when we

the

Illustrations by Ed.

Camera
She is a graceful little danand her demure taffeta dress was

gram.
cer,

Morgan

her

dainty

fan

right

dance.

She was a pink and lovely

little

gay
I

Father

for

exactly

figure flashing before us in the

steps, to her favorite record,

knew we should have

and

several feet

of delightful pictures of her to exhibit later.

To further inspire courage in the
now fascinated though somewhat nercare anyone could have handled the
simple staging required.

vous group of prospective performers. I chose my father for our next

After the party had been progressing well for a couple of hours and
the non-bridge enthusiasts were commencing to tire of each other's conversation,

I

Amelie

collected everybody into

the back parlor

we planned for it the more enthuwe became, and many were
our anticipatory chuckles as we
glimpsed the possibilities among our

siastic

invited friends.
I

in

had had considerable experience
interior

filming

with

my

little

movie camera, so the problem of
lights and settings was easy for me
With a little thought and
to solve.
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(our house is oldfashioned enough to boast one!) and
used the living room as a stage.
Everybody, from old Doctor Morrison down to sixteen-year-old Betty,
looked excited when I explained that
each of them was to be a "movie
star" for at least a little while that
evening.

With

great

the make-up
mother's charge.

viewed

interest

box

in

they

my

To give things a good start I decided that Betty should head the pro-

He can deliver a most
speech weighty as to expression of face and voice and ges"star."

—

weighty

ture

—and

his

delivery

is

laughter-

provoking, for he uses the letters of
As
the alphabet instead of words.

we would all know this when the film
was being shown later, I knew it
would create a lot of fun. It certainly

did

in

the

filming,

for

he

pranced about and slapped his fist
on his palm in great style, the while
looking as wise as two owls.

Amelie is plump, middle-aged, the
mother of four husky boys. She is
also full of fun and has an inimitable way of singing coon songs to
her own accompaniment. So I next
She sits
got her to perform for us.
sidewise on the piano bench, leans
over toward you, and rolls her eyes

Jerry

and

& Wally

tosses her

head

way imaginable.

in the funniest

hat on Frankie's head, and ordered
him to go sit on the box. "There!"
I
announced triumphantly, " 'The
Man on the Box'!"
Everybody

Aunt Mary

laughed and applauded so heartily
actually smirked with

that Frankie

pride in himself!

You may be
himself to my sister's flat-crowned
tango hat, and clutched in his teeth
a rose from a vase.
I gave him my
castanets.
Off he went to a sprightly
orchestration of selections from Carmen on the phonograph. Never did
we see such laughable, long-legged,
fantastic tangoing. When he topped
off his dance with a mock serenade
to an imaginary lady in an invisible
balcony I was almost too laughterlimp to guide the camera!

My

white-haired Aunt

ran off a lot of
footage of her nonsense, and then

versatile set of features.

had

a child she used to

I

to hold up the movie program
while she gave us some much-clam-

Mary has

a

When I was
delight me with

took pains to

One of the boys gave us an amusing imitation of the famous Chaplin

The Chaplin
Walk

walk.

Another blackened his face
and imitated Al Jolson in a widearmed, appealing solo. He had the

we
Though

before

Kate

& Roy

the droll expressions she

sume

my

So

would

benefit.

thin

him

escape.

and rheumatic, old

as-

got her
out in front of the camera, and,
amusedly announcing her titles as she
went along, she produced facial contortions to conform.
Glee, sorrow,
she
surprise, dismay, terror, hauteur
for

finally let

Doctor Morrison gave us a great little
cakewalk. My young cousin Charles
pulled some sleight-of-hand tricks so
skillfully that I doubted if even the
camera could betray him. His sister
Ruth balanced a glass of water on

Black Bottom. Nor was it the least
bit hard to get them to do their
"stuff" to Amelie's "Sweet Georgia
Brown" on the piano. They quite

Tom & Anne

I

gestures down pat, and, as he could
sing as well as act, it was some time

ored-for encores.

Jerry and Wally aren't much older
than Betty, but they are fast steppers
when it comes to the Charleston and

sure

get that expression on the film.

I

Al Jolson
Solo

—

frankly wished they could see their
part of the film that very evening!

Amelie's

husband,

like

Amelie

is plump and middle-aged.
him to do a love scene with
my sister Anne. Anne is twenty-four

herself,

We

got

and very

Much

our delight,
Amelie's husband became quite red
He even went
and impassioned.
through a proposal on his knees and
pretended to kiss Anne's hands. We
were all shouting with laughter when
he perspiringly walked out of range.
pretty.

to

portrayed them all so realistically
we agreed she had missed her
calling in not becoming an actress.
that

Kate and Roy, newlyweds, are both
slim, tall and handsome, and they
dance divinely together. I asked them
to give us a John Gilbert-May Mur-

They
"Merry Widow" waltz.
did, and thrilled us properly by
winding up with a most romantic
ray

asked him to do a Spanish
dance for us he promptly divested
the piano of its fringed scarf, helped

when

I

Mr. Carter

aplenty.

Before the clock struck 1 nearly
everybody had been induced to "strut

much success that
discussing putting on
a playlet later on.
The evening's
"stunts" were discussed with hilarity
and admiration, and everybody enthusiastically accepted our invitation
to return for the screen showing later
in the month.
his stuff," with so

we were soon

Frankie

Mr. Carter, an old school-friend
of father's, is as long and lean as
the proverbial beanpole. He's quite
a distinguished newspaper feature
writer, and he's also possessed of a
delightful sense of the ridiculous. So

the back of each hand and won our
applause by throwing both in the air
and catching them without spillage.
So our film was to have variety

Thomas

kiss.

They were

easily one of the

hits of the evening.

Our friend Frankie Thomas is a
very bashful young man. Blushingly
he protested that he could no more do
a stunt for us than he could fly. When
I informed him that not only could
he do a stunt but that he was going
to do a whole play, he lost speech
entirely and alternately turned white
and red! I had a substantial packing box brought in, put a silk top-

We could honestly count our movie
party a huge success.
And I knew
I had some prize footage that with
the proper titling was going to give
us another evening full of laughter
and

interest.

Doctor
Morrison
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FILM FUN
ANEW

who
home motion

joy in pets has been given to those

love animals.

By means

of the

picture camera, whether favorites be cats or camels,

dogs or dromedaries,
ily

all of the beloved antics of fammascots of every brand and breed, with their end-

less

power

corded, and

to

amuse

or

home movies

charm, are noiv being

these lively shadows of screenland.
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re-

are infinitely enriched by

WITH FUR
ANIMALS

have

been

termed

and

FEATHERS

the

greatest of all screen actors, and,
if

yon

will but

the Kin

Tin

give the opportunity to

Tins, Silver Kings,

and Strong Hearts

Tonys

of the family "lot,"

these amateur screen stars will prove as

popular with family audiences as their

more famous professional kin have become in the great theatrical palaces.
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HOW TO
Now

You Can Learn

in

ACTOR

BE An
Day

Ten Minutes a

in

Your Own

Little

Home

By Weare Holbrook

THE

most glaring fault in the
many amateur photoplays I
have seen is the effect of reality
they produce. Again and again I
have watched inexperienced actors on
the screen behaving exactly like normal human beings.

Now, it is obvious that if a person expects to be considered seriously
as an actor he must act like an actor.

By

this

I

don't

mean

and from work

that he

must ride

lavender limousine, or get himself sued for heart
balm in the headlines though these

to

in a

Reading

Time,

—But Who
Hands.

probably get a good sock in the jaw
but remember, real life has no rela-

Minutes

3

tion to the movies.

Cares?

—The position

of the hands

indicates the following characters:
1. Both hands on hips, palms down

—Western "bad man."
palms up
Both hands on
washwoman.
—
Both hands everywhere, palms
up —Jewish comedian.
hips,

2.

Irish

3.

—

any boys actually do this, and it
But it's art.

isn't

very comfortable.

When

things do add a certain zest to life. I
refer particularly to the Art of Cine-

ma

When yawning, pat your mouth
vigorously with your hand. This will
let everybody know that you are
yawning.
If you wish to appear boyish (and
who does not?) sit down on a chair
hindside-before, with your elbows on
the back of the chair. I've never seen

participating in a

mob

scene

French Revolution, for instance)
be sure that you wave your hands
and shake your fists at exactly the
(the

Acting.

to

same moment as all the other people
in the mob. There is nothing that an

for the Epworth League, but
never do for real artists.

audience likes better than the sight of
a horde of angry peasants registering
turmoil with the mechanical precision
of a troupe of Tiller Girls. This is
why peasants are often referred to as

The amateur

actor has a tendency

throw himself so wholeheartedly
into the spirit of his role that he forgets all about the camera. This might
be all right at a benefit performance
it

would

So, for the benefit of young cineactors who lack the professional
touch and who long to tread the celluloid paths of glory, I append here-

tillers

ma

with a few rules of Histrionic Technique for the Screen:
Hair.
If your hair is straight you
should have it tightly marcelled. If
it is naturally curly, straighten it by
soaking it down with a good grade
of oil. (Mobiloil AA is recommended
for blondes and E Flat for brunettes.)
There is no truth in the report that
Gloria Swanson's recent attack of
"Klieg eyes" was caused by the glare
of light reflected from Ronald Cole-

—

passe.

We

are growing subtle.

In

we speak of "nuances".
know what they mean, but

the studios

We

don't

of them anyhow. Many
professional film actors have no less
than a dozen changes of expression,
including:
Catch lower lip un1. Perplexity
der upper teeth and blink rapidly.
Catch lower lip un2. Suspicion
der upper teeth and half-close eyes.
3. Terror
Roll both eyes in same
direction, clutch throat, and open
mouth until all bridgework shows.
Press back of left
4. Despair
hand against forehead and grope with

we speak

"The

4.

has

cigarette

don't

been

know what

to

a

godsend

actors

to

One hand on hip

(side)

ish beauty.
5.

One hand on hip

(rear)

ful old family retainer.
6. Both hands on hips
somebody with gallstones.

Feet.

—

It is

the motion

who

do with their hands."

—Span—
—
faith-

(rear)

one of the axioms of

picture

industry that

a

kiss is not a kiss unless the kissee

kicks up one heel to an angle of 90
degrees. This rule does not apply to
military heroes being decorated by
the President of France, nor to

little

length of his cigarette-holder; if he
uses a holder more than six inches
long it is a foregone conclusion that
he must have a Japanese valet and a

gray-haired mothers welcoming their
wayward sons home from the wicked
city.
(After Ophelia La Carte grew
too heavy for ingenue roles and took
up character acting the director had
to strap her feet to the floor during
kissing scenes).
Manners. Upon being presented
to a lady for the first time, cling to
her hand for at least thirty seconds
and gaze earnestly into her eyes; this
will convince her that you are a gentleman of refinement. Of course, if

purple past.

you
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soil.

—The

William S. Hart
system of pneumo-histrionics (i.e.,
one heave for anger and two heaves
for love) has long since become

—

man's pompadour. A true artist cannot put too much grease on his hair.
Cigarettes. The
cigarette
has
been a godsend to actors who don't
know what to do with their hands.
At least 25 per cent of the film footage today is devoted to pictures of
be-handkerchiefed
he-men rolling
their own, spoiled society girls holding gold-tipped Milos in highly manicured fingers, and Menjous-abouttown tapping unlighted Regies against
silver cigarette cases. In doing the
high-hat stuff, never act as if you enjoyed smoking. Take only one or
two puffs and then throw your cigarette away, to demonstrate what
a
whale of an indifference just a few
cents make. The morals of a male
character may be measured by the

of the

Emotions.

—

tried

it

in real life

you would

—
—

—

—

hand against wall.
Embarrassment
Run finger
around edge of collar.
Look at framed
6. Mother-Love
picture of Prince of Wales, sigh, and
then gaze wistfully out of window.
Unbutton one end
7. Intoxication
of collar and put hat on back of head.
right

—

5.

—

—

—

8. Virtue
Go to apartment of elderly roue at midnight and play tag
around the library table until the

hero arrives.

By a diligent application of the
foregoing principles (they may be
applied with a damp cloth in the
privacy of your own home) anyone

may become

a finished professional,

almost before he has fairly started.
And with actors, as with plays, the
most important part is the finish.

90$^y*

Always rcmemhcr

that

riding roughshod over the rights of

others will help a lot to promote amateur camcracraft."

CAMERA COURTESIES
ashamed of your
Comparatively fewpersons own one yet, for
there is no Model T on the market.
To own one is a distinction. Make
the most of it.
be
DON'T
camera.

The carrying case is convenient;
but concealing. Don't hide your possession. Take it out of the case
whenever you are in a street car, railroad train or wherever you can handle it without dropping it. Others
might

like to see

it.

anyone betrays faint interest,
tell them all about it, employing all
the technical terms you can recall.
That always impresses the stranger
If

with a sense of the difficulty of the

work

and

your

own

super-intelli-

gence.

Never refer

to "this gadget here"

or "that dingus."

Tell of the inter-

and all the
you can't recall the names in-

mittent, sprocket, retort
rest.

If

vent some.

your victim is married, take his
and tell him you'll drop
around some Sunday afternoon and
shoot a few feet of his kids. He may
know you're only fooling, but it gives
him a chance to brag about having
If

address

his kids shot.

Always open up the box
just

how

it

works. This

is

to

show

entertain-

ing and instructive to your audience
and beneficial to the repair man who
gets the job of cleaning the mechanism.

When you

take out the box always
your pockets with extra lenses
and anything else that you have. A
telephoto may not be very helpful
fill

By Epes W. Sargent

[

The

trains.

film

manufacturers can

use the money.
in backyard work, but it surely does
help to impress.
Always carry a bunch of film clippings in your vest pocket, and a small
magnifying glass. This is far superior to memorizing the encyclopedia
as an aid to continuous conversation
Like halitosis, your friends may talk
about it, but they won't tell you
You should worry!
Always feel sorry for the man
whose camera is of another make
than your own. Tell him why yours
is better.
If he can talk louder than
you, write him a letter, but don't let
him get away with anything.
If you are a man, have a supreme
contempt for the woman camera
user. Express loudly your opinion of
people who waste film on babies and
flowers when they might be getting
ball games and things worth while.
If you are a woman sniff disdainfully at the crude things men waste

Ask why they shoot

If a crowd gets in the way of your
shooting, bawl the crowd out.
A

camera should be a pass to the front
row at all parades, dedications and
public events. Insist on your

other

Shoot a few

rights.

Take

est cop.

why

feet of the near-

his address.

Then ask

these hicks should be permitted to stand in front of you.
What if it does make the hicks
all

What

sore?

there, if they

right have they to be
have no cameras?

remember

Always

that

riding

roughshod over the rights of others
will help a lot to promote amateur
cameracraft. People will buy cameras
just to get into your class and enjoy
the same privileges.
Never be content with the camera
as it comes from the shop. Look at
all the fun the Ford owner has finishing off his car. Get at least ten
of attachments for every
pound of camera. You'll use them

pounds

deer when there is
scenery just behind the game.
Don't forget to cuss when thing go
wrong. It sounds so professional and

sometime.
Don't bother to wait for the light
to come right on a desired scene. Get
If it's a failure, you can
it anyway.
always come back and try again.
Only the dubs waste time studying

knowing. Remember that

lights

their films on.

poor, dead
such beautiful

messy strings of

many damns
million

fish or a

dollar

know what you

—

it

takes as

dollars to make a
super-feature.
You

and

pay. Let conscience
but say something.

him

as

be your guide
Don't bother to master straight
photography before you go in for
trick shots. Any dub can do straight
shots. Work on back lighting, sunsets and shots from mile-a-minute

and angles. Be inspirational

rise superior to the sun.

If

you have a friend along,

let

— or her—carry the key.

Yelling
for the key is a fine ballyhoo. This
is particularly effective on excursions
or aboard ship.

And always remember
picture
it

isn't

is

good,

—

good

it's

that

if

a

your skill. If
the development.

it

is
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Self- th reading

Does Ever

s

Merely slip the end of the film
into a slot and snap on the motor.
Kodascope
That's all there is to it

—

Model B

threads

itself.

Reversible^
The mechanism
backward

runs forward or

at the operator's will. Just

—

the motor does not
snap a switch
stopped.
have to be

New Framing
Principle^
Frames the picture on the screen
without shifting the illuminated area.
Eliminates re-adjustment of the elevating lever after the image is once
centered.

Low

Center of

Gravity^
Prevents undue vibration and tipping or movement out of position
a feature characduring operation
teristic of all Kodascopes.

—

Weighty
Kodascope Model
Without
—
B weighs but 13^

Light

in

reels,

lbs.

indeed,

when

its

many

surprising,

capabilities

are considered.

Kodasc
$300, at

your Cine-I

Eastman Kodak Compan
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Inserts a heat-absorbing screen be-
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interval

The motor rewind

reels.

and

sure,

is

between
swift and

easily operated.

Easily Carried^
Kodascope Model B comes
in a velvet-lined carrying case,

La
-

you
and is

to

easily carried.

v

Non-tarnishing
Fittings^

H^/Til

All fittings are chromium plated.
They will not tarnish.

Compact^
He^^h

IH^^

w

^^^^^5

Folds to y}4xgx 1 0% inches. The
upper reel arm locks snugly to the
body, when folded, and forms a
convenient handle.

Beautiful^
A

pleasing addition to the equip-

ment of any home. Every

line speaks

superiority and beauty.

[odel
:aler's.

B
See

it

today
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the film,
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'!" equiplini

SCREEN SURFACES
By

H. Richardson

F.

(projection) that the screen surface be perfectly fiat and the lens as
nearly as possible on a line perpendicular with the surface of the screen
at its center. By this I mean the lens

should be what you probably would
term "straight in front of the center
of the screen." It must not be appreciably above, below or to one side
of the screen center if it can be
avoided, and the screen surface
should be at right angles with an

Any

%

extremely important to good
in picture reproduction

is

ITresults

I have said, it is much better
have the condition right, or as
nearly right as you can get it with-

But, as
to

out too

much

trouble.

The angle

of

the axis of projection with the screen

surface should never, under any circumstances, exceed ten degrees. That
is an extreme. As a general proposition we may say that two or three
degrees won't do any appreciable

LENS;

the ideal condition, but it
not necessary to be

is

course,

of

A little to one side or
above or below will not result seriously, but it is always best to have
the above condition as nearly as it
can be attained without going to a
you do

much above

or below

In

accompanying

the
in

dia-

an exaggerated form,

the effect

With

is.

the

lens to one side, as shown, one side

of the

beam must

A B

travel

to reach the screen than

the other side; hence

out

more and

it

further

does on
will spread
it

that side of the picture

will be larger.

This

is

monly termed "keystone

what

is

com-

effect."

Another thing of importance
this

connection

is

that a

in

ceptably sharp definition over a range
of distance. The range is, however,
short. It increases as the lens diameThe
ter is reduced, and vice versa.
distance is sufficient so that you may
be able to secure acceptably sharp
focus with the lens off center, provided the condition be not too bad.
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cerning

of reflection, there

main points

to consider con-

Unfortunamateur has been
give them attention, for the

screen

surfaces.

ately the average

unable to
simple reason that outside the professional projection field there has
been very little information available.

The two other main points
the reflection power of the

face,

some measure compensated for by the fact that lenses
have a certain amount of "depth of
focus." This means they will give acis

In the matter

are two

lens only

extent.

This

SCREEN

first,

both sides would be "out" to some

paint,

at the

look perfectly all right. If the surface be nonabsorbent
for instance,
a so-called "metallic" surface
the

and

in

is

—

some instances a

dis-

no method of

effectively

original power in light
surface made from polished glass, such as glass beads, may
be very effectively cleaned, in so far
as concerns the outer surface of the
glass, but it is open to question
whether all the surface of the beads
exposed to the air can be effectively
reached, or that the relatively small
exposed portion of the material in
which the beads are fixed can be
cleaned at all, or even all the dirt removed from all the spaces between
the beads.
reflection.

in

focuses an image at its best at one
fixed distance from the lens. It therefore follows that, under the conditions shown in the diagram, if the
picture be sharply focused at B then
the other side of it would not be in
sharp focus, or vice versa. If the
center were focused sharply, then

flat

will

stored to

not be in perfectly sharp focus all
over the screen. Remember, the light
beam spreads out with every foot it

gram I have,
shown what

example,

end of three months
have been considerable
damage done, though the surface may
so that

there

There

the screen center, you will have a distorted picture; also the picture will

travels.

for

cleaning a paint or kalsomine surface. It must be renewed. A dulled
metallic surface may possibly be improved by cleaning, but it is extremely doubtful that it can be re-

get the lens far to one

or very

as,

coloration.

lot of trouble.
If

nature,

the accumulation will be fairly rapid,

face,

very precise.

side,

accumulation gradually but
surely lowers its reflective power. If
the surface be of a fairly absorbent
this

accumulation will be much slower,
but on the other hand there will be
a tendency to a dulling of the sur-

center to the screen center.

That

ac-

from the atmosphere from the very hour it is
finished and exposed to the air, and
dirt

—

damage.

imaginary line drawn from the lens

is,

surface starts to

screen

cumulate grime and

and,

which the

second,

the

are,

sur-

direction

in

light reaching the surface

from the projection lens is
Every one who projects

reflected.

either professionally or as

an amain two

teur,

is

things:

directly

The

interested

reflection

pictures,

power

surface means the amount or
centage of light incident upon
surface which will be reflected,
the percentage which will be

of a
per-

the

and
ab-

sorbed by the surface.

Without going deeply into details,
accept any fresh new, white

we may

surface, such as non-gloss paint, kal-

somine or similar surface, as satisHowin reflection power.
ever, carefully note the "fresh and

factory

highly important.
not studied
such matters understand or realize
how rapidly any surface accumulates
dirt and grime from the atmosphere.
clean," for that

is

Few people who have

its

A

I would suggest that manufacturers
of various types of screen surface be
invited to contribute to the columns
of this magazine exact data with re-

lation to the effectiveness of any
cleaning process they may advocate
for their screen surfaces. It should
be both interesting and instructive.
It is an incontrovertable fact that
all surfaces will, and gradually do,
lose some percentage of their reflective power, regardless of any process
of cleaning, but metal and glass are
not so much affected as are paint or

kalsomine and similar surfaces.
In another article I will deal with
screen surface characteristics with
relation to the direction in which
light is reflected

upon

and the

effect of this

the projected picture; also with

the effect of screen surfaces with relation to light tone and beauty of the

projected picture.

(To be concluded)
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Medical

showing of which

AN

a test to determine whether they are

interesting

development

in the

filming of material to be used
in connection with the teaching of
medicine is reported by Joseph B.
DeLee, M. D., of Chicago, who has
been working only three months as
an amateur movie maker, but is an
enthusiastic addition to the ranks. At
present Dr. DeLee has experimented
only with narrow-gauge film, but may
work with 35mm material later and
will have both 16mm and 35mm
prints made for various uses in hos(

clinics and medical schools.
Films of the basic obstetric subjects
pitals,

for routine teaching in schools

and

to supplement lectures
and quizzes given medical students,
have been made by Dr. DeLee.
"More important, however and
this is where the amateur will find

universities,

—

his greatest field

—

is

a

new departure

medical motion picture films, and
that is the motion picture case report," says Dr. DeLee.
"When a
in

interesting case comes
physician he gives it intensive
study and films all such portions that
can be represented in motion, showing it from start to finish. The presentation of the case will include
stills, temperature charts, pictures of
pathological specimens, etc.
When
he reports his case to the local or
general medical society it is a live,
pulsating case report, and will grip

particularly
to the

the

attention

of the assembled doc-

tors.

"Compare this with the dry-as-dust
case reports that are droned out at
our clinical meetings to a more or
le:s somnolent audience.
"One of the most important parts
of the case report

is

the fact that

it

and far-reaching study of the patient and thus
makes the doctor work harder, study
more and think better, all of which
redounds to the benefit of the patient, the doctor, the medical profession and the science and art of medinecessitates a thorough

cine."

Training Soldiers

USE

of

talking

pictures

in

the

training of soldiers is to be tried
out at the infantry school at Fort
Benning, Ga., it has been announced
by the war department. A number
of scenarios are to be prepared to
illustrate training in various subjects,
326

will be followed

by

tures,
istry,

practical.

Numerous

were taken
advantageously
during
films

and

used
the
world war for training purposes. A
considerable part of the film was

comedy, Bible picchemphysics, electrical and auto enstraight

stories,

agriculture, gardening,

gineering,

and

home economics, domestic

first, geography,
history,
biography,
civics,
and
patriotism,
Americanization
manufacturing, commerce, machinery, medical hygiene, prevention of

art

science, safety

taken up by the titles. At times it
was found necessary for an instructor audibly to supplement the titles
during the projection of the picture.
An apparatus which will record both

ties, first

aid and biology.

jects are

added from time

disease, child welfare, athletic activi-

New
to

sub-

time to

sound and motion synchronously and

the present library.

thus enable lucid and simple explanation to be projected audibly and coincident with the depicted motions

During the past school year the
Visual Instruction Section of the Division supplied approximately 350

seems worthy of

programs of motion picture

test.

conservative
the average

Natural History
T ECTURE courses in

estimate

films.

indicates

A

that

tory at the Rochester institution.
"We are cooperating with the East-

attendance is 300 for
each program. The number of people reached through the service,
therefore, totals 105,000. This is an
increase of more than 40 per cent,
over the previous year.
Full information as to the procedure necessary to obtain educational
motion pictures, comprising a wealth

man Kodak Company

of material from

geology and
*—' biology are supplemented by mopictures at the University of
Rochester, according to a recent com-

tion

munication from E.
tor of the

Museum

J.

Foyles, direc-

of Natural His-

in the making
of cartoon pictures showing geologic

processes in the neighborhood of
Rochester," he writes.
"We believe the motion picture is
a vital factor in college education
and look forward to its extensive use.

In Massachusetts

TPHE

Massachusetts

Division

of

University Extension, through its
Visual Instruction Service, is circulating more than three million feet of
standard motion picture films among
schools, churches and all other nontheatrical institutions and organizations within the State. The pictures
are used primarily for educational
and instructional purposes, although
a number of institutions receive pictures of a recreational character.
It is the purpose of the division to
provide visual aids to supplement
courses of instruction in all phases
of education, and to study and make
available the best means of presenting visual material; to provide whole-*-

some recreation, and to create an appreciation for artistic and classical

many

sources,

may

be obtained by addressing the Division of University Extension, Room
217, State House, Boston, Mass.

Story of Petroleum
"'T'HE

Story

of

Petroleum,"

a

educational motion
picture made in cooperation with the
American Petroleum Institute, has
just been released for distribution by
the United States Bureau of Mines,
Department of Commerce. This picture, which is the ninth in a series
of petroleum films prepared on standard stock by the bureau, gives a
comprehensive review of the many
interlocking factors that go to make
up an industry representing eleven
billion dollars of invested capital. To
this
end, typical
operations and
equipment which apply to exploration, development, production, trans-*-

seven-reel

refining, and marketing
have been portrayed.
The scenes
chosen for this story of a great industry were photographed through
the cooperation of oil companies
throughout the United States.
The

portation,

The following headings
indicate to some extent the naof the films available from

technique of several exploration, production, and refinery problems has
been shown with animated drawings;
and, to give a composite picture of

sources other than the Bureau of
Mines
Drama, juvenile, Boy Scout, fairy

graphic animated drawings and maps
have been used.

pictures.
will

ture

the magnitude of the industry, other

'

"Your Gang
in

Your
HH

N

Own MOVIES

<4

in

William Wellman,
Paramount Director. Below:
Malcolm St. Clair, Director of
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."

Above:

Your

Own Home

for the amateur, you can take
perfect movies of any activity
in your home life just as
easily, and as a matter of fact

—

more easily, than you can take
an ordinary snapshot.

r

OUR GANG"— your own

jolly kids and the kids
they play with, wouldn't it be
splendid if you could put them
on the screen have them
play their pranks for you in
your own movies on your own
screen in your own home tonight?

—

That

is a feature picture no
theatre can offer a movie of
your children just as you love
to see them and remember
them, happy, laughing, vital
a precious picture now and
beyond price to you and to
them in years to come.

—

—

With the famous DeVry 35mm
movie camera specially built

DeVry has concentrated for 14
years on motion picture equipment for amateurs. Today
hardly a studio in
Hollywood that does not use a
DeVry for some kinds of difficult shots. Many of the leading stars, cameramen and
directors use "Hollywood's
there

is

Own"

for

tures.

And

tonight

today and ask for a demonstration.

See also the new DeVry 16mm
projector the favorite projec-

—

tor for

home movie showings.

is compact, dependable,
unusually easy to operate.
The movies it shows are sharp,

It

brilliant, flickerless. It sells for

the amazing low price of $95.00.

DeVry movies can be shown
on the famous DeVry 35mm
projector or by reduction
prints on the DeVry 16mm
projector.

making

private picthese people know
what they are buying in motion picture equipment.

Follow Hollywood. Take your
precious movies with the
chosen camera of professional
movie makers and be assured
of professional results. Seethe
DeVry at your camera store

own

The DeVry Corporation, Dept. 5-MM, 1111 Center Street,
327
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FILMING PRE-HISTORIC AGES
English Amateurs Produce Educational Films of Merit
By Arthur

AMONG

the

L.

Marble

educative

tions to recently

tion

pictures

is

institu-

produce mothe County
Altrincham,

School for Boys, at
England.
Those directly interested
in the school are particularly grateful to the cinema because it has given

new interest and point to summer
camp activities. Ronald Gow, the
principal,

and
his
enterprising
shown that the drama-

students have
tization

and

filming of historical
a very interesting
and informative part of the vacation

events

may become

program.
Even before 1926, the County
School for Boys had portrayed camp
scenes which were successfully exhibited in theatres. Considering Mr.
Gow's proficiency in the use of the
motion picture camera and the growing enthusiasm of the boys, the camp
committee made it financially possible for the summer campers to conquer new cinematographic fields. So
it was
decided to film a historical
drama, depicting a typical day in the
Neolithic age of primitive Britain.
"The People of the Axe," as the production was called, had a three-fold
purpose.
This, according to Mr.
Gow, was: (1) To show what teach-

SCENE FROM

THE PEOPLE OF THE LAKE"

land, free of all traces of civilization,
was located. The work of building

the territory was divided
the boys. Presently the wigwarn tents, stockades, looms, implesets

on

among

pant.

ments and "dug-out" canoes assumed
the appearance of an ancient setting.
From near-by farms the boys obtained the horses, dogs, goats and
sheep called for by the scenario.
These animals appeared quite at
home before the camera, and after
a little rehearsing were easily photo-

approximate expenses incurred in
producing "The People of the Lake:"

graphed.

Total
$263.85
Realized from local rentals. 122.15

ers required in a teaching film;

(2)

To provide an educational school
tivity;
(3) To add interest to
summer school camp."

ac-

For the filming, Mr. Gow reports
the use of two 32mm. machines, both

the

of British manufacture.

A

scenario was, of course, the first
requirement. In supplying this need
the boys received valuable experience in composition.
Among the
many manuscripts submitted a scenario was finally chosen.
This was
turned over to Sir William Boyd
Dawkins, an archeologist of considerable experience, who was kind
enough to give constructive criticism
on the script, as well as valuable advice on other technical details.
In preparing material for the various scenes the students were required to search historical records for
data. Little by little the information
and properties accumulated. In many

cases parents offered useful contributions, as for example, axe and arrow
heads, skins and costumes.
It was
found that a sheepskin, when properly cut, would make two suits of
the abbreviated type prevalent during
the Neolithic period.
As summer is
the slack season for theatrical costumers, it was possible to rent such
necessities as wigs at a very

When
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low

rate.

vacation time came a tract of

by a thrilling attack on the colony
by a hostile tribe. In defending the
village the Scout is an active partici-

The
of the

was

cost of

approximately

up

amounted
elusive

of

to

to

Raw

$223.

November,

Rentals
1927,

$121.50, so that, exrevenue accruing

later

from this source, the expense borne
by the camp committee was in the
neighborhood of $102. So successful was the picture that the producers
looked forward to a similar enterprise for the next summer. Accordingly, plans were made for another
reel.

The second photoplay, called "The
People of the Lake," dealt with the
Bronze Age. Like the former production, it was made both for recreational
and
educative
purposes.
the story is as follows.
A
Scout, studying a huge volume
of ancient history, falls asleep at the
Briefly,

Boy

In dreamland he finds himself
living in the Bronze Age, a visitor
to the lake people.
From time to
task.

time the Scout verifies the authenticity of what he sees by reference
to the tome constantly by his side.
The story is given a dramatic touch

summary

camera

of the

rent-

$195.44

al

Materials, including lumber,
wigs, string, tools, etc.
.

Debit

positive film

a

is

film, developing, print-

ing, lighting,

producing "The People

Axe" (including

received

The following

balance

charged

68.41

to

camp funds

$141.70

"The People of the Lake" was distributed by the British Instructional
Film Company, which shared the
proceeds on a commission basis. The
camp committee, in financing the motion picture activities over a period of

must indeed be sincere
work of this nature
worth the time and money ex-

several years,

in the belief that
is

pended.
"School film production as practiced here," writes Mr. Gow, "is only
another form of school play production.

The method

is

different

and

the results are different, but the benefits
of cooperative work are the

The

making of
and scenery

costumes,
occupied
many weeks of exacting spare-time
labor for the boys, and with due insistence on proper research the whole
undertaking has great educational

same.

properties

value. * * *

The

richest

reward was

the enthusiasm of the boys and the
knowledge that many of them will
have a lifelong interest in that part
of history which
esting of all."

is

the most inter-

A2

With &Mkl9 and a Telephoto Lens
get distant scenes you otherwise would lose
summer you

This

will

scenes that will appear like closeups on the screen. Scenes of

find

many

opportunities to use
one or another of these fine telephoto lenses. While boating,
fishing, vacationing in the mountains, etc.,

you

will

animals, boats, mountain waterfalls that will repay you many
times for your precautions in
selecting this telephoto equip-

make many

"long-shot" movies of distant

6

in.

ment.

F5.5 Taylor -Hobson Cooke Telekinic Lens

*3?

A

Bell

& Howell

Filmo camera
equipped with

A

very excellent, high-powered telephoto lens at a very moderate price. Far superior
to others of equal or even greater price made by less skilled manufacturers. Power of
magnification is six times normal. Magnifying lenses to fit Filmo viewfinders, focusing
mount and sunshade included at the price of $65.00. The 6" F4.5 is priced at $95.00.

4

in.

auxiliary finder
unit for quick,
exact use of telephoto lens.

T-H. C.

Cases for

F4.5 Taylor- Hobson Cooke Telekinic Lens

Telephoto Lenses

Another high quality, reasonably priced telephoto
lens. Light and compact, with wonderful depth of
focus. Amateurs desiring to adapt one lens to most
all

telephoto purposes will do well to select this lens,

it combines speed with excellent magnifying
power. Price with focusing mount and viewfinder
The 3H F3.3 is priced at $85.00.

as

lenses $60.00.

FUN*

with the Filmo

Lens Modifier

The

funniest innovation in amateur movies. Fits over
Filmo lens and distorts all objects. People grow tall
and thin or short and fat as you turn modifier with
fingers. Guide lines to effects being gained are visible
in Filmo viewfinder. Get this fun-maker by all means.

Telephoto lenses of the quality of Taylor-Hobson
Cookes should be kept in individual cases. Our dealers
are prepared to furnish durable fabric leather cases,
lined with green silk plush, at $3.00. No charge made
for these cases when lens and color filters are purchased
together.

Price $13.50.

New

New
Rental Library Releases

Filmo Picture Viewer, Rewind and Splicer

for
is the handy little accessory that turns the job of
editing and titling into a joy. Equipped with illuminating lamp, magnifying eyepiece and adjustable prism
for righting pictures. Speedy geared rewinds at each
end. Unit complete for viewing, cutting and splicing,
as shown $40. Viewer attachment alone $21.50. Extra
reel arm to equip regular splicer unit for fast double
rewind $4.50.

This

May

include No. 379 "Scrambled Eggs"

— a Cameo Comedy — 1

reel.

Out May

No. 455 "Naughty Boy"— Lupino
reels. For release May 14th.

—

No. 713-B "Chips off the Old Block"
Lyman H. Howe hodge-podge. One reel,
release

May

Filmo 400 ft. Reels and Humidor Cans

The

reel is built on the same hub design as the
original Bell
Howell 35 mm. reels standard
in the professional industry for many years.

—

&

Hub

is

Semon— 2

reels

Base rental (24 hr.) $1.25 per 400 foot
Write for name of dealer nearest you.

reel.

for release

May

26th.

8-slotted for quick fastening of film.

Aluminum,

combining

strength

with

light
I

weight.

The humidor can
features.

for

21st.

No. 719 "Kid Speed"— Larry

New

7.

Lane—

Ask

also has many excellent
your dealer to see both.

I

new

I

I

[

Bell &

Howell Co.

|

I

Bell

& Howell

Co.,

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
me complete information on QTelephoto Lenses and cases.
Filmo lens modifier.
Viewer, rewind and splicer. QNew Filmo reels
and humidor cans.
May rental library releases.
Please send

Name

New York, Hollywood, London, (B.&H.

I

I

i

I

.

I

I

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

I

Address

I

III.
City..

Co., Ltd.) Established 1907

L,

I

..State..

,J
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MAKING
Stuffed

Natural History

Animals Live Again Through Movies

THE Museum
New York

of Natural History
City possesses

in

many

splendid and instructive
groups of stuffed animals, but the in-

and attention of the amateur
movie fan would most certainly be
first drawn to the very fine group
terest

of Virginia (or Whitetail) deer, for
beside that
group an automatic
16mm movie machine is constantly
running.
Drawn to the spot by the
sound of the machine, one sees movies of the Whitetail deer in its native haunts.
Living animals move
about in the woods, or swim across
the pictured stream. Sensitive, timid
creatures, alarmed by the sound of
the camera, lift their heads and stand
quivering; then most flee back from
whence they came, the perhaps braver
ones advancing at an increased speed
to their

appointed trysting places.

The writer, charmed by this new
move in the line of visual education,
stood for some time enjoying the
splendid photography, the simple, instructive titles and the subject matter
of the films, conscious meanwhile of
a growing group of youngsters who,
attracted

by a chance

movie, were

to see a free

absorbing

many

facts

relative to the habits of this particular deer family.

The main

title

of

"The Whitetail Deer in
Native Haunts," photographed by
George D. Pratt.

the film read

By Katherine M. Comstock

New

York Museum

From 1915

1921 Mr. Pratt
Commissioner of
State of New York.
Firmly
vinced that the motion picture
to

Conservation

An

interview with Mr. Pratt then
seemed an absolute necessity to the

perhaps he would prove to
be an amateur photographer even
though his work seemed professional.
An interview was secured. Mr. Pratt
proved to be a philanthropist by vocation and an amateur movie photographer by avocation.
Moreover,
he was probably one of the very first
amateur movie photographers. He has
been experimenting along that line
for about twenty-five years, since long
before the days of the home movie
camera. Mr. Pratt said that he still
has his first movie camera, but that,
writer, as

like the first Ford,

it is

more

historic

than useful.

Like most movie amateurs, Mr.
started his experiments by
"shooting" the family and their
friends. Soon he wanted more scope.
He then began photographing animals and for three or four seasons
studied and filmed the animals in Yellowstone National Park.
Later he
went to Alaska to film sheep. Since
then he has taken pictures in many
parts of the world, but while his subjects have been varied his main interest has been animal photography.
Pratt

Its

330

in

NATURAL

Nesting Loon

was
the
con-

was
means of educating the
public, he taught a young man to take
pictures and together they filmed
methods of the planting and raising
the

surest

of fish; of tree planting and the pro-

from forest fires;
films cautioning the hunter against
tection of forests

shooting at anything that moved; a
film showing how to pack a deer head
to prevent the antlers protruding so
that other hunters would not shoot in
error.
These films Mr. Pratt used
in all parts of the State in connection
with his lectures.
They have been
released to fish and game associations, schools and clubs.
Mr. Pratt is a trustee of the Museum of Natural History and also of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. To
both of these museums, as well as to
the Field Museum in Chicago, he has
contributed prints of his Egyptian
films, and to the Natural History
Museum he has given films which he
took of native life in Norway and
Sweden, in addition to his animal
pictures.

The amateur movie machine

gives

amateur every opportunity to
take the kind of picture he wants,
Mr. Pratt points out, and to record
to the

(

Continued on page 332

Preserve Tour Choice

yilms for the Juture

T

TOMORROW,

your films of today assume a new significance ....
a new beauty; they become living records of days
that are gone forever. You want to enjoy them now, of course, but
you want to be sure, as well, that the ones you prize the most are carefully
a

new

value ....

preserved for the future.

The

solution

is

easy

—-Cine-Kodak duplicates.

Cine-Kodak

duplicates

approach the originals in quality that an expert can scarcely
distinguish between them, even when they are viewed side by side.

so closely

Cine-Kodak duplicates and Cine-Kodak originals are both remarkably
from "grain." The reversal process, by which both are made, does
away with this most disappointing result. This marked lack of graininess
in the original is just as apparent in the duplicate. Between the two, in

free

this

very essential quality, no difference whatever

In making a Cine-Kodak original
negative. Expensive steps are done

it

is

exists.

not necessary to print from

away with and

a substantial

a

saving re-

sults. Specifically, Cine-Kodak film and the reversal process provide the
most economical means known of securing both an original and a duplicate. No other known method or material can compete with it in the
home movie field.

Have Cine-Kodak

made of your valuable original films, as
soon as you have projected them once. Then store the originals in a
place of safekeeping and project the duplicates. Tomorrow's enjoyment
of these originals will more than compensate for the slight trouble and
duplicates

small expense of Cine-Kodak duplicates.

Cine-Kodak duplicates are priced at $3.50 for 50-foot
and $5 for lOO-foot lengths. They should be
ordered through your Cine-Kodak dealer.

lengths

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.

Y.,

The Kodak

aty
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MAKING NATURAL HISTORY NATURAL

A Master Craftsman Designed

(Continued from page 330)

for himself the development of whatever may be his particular hobby.

There is in this avocation a tremendous scope for improvement through
practice and experimentation.
And
to one who has enjoyed hunting, a
visual record of wild animals in their
natural haunts is a matter of great

new

satisfaction.

Cine

In discussing the film of the Whitedeer, Mr. Pratt said that it is
a hope of the trustees of the Museum

tail

Camera

A rare combination of
new
the

features

—

—and

haunts alongside each encased group
of animals in the museum. It would
hardly be practicable to have these
films running continuously, but the
plan is to have the motion picture machine placed in a cabinet in
such a manner that any visitor desirous of seeing the film can set it in
motion by the simple expedient of
pressing a button. In answer to the
question as to whether he thought
this plan could possibly be consummated in the near future, Mr. Pratt
said he had no doubt but that within
a very short time the Museum would
be equipped with several of the ma-

several

movie photographer

wonder Camera.
you the impression

First glance gives
terful creation

the

the essentials

all

gives the amateur

—

of a truly mas-

proves the superiority of

being taken, and that

in

—

motion picture camera construction.

Profession'

ally steady pictures

all be done at once, as
the question of films. They
must, of course, be absolutely authentic, and this involves patience
and accuracy on the part of the photographers, as well as excellent photography. Again, a wide variety of
It

The utmost

at all speeds

—

half

formance you can depend upon now-

cannot

there

normal or

SLOW MOTION, are at the turn of a button.

Per-

—and for years

is

seem that

if

into effect

new field for those amateurs
are so situated that they can
study birds and animals in their natu-

esting

Truly the work of a Master Craftsman!
Call at your dealer and see the
It's

who

new Victor Cine

ral habitats.

Keep it in mind, you movie makers,
you are vacationing in the
woods and mountains this summer:

there awaiting your inspection.

while

In addition to your camera, carry
along a vast amount of interest and
patience and see what you can do
toward contributing to this far-reaching experiment which will open new
vistas of understanding to the city
dwellers of the United States. If the
Museum of Natural History succeeds in this innovation, it will not
be long before other museums will
follow its example.

Price $125* Complete
with

Ask your

f.

3.5

V elostigmat

lens

dealer or write direct for further information

Victor Animatograph Co*,
340
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VICTOR BUILDING

DAVENPORT, IOWA,

It would
and when this plan goes
it would open an inter-

subjects will be necessary.

to come.

Camera.

concerned

the field of visual education.
flexibility of action.

simplicity

all

had absolute faith in the establishment of this very progressive step in

thru impressively per-

feet performance.

—

was now

chines, that definite action
first trial

new Victor Cine Camera

Design

of Natural History to have a moving
picture of animals in their native

U.

inc.
S.

A.

Such progressive education
bound to spread. Here is your

is

op-

portunity to get in on the ground
floor and turn your hobby to account
for the benefit of the nature lover who
has to get his knowledge by proxy.

TRADE-MARK

DREM
REG.U.S.PAT.OFF

AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE METERS
They are independent of altitude,
scientific precision under all light conditions.
hour, season, distance and geogr-position. Permanently adjustable to individual eyesight.
Correct exposures for sun and twilight, studios, interiors, reproductions, mountain scenes, sea scapes, day light or

These meters time exposure with
locality, climate,

any

artificial

light.

Direct reading for Extra Rapid Material (ER), like Rollfilm, Packfilm, Par speed Cut-Film, normal and reversible
Cine-Film, etc.
Drem Sole Leather cases accommodate the instruments at any focal extension corresponding to user's eyesight.
Instruments are always ready and set.

SIMPLE

AND

POSITIVE IN USE:

Point to the subject; turn Diaphragm collar until number of seconds or frequency symbol just re-appears from
darkness. The index points to the correct stop,
that's all. There is no doubt as to the right instant of determination.
The computing rings perform all other calculations, where necessary.
Drem Exposure Meters are protected by patents. Beware of substitutes.

—

The

JUSTOPHOT

for

The

"STILL" Cameras

direct reading

is

now extended

to

TWO

MINUTES,

which takes care of lowest

illumination in Interiors, caves, etc.

Compares F:l

to f:45 with time

Complete with Drem

The
is

DREMOPHOT

for the

from 1/1500

Sec. to 30 Minutes.

sole leather case

.$10.50

"FILMO",

etc.

the direct reading cinematic exposure meter, and more especially designed for the famous
The Bell 6? Howell Co. says, in the April "Amateur Movie Makers":
3, Victor, etc.

BELL

ii

HOWELL

FILMO,

Model

Here's a highly

Dremophot Exposure Meter

—

scientific device that eliminates guess

work reduces the otherwise exacting exposure prob'
lem to a mathematical certainty, and with the ease
of child's play.

The Dremophot Exposure Meter does its job with
speed and accuracy. Measures not only the general
light condition at the instant but the intensity of the
light reflected jrom the subject itself.
The proper
setting for photographing any subject in any light, at
any distance, is instantly determined from direct
readings.
No computations to make. Clear, sharp
pictures always result.
Dremophot comes packed in
sturdy genuine leather case for convenient carrying.

Complete with Drem

The

sole leather case

$12.50

GINOPHOT for ALL Amateur and Professional Cine-cameras,
TIME exposures, and especially the CINE-KODAK
A NEW TYPE CINOPHOT
is

just

completed,

CINE-KODAK

which

reads

DIRECTLY

speed of 1/32 Second, and dia

phragm openings from F:1.8

to F:16.

Of

course,

there are retained computing rings to set instantly
all stops from F:l
to F:45, and time from
1/1000 to 30 Seconds. It furnishes the stops for
slow and super-speed operation, and for the pro-

for

fessional variable shutter openings.

THIS NEW CINOPHOT IS THE DIRECT
READING EXPOSURE METER for the CINE
KODAK, 16mm DeVry, etc., and all other cinematic cameras.

Complete with Drem

sole leather case.

.

.$12.50

DREM PRODUCTS CORPORATION
152

West 42nd Street

new york, n. y.
ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE US
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The Proposed Foundation Building

The
A

New

University Film Foundation

Center for Producing Educational Films

the
THROUGH
headquarters

establishment of
at

dation has available for the production of educational and scientific
films facilities which could never be
acquired or assembled on a commer-

An announcement

cial basis.

out-

lining the history and plans of the
organization for readers of Movie

Established at

HTHE

University Film Foundation

is

of particular interest as it relates
to the amateur motion picture field.

The Foundation, with offices of 11
West Forty-second Street, New York
City, announces that, for acceptance
by the foundation, amateur film ma-

Makers Magazine, gives pertinent
facts about this new development in

suitable for educational purposes will be considered by the same
standards governing other motion

the field of visual education.

pictures.

The University Film Foundation
intended to be a self-supporting organization, deriving its income from
is

and distribution of its material to educational and cultural ingranted a
stitutions.
It has been
Massachusetts charter as an educational and charitable organization.
the sale

All proceeds will be devoted to adThe Board of
vancing the work.
Trustees, which is responsible for the
administration of the Foundation, is
a self-perpetuating body, elected for
a term of years. It operates through
the Executive Committee of seven
persons, appointed annually.

terial

This opens up unusual pos-

sibilties for members of the League
and amateur movie-makers generally.

Royalty fees will be paid by the
Foundation for the use of such
material.

ground for the erection of a building,
to belong to the university. In return
for these privileges the Foundation

334

may

determine for the pro-

vast laboratories of the uni-

technical apparatus and mechanical
workshops which are essential in the
production of scientific films.
The
university library ranks first in this

country for the scholastic completeness of
tories

its

collection.

Many

labora-

and departments have special

libraries

containing

books and periodicals

the

principal

in

their sub-

A

number of these special libraries contain collections of photographs, carefully documented as to
place of origin, which will be extremely useful in the preparation

jects.

In addition to the

duction of educational and scientific
films are available. The Foundation
will be permitted to state that its films
have been produed in collaboration
with the Faculty and staff of Harvard
University. Furthermore, though not
included in the contract, the university is willing to provide the Foundation with a site upon university

from time to time such
equipment and other facilities as the
college

The

versity contain scientific equipment,

of scenarios.

will permit the Associa-

Harvard
tion to use

Harvard

photographs and its motion picture
equipment at the disposal of Harvard
University for the purposes of instruction and scientific research.

%

Harvard, and

agreement with the President
and Fellows of the university, the recently formed University Film Foun-

is

will place

its

collection of films

and

many

depart-

ments of Harvard College, there is
the group of graduate schools, which
possess almost unlimited facilities
and contracts for the production of
films in their fields of activity. These
include the Harvard Medical School,
the School of Public Health, the
School of Architecture, the Graduate
School of Education, and the Graduate School of Business Administrathe latter with affiliations in
nearly all branches of industry and

tion,

commerce.

—

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

— "Taking
WIFE:
projector?
Wher-

Moreover, Harvard has an unparalleled aggregation of biological, astronomical and meteorological sta-

the

.

scattered in several countries.

tions

Most important of all, Harvard
possesses a leading group of scientists and educators, numbering over
four hundred of professional rank
only in the various
knowledge, but also

authorities not

branches

of

the different divisions
Many of these are
already members of the Council of
Production and are prepared to give
specialists in

of those branches.

their time to the

Foundation

and

.

SHE:— Haven't
foolish.

heard

anything

SHE:—Oh
HE: —Just
we

lists

and a

work rather than

motion

show from the

get every

week... Fif-

air movies on the porch!. .and we'll
be the only ones with a substitute for bridge.
.

.

.

.and.

.

.only three dollars a half hour.

HE:— ...You

bet Cullen's a great
place. .never saw so many different
why
too... that's
things. .Service
we've been getting our pictures back
so quickly... 48 hours.

to that of scientific

that of

!

pick a

half.

reels.

young

who will be available for
production in their particular
fields.
The Foundation will thus be
able to operate generally on a salary
comparable

.

teen minute programs to an hour

film

basis

be

you

at

scientists

of

haven't

about Cullen. .. downMaiden Lane you know...
we'll get whole movie shows sent to
us whenever we want.

town

HE:—Up-to-the-minute too... I mean the pictures
...Filmo Library's, Home Film's, Vitalux, News-

number

the

.

HE: — I mean

SHE: —Open

Another advantage which Harvard
is

.

in su-

field.

possesses

.

get

so

uate School of Education is in close
touch with all the movements and
conditions in the public schools in
this country and its staff will aid in
the preparation of the films for the

school

you

we're away?"

.

The Harvard Grad-

science.

will

.

HUSBAND:—"Wouldn't
without
it
.?"
heard

pervising the production of films, for
the benefit that will accrue to instruction

ever
while

films

.

.

pic-

.

ture companies.

SHE: —What

In order to take full advantage of
many facilities offered by Harvard, the film center to be established
these

you do now we're

will

away?

in connection with the university will

possess complete equipment for film
production and editing, including motion picture cameras, lighting apa-

projection machines, laboratory equipment for developing negatives and printing positives, and all incidental accessories.
ratus,

film

vaults,

Subject to the control of the Executive Committee, John A. Haeseler will
act as Director and have immediate
charge of operations. Mr. Haeseler

was selected
qualifications

in

—a

view of his special
scientific

training

Harvard and Oxford and a detailed knowledge of motion picture
technique.
He has had experience
with film companies in New York
and Hollywood, and during the last
few years has produced scientific and
educational films in Africa, America
and several European countries. Alat

thought at the outset he will be

as-

HE:—Do?... No more

careless films this sumone of those number cards
after each shot we take, and write our titles as
we go along, send the cards with the film to
Cullen and.

mer. ..we'll click

off

.

SHE:— ...and
showing them

by the next week-end we'll be
and everything!

all titled

HE: —We'll

be a hit

Show by Mail"
know.

if

we're the only ones using that "Movie
I'm afraid. .it's so easy you

idea... but

.

.

—

SHE: Yes. .1 remember now. .you just had to write your
address on the bottom of Cullen's ad in the May issue of
.

.

Amateur Movie Makers...

HE:—That's
we

all.

.

.Well.

.

we've
talked about is Cullen and
Home Movies... I haven't
here

are... and

all

noticed a bit of scenery
the way.

all

.

sisted

by technicians, most of the

production personnel will consist of

young

scientists

whom

the Founda-

tion will specially train in film tech-

In some cases graduate students can be employed; thus each
year the Foundation will be of assistance to a number of students in
completing -their education.

nique.

The Foundation will collect films
and photographs of educational and

SHE:

(Just to have the last
.We'll wire Cullen
for a scenic film.

word)

..

CULLEN
MAIDEN

NEW YORK

CITY
LANE,
12
Send along those "movie show" programs every week
Of course there's no obligation!

Name
Summer Address
335

—

—

and individuals

Now

We're

Distributors

for the

Kodascope Libraries

A

STILL wider
subjects

selection of

home movie

now awaits you here. Any of

the films carried in the Kodascope Library
files may be had at our store, quickly, conveniently and at the regular Library rentals.

—comedies—useful and history — travels — sports and many others.
Dramas

arts

There are hundreds of interesting, entertaining reels to show at home with your

m/m

16

We
Stores

projector.

Film Rental Library, which includes

the latest Cinegraphs together with

all

—

other popular movie films new releases
each month. Write today for a Kodascope
Library application blank and complete
descriptive catalog of the films on hand.
Or better still, pay our new library a personal

visit.

Eastman Kodak
The Kodak Corner

.

.

.

all

medium

a

of education the

vantages than the photograph. It can
present an action continuously from
beginning to end with the full illusion of reality.
It can recreate life
itself from any part of the world
it

film

Madison

at

45th

Branch Store, 235 West 23rd

be plant, animal or human.
an international language,

intelligible to all races of

regardless

of

Furthermore,

linguistic

tion

it is

the best

&

"PILOTLIGHT"
A

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.
Makes operating your

projector a
pleasure.
No extra wires needed.
Just pull the switch and the Light
is
When and Where you
there

need

it.

attached to your machine
few minutes and projector
can be packed away in case with'
out detaching.
Easily
in

a

From your Dealer

WILLIAMS.
"The Home

of

or Direct

BROWN & EARLE, Inc.
Motion Picture Equipment"

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

336

Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

r.'i!

IN

A STUDIO

CHICKS
HEY, HEY, UKELELE
All equally good and
Stanley way,
retaining tinfoil.

packed the

all

special

moisture-

in

$7.00 per reel
Dealers: Have you received our
special proposition?

technical developments of
pictures include telephoto

moand

220

aperture lenses, microscopic
aeroplane and undersea photography. The "slow motion" camera makes possible the study of the
growth of plants and other processes
too slow for the human eye to perceive; the panchromatic film insures
greater accuracy in the rendering of
tone values; the new duplicating film
permits original negatives to be preserved, while thousands of prints can
be made from duplicates; the non-inflamable film and the sub-standard

home and classroom

WEST

42nd STREET
YORK, N. Y.

NEW

-Special

Announcement!

AT LAST!

wide

films,

Film Division

Educational

YOU

can

keep

opments

in

motion

pictures by reading

CLOSE UP
An International Monthly Magazine

—approaching

films

from the

experiment
and development.
not highbrow, but progresangles of

art,

—

sive.

more than anything
has retarded the use of motion
pictures in educational institutions,
and since, with the equipment and facilities available, scientific films can
be produced very inexpensively, the
Foundation will immediately undertake the production of series of films
on the fundamentals of the more
common arts and sciences, covering
botany, zoology, physics, geography,
anthropology, geology, astronomy,
and the technique and processes of
sculpture, etching, painting, weaving,
else,

— eporting the major
achievements.
— a searchlight on new
forms.
—distinguished thinkers and
writers
contributors —
film-

as

Havelock

Ellis, Andre
Gide, Arnold Bennett.

—news of

all

countries with

correspondents

for

the

films

in

Paris,

London, Berlin, Moscow,
Rome, Hollywood, etc.

Annual Subscription

$3.50

Single copies 35c
Vol. 1 July-Dec. 1927

Outlines

close

in

touch with world devel-

pottery and other arts.

Price $6.00

y^

Yes we have—here they are:
NONSENSICAL NEWS (3 reels)

is

of study which,

E.

Mave you Js^

others as good?"

means for

Since it is the paucity of such films
as can be well correlated with courses
B.

'American

mankind,

use.

W.

is

Fights for Freedom.' c

comprehensible, with
fewer changes than any other medium, to people of all classes, ages
and degrees of education.
It

ject.

my prized

"(Dne of
reels

differences.

the universal presentation of a sub-

film facilitates

THE

writes

is

The
Stores, Inc.

mo-

tion picture offers even greater ad-

The

One customer

A DAY

trial laboratories.

whether
from our Eastman

rentals

still offer

over the world.
In order to acquire this material on
a wide scale it will pay the owners a
royalty on sales and distribution. The
Foundation will cooperate with scientists and explorers, aiding them in
field production and furnishing them
with trained personnel. It will also
record research experiments of permanent value in university and indus-

As

—

:

from organizations

value

scientific

r

in

these

series have been prepared, or are
under preparation, by the departments at Harvard, and production
budgets have been arranged in con-

junction with these departments. The
program for the first year calls for
the production of forty one-reel films

$5.

bound

Advertising rates on request

American Publishers

FILM ARTS GUILD
SYMON GOULD,
500 Fifth
Dept.

MM.

Director

Avenue
New York

iJ for

which can be used in science courses
in schools and elementary courses in
colleges and which will be of general

The program

interest elsewhere.

your

16mm

films ti

also

includes the editing of a series of a
dozen films, each three or four reels
in length,

which have been taken on

expeditions and which depict the

and customs of peoples

life

in different

The production

parts of the world.

schedules for the following years will
gradually increase in size and scope.

Eventually the Foundation will work
in nearly every field of learning and

human

pursuit.

The plans of the University Film
Foundation have been so formulated
that, after a preliminary period of
establishment and operation covering
four years, the organization should

make

tographs

all

of

Comprised of six book-units holding two seven-inch reels in
bered on the outside from 1 to 12 for indexing. Sturdily

its

available

films
to

//

and pho-

schools,

col-

—

LIEW
VAN
MANUFACTURER

D.

museums, churches, libraries,
clubs and similar organizations the
world over, for purchase or rental

minimum

prices

consistent

and numwood,

not available from your dealer:
Specify C.O.D. or remit price to

leges,

at

tins,

built of

covered with deep green grained cloth, unit faces in imitation red leather
with lettering and figures engraved in gold. Price $15.

The Foundation

be self-supporting.
will

handsome, practical
and convenient file

this

110

EAST

23rd

STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

with

The prooperation and expansion.
duction schedules and budgets have
been designed with the present day
markets in view. In order to develop
this field, the Foundation will maintain offices in

New York

City, oper-

ated on business lines with a competent staff to handle publicity and

carry out a program for the sale and
distribution of its films and photo-

Color For

graphs.

Eventually
social

Home

the

and
and other

educational

institutions in this

Without the Necessity
of Tinting or Toning

countries will adopt films for general
use in their many lines of activity.
Some conception of what this will

mean may be gained from

Use

teachers

are

titles

consider-

employed.

and other organizations, and it will
be seen what an enormous field is
represented.

world

Other countries of the

offer further opportunities.

The University Film Foundation
offers the opportunity to aid in the

fundamental development of the motion picture as an instrument of
science and knowledge and to assist
in the creation of a library of

records

of actuality from various lands, from
diverse realms of nature, and from
many phases of human activity.

for

kaleidoscopic

through the main
and to get the emphasis that
playing

color alone will give to certain
scenes; then add the finishing professional touch to your home pictures by showing the final fade out
in beautiful single or double tones.

A KOLORAY

Over

seven billion dollars are invested in
our schools and universities. More
than two billions are spent annually
for operation. This is for formal education alone. Add to this all of the
churches, museums, libraries, clubs

KOLORAY

effects

ing the fact that education has grown
to be a gigantic modern industry. In
this country alone nearly twenty-five
million students are engaged in acAlmost a milquiring knowledge.
lion

Movies

FROM OPENING TITLE TO FINAL SCENE

The

illustration

attached to a

shows

KOLORAY

Model A, Kodascope

and a Filmo Projector. KOLORAY
is made for Kodascope, Models A,
B and C, Filmo and De Vry 16mm.
Projectors. It can be attached in 30
seconds.
No machine work or alteration needed.

Price $7.50
At your

postpaid. In ordering please
be sure to specify the kind
and model of projector on
which Koloray is to be used.

K

"Professional color effects
for

home movies"

MM pro-

KOLORAY

local dealers or sent

0L0RA

on your 16

jector enables you to give each picture your own individual artistic
touch. As you have the shades of
amber, blue, green, and red, and
also two-color combinations, to work
with, you can produce the effects of
moonlight and sunset.
You can
show the greens of the ocean or
forest with a sunset sky; or the soft
ambers of the woodland against the
The
blue sky of a perfect day.
color possibilities with
are almost limitless.

KOLORAY

addition
by toning
the glaring white of the screen
will save the over-exposed scenes
which otherwise would be worthless.
In

down

Descriptive literature on request.

Y

BECKLEY

and

CHURCH,

INC.

Cutler Building - Rochester, N. Y.
Dealers Use a Koloray on your dem-

—

onstrating projector

—

//

pays.
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ARROW PORTABLE
Motion Picture Screens

FILMS

FORUM

in the

(Patent Pending)

A New

Phase of Visual Education at the
University of Minnesota

By Arthur

ANEW

development in educa-

have found

difficult,

tion

the use of film to teach
the art of public speaking.
Hitherto the most conscientious teachers, skilled in the art of criticism,
is

it

and frequently

make students visualerrors.
The utilization of

impossible, to
Screen Ready for Use

ize their

motion pictures has finally solved
this problem.
The camera has no
feelings.

Composed

of millions of tiny

round

glass beads,

embedded on a strong fabric in a pure
white composition.
Has a wonderful reflective
surface and will not glare like the silver metallic surface.
Can be easily cleaned with soap
and water.
Complete with dustproof mahogany
finished
case
into which it is drawn
by a
metal spring.
firmly

—
16x3x2'/2 —
Weight
—
—
Weight 6
—
—
Weight
—
57x4 /ix5
Weight 18
—
—
Weight 40

picture

Size

liy4
Ho.

1

in.

331/2x31/4x4

$10.00

Size

451/2x41/2x5
15 lbs

picture surface 22x30

$15.00

lbs

in.

1

7^0.
in.

3

N.o.

3

Size

4

>(o.
in.

72x51/4x51/2

Size

picture surface 30x40

$25.00
39x52
$35.00
picture surface 51x68
$75.00

picture

lbs

in.

lbs

9'/(X

surface

lbs

3

Size

surface

At Your Dealer
MANUFACTURED BY

Arrow Screen Company
6725-55 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, California

UNUSUAL FILM
For members

of

Medical or

Surgical Profession only

CAESARIAN OPERATION
Price $15.00

100 Ft.

Only orders on letterheads

of physi-

cians, surgeons or hospitals filled.

Take the Shake Out of
Your Pictures
USE

—

STEDISTRAP
Made

of

Genuine

Leather with a 42
adjustable shoulder strap. Complete
with supporting rod
in.

for camera.

Price #5.00

Home Movie
2120

SLANE

Everything

338

for

it sees is absolutely
prejudice is unknown.
throws a mirror up to nature and

It

Service Co.

AVE., Norwood, O.
the Home Movie Maker.

it,

If we appear beproud and overbearing, it tells
us without mincing its words, for it

reveals the truth.
fort

it

expresses our faults of
the

PRICES

Ho.

What

objective; to

Screen Rolled in Case for Carrying

same language

were spoken

—

movement

in

in

which they

that of action.

If athletes find the

motion picture

studying movement,
why should not the public speaker
employ it? Successful speaking is
not all a matter of voice. Often the
manner, bearing and physical appearance are quite as important.
Some time ago Samuel B. Leighton
thought of these things.
Finding
Professor Wayne L. Morse, of the
Department of Speech at the University of Minnesota, interested in
the idea, the two experimented with
the classroom use of the motion picture. At first, classroom photographs
were made using an arc light and a
camera with an F:3.5 lens. The use
of artificial lighting tended, however,
to create an unnatural situation for
so valuable in

the speaker.

It

was

later

found that

with three large windows in the room
it was possible to make good movies
with a cine camera with F:1.9 lens.
In this way nothing of a foreign nature was admitted to the classroom
except a small and inconspicuous
This was placed on the
camera.
instructor's desk at the rear of the
room and focused on the speaker's
platform. By the touch of a finger,
any part of a talk could be photographed. In this way movies of the
students were made at the beginning
of the year and at various intervals
later.

Professor Morse reports that after

showing the students their pictures on
the screen the improvement in body
control was "nothing short of astonishing."

One

of the

young men

in

freedom and poise,
appearing rigid and tense before the
audience.
Professor Morse tried on

his class lacked

L.

Marble

occasions for more than a
year to get the student to overcome
this fault, but the young man, reported to be of high intelligence,
could not see the mistakes he was
persistently making. Finally he was
shown a moving picture of his appearance on the platform. "Oh, now
several

I

see

what you mean!" he instantly

exclaimed. Never again did he revert
to the old habits and from then on
progress was very rapid.
Speaking of the success of the experiment, Professor Morse says:

"We have found that these pictures
do make perfectly clear to the student types of emotional adjustment
to an audience. That is, speakers can
be classified according to their adjustment to the audience as negative,
neutral, or positive, and each adjustment has its individual characteristics.
For example, a student who is
negative or who possesses an introvert personality usually manifests
such symptoms of self-consciousness
and nervousness as random movements of the fingers, poor eye contact, swaying of the body, shifting of
weight from one foot to the other,
random walking back and forth on
the platform, or a general tendency
to withdraw from the audience or of
tensing before the audience.
is, therefore, difficult to teach
student to eliminate these socalled emotional outlets, because it is
difficult to get him to see the impression that he makes upon the audience.
He is very often not conscious of

"It

the

many

of his nervous mannerisms, but
he sees a motion picture of himself
speaking he recognizes at once the
if

symptoms of his negative adjustment.
In the same manner it is easy for us
to make clear to our students what
neutral and positive adjustments are.
"It seems to me that we spend too
little time in colleges helping students to study their own behavior,
and as a result we are turning out
too many students who possess an
understanding of a body of knowledge but very little understanding of
the causes and effects of their own
behavior.
In speech education we
attempt to meet this educational problem, and I feel that our use of the
motion picture can be of great aid in
an elementary way in helping us to

enable the student to see himself as
others see him."
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How

Neighborhood Film Courses Are Used in Modern
Rooms
Nicholas Senn High School, Chicago

—

School

IMMEDIATE ACTION WILL SECURE FOR YOU

AN EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE
For

the Distribution by Sale or Rental in

and Best Series
Offered

of

Your Territory of the Largest
Now Ready and

Educational Film Courses

to the

School Systems of the Country.

THEY ARE WHAT SCHOOL MEN HAVE LONG WAITED FOR
This Is Also Your Opportunity to Sell the Equipment Needed for
Their Showing to the Schools of Your Territory.

"V^OU now

appreciate the big field opened

FLIGHT COMPLETE COURSES

are

now

*-' ready,

by development of
and equipment. This is your
chance to develop another big and profitable
field. Its possibilities are great for wide awake

covering from the fourth grade
through high school, prepared by famous educators and experts. Every school needs them
to supplement, motivate and vitalize regular

dealers.

prescribed courses.

up

to

you

home movie

as a dealer

film

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS

NEIGHBORHOOD MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,

Inc.

SCHOOL DIVISION
131

W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

HH Center

St.,

Chicago,

111.
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NEWS
New

A

For Amateurs

Filmo

WATCH

thin

Filmo camera,

known as the Filmo 75, makes
its bow on the amateur stage
with this issue of Amateur Movie
Makers. Developed
of

intensive

work,

after three years
this

watch thin

camera, when compared with other
movie cameras, retains many of the
familiar features of its brother, the
Filmo 70, with quite a reduction in
price.

The
Cooke

lens

is

the

Taylor Hobson-

f :3.5, quickly interchangeable
with telephotos and lenses for special
use. The spy glass view-finder has
automatic field area adjustment for
use with various lenses. The camera
can be held and operated easily in
one hand, is embossed in beautiful
colors and fits in a genuine Scotchgrained leather, plush lined carrying

case.

Copying Service
'

I

'HE Eastman Kodak Company

re-

port that their new copying service on 16 mm. film is meeting with
great favor everywhere. Paintings,
portraits, snapshots, post cards, in
fact any kind of a still picture from
vest pocket size to 11 by 14 inches
can be copied for the amateur to
splice in his reels. The picture to be
copied is placed in a special camera
and photographed on the film, which
is then processed and returned.
A service of this kind is particu-*-

larly

of the

beneficial

to

travelling

cine-

amateurs who, for some reason or

INDUSTRY
and

Dealers

other, could not obtain all the pic-

tures they

In

many

an expert

wanted of places

cases

it

is difficult

to distinguish

visited.

for even

between the

copies and scenes actually shot during a trip. The cost of this service

moderate, and can be ordered
through a dealer or from Rochester.

is

Camera Insurance

AN

all-risk

Camera Floater

insur-

ance policy particularly designed
to cover cameras, photographic and
cinematographic equipment is announced by the Aetna Life Insurance

Newf:1.5
TT'HE Wollensak

A

Optical

Company,

of Rochester, N. Y., have recently
placed on the market the /:1.5 Cine-

Velostigmat

which

produces

that sparkle with snap

films

and brilliancy

when projected many times their own
area upon the screen. These lenses
are made in one inch and two inch
focus for 16 mm. and standard size
motion picture cameras.
A new catalog has just been published
scribes

by

sories for

New

this

in

company which

detail

lenses

and

de-

acces-

amateur movie cameras.

Splicer Features

City and
Hartford. According to this department's best information, this is the

TPHE

time that any American company has offered such a policy printed specifically for this purpose. The
premium is reasonable and covers
risks of all forms of transportation
for the one premium, with the exception of aircraft, coastwise waterborne
or world-wide. These are charged for

on its Viewer, Splicer and Rewind
machine. To mention a few of the
improvements on this new Model B:
it reflects a light on the film when
scraping and cutting which is brighter than daylight; has a single cutter;

Company

of

New York

first

-*-

A. C. Hayden Company, of
Brockton, Mass., offers to ama-

teurs this

month

several

new

features

at a slight additional rate.

Lens Turret

RUMOR has

it that a turret mounting for the Victor cine camera,
accommodating three lenses, is soon
to be available for Victor owners.
The turret is to be made of duralumin, a light but extremely strong
metal, such as is used in airplane
Lenses of all focal
construction.
lengths can be used for taking the

picture by a turn of the mount.

PHOTOGRAPHS TO BE
PUBLISHED OF THE NEW
BELL y HOWELL FILMO 75

FIRST
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—
splice can be viewed after cementing
to see if perfect;

snap spring holds
loose end of film; lamp is concealed

and gives no

heat.

It is also announced that the Hayden Folding Projector Stand can be

supplied with a set of separate arms
to hold every type of 16 mm. projector on the market.

The

new

Hayden

self-threading

reel is also available to amateurs this

The self-threading attachment may be inserted in the slot of
any reel, but once installed, cannot
come out without being destroyed. It
month.

however, easily replaced with a
one. A new T slot has been cut
in the reels, which is an improvement
over the old slot to accommodate the
clip that holds the loose end of the
is,

new

inasmuch

the end of the
spring clip cannot loosen accidentfilm,

as

ally.

Also of interest

is

the

new Hayden

film splicer, designed for those ama-

who do

not want to equip themcomplete Viewer,
a
Splicer and Rewind. This compact,
efficient splicer will eliminate the
teurs

selves

with

white line between splices; a splice
can be checked after it is made, and
a special guide prevents the film
from being scratched.

New

THE

Meter Ready

TPHE
*•

Introducing

Drem
New York

new model

Products

Company

of

"UNIVERSAL"

City announce that the
of the Cinophot exposure

meter is now ready for distribution.
This new meter gives direct readings
for one thirty-second seconds, which
is the exposure per frame of the CineKodak and DeVry cameras.
In the Drem exposure meters, all
interfering extraneous light is carefully excluded by the eyecup of the
instrument, and attention forcibly

concentrated upon the appearing
in

the Dremophot,

or

"one

"N"

thirty-

second" in the Cinophot. The eye is
fully adjusted to the prevalent light
values of the object by merely gazing
at it before using the meter. The moment of appearance of the mark in
the meter telescope is a simple and
positive device to ascertain the right
stop.

THE
PROFESSIONAL
MORE ACTION

35MM

Motion Picture
Camera for Advanced

SAYS CHARLES

ROGERS WITH
HIS DEVRY

A mateurs
The Universal

is

THE

a highly perfected
the same as

is

used on the highest

priced studio cameras
easily within

camera with

cam movement

—

at a price

your reach.

experiment, but a

Not an
new model of a

well-known

camera
thoroughly
proved out by actual use under the
most rigorous conditions. Famous
explorers, naturalists, archaeologists

and news

know
it

is

reel

camera men who

"Universals" freely state that

an ideal camera where firstmust be obtained under

class film

the most unfavorable conditions

and

still

—any

one can operate

it.

See your dealer or write us for
further details.

Universal
355

Camera Go.

West Ontario

Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
341

Scratch Proof Film
A PROCESS whereby the

** emulsion

or in the camera case, in a film compartment.
In use, it is screwed into the camera and affords a rigid stand, which

delicate

of motion picture film

rendered scratch and water-proof,
is renovated and preserved is offered
to amateurs this month by Albert
Teitel, film pioneer expert. By this
method, the emulsion is "sealed"
from exterior contact, and decomposition of the sub-stratum of the emulis

makes

it

possible to place the camera

More dope on

Sunny

Little

Little Sunny is a self'feeding arc lamp,
with no springs or moving parts to get out
of order; the aluminum reflector and handle
fold back for compactness. One lamp takes
about one-fourth the space of a 1000 watt
Mazda lamp and gives about twice the light;
draws only 8 amperes and can be used on
any 110 volt circuit.
While one lamp will make movies of
closeups of two or three people at f. 3.?,
we recommend using two, one to flood and
one to high light and get professional

movie

effects.

The

price

feet of cord

$1? each, complete, with 1?
and 6 double length carbons;

is

6 foot folding nickel plated stand $2.50.
Extra carbons 75c per dozen, $4.50 per
hundred.

.•

.

/

If you don't li\e Little Sunny
you can return him within 10
days and we'll cheerfully refund your money.

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438 Rush

Street

Chicago, Illinois

-

MARY BRIAN

OHIO-INDIANA

WITH HER
CINE

KODAK

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING

35mm

16mm

Art Titles, Editing
Holly Photo Service

Dayton
Ohio

275 4th Street

Arcade
..c>«;

AT YOUR DEALER
'ITLES
—"S
Scenario Writing
A

new and

personal type of service,

any of the dealers listed on
page 354, something that will add a
more professional touch to your films.
We put your films in the proper continuity and write your titles
really
giving you a professional film
this
service at your nearest dealer or direct
from us. 3 5c and up and 10c per foot
for hand drawn titles
a trifle more for
available at

—
—

—

art titles interestingly done.

Stone Film Laboratory
8807 Hough Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
'Exclusively 16 m/tn Productions"
••€>li

342

.,

:..:

When used on negenables the laboratory
to get many more prints than from
a negative which has not been treated
with this process. Mr. Teitel's process has been used in many instances
on professional productions of First
National Pictures, Inc., Paramountsion

prevented.

is

ative film,

it

Famous-Lasky,

David Wark
Many large companies are

Griffith.

using

and

at the present time.

This protective film coating method should be
of particular value for the preservation of important educational film
it

features.

Vest Pocket Tripod
A SMALL, compact tripod

**

has just

been placed on the market which

will enable

many

a

camera owner

to

get into the picture himself, with a
minimum of time and trouble, and

many other convenknown as the Vespod,

offering, as well,
iences.

It

is

and can be carried

in the vest pocket

:

7f

'::/

:::

—

almost anywhere on a table, on an
automobile, on the ground, or on a
stump or rock. This device is being

by the Amateur Movie
Service of Baltimore, Maryland.

distributed

Color Film
A FILM for natural

**

color cinematography has recently come to

the attention of this department. The
process, known as the Wolff-Heide
Photocolor process, is a purely
photo-chemical
process,
and has
many technical and commercial aspects which would seem to make it
ideal for amateur use. The film used
is the ordinary black and white emulsion film, and is treated with certain

dyes which
values.

It is

the proper color
said that it can be used

filter

any camera without any additions
or changes being made. This also applies to the projection of the positive.
Through a photo-chemical coloring
method, beautiful pictures in natural
in

are projected on the screen.
These colors do not fade, and are
said to be as durable as the celluloid
that holds them. Color fringing has
been practically eliminated.
color

This film,

at

the present time,

is

available only on 35 mm. stock, but
production for 16 mm. cameras is

contemplated.

Japanese Library
house
THE photographic importingOsaka,
of

Fukada & Company,

Japan, at the earnest request of their
customers, are negotiating with some
famous Japanese studios to reduce
their standard-size theatrical films to

16mm.

The Japanese cine-amateur
following in the footsteps of the
Occidental amateur movie-maker, and
the near future will no doubt bring
many Japanese professional productions to the 16mm screens of the
American amateur. Heretofore the
16 millimetrist of the Orient has been
is

using only American library films.

jC

qp

#

Make your pictures
FADE IN and OUT
as the professionals

HPHIS
A Its

do

automatic dissolving device is not an iris vignetter.
automatic construction is SO SIMPLE

BEGINNER CAN USE
A DISSOLVING

IT WITH

THAT A

PERFECT RESULTS.

device designed to do

away with

all

com-

*">

plicated, expensive apparatus.
Both the beginner and
the advanced amateur can easily procure the beautiful,
smooth, even-timed fade-outs, fade-ins, dissolves and other
camera tricks of the professional. Yet this is a piece of scientifically-constructed and workmanlike optical mechanism

You

simply

ATTACH TO ANY LENS
(NO TOOLS NEEDED)
PRESS A BUTTON— PRESTO!— RESULTS
(moderately priced)

Cinematic Accessories Company
117

DEALERS

West

46th Street

WRITE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

SOLICITED

Accessories of

all

for

DETAILS

kinds

YCUR PICTURES
can only be as good as the lens
with which you take them

THE NEW CINE NIZO
Now

being distributed in America by
Burleigh Brooks

Picture Magnifier

"COR

facilitating the

films,

attention

work of editing

is

called to the

15 power Bell & Howell Picture Magnifier. This magnifier holds the film
at the exact point for proper focusing of the viewer lens. Three slots
in which the film to be viewed is inserted give perfect focus respectively
for near, normal and far-sighted eyes.
bell-shaped eyepiece shuts out all
light but that by which the film is

A

examined.

Dealer Activity

THERE

no

denying that the
American cine equipment dealers'
shops are progressive and on their
is

KINO-HYPAR

CINEGOR-TELKTAR

are worthy of the time, the
the

money you expend

effort,

and

in their creation

—

They are known for their fine corrections, their speed and fine workmanship the best
assurance of tone atmosphere, correct perspective and wealth of detail from the scenes
Goerz lenses are made in a variety of speeds and
at which you point your camera.
Our service department will gladly advise you as to the best selection
focal lengths.
for your camera and the particular work you are most interested in.

C.P.

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL

317 East

34f/i

St.

New

MANUFACTURERS OF LENSES AND PRECISION INSTRUMENTS TO

CO.

York City
AID

CINE-AMATEURS
343

toes

SHOOT YOURSELF
WITHOUT WASTING
WITH THE

M. A.

(for

With

C.

FILM!

Filmo and Eyemo cameras)

—

closeups of subjects with a one-inch lens that
can ordinarily be obtained only with telephoto.

2.

Simplify the making of animated

3.

Include yourself in the picture without loss of film.

'T'O

get

in

picture yourself set up camera

WHERE YOU ARE
WHERE YOU ARE, at
"The

Single Exposure

It fits

in

and

is

Clamp

camera

case,

desired

to

films.

When

distance.

The

Single Exposure

Clamp
ready,

camera from
and step in picture. When finished step out of picture and stop camera
any distance. Not necessary to run to camera.

Clamp"
is

at

and

titles

start

you unlimited variations of "shooting."

gives

made

of brass

and spring

steel,

is

4%"

long folded.

It

weighs one ounce

instantly adjusted.

Filmo

for

$3.75

Entire outfit for indoor and outdoor

comes

to sales activities,

the

Make

1.

it

Mr. Casals has been most active in
interests
of the League and
Amateur Movie Makers for manymonths past. He has a number of
agents in Barcelona, and has set them

SINGLE EXPOSURE CLAMP

clamp you can

this

when

but for initiative of the highest order
this department awards the prize to
James Casals, dealer par excellent in
cinematographic supplies and periodicals, of Barcelona, Spain.

(Price for

Eyemo on

request)

work

.

.$4.65

work

soliciting subscriptions to the

magazine and memberships in the
League in the best hotels and clubs.
At the time of his last writing he was
preparing to leave on a two months'
trip to the northeastern part of Spain
and the Portuguese border, the major
portion of which was to be devoted
to the interests of the League and
magazine.

But his supreme achievement was
chartering of an aeroplane in
which to fly over the city of Barcelona and distribute colored leaflets,
announcing, as Mr. Casals puts it,

the

USE YOUR TRIPOD
AS A PROJECTOR STAND!

'"the great technical

WITH THE
M. A.

C.

/^iLAMP

TRIPOD CLAMP AND SHELF BRACE

for support of projector

attached to tripod head by means

is

which standard tripods are equipped, in same manner
in which camera is mounted.
This clamp and shelf brace are designed
to fit any tripod whether of wood, metal channel, or tubular construe
tion.
Clamps furnished for Filmo, Kodascope or DeVry projectors. The
brace, forming shelf as shown, makes the tripod extremely rigid and
of screw with

Tripod Clamp and

prevents tipping or spreading.

Shelf Brace

When

ordering, state projector to be used.

The whole

brass.

'^

is

light,

Material of brace fastening, solid

steel.

compact and substantial in construction and

convenient to carry.

PROJECTOR CLAMP,

$ 3.60

$11.00

Shelf brace complete

Used on
Kodascopes, DeVry, etc.
Right: Clamp as Used
on Bell & Howell Filmo.
Left:

Clamp

3.00

S

Kodascope Model B

Mr. Casals is to be heartily congratulated for his enterprise, and his
activities on behalf of the League and

The

shown above

accessories

are

described

in

detail

in

an

booklet which will be sent on request.

"M. A. G."
159

COMPANY—CINE ACCESSORIES
Remsen

Street, Brooklyn,

WILL LAST FOREVER!
its

make your old or new
permanently pliable and preserve

process will

Used by leading professional producers.
Let me give you a free demonstration
Send me 100 feet of your flm and I
will process it free, you paying postage.

GOOD FILMS
NEW OR OLD
NEGATIVES OR PRINTS
and will pay highest prices. We can use your
old library subjects or your own product.

Write for our plan

ALBERT TEITEL
Film Expert

WEST
New

40th STREET

York, N. Y.

N. Y.

WE BUY, SELL, RENT

surface.

105

PROTECTO
105

FILMS,

Inc.

WEST FORTIETH STREET

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

THE Connecticut Chamber of Com-a

merce is interested in compiling
of motion pictures which show
the landscape, social and industrial
Anyone having
life of Connecticut.
list

information pertaining to such a list
is requested to get in touch with the
Chamber of Commerce at 3 Lewis
Street, Hartford, Connecticut.

Free Catalog

A

CATALOG

of lenses

and lens

ac-

&
Howell Filmo is just off the press and
will be sent on request to any one interested. The catalog is profusely illustrated and besides listing lenses
and lens accessories gives valuable
data on getting good results with
cessories for use with the Bell

telephoto lenses. It is interesting to
note that there are now 18 lenses interchangeable with the regular Filmo
lens equipment.
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many

of his efforts being adaptable to the
American scene. Such application
would undoubtedly react to the advantage of both dealers and the

Wanted

!

film

Spain should prove sug-

attractive

DEALERS WRITE FOR DETAILS TO

My

in

gestive to United States dealers,

League.

as

THE

scientific re-

colored trailers boosting the A.C.L.

magazine
Material of clamp, cold rolled

and

view of cinematography, Amateur
Movie Makers." His firm's publicity
agent is also preparing a 1928 campaign for Amateur Movie Makers
in the entire Spanish press. All the
high grade motion picture houses of
Barcelona are to be supplied with

"Automatic
Dissolve Disc"

ATbe

16

last the

mm. amateur

will

able to get professional fade
in and fade out effects. There will
shortly appear on the amateur market a fade accessory that screws directly onto the lens of the camera.
It is operated by the pressure of a
button, placed near the camera starting button, and will fade in and out
without the necessity of resetting. The
device will fit any lens up to two
inches in diameter, and can be used
on 35 mm. as well as 16 mm. cameras.
It is timed to operate automatically at several speeds, making it
possible to fade in or out in a predetermined number of feet of film.
The device can be attached to the
camera in thirty seconds without the
aid of any tools. Since the sunshade
must be removed from the lens to accommodate the attachment, filter
holders and sunshades will be supplied with

This

it,

if

DECORATION DAY SPECIALS
12 Film

Monuments dedicated

to

American Homes

$4.50

Safety Stock

100

/*.

reels

desired.

"Automatic

Dissolve

Disc"

which makes possible many of the
tricks of the professional

cameraman

Badgley,
being marketed by the Cinematic Accessories Co. of 117 W. 46th
is

the design of Mr. G.

and

St.,

is

New York

CANTIGNY

J.

ST.

America's First Battle May
(WAR NO. 3)

City.

Film Albums
filing of film reels is

interpretations

Its

(WAR NO.

27,

in

this

month's announcements. The Eastman
Kodak Company introduces the Cine
Album, a light metal container in
the shape of a book, finished with arIt is furnished in two
tificial leather.
sizes, the single album which holds
one 400 foot reel, or the double album which holds two 400 foot reels.
Gummed numerals are furnished for
proper filing.

The Van Liew Film File is also announced by D. Van Liew of 110 E.
23rd St., New York, N. Y. It contains six units, each of which holds
two 400 foot reels. The units are
in the form of books with red leather
fronts, and the six fit into a case of
green material over wood, the whole
giving the appearance of a book set.
Willoughby's of New York, N. Y.,
offering the Cine Chest, also in
book form, each chest holding two
400 foot reels. The chest is finished
in grained walnut.

9)

ARGONNE FOREST
1918

Last

& greatest

battle Sept. 26, 1918

(WAR NO.

EXPLOITS OF
given four

MIHIEL

capture Sept. 12, 1918

10)

GERMAN SUBMARINES

Confiscated German Films showing actual sinking of helpless American and
Allied Merchant Ships. Captains taken prisoners, crews left to drift on the

interesting idea for convenient

different

1918

CHATEAU THIERRY
Second Offensive July 18 to
(WAR NO. 4)

AN

28,

open

sea.

(WAR NO.
(WAR NO.

,

5) "S.S.
7) "S.S.

MAPLEWOOD"
PARGATE"

on the transport
(WAR NO. 1)

thrilling trip

,

STROMBOLI"
MISS MORRIS"

Passing devastated towns to front
lines

(WAR NO.

ZEPPELINS LAST RAID

OVER LONDON
(WAR NO.

6) "S.S.
8) "S.S.

LANDING AT BREST

"LEVIATHAN"

A

(WAR NO.
(WAR NO.

RUSSIA IN THE

WORLD WAR

(WAR NO.

11)

2)

12)

AT YOUR DEALER

EMPIRE SAFETY FILM
723 Seventh

New

CO.,

Inc.

Avenue

York City

is

The Wm. Ganz Company is sponsoring the Film Chest, which is constructed to hold five 400 foot reels.
This unit is found in red and green

Please Mail

Name

Me An

Empire 16 mm. Subject Catalogue

...

Address
City

State
I

Am

Also Interested In Your Laboratory Service

LJ

leather.
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You did not have
and missed many

year

last

it

fine shots!
This year you can take any picture
anywhere at any time with our

"BETTER PICTURE KIT"
Victor

The

telescope-like

which

which

cameras

or

magnifies

for Filmo
includes:

3" F-3.5 Goerz telephoto lens
things which you cannot ap-

THE NEW VICTOR IS THE
FAVORITE OF MAURY
MADISON, PARISIAN SONG
WRITER WHOSE MELODIES
ARE FAMILIAR TO CINE
TRAVELERS WHO HAVE

SEEN THE DOLLY SISTERS

AT THE CASINO DE PARIS,
JOSEPHINE BAKER AT THE
FOLIES BERGERE
LESLIE AT THE

OR EARL
MOULIN

ROUGE.

proach.

For instance a bear "shot" with the regular lens
It fails to imlooks like nothing on the screen.
press your friends because they see that you had
time to run.

the telephoto lens the same bear will look
he meant business and you may tell your
audience how you annihilated the beast with a
blow from your trusty knife.

With
like

The second
fast Xenon

of the "KIT" is the extra
lens to take pictures inside

article

1"

F-2.

of museums, on very dark and rainy days or

in-

doors.

These two pictures show how an indoor set looks
when taken with the fast Xenon F-2. on the left
and with the regular F-3.5 on the right without
artificial lighting.

The third
make good
the light
It

makes

is
it

make good
without

its

light filter to
is the Ramstein
pictures on the beach, at sea or where
very strong.

article

possible to even up the exposure and
pictures which would not be possible
use.

MAKE TH EM INTRIGUING
On the left is a picture ta\en without the
and on the right the same view ta\en with

"BETTER PICTURE KIT"

The

a

is

filter
it.

selected
take

assortment of lenses with which you will
BETTER PICTURES during your vacation.
priced at $

It is

1 1

complete but the components

5

are also sold separately.

a scene changes abruptly
absolutely necessary. If by
means of a fade-out you can obviate
the necessity for a title use your
fade-out, but don't sacrifice clarity
title is

to one less title.

The Telephoto Lens

The Xenon Fast Lens

is

and the Light Filter

$3.60

is

you need

if

any movie supplies

title

"A

guaranteed service on which you can depend"

R. E.

before he speaks, or after he
has finished speaking makes the film
rather ridiculous.
Therefore,
let
your audience see him talking, then
insert your spoken title and return
sert

it

the picture
speaking.

New York

SPECIAL LIST

LACAULT

1931 Broadway,

New

You know what
^iame
Address

346

I

Send

it

quickly.

of

your actor

still

the idea of simstrongly,"
said Miss
earnestly.
"It is the

stress

too

need of title-writing. A
simple direct way of speaking, always
in character and very concise. The
one idea is to make the other fellow
understand without deviating his atessential

from the picture in the slightYou've got to give everything you have in you to title successfully, and you have got to have
any amount of patience with yourself.
Sometimes I write one title fifty times
before I find the wording that suits
tention

York City

want.

can't

Brown very
City

Long distance phone Susquehanna 2095
MAIL THIS COUPON AND GET OUR

R. E.

"I

plicity

LAGAULT

1931 Broadway,

is

are

cases always insert your title when
the speaker's mouth is open. To in-

to

lacrad-NlWtoT

conversing
essential. In such

characters

a spoken

WE PAY THE POSTAGE
matter where you are,

When

$37.50

est degree.

You

just

have to keep

at it."

films successfully for eight years, who
in the past year has had her name on

the

screen

every week, for during

1927 Miss Brown titled four feature
films and fifty-four short, or onereel, films.

$75

is

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED AT ONCE
BY AIR MAIL
OR THE QUICKEST WAY
No

"When

a

me.

This from a young woman who
has been writing titles and editing

(Continued from page 309)

Among

these last are the
"Curiosities" and
"Rare-Bits,"
"Round the World
Films," and so forth.
series

known

"After

I

as

had been attempting

to

for a short time I came to the
realization that editing and titling was
really a destructive job, and to do it
title

must be capable of constructI were going to cut films
to pieces I must be able to rebuild
them. So I retired from pictures for
a year and spent that whole time in
learning to write. I concentrated on
movie comedies and short stories and
well

I

ing, for if

I

learned

how

to

motivate a story

and to build up a plot in action. It
was more than worth while."
In Miss Brown's case it certainly
proved worth while for aside from
aiding her motion picture work, she
found that she really could write
and since that time has created innumerable short stories and four
novels. Her latest novel, "Ballyhoo,"
a story of carnival life, has just been
bought by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as

i

.

.

a vehicle for the lovely and popular
Norma Shearer. But she does not
advise all amateur movie makers to
take a year off in order to learn

own

to title their

films.

Such

how

drastic

action is unnecessary, but a little
practice in learning to construct is
invaluable.
Moreover, Miss Brown
suggests that the writing of jingles

when

and verse

lights

is

a great aid in securing

the right words for a good title that
rings true. Always read your title

out loud and

test

the sound of

^

.JllMEYE*^™
KIN9D1

it.

When

asked if a certain kind of
mind were one of the requisites for
titling Miss Brown said that neither
that nor a special knack were necessary. She went on to explain that
twenty-four people might each have
a knack for titling but each would
have a different knack, yet all might
be successful. The prime tool is a
desire to do the work whether it be
amateur or professional; then the
willingness to experiment until you
strike the line you want, followed by
continued practice as you would
work to perfect a dancing step for
in this more than in many other arts,

—

'practice

makes

—

•

#|

.

|J xClU.lt;

§§•
«|V,
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Fading light and a good picture lost but an
/'L? takes pictures where no other lens can. Despite its speed, there is a certain depth and modeljn
g the sense of form that mark the difference
between ordinary pictures and pictures taken with
any PLASMAT. You need a fast lens and that
fast lens should be the PLASMAT f - 1 .5
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with finder;)

increased
perspective
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shot
sake.

to
If

medium

shot

for

P^

G°erlilz,

keep your audience interested
while you observe the unity of time.
People invariably prefer three short
scenes to one long one, and if your
scene is too long they will lose interest and their minds will begin to
wander. Another very important bit
of advice is, don't ape the big productions. Use what you have at your
will

own door. Be
Knowing your

make your

l 4.

"The Better
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telephoto
:

of yellow Jena glass to screw

between lens and sunshade
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Hand

Lettering

Refined! Attractive!! Economical!!!
Send

$2.00 with copy of 3 titles

Pioneer Art Title
Builder

n

/TT"

WE

n

and

Pennsylvania 2634
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DON'T

get

YOUR

trial

Film
Editing
n"

n

rTN

WANT SORROW

darken the year for you

to

because you forgot to join the

is

For the amateur who is not working
on a production but rather takes
pictures of various odds and ends that
are of interest to him, Miss Brown's
methods will be of especial interest.

'^W*

ifl!i

'^^^^^^^^^^

*C3E^

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE.

criticism,"

loss of spontaneity."

n

AW'JI PrT

picture

very hard to create under
continued Miss Brown,
"and I would suggest that when the
members of motion picture clubs
are working on a picture they either
appoint one or two members to work
out a full set of titles and then submit
them for discussion, but I would
strongly advise against discussion
before the set of titles is complete.
Criticism during the creation of titles
makes for raggedness and a complete

'

^^m^mmm^^^M^^^^^^^^^

original at all costs.
subject and locality,

as you do, you can
natural and real.

Germany.

variety's

character and then the other, then
fade back to your long shot. This

^*

'

wbrk/ot

you have a long shot of two

people conversing, vary the long shot
by making a close-up of first one

"It

<

— moderate

effect

:

Further advice to amateur movie
fans is to beware of long scenes.
Learn to vary them, rather give the
scene from as many angles as possible, going from close-up to long-

with
-

2 in

'

angle

standard equipment

usua '

^^m^^
:

i»»"ii

gives wider
greater depth.

$54 00

''

:

'

focus

in

]

»'mo ciMw'S^SfewTOH
»iSm>>Wi i" miiiihi

or VICTOR
(with finder ) -$60.00

-
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perfect.'
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the fast lens

p Chase away impending gloom
efe

X

To

by attacking, with a bright pen,
these dotted lines

accept the invitation of the

Inc.

a year's subscription to

INC., 105 West 40th

Street,

Amateur Cinema League,

New York

Inc., to

City.

become an

check for FIVE DOLLARS payable to Amateur
enclosed in payment for the dues, $2.00 of which is for

My

annual League member.

Cinema League,

f

Date

the

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,
I

Srl»

is

Amateur Movie Makers.

understood that immediately upon my election I am to become entitled to all the
privileges of the League.
It is also understood
that there are no duties or obligations connected with this membership other than those which I may voluntarily assume from time to time.
It

is

T^ame

Street

City

State.
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We

have already spoken of the fact

known

that she titles one-reel films

Have Your

Cruise Pictures
Edited by Experts
winter travels is your only living
memory of the thrills and pleasures of the trip. As such, it is

something to be treasured

for

Proper editing of these films
adds immeasurably to their value
and beauty. Our experts will perform this service for you at nominal
cost, and return to you a finished
and entertain

Editing and titling comprise but
a part of our service. If

you wish,
we will gladly offer advice and suggestions that will enable you to
secure even better pictures when
you travel again.

comment and

in for inspec-

criticism.

KODASCOPE
Editing

Room

& Titling

chicken farm, a fox farm, etc. Miss
Brown called her film "Growing
first title

read,

"Banks

only places to grow
money." Then she introduced her
scenes of the fir trees with the title
are not

the

"Snowbanks grow Xmas

Xmas

trees

and

Mr.

Sim-

trees bring cold cash."

ilarly each of the other scenes

—

Service, Inc.,

Madison Ave.
New York

917, 350

An

growing

state.

interesting, instructive film

made

a

film

called

Bass.

head-

.the oldest motion picture service in
at

.

Chicago.
Big sixty-page catalog

free

for the asking.

Company

Bass Camera
179

West Madison

Street

Chicago, Illinois
"Yes We Swap Cameras"

A

"Honeymoon

Hints," and introduced with the

is

new

his

Make your Chicago
quarters

from a number of unrelated scenes
all bearing on the central theme of
growing money.
Another film called "From Soup
to Nuts" was based on the central
idea that nature is always at work
getting dinner ready for humans,
from the first course of oysters right
through a dinner menu. A number
of interesting scenes of places famous
both here and abroad were molded
into

with

For like all sophisticated and
keen buyers... he bought his
Filmo from Bass.

—

in its

happy

Filmo.

the

purses and shoes; the fox farm furs
for milady, etc.- each showing the

money-producer

Pancake

Potter

J.

quite

alligators producing leather for bags,

the most critical audience.

Bring your films

titling.

Money." Her

countless years to come.

film that will delight

whole through clever
Here is an instance. The film
comprised scenes of fir trees growing
in snowbanks, an alligator farm, a
interesting

The motion picture record of your

tion,

"Curiosities"
and
"Rare-Bits.
These are merely groups of pictures,
more or less related, that are strung
on a central theme and made into an
as

Real Buy

title

"When GrandpamarriedGrandma she
was content with

Let the

BURTON
HOLMES
LABORATORY
DO YOUR
MOTION PICTURE

WORK

Contract Printing
of 16

mm.
and

scientifically tested

correctly timed

honeymoon spent

so if she is a social climber take
her to the heights", followed by a
picture of skiing in Switzerland. The
film went on with the idea that some
place was best suited to the temperament of each bride and detailed
various places for the help of the
bridegroom. In talking about this
film Miss Brown related the following
incident.
After showing the com-

mm.

REDUCTION PRINTING

He had been very
liked it.
during the showing but had
seemed intensely interested. He merely
replied, "Pretty good, Pretty good."
A few days later she received word
that he had suddenly gone off on

3?

MM.

MASTER POSITIVES
and

DUPES

Both

sizes on duplicating stock with
proper wratten filters on special
copying printers.

7510 N. Ashland Avenue
Chicago
348

at
A

is

still

film

is

seemed

"Honeymoon Hints"

rather literally.

to

take

Others of Miss Brown's films involving this same method are "Rubber-necking"
a number of scenes
taken in and about New York. The
introductory title is "All aboard
Ladies and Gents. Here we go off
on a rubberneck tour." The bus is
not shown as the title is enough to

—

$29.75 Postpaid

companion

for

outdoor

your

sports,

games,

The Best offer ever made on these
genuine Colmont Prism Binoculars. Unsurpassed
greatest all purpose
Genuine leather case
you will be proud to
Try them for a week. Compare with any
Then if you are not entirely pleased your

illumination

glass for all
and straps.

own.
glass.

money

gives you the
general uses.

A

will be

smart

outfit

returned.

^ mm
FREE CineFtKodak Film
10°

-

Value

Ro11,

$6.00

clientele among movie
this free offer for a
makers we
will send absolutely
limited time only.
Cine Kodak
100 ft. roll of 16
free, one
Film with every order for the Binoculars de-

In

responsible, for he

34 Millimeter

travel.

how he

own honeymoon, and she
wondering just how far her

Power

BINOCULARS

pleted film to the man who had made
the individual scenes she asked him

his

ENLARGING TO

8

quiet

CAREFUL DEVELOPING
35 and 16
* *

a

Niagara Falls (various shots of the
Falls), but the bride of today wants
to see more of the world than that
at

order

to

widen our
are making

We

mm

scribed above.

will receive both, the complete Colmont
Prism Binocular outfit and the Film, all for the
Everybody should have
price of the Binoculars.
a good pair of Binoculars; this is your opporMoney back if not satisfied.
tunity.

You

WATRY & HEIDKAMP
Dept.

7,

Optical

17

W. Randolph St., Chicago
ESTABLISHED 1883

Goods, Cameras, Cine Equipment

create the illusion. The other titles
are in character
in the language of
a guide pointing out to sightseers

—

"On

"We

the left—", "on
next come to

— the
",

right—"
etc.

Also

"Have a Drink," comprising a number of water scenes from streams to
ocean introduced by the idea "Ever
take a drink? Wonder where it comes
from?" and concluding with a picture of the ocean and the words,
"This water
if

you are

too salty to drink, but

is

thirsty for beauty

—Have

a Drink."

There are
"Curiosities"

"Round

the

many more

of

and "Rare-Bits"
Worlds" (which

these

and
you

would do well to see when they are
shown at your theatre. The above
mentioned have all been released)
but these few are sufficient to give
you a sketchy idea of how Miss
Brown does it. She says you must
have a central idea which you must
carry through to the very end, and
your last title should relate back to
your
first.
That
seems
simple
enough and surely is worth trying. So dig out all those old shots
you took on that last trip around
the world, or last summer while on
vacation, or even the ones you took
on Thanksgiving and Christmas. Sort
them out, create your central idea and
then try your hand at some clever
titles. And remember to keep them
simple, keep them in character, and
above all make them mysterious and
intriguing!

FIRST

AMATEUR

jfw « n"*»

wm^wmmwp^
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]
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"ROADSHOW"
(Continued from page 303)

5

gram

held sway contained many
Mexicans, some of them in the uni-

form of insurrectionists, according to
the appraising eyes of the men who
are accompanying the Southern ex-

FOR A SHORT TIME ONLY

WE WILL ACCEPT IN TRADE
ANY 16MM PROJECTOR AT

hibition.

The exhibition touring the East, in
particular, has been welcomed by
local amateur movie clubs, whose officers and members have been glad

OF

OR

KODASCOPE

of an opportunity to see an outstanding photoplay of another club and
have been stimulated by the exhibi-

(Model B Projector)

Of

tion.

But the "shows" learn as well as
In Tucson, Arizona, for instance, the accompanying party met
Mr. J. F. Pfeiffer and heard about two
meritorious motion picture accomplishments which he had to his credit.
In the first place, he is reputed to go
at least once a week with motion picture shows to hospitals, orphan asylums, and churches, without recompense, using his 16 mm. projector to
show either rented films or films he
has taken himself.
The second
achievement is more striking and perhaps no less commendable.
Mr.
Pfeiffer had his camera on the job
some time ago when the Santa Cruz

ITS

75%
RETAIL VALUE ON A NEW
BELL & HOWELL

course

we

ta\e cine'cameras in exchange

Complete assortment of
Accessories & Lenses
for 16mm Equipment

teach.

DISTRIBUTOR OF BELL & HOWELL RENTAL LIBRARY

MAKE

THIS STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS
PERSONAL ATTENTION
Competent—Technical

I

n

Cine Films purchased from us receive 48 hour Finishing Service Free

COLUMBUS PHOTO SUPPLY
146
OPEN EVENINGS

COLUMBUS AVENUE
at 66th ST.

& B'WAY

NEW YORK \

m««(4ti ^.jLtAiiAAu iiiilliliil/i^iiilii^ihiiiikiiililiiiiiiiHill iAiii.iwkA
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CINE -ART

'

WESTERN FEATURES

CINDERS, SURF

River, dry most of the year, became
a swollen torrent after heavy rains
and caused floods which ruined

and bridges in the city of
Tucson. Mr. Pfeiffer's motion pictures of the flood were the principal

(Continued from, page 313)

streets

Dick
Hatton^
now ready!

items of evidence

Tucson applied
Arizona for an

when
to

the City of

the

State

of

appropriation of
$75,000 to aid in restoration of the
damage and prevention of future

damage by

erratic river.
The
was granted, and credit
for the appropriation was given by
the chairman of the state board in

the

financial aid

question to the convincing
picture presentation.

motion

motion picture exhibition. Here are
his comments on the reaction of the
audiences as they learn of the magic
of 16 mm. movies:

"They

attentively

listen

to

the

home

movies, about the reversal process which saves the expense of an extra length of film, the
simplicity of the operation of small
movie cameras and projectors, the
general inexpensiveness, and the lasting pleasure to be obtained from
them. The interest is so great that the
story of

A ROARING DRAMA
OF THE WEST

'crews'

i

of potential

CINEART
PRODUCTIONS
BEACHWOOD
DRIVE -

144-2

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

^SO.to
*250.aWeek
in

FREE BOOJ^ffirlow
quickly

qualify

for

big-paying positions

in

Motion Picture, Portrait, Commercial or News Photography, or start your own business.
No experience
needed.

CAMERA GIVEN WITH COURSE

Learn at home or in our great New York Studios.
Earn while learning. Write today for Free Book, Job
Chart and Free Camera offer.

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Dept.

105

10

West 33rd

New York

St.

WE BUY
All Makes of Recognized Quality
16

M/M

and 35

M/M

Cameras and Projectors
CINE KODAK
KODASCOPE
DE VRY
EYEMO
FILMO
VICTOR
Also

PATHEX & SEPT

Give All Details

in First

Letter

Monarch Theatre Supply Co.
Box 2042

makers

Memphis, Tenn.
(amateur movie dept.)

that each person choose a character

from "Fly Low Jack and the Game"
and follow it through the three reels
to see how easy and entertaining it
would be to take part in such a play.

"Some

of the questions asked after

the performances are amusing,

and

by no means ridiculous. For in'Do you show the pictures
with the same machine with which
you take them?' 'Do you have to be

stance,

an expert to take pictures?' Well, inquiring minds are the best assurance
of
wide-spread information;
and
these exhibitions are meant primarily
to answer questions, those asked and
those unasked."
At the time this issue of Amateur
Movie Makers appears, one exhibition will be working its way across
the Northwest from Seattle, city by
city, to finish its

The other
tions of

schedule in Chicago.

will be giving demonstra-

home movies

New York

City.

in and around
Readers of Amateur

Movie Makers who would be
ested to see this

summation

inter-

of the

present progress of home movies may
learn of the approach of one of the
exhibitions in the territories mentioned through their local newspapers
or

350

and actual home movie
by the suggestion

stirred

is

yet

i^hotograpM
Tou can

have to answer numberless

questions after each performance.
"The imagination of the audiences

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LIST
OF SHORT SUBJECTS AND FEATURES

from

their

home movie

foot straight up behind, I was swinging it around in a semi-cicle. This

was such a revelation to me that I
immediately became vitally interested in the amateur end of moving pictures, and have used the amateur
moving picture camera in my training ever since, with great success.

"In my athletic trip around the
world with Loren Murchison, I had a
cine camera with me, and by its constant use

I

came

dealer.

to realize its full

athletes of our
country. And, in view of my work
before the professional camera, it is
only natural that I should find other
possibilities

Additional pointed evidence comes
from the testimony of one of the men
travelling with the Eastern amateur

AND

CELLULOID

benefits in
ican,' a

its

to

the

use.

In 'The All

Amer-

Wurtzel Production in which

I was recently starred, I had rare opportunity of demonstrating the use of
the amateur moving picture camera
in training to secure perfection both
in acting and athletic form."

When

throngs of hysterical
Avalon, Catalina Island,
witnessed the exciting and remarkable
finish of the boat race across the
Catalina Channel from Long Beach,
they marvelled at the stamina and

people

the

at

freshness of the winner. It was the
writers' privilege to be present at that
spectacular finish when the victor,
Frank J. Hagney, beat the world's
sculling champion, Major GoodcelL
by a full quarter of a mile. Again at
the Hollywood Athletic Club the

interviewed Mr. Hagney, an
all-around sportsman, athlete, world
traveller, and human being, and obtained his personal views especially
writer

Amateur Movie Makers.
Frank Hagney is not only an amateur cameraman but he knows of the
intricacies of the professional camera
as well. Back in Australia, his native
country, he came to realize the opportunities of the amateur movie camera
for

for the simple reason, perhaps, that
it was responsible for the masterful
in which he, after years away
from the rowing game, was able to
vanquish the world's sculling champion, a much younger man. There
was a time when Frank Hagney did

way

not possess such a wealth of friends
and affluence; when he was forced to
back himself financially in the
numerous sculling races which he
won over frightful odds the physical
strain being coupled with the mental
worry of obtaining money for per:

sonal stakes.
this time I came to realize
was something wrong with
my sculling style," Mr. Hagney said.
"Try as I might, I would crook my
left arm while rowing and induce

"About

that there

—

fatigue and cramps, which gave me
much pain in the races. After the

boxing technique by observing him-

Australian championship race, which
I won with a desperate effort, I had
an opportunity of seeing myself as
through the meothers had seen me

ex-heavyweight
champion,
Jack
Dempsey, has received many fine
points in boxing from his observation of himself in action, both in professional and amateur movies, and

—

dium

The News

of the silver screen.

upon the

self in action

The

screen.

Weeklies disclosed the reason for my
agony in previous races. I lacked coordination of my shoulder and arm
muscles. My physique seemed to lack
that perfect rhythm which goes to
make a successful rowing champion.
Immediately I went to hidden water-

part of the credit for his come-back
must be given to the aid of the camera's magic eye. Bill Tilden, dean of
American Tennis, has improved his
work on the tennis court by reason
of seeing himself "serving some fast

courses where

George Von Elm, National Amateur Golf Champion and a business
man of no mean ability, regards the
amateur movie camera as a great asset in an athlete's training. And vie-

trained avidly, always having in my mind what the eye
of the camera revealed. Coupled with
a persevering spirit I finally overI

and won my subsequent races with comparative ease.

came

that defect

—

FOR FILMO, VICTOR & CINE-NIZO
The only extreme speed
where quality

ones."

is

lens

not sacrificed

to obtain speed.

A

unique arrangement permits each lens to
be readily adjusted to each individual camera
and insures perfect registry

Ask your

movie camera in perfectstroke by studying them-

the amateur

ing their

it

is

trial

now
and

possible to obtain
speed
quality in the same lens.

ing with him, such golfing champs as
Tommy Armour, recent winner of the

National Open Championship, Harry
Cooper, Walter Hagen, and Bobby
Jones, holder of the British Open
Golf Title, are likewise interested in
the great benefits to be derived from

dealer for a free

and be convinced that

25mm,

mount

in adjustable focusing

$37.50
Write for descriptive circular

PANORAMING
TPIPOD
TCP
& TILTING

selves on the silver screen.
George Young, winner of the Wil-

WALTER HAGEN
Another Champion

Who

Is

a

Cine

Enthusiast

Our world's heavyweight chamGene Tunney, is a movie en-

pion,

thusiast. Besides acting in profession-

Gene has taken great

al movies,

terest in the

amateur

field.

in-

Unques-

tionably he has helped to perfect his

Channel
Catalina
Wrigley
liam
Swim, is very much interested in
amateur motion pictures, as is Duke
P. Kahanamoku, world-famous acquaHerman
George
champion.
tic
(Babe) Ruth, besides making professional motion pictures, has discovered the invaluable aid of the amateur movie camera in training. And
this applies to many other champion
athletes,

majority are

for the

using this

medium

5'/2-inch
carried,

Locks for panoraming only or for
Panorams without jerks,
only.

tilting
tilts

Professional
firmly.
locks
quality, sturdily constructed, mechanicPrice $7.50.
ally perfect.

smoothly,

TRIPCD

TRI/IX

Look

now

tions,

out

for

imita-

LOOK FOR THE

NAME TRIAX.

correct their

to

when

detached

handle,

weight 9 ounces.

they are not rigid
they do not hold up
100 lbs.
if
they do
shoot
open
in
not
three seconds at the
If

faults in athletic competition.

if

—

pressing of a trigger
if
they do not look
like fine
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Of
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published monthly at Ne;v York, X. Y., fur April

if

they

merchandise
are

not

black
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— they
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are

not

the

Triax.

New York,
Comity of New York ss.
State of

Size

a notary public in and for the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared J. B.
Carrigan, who, having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is the editor of the
AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations,
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1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor,
managing editor, and business managers are:
Publisher, Amateur Cinema League, Inc., 105 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
Editor, J. B. Carrigan,
105 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
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is
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Equalizes the exposure be-

tween sky and foreground.
For color correction, cloud
effects, and to bring out
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no
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polished,
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made
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fit
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in

any
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now
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effective.

Any
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THE CLINIC

FILMLAB

Try

SERVICE Once
and you will come back for more

Conducted by Dr. Kinema

Negatives Developed
Positive Prints
Titles of all kinds

16mm

or

35mm

nmmiumm
130 WEST
New York City.

46th

Tel.

STREET
Bryant 49812

NIGHT
MOVIES
So many events happen
that

next

at night

we would love to film
day we have the light but

the party

is

over.

Handy

question that seems to be uppermost
in the minds of some of our members, who have written us recently as
to how this can be done.
tripod is, of course, a necessity.
Set it up in the car so that you can
place your full weight on it without
it vibrating in the slightest degree.
Pass a strap around the legs, fastening it firmly to each leg so as to add
an extra steadying factor. As a final
safeguard, bring a strap from each
leg and fasten firmly to some part of
The pictures obtained
the tonneau.
using a tripod in this manner will Le
as steady as those of the professional

can now make their
movies with very little
difficulty. League member Cadet S.
Nieman, of Culver Military Academy,
in a recent letter to the League, says:

A

-*-

of our readers

sess a Bell

pos-

Writer

Title

own

who

& Howell Character

interior

"I

made some closeups

at night,

Writer as a light
source.
I placed the Writer on a
small stand about four or five feet
from the subject photographed. The
camera was placed in front of the
Writer with the lens set at / 3.5. I
have obtained excellent results with
this arrangement, and it is very handy
when I wish to photograph a friend
who drops in for an evening chat."

using the

Title

cameraman.

Printing Marvel
CARL LOUIS GREGORY,
technician,

well-

recently

in-

New

— 30

sec-

Rochelle a trick optical printer, designed
by Fred A. Barber, motion picture

flare

now

few of the many differengineer.
ent things that can be accomplished
with this machine are as follows:

stalled in his laboratory in

onds and up.

Light

HPHOSE

New

known

METEOR FLARES
will provide the light

"Moving" Pictures
T TOW to get rock-steady movies
* * from a moving automobile is a

A

The leading professional

available to the amateur.

John G. Marshall
1752 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

CORCORAN TANKS
For 16 mm. Film Development

1.

Duplicate negatives.

2.

Changing frame

line to coincide

with any standard.
3. Combination of two negatives
on one film, so that normal and ultraspeed may be shown side by side.
4. Reproduction of negatives with
action slowed down or quickened to
almost any extent.
5. Action can be held at any point
in the film and then be continued,

reversed, or repeated.
6. Duplicate or multiple action of
same subject in same scene.
7.

All kinds of camera

effects,

such

and

out,

as fade-in, fade-out, iris in
lap dissolves, etc.

Send

A.

J.

for Circular

CORCORAN,

INC.

Don't Carry
A Tripod

Get

enlarged.

extra take-up belt at the connection
and slip it around the motor pulley
between the speed controller and the
Reconnect the two
gear housing.

Vest Pocket Tripodinto your
the ground, on a

Just screw

—

it

camera and it STANDS On
table, on your auto—ANYWHERE.
Then Get into the Picture Toursel/.
$2.50 Postpaid
Plain Model
$4.00 Postpaid
With Tilt

AMATEUR MOVIE SERVICE
853 N.

Eutaw

Write for Free

352

St.,

Baltimore,

"HOME MOVIE"

Md.

Magazine.

experiment-

**•
make

"VESPOD"
A

Motor Rewind
A FTER some little

"'

Super-imposed titles in any portion of a negative which already has
been taken and developed.
9. Borders, frames and masks may
be introduced around any scene.
10. Closeups can be made from
semi-closeups. Any part of any negative already taken can be reduced or
8.

758 Jersey Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

A CLOSEUP MADE BY MR. NIEMAN'S
METHOD

MR. GREGORYS TRICK PRINTER

have found a way to
the motor of my Kodascope
This
Model C rewind my films.
method requires no changes in the
machine, only the purchase of an additional takeup belt.
ing,

"Remove

I

the regular take-up belt
Open the

from the take-up pulley.

ends of the take-up belt and slip it
over the pulley on the take-up shaft.
"To rewind films: Place reel to
be rewound on supply shaft and an
empty one on the take-up shaft.
Then thread film on takeup reel,
(not through projection mechanism),
release motor clutch so that only

and turn on switch.
be necessary to release some
of the tension on the supply shaft as
the drag is quite heavy when nearing the end of the reel. Using this
method a full reel may be rewound
William F.
in 30 to 45 seconds."
Kohring.
motor
It

Color Photography
For Everyone
PEERLESS

JAPANESE TRANSPARENT
WATER COLORS

will run,

may

Telephoto Lenses
for the

Cine-Kodak
ModelB/1.9

In 'Booklets, "tft/m Leaflets and in

Concentrated Liquid

^orm

STANDARD PHOTO COLORS
FOR MORE THAN TWO
DECADES

The

SOLD EVERYWHERE

As\ your

THE SATURDAY
BVENIN 3a*ST
—

To Make Movies

dealer or write us for

The

information

of

Distant Subjects
shy animal creatures in

their favorite haunts or birds

JAPANESE WATER COLOR CO.

in their nests can best be photographed from the distance
with a lens of long focal

DIAMOND PLACE
PEERLESS BLDG.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

length such as the Wollensak

Telephoto. It records them in
large proportions where a lens
of ordinary short focal length
would render them almost obscure. For games, races and
other outdoor sports, use a

The Latest

"CINE-NIZO
MODEL B

16"

Three world records: The smallest

—the

lightest

—lowest

in price.

01^ BEHIND THAT CURTAIN-By Earl Derr Bi&ers
Movie Camera with motor

16 m.m.

EVEN SATURDAY EVEH1KG POST COVERS

drive.

HAVE GONE AMATEUR

NIEZOLDI & KRAMER
MUNCHEN 23 GERMANY

Daylight Screen
"T)LACE a silver screen
*•

Amateur Movie Maker
Your Better Pictures

Attention

For

occasionally engage

A PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
Sittings

made

in

your own home

SUE RICE

EVERY EDUCATOR
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE TO
cAmateur oJYCovie Quakers
THREE DOLLARS THE YEAR
West 40th

Street,

so that the
to the side

is

or rear of the screen.
Fasten two
two feet in length, to the two
upper corners of the screen, so that
they project out from the front.
sticks,

Wollensak Telephotos are
in foci from three to six
inches and can be adapted to
the Filmo, Eyemo, Victor,
DeVry and Cine-Kodak Mod-

made

el

B

(with /1.9 lens equip-

ment only)

Other Wollensak Helps
to Better Movies
COLOR FILTERS

Drape a dead-black

300 West 12th St.
New York City
Watkins 10130

105

source of daylight

Wollensak Telephoto lens and
have your favorite appear as a
close-up on the screen.

New York

City

cloth over the
exclude the light from
the top and sides. A black piece of
cloth laid on the bottom, directly in
front of the screen, will help to reduce reflection. The writer has been
using such a screen for the projection of educational pictures in schools
in the daytime. Where window shades
were of light hue and allowed a great
sticks so as to

CINE-VELOSTIGMAT Fl.5
CINE-VERITO F3.5
VIGNETTERS

Send for
Your
Copy
of this

Catalog

deal of light to enter the room, the
pictures were clearly visible, projection brightness being cut only about

25 per cent."

Donald

W

.

NOW!

Gibson.

Mardi Gras Film
SPECIAL NOVELTY RELEASE
5

of the

most famous

stars,

all

in one reel.

"THE STAR FAMILY IN DISTRESS"
featuring CHARLIE CHAPLIN, MARY PICKFORD, DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, GLORIA
SWANSON, LILLIAN GISH and others. Excellent

Comedy.

Length 300 feet. Price $22.50.
most talked of, and least
in America.
Length 400 feet.

"DEATH VALLEY,"
known
Price,

regions

$30.00.

"GHOST

CITIES."

Down

of Romance and Adventure.
Price, $30.00.

Purple Valley
Length, 400 feet.

the

"CARLSBAD CAVERNS." Wonder
America.

Length, 400

feet.

ACME FILM
1906

S.

Price,

Caves of

$30.00.

CO.

Vermont Ave., Los Angeles,

Calif.

readers who have a
ANY100offootour16mm
film of the 1928

New

Orleans Mardi Gras are requested to get in touch with H. E.
Cowles, of the Harvey & Lewis Company, 852 Main Street, Harvard,

studio

and

commercial

for
use.

or professional, we have lenses
purpose. Send for a

for every
catalog.

Conn.

Paging Bethleham

GERALD

LENSES AND SHUTTERS

Whether your needs are amateur

RENAAS,

University of

South Dakota, Vermillion, S. D.,
desires to secure some films of the
Holy Land. Any reader who can aid
is asked to write him.

JLXE.N S AK,
WO
OPTICAL COMPANY
984 Hudson Ave.

Rochester, N. Y.

Manufacturers of Quality Photographic
tenses and Shutters since 1899
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You

Amateur Movie Makers and a

will find

Dealer at each of the following addresses*
CALIFORNIA

Decatur: Haines

Fullerton: Hardy's Drug Store, 110 N. Spadra.
Hollywood: Fowler Studios, 1108 N. Lillian Way.
Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6058 Sunset Blvd.
Long Beach: Winstead Bros., Inc., 244 Pine St.
Los Angeles: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S.

Hill St.

Giroux, 223 W. Third St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
B. B. Nichols, Inc., 731 S. Hope St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 734 S. Bdwy.
X-Ray Supply Corp., 3287 Wilshire Blvd.
Oakland: Davies, 380-14th St.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frashers, Inc., 158 E. Second St.

Roland

Riverside: F.

W. Twogood, 700 Main

Market
Hirsch

Kahn

St.

Main

H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington
South Bend: Ault Camera Shop, 122 S. Main
Ault Camera Shop, 309 S. Michigan St.
C. A. Wunderlich, 1234 Diamond Ave.
Terre Haute: Whitney-Allison Co., 681 Ohio
Indianapolis:

St.

Des

St.

S.

First

St.

NEW

Kodak

Eastman

Kodak

Stores,

Stores,

Inc.,

808

Equipment

Education

Inc.,

608

208

Co.,

Fifth

St.

W.

.

Santa Barbara:

J.

Walter Collinge, 1217 State

St.

COLORADO
626-16

St.

KENTUCKY

DELAWARE
Wilmington: Butler's,
Bros.,

DuPont

415 Market

Inc.,

St.

FLORIDA
Morse's

Photo

Rhodesbilt

Service,

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co., 36 W.

Red Cross Pharmacy,
Petersburg:

Camera Shop,

115-3rd

&?

Art Supply Co., 709-11

GEORGIA
The Camera Exchange,

Eastman Kodak Stores,

Inc.,

7

Auburn Ave.

183 Peachtree St.

IDAHO
ILLINOIS
Camera Co., 179 W. Madison

The, Dept. 93, State,

Camera

MASSACHUSETTS
38 Bromfield

*

Ralph Harris if Co., 30 Bromfield St.
Ivgr Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washing-

*

Service,

Adams

Rm.

202,

&

Dearborn

154 E. Erie

ton

St.

Andrew

Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomery-Frost Co., 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 260 Tremont
J.

*

Pinkham if Smith Co., 15 Bromfield St.
Solatia M. Taylor Co., 56 Bromfield St.
Braintree: Alves Photo Shop, Washington St.
Lowell: Donaldson's, 77 Merrimack St.
Springfield: Harvey (f Lewis Co., 1503 Main St.
J. C. Freeman if Co., 376 Main St.

Worcester:
L. B.

Wheaton, 368 Main

26 E. 8th St.
(i Healy, Jackson Blvd. if Wabash Ave.
Seamans, Photo Finisher, 7052 Jeffery Ave.
Stanley- Warren Co., 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Ideal Pictures Corp.,

Lyon

S>

W. Randolph

St.

MICHIGAN
Detroit: Clark Cine-Service, 2540 Park Ave.
Detroit Camera Shop, 424 Grand River, W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Washington

St.

if Slater

St.

St.

E. B. Meyrowitz, 825 Nicollet Ave.
Sly Fox Films, 49 S. 9th St.
Owatonna: B. W. Johnson Gift Shop, 115 W.
Bridge St.
St. Paul: Co-operative Photo Supply Co., 381-3

358 St. Peter
Zimmerman Bros., 320 Minnesota St.
Inc.,

Hammond

Photo Service, 2115-21 Sixth

are advertising in

354

$3.25,

perior Ave.
ii Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
ii Slater Co., 347 Euclid Ave.
1915 E. 9th St.
ii Slater Co.,

Fowler
Fowler
Fowler

Co., 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Solomonson Optical Co., 735 Euclid Ave.
Film Laboratory, 8807 Hough Ave.
Columbus: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply, 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St., Arcade
*NorwooJ: Home Movie Service Co., 2120 Slane
Ave.
Toledo: Franklin Print. if Eng. Co., 226-J6

* Stone

Huron

St.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City: Roach Drug Co., 110 W. Main
Tulsa: Camera Shoppe, 519J^ Main St., S.

Amateur Movie Makers

AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS,
Year (Canada

L. M. Prince Co., 108 W. 4th St.
Cleveland: Bueschers, 10602 Euclid Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 12804 Su'

St.

St.

who

St.

Gross Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior St.
Lawrence's, 1604 Sylvania Ave.
Youngstown: Fowler ii Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave.

St.

Winona: Van Vranken Studio, 57 W. Fourth
MISSISSIPPI
Meridian:

Akron: Dutt Drug Co., 7 E. Exchange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard
Cincinnati: Ferd Wagner Co., 113 E. 5th St.
Huber Art Co., 124-7th St., W.

Home Movies

Duluth: Zimmerman Bros., 330 W. Superior St.
Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 112 S.

Minnesota St.
B. Meyrowitz,

at

OHIO

E. B. Meyrowitz, 1516 Washington Blvd.
14611 Jefferson
United Camera Stores, Inc.,
Ave.. E.
Jackson: Royal Film Service, 178 Michigan Av. W.
Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washington
Ave.
Vans Cine Service, 201 American State Bank Bldg.
Muskegon: Beckquist Photo Supply House, 885

Fifth

Madison Ave.

Wyko Projector Corp., 33 W. 60th St.
Rochester: Marks if Fuller Co., 36 East Ave.
Sibley, Lindsay ii Curr Co., Camera Dept.
Stamford-in-the-Catskills: E. S. Burtis.
Utica: Edwin A. Hahn, 111 Columbia St.

Co.. 156 Larned St.

Hudson Co., Dept. 290.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co.. 2310 Cass Ave.
L.

*Indicates dealers

$3.00 a

*

Inc.,

ii

Blvd.

E.

St.

Heidkamp, 17

Inc.,

Stores,

St.

D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway
Gall ii Lembke, Inc., 7 E. 48th St.
Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 16 Maiden Lane
Gloeckner ii Newby Co., 9 Church St.
Herbert ii Huesgen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.
Lowe ii Farley, News Stand, Times Bldg.
Lugene, Inc., 600 Madison Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, 520 Fifth Ave.
George Murphy, Inc., 57 E. 9th St.
New York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton St.
Pickup ii Brown, 41 E. 41st St.
C. F. Ray, 296 Fifth Ave.
Schoenig ii Co., Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
Seiden Films, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.
H. F. Waterman, 63 Park Row.
Willoughby Camera Stores, Inc., 110 W. 32 St.

H.

MINNESOTA
St.

d

Eastman Kodak
45th

Petoskey: Foley's Photo Art Shop.

Aimer Coe 6? Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe (f Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
Aimer Coe & Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co., 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash Ave.

Watry

N. Eutaw

Ave.

St.

First

Ballou-Latimer Co., Idaho at 9th Sti.

Fair,
Sts.

Service, 853

Stores, Inc., 223 Park

Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores,

J.

51 E. Flagler St.

Robison's

Tampa: Tampa Photo
Twiggs St.

* Fischer's

St.

*

Fowler

N.

•Chicago: Bass

Amateur Movie

Eastman Kodak

Flagler

Street.

Atlanta:

Main

St.

Washington: Reid S. Baker, Inc., 1322 F St.,N.W.
Cinema Supply Co., Inc., 804 Eleventh St.
Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424 New
York Ave., N.W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 607- 14th St., N.W.
Fuller y d'Albert, Inc., 815-10th St., N. W.

St.,
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MARYLAND

Bldg.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Lake Wales:
Arcade.

Bangor: Francis A. Frawley,
* Baltimore:

H. Boozer, 173 E. 60th St.
Brentano's, 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange, 113 Park Row.
* Columbus Photo Supply, 146 Columbus Ave.
* Cullen, 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega, Inc., Ill E. 42nd St.
Raynolds Co., Inc.. 34 E. 42nd St.
Devoe
J.

St.

St.

St.

213

Stores,

MAINE

Harvey 6? Lewis Co., 865 Main St.
Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.
New Britain: Harvey 6? Lewis Co., 79 W. Main St.
New Haven: Frits & Hawley, Inc., 816 Chapel St.
Harvey & Lewis Co., 849 Chapel St.
Reed Film Corp., 126 Meadow St.
Stamford: Thamer, Inc., 87 Atlantic St.
Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 25-29 W. Main St.

Frost

York City: Abercrombie ii Fitch, .45th fi
Madison Ave.
American News and its Subsidiaries, 131 Varick

Shreveport: Film Arbor Studio, 305'/2 Texas St.

Bridgeport: Fritz (f Hawley, Inc., 1030 Main St.
Harvey c? Lewis Co., 1148 Main St._
Greenwich: Gayle A. Foster, 9 Perryridge Rd.
Hartford: H. F. Dunn Motion Picture Co., 410

S.

New

St.

CONNECTICUT

Asylum

W. Walnut

4th Ave.

Eastman Kodak

Orleans:

16 St.

JERSEY

NEW YORK

KANSAS

Baronne

S.

Baldwin, 32 Maiden Lane.
F. E. Colwell Co., 465 Broadway
Buffalo: J. F. Adams, 459 Washington St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co., 41 Niagara St.
United Projector if Film Corp., 228 Franklin St.
Whinihan Bros, ii Co., Inc., 746 Elmwood Ave.

Topeka: Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas Ave.

New

419

Home Movie

Wright

LOUISIANA

Denver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,
Ford Optical Co., 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404-16 St.

W. 2nd

Co., 713

Inc.,

L.

Albany: E.

&Sons, 431

if

Stores

if Read, Inc., 308 Market St.
Service, 32 North Ave.
Bamberger ii Co.
Schaeffer Co., 103 Halsey St.
Plainfield: Mortimer's, 300 Park Ave.

Bldg.

Louisville: W. D. Gatchel
Street.
Sutcliffe Co., 225-227 S.

E.

St.

Camden: Parrish

Newark:

Pierce St.

Visual

21

Co.,

St.

Omaha: Eastman Kodak

'

Santa Ana: Forman-Gilbert Pictures Co., 1428

Carl R. Matthiesen

Hastings

Cranford:

Moines:

Supply

Photographic

NEBRASKA

St.

IOWA

St.

*

310

Wayne: Biechler-Howard Co., 112 W. Wayne

St.

Locust St.
Sioux City: Eastman

Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.

6?

San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 94

Boise:

T. Briggs
11th St.

Hanley Photo if Radio Shop, 116 E. 10th
*St. Louis: A. S. Aloe Co., 513 Olive St.
Erker Bros., 707 Olive St.
Hyatt's Supply Co., 417 N. Broadway.

St.

Co., 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market St.

St.

St.

Z.

Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318 Brady
545

Inc.,

St.

6?

Evansville: Smith if Butterfield Co.,

St.

San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 414 B
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth Ave.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores,

MISSOURI
Kansas City: Z T. Briggs Photographic Supply
Co., 916 Grand Ave.
Z. T. Briggs Photographic Supply Co., 1006 Main

INDIANA
Fort

them I

Visit

Co., 121-128 E. William

if Essick

St.

Evanston: Aimer Coe ii Co., 1645 Orrington Ave.
* Hattstrom if Sanders, 702 Church St.
Galesburg: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 S. Prairie St.
Rockford: Quality Photo Shop, 316 E. State St.
Sterling: Ray Hart, 8-10 E. 4th St.

J.

Progressive

JSSVf&fflS

Foreign $3.50) 25 Gents a Copy (Foreign 30 Gents)

St.

DEALERS — Continued
CANADA

OREGON
Lynn's Photo Shop, 1555 Monroe St.
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 345 Washington

Drummond
Stark Sts.
Store, Kodak

Dept.,

Lip-

PENNSYLVANIA
Kelly

Erie:

6?

Philadelphia:

som

Film

Williams,

Brown

6? Earle,

Kodak

AMATEUR

P 470 Nanking Rd.

Many

CUBA

203

C,

Box 166.

P. O.

INDIES

Williams.

St.

London,

PI.

10 Cents a

ii

Co.,

119, Victoria St.

420 Union

Bond

W.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd.,

I.:

TEXAS

New

119

St.

A

Meyrowitz, Ltd., 1
Westminster Photographic

Dallas: Cullum 6?
E. G. Marlow Co., 1807 Main St.
El Paso: Schuhmann Photo Shop, P.

B.

Old Bond

Exchange,

Westminster
Oxford St.
Sheffield:

Exchange,

Photographic

Wm.

Mcintosh

(Sheffield)

Ltd.,

62,

Change

Alley.

St.
tV

Eng.

Co., Inc.,

613

Row

Photo Co., 6 Norfolk

Sheffield

Fan-

(Fargate).

with

words

is

classified

than

less

20

accepted.

Cash must accompany order. No
discounts of any kind, including
cash discount.

nin St.

San Antonio: Fox Co., 209 Alamo Plaja.
E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co., Houston at St. Mary's

HAWAII
Honolulu
Box 2999

Honolulu:

Sts.

VERMONT
Robert T. Platka, 231 S. Prospect
Rutland: Geo. E. Chalmers Co., Inc.

St.

Burlington:

Amsterdam: Foto

Photo

Supply

Nijmegen: Capi, 13-17

Van

Co.,

O.

P.

Advertising for the Classified De-

partment

HOLLAND
Schaap & Co.,

Spui

S.

Granby

Galeski Optical Co., 209

8.

Berchenstraat

INDIA

St.

Army

Calcutta:

WASHINGTON

Chowringhee

Anderson Supply Co., Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1415-4th Ave.
Motion Picture Service, 903 Lloyd Bldg., Sixth
Ave. and Stewart St.

Seattle:

Spokane: Joyner

Drug Co., Howard

ii

Ave.
Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co., Inc.
E. W. Stewart &" Co.. 939 Commerce
Garage,

81- 12th

Ltd.,

these

1.

Equipment wanted.

2.

Films wanted.

3.

Equipment

4.

Films for

41

St.

JAPAN
Kyoto: J. Osawa & Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.
Osaka: Fukada & Co., 218 Dojima Bldg.

MEXICO
Mexico City: American Photo Supply Co.,
Avenida F. I., Madero, 40.

St.

for sale.

sale.

5.

Trading

6.

Personal opportunities.

offers.

A.,

S.

Classified advertising will be pub-

NORWAY

St.

WISCONSIN

Oslo:

Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.
Green Bay: Bethe Photo Service, P. O. Box 143.
Madison: Photo Art House, 212 State St.
Milwaukee: Boston Store, Wisconsin Ave. & 4th
St.

H. W. Brown & Co., 87 Wisconsin St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 427 Milwaukee
Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave.

W. Water

Navy Coop. Soc,

for

Riverside

WEST VIRGINIA
Wheeling: Twelfth St.

ii

accepted

classifications:

VIRGINIA
Norfolk:

as

Ill,

Ltd.,
Ltd.,

Word minimum. No

20

advertising

St.

Piccadilly.

St.

O. Box 861.
Worth: Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main

Houston: Star Elec.

counted

gent St.

London,

St.

E.

Boren Co., 1509 Elm

(figures, abbrevia-

initials

words).

Howell Co., Ltd., 320 Re-

6?

word

and

tions

Westminster Photographic Ex-

I.:

London, W.I.: Bell

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., Hotel Peabody, 86 S. 2nd St.
G. C. Dury

W.

S.

change, Ltd.,

TENNESSEE
Nashville:

our June issue,

in

under these conditions:

ENGLAND
cV

This will be done

to us to

department.

Java: Kodak, Ltd., Noordwijk 38, Weltevreden

Inc., 178 Angell
Inc., 47 Exchange

Anthony,

classified

a

Kodak Shop, 295-7

St.

P.

come

requests have

establish

Santiago: Farre ii Serra S. en

S.

RHODE ISLAND
Thames

will be accepted by

MOVIE MAKERS

CHINA

DUTCH EAST

Providence: E.
Starkweather

ADVERTISING

CANAL ZONE
Balboa Heights: Lewis Photo Service, Box 173.

St.

is

Credit

319

Ltd..

Fil-

Ave.

Fifth

Can.,

of

Shanghai: Chiyo-Yoko,

Newport: Rugen Typewriter

Ft.

Co.

Slide

Inc., 918 Chestnut St.
Stores, Inc., 606 Wood

Reading: Alexander Kagen, 641 Penn St.
Wilkes-Barre: Zwiebel-Stenger Sales Co.,

Main

y

CLASSIFIED

Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 472 Main

St.

B. K. Elliott 6f Co.. 126-6th St.
Kaufmann's Dept. Store., Dept. 62

104

St.

Inc.,

bert Sts.

Pittsburgh: Eastman

Co. of Can., Ltd..

Bldg.

IN JUNE

St.

1020 Chestnut
Jos. C. Ferguson, Jr., 1804 Chestnut St.
Strawbridge & Clothier, Market, Eighth &
*

109

Foncier Bldg.

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores,

Co.,

St.

ville

Green, 116 W. 11th St.
Buchanan, 232 Franklin St.
Amateur Movies Corp., 2114 SanVV.

F.

Slide

fcV

News

ii

Ottawa: Photographic Stores, Ltd., 65 Sparks St.
Toronto: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 66 King St.
Film or Slide Co. of Can.. 156 King St.. W.
Vancouver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 610 Gran-

ii

man-Wolfe Bldg.

Johnstown:

Film

Montreal:

St.

K. Gill Co., 5th
Lipman-Wolte Dept.

J.

Works

Calgary: Boston Hat
Eighth Ave.. W.

Corvallis:

tion of

SCOTLAND
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine, 103 Vi
Nr. Renfield St.
J. Lizars,

Vincent

St.

MOVIE MAKERS

SPAIN

1

All copy will be scrutinized care-

Barcelona: James Casals, 82, Viladomat St.

St.

Madrid:

Photoart House of Milwaukee, 220 Wells St.

AMATEUR

St.,

101 Buchanan St.

St.

&

lished only in the Classified Sec-

University Book Shop.

Kodak

Sociedad

Anonima,

Puerta

del

fully,

but

Amateur Movie Mak-

Sol 4.

ers will not be responsible for

FOREIGN

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

AUSTRALIA
Melbourne: Charles

W. Donne,

Penang:

Kwong Hing Cheong,

349-51 Post Office

Penang

errors nor for statements

made

St.

by

classified advertisers.

SWITZERLAND

Place.

Winterthur: Alb. Hoster, Marktgasse 57.
Zurich: Zulauf (Vorm, Kienast & Co.),

Harrington's Ltd., 266 Collins St.
Sydney: Harringtons, Ltd., 386 George St.

Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd.. 379 George

lc

hofstr,

St.

No

proofs and no checking copies

Bahn-

61.

will be furnished to classified advertisers.

THE TROUBLE WITH THE MOVIES.
By Clarence
The trouble with the movies,

As

appears to me,
Is not what the wise people
it

About me seem to see.
But I do raise objection
In accents bold and high
To one outstanding evil
The ivaste of custard pie.

E.

Send copy

to:

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
DEPT.

Flynn.
If all that precious pastry
Thrown with such ready grace,

Such technique and precision,
At some poor fellow's face,
Were gathered all together
For my convenience, I
Would just retire from labor

And

live

on custard

105

West

New

Fortieth Street

York, N. Y.

pie.
355

!

1
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ASSOCIATED FILM LIBRARIES
-

Hancock 3593
36-38 Melrose

16mm

Film. Rentals

be remembered that the figures in a
cinematographic scene are components and correspond to components

ATTENTION!!

in a still picture.

On

forthcoming

picture

only suggested.
The
is represented on
the screen in the popping up-anddown of a character hiding behind
some object, or the thrusting of a
it

is

walking-beam idea

AMATEUR NEWS REEL
section of the country

can you cover?

THE NEW

[MEDITERRANEAN
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Game ra Stores, Inc.
PARK AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Gillette
117

16mm Films
HISTORIC LUMBER FLUME OF

CALIFORNIA
Built in the days of the gold-rush
doing duty.

A

and

Price, $6.00

WATER FALLS OF YOSEMITE
VALLEY
Same

length and price
Produced by

ERNEST

M.

REYNOLDS
Cleveland, Ohio

165 E. 191st Street

general reflections upon the
principles underlying these consideerations should here be made the eye
is sometimes interested by obvious
and actual movements; at other times
by suggested or implied ones. Sometimes the pose of a figure suggests
motion, as when a character points
with outstretched arm and rigid index
finger.
See the engraving again
(Figure 1) of the officer on horseback, clearly silhouetted against the
sky pointing to the valley where the
town (Zurich) is situated. It is a
good detail in travel pictures taken
with motion picture apparatus to
have a figure point this way, as it
helps carry out the illusion of extension into distance the third di-

—

mension of pictorial expressions.
In this effort to explain composition in pictures that move the endeavor has been to adhere to describing facts of structure only, without
going into the questions of ideas,
sentiment, emotions and like qualities.
All these considerations, however, enter into the subject, for back
of all impulses to make pictures by

mechanical

TRADE
Your

Still

IN

Camera

16mm Movie

for a
Outfit

Liberal allowance on any

make camera.

CONSULT US.
for B & H Filmo,

Headquarters
Victor, and Cine Kodaks.

New York Camera
Exchange
109

356

FULTON

ST.,

Inc.

Congress Ave., Flushing, N. Y.

MOVIE FILTERS
Produce Fog Scenes, Moonlight and Night Effects
anywhere, anytime. Also soft-focus and various other
effects, just like they make 'em in Hollywood.
Its
easy
you make 'em too. I'll tell you how.

—

GEO. H. SCHEIBE
PJiotO'Filter Specialist

1927

W.

78th St.

Los Angeles, Cal.

TITLES

©

—
H E re's

Complete

and

titling

I

service. (16
or standard.) Cinematography.

~&

I

editing

mm.

YESTERDAY^
I

CLARK CINE-SERVICE

2540 Park Ave.

I

CAdillac 5 260

DETROIT, MICH.

New

Send us any of your old 100 ft. films
plus $1.00 and we will send you a new
16mm film of the same nature.

HATTSTROM & SANDERS
702 Church

Evanston,

St.

Make Use

111.

Your Film Library

of

Join

The

FILM TRADERS CLUB
Write for detailed information

FILM TRADERS CLUB
48 Congress Ave., Flushing, N. Y.

Demonstrator, Model

A

Kodascope with

car'

rying case. List Price $205.00; for cash $155.00.
Model
Cine Kodak F.-1.9 lens and tripod
demonstrator, perfect, $170.00.

A

Old

style

Vignetter

Iris

for

Filmo

camera,

$4.00.

A.

S.

ALOE COMPANY

707 Olive Street

St.

Louis,

Mo.

still

rare subject

Length, 100 feet

&

Park Place

Exchange Old Film for

Two

?iK
*£?

exposures

It

HEDWIG

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,

tions of wheels; the subtle hints in
the path of the circular composi-

:

U.

$2.00

„

Printing
3.50
2 Vic per word, not less than 25c per
title and no smaller order than
1.00
100 ft. negative including one print, amber,
pink, yellow or green stock
8.00
Write for Film Lists

dancing steps converging

tion.

5*i

.

petitions:

toward a central focus; the revolu-

vF
-

-

Negative Developed

ft.
ft.

head around a corner.

Movements that are continuous
within the screen area are the kinetic
structure of compositions.
Some of
these movements are reciprocal re-

EXPOSURE
GUIDE

100
100

Titles,

the screen the

components give the eye the positive
evidence of movement, while in a still

want material for our

What

(Continued from page 302)

Boston, Mass.

St.

AMATEURS
We

COMPOSITION IN PIGTURES THAT MOVE

NEW YORK

and interpretive means

are the emotions.
And intelligence
enters at every point. The reason for
composition is that the expressed
emotions and pictured ideas are
more adequately "put over" than they
would be if there were no constructions. Just as definite planning helps
in painting, so in screen images a
planned arrangement of things and
well-devised action of the moving
elements aid in the conveyance of
ideas.
In both mediums the eye is
captivated by movement pleasingly
if there is order, disagreeably if there
is confusion.

—

FOR SALE
tiful

cabinet with

current.

In

Capitol continuous 16
Projector in beau-

mm

Tork

first class

DR.

clock.

AC

or

DC

condition.

MAY

445 Knickerbocker Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

TO

NEW ENGLAND!
ONE DAY
16

SERVICE

ON

M.M. TITLES

Including Crawl Titles
and Border with your name

MASTER MOTION PICTURE BUREAU
36 Melrose

St.

Boston—Han. 3593

PHILADELPHIA
NEWS REEL LABORATORY
1707 Sansom Street
Exclusively 16mm
Developing, Printing, Titling,
Editing, Rush Service.

Cameramen

available for all

—Industrial

and
Medical Productions.

occasions

FISCHER
Buys

Eight Titling Rules

O ULE

— Sells — Exchanges

Motion Picture Equipment

WRITE FOR BARGAIN LIST

FISCHER'S

CAMERA SERVICE
Everything Known inJWotion 'Pictures
154

"

T WINARK
portable

arc

con-

sumes 8 amperes and
operates
circuit.

on

lighting

Weighs

6 lbs.

Ideal for Cine

—

Rule 2: As the background of the

circular

A

Rule 3:

more

than

title

words

in

story.

No more

Tests have

the

is

shown

that the last

usually the only one

By keeping

the one idea
very easy to keep
well within the 25 word

retained.
title in

mind,

title

it is

limit.

Titles

many

may

times

take the place of scenes.
a Limited Supply Left

They

also

employed to give comic or dramatic relief and are frequently used
are

PUBLISHERS 1
f CINEMATOGRAPHIC
98 WEST WASHINGTON STREET

i

to

establish complete breaks in the

XJRING

can exchange your
old Library Films for
new at a very small

cost.
little more than the cost of one
you can get the use of twelve films.
Each film you get belongs to you.

For

information

Evanston,

first

me

information

your film exchange proposition.

Name
Address
City and State

are

body

two words are caps, the initial
always being about twice the
of the body type. Initial letters

on

much

fought over
has for a
number of years used eight letters per
foot as the basis for the length of his
titles. It can readily be seen that the
proposition.

full

letters

in regular

Rule 8: The number of words per

Illinois.

It

en-

movies

camera on James Boring's
Cape Cruise and sail away to

your

cameraman, on a visit to Iceland,
North Cape, Norway, Denmark and
Sweden, with stops in Germany, Holland
and England. The cruise may be completed
fessional

in forty days, or advantage may be taken of
liberal stop-over privileges for those who
wish to extend their travels in Europe.

FROM MONTREAL

SAIL

JUNE

is

a

The

writer

measurement of titles by letters
rather than by words is much more
accurate.

21st

Eugene

J.

Cour

Commercial Photographer.

in

the

GALGARIC

S. S.

the time you reach the dock in Montreal till you step ashore again in New York,
you will never be without interesting scenes to
record, either on ship or on shore.
Sail in comfort on a splendid cruise ship,
and enjoy the high standards of cuisine and
service maintained by the White Star Line
under the personal cruise direction of James

From

Boring and his competent

staff.

Membership is limited.
Send the coupon today for full

details.

Gardner Wells

letter

foot of film

Street,

Please send

initial

word

are never used in quotations.

HATTSTROM & SANDERS
702 Church

When

first

type should be in caps. If it is an
extremely short word, such as, "is,"
"it," "the," etc., the body type of the

size
this

make

on the specially chartered
White Star Line

Rule 7:
used, the

film

Write today for

to

lands of mighty grandeur.
Come while the Midnight Sun is shining
night and day on the haunts of the Vikings,
and while the weather is agreeably mild.
Make permanent records of quaintly costumed people engaged in picturesque employments in out of the way corners of the
world.
Join the enthusiastic group of amateur
movie makers headed by Gardner Wells, pro-

in books.

Regardless whether the
long or short, the card
should always be at the same distance from the camera.

You

you

PARADISE

Rule 6:

Library Films?

strange

Movie Maker's

story similar to the chapter divisions

lines are set

Why Rent Your

to

the

Rule 5:

PP.

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

A

North

idea presented

The Cine-

paths

and scenes.

GARDNER WELLS

length.

than one idea
should be presented in one title as it
breaks into the continuity of the

Miniature monographs.

Only

ables

should never run

twenty-five

Rule 4:

should have a set of the

beaten

peoples

ness.

EVERY MOVIE MAKER
WHO WANTS BETTER MOVIES

NUMBERS—$1.00

This cruise takes you out
of

In

ground is necessary, amber tint is
often employed to soften the harshfilm.

LAPPS

people almost extinct

that are unique.

to see the picture that followed.

cartoon work, where a white back-

for discount

6

A

black
If a white
it

and the lettering white.
background were used the glare of
the white would so blind the audiences that they would hardly be able

TWINARK

of

necessary to have

it is

$37.50

434 Larkin St.
San Francisco, Calif.
Dealers and Jobbers write

volume

NOMAD

takes nine-tenths of the

really

screen,

Work
Send for free
and sample

first

style of type or letter-

—

title

a

A

:

ing should be employed that is
easily read. Familiar type faces
those used by most magazines and
newspapers are easily read and thus
interfere but slightly with the following of a motion picture story. Easily
read type is a great help to the large
percentage of people with defective
eyesight. Any of the heavier faces
not bold photograph well.

CHICAGO

EAST ERIE STREET

1

*-^-

JAMES BORING'S

TRAVEL SERVICE,

Inc.

New York
730 Fifth Ave. at 57th St.
"Assistants to the Amateur Movie Maker*'
gardner wells, dept. n-2"5
James Boring's Travel Service.
730 Fifth Ave.,

at

57th

St.,

New

Inc.,

York.

me details of the North Cape
Movie Makers Tour under your personal
Please send
direction,

Name

sailing

from Montreal June

21st.

_..

Address
City

State
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KODASGOPE LIBRARIES ANNOUNCE

The Fighting Coward
Featuring Ernest Torrence, Cullen Landis,

Mary

A

Phyllis Haver.

Old South
romantic days of beaver hats, hoop skirts and
duels. It is one of the

delightfully entertaining story of the

in the
pistol

FIVE

Noah Beery and

Astor,

HUNDRED SUBJECTS NOW AVAILABLE
an adequate number of duplicate copies and an established
organization offer you a program service that
you can depend upon.

World-wide

distribution,

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG OF

176

PAGES FURNISHED GRATIS TO MEMBERS

KODASCOPE LIBRARIES
Are

Established At:

Atlanta, Ga., 183 Peachtree Street
Boston, Mass., 260 Tremont Street
Buffalo, N. Y., 228 Franklin Street
Chicago, III., 137 North Wabash Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio, 110 West 8th Street
Cleveland, Ohio, 1126 Euclid Avenue
Detroit, Mich., 1206 Woodward Avenue
Kansas City, Mo., 916 Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal., 643 South Hill Street
Minneapolis, Minn., 112 South Fifth Street

And

in

New

York, N. Y„ 33 West 42nd Street
Philadelphia, Pa., 2114 Sansom Street

Pittsburgh,

Pa.,

606

Wood

Street

San Antonio, Texas, 209 Alamo Plaza
San Francisco, Cal., 241 Battery Street
Seattle, Washington, 111 Cherry Street
Toronto, Ontario, 156 King Street, W.
Montreal, Quebec, 104 Drummond Bldg.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 205 Paris Bldg.
Vancouver, B. C, 310 Credit Fourier Bldg.

Thirty Foreign Cities All Around the World

'PICTURES THAT PLEASE"

358

HAYDEN SELF-THREADING REEL
400 Ft. 75 Cts.

200 Ft. 50 Cts.

ABOUT OUR

REELS, both

equipped with the

self -threading

be inserted in the

slot of

any

attachment.

but

reel,

snap in your other

tion to the

r^D

Film Clip shown

to

is

ft.,

is

if

come

ft.,

once inserted

you can purchase

We

would

may

cannot

it

new

one.

these self-threading
also call

your

atten-

edge of reel to accommodate the Hayden

25c each.

The

5-inch reel

is

Spring

film.

very desirable

taken of a subject, which would spoil the effect
film of

SPLICER

an entirely different

subject.

.00

PRICE

Wooden Baseboard.

Splicer will give

recommended

200

very desirable in holding the loose end of

films are

Including

and

slot in

-inch

self-threading attachment

very easily replaced by a

10c each.

one or more hundred feet of

HAYDEN FILM
little

reels at

at the left costing

where only two 100

when added

T

round cornered

Spring Film Clip, which

This

is

using our reels and you so desire

fingers to

The

5

ft.,

designed so

is

come out without destroying same, but

When

7-inch 400

reels

size

you

to those

as

good a

who do

splice as

any machine on the market,

not want to invest the

money

at the start in

our wonderful Electric Viewer, Splicer and Rewind at $37.50 as shown at the
left.

A

machine

$5.00 credit will be allowed on same in exchange towards the larger
at a later date if desired.

Sold by the Best Dealers

A. G.

HAYDEN

CO., Brockton, Mass., U. S. A.
SEND US YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS FOR OUR FREE MAILING LIST
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name

you were asked to
IFganization
in the entire world which,
the one or-

your opinion, knew most about photography, wouldn't your answer surely be
the Eastman Kodak Company?
in

And

such WonderfuL

Home Movies

wouldn't you expect that the com-

Next to the lens mount is a semi-automatic diaphragm scale, a permanent part of the
camera, which tells you just what to do under
each light condition. (2) There is the usual
eye-level sight finder but in the Cine-Kodak it
is so placed that you don't need to squint or
remove hat or glasses. In addition, (3) there
is

a waist-level reflecting finder, invaluable
taking pictures of children or pets.

when

The winding handle

for the motor is
permanently attached. You can't lose it or
forget it. The very shape of the Cine-Kodak is
convenient; (5) it is easy to carry and f 6) can
be rested anywhere.
(4)

Because of this and because (7) the release
can be locked in running position, you can
actually take movies of yourself. (8; Loading

andf.

3.5.

Cine-Kodak embodies Eastman's

years' experience in devising
easy picture making methods for the
amateur. Unbiased by the precedents
J
J
and prejudices of professional cinema
j camera design, the men who made still
photography so easy have now made
J
home movie making equally simple for
J
you. The result is that the Cine'-Kodak is
>
the simplest home movie camera.

f. 6.5

As an example of
and

And

f. 3.5

this simplicity, the

models require no focusing.

f

while the
1.9 pictured above, because
extreme speed, does require focusing,
this is easily accomplished by a simple twist
of the lens barrel.
of

That's why people everywhere rightly regard
the Cine-Kodak as the last word in amateur
movie equipment. Specifically, it is the following features that make it so
(1)

6.5

j

(14)

pany which for years had made the finest
cameras for "still" photography would make
the finest cameras for movies?

B

forty

$

»

Cine -Kodak Model

—

Cine-Kodak

Here are some reasons for

is

with f. 1.9 lens, the fastest lens
supplied as stock equipment with
any home movie camera. Two other
lens equipments are available

and unloading are done with the greatest ease.
There are no tight fits and the film is also completely protected. Everything is so arranged as
to make threading the film and cleaning the
mechanism simplicity itself. Moreover, no
pains have been spared to make this mechanism strong and durable as well as convenient.

The

materials used are of the finest, the
example, being chromium-plated, and
'10) the camera itself handsomely covered
with leather.
(9)

gate, for

Ql) Cine-Kodaks
throughout.
camera, not

The

are

lenses

Eastman-made
made for the

And, now, finally, add to these fourteen
points of excellence a fifteenth. Instead of
being much higher in price than other cameras
of its type, the Cine-Kodak (15) actually costs
less. So see your Kodak dealer for interesting
demonstration and clip coupon below for
booklet.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Dept. MM-5, Rochester, N. Y.
Please send me, FREE and without obligation,
the booklet telling me how I can easily make
my own movies.

are

fitted to it and (12) not only is this
equipment backed by the Kodak reputation
but the user has the benefit of Eastman service,

world-wide in scope.

its

Name.
Address

LtFeJO
C. I.AZELI.

NORTHROP

PRESS, N. Y.
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